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PREFACE

This volume of Decisions of the Department of the Interior covers
the period from January 1, 1960, to December 31, 1960. It includes
the most important administrative decisions and legal opinions that
were rendered by officials of the Department during the period.

The Honorable Fred A. Seaton served as Secretary of the Interior
during the period covered by this volume; Mr. Elmer F. Bennett
served as Under Secretary; Messrs. Fred G. Aandahl, George W.
Abbott, Roger C. Ernst, Royce A. Hardy, and Ross L. Leffler served
as Assistant Secretaries of the Interior; Mr. D. Otis Beasley served
as Administrative Assistant Secretary; Mr. George W. Abbott and
Mr. Theodore F. Stevens* served successively as Solicitor of the De-
partment of the Interior. Mr. Edmund T. Fritz served as Deputy
Solicitor.

This volume will be cited within the Department of the Interior
as "67 I.D."

Secretary of the lnteror

*Mr. Theodore . Stevens was appointed Solicitor on September 2, 160, and this
volume is published under his direction.

II



ERRATA

Page 18-Index-Digest, Second Entry, No. 13, page 295 should read page
296.

Page 21-First paragraph, lines 5-6, 56 I.D. 300, 44, June 5, 1938 should
read 56 I.D. 330, 334, June 15, 1938.

Page 33-Bottom of page, 67 I.P., No. 2, should read 67 I.D., No. 2.
Page 48-Last paragraph, last line, The stakes set in the field 9, should

read The stakes set in the field8 .
Page 65-Line 5, 231 F. 2d 836 (1952) should read 271 F. 2d 836 (1959).
Page 71-Line 2, foreoog should read foregoing.
Page 147-Fqotnote 2, line 3, 199 P. d 923 (528 Cir.) should read 199 .

2d 923 (5th ir.).
Page 162-Line 26, Ickes v. Virginia-Colorado Development Corp., 295 U.C.

639 (1935) should read 295 U.S. 639 (1935).
Page 162-Citation, line 26, 295 U.C. 639 (1955) should read 295 U.S. 639

(1955).
Page 168-Second paragraph, line 1, is effectual to transfer title to a vester

should read, is ineffectual to transfer title to a vested.
Page 168-Footnote 4, line 9, contiguous, should read continuous.
Page 168-Footnote 4, line 15, 5 Am. Decsions, should read 35 Am.

Decisions.
Page 170onote 5, line 10, abandonment should read abandoned.
Page 211-Footnote 1, line 1, 43 CFA, should read 43 CPR.

III
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CUMUILATIVE INDEX TO SUITS FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF DEPART-
MIENTAL DECISIONS PUBLISHED IN INTERIOR DECISIONS

The table below sets out in alphabetical order, arranged according
to the last name of the; first-party named in the Department's decision,
all the departmental decisions published in the Interior De-
cisions, beginning with volume 61, judicial review of which was
sought by one of the parties concerned. The name of the action is
listed as it appears on the court docket in each court. Where the deci-
sion of the court has been published, the citation is given; if not, the
docket number and date of final action taken by the court is set out.
If the court issued an opinion in a nonreported case, that fact is indi-
cated; otherwise no opinion was written. Unless otherwise indicated,
all suits were commenced in the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia and, if appealed, were appealed to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Finally,
if judicial review resulted in a further departmental decision, the
departmental decision is cited.

'Maw Barash, The Texas Company, 63 I.D. 51 (1956)

Max Barash v. Doaglas McKay, Civil Action No. 939-56. Judgment for
defendant, June 13, 1957; reversed and remanded, 256 F. 2d 714 (1958);
judgment for plaintiff, December 18, 1958, U.S. Dist. Ct. D.C., 66 I.D. 11
(1959)..

The California Company, 66 I.D. 65 (1959)

The Cal4fornia Company v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 980-59. Judg-
ment for defendant, October 24, 1960 (opinion). Appeal pending.

Columbian Carbon Company, Merwin E. Liss, 63 I.D. 166 (1956)

- :X -Mersvin E. Liss v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3233-56. Judgment for
defendant, January 9, 1958. Appeal dismissed for want of prosecution,
September 18, 1958, D.C. Cir. No. 14,647.

John C. DeArmas, Jr., P. A. McKenna, 63 I.D. 82 (1956)

Patrick A. McKenna v. Clarence A. Davis, Civil Action No. 2125-56. Judg-
ment for defendant, June 20, 1957; aff'd, 259 F. 2d 780 (1958); cert. denied,
358 U.S. 835 (1958).

-John J. Farrelly et al.,-62 I.D. 1 (1955)

John J. Farrelly and The Fifty-One Oil Co. v. Douglas McKay, Civil Action
No. 8037-55. Judgment for plaintiff, October 11, 1955; no appeal.

xIx
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Franco Western Oil Company.et al., 65 I.D. 316, -4g7 (1958)

Raymond J. Hansen v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 2810-59. Judg-
ment for plaintiff, August 2, 1960 (opinion). No appeal taken.

Nelson A. Gerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957)

Nelson A. Gerttula v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 685-60. Suit
pending.

Raymond J. Hansen et al., 67 I.D. 362 (1960)

Duncan Miller v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3470-60. Suit pending.
Robert Schblein v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 4131-60. Suit pending.

Max L. Krueger, Vaughan B. Connelly, 65 I.D. 185 (1958)

Maa L. Krueger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3106-58. Complaint
dismissed by plaintiff, June 22, 1959.

Wade McNeil et al., 64 I.D. 423 (1957)

Wade McNeil v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 648-58. Judgment for
defendant, June 5, 1959 (opinion) ; reversed, 281 F. 2d 931 (1960).

Salvatore Megna, Gtuardian, Philip T. Garigan, 65 I.D. 33 (1958)

Salvatore Megna, Guard ian, etc. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 468-58.
Judgment for plaintiff, November 16, 1959; motion for reconsideration
denied, December 2, 1959; no appeal.

Duncan Miller, Louise Cuccia, 66 I.D. 388 (1959)

Louise Cuccia and Shell Oil Company v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No..
562-60. Suit pending.

Henry S. Morgan et al., 65 I.D. 369 (1958)

Henry S. Morgan v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3248-59. Oral judg-.
ment for defendant, December 16, 1960 (order not yet entered).

Richard L. Oelschlaeger, 67 I.D. 237 (1960)

Richard L. Oelschlaeger v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 4181-60. Suit
pending.

C. W. Parcell et al., 61 I.D. 444 (1954)

C. W. Parcell et al. v. Fred A. Seaton et al., Civil Action No. 2261-55
Judgment for defendants June 12, 1957 (opinion); no appeal.

Phillips Petroleum Company, 61 I.D. 93 (1953)

Phillips Petroleum Company v. Douglas McKay, Civil Action No. 5024-53
Judgment for defendant, July 11, 1955 (opinion) ; no appeal.

Richfleld Oil Corporation, 62 I.D. 269 (1955)

Richfield Oil Corporation v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 3820-55
Dismissed without prejudice, March 6, 1958.
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The Tewas Company, Thomas G. Dorough, John Snyder, 61 I.D. 367
(1954)

The Texas Company v. Fred A. Seaton et al., Civil Action No. 4405-54.
Judgment for plaintiff, August 16, 1956 (opinion); aff'd on rehearing, 256
F. 2d 718 (1958).

Estate of John Thomas, Deceased Cayuse Allottee No. 223 and Estate
of Joseph Thomas, Deceased Umatilla Allottee No. 877, 64 I.D.401
(1957)

Joe Hayes v. Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior, Civil Action No.
859-581. On September 18, 1958, the court entered an order granting defend-
ant's motion for judgment on the pleadings or for summary judgment. The
plaintiffs appealed and on July 9, 1959, the decision of the District Court
was affirmed, and on October 5, 1959, petition for rehearing en bane was
denied, 270 F. 2d 319. A petition for a writ of certiorari was filed January
28, 1960, in the Supreme Court. The petition was denied on October 10,
1960, rehearing denied November 21, 1960.

Union Oil Co'mpany of California, Ramon P. Colvert, 65 I.D. 245
(1958)

Union Oil Company of California v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No.
3042-58. Judgment for defendant, May 2, 1960 (opinion). Appeal pending.

United States v. Alonzo A. Adams et al., 64 I.D. 221 (1958) ; A-27364
(July 1, 1957)

Alonzo A. Adams, etc. v. Paul B. Witmer et al., United States District
Court for the Southern District of California, Civil Action No. 1222-57-Y.
Complaint dismissed, November 27, 1957 (opinion) ; reversed and remanded,
271 F. 2d 29 (9th Cir. 1958) ; on rehearing, appeal dismissed as to Witmer;
petition for rehearing by Berriman denied, 271 F. 2d 37 (1959).

United States v. Everett Foster et al., 65 I.D. 1 (1958)

Everett Foster et al. v. Fred A. Seaton, Civil Action No. 344-58. Judg-
ment for defendants, December 5, 1958 (opinion) ; aff'd, 271 F. 2d 836 (1959).

Estate of WVook-Kah-Nah, Comanche Allottee No. 1927, 65 I.D. 436
(1958)

Thomas J. Huff, Adm. with will annexed of the Estate of Wook-Kah-Nah,
Deceased, Comanche Enrolled Restricted Indian No. 1927 v. Jane Asenap,
Wilfred Tabbytite, J. R. Graves, Eaminer of Inheritance, Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Department of the Interior of the United States of America, and
Earl B. Wiseman, District Director of Internal Revenue, Civil No. 8281, in
the United States District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. The
court dismissed the suit as to the Examiner of Inheritance, and the plaintiff
dismissed the suit without prejudice as to the other defendants in the case.
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DECISIONS OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

CHESTER GORDON ET AL.

A;-28126 Decided January 12, 1960

5bil and Gas Leases:, Extensions-Applications and Entries Filing
7 When the last day for filing an application for a. 5-year extension of a

noncompetitive oil and gas lease falls on a day on which 'the land office
)is hbt open to-the public for the filing of documentsfor all of the normal
hours pursuant to an executive order permitting Federal employees to be

' excused from duty for half a day, the application is timely filed if it, is
received in the land office on the next day the office is open to the public.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Chester Gordon,; Bert Gordon, Donald Gordon, doing business as
the Entrada Oil and Gas Company, and Harry Royster have appealed
to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated March 25, 1959,
of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land A Management which,
reversing decisions by the manager of the Salt Lake City land office,
denied their applications for the extension of several noncompetitive
oil and gas leases on the ground that the applications had not been
tianely filed. :

-The appellants are assignees of the major portion of the interest in
noncompetitive oil and gas leases Utah 08277 and 08278, issued pur-
suant to section-l of the Mineral, Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., see. 226), and effective as of January 1, 1953, for a period of
5 years.. On January 2; 1958, they, alog with'-the owners of the
other interests, filed an application for a 5-year extension of each
lease.' On April 5, 1958, the manager approved the extension of

IThe applications for the extensions are not in the records. It appears that at the
time they were filed that the partial assignment of Royster's 87',% percent interest in
each lease to Entrada had not been approved. In two decisions dated February 5, 1958
the partial assignments were approved and the assigned leases given separate serial
numbers, Utah 08277-A and 08278-A,- respectively. Thereafter, in decisions dated Febru-
ary 27, 1958, the manager stated that he was returning the applications for extension

53962- 60-1.1
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Utah 08277 and 08278 and the leases created by partial assignment of
each of them, Utah 08277-A and 08278-A.

Meanwhile, at 10 a.m. on January 2, 1958, Pearson-Sibert Oil Com-
pany of Texas filed an offer, Utah 027054, to lease all the lands in
Utah 08277, and at the same time Barbara M. Smoot and Caldwell J.
Saunders each filed an offer, Utah 027091 and Utah 027103, respec-
tively, to lease all the land in Utah' 08278. In decisions dated Febru-
ary 17 and 20, 1958, the manager rejected each of these offers on the
ground that-

Lands applied for are not available for leasing since they were within existinl,
oil and gas lease 08277 [or. 08278] at.-the. time your [the] lease offer was fileot.

Upon appeal by Pearson-Sibert, Smoot and Saunders, the Acting
Director reversed the manager on the ground that the applications fork
extension were not timely filed.'

The statute (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 226) and the regulation (43
CFH, 1954 rev., 192.120(b) ) 3 governing 5-year. extensions of leases
require that an application for a 5-year extension of a noncompeti-
tive oil and gas' lease be filed before the expiration date' of 'the lease.
If one is not filed within the specified period, the lease expires at the
end of its primary term and the lands become subject to new filings
of offers to lease.' 43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 192.120(g) ( 

However, another regulation providesthat- -

Any document required by law, regulation or decision to be filed within a
stated period, the last day of which falls on a day the land office or the Wash-
ington Office is officially closed, shall be deemed to be timely filed if it is
received in the appropriate office on the next day the office is open to the public.
43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 101.20(c).

On December 10, 1957, the President issued Executive Order No.
10744 which excused Federal employees from duty for one-half day
on December 31, 1957. As a result on that day, the last day for filing
an application for extension, the land office was closed at 12 noon
instead of remaining open until 3 p.m., its normal closing hour for
receiving filings (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 101.20(a) ). X:

The Director held that the regulation extends, the time for filing
documents only when the land office is closed the whole of the
last day.

because of' the approval of the assignments and asked that separate applications for each
of four.leases be filed. It appears that the applications in the form desired by the man-
ager were filed on March 21, 1958. ' ' -

2In. his' decision, the Acting Director listed leases Utah 08277, 08278 and 08278-A
as'thei leases adversely affected by his decision. Since Utah 027054 conflicted-with all
of Utah 08277, it also is in conflict with Utah 08277-A. The reasoning of this decision
applies to the latter lease as well as to the others.

3 Now 43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 192.120(b).
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The appellants, on the contrary, urge that it a pplies in any case in
which the land office is closed for part of a day.

The regulation itself furnishes no clear answer to the problem
raised by the appeal. This is obviously a situation which was not
considered when the regulation was drafted and it is of little use to
attempt to rationalize the regulation to fit the circumstances.

It is more ptofitable to examine the situation which led to the regu-
lation in' its present form and the Department's purpose in
adopting it.

After the amendment of section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act
(tupra) to provide for 5-year extensions of noncompetitive oil and
gas leases, the Department held that the expiration date of an oil
and gas lease could not be extended by departmental action and that
the time for filing an application for the extension of an oil and gas
lease could. not be extended administrativelt beyond the expiration
date of the base lease even when the lease expired on a honbusiness
day. Jon J. Farrefly et a/, 62 I.D. 1 (1955). However, upon judi-
cial review of this decision, the United States District Court held that
an application for the extension of a noncompetitive lease may be
timely filed on the first business day following a Sunday or a legal
holiday on which the primary term of the lease expires. Farrelly
et al v. McKay, C.A. No. 3037-55 (D.D;C.), decided October 11, 1955.

Although an appeal was taken from the district court's decision, it
was not prosecuted by the United States and was dismissed. There-
after, the Department amended its regulation (43 CFR, 19.54 rev.,
1958 Supp., 101.20) so that its computation of the final day for filing
documents would be in accordance with the Farreby decision.

While that decision and the regulation do not deal specifically with
the problem of a half holiday, they both are based upon the proposi-
tion'that the Department is not bound hy the literal words of the
statute that an application for extension of an oil and gas lease mustbe
filed prior to the expiration of the lease.

If it is within the Department's authority, and indeed if it is bound,
to accept a filing on the first business day following a Sunday or legal
holiday on which a lease expires, it fllows that it is within its author-
ity to accept the filing when the expiration date is a half holiday. I
cannot see that a matter 'of such consequence to a lessee'should depend
on whether he had -89 days for-filing as opposed to 891/4 or 891/2 or
89%4. In other words, so long as the land office is not available to
the applicant for the normal period on the expiration date of the lease,
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the Secretary can, or must, accept as timely a filing made on the next
business day.4

Since the Department is Pot prohibited in all cases by the language
of the statute from accepting applications after the expiration date of
the leases, the appellants' filings ought to be accepted as timely in this
case unless the regulation requires a different result. As we 'have
seen, the regulation is ambiguous on this point. In the absence of a
,clear requirement in the regulation, an applicant is not to be deprived
,of a statutory preference right for failure to comply with it. Madison
Oils, Inc., et al., 62 I.D. 478 (1955).

Therefore, the applications for the extension of leases Utah 08277
and 08278 are to be considered as timely filed and% the leases were
properly extended. It follows that the offers Utah 027054, 027091
and 027103 must be rejected.5 '

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is reversed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

STANLEY GARTHOFNER
DUVALLI BROTHERS

A-28052 Decided January t$, 1960 .

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals-Grazing; Permits and Licenses:
Federal Range Code-Rlles of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal

:An appeal to the Director of the Bureau. of Land Management under the
Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts is properly dismissed where
the appeal is not filed in the Office of the Director within 30 days after

'service of the hearing examiner's decision on the appellant.

The Department's rules of practice had at one time followed this view in computing
time sliowed for service of documents.

"In computing time for service of papers under the rules in this part the first day. shall
be excluded and the last day ncluded: Provided, That where the last day is a Sunday, a
legal holiday, or half holiday such time shall nclude the next full business day." 43
Cr, 1949 ed., 221.90(b).

Since n applications for extension were filed prior to the expiration date of the out-
standing leases, the offers in conflict with them were properly filed (Malcolm . Petrie,
66 I.D. ,288 (1959)), but upon the approval of the applications for extension properly
filed' after the expiration date of the base lease, the conflicting offers must be rejected.
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Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals--Rules of Practice: Appeais:
Timely iling

The provision of the general rules .of practice of the Department, 43 CFR,
1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 221.92(b), permitting a waiver of the late filing of a
document required- to be filed within a certain tiie provided the document
is shown to have been fransmitted within that period of time and received
within 10. days after the filing was required, does not: apply to appeals to the
Director arising under the Federal Range Code for, Grazing Districts..

APPEAL FROM TRE BUREAU OF LATD .MANAGEMENT

Stanley Garthofier ald iDuvall Brothers1 have appealed to .the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision of-the ActingDirector, Bu-
reau of Land Mani'agement, dated March 10, 1959- which dispiissed
their appeals to himi from decisions of a liari'ng examiner dated De-

nis, 19i8ion .. - - . .- . . . -

-In his desion the eto tated that tie of thiehearing
examiner's; decisions was served l upon counsel for both appellants, on
December 12, 1958; that notices ofintehtion to appealto the Director
were timsely filed in accordance with the pertinent provisions: of the
Federal Range.Code, (4-3kFR, 1954 rev.,1958 Supp., 161.1Q:(f) ); thAt
since-no request for a transcript of the'hearings was filed,ithe-appeals
were required to be filed in the-Ofice, of the.,Director in Washington,
D.C., within 30 days from the date of receipt ofthe hearing eXaminer's 
deeisions; but that briefs on. the appeals 2 were.sniot filed in the officeof
the'Director Antil Jaiuary 14 1959, and were, therefore'I not ti ely
filed. Consequently, the Acting, Director , dismissed the appeals .

'Ihe appellants do not. dispute any -of -the fact s related, above.
However, they state that their briefs on appeal were, deposited in- the
mails in-.Glasgow, Montana. on January -9 1959, andjn: the ordinary
course of delivery should have been received- in the Washington-, D.C(,
post. office- for. -delivery oni the ! morning of, JanLary-, l1, 1959; that
having deposited, the. docuuments in, the niailsv with- ample ime for
regular.. deliveryi to: the D-irector before tle: deadline,- the .appellants
perforined all the -duties imposed upon tlim under the, appeals. proce-
dure; and that if the documents did notariye ahead Qf-the deadline
the failure could only have been caused, byeither,the failure "of. the
United States Governrment, the adVerse party herein, through its- ost
Office: -Department-,tto properly. .deliver tle nail.,. or the failure of the
B-ureau of Land' Management,'through its authorized eofficerttomke

i--1It,:appears from the record thatr.Duvall1Brotherris 'a i fami-y .corpo ration coflsieting
of TedTDldvall, Walter Duvalland 'their -motherZ Edna, :Ie) !uval.t- . .- , .. -

2
Asinglebrief'.was-Writteo for-bothappeals.-' .----',-,-, '.. "i-, .- -,
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timely acceptance of the mail sent to its Washington office. The
appellants contend that in either of such events the fault is that of
the United States Government and not of the appellants, and it con-
stitutes no ground for the rejection of the appeal.

In addition to the above contentions the appellants allege that their
appeal is governed by the provisions of the rules of practice, 43 CFR,
1954 rev., 1958 Supp., Part;221, and that under section 221.92(b) the
late filing of their appeal should be waived.

The appellants' contentions are without merit.
The pertinent provision of the Federal Range Code is as follows:

(g) Appeals to Director. An appeal from any decision of the examiner shall
be flied in, the oice of the Director, Bureau of Land, Managenment, Washington
25, D.C., together with any brief in support thereof, within thirty days after
date of receipt of the transcript of testimony, or, if the transcript is not re-
quested, within thirty days after receipt of the examiner's decision. A copy of
the appeal and of any brief must be served on each party, including the State
supervisor either personally or by registered mail. * * eThe appeal in other
respects shall be made in accordance. with rules of practice (Part .221 of this
chapter). (43 OPR,. 1054 rev.,.1958 Supp., 161.10; emphasis supplied.),

i Thus, the Federal Range Code clearly requires that an appeal be
filed in the office of the Director, in Washington, D.C., within 30
days after receipt of the trasisciipt, or within 30 days after-receipt
of the examiner's decision i'here, as in this case; the transeript is not
requested It is 'finidamenial.that a; document is not "filed" until
such time as it is received in the office where the filing is required and
that-deposit in the mails does not amount to"flling." H. P. Sawnders
59 I.D. 41 (1945) kWillis 'H. AWori's, A-26783 (November 10, 1953);
Johb J. Farrelly et al., 2 I.D. 1 (1955); Ausgust A. Frymarle,
A-27162 (September 12, 1955)..

When an appellant deposits a document in the mails he thereby
constitutes the postal service as his agent for the delivery of the
document. The, appellants have cited no authority, nor is any known
to exist, which states that the postal service is the agent of the govern-
ment for the receipt of documents addressed to a specific agency of
that government. See H. P. Saunders, Jr., spra; Virginia I. Gail,
A-27670 (September 25, 1958).3 

On the contrary, the Federal Range Code provides that the appeal
must- be filed "in the office of the Director, Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, Washington 25, D.C." Deposit of the appeal documents in
the mail in Glasgow, Montana, is not filing them in Washington, D.C.

: t if.iWilbert Philfps et sit 64 I.D. 385 (1957), holding that even themanager of-a land
office is not the agent of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management for the purpose
of receiving an appeal document required to be filed in the Director's office.
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The Department's rules of practice, 43 QFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp.,
Part 221, which are applicable to other than grazing cases, provide:

(b) Whenever a document is required under tis part to be'filed within a
certain time and it is not received in the proper. office, as provided in paragraph
(a) of this section, during that time, the delay in filing will be waived if the
document is filed not later than 10 days after it was required to be filed and it
is determined that. the document was transmitted or probably transmitted' to
.the office in which the filing is required before the end of the. period in which it
was required to be filed. * * . (43 OF , 1954 rev., 1958 Supp.,.221.92.);

Since the appeal was deposited in the mails on January 9, 1959, and
received on January 13, 1959,4.it was filed within the 10-day grace
period and if the provisions of 43 CFR 221.92 (b). are applicable to
this appeal the late filing with the Director would be waived. How-
ever, this provision does not apply in this case.

The appellants contend that 43 CFR 221.92 (b), which was added to
the rules of.practice byan.amendment dated-March 18, 1958 (23 F.R.
1930), "specifically modified" the provisions of the Federal Range
Code, 43: C~'R 161.10. Just where the specific modification occurs is
not stated, nor can any statement of an. intention to so modify the

range code. be found. To the contlary, the provision specifically states

that whenever a, docuinent is required to be_ filed funder this part,"

that is, the rules of practice, Part 221, the late filing may e waived.

No reference is made to indicate any intention to modify the Federal

Range Code, comprising Part. 161, which was last amended effective

as of January 22,1956.-

The last sentence of 161.10(g) states that the appeal "in other re-

spects" shall be made in accordance with Part 221 of the Department's

rules of practice. Part 221, as amended, establishes a different proce-

dure for perfecting an appeal to the Director. Under this procedure

the appellant is required to 'file, within 30 days after receiving the

decision 'appealedfrom, a notice of appeal with the officer from whose

decision the appeal is taken (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 221.2).

Later, within 30 days after filing the notice of appeal, a statement of

the reasons for the appeal must, be filed with the Director unless such

statement is filed with the notice of appeal (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958

Supp., 221.3). The range code first requires an appellant to file a

:'The record shows that the appeal was received In the Secretary's fail Center' on
January 13, 1959. The Department has held' that since the Secretary's Mail Center acts
as agent for.all bureaus of the Department, except the Geological Survey, for the receipt
of all registered documents, a registered document delivered to the Mall Center is deemed
to be filed ins'the office to which it is addressed on the date delivery is made to the Mail
Center. Do:za Mer A-2i466 (September 24, 1957). Therefore, the appellants' appeal
must be considered to have been filed on January 13, 1959, rather than on January 14
when it was physically received in the Director's office.
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notice of intention to appeal within 10 days after receipt of the exam-
iner's decision (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp.,, 161.10 (f)) Then,
within 30 days -after receipt of the decision or receipt of the transcript,
he must file an appeal in the office of the Director. Thus two docu-
ments xmust be filed to perfect any appeal to the Director under the
range code whereas only one is required to-perfect an appealto the
Director under Part 221 (that is, if the notice of appeal contains a
statement of reasons for the appeal).' The time periods' required for
filing are not the same a nd they run from different points of time. In-
asmuch as the procedure under 16 1.10 (g) is quite diferelnt from that
followed in appeals under Part 221, an intention to' modify this pro-
cedure in grazing cases wuld haVebeen clearly'manifested by astate-
rment tothateffect.

Finally, in a recent decision,; William S. Youing!et al., 66 I.D. 113
(1959), which involved the late filing of a notice'-of intnti'on to ap-
peal to the; Director under 43 C:FRC 161.10(f), although the facts in-
dicate that' the notice was filed 'within the 10-day 'grace period pro-

ided by 43 CFR, 1954 rev., 1958 Supp., 221.92(b); the Department's
decision was that the notice of intention was filed late and iid discus-
sion was miade of the possibility that 'the 10-day grace period applied.
Thus, impliedlyi the' Dep'atment considered the question and 'rejected
the idea that the'grace period was ap plicable to cases arising undei the
Federal Range Code.'

The; sentenice that the'appellants rely'bn, that- "in other respects" an
appeal shall be made in accordance with Part 22i, 'appears only in
106.1'0 (g) . 'It does not appear in the preceding iparagraph, 161.10 (f),
'overning notices of intentioi' to apeal. Thre would thetefore be
no hasi'`forz holding that the 10-day grace' period provision in
'22l'.9(b) applies to' 161'.1 (f) 'To hold' that it applies to 61-.10 (i)
would 'create the strange ani d illogical result that' an appella cnanot
'benefit from tes grace'period provision in filing'his notice of 'intentiodil
to appeal'but can benefit from it infiling the 'appeal itself.

I t thus appears t,'hat tl appellait' appeal was fied late; that there
was nto iehro'r; in' tlie 'Atiaig 'Dir'eto-'sj'decision, 'aid 'tha't the' appeaI
was properly' dismissed,.' fi "" ' ' "; - ' "f ' ' : iii:i @;.

Tlierefore, ph~ur t to' ihlie authority delegated to the ' SoLicitor` by
the. SecretarY of tihe eInteriopr (sec.w 2lQ.i22A(4)(a) Despartneiital
Manlual; :24' F.R: 1348) ,the: decision of'the'AetingDiretor, Bureau
OI Land a enag nt, '1s, al~~ffiR.," .

EDTlV-UaND T. FRITZ, '
PeputSq ot.
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CLAIMS. 0F'RALPH1 E., STANDLEY AND OSCAR LINDEN

TA-191' (Ir.) DecidedJanuary14,1960

Irrigation Claims': Damages-Practice before the Department :- Generally
Where claimants are not represented by counsel, -every opportunity should be

afforded them. to make whatever presentation they may deem appropriate.

APPEAL FROD1 ADI)NISTRATIVE DETERXINATION

Ralph E. Standley and Oscar Linden, both of Courtland, Kansas,
have appealed from an adverse administrative determination (T-D-
138 (Ir.) ), dated June 30, 195m9,and ade by tle Regional Solicitor
Denver Region. In this 'determination the claims of the appellants
for damage to their property were! denii ed.

The Regional Solicitor found that the cliris were not cognizable
inder the Public Works Appropriation Act,'i959 (72 Stat 1,572,
1577) because the damage sought was not based on a actual "iding
that the damage complained of was the direct result of some non-
tortious activity of the Bureau of Reclamation. as required for re-
covery under that statute2.

In the appeal letter of July'27, 1959, appellant' stated that all the
facts had 'not been presented or "at least not forwarded" and that
there''werie available six reliable witnesses. On July 29, 1959, the
office of the Regional Solicitor advised one of the appellants (Ralph
-E. Standley) to write anotier letter, or: furnish -an affidavit,; -settig
forth the ; facts which were. not before -the Regional Solicitor when
he made his determination. In a letter' of August 29 1959 Mr.
Standley said that he could furnish witnesses who "will swear under
oath to this claini" and requested a response to his letter if'addi-
tional information were needed. The recordfails to disclose an
ack'nowledgmient of 'this letter' 'consequently, it must 'be assumed that
these wit'esses of appelants were not interrogated.

Especially where laimants are. not represented by counsel, every
ipportunitV should' b6afforded them to make whatever presentation

1 " twn'-claims',in, like 'akunts,'were -subihitted,, it is obvious that thev are

The current statute ii the'Public Worksa ppropriation A-ct, i960 (73'Stt. 491, @9'6Y8
Northcera Pec. g Co., ;Tr6O (Ic.); (Mayd 10, 1954), and admilnistrative deteriminaL

c Sg i ,t t. ; *; 5g .thr i ' .' ' ' ' i+,' - ': . . 'i , '.'!I': I i.

539632-60 2

.
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they may deem appropriated It is believed that because of the ap-
parent failure to respond to the letter of August 29, 1959, Mr. Stand-
ley concluded that no additional information would be considered by
the Regional Solicitor and, therefore, submitted none to him.

Accordingly, I conclude that, in the circumstances, the appellants
should be advised by the Regional Solicitor that they may submit to
him any evidence which they deem necessary for a proper determina-
tion of their claims. They should be informed-that such proof may be
submitted within 30 days of the date of receipt of the Regional Solici-
tor's communication.

Hence, the original determination is. vacated; and the Regional
Solicitor should make a supplemental determination on the basis of
any additional information which may be submitted to him by the
appellants. If the appellants should be dissatisfied with such deter-
mination they may file a further appeal to the Solicitor within 30 days
of the date of its receipt...

* C * : - : CoNcLusIoN .. A 

Therefore,-the matter is remanded to the Regional Solicitor who
is directed to proceed as outlined above.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy SoZicitor.,

STATUS OF TITLE TO LANDS RESERVED FOR SCHOOL AND AGENCY
PURPOSES ON THE FORMER KIOWA, COMANCHE, ANI]U APACHE
INDIAN RESERVATION, WESTERN OKLAHOMA

Indian Lands: Ceded Lands-Withdrawals and Reservations: Efect of-
Statutory Construction: Generally

A statute which purports to ratify a cession agreement by. which Indian
tribes "* * * hereby cede, convey, transfer, relinquish and surrender for-
ever without any reservation, express or implied, ' * *" operates to ex-

'My approach In this respect parallels that taken by Mr. Thomas G. Meeker, General
Counsel of the SEC, in an article on Legal Assistance Available to the General Practi-
tioner, which appeared In 3 Prac. Law. 42-49 (1957), where he said, in part, at p. 43:
"The statutes and rules administered by the Commission * * * may, at times, be a little
difficult. to grasp for the general practitioner who Is not versed in the field of securities
regulation. Indeed, there are times when even the specialists and the SC lawyers
struggle with interpretative problems presented In particular cases. Whether the prob-
lem be simple or difficult, however, the Commission's staff is always available to assist
in its solution-not because of any legal requirement to do so, but as a matter of sound
administrative policy." (Emphasis supplied.)
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tinguish completely the Indian title to the lands involved; and a subsequent
reservation of a portion of those lands by the Secretary of the Interior for

school and agency purposes for the benefit of the Indians does not revest
title in the tribes.

Indian Reorganization Act-Withdrawals and Reservations: Revocation
and Restoration

The authority provided by section 3 of the Indian Reorganization Act to
restore lands to tribal ownership extends to former tribal lands of an Indian
reservation where, by legislation enacted subsequent to the extinguishment
of Indian title,: 'a tribal interest has been created in the, proceeds derived
from the sale of such lands.

M-46510 January 15, 1960

TO THE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

You have requested an. opinion on the title: status of school and
agency lands located within the former Kiowa Comanche, and Apache
Indian Reservation in Western Oklahoma. The lands in question
are listed in a schedule upon which the Secretary of the Interior en-
dorsed his approval June .20, 1901. This schedule appears in Vo lume
4, p. 2S, Schedule of Allotments, Kiowa, Comanche & Apache, Olela-
homa, of the land records of the Indian Bureau. The schedule shows
that the lands were set aside to meet the administrative needs of the
Department for agency, school, cemetery and like purposes. We
understand that the need for certain of the school and agency sites
no longer exists and the Bureau of Indian Affairs now wishes to dis-
pose of them. In our analysis of this matter, the administrative sites
set aside for school, school-farm, cemetery, agency and other similar
uses are categorically referred to as school and agency lands.

For the reasons set forth below, we conclude:
I. The United States is vested with a fee simple title to the school

and agency lands under consideration by virtue of section 6, act of
June 6, 1900, 31 Stat. 672, 676.

IT. (a) The* sale of the school and agency lands no longer needed
for administrative purposes is governed solely by the provisions of
section 17, act of June 30, 1913, 38 Stat. 77, 92, and sales may be made
only in the manner prescribed therein.

(b) This act did not divest the United States of its fee simple title
to these lands but merely provided that the Indians receive the benefits
of any proceeds in excess of $1.25 an acre.

III. The title status of the school and agency lands was not judi-
cially determined for the purpose of deciding the claim filed before the
Indian Claims Commission in Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Tribes v.
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United States, Docket No. 32. Additional compensation was awarded
thetribes for the lands. acquired by the United States under the act of
June 6, 1900; but no further payment for the school and agency -lands
was considered because the petition filed on behalf of the tribe before
the Indian Claims Commission did not, request compensation for those
lands.

IV. Title to the school and agency lands that are no longer needed
for the purpose forfwhich theyvwere reserved may be restored to ttibal
ownership in accordance with the provisions of section 3 of the Indian
Reorganization Act of June 18, 1934, 48 Stat. 984, 25 U.S.C., 1958 ed.,
sec. 463.

The United States, pursuant to section 6, act of June 6, 1900, in
terms of cession, acquired title to the lands upon which the school and
agency sites were established from the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache
Tribes. Article I of section 6 provides thatfthe tribes, "* * I hereby
cede, convey, transfer, relinquish and surrender forever * * with-
out 'any reservation, expressed or implied * *

To determine the title status of these ceded lands involves the ques-
tion' of whether 'the extinguishment of Indian title was total and
absolute or whether an equitable interest was retained by'the tribes.
In other cas'es inllvinllg the oxtingcuishmeoit of "Indian title--the courts
have observed that the question whetherthe United States acquired arn
absolute fee t-itle or bcame'a trustee for the Indians as a consequence
of the tribe's retained'interest in the lands must depend in each case
+ton'the xpres provisions contained in the instruments evidencing
the ternis 6'fthe cession or transfer. .Minnesotta v. HiteAcock, 185 U.S.
373 (1902); Mue' Lao Band of Chip'pe'a-iidians rv. United "Statesl
229 U.S. 498 (1913); AsA: Sheep Co. v. UnitedStates, 252 U.S. 159
(1920); Gilat' In-ve Pqna--arioopa Indian Com. v. United' States,
i40 F. Supp. 76 (Ct. Cl. 1966),; and see 42 C.J.S. 710, sec.' 3i. :

The Supreme Court had occasion to consider the act of June 6,
1900, in' the case of' E .oe Woslf v.4 Hitchcok, 187 U.S. 553 (1903).
It was there decided that the United' States had techiically acquired
titl';;from the Kiowa, Comanche,' and Apache Tribes by the legisla-,
tion itself because that legislation, althbough purporting to- ratify a
cession agreement, "had substantially chanLged the agreemeat wich
had been negotiated' by the' so'calld 'Jerowite Conimission (25R Stat
980, 1005), and tribal representatives in October 1892 (see.ZUnited
States v. KiOwas, Coiam:he, and Apache Tribes, 163 F Supp. 603,
607 (1958). for; description of those changes),: and for the further
reason that the requirements of Article XII of the Medicine Lodge
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Treavty of 186 , (15 Stat.. 5781, 585.) were n6t met. The ourt ruled
tat ,tle plenary power of Coqngres' over the Indian tribes and'tribal
property could not be limited by treaties or subsetqiient agreent so
asto prevent repeal or amendment by a later statute.

.The ~principle is now well, established that Indian tribes are re-
garded as dependent nations, aind that treaties and agreements -with
them have been looked upon not as contracts but as public laws which
could be changed at the will of the United States. Choctte v. Trapp,
224 U.S. 665, 671 (1912); United States v. Seniinole Nation, 29.9 U.S.
417, 428 (1937). Tus, in the act of June 6, 1900, the United States
acquired these lands pon its own terms and conditions without the
consent of the Indians.

In Lone Volf v. Hitchcocok, sup'ra, the act of June 6, 1900, was
held to be constitutional and it was observed that the statute dealt
with the disposition of tribal property and purported to give an ade-
quate consideration for the surplus lands not allotted the Indians or
reserved for their benefit. The nature of the relationship existing
between the Indians and the Government was described by the Court
as a guardian-ward relationship, but in the absence of some language
in the act of June 6, 1900, spelling out that relationship such appella-
tion would appear to mean only that the relationship between the
Indians and the Government is similar to or resembles such a legal
relationship. See Gila River Pirna-Afaricopa Indian Corn. v. IUnited
States, spra; The Siou'x Tribe of Ihdinaas -v. United States, 146 F.
Supp. 229 (Ct. Cl. 1956).

By the terms of the act of Jme 6, 1900,, the United States. cove-
nanted to pay to the tribes the sum -of $2,000,000 as thecash cQonsid-
eiation for the cession of territ6ry and relinquislnent of Indian.
title. and such payment was not contingent upon the sale of the ceded;
lands (Article VI), A provision for an allotnent in severalty"to
each individual tribal member (Article II),. and a provision to:.select
and set aside 480,000 acres of grazing land to be used-in common by.
the tribes (Article III) and the aforenentioned cash consideration
represented the entire consideration to be paid t the Thdian tribes
under the act. RSee Oklahoma. v. Texas, 258 U.S. 54, 592 (1921).
No specific provision in the act required that these school and agency
lands be set aside for the benefit .of the. Indians whereas, in, contrast
thereto, it was expressly provided that the 480,000 acres of .razing
land be set aside for tribal use (Article III). The act contains
no special procedure for settingapart of lands to be used for Indian
school ad'agency purposes, and the only reference to such lands is,
a provision to the effect that school'and agencs lands would be
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unavailable for allotment (Article III). The ceded lands of the
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation were to be opened to
entry under the homestead and townsite laws of the United States
(Article XI).

The ceded lands were opened by Presidential Proclamation [No. 6]
of July 4, 1901 (32 Stat. 1975, 1977,; Part II), save and except for
certain lands including the lands set aside for grazing purposes, the
alotted lands and the school and agency lands. In three subsequent
proclamations' (June 23, 1902, 32 Stat. 2007; Sept. 4, 1902, 32 Stat.
2026; Mar. 29, 1904, 33 Stat. 2340) portions of the school and agency
lands reserved from entry under the Presidential Proclamation of
July 4, 1901, were restored to the public domain because they were
no longer required for administrative use. These three latter actions
definitely show that the ceded lands reserved for school and agency
purposes were considered to be Government-owned lands of the public
domain under the terms of the act of June 6, 1900, and that by appro-
priate Presidential Proclamation they could be restored to the public
domain for disposition tuder the appropriate public land laws.

As stated in United States v. Hyers, 206 Fed. 387, 391 (1913), hold,
ilg that the Rainy Mountain Boarding School (a school site listed
in the schedule of lands set aside for administrative purposes and
approved by the Secretary of the Interior on June 20, 1901) was not
Indian country:

Was there any reservation, express or implied, incidental to the cession and
relinquishment by these Indians by which their title to the lands in question was
extinguished, that this or any other land conveyed should be devoted to these
purposes? We can find none. The treaty of October 31, 1892, confirmed by act
of Congress of June 6, 1900, specified explicitly the conditions and considerations
subject to which the conveyance and cession was made. They are the allotment
of land in severalty, the setting apart of 480,000 acres as grazing land, and the
payment of $2,000,000 in the manner provided. For these considerations the
Indians "ceded, conveyed, transferred, relinquished and surrendered forever and
absolutely, without any reservation wh'atever,' express or implied, all their claim,
title and interest of every kind and character." It would be impossible to select
words operating more completely to extinguish every vestige of Indian title, and
releasing the, government more absolutely from every obligation, moral as well
as legal. In Article 6 this purpose is made still more apparent. It is there said:
"as a further and only additional consideration for the cession of territory and
relinquishment of title, claimn, and interest in and to the lands as aforesaid," the.
United States agrees to pay the $2,000,000 nor do we find throughout the body
of .the act any provisions which operate to modify these positive and emphatic
declarations.

More recently, in Tooisgah v. United States, 186 F. 2d 93., 99, 104
(1950), it was again observed that the act of June 6, 1900, operated to
extinguish the Indian tribal title.
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In the case of the Pawnee Indian Tribe of Oklahoma v. United
States, 109 F. Supp. 860, 906, 910 (Ct. Cl. 1953), it was contended
by the Pawnee Tribe that lands reserved for school and agency pur-
poses remained tribal property not subject to allotment and not ceded
to the United States. Language contained in the provisions under
which the United States acquired title from the Pawnee Tribe, the
act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 612, 644, 1 Kapp. 496, is much the same
as the language appearing in the act of June 6, 1900. The Court of
Claims in the Pawnee case noted, by way of comparison, that in an
agreement with the .Nez Perce Indians and the United States (28
Stat. 327), it was especially provided that all of the unallotted lands
pass to the United States save certain portions excepted from the ces-
sion and reserved for the common use of the- tribe and that it was
further provided in that agreement that any of the ceded lands occu-
pied and used under proper authority for religious or educational
work among the members of the tribe might be patented to the re-
ligious organization for $3 an acre. The Court remarked that-

The absence of any such provision in the Pawnee agreement tends to indicate
that all unallotted lands not previously set apart for tribal use passed to the
United States under the 1892 agreement and that the s4ubsequent setting apart
of the 755-acre tract was the setting apart of lands belonging to the United
States so that it was not open to settlement but was reserved for the use of the
tribe. (Emphasis added.)

Although the tract is referred to as "being reserved for the use of the
tribe" the Court definitely decided that the land was Government-
owned and obviously did not intend the aforequoted phrase to mean
that a tribal interest existed in the title to the tract.

At times some difficulties in interpretation may be encountered be-
cause administrative sites have been variously referred to as reserves
for the benefit of Indians, or, as in the Pawnee case, reserves for the
use of Indian tribes. The reference is apparently made because the
property was reserved from allotment, settlement, and sale to be used
by the Government while performing Federal services for Indians,
which use is one devoted largely to the benefit of the Indians. In
this regard, tracts used for a particular purpose of Indian welfare
have been set apart on tribal as well as Government-owned lands. It
is quite clear, however, that the mode of use or the purpose thereof
does not affect the title status of the lands. In the case of Pawnee
Indian Tribe of Oahoma v. United States, supra, the Court of
Claims held that the title to the tract set aside for school and agency
purposes had been ceded to the United States by the Pawnee Tribe,
and that the subsequent reservation or setting apart of the lands for
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school and agency purposes merely withdraws such lands from settle-
ment and sale aind ddes not revest title in the tribe.

*This conparativly recent decision is an important aid in clarifying
title questions concerning cedd Indian lands since earlier vie s on
the subject of the title statusof school and agency reserves on ceded
lands were doubtlessly influenced by' an earlier decision in' the Court
of Claiis, 6 Ct. Cl. 1 (920), which observed that the 755-acre tract
was tribally oned. (See Solicitor's memorandum of anuary 30,
1958, to the Secretary of the Interior on the subject- of the status of
title to Pawnee School and Agency lands.)

An interpretation of the .rovisions of the act of June 6, 1900, aply-
ing the logic used by the Court in the Pawnee case, reveals that none
of the.Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation lands affected by
Article I were excepted from the cession, and that any lands occupied
by a religious society or other organization for religious and educa-
tional work among the Indians might be patented to the organization
so long as it is occupied and used for such purposes (Article III).
Special provision was made to allot each individual member of the
tribe 160 -acres out of the lands ceded and conveyed: (Article II), and
to select and set aside fron the ceded land for the use in coffimon of
said Indian tribes four hundred eighty thousand acres of grazing
land (Article III). The school and agency lands were not to be set
aside in accordance with any provision of the act. Therefore,- under
the principle advanced by the Court of Claims in the Pawnee case, it
follows that ant unrestricted title to the unallotted- land not, set -aside
for tim common use of the tribes passed to the United States, and the.
establishinent of school and agency sites on those lands operated as a
setting apart of land belonging to the LUnited.States. - -

- It seems clear fromt the judicial decisions hereinbefore disussed and
from the express provisions of section 6 of the act of June 6,.1900,:
that the Indian title was completely extinguished and that the Kiowa,
Comanche, and Apache Tiibes did not retain -an equitable interest in
the title to.the school and agency Jands. Further, the setting aside of
lands for school and agency purposes did not affect the title. to the.
property. We therefore conclude that by virtue of the provisions of.
section 6f the act of June 6, 1900, the title acquired by the United,
States to the school and agency lands is unqualified, unconditional,-
and not i trust.

Legislation affecting all of tfle 'Government-owned school and
agency sites Was enacted when, by section 17 of the act of June 30, 1913,
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tbe Secretary of ithe Iterior was authose pprtions of
t school and aggey lands,. no lnger needed for administrative
. ],uro~s~ uojn co~ndition that if, there were any.proceeds'in xess f

1.25 per are, the excess was to be T ited in tihe United tates
treasury to the credit of te Kiowa Agency Hospital 4% Fund.

The enactment reads as follows:

Thatthe Secretaryof the Interior, in his discretion, isauthorized to sell upon 
such terms and under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe the unused,
unallotted, unreserved. and such portions of the school and agency lands that
are no longer needed for administrative purposes, in the Kiowa, Comanche,
Apache, and' Wiehita Tribes 'of Idians i Oklahoma, the prce'eds therefroin.'
less: $1.25 per, .acre,' to be deposite-d to the- credit of said 'Indians in th~eUnited 
States Treasury, to draw until furtherprovided, by Congress four per centum
interest, and to be known as the :Kiowa Agency Hospital Fund, to be. used only
for maintenance of said hospital: **.

The record of the Senate hearings on this legislation (Hearings
on H.R. 1917, the Indian Appropriation Billfor 1914,:-Pt.l, p246,
Before the Senate,Cornmittee on Indian Affairs, 63d Cong., Ist sess.
1913) contains an.. Interior Departmen t report at page 251, dated
January 30, j1912, stating that these school and agency lands were
the property. of the United States. and had comprised approximately
10,313 acres, but 8.7 acre shad already been' disposed of or provi-
sion for sale made under the, authority of various acts of Congress.
The repor em pasized that the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Tribes
had received a nominal sum, approximating $1.25 per acre, as con-
sideration for ceding title to' these lands and consequently the policy
of the Depariment of the Interior was to provide that the original.
owner be benefited when the land Was sold. The record shows that
this legislation . was not intended by the Congress to have he e ffect
of a.treaty stipulation or comactwith the tiibes, hut was in the'
natnre of a gratuity.. It would seem that Congress in enacting the
legislation recognized that the Uidted. States was not in' a position 
to profit atth expenso of the Indians. We coiclde, therefore, that 
thestatute did not alter the itl status' ofthe school and agency lands
hut meiel bestwed a gratuity on lie Indians 'if these lands were
sold for mo're them $1 .25' a are. 0 S -were

Section lof l tlote act of June 30, 1913, has .not been amended or re-
pealed by subsequent legislation and consequently is still in efect with
respect to, sale of the school and agency lands no longer.neededfcr.
administrative purposes. T.hus, Congress would have to enact further
legislation to authorize the Secretary of the, Tnterior to'sell these lands.
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in any manner other than that provided for in said act. An exampl
of such: legislation is found in the act of July 1, 1946, 60 Stat. 34
356, which provided for the sale of 320 acres excess to the needs o
the Ft. Sill Indian School, with the net proceeds of sale being de
posited to the credit of the tribes.

IIIi

On July 18, 1957, the Indian Claims- Commission rendered its deci-
sion on the claim presented in Kiowa, Comanche ad Apache Tribes,
of Indians v. United States (Docket No. 32). The decision was made
upon a rehearing of its final order entered March 12, 1957 (5 Ind.
Cl. Comm. 96). The tribes sued to obtain additional compensation
for the lands which had been ceded to the United States in the act
of June 6, 1900. The Commission held that the Indians were entitled
to recover the difference between the value of the land acquired on
June 6, 1900, and the purchase price paid thereof on that date. It was
found that the lands acquired were worth $2 an acre, whereas the
Indians were only paid about 98.3 cents an acre. In the petition
filed on behalf of the tribes, it was alleged that the school and agency
lands had never been acquired by the United States under the act
of June 6, 1900. During the litigation the parties stipulated that the
United States acquired 2,033,583 acres by the act of June 6, 1900,
and this stipulation was accepted by the Commission as representing
the- acreage upon which the tribes based their claim for additional
compensation. The record shows the stipulation as follows: (Agreed
to and admitted as Petitioner's Exhibit 102, June 30, 1953, Transcript
p. 577)> -

* * * The petitioner proposed the following stipulation with respect to the
acreage involved in the litigation: Gross acreage in the Kiowa, Comanche, and
Apache reservation, 2,991,933 acres; acreage not acquired by the United States
under the Act of June 6, 1900; 1, allotments to individual Indians, 445,000 acres;
2, pasture lands, 480,000 acres; Number 3, reserved for agency, school, religious
and other purposes, 10,319 acres; Number 4, wood preserve, 23,040 acres; making
in all total acreage not acquired by the United States 958,350 acres. The result
leaves a net acreage acquired by the United States under the Act of June 6, 1900,
of 2,033,583 acres. It is further stipulated that the area of 2,991,933 acres in-
cludes acreage of the original Fort Sill Reservation of 23,040 acres.

Although the Commission accepted the stipulation of the parties
and incorporated it verbatim in its opinion, the title status of the
school and agency lands was not judicially determined thereby since
these lands were not involved in the tribal claim presented to the
Indian Claims Commission for adjudication. Consequently, the In-

II
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dian Claims Commission was- not, petitioned .to decide nor did it
purport to decide whether further payment for the school and agency
lands. was required by law. (The Indian Claims Commission Act, 60
Stat. 1049, as amended 25U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec..70-+T#w)> As for the
pleadings and stipulation of the parties, they manifestly have no legal
significance in regard'to'matters dehors the litigation. We, therefore,
conclude that the title status 'of-the school 'and agency lands was not
afected by the claimns litigation before the Indian Claims Commission
i: Docket.No. 32. . See UnitedStates v.'kowa, Coinanqhe, an Apache

ridees, 163. F Supp.*. 603 (Ct. Cl. 1958), wherein, upon appeal, the
bove-described award made to the tribes by the Indian Claims Com-
ssion was affirmed. ''

The final question to be considered is whether section 3 of the In-'
ian Reorganization'Act of June 18, 1934,48 Stat. 984; 25 U.S.C., 1958
d., sec. 463 (also known as the Wheeler-Howard Act), authorizes res-
oration of title to these school and agency lands to the Kiowa, Co-

manche, and Apache Tribes. The restoration provision reads as
follows:

t '* * The Secretary: of the Interior, if he shall find it to be in the public in-
terest, is hereby authorized to restore to tribal ownership the remaining surplus
lands of any Indian reservation opened before June 18, 1934, or authorized to be
opened, to sale, or any other form of disposal by Presidential proclamation, or
by any of the public-land laws of the United States: * *

On- September 19, 1934, the'Secretary of the Interior approved a.
recommendation by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs thereby di-
recting a temporary withdrawal of lands on certain Indian reserva-
tions until the matter of their permanent restoration under section 3
of the Indian Reorganization Act could be given appropriate on-
sideration.. 54 I.D. 559, Restoration of Lands, Form'erly Indiarn, To
Tribal Ownership. (See Solicitor's memorandum to the Secretary of
the Interior, September 1, 1934, advising that it 'is doubtful as to
the authority of the' Secretary' to make a temporary withdrawal under
section 3 of the Wheeler-Howard Act, and that other authority could
be cited for withdrawal if the recommendation of the Commissioner is
'approved. See also, Sol. Op.' M-35'049, May 24, 1949.)

'No specific reference in the order of temporary withdrawal is made
to-the Ssubject school and agency; lands, but a statement appears in the
portion of the order'containing the recoimmendation-of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, 54 1.D. 559, 563, totis efect

If there are lands on any of the reservations named, other than the areas
covered by the said citations, that were "opened", and for which the Indians
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receive the proceeds when disposed of, it is intended that they be included in
the withdrawal. Areas. withi r egularly authorized reclamation projects are to
beexceptede...., '' ', v 0:; ;; .,. ;; t; 

[The citation concerning the. Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation is.
the act of June 6, iP6, 34 Stat. '213, which repeals'Article III of the act of idne
6, 'i900,'to the extent that- it was required to 'set aside 480,06 'acties of grazing
latBd fdr tribal use'and vrovides tot:'the sale of that acreage:plus a 23,000-acre
wood reserve (see 41:-iD. D.263 for origin of this tract) with'the money accruig
therefrom to be placed to. the credit of the tribes inthe United States Treasury]

It; is, therefore, ecommededthat all undisposed-of lands of the Indian reser-
vations named above that have been "opened", 'r authorized tobe "opened" t'
sale, entry or any other form of disposal det the publi&land 'laws, or whieh &f
subject to mineral entry and'disposal under the mininglaws of the iUnited. States,
with the exception- of- areas inclpded in reclamation projects,- betemporaril
withdrawn from disposal of any kind, subject to any and all existing valid rights,
until the matter of their permanent restoration to tribal; ownership, as author-
ized by section 3 of the Act of June 18,'1934, spra, can be given appropriate
considerationm ,The. intention is to withdraw only lands the proceeds of which,
if sold, would be deposited in the Treasury of the United States for the benefit
of the Idians. In-the event it is found that there are lands of other. reserva-
tions that should have been included in this proposed withdrawal, appropriate
recoimmtndation will be made to have the ,#wlthdrawal extended. to emnbrace
such-lands. ' ' .

By Secretarial -Order of December 16, 1946, certain land susceptible
to ale under the act of June 30, 1913 (an unused, unaliotted, and un-
reserved tract, rather'than school and agency lands) was restored to
ownershlip :of the Kiowa,. Comanche, nd Apache Tribes. The Solici-'
tor had advised the Secretary on October 9, 1945 (M-3735) that the -
title to'the land which was acquired by the United' States in an un-':
restricted status under sectioni 6 of the at of June 6, 1900, could be
restored to the tribes for ithe reason'that:

The 1934 order of withdrawal speaks of an "intention to withdraw only land.
'the proceeds of which, if sold, would be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States 'for the benefit of the Indians * *." 'The 19i3 act, mspra, provides forj
the allocation '-to the Indiats", not of the entire proceeds of. sale, but-only the:
excess above $1.25 per acre. Whether land.,part of. the proceeds of-whose.'sale'
may accrue -tothe benefit of the Indians, is as a matter. of; law encompassed
within the language quoted from the order. is a difficult question to decide.

3

'Hwever, I do nbt believe it is necessary now to decid tihat question. Under
section 3of the Wheeler-Howard Act,' supr; the Secretary has 'the power to'

withdraw this' lot and any o -ther lands in the same ategort. C Consequently, the
problem is really one of policy.' If it is' determined as a. matter of policy that

or nd shoul~~~~~d be withdrawn thJen aun n ~ ~ rrothisjr any other such iand~h~]d wihrav , t n ambiuou.order or:
- This exclides the "military; agenciy school" ad sihhilar lands fefeited to at the begin~ -

ning..of-this opinion which qualify as. '.reaining-surplus lands" of an Indian:,reservation
within the meaning of section 3 :ofthe .Wheeier-EHoward Act, supra, and were nnqnea-'
tionably included in:te-said 'withdrawaL- - -- : -' ' --. - -:S

… d i t'z;>S' - …''.''4.| 'i.~,s-- ,f;j 0 
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orders of withdrawal should be promulgated.- If, a contrary determination is
made, then the entire question of the status of this land with reference to the
public land laws may be resubmitted for consideration by this office.-

The lands that have been restored to tribal ownership under-section
3 of the 1934 act havegenerally been lands which had- therdtofore
been ceded by Indian tribes under trust arrangements whereby the
United States was'to sell'the lands; and hold the proceeds of sale for
the benefit of the tribes. (See Sol. Op. 87, ay. 2O0,1936; 56 I.D
300, 344, June 5, 1938; Sol. Op. M-29616, February 1,4' 1 938.) How-
ever, as demonstrated by. the restoration order of December 16, 1946,
and the former Solictor's opinion M-33936 (October :, 1t945), men-
tioned above, section 3 of the'1934 act..has also been construedto
authorize the restoration to the Kiowa, nomanche and Apache, Tribes
of their former ands wich are subject to the saleproisin s 6fsection
17 of the act of, Jutue j30,,i3. .T rationale of the intepretatios
and the adminiistration by the Department of secipn 3 2f the, 1934
act is that the significant and controlling factor under this legisation
is the existence of a tribal right toproceeds from the sale'of the lands
and not the narrower question of the existence or absence of a trust:
title. This interpretation is in harmony with the language 'of the 
act and its broad purpose to augmenti the tribal and'basei Accord'
ingly, it is our conclusion that the title to any of the school and
agency lands which are foLnd to be surplus to the needs for which they
were reserve may be tetored; to tribal ownersh i' a6odance with

theprovisions of section3 of the actof June j8, 1934. ±- k

EDMUND T. FRITZ,.
Deputy Solicitor.

APrEAL OF ADLER CONSTRUCTION 'COXtiANY

IBCA-156 Reconsideration .dene Janury 20, 1960

Rules of tratice:. Gefierally,: ;.
Board of:Contract'Appeaisidecisions are: finalfor, the Department. H6nce,

request for reconsideration. is nnecessary to, exhaust. administrative
fremedies. .

: . PETITIOl FOR RECONSIDERATION

-' Appellant''has 'filed a 'request r 'redontideration of the dedisidt4,
'dated Xanuaty 4, 1960, dibmigssig the 'appeal 'forl'6k 'of juisdidtion,
"for the reason that such decision is contrary to the evidence and'cdon-l
trary tolaw." :
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The briefness of appellant's request and statements made at the
pre-hearing conference of November 19; 1959, indicate that the request
istaken primarily for the purpose to: make sure'that appellant has ex-
hausted its administrative remedies.

43 CFR, 1954 rev., 4.15, relating to the making of requests for re-
consideration of decisions of the Board, provides:

A request for reconsideration may be filed within 30 days after.the date of
the decision. Reconsideration of a decision, which may include a hearing or
rehearing, may be granted if, in the judgment of the Board, sufficient reason
therefor appears.

The makin of a rquest-for rreconsiderationis not mandatory.
lience, even in the absenc6 of a request for reconsideratlon, and a
decision thereon, decisions "of the.Board on * * * apeals' are final
for the Depar t,j' as provided in'43 CFR, 1954 rev.,4.4.

Tie request 'for recconsidetation does not add anything which was
not in the re'cord before th-e hearing official nor alleges any specific
error in the decision. Hence, the request for reconsideration is
denied. 0;' f''t: f' ?' ' i i '' 

PAUL i. GXNTT, ACTING CHAIRMAN

I concur:

IRBERT J. SLAUGTR, MEMBER

APPEAL OF FOSTER WHEELER CORPORATION

IBCA-61 Decided January 06, 1960

Contracts: Generally-Contracts: Suspension and Termination
Even in absence of a termination provision in the contract, the contracting-

officer may terminate a contract for the convenience of the Government.
Whether or not the public interest requires a termination for the convenience.
of the Government is a matter for administrative determination.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This case has been pending on the Board's docket since November 4,
1955. In an effort to expedite thedisposition of this appeal, a hearing-
'conference was held in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, oniDecember .17,
1959.- The contracting officer testified on the precise issue as to whether
the termination for default issued on July 9, 1953, should remain in
full force and effect or- whether the termination for default should
be set aside and converted into one for the convenience of the Govern-
ment.
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In order:to expedite the' eventual disposition of this matter by the
Comptroller General,' the parties, stipulated "that the Hearing 0 11-
cia, Mr. Gantt, is .authorized to. hear, consider, and determine this
matter alone. The parties waive any objections on their part that he
decides the. issues by himself."E

At the end' of the hearing, Mr. Gantt dictated a tentative opinion
into the record, but stated that additional- research would' be nces-
sary, and additional data would have to be produced through a co-
operative effort 'of the parties. The researchhaving beet completed,.
and the data having been furnishedby the parties, and audited by
the contracting officer,2 this opinion then represents the fitnal opinion
and decision for the Departmient of the Interior in 'this matter.

It would be repetitious and uneconomical to restate the basic facts
and circumstances in' tIhis matter. They are precisely stated in the
letter of the Comptroller General of the United States to the Secre-
tary'of the-Interior'dated April 19,1954, B-119159. These facts and
circumstances have been established by the' stipulation' of the parties
an d are supported by thirteen exhibits-which are enumerated and
summarized in the Summary Transcript [of the] Pre-Hearing Con-
ference and Hearing, December 17, 1959." For convenience, and'to
avoid repetition, that summary transcript is hereby made a part of
this opinion and designated "Appendix A."

Especially the circumstances and facts.relating to Change Order
No. 1 and the revision' in drawings approved on November 25, 1952
are pertinent tothe issue stated above.

An examination. of Change Order No. i of November 12,; 1952
(Exhibit No. 3) shows that the parties specifically agreed to pre-

----- - .: -;--a:-f f - ; : ::
'The. Comptroller General transmitted the matter to the. Secretary of the Interior on

April 19, 1954, B-l19159 (Exhibit No. 10). In that letter the Comptroller General stated
on page 6. "In view of the possibility that a court might hold that the delivery- tine
fixed by change order No. 1 to the contract was still subject to the qualification with
respect to the availability of a priority: rating for critical materials made in the con-
tractor's bid, the contracting officer's decision should contain an appropriate finding of
fact relative to the contractor's contention that the delay was caused, in part, by priority
difficulties. Also, it should contain a finding of fact relative to the contractor's c6ntention
that the last of the drawings required to be. submitted for approval under the contract
was not finally approved until November 25, 1952. As pointed. out in the. referred-to
memorandum of the contracting, officer, change order No. 1, which bears the written
acceptance of the contractor, contains.,the statement that the final approved drawings
were released on April 11, 1952."

Pursuant to his contractual right the contractor: appealed' from the Finding of Fact
and Decision-of the Contracting Officer dated October 4, 1955 (Exhibit No. 11.). on Novem-'
ber' 4, 1955 (Exhibit, No. 12). The Comptroller General (page 4) retained the matter
"for settlement as a claim;" This retention of jurisdiction does not, of course, extend to
the disposal of "any dispute concerning a question of' fact" under the contract

2Additional Finding of Fact and 'Determination by the Contracting:.Officer of January
14, 1960, Contract Im-6678.
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serve, in addition to the changes made in the order, all other terms
and conditions of the'cditact. It was frthdld provid d that these
tei6s and'conditiois S"hall remain ii full force and effect:" Hence,
this re'servation of the-parties, in its ultimate'effect, keptin full force
and effect that provision of the initial contract which provided for a
flexible delivery period. That provision reads as fol'lws:

Shipment-1-12 Months after receipt of order and approval of drawings

based on rectipt of priority rating.

As pointed out on page 6 of the( Comptroller General's letter cited
0t above,-one of the cardinal issues in this matter is whether or not .the
last of the drawings required to be submitted for approval under the
contract was not finallyapproved until November 25, 1952." Th'e
:Comptroller requested that a finding ,of act. should, be made on this
precise issue. As will be seen below, the establishment of a finding
of fact on this,',precise pqint will be dispositive in.thi dispute as far
as, the, Board-is conceOrned Hence, no other issue has been made e
subject f inquiry by the hearing offcial. -, - - ,

- Jhe alle tionsiby the eontractor-appellant and the counter alleg-
tions k the-Governnent are om etl onflictg on th in -It
th us, bcame neces aryfor the hearing official to call, the contracting
0 0 i . aV officer-as a.~witness.,f ,The sum~lmary t~r~nscrtm pt, in.its pertinent part,
readsasfollows: - ' ,, --

- Mr. G@nr:s I am -handing. you a copy of; theletter-of, Nvemberf 25,, 1952,
Exhibit-No. .4.7, Would you please describe; the,circunstances, eading pp to the

writing ofthis letter? 
Mr. Snora: The letter of November 25 w titten by'r. J.T. Donovan,

a Mechanical ngieer i' the employ of the Bureau of Miner' Mr. Donovan was
at that: -timeiresponslble for followlng the-progress of the work nader dontract
No. Ini-6678 and was charged with the responsibility of reviewing and-approving
dr~awings and 6th;r +iwnei~iii~ rnatti~prqattdtd by he cnt~acthif: ,bTis letter

nd, DrapingNo. ,E7-26,9-, were ent the cotractqo toindlate Mr. Donovan's
-O ff~icial taceeptance of the drawing made-by. thecontractor. -Mr. Donovan had

bee-''si'gnd' by the ontracting Officer t o pftf thisduty -,

-MG T: ;000 0 0 0 . *Mk S w I3ud a ya of a letter addiessed by J. .-'
-d `z ib- i - , -- -i -Ogden, f the, Industrial Ipilyision of, appel ant,-addressedto the Burieau of-Mines,

Attention: -Mr ;4 T. -Donovan, dated October 23;1952, which reads as follows:.,
-' Duringi the re'ent'

t
vlsit of youi inspector to our Carteret Plantwe were in-

forie d ttht ,the9se. units are to be arged so tat the shell flanges are to be

hblted directly together. This will mean very close tolerancebeig maitained
onthe position of the shellniozzles. l; i - -

"In ifew of the'fa et-tha'tithis'e tblter&aeewas not vit's'ymetioned-

o0i ; oyor drwipgp' sfpecfitiqnt, -iiwopr, difg :tc, apsmnps t-ejn
a standard, toleranc ew uld beiceptahle. -" Sigce this is not the .cas,esQeciabl

provisiblos mus t 'e fnade ii fabricatingthese ,units to maintain correct-alignment
.' , ,…

eE tn1 e nozzles.
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"We have reviewed the increased cost for making these provisions and find
that it will be necessary to request an additional charge of TWO HUNDRED
DOLLARS ($200.00) per unit, or a total of TWELVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
($1,200.00) for the six (6) units.

"There'will be no charge for the increased stress relieving temperature.
"We would appreciate having your change order in the above amount in order

to cover our increased costs."'
Does this letter appear in your officialfiles?

Mr. SnouB Yes.
Mr. GANTT: The letter is admitted as Exhibit No. 12A. Does the sec6nd

paragraph of this letter represent the true state of facts from an engineering
and process standpoint? 

*Mt. SHou: Yes.
Mr. GAN.TT:. Could you give us the background of this provision and particu-

larly.,discuss whether the change approved on November 12, 1952, was caused
by an anticipated Government need regarding the future installation of the
equipment, or was merely for the convenience of the contractor?

'Mt. Sou:' Although it had always been the plan of the Bureau of Mines to
install these heat exchangers in .a series; arrangement, it was not until a Govern-
ment, inspector in the course of his observance of production at appellant's plant,
realized the specifieations did not. provide sufficient precisio in the placement
and arrangement of, some of the parts. Hence, the 'ontractor 'was instructed by
the Government to maintain ertain more critical toleranees in the fabrication
of the heat exchangers. These chaniges were requested in order to facilitate
installation fter delivery, and .alo to make it possible to design in advance the
piing and supporting framework from which the heat exchangers would be
suspended. The changes were caused entirely by the needs of the Governmeht.

Mr. GANTT: Could#ou, in layman's language, explain'the significance of the
approval which appears in the etter of No vember 25, 1952, Exhibit o. 4?

Mr. SHOUa: The purpose of the change was to modify the specifications s that
'the'Government-would!be'assured that when, the'heat exchaingers were delivered
they could' be'onfected together and to prefabri'cated'piping without eitherha&v-

Q T, e any s~~~~~~~~~~pcia a p s.lug, to'nio'dify the h excanges or pipingf o arvidP pi tan
.Mr.,Wgnrwoarn Did the dollar amount refiect ta importance.of the change?
Mn Snoun: No> Itwould have ve'iy'probably' eost the Government signifi-

cantiy more i th& fiiuaL istallation if this chatig' hid' not been made before

Mr. GATT: Mr. Wentworth, are there any further questins9,?.;
Mr. WENTWOaRTnz: No. R':No 'further questions. ; ,

-: GAunT: Is ther athing you 'wantto add, hir: Shoub?

-This testimony establishes the;following.faets ad circunstances: .3

1. The pertinent drawing was finally approved on November 25, 1952.--
' 2. Tlieh1eed fOr, the 'draWing 'and its aprova -on 'Nove6ber 25,"1952' was

prompted hy tqihe4 'ott-Gdvrnient oi a vid in heontfaet i d-y the 1~~~ee,_ te eontti t 4e34
tions and to facilitate the subsequent installationi ,.the eqpiprnent ,by the goyn
ernment either by contract or by-3fmlceeaouat orkj-hfter the deliveryof'the
'4iif~iinent' by thetoiftrator-appeilfant. .- C .'7: ! - 3.3%
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S 8. The additional work provided for in the approved drawing was for the
benefit of the :Government. fIt was not merely for the convenience of the
contractor.

-The parties anticipated in 'the type of contract involved here 3 that
delivery would be made 10 to 12 0-months after the approval of
drawings. Hence, the approval of, Drawing No., 1-33629-F on, No-
vember 26, 1952, extended automatically the- delivery period under
the contract for at least 10 months after) that date. It follows that
the contractor-appellant was not in default'on July9, 1953. Hence, a
termination for default could not be validly made by 'the contra'cting
officer on that date and cannot be allowed to stand. -

The Comptroller General has repeatedly held that "when the public
interest require's sucl action, the Government may terminate a contract
notwithstanding the fact that the contract dote not provide for the
termination 4. *:.'

I .n the, landmark decision of 18. Comp. Gen. 826 (1939) the Comp-
-troller General- states, in its pertinentpart, as follows:

It has been held that whenthe public interest reqtites such actlon, a con-
tracting officer mat termiate a contract which he wa athoriied to make and
that he may, by supplemental cdntract, agree wia contractor pon the ompen-
sation to be paid .Lr f work already' performed, etc., provided the amount agreed
upon is proper and just ad the contractor will accept such smount hm full and
-final, settlement of all rights inident to or arising, out of the original and s4-
: plerental contracts. See Uni ted EStates' v. orlias Steadm Engine o Of U.S. 32; -
142 Gomp Dec. 559; 15 in).439; 219hZ. 184; 26 id. 170; and 4 Comp (len. 526.
The determination as. to whether the ipublic interest requires such termination

5The arties stipulated "regarding the background of this procurement that it concerns
a process and manufacturing which before the date had not been undertaken in the United
States insofar as the particular pressures and materials-of construction are concerned.

"The parties further. stipulate that the contract provides for the manufacturing of six
identical. heat, exchangers. The parties stipulate that after completion of these heat
exchangers it wa-s intended that the Bureau of Mines would install them by a follow-up
contract or-thronghforce account work.: It is further stipulated that of these- six heat
;exchangers at least two had reached a stage of near completion, by-July 9, 1953. Regard-
ing all heat exchangers the Bureau of Mines provided the basic conceptual design and
layout and overall dimensions; the mechanical and fabricating details had to be provided
and performed by the contractor. C - -

"The parties further stipulate that the state- of art and the particular division of
responsibility between the Bureau of Mines and the contractor was partially in the nature
of a research and develnment nnperative ntdertaking, ni so nnrstn hv th. 'n.r+4a.

"The parties further stipulate that there existed no actual experience -regarding the
type of pressure and materials involved in this contract but that some Experience gained
by German industry was available. - - - -

"The parties further stipulate that in view of this background the end-product has to be
considered as a custom built product to be manufactured in a special manner." 

These' stipulations explain the rationale for 'the rather inconcise and nelegant yet
extremely flexible, delivery provision of this contract -The unpreciseness of the delivery
provision led, of course, to the dispute and theappeal.: ' - '
- - Dec. Comp. Gen. ;B-17827, February-12, 1959 ;-:29 -omp. Gen. 36 (1949)-; 18 Leomp.
Gen. 826 (1939).

[67,11).
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is a' matter. for administrative decision; and- does not rest with this -office. which
is concerned primarily with the availability of the appropriation. :for any
expenditure resulting from the termination.

In an unpublished decision. of February 12, I959, B-127827, the
Comptrofler General sets forth concisely the following procedures for
applieatio as in the instantease:.,-

If on the other hand the default, termination be found to have-been not justi-
fied, it would appear (assuming that it would not be feasibie r'desirable to eon-
tinue or resuie performanee.under the eontraet) that the contractor would have
some claim against the Goveriment for compensation. for, wrk already per-
formed, etc., The effect of treating the contract as having been terminated for
the convenience of the Government is ordinarily to bring into pLay contractual
provisions fixing the method of settling and adjusting the contractor's'claims.
In the absence of any such provisions inthe subject contract, the settlement. of
the contractor's claims in this case would. necessarily be for handling under
normal claims procedures, whether the termination be characterize4 as one-for
the convenience of the Government or by mutual consent, or as a breach, ky the
Government. . CONCLUiIQN, ,

In view, of the fats and- ciicumstances tablshe, and, eited above
the -Board. finds thatl the termination .-for default ,by the contraeting
officer of July 9, 1953, was not valid. ;Hene, the decisionof the con-
tracting officer of October 4, 1955, is'revdrsed, an- Cont'ract No.
:I6678. sol be treated as having bntn ,;ied ,for? the co-
venienceof theQ4vernent. - . -- - , , -' -

The. Comptroller .General by his. letter of April- 19,E1954, cited
above,'retained the subject matterof the contrditt "for settlement as'a
claim."' Consequently, the Contracting Officeris'direetTa to trajismit
to the Comptroller eneral for direct & se th e r.iet docu-
ments including a copy of tlas opinion and decision together with
Appendix A and thirteen exhibits, enumerated therein and. accom-
panied by a copy of the "Additionalinding o f Fact anid Dtermina-
tion by the Contracting Officer, Contract Im-6678," of January 14,
1960.

PAUL H1.4.ANT,
Acting Chairman..
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SUMMARY TRANSCRIPT PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE AND HEARING
DECEMBER i7,' 1959,0 APPEAt:O FOSTER WHEELER'- CORPORATION,,
IBCA-61-

Appearance for 'Appellant: E. F. Wentworth, Jr. and. C. F. Denny, both of
4 , ,, f,. .New York CIy, New York. '

Appearance for the Goverment: -E'arle P. Shoub and Edward J. Stelle, both-
of Pittsburgh, Pennsnia:-

Mr. 7Gnntt cting dhairmAn of the B'oard of Contract 'Appetls, announces that
he has beet dully'designated as the Hl3earing Official in this matter.

At the request of both pdrties h has calied'this Pre-Huearing Conference in
order to simplify' the issues; for 'the 'purpose f introduction of documents;
for the'admission of faActs;.for the purpose of obtainink stipuldtiofrs; and for
the purpose of obtaining any other materials which w'ould help in the disposition
,oeXthis ase: .-. ,i ,i .+ , ;; 

Mix:Giwrr: IfT:'' 'am' " cofrnta i maftt4r with' imountain of paperv weigh-
mg aipproxtely: 1/2 'po4unds.' "Ftr'ther, 'ithis hiatter has been on the docket-
of the Bbatd sined 1955' In order'itd 'dispo4' ofthws niatter now within a
retsdnal4' time, it 'is- 'obviouis that 'th&e evident'arFy matrial 'must be streamL
lined. Issues must be simplified. This matter is complicated by the fct that
witnesses'have become uavailabl6.: tvbn a' tape record faded out. onse--
quently, it may rbecopme.necessary to establish certain facts by the taking of'
ttsiihfon?. 'tLastly,ii 'a 'hatter' ofs'kuch' complexity, aggravated byjthe time
factors-;involved, it,:whld seent advisable' to' establish-as Ifich of the basic,,
underlyingev ents fy stipulationiif bbtainiable from the parties.'

The parties,stipulate as follows: ,.; ;' , 'i ',

The invitation for bido fr the furnishing of: six identical heat exchangers
tbS'the Buveau of Mines, Coal-t-Oil Deronsttdtiln Plant at: usiana Mih-
souri, was issued on March 2, 1951. Bid openingwas heldoh nApril'2, 1951
Award ,was 'made on;June 13, 1951'; notice to'proceed was giiyen and-received on
Vthesamne.jday. The 'esh,,ated, contractprice. amounted to $109,380.00, plus
escalation for' actual' increase for> Iabyrand, materials not to exceed ten percent

t contract price. The s forims utilized were U.S. Standard Frms

"the patties s tipiitt 'regar'dinjgthitb'ckkr6u'd of this' pbcuetent that it
concerns Ja: :process and! manufacturing i'whfch' before the 'date had not been
undertaken in;, the United States insoa as' the rparticular, press,ures, awd-
materials of construction are conc - ,, -. .,, ''

The parties further stipulate that the contract provides for the manufacturing
of six identical heat exchangers. The parties stipulate that after completion
of these heat exchangersitwas intended that the Bureau of Mines would install
them by'a folow-up: contract or through force account work. It is further-
stipfai'fted that of these six heat exchangers at least two had reached a stage
of near completion by July:9, 1953. Regarding all heat exchangers the Bureau.
of Mines provided the basic conceptual design and layout and overall dimen-
sions; the mechanical and fabricating.details had to be provided and performed
by the contractor.

The parties further stipulate that the state of art and the particular division
of responsibility between the Bureau of Mines and the contractor was partially
in the nature of a research and development cooperative undertaking and s&
understood by the parties.
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The parties further stipulate that there existed no actual experience regarding
the type of pressure and rnaterials involved in this contract, but that some
experience gained by Germzian industry was available.

The parties furtiiier stipulate that in wvi of this background the end-product
has to be considered as a custbmbuilt product'to be manufactured in a special

manner.
Prior to' the invitation for bids on'March,2, 1951, there had been issued

another invitation for bids. 'All bids' then received vwere rejdcted because they
did not meet the Bureau of Mine'''s requirements: price wise. Hence, changes
were made by the Bureau in the specifications in order to enable the submission
of lower bids. At the bid opening of 'March 2, 1951,' only one bid, that' of
appea was received.

The parties stipulate that the contract involyed is Im-6678 of June 13, 1951
and appears as, Exhibit No. 1.
'Part of Standard' Form ''No. 36 entitled "Standard Goverment Po ' of Con-

tinuation Schedule for Standard Form'31 or 33 (Supplies)" contains following
agreement regarding deliverywhich is part of the contract:
' "Shipment-1-12' Months after receipt of order and approval' of drawings

based on receipt of priority rating." '
Standard'FormNo. 36 is admitted as Exhibit No.2.
The parties stipulate' that the delivery schedule set 'forth there constitutes 

the delivery schedule contemplated in the initial contract. The' parties further
stipulate that the "order" referred therein is Purchase Order No. L A-52594
fof June 13, 1951. ; r' ' 'i2 94

The rparties furthier stipulate thait r. 1. L. Hirst was the Contracting Officer
0from MN~archi 2, 1951 Until July 8,' 1953, inclusive. Mr. Earle P: Shoub was

appointed Contracting Of ficer on July'p, 1953 ad continues as such regarding
ddContract Im-6678. ' iS , 0y- : 

The parties further stipulate that Change Order Nd: 1 of Contract Im-6678
was issued by Dr. L. LHirst on Notember i2, 1952. Change'Order N. 1 is 
6admitted as ihibit No.3. -

Thie parties further stipulate that on Novemiber 25, 1952, Mr. J T. Donovan
ddessed sa letter to' the Foster Wheele'tCorpoiatfn,'Attention: Mi W. F.

Keegan, with reference to approval of the revised drawing No. HL33629-F.- This
latter is admitted in evid'ence as Ebibit No' 4. '

The partiesfiurther stipilat that' draWing Nb. H-836 9F bears the following
legeld:

"Apprd

JD 11/25/52".. ''

Drawing H-33629-F is admittedas Exhibit No. 5., The ,parties stipulatethat
the initials of Mr. Donovan are genuine and that he approved the drawing on
November 25,,1952.

Mr. Shoub, as successor Contracting Officer, sent a teletype tooster Wheeler
on July 9, 1953, which reads as follows: ' ' ' '

'You are advised that because of your failure to dliver (sic), within the
contract period the shell and tub? type exchangers called for, under Bureau
of Mines Contract No. Im-6678, dated June 13, 1951, /Purchase Order
LA-51-2594/, the contract is cancelled by the Government.'

Januarj� 26, 1960

The parties further stipulat that ereexistedno�actualexperienceregarding
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This teletype is admitted as Exhibit No. 6.

The parties further 'stipulate that on' July 13, 1953, Mr. Sbub sent a letter
to the Foster Wheeler Corporation, which contains on page 2 a statement as
to the understanding of the Contracting Officer as to the extent of completion
of the six units as of that date. This letter, is admitted as ExhibitNo. 7.

The parties agree that Exhibit No. 7 with one exception represents the actual
extent of completion of work on the part of the appellant. The parties further
agree regarding Unit No. 5 as follows 'All materials were on hand fabrication
of all the, parts hdd been completed, but assembly 'o the componen~tns haA not
been started.

The parties further stipulate that in answer to6r d~~~~t tieypCof uly9, 953appellant sent 'a 'letter dated July 13 1953, 'addressed to the Cdntracting Officer.

Thisletteriadiiitteias Exhibi't-No.i .:.: ',!.

Thej parties stipulate that in an effort to dispose of this matt6r fairly and
equitably hut in iew of doubt as to the extent of"teathrt of the nds, t th exfeut iihe auvthoiyoh Contract-
ng Officer to settie or compronise, it was submitted to the domptroller General
of the United States for' direct settlenieht. The, patiesstipulate furter that
by letter of November 13, 1953, the Administrative Assistant Secretary of the
Department of the Interior transmitted the matter to the ComptrollerG al
for direct settlement. This letter is admiitted as Exhibit No. 9.

The parties stipulate that on April 1, 1964, the Comptroler, General addressed
a letter (B-i1l919), to the Secretary of the Interior, which' was received on
April 21, 1954. This letter is admitted as ExhibitNo.10.

The parties,stipulate that pursuant tothe request contained in that letter
Contracting Offipzer Shoub issued Finding of Fact. and Decision on October, 4,
1955. Thisdocument isadmitted asExhibit No.,l.

The contractor appealed from that Finding of Fact on November 4, 1955,
received November T.,1955. The appeal is admitted as Exhibit No. 12.

The parties further stipulate ,that on May 2, 1956, a Pre-Hearing Conference
was held in which the late Chairman of the Interior Board of Contract Appeals,
Haas;,members of the Board Seagle and Slaughter.; Contracting Officer Shoub;
Department Counsel Indritz; and Messrs.1 Wentworth, Denny, and Longsworth
of appellant attended. -, ,

The parties further agree that noprovisioa had been made for reporter
services for, this meeting by either the Board or Department Counsel, and that,
as a makeshift agreement, a wire recorder was on the spur of the moment
provided by Department Counsel.

The parties further stipulate that an agreement as to the contents of the
Pre-Hearing Conference has not been reached as yet because during tran-
scribing from the wire, the recording was eradicated. The parties further
stipulate;that uno agreement could be reachedon 'the' exact happdningsdof '&vents
at that meeting. ' " 

The Hearing Official announces that an examination of the appeal fife 'revehis
'no'action on the part' of the Board from May 2, 1956'until the death of former
Chairman Haas in June 1959. '

"Hed further' states that' he was appointed Actifig Chairman of the Boatd on
September 1, 1959. In view -of these circuis tances the Hearing 'Officia;'o
his own'`motio, feels'it incumbent to estabhish certain facs; and data by the
taking of testimony from Cntraing 6fficer Shoub.' the paties do not inter-
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pose any objection 'to the use of such procedure. Counsel for appellant reserves
the right to cross-examine witnesses.

The Hearing Official calls to the attention of the witness the provisions of
18 USC 100L- After reading the pertinent Code provision, the witness states
that he understands them and is familiar with the Code provision.

Mr. GANTT: What is your full name?
Mr. S6ou: Earle P. Shoub.
Mr. GANTT:; What is your'address?-

Mr. SHO:2943'Norwod'Avenue, Pittsburgh 14, Pennsylvania. e 
Mr. GANTT: What is your official title?
Mr. Snous: Regional:Director, Bureauof Mines.:'
Mr. GANTT: Do I understand *corretly.that you have been Contracting Officer

from July 9, 1953 until the present time on this Contract No. Im-6678?9 1 nI
Mr. SOUB: Yes.
Mr. GANT: I am handing youa a copy of the' letter of November 25, 1952,

Exhibit No. 4.s Wuld you 'please deseribe the 'circum'stances leading up to the
writing of this letter? ." s

;Mr. SHonE: The letter of 'November .25, 1952,' wast written by Mr. J. T.' Dono-
'van, Sa Mecha'nical'Engineer in the employ of the Bureau of Mines. Mr. I)onovan
was& at that time responsible for following the progress of the work under con-
tract No. Im-6678 and was charged with the responsibility of reviewing and
approving drawings and other engineering matters provided by the contractor.
This letter' and Drawing No. H-33629-F were sent the contractor to indicate
Mr. Donbvan's official ceeptance of' the drawing made 'by the contraetor: Mr.
Donovan had been assigned by the Contracting Offieer to perform this duty.

Mr. GANrTT: Mr. Shoub, I am handing, you a copy of a letter addressed by
J. W. Ogden, of the Industrial Division of appellant, addressed to. the Bureau
of Mines, Attention: Mr'. J4. TDonovan, dated October 23, 1952, which reads
as follows: - .

"During the recent visit of your inspector to our Carteret Plant we were
informed t these units are to be arranged so that the shell langes are to b'e
bolted directly together. This will mean very close tolerance being maintained

on the position of the shell nozzles.
"In view of the fact that' this lose tolerance was not previously mentioned

on your drawings or specifications, we were proceeding' on the assumption that
a standard tolerane would be aeptable. Sine this is not the case special
rovisions must be made in fabieating these units to maintain correct alignment
of the nozzles.
|"'We have reviewed the increased cost for making these provisions and find
hat it will be necessary to request an additional charge of TWO HUNDRED
DOLLARS ($200.0 per unitor a total of TWL-VE HUNDRED DOLLARS
$1,200.00) for the six () units.
"There will be no charge for the increased stress relieving temperature.
"We would 'ap'preiate having you+ change order ih the above amount in order

ocoverourincreased costs."
Does this letter appear in your official files?
Mr. SouB: Yes.
Mr. GArTT: The letter is admitted as Exhibit No. 12-A. Does the second

*aragraph of' this letter represent the true state of facts from, an engineering
nd process standpoint?
Mr.SoUB: Yes.

I . . . *e
1
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Mr. GANTT: Could you give us the background of this provision, and particu- _

larly discuss whether the change -approved on 0:November 12, 1952- was caused

by an anticipated Government need regarding- the future installation of the

equipment, or was merely for the convenience of the contractor?
Mr. Ssaou: Although it had always been the plan of the Bureau of Mines

to install these heat exchangers in. a' series arrangement, it was not until a

Government inspector in the course of his. observalwe of production at appel-

lant's plant, realized the specifications did not provide, sufficient precision in

the placement and arrangement of some of the parts. ;% Hence, the contractor

was instructed by the Government to maintain certain more critical tolerances
in the fabrication of the heat exchangers.; These changes were requested. in

order to facilitate installation after delivery, and also to.,make -it possible to

design in advance the pipingaiand supporting framework from.yvhich. the heat

exchangers would be suspended. The changes were eaused entirely by the needs

of the Government.

Mr. .GANTT: Could you in layman's- language,, explain the significance of the

approval, which appears in-the-letter of November 25, 1952:.Exhibit No.I4?
Mr. SnoUn: The purpose of the change was to modify the specifications so

that the .Government would: be.:.assured that when the- heat' exchangers, were
delivered .they could. be connected together .and to .prefabricated .piping. without
either -having to modify the heato'exchangers or piping,;or provide any special

adapters. - , -

Mr. WENTWORTH: Did the dollar amount reftect. the importance'of the change?
-Mr., SHorn.: No. It would have very probably .cost: the' Government signifi

cantly more in the-final installation-'if this change had not 'been made before

fabrication. ' , ' , - ' ,

Mr-G wTi: 'Mr. Wentworth, are there any further questions,? e: : - .
3iMr. 'WENTwoRTH: NO., No further questions.; -i

--0Mr. GANTT: Is.thereanything you.want.to;add, Mr. Shoub?.:,;: ..- 
Mr. Snoun: No.
Mr.- GANTT,: Gentlemen, I believe we have our 18'/2.pounds of. material

reduced to manageable proportions and to a simplified issue., For the recor4,

IIwouldlike to ask the parties whether they, agree that the following three

issues have now been joined. However, I caution, that it may not be necessary

to dispose all three issue S.

,,The first issue as I see it concerns the ,effect of, the approval of the drawing
of November 25, 1952 in the light of the deliver terms of the 'contract.

The second issucononcerns the effect of the steel strike on the instan

procurement.

The third issue oncernsthe effect of higher ,priority orders on, the instan

procurement. ' ' '

In afact,gentlemen, as I have studied the record and' have nowthe pertinen
facts established, which previously did not appear from the record, and th

appeal file, I am now readyto rule on the issues.
,,The parties stipulate that in, order to expedite the eventual disposition o'

this matter by the Comptroler General, that the Hearing Official,. Mr. Gaut,

is authorized to hear, consider, and determine this matter alone. The parti
waive any objections on their part that he decides the issues by'himself.

Mr. Gantt states that he is able to render his decision and opiuion immediatel
subject ito such corrections and research as may be necessary due to th

uhavadiiability of legal materials. '

*;: X * * : * 0 * * ' T ' I 1'96
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iBkA-169 Decided J u 19, 1960 *

Contracts: AdditionaI Compensation-Contracts: Changes and Extras-
Contracts: Contracting Officer --

' *hen a tract book inspection made in colnection with the preparation of pub-
, -lands records, was iexpanded fro- it's';ited purpose, of checking missing

documents intoa more comprehensive .inspection. fthe accuracy and-com-
;pleteness of the;foontractor's work, the contractor, is not entitled to, extra
costs of supplying additional services and equipment in connection. with the
expanded inspection when the. contracting' officer found that. the expanded
inspection included the performainceoffunctions that Were the couitrasto es
'responsibiflity and were of greater value to the contractor than the amount

, *of its claim, and the contractor'during the long period 'of the' expanded in-
spection never. requested payment for the. additional services and'equipment.

BOARD OF GONTRACT APPEALS

L': Te Petroleullmt Ownership: SMap 'Company of Caspe6r, Wyohming
(hereinafter referred to as POMCO), has filed a tiniely appealifrom 
the findings of fact and decision of the contracting officer'dated June
20 1958, denying its claim f6r additional compensation in the. amount
of-.$7,420.56. under Contract No.' 14-41l-006 8 with the Bureau of
Land Management (hereinafter designated as the'Bureau). -

The contract, which was dated September 28, 1956, was executed
on U.S. Standard Form 33 for supply contracts (revised Jund 1955) ,'
andi incorporated' the general provisions of U.S. Standard Form 32
(Nov. 1949 edition).

The contract, which was for the lump suM price of $181,636.50, was
part of the program of the'Bureau for improving the Public lands rec-
ords of the United States. The execution of 'this program 'also in-
volved a considerable number of other contracts, two of which lave led

to appealsdalready decided by the Board. The contract involvedin
YTork Tabul-ating Service, lIns.' provided for the establishment of an
index controlling the ownership and use status of the public lands
and resources of the United States, known as the'control dociiment.
index.2 The contract involved in the present appeal was also:in-
volved in i prior appeal of POMCO.'! The contract required POMCO

*Xot in ehronological order.- .
1 65ED. 120 (1958).
;2?This indexi'was in the form of' tabulating cards,:and the data used in its compilation'

was in the form of positive microphotographic film images of the public land records of
the United States. The microflms were mounted on cards which were known as "aper-
ture cards" because the film was set in apertures cut in the cards.

is 65 I.D.. 261. (1955).. i . .P- : 2

- -- : ~~~~~~~~~~~~67 I.P., No. 2

I~: : 733
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', to mak'e'u'se ,of-thef eontrol docuinent index to prepare new-land records
for the public domain lands of the United States and their resources.
for the State of Utah. Theseland reco'ds wreto include a'aster
titleplat for eac townhip;ne or imore usp status'platsfor each
township; an historical index for each. township, which wa,5 to.e in
the form of anarrative sumnary of all acions; affecting the public'
lands; and, .finally,,cpie .of the-mco aster title. plat and the ,historical
index, for each township., The specifications required the work to be
per-formed with100 percent of accuracy and completeiess,.aiid it was
madesbjeca all times to 'inspection' by representatives' of the'-Bu-
r~eau ", their , cbnva.ence an:d opt on. .

T.,ITe, ,he5~viotappe4 of POMC 0was based on anovem Qf esti-
mated uantities of- aperture. cards, cross-reference cards, and .irregu-
lar-towships which it had to process or prepare inthe;c6urse of the
performance of the contract. The presient a.ppeal has arisen out of
an inspection procedure to whi'ch 'the POMCO and the Bureau agreed
duri n th perfornance of the contraot, and which was- nalized
in a naQhraenrge.,ord er...- .> : ;

Tnall, -five change ,orders were entered and accepted by PC)MCOz
Byvirtue, of the provisions, of Change Orders for Ext Wr N
2,-, , and 4, the time for completion of all work under, the con trat
was extended fromthe. original completion, date,.which was Jupe
DO,' 31957, to March15, 1958... Some of the change orders 'ade provi-
sion'forthe perfpormance of various items of extra work-a but theonly

one directly involved in the present appeal is change:Order for Extra:
Work No. I, which was accepted by POMCO on March 5, 1957.

The change order grew out of a conference between representatives
of POMCO and the Bureau, the results of which were recorded in a
letter dated January 10, 1957, from. the former to the latter. The.
change order, which, was the ultimate result of thig conference pro-
vided for the payment, to POMCO of an 'additional $l5,768.54, for
extra, work consisting, principally, of the correction by.POMCO of
errors and omissions in the control document index and of the index,-
ing of mineral patents.
:At the conference it was agreed that a. tract book inspection or'.

chek :by. Government inspectors would be an, appropriate, means of-
determining what essential documents were missing from the control-
document index which' the Government had' furnished.: However,
the contract required appellant to include in the historical index and
master title' plats certai ninformation' to be obtained by appellant.

" As provided In paragraph 57 of the specifications, and In paragraph 2 of'the General
Bequirements and Conditions.

The additional compensation to POMCO provided for in the five change orders totaled
$71,940.71, which thus increased its earnings to $253,577.21.
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fro. the Jandee serial, registers, as a- step in its own inteina
procedure for carrying on the contract work appellant hadi alread7y
made provision for; a tract book check by its, own employees as-a
means of, aspertaining what essential documentsjn'the serial registers
were missing from the historical index as initially compiled by appek
lant.- At the conference it was- agreed to combine -the two ihspections
or checks. Inthe numbered paragraph 5 of theJanury. lette 
thesituationwasdescribed as follows: , - .

No~p'ftvitsion'has elsewhere bean made for the increasead amount of time ne-
sary to complete the check of the tract books resulting from the.errors and omis-
sjions ,inthe Document Control Index. -.

It was agreed thkt the' tract:book check would be an exeellent way for the
government: inspectors to varify (sic)' completeness and accuracy of the His-
torical Index' and that this portion of the work would be performed by goven-
ment inspectors, Pomco furmhiing the necessary. microfilms of the tract o'ok
which-would be reasonably legible, two clerks to assist theinspectors, and two
microfilm readers. No additional compensation to Pomco or to the government.
would be necessary, and that.portion of Pomco's procedure necessitating the -

check of the tract books would be eliminated. -

The agreement was subsequtly formalized in paragraph5 of Change
Order for Extra.Work No. 1 as follows:

Government inspectors will tperform the tract book: check together with thei
Contractor. The: Contractor, without cost to the Government, will furnish the
necessary microfilms of the tract book, two microfilm readers and two clerks to
.assist 'the inspectors. This provision does not relieve the contractor from the
responsibility for the accuracy and completeness of the records.

' The tract bookf'inspection proceeded from about the time of the
acceptance of the change order by POMCO until about the 'end-of
January 1958, and not long thereafter POMCO completed all of
its work under the contract. 6 However, the tract book inspection was
expanded in the course of its' performance far beyond the sope that
had. been contemplated when the change order providing for. it had
been' entered. It developed from' a relatively simple review to deter-
mine- what documents were, missing into an elaborate and extensive
inspection for ,the purpose of verifying the 'accuracy and completene:ss
of POMCO's work as a whole. For this type of inspection' proce'-
dure, the two microfilm readers and the two clerks contemplated by
the. change order proved to be wholly insufficient, for the uimber of
the, Bureau's inspectors had' to b 'increased, and the increased number
of inspectors required an increased number of POMCO clerks to as-
sist the inspectors, and an increased number of mic'rofilm readers.
POMCO 'did not object to this increased use of its clerks and e
ment.7 Indeed, since a nore; rapid pace, of inspection would insure

6 On March 14, 1958, POMCO notified the Bureau that all work under the contract had
been completed, and final payment was made on March 26, 1958.
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earlier payment for its work, it urged that the inspection be expedited.
As the number of inspectors increased, they requested more clerks and
microfim readers than had been expressly provided for, and the addi-
'tional clerks and equipment were supplied by POMCO.

Under date of April 9, 1958, which was after the completion of all
the work under the contract, POMCO formally asserted-the claim for
supplying the; additional clerks and microfilm readers, which is in-
volved in the present appeal. 7

The contracting officer rejected POMCO's claim upon three
gtounds': (1) that it had not complied with the "extras" provision of
t'he contract (clause 3 of the General Provisions of the contract) which'
prohibited payment for extras "unless such extras and the price there-
for have been authorized in writing by the contracting officer";
(2) .that it had also failed to comply with the "changes"- provision
of the contract (clause 2 of the' same provisions) which required the
c6ontractor to notify the contracting officer of a claim for an equitable

-adjustment by reason of a change in the work within 30 days of its
notification-of the change; and -(i) that there was no equitable basis
for the exercise, by the contracting officer of his discretionary author-
ity under clause 2 of the contract -to allow a claim based upon this
clause, "at any time prior to final payment" under the contract, not-
'withstanding the failure to give the required notice.

'The contracting officer 'considered that the, lack of. equity in
POMCO's claim lay basically in the circa stance that the value of the
services performed for it by. the Government's inspectors was greater
than the amount claimed by it. He found that the Government in-
spectors, in verifying entries which were not missing from the control
document index and in reviewing the annotations and delineations
on the master -title plats prepared by the POMCO, were performing
functions that should have been performed by the contractor "at a
point in its. operations prior to the tract book check being performed
cooperatively by the Government inspectors and clerks furnished by
the Contractor," and thus he concluded that "the Government inspec-
tors were, in part, performing certain of the duties and responsibilities
of the contractor under the original contract specifications at no cost
to' the Contractor."- lie also found that it was P6IqCO which had
requested the assignment of the additional inspectors, and that in
doing so, it had fully understood that this would require the furnish-
ing by it of additional clerks and microfilm readers. He concluded
by pointing out that if POMCO had notified him that a claim would
be filed by, it, he would have been able to evaluate the services per-

, 'The claim had been informally submitted on March 5, 1958, to the Acting Manager
of the Record Improvement ProJect.
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formed by the- Government. inspectors, and to decide whether the
tract book inspection should be confined to its original purpose.

The appellant does not really challenge the contracting officer's
basic findings of fact.8 Indeed, it specifically admits that it favored
the expediting of the Government's inspection, since this would result
in its receiving earlier payment for the work, and did not object'to
the increase in the number of inspectors. It also specifically con-
cedes that the tract book inspection was a mutual arrangement or joint
undertaking which involved the performance of functions which were
partly its own responsibility, and partly the responsibility of the
Government, but it denies that it ever agreed to furnish more than
two clerks and microfilm readers. It takes the position, moreover.
that since the inspection and acceptance of its work was a respon-
sibility of the Government, which the latter could have performed
at any stage. in the operations, it' could not be said to have received
any "services" from the Government through the expansion of~ the
scope of the tract book inspection. As for its failure to notify the
contracting officer that it would expect to be paid for the services of
the additional clerks and the furnishing of the additional microfilm
readers, or to request an extra work order, it pleads that throughout
the performance of the contract it-had a sort of tacit agreement with
the technical personnel of the Bureau who were familiar with the
technical requirements of the contract that it would do whatever extra
work was agreed on, and that its claims for the extra work would be
equitably adjusted after the work had been performed, and that, there-
fore, the requirements of a written order or notice should be deemed
to have been waived.

The Board can find no materialerror in the findings and conclu-
sions of the contracting officer in rejecting the appellant's belated
claim.

It is not entirely clear whether the appellant is contending that the
contracting officer had delegated his authority to make changes or
allow extras to his technical personnel, or merely that the contracting
officer in person or through an authorized representative had waived
the formal requirements of the contract. Either contention would
be, however, contrary to the record of the manner in which the con-
tract was performed. Although every one of the five change orders
entered in thlis case may have been negotiated with the:appellant by

8 In a -letter to the contracting officer dated July 10, 1958, in which POMCO requested
that he reconsider his decision, it stated that it did not "generally": dispute his findings
of fact. While this specific statement is 'not included in'POMCO's notice of appeal dated
July 20, 1958, it is apparent from the whole tenor, of the observations in this'do'fiunt
that the facts were as ound 'by the contracting, officer.' Even when one of the contracting
officer's findings is called 'a' misstatement of fact," it is apparent that 'what POMCO is
really disputing is the interpretation put by the contracting officer on the underlying fact:
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the contracting. officer's subordinates,9 each and every one of them was
submitted to tle .dointracting:officer for his.pproval, a course of
conduct obviously inconsistent- with the idea that he had abdicated
his' functions, and there is nothing in the record to show that he had
waived the- technical requirements: of the contract. The timing of
the: negotiations between the parties indicates clearly that it was the
appellant's practice to give the technical personnel, if not the con-
6racting officer, notice that it would be making a claim whenever it
considered that. it was entitled to additional compensation, and it did
not do so in this instance.-

In any event, the contracting officer himself recognized that the ap-
pellant's claim should not be rejected merely because of its failure
to comply with the notice requirement of the "changes" clause of
the contract, and he specifically considered theequitablenaspects of the
pontractor's claim.. He concluded, however, that it vras lacking in
equity, and the Board cannot say that there was no basis for his
conclusion.

In essence the contracting officer regardedthe appellant's claimi as
unmeritorious lbecause the Government was performing functions
which, in his opinion, were the-responsibility of the contractor under
the terms of the contract. It is not entirely clear from the findings
whether the value 'which' he'considered the expanded inspection to
have for the appellant lay basically in the timing of the. Goverunent's
inspection work and its:performance as a cooperative endeavor, rather
than in the performance by-the Bureau's inspectors of work that may
have been the appellant's responsibility. But, whatever the precise
basis for the contracting officer's findings and the conclusion to which
they led him, that the work performed by the Bureau for the ap-
pellant was of greater value to it than the amount of its claim, the
Board finds no' basis in the record for rejectingtlhe conclusion itself
because the appellant, in supplying the additional services and equip-
mnent over a period of more than 10 months without requesting pay-
ment therefore plainly must have acted in the belief that it was not
entitled to payment. It would be entirely unreasonable to suppose
that appellant's officers would have supplied the additional, clerical
services and equipment gratuitously unless they considered that the
expanded inspection was an adequate qid pro quo for so doing. If
the record, which shows the negotiation of no less than four change
orders providing additional compensation for a considerable variety
of items of extra work in the amount of no less than $71,940.71, in-
dicates anything, it is that the appellant's officers were not accustomed

Eowever, in so far as Change Order F'or Extra Work No. 1 Is concerned, the letter of
January 10, 1957, shows that the contracting officer himself participated in the conference
which preceded the entry of the order.
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to sleep on their rights. The 'Court of Claims has consistently re-
j ected claims for additional compensation under such circumstances. 0

The appellant's claim,-moreover,' includes 'some items of expense
that, in any event, it would be chargeable with under clause 5 (c) of
the General Provisions of the contract, which declared:

If any inspection or test is made by the Government on the premises of the
Contractor or a. subcontractor, the Contractor without additional charge shall
provide all reasonable facilities and' assistance for the safety and- convenience
of the Government inspectors in the performance of their duties.

The furnishing of, the additional clerks and microfilm readers came
within the scope of this ptovision unless, inded, ;the requests made
iy the Bureau. inspectors were unreasonable. It can hardly be con-

tended that an unreasonable expense was -imposed upon the. appellant
When it was requested to* furnish the additional microfihn' readers,
which the contracting officer found, represented aa Additional cost
to the appellant of $330. With respect to the clerks' the record shows
that the appellant furnished, over a period of 231 working days of
*8 hours a day, 6,158 manhours of clerical assistance at a cost to it of
$2.99 per hour, which would amount to a total cost of $1T;735.04. As
the appellant had iagreed to furnish gratuitously 3,696 manhours of
6erical assistance it'had agreed to $10,644.48 of this-cost. The cleri-
cal -assistance included i its laim is- thus based on furnishing 2;462

' manhours of clerical asslstance at a total cost of $7,090.56. The 'total
inspection cost to' the appellant was thus approximately? percent of
the total contract earnings of $253,577.21 and its claim represents ap-
proxiniately 2.9 -percent of the contract earnings. In termin of' addi-
tional; 6lerks working full time, the 'appellant furnished 1.3 additional
clerks. The record before us leaves it open to serious question whether
thb whole of the additional' clerical cost could be considered as a rea-
sonable inspection expense for the purposes of clause- 5(c).' "'But
considering the magnitude of the contract and its requirements, the
appellant could certainly be charged under that clause with: a part of
the additional clerical cost.

- d f f D:CONCLUSION

Therefore, the findings of fact and decision of the contracting
officer, rejecting the claim of the appellant, are affirmed.

WmhLIAM SEAGLE, Acting Chairman.

I concur.,

HERBERT J. SLAua:r1T, Member. -

'e See, for Instance,' Russ Mfitchez et al. v. Uaited States, 121 t. CI. 582, 603 (1952)
Warren Brothers Roads ompany v United States, 123. Ct. C. 48, 7-80 (1952);* J. A.
Ross & Compny v. United States, 126 Ct. Ci. 323, 330 (1953).
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BETTY KETCHUM

A-28132 Decided January 21,1960*

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Failure to Appeal-Oil and Gas 'Leases:
Applications

1One who fails to appeal from the rejection of an oil and gas lease offer is not
entitled to reinstatement of the application with priority over an interven-
ing applicant, even though the rejection was erroneous.

Rules of Practice: Generally
Where notice of a. decision of the manager of a land office is sent by certified

mail to the address of record of the party adversely affected by the deci-
sion and the notice is returned marked "Unknown," the party is considered
to have been constructively served with notice of the decision where the
address of record was a post office box and the Departmentis informed

,.that the party was not known at that address or authorized by the renter
-of the box to receive mail therein.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Betty Ketchum. has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a
decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated March
20, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the Salt Lake
City, Utah, land office, dated December 23, 1957,;dismissing her pro-
test against the issuance of a lease pursuant to oil and gas lease offer,
Utah 026093, filed- October 8, 1957, and denying her request for rein-
statement of her oil and gas lease offer Utah 023196.
'The record shows that the appellant's application and another, Utah

028195, were filed simultaneously on April 22, 1957. As a result of a
drawing held to determine priority (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 295.8), Utah
028195 received first priority. A leasewas issued to William L. Bloom
the applicant under Utah 028195, effective as of September 1, 1957; and
on August 19, 1957, the manager issued a decision rejecting the 'appel-,
lant's offer.

The manager's decision was sent by certified mail to the appellant's
record address-P.O. Box 3213, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles,
California, on August 23, 1957.' The letter containing the copy of the
decision was returned to the Salt Lake City land office on August 27,
1957, marked "Unknown." . - .V .

The manager then posted the decision on the public bulletin board
in the land office for a period of 30 days.

Following issuance of the lease to Bloom, it was discovered that he

* Not in chronological order.
l The records show that William L. Bloom' also gave P.O. Box 3213, Terminal Annex,

Los Angeles, as his.address as did the. two witnesses on his .offer and Mrs. Ketchum's two
witnesses. In'other-words,: six different, ndividuals gave the same address on two offers-
filed simultaneously for the same land....
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had requested that his offer be withdrawn. This letter was received
before the drawing was held, but was overlooked. Thereafter the
manager canceled the lease issued to Bloom on September 24, 1957.2
Thus, had the appellant appealed the manager's decision abd thereby
preserved her'rights under her application, she would have been en-
titled to a lease of the land as the first qualified person filing an appli-
cation, all else being regular. .

* The appellant claims that the notice of the manageras decision
. should have reached her at her address of record and that the postal
authorities were wrong in sending the certified letter back to the
land office marked "Unknown." To- support her contention she has
submitted three letters from the Los Angeles Post Office. One of the
letters dated February 6, 1958, statedthat:

We did inform you on January 20, 1958, that; Betty Ketchum was receiving
mail at Post Office Box 3212, Los Angeles 54, California.C

We may further state that it is noted that Betty Ketchumn is listed as having
been holder of Post Office Box 3212 on August 21, 1957.

Another letter from the Los Angeles Post Office, dated February 27,
1958, stated the box number in the letter quoted above'was a typo-
graphical error, and that P. 0. Box 3213 was the number intended.

Subsequent to the receipt of this information, the Bureau wrote
to 'the: Postmaster of. the Los Angeles Post Office requesting him to
supply whatever information was available as to the reason' for the
Unknown" stamp being placed on the envelope and whether a notice
was placed in the. Ketchum box with respect to the.certified letter.
A. reply was; received on August 1 1958, signed by W.. H. Green,
General Superintendent of Mails, stating that any record concerning
the certified letter in question would have been destroyed after 6

'months from the'date of handling;; that the normal ciirse. would
have been to place a notice in the box advising the addressee that a
certified letter was being held and requesting her to, call for it'; that
if the letter washnot claimed in 5 days a second notice would be
placed in the box for a period .of 10 days, and if the addressee did
not call for the letter at the end of 15 days it would be returned
endorsed "Unclaimed."~ The General Superintendent said that he
c6ould not adviseI why the letter was returned marked "Unknown,"
'and invited the Bureau to send a photostatic copy of the face and
'reverse sides of the envelope and he would interpret the endorements
thereon. This, was done by the Bureau.

A second letter was received by the Bureau on. December; 24, 1958,
from General Superintendent Green which stated, in pertinent part:

2 A copy of this decision mailed to Bloom at his recorded address was ret rned marked
"Unknown."

542854-60-2
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Thorough investigation which has been made in this case discloses that at
the time the certified letter was addressed to Miss Ketchum at P.O. Box 3213
she was not receiving mail through the box, nor had she been authorized to
use this address. The certified letter therefore was properly endorsed.' It was
not until December 13, 1957, that the original renter of the box authorized the
delivery of mail directed to Miss Ketchum in its care.

The Director stated in his decision that the Department has held
that service of notice may be either actual or constructive, anda that
the transmission of a copy of the decision by registered mail to the
address 'givenA in ant application ahd'the dnsuccessful 'attempt by the
postal service to deliver the document constitutes constructive service
upon the party concerned.

The appellant's reply to the statement in the Director's decision
that he had been informed that the appellant was not receiving mail
at P.O. Box 3213 on August 27, 1957, and had not been authorized
to, use: this box 'by the renter of the box, is to refer to the letters
presented by her to the Director and toG state:

In view of these communications from the Postmaster to appellant's.counsel
it is apparent that the Betty Ketchum, was not "unknown" on August 26th,
1957 at the time the Manager's decision was received at the Los Angeles
postoffice and conclusively refutes the statements in th'e Director's decision
above quoted relating to a communication from the Postmaster i- Los Angeles.

The letter from the Postmaster, relied on by the Director, in addi-
tion to stating unequivocally that Mrs. Ketchum was not authorized
to receivezmail at Box 3213 until December 13, 1957, said':'

* * * You questioned the endorsement "Unknown", inasmuch as an employee
.'of ts offce" had improperly advised Mr. Emerson' Cannon Willey,. Salt Lake
.City, Utah, that Betty Ketchum had used the post office bov as business
address.

7* , * *' * * * 

* * * This office regrets exceedingly the confusion which has arisen from
the improper procedure followed by an employee in connection with originating
inquiries of Mr. Willey. (Emphasis supplied.)

In face of this letter, the last received from the Los Angeles Post
*Office, it is specious for the appellant to claim that it is refuted by
the earlier letters sent to appellant's counsel. Moreover, it is noted
that in her appeal the appellant does not claim that she was the renter
of the box on August 27, 1957,. nor does- she contend that she was
authorized by the renter of the box to receive mail at Box 3213 at
the time the certified letter was delivered to the Los Angeles Post
Office. I have been informed by postal authorities in Washington,
D.C., that renters of post office boxes are suppliedwith a form upon
which they may- designate the individuals they- authorize to receive
mail at the box address. Normal procedure, when a registered or
certified article is addressed to a person 'at a box' address who is not
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indicated to be authorized to use the box as an address, is to return
the article to the addressor immediately without holding it in the
post office since holding the article would serve no useful purpose.
This is the routine procedure which was followed in this case.

There is nothing. in the record to indicate that the appellant ever
gave to the land office any address other. than the' post office bpx ad-
dress given in her oil and gas lease application. Thus, the appellant
chose the address and must be responsible for seeing to it that mail
addressed to her at that address is deliverable there. I find no error
on the- part of the postal authorities in returning the manager's de-
cision to the land office.

The Department's rule of practice governing service of documents
provides in part:

Service by registered or certified mail may be proved by a post-office
return receipt showing that the document was delivered at the person's record
address or showing that the document could not be delivered to such person at
his record address because he had moved therefrom without leaving a forward-
ing address or because delivery was refused at that-address or because no such
address exists. * * * (48 C0R, 1954 rev., 221.95 (b) (Supp.).)-

The appellant contends that nondelivery of the manager's decision
to her was not because of any of the three reasons. specified in the
regulation. I think it is clear that the failure to deliver came under
the third category, "because no such address exists." For a person to
give an address at which he is not authorized to receive registered
,or certified mail is equivalent to giving a fictitious address, even
though it may be an address at which some other person can receive
mail. No such address as P.O. Box 3213 existed so far as mail to
the appellant was concerned.

The Department has long held that notice of an adverse decision,
or any other notice, which is mailed to an address of record is con-
structively served on the party involved when delivery is attempted at
that address,' and this' particularly so where failure to complete de-
livery is through the fault of the appellant. John P. Drake, 11 LD.
574 (1890) ; Smith v. Fitts, 13 L.D. 670 (1891) ; Dreesen v. Porter, 19
L.D. 195 (1894). The appellant's error appears to have been in not
being certain that she was authorized to receive registered or certified
mail, which must be delivered to the addressee or his agent, at the
address designated in her application. Moreover, by electing to give
only a postoffice box address the appellant thereby restricted the
means of communieation with her concerning her application entirely
to that address, and when the land office manager mailed the notice
'of his decision to that address he did all that could be done to serve
the appellant.
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It is concluded that the appellant was constructively served with
notice of the manager's decision rejecting her oil and gas application,
and that, having failed to appeal from the rejection nthe 30-day
period prescribed by the rules of practice (43 OFR, 1954 rev. 221.2
(Supp'.)), she lost whatever rights she had under the lease offer,
Edward Chrstnan. et at., 62 I.D. 127 (1955). C Consequently, rejection
of her application for the reinstatement of her lease offer in the face of
an intervening applicant was proper. (Id.)
* Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
-'the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.

EbMuND T. FRITZ,.
Deputy Soliciter.

APPEAL HELY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-185 Decided February 23, 1960

'Contracts: Additional -Compensation-Contracts: Changes and Extras-
Contracts: Specifications-Rules of Practice: Evidence

When specifications for the. construction of laterals and wasteways did not
provide for the construction of the same by the so-called ecdhomic grade

4 method:dnd the Government has failed to bear the burden of proving by
'.a prepondrance of the evidence that the contractorvoluntarily adopted
this method as its own, the contractor is entitled to additional compensation
to offset the increased costs of any reexcavation or lateral shoulder excava-
tion which, was involved in the construction of the laterals and wasteways
by the economic grade method.

Contracts: Specifications-Contracts: Performance
-When the specifications provided for the classification of excavated material

as either "common," "intermediate" or "rock," and the contractor chal-
lenges the relative amounts of the intermediate, and rock classifications
made by the Government, the Government's classifications, which' could

- not be made with exactitude but necessarily involved the exercise of judg-
- ment, will not be disturbed in the absence of' a. convincing showing by the

contractor of error or. bad faith, on the part of the Government.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Henly Construction Company, of"Yakima, Washington, has filed a
timely 'appeal from the findings of fact and decision of the contract-
ing 'officer'datedf October 7, 1958, denying its claims for additional
compensation in-the total amount of $124,096.60, arising out of the
-performance of Contract No. 14-06-D-2193, with the Bureau of
Reclamation.

The contract, which was dated October 25, 1956, and incorporated
the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953),
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provided for construction and completion of the earthwork and stru-.
tures for the Block 79 laterals and wasteways, West-Canal Laterals,
of the Columbia Basin Project, at an estimated contract price of.
$437,864.

Under the terms of paragraph 16 of the specifications the work was
required to be completed by February 23, 1958. Notice to proceed.
with the work was received by theI contractor on November 10, 1956,,
after clearing of the right-of-way had already been commenced. AR
work under the contract was completed by January 29, 1958.

Under date of June 18, 1958, the appellant submitted five claims to
the contracting officer. These claims were summarized by the
appellant as follows:
1. 115,965 c.y. Excavation, common for laterals and

wasteways ----------------------- at 40.
2. 49,980 c. y. additional Excavation, commonj for

laterals and wasteways (for build-
8.1086-c~ ing the Econ-grade)---------- at -404

31. 10,361 : ~y. additional Excavation, intermediate, -
for laterals -and wasteways (for
'building the Econ-grade)_ - at $1. 00

4. 14,143.2 c. y. additional Excavation, rock for
laterals and .wditewuays -- _ at $3. 00

5. 2,500 additional Excavation, for rock in
structures __--___--__-________-- at $4. 001
less payment made. as intermediate

for structure_ _ _ at $2. 001

TotAl Tmv-meent diue

1 $46, 386. )0

219, 9200,

10, 361. 00

42, 429. 60

-56,000. 0

.;124, 096. O0i

'The excavation figure given in the summary Was actually 111,965 cubic yards but this was manifestly
n error, as canbe seen from the June 18,1958, claims letter itself.

2 Although'included in the summary, the details of this claim are not discussed in the June 18.1958, claims
letter. they aresetfbrth ih a-Seyiarate letter to t ih. coatcor-ting. officer dated Febnrary 7, 1918.

The appellant's five claims thus fall into two categories one based
on. the alleged failure of the Government to pay for all of the
excavation which'it had performed, and the other based upon the
alleged failure of the Government to 'classify the excavated material
in accordance with the requirements of the specifications. Each of
the two categories of claims will be separately considered.

A-hearing for the purpose of taking testimony with respect to the
appellant's claims was held by the undersigned at Ephrata, Wash-
ington, on November 9 and 10, 1959. George P. Henly, Sr., the chief
officer of the, appellant," and his son, George P. Henly, Jr., as well
as Robert John Lzicar, their superintendent on the job, testified'iIn
behalf of the appellant, while the Government's witnesses were Byron
Boston, the assistant field engineer in charge of. the construction, and'
Chief Inspector Loyd L. Milliken. The day following the conclusion

S Subsequent references herein will be to him, unless otherwise Indicated.

A.

_-_wss ,,; Ace U
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of the hearing the undersigned viewed the work which had been con-
structed under the contract.

The phases of the work that are involved in the appellant's claims
are to be found in the first eight items of the schedule. These items,
together with the estimated and actual quantities performed in the
case of each item, may be represented in tabular form as follows:

Item Naturd of the work Estimated quantity Actual quantity
No.

1 Excavation,, common, for laterals and waste-
ways. _ , 260,000 c. ydsl- *238,397 c yds.

2 Excavation; intermediate, for laterals and
wasteways.--16,000 cu. yds-13,166 cc. yds.

3 Excavation, rock, for laterals and watways 3,000 c. yds - 3,34 en. yds.
4 Excavation from borrow -10,000 cu. yds-25,521 cu.yds.
5 Overhaul -10,000 mile cu. yds--------,147 mile cu. yds.
6 Excavation, common, for-structures - 8 33,000 cu. yds - - 29,636 cu. yds.
7 Excavation, intermediate, for structures 2,700 cu, yds- 3,064 cu. yds.
8 Excavation, rock, for structures - - 400 ca. yds 1,046 ca. yds.

Paragraph 37 of the specifications provided for the classification
of, excavation as either "rock," "intermediate" or "common": excava-
tion. Rock excavation was defined as boulders or detached pieces of
solid rock more than cubic yard in volume. and all solid rock in
place which could not be removed until loosened by blasting, barring,
wedging, or rooting in a certain manner; intermediate excavation
was defined as all hard and compact maternal other than solid rock,
which could not be removed by excavating machinery until loosened
by blasting, barring, or rooting in a ,certain. manner; and common
excavation was defined so as to include all boulders and detached
pieces of solid rock not exceeding 1 cubic yard in volume, and all
other materiais except sch as could be classified as rock or interme-,
diate excavation. Provision was also made in this paragraph of the
speciflcations for thle presence of representatives of the Governent
and the contractor during classification of excavated material, and
for, the furnishing of statements of quantities and classifaction of
excavation upon the contractor's request made within 10 days of the
receipt of 'a monthly estimate, andfor according finality to sci
statements inless the contractor Med written objections within 10
days of the receipt of the statements.

Paragraph 38. of the specifications, entitled "Excavation for laterals
and' wasteways," required laterals and wasteways to be excavated to
the full depths and widths shown on the drawings and to be finished
to prescribed lines and grades but the contracting officer was given
authority to vary the slopes of excavations or embankments, and the.
dimensions dependent thereon, to compensate for the instability or
porosity of the material. 'Measurement for payment of excavation
for laterals' and wasteways was to be'made "to the lines shown on
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tte drawings or as established b the contractig officer. "' lit was,
also :specifically provided that.'the 'unit price id. in the schedule for
excavation. of laterials, and. wastewavs. should .include, the costs: of,
"placing the raterial in- enbankment," except that-"required over--
haul" was to be. separately paid for the free' haul 'distance -'allow'ed'
nder, paragraph 51. of the specifications being '500 feet. .

'Paragraph 49 of fthe'specifications entitled '§isposal--6Pfexdavated-
materials,"* contained the following provisioh: . - -

All: suitable materials removed ineexcavaetion 'or as much' thereof as •ay be
neeed, hdill -be used i ostriitio of-lateral and' Wateway e ffientsr
roadway embanhments, or for backfill about. structures. If Jthere is antexcess:
of- naterial in the excavation,it shall b,e-used to strengthen tire embankmen4on
either side of thelaterals and wasteway's as- ay be, directed., Where the
lateral or wasteway is in thorough cut, the material taken from the etcAVatibn"
-shall, unies needed' to strengthen' emhanknients a the ends of the cut, geri'
bewa'sted o one or both sidfes f the lateral orwateay, tsdrrected, -'- -

t"hs --also 'provided ia 'this paragraph that a-ii 'materiealrmbovd"
in excavation and not suitable for emband n dohsttiy i ilipy
suitab le iterial not required'for fiibathk'uihts'Thbuldte desibd
on the Governm6nts righ-f-way at pith Sdrectetby thGciati&§
ing officer,' subjlet to ayient for V'Jul. T epd aap i'
*'oU - WI Ih6161-oloWing proision $'';X-: : \t42i-lf

V~~~~~P :;:.;,i. -;1 R1.:{ ;;:-.:. . :: S :; ; --
.Exceptas specifically proyided in these specif,cations forpamefit for hauli

or placing of individual items of excavated mateis, The cost of all Work de
seribed' 1n' this paragrah hafi be included uth unt prictshi n'he s'chlal&
fb'r 6xcAVation , i - ' t t - - -

VaJ ng a ph 50 of 'the: dj5&ifications viclh 'de-it "yaith ontdK
ffrboi'row provided, ii p p at A tlo : $ I

,Where.-the lateral or *asteway excavation at any location does not fuurnish-
sufficient suitable material for eankments, thecbntrtcting officer siilfdesigt'
',tWs ie'additional materiai- shall be procured. ' 1 ,-'-
' ' iI , -, 0i..'''r' ' : -¼ - j LUi.5. ,J -, - i ;- t ;

!;i - -.- j,. . T he EcoczTavatzoni laims~ -,fi.l j9 ,

To understand the'details of ftli excavation clims, it is';necssary-
to'desi-be firstt the 'ecoonfic- grade' method tat was;adtedifi" -the-
constructi'onf of the ateral& (idrebiefy feferre'to in the coftraci>
;ing officer's findings of fact and at the, hearing: a' the-"econ-gde'
method of construction). 'yIn his findings the contractin off icer thus
described- this-'nethod:-' --" "- -

, In a this methdgf construction, the material excavated in one r each -of canal
is moved along the. canal, to. adjacent areas wvhereembankment is required.
The embankment s, builgwith a fat- top to an 'elevation such that the ma-
terial removed in excavating the lateral prism in the top of the embankment.
will be- just-enoughto-eompletethe-necessary banks on- each-side of -the lateral.

2A lateral is in thorough cut when both banks of the canal are below the natural
ground level.
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The embankment is generally constructed using carryalls or scrapers, and the
lateral prism is excavated in the top of the embankment using draglines, back
hoes, or specially constructed ditching machines. This method of construc-
tion of small laterals has beenused quite; extensively because, although rehan-'
dlng some of the material is necessary in' performing the work in this manner,:?
the construction can be carried out very readily using normal and usual con-
struction equipment and methods.,

The construction.of the Block 79 laterals involved earthwork for
approximately 40 miles. The bottom widths of sections of the laterals
were to vary from 8 to 2 feet, and one side of the laterals was to be
a berm or roadway. As the laterals were to run, through country
which was characterized by predominantly flat terrain, the construe-
tion of the laterals was a rather tight job.; Very little, if any, ex-
cavated material could be wasted, and the cuts and fills had to be nicely
balanced.: The econ-grade had to be precisely constructed to. within
one-tenth of, a foot, of the computed grade.; When completed in July
1957, it was, Henly testified virtually a highway at least 30 feet in
width that ran, except, in the areas of thorough cuts, for adistance,
of approximately 40 miles.

-Ita is. obvious, therefore, that if the economic grade .. was to be
properly constructed considerable assistance and cooperation, on the
part of the Government's engineers would have to be. extended to) the.
contractor in making the nice calculations which would be necessary.
This was especially so because neither Henly nor his superintendent
ever came.to grasp fully all the engineering refinements that went into
the construction of the. econ-grade. Thus it came about that the'
Government engineers furnished the mass diagrams showing the
amounts of excavated materials that would have to be moved from
cuts to adjacent fills,,the location of the material to be hauled, and the.
locations where it was to be placed. To simplify the data obtainable'
from the mass diagrams, the Government engineers prepared- "hal
sheets," which were to indicate to the 'contractor the stations betwec'
which the material was to be excavated for the construction of fills,
and the stations between which' the material was to be deposited.
For each width and depth of lateral, the Government engineers also
furnished the contractor with figures for "hold up on outs" and "hold
down on fills." The contracting officer thus explained the, nature
and purpose of these figures: -

The "hold down on fills" figure was determined by computing where the top
of the fill section woud have to be so that the material excavated out of the.
top of the fill to make the bottom of the ditch section would be just sufficient
to construct 'the required banks on either side. The "hold down" distane6
was the distance from the designed top of the lateral banks down to the top
of the economic grade. The stakes set in the field" were marked to show the

.SThese were set either by the Government engineers or by the contractor's employees
under their supervision.
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Rfill to. the top of the lateral banks, and this "hold down' distance was sub-
tracted from the amount shown for fill height on the stakes to determine when
sufficient mhl~aterial hadt been::moved into -the fill * * * The "hold up on cuts"
applied to sidehill sections where the upper side of the lateral prism was in cut
and the lower:side w'as 'infill.It was established as the distance the econ-
grade had to be above the bottom of the designed lateral so that the excavation
.of the remaining material would just complete the bank on the lower side ***
The stakes were set at regular intervals indicating the cut from original ground
to the designed bottom of the laterals and/or the fill to the designed top of
embankment.

It is apparent that the econ-grade method of construction neces-
sarily involved a very considerable amount of reexcavation of mate-
rial. ' Payient was made to the appellant for all lateral and wasteway
excavation below original ground and within the designed lateral
prism' but the appellant claimed that this accounted for only 16,883
cubic yards of the 132,848 cubic yards of excavation which was per-
formed in the lateral prism in the econ-grade. Thus, the appellant's
Claim No. 1 was for payment for 115,965 cubic yards of excavation.
involved in the -rehandling- of the material to construct the lateral
prism after it had; once. been moved to form. the econ-grade. Claim
No.w.2 was for the excavation of material which was alleged to have
been taken by the appellant from outside the lateral prism in order
to supply sufficient material to balance shortage- areas.. According
to the appellant the: -amount; ofti5aera ah ,500 cubi~c yrsof this material -was 76 yads
As the Government has paid r':25 2O ubic yards of this material.
as borrow, the claim was for 49,980 cubic yards. 4 -

The-contracting officer made a Miding that "the contractor was not
required by the contract nor was he directed to construct.the later- 
als and wasteways using the "econ-gra d6' method This method of
construction has'long been:used, by contractors on Bureau of Recla-
mation projects, at their.option, but it is not the only methodused..'
Reasoning that the econ-grade method of construcon was the con-
tr'actor's own chosen method of operatio6; that the reexcavation of
material i the econ-grade was necessariLy involved in that method of
-peration; and that the provisions of paragraphs 3,8 aid 49 of the

*,4At the hearing, . Government counsel made statements which cast doubt upon the ac-
curacy of the quantities included in each one of the excavation claims. He commented
that he found it difficult to understand how the appellant could claim that more than
110,000 cubic yards of canal prism could have been excavated in only 75,000 cubic yards
of fill material, especially when it was considered that the roadway sides of the laterals
did not have to be reexcavated. Heialso seemed to iply that since the Government's
figures showed that the total quantity of 75, 500 cubic yards of material was moved to con-
struct fills, of which 25,520 came from borrow, and that since the appellant had stated in
lts claim letter of' February 7, 1958, that only 8,880 eubic yards was taken. from the
shoulders of- the lateral prism, just outside the pay, lines, most of the 49,980 cubic yards
involved in the claim must have come from inside the lateral prism. These considerations
would affect the quantities in the appellant's excavation claims, butfcounsel agreed that
discrepancies would have to be resolved by the contracting officer if the claims themselves
were found to be valid.

542854-60--3
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specifications did not permit payhimenft for reexcavation of material
placed in embankment, the contracting officer rejected Claim No. 1.

The contracting officer also found that the material icluded in 
Claim No.. 2, which was excavated outside they lateral; prism, was
excavated by the contractor "withoxt order or directions of the Gov-
enent" entirely for its own convenience. He pointed out that. in
order to shake the final lateral prism excavation "a continuous opera-
tion regardiss of whether the prism was being excavated in, cut or
in-Pill1 the contractor, as it proceededl with the excavation hadto

balance the material in the cut and fill areas but because its tractors
* and scrapers were too wide for the laterals, which had narrow bot7
tom widths, it could not excavate down to grade in the cut areas. It,
therefore excavated only down to the balance linestin the ditch and,
in order to compensate for the material which it had'-teniporarily
allowed to remain in the bottom of the ditch, it excavated outside
the lateral prism to secure enough material to balance. ISubsequently
when the material in the bottom of the laterals was finally excavated
with back hoes or draglines, it was sidecast into the areas excavated
outside' the lateral prism in order to refill them to the approximate
lines and grades specified initially. As he had concluded that this
substitution of material occurred because of' the' limitations of the
contractor's own equipment, the contracting officer held that the exca-
vation involved was not compensable under the provisions of the
specifications, and also rejected Claim No. 2.

As outlined in its post-hearing brief, the position of the Governient
seems to be not only that the directions given tothe appellant were
limited to the use and disposition of material from required excava-
tion but also that these directions did not include control of its methods
ofl construction. These propositions cannot be accepted. without
considerable qualifications.
- It must be realized at the outset that, with the exception of a few
provisions 'of a limited nature, of which the most important was
the provision for control of material from excavation; the specifications
did not prescribe how the laterals and wasteways were to be con-
structed. There were a number of methods by which they could have
been constructed, and the econ-grade method of construction was one
obf them. No particular method of construction, however, was:pre-
scribed- by or even' mentioned in the specifications. It follows as a
matter of simplelogic that'any direction which required the contrac-
tor to employ only one method, namely the econ-grade method of con-
struction, would constitute a change in the specifications and the
requirements of the contract. Indeed, this logic seems to have been
accepted by the contracting officer, whose rejectionipf the-excavation
claims was- based on the assumption that the' contractor chose to con-
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struct the, laterals and wasteways by the econ-grade method of
construction. -

It is true, as the Government contends, that the specifications gave
it the right to direct the longitudinal movement of excavated material
along the lines of the laterals from the point of excavation to construct
fills at some other point, subject to payment for overhaul. The Gov-
ernment engineers were, apparently, in the habit of denominating the
excavated material as "required excavation," but strictly speaking it
could not be so described. There was no provision for any. exact
amount of excavation, and hence there was no "required excavation"
in the sense that the material had to come from a particular location,
or that it had to be excavated in a particular order. Before there
could be any excavated material, the movement of which could be di-
rected by the Government engineers, it had, to put it in the most simple
terms, to. be first excavated, and it was entirely up to the contractor to
determine from where the material was to come. Any directions as to
how the excavated material was to be produced would also not be in
harmony with the specifications. Moreover, it is not too clear from
the specifications whether the Government had absolute control of the
wasting of excavated material when it came from thorough cuts.. The
more reasonable 'construction of the last sentence of paragraph 49 of
the specifications would seem to be that if material from thorough
cuts was not needed "to strengthen embaalknents at the ends of the
cut,'` the contractor could decide -to waste it, and that the authority of
the construction engineer would be limited to determining on which
side of the lateral or wasteway it could be deposited. Finally, it is
necessary to point out that the borrowing of material was not subject
to the discretion of the construction engineer. Paragraph 50 of the
speoifications.laid down an objective test for determining when bor-
.rowing was permissible, which was whether suitable material for
embankments was available at any location. The construction engi-
neer did have discretion, of course, in designating the source of the
borrow.

It would seem to follow, therefore, that the contracting officer's
disallow'nce of the excavation claims cannot be upheld .unless the
appellant did voluntarily adopt the econ-grade method of construe-
tion as its own. There is no written evidence of such adoption. But
a construction contract may be modified orally by the.parties. The

In a letter which the contracting officer wrote to the appellant under date of January
1.6, 1958, he stated: "We have found that our costs are lower for jobs where the excava-
tion is held very closely to the material required for embankments. Consequently, we have
followed the practice of using required excavation to the maximum practicable extent to
construct embankments rather than waste materials where ran excess occurs and borrow
where insufficient material is available from the lateral prism." The term "required ex-
cavation" also occurs frequently in the Government's post-hearing brief.
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Government contends that it was so modified. Although the general
burden of establishing its claims is on the appellant, the Government
has the burden of establishing the oral modification by a Preponder-
ance of the evidence

The record shows that the Henly Construction Company had per-
formed in the past some half dozen excavation jobs for the Bureau
of Reclamation, of which one was performed as early as 1936. None

of them had been performed by the econ-grade method of construc-

tion. In the case of the Block 79 laterals, it was his intention, Henly
testified, to construct the laterals by building the roadway sides of
the embankments up to finished grade with a bench at a lower eleva-
tion on one side from which the lateral prism could ultimately be
excavated with a dragline operating from the bench, the elevation of
the bench being established so as to furnish the precise amount of
material needed to construct the embankments opposite the roadway
to the required height. According to Henly's testimony, however, he
never got beyond the initial stage of this operation. After clearing
the right-of-way, he started, early in December 1956, to rough out
with' his scrapers a roadway along the center, line of the lateral on
which he was working. He was interrupted, however, by Boston
-who told him that the way they proposed to do the work was not
in accordance with the plans and specifications, and that they were
wasting their tiie to go on with it before they had the mass diagrams
.and haul sheets. There then ensued a discussion as to how the work
was to be done, and Boston told Henly that his way of doing the
work would not work, and that "the job had to be done" by the econ-
grade method. When cross-examined Henly was asked whether the

econ-grade method was not explained to him merely as a method
by which "use of required excavation in fills could be accomplished,"
and as "an alternative method rather than a direction from the Gov-
ernment," and he replied, "Well, it is possible." He was then further

asked: "You wouldn't testify flatly that they ordered you to build
the econ-grades?" and he replied: "Well, I testified that it amounted
to that." When pressed again to say whether the econ-grade method
was not put up to him as one method of construction, Henly replied

emphatically: "No, I would say more than that, I would say they
indicated their method was the only way it could be done * *
couldn't even understand what they were talking about * *

Boston testified that when he observed Henly's leveling off of the

center line, more or less building aroadway, he asked the contractor
what he expected to do about fills, and that the latter explained that

6 United Steel Co. v. Casey, 262 Fed. 889 (6th Cir., 1920); Teal v. Bilby, 123 U.S. 572,

578 (1887); Warren Brothers Boads Compay v. United States, 123 Ct. C. 48, 80 (1952).
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"if he happened to be a little short, he would reach out and get some
of it." Boston then told Henly that "we could tell him where we
wanted to get the fill material and where it would be deposited,"
(emphasis supplied). Boston thus related the subsequent conversa-
tion:

"'Well, just how would you build this?' (Henly asked) and I said 'Well, that
is something the contractor has to make up his own mind on,' and he says, 'Well
how have the other contractors around this area been doing it?' and I says, 'Well,
they usually use the econ grade, hold up and hold downs.' And he said, 'Well, if
they have been doing that, that is apparently the way to do it,' and I told him
where to get his dirt and where to place it." (Emphasis supplied.)

Asked whether there had been further discussions about the econ-
grade method of construction, Boston replied: "We discussed it, I
think, until the job ended." Asked whether he had specifically dis-
cussed with Henly his own "roadway" method of construction, Boston
replied: "I don't recall its being brought up." Finally, when asked
directly whether he had ever instructed Henly to build the laterals
by the econ-grade method or any other method, he repeated: "We told
him we would tell him where to get the dirt and where it was sup-
posed to go." A little later when asked whether at the time the-econ-
grade method was discussed with Henly any question had been raised
"how payment would be made," Boston replied that at first the ques-
tion had not been discussed, but that later on he had brought the
question up himself and told Henly that "he wouldn't get paid for
excavating the prism through fill section."

Boston's testimony on cross-examination makes it clear that he knew
that Henly's method would be "borrowing dirt with a dragline to
make his fills," and that he told Henly that he could not follow that
method. He put this in emphatic form when he testified: "Borrowing
promiscuously up and down the, sides, yes, that was out." Boston's
testimony on cross-examination also indicates that he knew in general
what method Henly intended to follow in constructing the laterals.
He conceded -at least twice during his cross-examination that when he
attempted to explain to Henly the econ-grade method of construction,
the contractor showed little if any comprehension of what he was
talking about. In his cross-examination, he also fixed the time when he
had first told iHenly that he would not be paid for rehandling the ma-
terial in the fills.- It was "a couple of months" after the work of
excavating the laterals had commenced, and, of course, after some of
the economic grades had been constructed

7 Boston's testimony in this respect. is in direct contradiction to :a statement he made
in an affidavit, which was dated September 8, 1958, and which was included In the appeal
file as Exhibit 17B attached to the contracting officer's findings of fact. In this affidavit,
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Milliken, who was present during the conversation between. Henly
and Boston, was called as a witness to corroborate the latter's. tes-
timony. But, while he did so ina gneralway, there were significant
discqrepancies. The chief inspector's testimony makes it clear that
Boston knew.that Henly intended to use the "roadway" method of
construction, 8 and that he told the latter that sidecasting with the
dragline would not be allowed.Y Perhaps even more interesting are
the dif~eriiig versions Milliken gave, ion irect and cross-examination,
respectively, with reference to the. way Henly reacted after the econ-
grade method had been explained to him.. On direct examination,
Milliken testified. that Henly exclaimed: "What is good enough for
the other contractors is good enough.for-me." On cross-examination,
however,. Milliken testified that Henly remarked: "If we have to do
it, we will go andget the job done." (Emphasis suppliedl.)' -

The, Board has ,no doubt that-Boston truthfully testified that he
never in so. many words "directed" Henly to construct the laterals by
the. econ-grade method.. It is convinced, however, that what he said
and did- "amounted to that.": The issue whether lHeny voluntarily
agreed to do what Boston wanted him to do must: be determined in
terms. of the realities of the situation rather than in: terms of a for-
mulary. The Government undoubtedly wanted the appellant-to adopt
the econ-grade method of construction, which under the circumstances
of the particular job was the most efficient and the cheapest from its
point of view, as the contracting officer expressly found, and it is easy
to perceive how in his zeal to achieve the desired objective the Gov-
ermuent engineer overstepped the line between persuasion and in-
struction. ". He assumed too readily that Henly intended to engage in
extensive and promiscuous side-borrowing when all that the contrac-
tor had in mind' was actually to "steal" an occasional shovelful of
dirt and, alarmed by his own erroneous assessment of' the situation,
he gave him instructions, before the excavation had really gotten
under way, which could not be entirely squared with the provisions
of the specifications, such as by telling him that he would determine
from where he was to get his material. It should certainly require
the most convincing proof to establish that Henly, who had only an

Boston deposed as follows: "I told Mr. Henly at the start of the job that the way he got
paid for making fills was either overhaol of lateral excavation or borrow or both and no
payment would be made for eocavating fills above original ground." (Emphasis supplied.)

s Thus, he testified that "we told him (Henly) that we would not permit the borrowing
of the material outside of the right of way and as far as leveling off the ground, making
the roadway section through there and disturbing the center line stakes that we had, this
brought Mr. Henly into the office to ask about it."

"His testimony on this point was as follows: "And when Mr. Boston asked him what
he was going to do in a deficiency section, he said he would reach out and side cast with
the drag line; and Mr. Boston told him that was not permitted * * *."

'o It is true that this remark was included in counsel's question to the witness but the
latter affirmed its correctness.
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imperfect idea of the con-grade method of construction, readily
accepted what he. did not comprehend. Moreover, the Government
would have to show further that it was distinctly understood that, if

Iienly agreed to do what the Government obviously wanted him to do,
he, could not claim additional compensation to offset any extra costs
which might be involved in the Government'smethod. This, the
record shows. with absolute clarity, is precisely what was not under-
stood. It was not until construction by the econ-grade method was
well under way that Boston told Hely that he would not be paid for
rehandling Material.

The Board must conclude that the Government has not borne the
burden of proving that appellant voluntarily accepted the econ-grade
method of construction. Therefore, the appellant is entitled to addi
tional compensation to cover the increased costs of excavation which
may have been attributable to this method.,,

The Government tkes the position, to be sure, that before the ex-
cavation claims can be allowed the appellant must show by substantial
evidence that the econ-grade method of construction was more expen-
sive than the method which the appellant intended to follow, and
argues that the record indicates the contrary. This argument is
based on testimony of Boston that 90 percent of the canal excavation
on the Columbia Basin Project was performed by contractors by the
econ-grade method. This sort of statistic is, however, far from con-
clusive,, for there is no positive testimony concerning the motives that
inay have led- various contractors to adopt the econ-grade 'method
voluntarily, and they may have done so, for instance, because their
ulnit bid prices' for excavation were considerably higher than the
appellant's, or even because they did not fully realize that the econ-
grade method of construction was more expensive. Moreover, Boston
himself also testified that he did not know whether the "roadway"
method was any cheaper than the econ-grade method of construction,
and it is of some significance that, although the contracting officer
found that the econ-grade method was more economical for the Gov-
ernment, he refrained from finding also that it was more economical
for the contractor. The fact remains that Henly testified that he
thought that if he had been allowed to follow his own method of con-
struction only about percent of the material in the fills would have
had to be rehandled, and the Government did not attempt to rebut this
testimony.

tIn such cases as Korshoi Coistruction o., Inc. 63 I.D. 129 (1956); Osberg Construc-
tion Co., 63 I.D. 180 (1956) and McWaters and Bartlett, IBCA-56 (October 31, 1956),
the Board disallowed claims based on reexcavation of material but in all these cases the
reexcavation was involved in the contractor's own chosen method of operation.
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So far as concerns the excavation outside the shoulders of the
lateral prisms that is involved in Claim. No. 2, the Government argues
that since the replacement of this material was due to the limitations
of the' appellant's equipment rather than to the econ-grade method
of construction, and since the appellant has not suggested any more
economical method by which the problem could have been solved,, it
has failed to establish a basis for additional compensation. The basic
difficulty with this argument is that the shoulder excavation was also
.made necessary by the econ-grade method of construction which must,
therefore, be regarded as the primary factor in increasing the appel-
lant's costs. Moreover, at the conclusion-of the hearing, Henly took
the stand to assert that he could get into the bottom of the ditches
with his equipment, and that he believed that the Government wanted
the shoulder excavation because the material so obtained was better
than the material in the canal prism. Again, the Government made
no attempt to rebut this testimony.

The Board must hold that the appellant is entitled to additional
compensation under Claims Nos. and 2. The parties agreed at
the hearing that the contracting officer should make findings with
respect to the quantities on the basis of which the additional compen-
sation would be determined if the appellant prevailed, and he is
directed to make such findings. In arriving at the quantity of re-
handled material involved in Claim No. 1, he may deduct, however,
the percent which in any event would have been rehandled under
the appellant's chosen method of operation. Since it is apparent
that it is easier to rehandle' material that has once been excavated'12
the contracting officer need not be bound by the unit prices for excava-
tion provided in the schedule, and may fix a lesser price in determin-
ing the amount of additional compensation under Claim No. 1. If
the appellant is dissatisfied with the contracting officer's determina-
ti6ns, it may appeal again to the Board pursuant to the "disputes"
clause of the contract.

2. The Classification Clains

All three of the appellant's excavation claims involve the conten-
tion that a very great amount of material was wrongly classified by
Che Government. The extreme divergence between the Government's
classification and the contractor's claims can readily be seen in the
following table in which they are compared percentagewise:

12In paragraph 14 of the findings, the contracting officer commented on the ease with
which the material could be reexcavated.
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Amount as Additional Percentage
classified amount increase

Classification by the claimed represented
Government by the by contrac-

contractor tor's claims

Percent
Intermediate, in laterals and wasteways - 13,166 10,361 7.7
Rotk, in laterals and wasteways-3 ,4 14 t32. 2 424
Roek, in structures-- 1,0-- - 140 6 2,500 230

Except for some basalt rock found in the 53.11) wasteway, and some
brown or "rotten" caliche, found mostly in the lower part of the pipe
chutes, the hard material encountered in excavating was white caliche.
Galihe is a calcium rock which, although usually very hard, tends to
disintegrate when subjected to weathering, and it is, therefore, found
also in forms so soft that pieces of it can be broken with one's hands.

Where found on the present project, the caliche was generally cov-
ered by earth material. It la in planes which varied, however, in
depth. As it was usually pure white, there was little difficulty in
determining the point of contact between a layer of caliche and the
-overlying earth. The elevation at which the caliche lay having been
established, all the material in the prism below that elevation was
-classified as either intermediate or rock excavation, except in a few
instances where there was material below the caliche so soft that it
could be dug with; a dragline." Although the excavation was ob-
served by Government personnel, and the elevations at which the
caliche lay were determined by them as the work progressed, the
material was not classified until a particular "reach" '' had been
completed.

The appellant is not contending that any of the earth overlying*
the caliche was intermediate material. What the appellant chal-
lenges is the relative amount of intermediate and-rock material in the
cliche. It must be apparent that this could not be determined with
exactitude, and that the making of the determination involved the
exercise of judgment based on observation of the material and the
operation of the excavating equipment, mainly the rippers. Material
which could not- even be ripped was classified as rock. How much of
the material was intermediate and how much of it was rock was
determined in terms of percentages. The upper layer of basalt rock
in the 53.11) wasteway was paid for as rock but lower down the
basalt was found to be shattered,'5 and to be intermingled with earth,

13 Milliken testified that such soft material was encountered in several of the pipe drops
in the structures, and that the largest quantity was found in excavating for the 53.1D
wasteway between Stations 272+00 and 276+00. The caliche layer there extended only
from about six-tenths of a foot to about 2 feet below the ground surface.

14 This term appears to be of rather indeterminate nature.
15 This was denominated "dice rock" by the project personnel. It was usually found in

6-inch cubes.
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and most of it was paid for as intermediate excavation, since it did
not require loosening in advance of the use of the dragline. Since
the brown caliche for the most part required ripping, it was paid for
as: intermediate excavation, except for the small part that was classi-
fied as common.

It must be obvious that where judgment is such an. important ele-
ment in the classification of material the Government's classifi-
cations should not be upset unless tangible and convincing evidence
of error or bad faith has been presented. The evidence offered by
the appellant is far too vague and insubstantial to challenge seriously
the Government's classifications. Indeed, it is a rather curious aspect
of the present case. that the appellant persists in making the chal-
lenge, although Lzicar, its superintendent and chief witness on -the
classification issues, conceded at the hearing that how material should
be classified was "a matter of opinion"; that the Government was
liberal in applying the classification tests, and did not exhaust every
last one of them before classifying material; and that during the
progress of the work, which would be the best time for threshing out'
any issues of classification, he never made any objection which could
be described as '4vociferous.".-

Indeed, although paragraph 37 of the specifications provided that
representatives of the contractor should be present when excavated
material was classified, and although the appellant was afforded the
opportunity to be present, its representatives did not bother to partici-
pate in the classification of material except on a few occasions. They
decided early, apparently, that it would be useless to argue, and that
it would be best to rely on the reasonableness of the Government in
making the classifications, although they did attempt to preserve their
rights by protesting against some of the Government's progress pay-
ments. It was only after all the work had been completed that the
appellant asserted the classification claims.

The only evidence of any consequence submitted by the appellant in
support of its excavation claims was a document consisting of photo-
graphs with accompanying descriptions and comments supposed to
represent the result of a spot check of the Government's classification
made at 70 points along the laterals and wasteways by Lzicar after
completion of the work. Lzicar testified that in'taking the photo-
graphs of the laterals he was able to locate particular stations because
the stakes were still there, and it was possible to observe at the sides
where the original ground was. However, where the shoulder ex-
cavations had been refilled, he had to go outside the banks. Moreover,
he did not actually survey each location, and his photographs do not
show where he had dug back; into the canal banks to expose the point of
contact-between the overlying-ground and the caliche. Furthermore,
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although the caliche did not lie. at a uniform depth with reference to
the ground surface, he took his photographs at locations which were
extremely far apart, and projected his averages for these extremely
long distances.:' Shortly before the hearing the Government made a
spot check of Lzicar's survey, selecting at random five locations where
there were wide discrepancies between' the grades -at which the appel-
lant- was contendingthat the caliche was encountered, and the. Gov-
ernment had found the caliche. The spot check showed that the dis-
crepancies. were marked, indeed, and confirmed the Government's
original determinations within a very close range. Another spot check
made by the Government at some 24 or 25 random locations after com-
pletion of the work also confirmed within extremely narrow margins
of error the Government's original determinations of the elevations
at which caliche had been encountered.Considering thatLzicar
chose not to participate in the classification of material while the ex-
cavations were in progress; that his survey after the work was com-
pleted was wholly an ex parte affair; and finally that it has been
shown to be inaccurate iserious respects, the Board must. conclude
that it is insufficient to establish that the Government improperly
classified the material in .the excavations for the laterals and waste-
ways. As there is no other satisfactory proof, and the burden of proof
is on the appellant, Claim No. 3 and Claim No. 4 must-be rejected.

The Board must reach the same conclusion with respect to Claim
No. 5, involving the alleged additional rock excavation in the strac-
tures. The contracting officer invoked the protest requirements of
paragraph 3 of the specifications, as well as paragraph 9 of the
General Conditions of the specifications, against the allowance of this
claim. As the structure sites have either been covered with concrete
or backfilled, and it would now be extremely difficult, if not impos-
sible, to establish either the caliche elevations or the relative volumes
of intermediate and rock material, there would seem to be' good reason
for enforcing the protest requirements. Quite apart from this con-
sideration, however, the record fails to establish the validity of the
claim. To distinguish between intermediate and rock excavation in
the structure sites was even more:: difficult than in the case of the
laterals and wasteways. Because the structure sites had either-vertical
sides or very steep slopes, the respective amounts of intermediate and
rock material could be determined only by picking on the material
*or shoveling it. After this had been done, the percentages of the re-
spective materials were estimated. The appellant has simply arbi-
trarily adopted a higher percentage ratio for the rock excavation

IS The distance between some of these locations was considerably more than 2,000 feet.
It should be noted that the Government in classifying material took shots at 100-foot
intervals.
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than the Government did on the theory that since the structure ex-
cavations went deeper, the caliche encountered must have become
harder. This theory seems to be a wholly inadequate basis for reject-
ing the more informed judgments of the Government personnel iho
actually made the classifications.

: .: : ' E X t 'CONCLUSION f# 0 -

' Therefore, the findings of fact and conclusionis of the 6,utracting
officer, dated October 7, 1958, are reversed in part and affirmed in' part,
and he is directed to proceed as outlined in the last paragraph of the
discussion of Claims Nos. 1 and 2.

WILLIAM SEAGMLE m Meber.
I concur:

PAUL H. GANTV, Chairman.

APPEAL OF SEAL AND COMPANY

IBCA-181 Decided February 24, 1960

Contracts: Appeals
A notice of appeal that is filed in advance of a decision by the contracting of-

ficer will not be dismissed as premature. where both parties have treated the
notice as being an appeal from the subsequent decision, and where the Gov-
ernment does not take a contrary position until after the time for filing a new
notice has expired.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

'The Government has filed a statement of position concerning this ap-
peal which contains what is, in substance, a motion to dismiss the ap-
peal for lack of jurisdiction on the ground that it was not taken within
the 30 days allowed by the "disputes" clause (clause 6) of the contract.
In this opinion the Board will determine only the jurisdictional issue
thus presented.

The appeal arises under a contract with the National Capital Parks
of the National Park Service for floodlighting at the Washington
Monument, which incorporated the General Provisions of Standard
Form 23A (March 1953). The appeal involves five claims for extra
compensation in the total amount of $10,706.71.

The five claims in controversy were formally submitted to the
National Capital Parks by a letter of June 30, 1958, in which, after
referring to prior discussions concerning them, appellant stated:

Inasmuch as we have already been denied this claim once we request
a hearing before the Appeals Board.
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The contracting officer replied by a letter of July 18, 1958, in which
he stated that appellant would be advised when a decision had been
reached.

Under date of November 4, 1958, appellant wrote a letter to the
Secretary of the Interior about the five claims. This letter outlined
their basis, and then went on to say:

The Government owes us $20,847.53 in retainages. and authorized change-
orders.' In addition to the above amount, we have never been afforded a hear-
ing as provided in the contract on our claims for extra compensation in the
approximate amount of $10,000.00.

* * * * * * *

We ask, therefore, that steps be taken, as soon as possible, to release the money
which is due us, and to arrange the hearing allowed us under Par. 6 of the Gen-
eral provisions of the specifications.

Under date of November 5, 1958, the contracting officer issued a for-
nal decision denying the five claims. This decision recited that it
was issued "in order that your appeal may be properly presented."
It also stated:

In order to expedite this matter, we are forwarding a copy of this letter, to-
gether with your letter of June 30, 1958, with its enclosures, to the Chairman of
the Board of Contract Appeals, calling his attention to the request contained in
your letter of June 30 for a hearing before that Board. Any further data which
you may wish to submit or any comment on the procedure we are following
should be promptly communicated to me by letter addressed to the Secretary of
the Interior * * *

On November 10, 1958, the contracting officer,. transmitted his de-
cision, together with appellant's letter of June 30, to the Chairman of
the Board. The memorandum of transmittal stated that he would
assemble "an appeal file of pertinent documents" when informed of
the designation of a Department Counsel.

On December 12, 1958, the Administrative Assistant Secretary of the
Interior informed appellant, in response to its letter of November 4,
that:

Your claim for extra compensation in the amount of $10,000 has been for-
warded to the Board of Contract Appeals. It is on the docket of the Board. and
you may be assured of equitable action. You will be advised by the Board re-
garding the hearing on your claim;

Appellant submitted a more detailed explanation of the basis for
its claims to the Office of the Secretary on February 19, 1959, and fol-
lowed the matter up in; a letter of April 10 to the Administrative As-
sistant Secretary. The latter in his reply of April23 stated:

I have asked that counsel for this appeal be appointed promptly. When you
are notified of his appointment and have received a statement of the Govern-
ment's position, you and -Department Counsel will be in a position to arrange

'This sum was subsequently paid and is not involved in the appeal.
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with the Board of Contract Appeals for a time when an informal conference, or,
if desired, a hearing for the taking of testimony, may be held. 

On May 20, 1959, counsel for appellant inquired whether a De-
partment Counsel had been appointed. The Administrative Assistant
Secretary replied by a letter of June 3 which, among other things,
called attention to the fact that "a brief supporting the appeal" had
not yet been submitted by appellant.'

The Board is of the opinion that the letter of November 4, 1958, was
a sufficient appeal from the rulings embodied in the contracting
officer's decision of November 5. The letter plainly expressed a present
intent to appeal to higher authority. Had it followed by 1 day,
instead of preceding by 1 day, that decision, there could be no doubt
but that it would have been a timely notice of appeal from the deci-
sion. As the Board's jurisdiction is appellate, it is the general rule
that there must be a decision by the contracting officer before there
can be an appeal, and that a notice of appeal prematurely filed is not
validated merely by the subsequent rendition of a decision on the
same subject as that covered by the notice.' This rule, however, is
not so inflexible' as to admit of no exceptions for cases where the par-
ties have actually treated the notice as relating forward to the deci-
sion or the decision as relating backward to the notice, and where
a refusal to give effect to the practical construction placed upon the
transaction by them would be contrary to reason and equity.3

Ample ground for the recognition of such an exception exists in
the present case. The contracting officer clearly intended his decision
of November , 1958, to serve as a step in perfecting an appeal which,
he considered,. had been already initiated by appellant's letter of
June 30, 1958. The Administrative Assistant Secretary likewise
treated the case as involving an outstanding appeal, rather than a
decision from which no appeal had yet been taken. It would be un-
reasonable and inequitable for the Board to adopt a different theory,
now that the time for filing has expired. ;

We conclude, therefore, that the letter of November 4, 1958, was
not made ineffective by prematureness, and that the decision of
November 5,1958, was validly appealed.

CONCLUSION

The motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction is denied.

HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, Member.
I concur.:

PAL H. GANTT, hairm?,an.

Westinghouse lectric Supply Co., IBCA-1 07, 57-2 BCA par. 1365 (1957).
See B. W. Rovermill Company, ASBCA No. 5570, 59-2 BCA par. 2439 (1959).
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UNITED STATES V. MARY A.M ATTEY

A-28009 Decided February29,1960

Mining Claims: Discovery-Mining Claims:. Common Varieties of Minerals
To satisfy the requirements for discovery on a placer mining claim located

for a deposit of clay, it must be shown that the. clay is not only marketable
at a profit but that it is not a common clay suitable only for the manufac-.
ture of ordinary brick, tile, pottery, and similar products.

Mining Claims: Discovery-Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals
A deposit of clay which contains impurities useful as flux material in the

manufacture of sewer pipe but which is not of an unusual: or exceptional
nature is a common clay where it is clear that all common clays possess the
same substances and in more or less the same degree.

APPEAL FRO THE BUREAU OF LANID VANAGEMENT

The United States has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision dated December 22, 1958, of the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management which affirmed a decision by a hearing examiner
dismissing its protest against a placer mining claim patent applica-
tion filed by Mary A. Mattey for lands situated in the Cleveland
National Forest, California.

In its protest the United States, through the Forest Service, United
States Department of Agriculture,1 alleged that no discovery of min-
eral had been made and that the land is nonmineral in character.

The patent applicant filed an answer in which she stated that the
claim, the Grape Vine Placer Mining Claim, contained a deposit of
dlay of commercial value, estimated to contain more than 250,000
tons, which has been and- is being used in the manufacture of various
clay products, including sewer pipe.

Thereafter, on January 29, 1957, a hearing was held before a hear-
ing examiner on the charges made by the Forest Service. The basic
facts adduced at the hearing are not in dispute.

The claim, which is near Corona, California, contains a deposit of
sedimentary shale or clay used by the Tillotson Refractory Company
in the manufacture of vitrified sewer pipe at its plant in Corona. It
appears that, after several' years of. experimentation, the company
began to use the clay in substantial amounts in October 1956 and in
the 3 months preceding the hearing had used a total of about 4,300
tons (Transcript of Hearing, p. 46). The shale is combined with bet-
ter quality and rarer clays to produce a mix with certain desired char-
acteristics. The shale constitutes 65 percent of the mixture, a local

143 CFR, 1954 ed., 205.6; as revised 43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 205.2.

63631' :
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residual clay from adjoining land owned by Tillotson 20 percent, and
a purchased ball clay 15 percent. (Tr. 48-49.) The shale clay is
used as the bulk substance (Tr. 107). While ordinary earth could
be used in its place, to do so would require a much higher proportion
of the better clays in the mix (Tr. 107-8). In addition, the shale
contains "impurities" which are essential to the production of a good
grade of sewer pipe at a reasonable cost. These "impurities" are
chiefly iron oxide and sodium and potassium oxide, the first of which
gives the product a desirable red color and the latter makes possible
the vitrification of the clay at lower temperatures. (Tr. 53, 55-56,.
132-133.)

There are several other similar deposits of shale in privately owned
lands in the vicinity, which are controlled either by Tillotson or other
manufacturers (Tr. 52). There are also extensive deposits of shala
nearby higher up in the forest (Tr. 53, 109-111, 120, 134-135).

The hearing examiner dismissed the protest, holding that there was
a market for the shale deposit; that, because of the flux materials in
it, the shale is usable for purposes other than making common brick:
and that as a result there has been discovery of a valuable mineral and
the land is mineral in character.

The Director affirmed the hearing examiner's decision on the ground
that the shale is peculiarly valuable for the manufacture of sewer tile
because of the chemical composition of the clay and the flux materials
contained in it. The Director stated that common or ordinary de-
posits of clay would not constitute minerals subject to location under
the mining laws.

The United States has appealed on the grounds that a shale deposit
of the nature of the one found on the claim is not and never has been
subject to location under the mining laws, and that, even if it once
was, it no longer is because of the enactment of section 3 of the act of
July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 611), which states that common
varieties of certain minerals shall not be deemed a valuable mineral
deposit under the United States mining laws.

Under the mining laws all valuable mineral deposits in the public
lands are open to exploration and purchase and the lands in which
they are found are open to occupation and purchase except as they may
have been withdrawn or reserved for other disposition (30 U.S.C;.,
1958 ed., sec. 22). While the lands remain open and until other rights
have attached to them, the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
within the limits of the claim will validate the claim (30 U.S.C., 1958
ed., secs. 23, 25) if other requirements of the law have been met. 'In
order to satisfy the requirements of discovery on a mining claim lo-
cated for a deposit of one of the mineral substances of wide occurrence
such as clay, it must be shown that the deposit can be extracted and
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removed at a profit. This includes a favorable showing as to the ac-
cessibility of the deposit; bona fides in development, proximity to
market, and the existence of a present demand. United, States v.
EvrettFoster et l., 65 I.D. 1 (1958), and cases cited, affirmed Foster
v. Seaton, 231 F. 2d 836 (1959) United States v. John B. Kathe, Jr.,
A-27744 (November 19, 1958).

However, not every deposit of clay for which a market exists can
serve as the basis for the validation of a mining claim. The Depart-,
ment has never recognized marketability as the sole test of the validity
of a mining claim of this nature. In Dunluce Plaeer Mine, 6 L.D. 761'
(1888), and King et al. v..Bradford, 31 L.D. 108 (1901), the Depart-
ment held that a deposit of ordinary brick clay could not be entered'
under themining laws. In Holmacn et al. v. State of Utah, 41 L.I;
314 (1912), the epartment said:

It is'not the understanding of the Department that Congress has intended that
lands shall be withdrawn or reserved from general disposition, or that title
thereto may be acquired, under the mining laws, merely because of the occurrence
of clay or limestone in such land, even, though some use may be made, commer-
cially of. such materials. There are vast deposits of each.of these materials uin-
derlying.greatportions of-the arable land- of this country.C It might pay to use
any parteular- portion of these. deposits 'on account of a temporary local demand
for lime or for brick. If, on account of such use or possibilities of use, lands
containing them are to be classified as mineral, a very large portion of the public
domain would, on this account, be excluded from homestead and other agricul;-
tural entry. * * * It is not intended hereby to rule that there may not be de-.
posits of clay and limestone of such exceptional nature as to warrant entry of
the lands containing such deposits under the mining law. (P. 315.)2

The Department made clear to Congress its view that marketability
alone is not sufficient to validate a mining claim based on a deposit of
clay. In commenting on the bill which became the Materials Act of
July 31,1947 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., hec. 601 et seq.),' which authorizes;
the 'Sectary to sell certain m aterials on public lands of the United
States, the Under Secretary of this Department stated:

There are on the public lands many materials and resources which can be used
profitably for the benefit of local industries and communities and to the disposition
of which there is no real objection. There is, however, no permanent legislation
under which these may be utilized. * * *

Included in the materials to which it is contemplated the proposed bill would
.apply are:

* * * : * * *.: .

2.. Sand, stone, and gravel not of such quality and quantity as 'to be subject to
the mining lWs but which are desired by local, governments, railroads, local in-.
dustries, ranchers, and farmers for the construction and maintenance of highways,
secondary roads, railroads, structures of various kinds, and: farm and ranch
improvements.'

as A . Vn A ' : 1 952,

2 See also Mrs. A. P. Van DoleS, A-26443 (October 14, 1952).
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4. Common earth to be used for road fills, earth dams, stock-watering reservoirs
and similar uses.

5. Clay to be used for the manufacture of bricks, tile, pottery, and similar
products. (S. Rept. No. 204, 80th Cong., st sess.)

'The Department has restated its position several times. Mrs. A. T.
Van Dolah, supra, fn. 2; of. United States v. Everett Foster et a.;
ZInited States v. P. D. Proctor et al., A-27899: (May 4, 1959)-.

Thus, the Department has long construed the mining laws as not
validating a mineral locati6n based upon a deposit of sand and gravel
merely because there is some market for it. A long continued and uni-
form administrative interpretation' of a statute is entitled to great
weight in its construction. United States v. 'Wyoming, 331 U.S. 440,
454 (1947); Lykes v. United States 343 U.S. 118 126-127 (1952):;
United States et al v.Ameriocan Trucking Associations, Inc., et al:, 310'
U.S. 534, 549 (1940). Particularly is this so where: Congress has ac-
cepted and acted upon the basis of the administrative interpretation.
Brooks v. Dewar et al., 313 U.S. 354, 360, 361 (1941).

On the other hand, the-Department has held that lands containing
'deposits of clay of an exceptional nature may be entered under the min-';
ing laws. 'Tn ited States v. Barngrover et al. (nR eheadin), I.D.'
533 (1942); Fred B. Ortman, 52 L.D. 467, 469 (1928) see also Mrs.
A. T. Van DolaA, supra; Hobmnan et al. v. State of Utah,. supraa

.The contestees position' on the law is not too clear. On the one hand,
'she seems to contend that even common clay is subject to location under '
the mininglaw so long as it is marketable. On the other. hand, partic-
ularly in answer to the contestant's present appeal, she asserts that the
clay deposit in question has a distinctand special value, as. the Director
found. Of course, if the first proposition is true, it would be unneces-
sary to determine whether the Mattey clay or shale possessed an un-
common value. All that would have to be ascertained is whether the
clay isin present demand and is marketable.

For the first proposition, the contestee'relies heavily upon Layman
et al. v. Ellis, 52 L.D. 14 (1929), which overruled Zimernan v.
Brun8scn, 39 L.D. 310 (1910). In 'the Zimmerman case, the Depart-
ment held that sand and gravel, which had no peculiar property' r'
characteristic but had' been used in making concrete for building
purposes 'and whose chief value derived fromdits proximity to- town,
were not minerals subject to mining location. The decision cited,
among other cases, D nluce Placei Mine and King et al. v. Bad-
ford, supra. Layman et al. 'v. Ellis aIso involved gravel deposits which
had been sold for use in road and building construction on the State'
highway system4; Holding that' the deposits were subject to mining:
location, the Department pointed to the pronounced and widespread-
economic value of gravel and the fact that it is definitely classified
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'as a mineral product in trade and commerce. However, the Layman
case did not rely upon marketability alone. The Department said:

Good reason also exists for questioning the statement [in the Zimmerman
case] that gravel has no special properties or characteristics giving it special
value. While the distinguishing special characteristics of gravel are purely-
physical, notably, small bulk, rounded surfaces; hardness, these characteristics
render gravel readily distinguishable by any one from other rock and fragments
of rock and are the. very; characteristics or properties that long have been
recognized as imparting to it utility and value in its natural state. (52 L.D.,
at 720.)

In other words, the Department seemed to be indicating that gravel
is a rock of special and distinct value because. of its physical char-
acteristics, and, therefore, that as a rock: of peculiar value it is sub-
jectto mining location just as rock of special value for building purr
poses is subject to mining, location.

However this may be, Layman et al. v. Ellis was confined to gravel
and considerations pertaining to gravel., It; did- not in. terms or by
necessaryiimplication overrule King et al. v. Bradford or Holman et.
al. v. State of :Utah. . In.fact, in.r. A.; T. Van Dolah, 'upra, decided
many yearsiafter the Layman case, the Holman case was cited in sup-
port of the proposition that common clay cannot be located under
the mining laws although clay of an exceptional nature may be.

In addition, it is clear, from the terms, of .the ,Materials, Act. of
July 31, 1947, its legislative history, and the Department's construc-
tion. of[ the' act that common, clay is not subject. to disposition under
the. mining laws. It only. remains then to determine .whether the
clay and shale deposit on which the' appellant's claim is founded is
a'-common. clay.or aclay of exceptional nature,

The only unusual qualities attributed, to the deposit' arethat it
contains certin'"impurities" and, is used in the manufacture of vitri-
fied.' ; xier' pipe. The impurities, or .flux materials, however, are
merely the ordinary substances found in common clay. Indeed, it
is their ,presence in appreciable amounts which differentiates the
common ays from the les' cbmnon clays (TP.:119) .5 There is hoth-
ing in the record to, indicate.,that. the.Mattey shale contains flux
materials in unusual combinations or that it is different in compo-
sition from any :othe" 'cmimon' clay..: The- 'only. comparison. thade
was' between the shale and common dirt as a bulk material for the clay
mixture used in manufacturing the sewer pipe. The fact that there
the advantages are .in favor-of using shale over common earth is
hardly sufficient to, warrant classifying the shale as uncommon.

Turning now to its use in the manufacture of sewer pipe, we must
first-nt& that sewer pipe is generally classified as a heavy clay product

3 See "Mineral Commodities of California," Bulletin 176, Division of Mines, Department
of Natural Resources, State of California, 1957, pp. 143-148.
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along with brick and drain tile; the clay used for such a purpose may-
well fall within the uses of clay which the discussion above demon-
strated -would not validate a mining claim. However, it is not neces--
sary to rest on this ground because if the deposit is in itself of the type
of clay not subject to location under mining laws, the fact that it is-,
used in combination with purer clays cannot remove it from the pro-
scribed category. In other words, the use to which a common clay is
put cannot make the lands in which it is found subject to location
under the mining laws, if the use is not dependent upon any unusual.
characteristics of the clay itself. It would be different if a clay with
unusual characteristics which could be used in the manufacture of
ordinary brick were used to made a product for which its unusual
characteristics were essential. In this case the Mattey shale'has no,
qualities that it does not share with other comman clays and it is used
only as any other common clay could be used.-

Consequently, I cannot find that it is a mineral subject to location
under the mining laws or-that the land in which it is found is, because.
of it, mineral in character. Accordingly, I conclude that' there has.
been no discovery of a valuable mineral on the claim, that the protest
against the patent application .was improperly dismissed, and that the,
patent aplction shoild be rejectedandthe claim held null and void.

This conclusion makes it unnecessary to consider the contestant's al-
legations that under the act of July 23, 1955, 8upra, common clay is not
a locatable mineral.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is reversed and the case is remanded for further
proceedings consistent herewith.

: Emt T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

ALUMINA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF UTAH ET AL.

A-28171 Decided February 29, 1960

Multiple Mineral Development' Act: Verified Statement
The verified statement filed by a mining claimant pursuant to? section 7 of the

act of August13, 1954, must be under oath. S

Multiple Mineral Development Act: Verified Statement
Where an officer of a corporation filing a statement pursuant to section 7 of

the act of August 13, 1954; subscribes his signature to a statement that he
is making the statement under oath and a notary public signs and seals an
acknowledgment of the officer's signature, the statement is considered to
have been made under oath and thus verified.
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-Multiple Mineral Development Act: Verified Statement X
Where a statement filed pursuant to section 7 of the act of August 13, 1954,

does not on its face show that it was sworn to, yet in fact it was sworn to,
the fact that the oath was administered may be shown by evidence outside
the record.

Multiple Mineral Development Act: Verified<Statement
The signature of a corporate officer to a verification of a statement filed

pursuant to section 7 of the act of August 13, 1954, or the corporate seal
stamped on each page of the statement is a sufficient signature to the state-
ment, if a signature is necessary.

'Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Mining Claims: Special Acts
Mining claims are null and void where the claims are located after December

- 31, 1952, and prior to February 10, 1954, on lands then in outstanding oil and
gas leases and the requirements of. the act of August 13, 1954, under which
the claims might have been validated, were not met.

fining Claims: Lands Subject to
Land embraced in an oil and gas prospecting permit becomes subject to mineral

location, all else being regular, as soon as the permit expires and not only.
when the notation of the expiration of the permit is made.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity'
Mining claims whose invalidity is demonstrated by matters of record, are to

be declared null and void by the manager of the land office without the
necessity of further proceedings.

APPEAL FROX THE BUREAUV OF LAND. NANAGEMENT

Alumina Development Corporation has appealed to the Secretary
'of the Interior from 'a decision dated May 21, 1959, of the Acting
Director of the Bureau of Land Management which rejected in its
entirety a "verified statement", filed by it pursuant to section 7 of the
aetof August 13, 1954 (68'Stat. 11; 30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 527)."

The act was intended to relieve persons holding or seeking leases or
permits of public lands under the Mineral Leasing'Act (30 UhS.C.,
1958 ed., sec. 181 et sea.) from the possibility that at some time in the
'future a mineral claimant ight assert' a prior valid mining claim
to the same land which would deprive the lessee of his rights to the
land covered by the mining claim. It provides, among other things,
that at the request of a lessee, the Secretary, or his designated repre-
sentative, shall have published a notice describing the public lands
covered by the lease and that, upon the failure of any person claiming
any interest in any leasing act minerals in the lands described in the

published notice to file, within the time fallowed, -"a verified statement"

setting out certain matters relating to his claim-
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* * * such failure shall be conclusively deemed, * * * (i) to constitute a
waiver and relinquishment by such mining claimant of any and all right, title,
and interest under such mining claim as to, but only as to, Leasing Act minerals,
and * e *, (iii) to preclude thereafter any assertion by such mining claimant
of any right or title to or interest in any. Leasing Act mineral by reason of such
mining claim. 30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 527(b).

Proceedings under section. 7 were initiated by the Nicholas G. Mor-
gan, Sr., Charitable Foundation, Inc., 0. Preston Robinson, Seneca
Oil Company, iRay L. Taylor, and Croff Oil Company, lessees of oil
and gas leases Utah 07297, 08096, 09024; 09030, and 09040, respectively,
and first publication was made in October 1956. It appears that in
November 1956 Alumina submitted a letter and. enclosures to the
manager of the Salt Lake land office. In a letter dated November 26
1956, the manager returned the enclosures to Alumina and said that
if it was Alumina's intention to assert surface rights to the lands
affected by its claims, it would have to comply with the provisions of
the pertinent regulations, 43 CFR, 1954 rev., Part 186 (Supp.), a
copy of which was enclosed. Aumina's attention was drawn to sec-
tion 186.16 and to form 5 which, respectively, state the consequences
of the failure of a mining claimant to file a verified statement and set
out a form of verified statement.

On or about February 10, 1957, Alumina filed a document entitled
"Verified Statement of Mining Claimant Pursuant to section 7 of
the act of August 13, 1954 (68 Stat. 708)" in which it listed 33
mining claims in Ts. 17 and 18 S., Rs. 13 and 14 E., S.L.M., in
conflict with 10 oil and gas leases, including those involved in this
appeal.:

The statement follows the form set out in the regulation. The
paragraph numbered "1" states:

Under and by virtue of the hereinafter mentioned mining claims located
prior to enactment of the act of August 13, 1954 (68 Stat. 708) the under-
signed Alumina Development Corporatio[n] of Utah whose address is Price,
Utah; 212'E. 1st N. St claimstrights in<Leaslng Actmineralsdefined in said act.

There is, however, no signature to the statement as such. Following
the statement itself, there is a separate page which reads as follows:

VERIFICATION
State of Utah
County of Carbon. ss:

Joseph E. Forrester being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is
an officer, to-wit: President of ALUMINA DEVELOPMENT CORP.
212 E. 1st N. St. Price, Utah the corporation, named' in and whose
name is subscribed to the foregoing Verified Statement of Mining Claim-
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ant, and makes this verification for and on behalf of said corporation;
that ( [sic] he has read the foreoing Vertified Statement of Mining
Claimant and that the same is true of his own knowledge.

[Signed] JOSEPH E. FORRESTER
President.

State of Utah,
County of Carbon. On this 9 day of February, 1957, personally appeared
before me the above signer who duly acknowledged to me that he executed
the same.

S/DEUCILLA J. POWELL

Notary Public, in and for
Carbon County, Price,, Utah.

My commission expires:
October 8, 1958

(Seal)

On May 2, 1958, Morgan Foundation filed a document, denying
the-validity of the mining claims listed by Alumina as conflicting
with its lease Utah. 07297 and asking for, certain prehearing
procedures.-

On May 8, 1958, the manager held the verified statement for rejec-
tion as to 29 of the mining claims on the ground that the claimant
had not complied with section 1(a) of the anct of August 13, 1954
(30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 521), and held 4 invalid because they were-
located between February 10, 1954, and August 13, -1954, on lands
covered by valid oil and gas leases.

On June 4, 1958, the manager issued an amended decision in which
.he rejected the verified statement in part, suspended it in part, and
held the balance of the claims for hearing before a hearing examiners

In a letter to the manager, received on June 5, 1958, Morgan
Foundation again attacked the validity of Alumina's claims in con-
flict with lease Utah 07297 and also alleged that Alumina's statement
was not properly executed or verified and that, as a result, Alumina
-had-not:complied with the-ffling.-requirements within the 150 days
allowed. Similar contentions were made by the lessees of Utah
09030 and 08096.

On June 23, 1958, the manager issued a supplement to his decision
of June 4, 1958, which rejected the verified statement as to part of one
mining claim and held the rest of that claim and four others for hear-
ing. The manager made no reference to the charges made by the oil
and gas lessees against the validity of the verified statement filed by
Alumina.

Alumina appealed to the Director, Bureau of Land Management,
and served the oil and gas lessees with a copy of its notice of appeal.
Its appeal was restricted to 10 claims, or parts of claims, which the
manager had held invalid.
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The oil and gas lessees submitted an answering brief in which they
contended that the manager had ruled correctly on the validity of the
mining claims in conflict with their respective leases and repeated their
assertion that the statement filed by Alumina did not satisfy the re-
quirements of the statute.

The Acting Director held that the "verified statement" required by
the statute must be under oath, that Alumina's statement was not exe-
cuted under oath, but was merely acknowledged, and rejected the
"verified statement" in its entirety. In disposing of the appeal on this
ground, the Acting Director did not find it necessary to rule upon the
manager's finding that some of Alumina's mining claims were invalid.

In its appeal Alumina asserts that its statement was in compliance
with the pertinent statute and regulations, and that, even if it were
not, extrinsic evidence can be introduced to show compliance.

As an attachment to its appeal, Alumina has appended an affidavit,
dated July 19, i959, of Drucilla J. Powell, the notary before-whom
Forrester appeared, in which she swears that she administered and
Forrester took an oath as to the truth of the matters in Alumina's
statement, but that she mistakenly used the form for an acknowledge-
nent instead of for a sworn statement.

The oil and gas lessees have filed a reply brief in which they con-
tend that Alumina's statement was not executed in the corporate name,
that it was merely acknowledged, that extrinsic evidence may not be
used now to remedy the defect in the jurat, and that a verified'state-
;ment was not filed within the time allowed by the statute.- 

The Department has ruled that the "verified statement" which
'section 5 of the act of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 613), re-
quires a miner to file if he desires to retain all of his rights to the use
-of the surface of his claim must be under oath. Solicitor's opinion
M-36419 (February 25, 1957). Since the language of this act and of
the act of August 13, 1954, is identical in all material aspects, the in-
terpretation given the former controls the latter. Therefore; a state-
mnent filed under section 7 must also be a'statement inade under oath.

The appellant's first contention is that its statement as filed is a ver-
-fled statement within the meaning of section 7. It urges that the
'verification and acknowledgement must be taken't oether and, if so
taken, they show that the verification was taken under oath.

'In a recent case the; Supreme Court of Iowa considered an identical
'situation andheld the statemeiit'to.be a "verified stateni4ht." There a
statute required that *** * every person who wishes to avail himself of
a mechanics' lien shall file ** * a verified statement * * of the demand
-due him* * *. -

The Court held:
*** It will also be observed that the notary ertificate did not state that the

person who had signed the statement as to the correctness of the meehanic's lien
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had suberibed his signature and that it had been sworn to before a notary. The
form used by the notary was to the effect that the person who signed the state-
ment "executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he executed the
same as his voluntary act and deed." The signature of the notary and her seal
was attached to what may be referred to as an acknowledgement form. Under
these circumstances was the mechanic's lien verified? It is our conclusion-that
the affian Robert T. Dalbey, in signing his name to the statement as to the cor-
rectness of the lien and account filed was, as is shown by the certificate itself, con-
scious of the fact that he was swearing to the correctness of the lien and account,
and that the lien should not be held invalid because of the statement of the notary
before whom the afflant appeared. This conclusion finds support in the statement
in 1 Am. Jur., par. 13, p. 942, Affidavits, where it is stated: " * * If the atten-
tion of the person making the affidavit is called to the fact that it must be sworn to
and, in recognition of this, he is asked to do some corporal act and he does it, the
instrument constitutes a statement under oath, irrespective of any other formali-
ties." Dalbey Bros. Lumber Co. v. Crispin et a 12 N.W. 2d 277, 279 (Iowa,
1943).'

The oil and gas lessees rely upon Gossard v. Vawter, 21 N.E. 2d 416
(Ind 4, 1939), for the proposition that a verification must have both ani
actual swearing and a jurat. However in that case there was neither
a jurat nor a certificate signed by a notary. One of the justices in
Dalbey Bros. (supra), in a special concurring opinion, discussed Gos-
sard v. Vaxwter and distinguished it on this basis. Dadbey Bros. Lum-
ber Co. v. Cripin, supr, 281.2

Therefore, the statement submitted by Alumina was under oath and
is not defective for lack of an oath.

Furthermore, if this ground were not sufficient to validate Alumina's
verified statement, it would be necessary to consider whether evidence
other than that appearing in the statement could now be submitted to
prove that the statement had in fact been verified. .Although the au-
thorities are divided on this point, I believe that for the purposes of the
statute involved, it is better to follow the general rule which-allows such
evidence to be presented.'

:,,The% consequences to the mineral claimant of a holding that, for
some technical reason, his statement is not a proper one under sec-
tion 7 can be serious, if not fatal, to his mining claims.

Where a miner has made an honest effort to file a proper statement
and has in fact complied with all the requirements of section 7, there
does not appear to be any reason to deny him the opportunity to pro-
tect the unity of his claim merely because the notary public before

'To the same effect: Swanseon v. Pontralo et al., 27 N.W. 2d 21 (Iowa, 1947). .

2 In a later case, the Iowa Supreme Court held that the mere signing of a statement that
the signer was under oath did not satisfy a statute requiring an oath where the evidence
was insufflcient to show that an oath had been administered. Miller v. Palo Alto Board
of Supervisors, 84. N.W. 2d 8 (Iowa, 1957)., Although two dissenting judges referred to;
the Dabey Bros. case, the majority did not overrule or,even discuss it.

For a collection of cases, see 1 A.L.n. 1571 and 116 A.L.R. 589; 67 CJ.S., Oaths
and Affirmations § 7; Barthelsues v. Ives, 85 N.Y.S. 2d 35 (1948).
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whom he appeared has inadvertently omitted the jurat or used an in-
appropriate form. The purpose of secti ni7 has been. fulfilled
because the miner has come forard within the time' allowed and
asserted and described his claim. The mineral lessee has not suffered
any'delay or hindrance not contemplated by section 7.

T 4 he Department has allowed affidavits incorrect'upon their face
:to be corrected without prejudice to the party filing them.. In KeZh'v.
Bott, 42 L.D. 325 (1913), a c6ntestant was allowed to correct a con-
test affidavit where the notary before whom it was acknowledged mis-
takenly gave the time of expiration of his commission as prior to the
date of the ackn6owledgement. In AlZen v. Pilcher, 51" L.D. 285
(1925), the Department held that, as a general rule, where a statute
prescribes no specific form of affidavit in poceedings or pleadings
that have been verified by oath, the fact that- the oath has been ad-
ministered may be shown by extrinsic evidence if no rights are preju-'
diced thereby. The facts appear to be identical to those in the case
on appeal. Pilcher submitted an application for a prospecting per-
mit to which was affixed only an acknowledgement before a. notary
pablic, although. the application was required to be verified by oath.;
'The First Assistant Secretary held: ,
* .'* * The requirement of an oath to an -application is, thereforej mandatory
and no application is properly allowable unless it is verified by oath and- so
'shown to be. An application under this act is not, however, a nullity or fatally
defective because the evidence that it was sworn to does not appear thereon;
if the oath was administered and that fact is later satisfactorily shown. The
liberal policy of the several States in respect to amendments in judicial pro-
ceedings is followed by the Department in so far as amendments do not affect
rights (Hiram T. Hunter, 2 L.D. 39). As a general rule where a statute pre-
scribes no specific form of affidavitz in proceedings or pleadings that have to
be. verified by oath, the fact that the oath was administered may be shown
by extrinsic evidence and an affidavit, if in fact sworn to at the proper time
and before the proper officer, is generally admitted by the courts where no
rights are prejudiced. See Corpus Juris, Vol. 2, p. 260, note 52,, and American
Digest, Century Edition, Vol. 2, p 45, for cases in point. The omission may
have been due to an oversight or inadvertence on the part of a notary public
to whom the paper was presented for certification.' It is, therefore, within
the sound discretion of the Department to permit the same to be shown if such
was the fact. No rights of Allen would be prejudiced thereby. His statement
that the filing of: his application was due to the fact that Pilcher's application
was not verified is not acceptable in the light of the record, which discloses
that there were nine other applicants, each with a chance of success at the
drawing, and that his application was filed at 9 a.m., whereas Pilcher's.was
filed at 9:10 a.m.

.|. * * : ' '* * 'f; *' * :

If in fact Pilcher made oath to his application before the officer and upon
the date stated in the certificate of acknowledgement tb his application, he will
have the privilege of so howing before disposition is made of the protest. He
should accordingly be permitted, if such was the fact, to file an affidavit cor-
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roborated by George M. Cook, the notary public who affixed the certificate to
* his application, setting forth an explanation for the omission of the oath and
stating that an oath thereto was administered to him by said notary at the
time shown in' said certificate of' acknowledgement. If: he shall fail to make
the showing required within a period prescribed by the Commissioner his appli-
Cation will be finally rejected and Allen will be accorded the preferred right
under the drawing held, if otherwise regular, his application being next in
order for consideration.

The ease is accordingly remanded to the Commissioner for appropriate action,
due notice thereof to be given to the protestant:

fThus, even if the verification were held to have been improperly
execiited, the mining claimiant would be permitted to introduce evi-
'dence that its statement had been sworn to, and. to correct the form
sof the verification to refiect what actually took place. In fact it
has submitted 'the' affidavit of the notary public who administered
the oath.
; The: oil and gas lessees also contend that Alumina did not sign
its statement. Although th6re does not appear to be any corporate
:signature in the usual manner, each page.of the statement,'including
the verification, bears the imprint of the corporate seal which includes
the name of the corporation.' "Furthermore, the verification is signed
by Joseph E. Forrester- as "President." These acts are sufficient to
constitute a signature tothe statement if one is necessary.8

Having disposed of the technical objections to the verified state-
ment, we may now consider Alumina's objections to the manager's
decision holding that all or part of some claims were invalid on their
face and refusing to refer them to a hearing examiner.;

The claims as to which Alumina appealed fall into three groups:
First come thoseD claims -which the manager held not subject to
mineral location because the land. had been earlier disposed of by
the United States- without a mineral reservation. Alumina, in its
brief to the Director, agrees that, if the facts are as' stated by the
manager, a mineral location would be invalid, but it asks that the
matter be referred to the hearing examiner for determination by
him. It has, however, offered nothing to indicate that the manager's

4 In later cases involving priority among applicants for oil and gas permits, the Depart-
ment has applied a stricter rule because it felt that the mere existence of a defective ap-
plication would be enough to discourage other filings and thus permit applicants who have
not complied with the regulation to gain a priority they ought not have. Sour v. McMaO
ion, 5i .D. 587 (1926) Rldwina S. Blliottj On Rehearing, 56 1.D. i' (1936) ;'Mary I.

Chapmarn, Harry M. Kirukner, 60 LD. 376 (1949). See also Witbeck v. Hardeman, 51 F.
2d 450, 453, 454 (5th Cir. 1931), affirmed Hardema v. Witbeck, 286 U.S. 444 (1982).

r See 7 Fletcher, Cclopedia Corporations, §8026, 027 (Perm. ed.).
6 See I Am. ur., Affidavits § 17: "In the absence of a statute or rule of court to the

contrary, it is not necessary to the validity of an affidavit that it have the signature of
the affiant subscribed thereto, although all the authorities and general custom recommend
as the better practice that t be signed by the afflant." (P. 944.)
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determination is incorrect. If a claim, or part of it, is invalid for
reasons appearing on the face of the record, the manager can declare
it invalid to that extent without referring the question'to a hearing.
Clear Gravei Enterprises, Inc., 64 LD. 210 (1957).. Accordingly the
manager correctly refused to refer parts of claims Brown Dyke Nos.
3, 28, 29, and 30 to the hearing examiner and properly declared
them null 'and void.

There is only one claim in the second group, Brown Dyke No. 43,
which was held invalid in its entirety by the manager because, on
the date it was located, February 21, 1953, the land it covered was
included in an outstanding oil and gas lease, Utah 08096, and there
is no evidence that the mineral claimant had. complied with the pro-
visions of the act of August 12, 1953 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 501),
or the act of August 13,1954 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 521).

In a recent decision the Department held:
e * * when the attempted locations were made, the lands. were not open to
mining entry since all. of the lands were included in oil and gas leases issued
under the Mineral Leasing Act, and such lands were not subject to location
under the United States mining laws (United States v. U.S. Bora) Co., 58 I.D.
426 (1943); Monolith Portland Cement Company et at., 61 I.D. 43 (1952))
Although these. claims might have been validated'under the act of August 13,
1954 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sees. 521-52), if the requirements in that act as
to posting notices and filing amended location notices had been met, the rec-
ord indicates that there has been no attempt to so validate the claims. Accord-
ingly, the decisions holding the claims null and void appear to be correct (see
B. L: Greeneet al., A-27181 (May 11, 1955); Clear Gravel Btetprises; Inc.,
A'27287 (March 27, 1956) United States v. . B. Borders, et al., A-27493
(May 16, 1958)).

Mesilta Valley Construction Company et al., A-28102 -(November 20, 1959).

Therefore the manager properly held Brown Dyke No. 43 null and
void:

The third group of claims (Brown Dyke Nos. 1, 2 , and 8 and parts
of 3,4, and 28) -are those which were located on September 1, 1939 (or,
as the appellanticlaims, in 1925).. The manager held that the land cov-
ered by these claims was part of oil and gas prospecting permit Salt
Lake 050390 and invalid for lack of compliance with the act of August
12, 1953 (supra).

If the claims were validly located in 1925, a permit or lease issued
later would not make them null and void. Union Oil Comfpany' of
Caif ornia, Ramon P. Coivert, 65 I.D. 245 (1958). The appellees,
however, point out that in its -verified 'statement Alumina said these
claims were located in 1939-and' contend that it is bound by that state-

'tAlumina alleges that Brown Dyke No. 43 is in conflict with lease Utah 08096 only-in
part. However, an, examination of the records indicated that the cbnflict is total. The
mining claim covered the SW¾G see. 15, T. 17 S., R. 14 E.g S. L. M., and the lease covers;
among other lands, lots 3, 4, E½SW'/4 of the same section-which is all of the SWI%
since lots 3 and 4 constitute the WASW/4.
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ment. Alumina argues that in 1939 it only relocated the 1925 locations
and that it may rely upon them.'

Since, for reasons set- out below, I feel' that the land was open to
mineral location in 1939' it is not necessary' to determine this question.

Oil and gas permit Salt: Lake-050390 was issued to. Clarence: I. Just-
heim on October 17, 1932, for a term of 2 years. Although there is no
indication in the record of any action taken to extend the permit, it was
presumably extended pursuant-to several acts which either authotized
the Secretary to extend such permits or extended them. by statute. See
Jebson et al. v. Specer, et al., 61 I.D. 161, 164, 165 (1953). In any
event the record contains a memorandum from the Commissioner of the
General Land Office (now the Director, Bureau of Land Managemetit)
dated June 9, 1938, -stating that the permit was unconditionally ex-
tended to December 31, 1938, pursuant to the. Secretary's Order of De,
cember 23, 1937 (Order No. 1240; 43 .CFR, 1940 ed., 192.7); that the
permit could not be extended beyondDecember 31, 1938, but that the
right to prospect the land could be continued under lease by the filing
on or before December'31, 1958, of an application to exchange the per-
mit for a lease under the provisions of the act of August 21, 1935 (49
Stat. 674). There is no indication that an application to exchange the

,permit was filed before December 31, 1938..
The next notation in the record refers to a letter "N" of March 26,

1940, terminating the permit as of April 25,1940.
J In the Jebson case (supra), the Department considered whether un-

j der identical facts the land covered by the permit was open to mineral-
location -between December .31, 1938, and the notation of' the termina-
tion of the permit. It held that the permit terminated by operation of
law on December 31, 1938,'that-the lands it covered became available to
mineral location upon the expiration of the permit, and that the nota-
tion was made only to determine the- date on which the lands became
subject to application for oil and gas.

It concluded:

It is a well-established rule of the Department that no application will be re-
ceived and no rights will be recognized as initiated by the tender of an application
for a tract of land embraced in an entry of record until such entry has been can-i
celed and the cancellation noted on the records of the local land office. Circular,
29 L.D. 29 (1890). However, a mining claim is not initiated by application made
at the local land office.- A right in a mining claim is established by a series of acts
including discovery of valuable mineral deposits within the limits of the claim,
marking the boundaries' of the claim, posting notice on the claim, and recording
fhe claim in the manner required by' the regulations of the mining district. 30
U.S.C., 1946 ed., sees 22-28. There is no requirement under the mining laws that
application for the land, must be made at the local land office or: that notice of the
claim must be filed with the United States, either at the local land office or else-
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where. Thus, this rule is not applicable to the initiation of rights under the min-
ing faws ondlands subject to such laws.

It follows that the action of the General Land Office in, declaring that the can-
cellation: of the permit was notI'o be effective untilMarch.25, 1940, did not preelude,
the nitiation of a mining claim on the land on February 2, 1940., Cf. Grflk et
at. v. Noonsn et at., 133 P. 2d 375 (Wyo., 1943).

Accordingly, it was error to hold that the land was not open to, mining lbeation
on February 2, 1940,i (Pp. 166-167.)

Thus it follows that the land formerly in Salt Lake 050390 was opemt
to mining location on; September 1, 1939, .and that, all else being reg-~
ular, it was error to reject Aluffinial's verified:statement O'sto the clais
in the thirdgro'up and tohold them null and void. Thes~ claims are to
be held for hea4ring before the hearing examiner along with~ the other
clais which the manager determined qualified for that proceeding.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by the
Secretary of the interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental;Manual;~
24 F.R. 1348), the' decision of the Acting Director is ~reversed and the,
case is remanded for further proceedings consistenit herewith.

ED U D T. FRiTz.
Deputy Solicitor.,

LEWISTON LIKE COMPANY

IA-1077 Decided Harch 1, 1960

Indian Lands: Leases and Permits: Minerals
A provision in a tribal limestone lease permitting the lessee to deduct costs,

of "transportation and. treatment" in etermining the net value: of its-
production is limited to those items and does not give operator of the.
lease the right to .deduct all of its geeral minin or quarrying coss

Indian Lands: Leases and Permits: Generally
-The fact that the Government over a long period of time, Accepted without

objection lesser royalties than it later finds are due under the terms of'
a tribal mineral lease does not estop it from asserting a claim for additional,
royalties.

APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS'

The Lewiston Lime Company of Seattle, Washington, has appealed:
to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting
Commissioner of Indian Affairs dated July 17, 958, holding that
the Company is indebted to the, Nez Perce Indian Tribe of Idaho~
in the amount of $42,586.13 for back royalties under.Nez. Perce Tribe'
Limestone Lease No. 724, Contract 1-18-ind. 3130.
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Appellant is operating the lease on which Bert H. Richardson is:
lessee. By its terms the lease, originally executed 'in 1938, expires.
March 31, 1960. Its royalty provision reads:J
** The lessee hereby. agree to pay or cause to be paid to the officer in

charge for the lessor as royalty 10 per cent of the net value of the otput of-
rock or stone at the mine, which is to be ascertained by deducting from the-
grosm-value of the rock or stone the cost of transportation and treatment neces-
sary -for the sale of such rock or stone; sid. royalty to be not less than 5
cents a ton for the output of rock or stone at the mine, :or not less than 5 cents.
a cubic foot for out stone.

The claim for back royalties is for theyears 1951 to 195.6, inclusive,.
and was arrived at through an audit conducted by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. ' It is based on the fact that appellant, in deterniining the net
value of its production on which royalties were to be paid, deducted its:
general mining costs whereas the Indian Bureau claims that the only
costs allowable under the terms of the lease are those of "transportation;
and'treatment." In so interpreting the lease, the Bureau concedes that
treatment costs' included such post-mining items as crushing, washing,.
sizing, pulverizing, and bagging the material. It objects, however, to'
the inclusion of such costs 'as drilling, shooting, loading, hauling, "or
any other operation connected with the operation- of quarrying or-
mining."-

Appellant's position is that the royalty provision of the lease must be
interpreted as it contends, or, at the very least, that the provision is am-
biguous. In support of this position appellant points to acceptance by-
the Bureau of Indian Affairs until 1957 of royalty payments which
were computed on the basis of the inclusion of mining costs. This prac-
tice, it claims, if the meaning of the royalty provision were doubtful,
establishes the meaning of the' provision, especially since it should be
construed-against the Bureau, which prepared the lease. Further, the-
Government, having accepted royalty payments for many years with
general mining or quarrying costs deducted, the applicant contends, is.
now estopped from asserting claims for additional royalties.

As indicated, much of the controversy is centered around the mean-
ing of the word "treatment" and both appellant and counsel for
the tribe cite numerous technical authorities in support of their
respective viewpoints. We: believe the phrase "cost of transporta-
tion and; treatment" is a limiting one and cannot be enlarged to.
include all general operating costs of production.' The case of State

l The monthly royalty report forms which appellant submitted to the Bureau are said by
the appellant to have included the following definition of "operating costs," which it conm-
puted as being its deductible costs: "Operating costs include the cost of producing and-
milling ore at the mine, but shall not include prospecting, buildings, machinery, founda-
tions and other capital expenditures, nor transportation and railroad charges for disposal,
of the product."
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v. Northwest Magnesite Co., 182 P. 2d 643. (Washington, 1947),
interpreting the identical phrase in a magnesite lease, we think
disposes-of the question. There thecourtsaid:

We infer from these sources of information, and from the definitions pre-
viously quoted, that "treatment", generally, is distinct from etractiow of ore
from the earth * * **" 182 P. 2d 643, 661.

In applying this construction to the phrase "cost of transportation
and treatment," the court ruled that costs of development were not
covered. It continued:

As to the expense of blasting, reblasting, and ore and waste handling at
the quarry, we likewise have little doubt that it is not a part of the) cost of
transportation and treatment, but is rather, a cost of mining, exploitation, or
extraction. Mr. Sargent, did testify that blasting was treatment, or "a type
of treatment", because it was selective, but he conceded that, generally, separa-
tion of mineral from the earth was mining, and certainly his first statement
was inconsistent with his definition of treatments

We conclude the Bureau of Indian Affairs is correct in its. conten-
tion that such costs as drilling, shooting, loading, hauling, "or any
other operation connected with the operation of quarrying or mining"
may not be included as part of the "cost of transportation and'treat-
ment" allowed by Nez Perce Tribe Limestone Lease No. 724 under
which appellant is operating.

The fact that the Government for a long period of time accepted
without objection the royalty payments made by appellant is un-
fortunate, but we are convinced that there is no estoppel against the
United States in this situation, especially since it is acting as trustee
for an Indian tribe. See Utah Power and Light Co. v. United
States, 243 U.S. 389 (1917); American Security Co. of New York, v.
United States, 112 F. 2d 903 (10th Cir. 1940); and United States v.
West, 232 F. 2d 694 (9th Cir. 1956) cert. denied 352 U.S. 834 (1956).

Therefore, the decision of the Acting Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs, holding that the Government is entitled to collect $42,586.13
in additional royalties on behalf of the Nez Perce Indian Tribe, is
affirmed and the appeal is dismissed.

ROGER ERNST,.
Assistant Secretary.

2 Mining expert C. A. Sargent testifying at the trial for the defendant stated that, gen-
erally, "separation of mineral from the earth is mining' ; "the removal of a mineral from
its place of rest where nature put it, is termed mining"; "mining is a very broad term,
and it takes in dredging, placer mining, any means by which you extract the mineral from
its natural resting place * * *. As such it includes quarrying." 182 P. 2d 643, 654.
Mr. Sargent also testified that: "Treatment is that process by which a mineral or ore is
placed in proper chemical and physical condition to be of marketable value." 182 P.
2d 660.

U.S. OVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1962)
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MCGREGHAR LANI COMPANY ET AL.

A-28170 Decided February 26, 1960*

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Statement of Reasons
An appeal to the Secretary of the Interior will be dismissed where the appel-

lant fails to file a statement of reasons for his appeal.

Alaska: Oil and Gas Leases-Alaska: Tidelands
Tidelands along the Alaska coast are not. subject to leasing under the Mineral

Leasing Act or the act of July 3, 1958.

Alaska-:, Oil and Gas Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Preference Right Leases
The exercise, prior to January 3, 1959, of the preference right accorded by

section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958, is effective to include in outstandingfoil
and gas leases all land beneath nontidal navigable waters in Alaska
embraced within the boundaries of such leases.

APPEALS FROM. THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

McGreghar Land Company, Charles V. Ecclestone, Jr., Dr. Albert
It. Jamentz, and J. L. Dawson, Jr., have takers separate appeals to the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director,
Bureau of Land Management, dated May 21, 1959, which affirmed a
decision of the manager of the land office at Anclorage, Alaska, dated
October 20, 1958, that the appellants are not entitled to lease certain
lands in Alaska for oil and gas purposes pursuant to the provisions of
section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958 (72 Stat. 322).

The appeal of the McGreghar Land Company, involving Anchorage
029556, must be and islereby dismissed. Although the company filed
its notice of appeal from the decision of the Acting Director and paid
the filing fee (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 221.32 (Supp.) ), it has not filed any
statement of reasons for its appeal (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 221.33
(Supp.) ).0 Under the rules of practice of the Department (43 CFR,
1954 rev., Part 221 (Supp.)), the failure to file such a statement
within the time permitted subjects an appeal to summary dismissal

* (43 CFR,*1954 rev., 221.98 (Supp.)).
The offers of the remaining appellants to leaselands in Alaska pur-

F suant to section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., sec. 226), were filed during the year 1955 and subsequently
leases were issued to the applicants covering upland portions of the
areas described in the offers. Each of the, offers involved in these
appeals was rejected as to "any land below the mean high water mark

*Not in chronological order.

545990-60 1 67 I.D. No. 3
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of any navigable stream or body of water and any land below mean
high tide." The offerors prosecuted appeals to the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management from the partial rejection of their
offers and the Acting Director, in a decision dated April 24; 1958
(Duncan Miller et al., Anchorage 028941, etc.), held that the tide-
lands off the coast of Alaska and lands lying under the inland naviga-
ble waters in Alaska were not subject to leasing under the Mineral
Leasing Act.

The present appellants and others adversely affected by the Acting
Director's decision appealed to the Secretary of the Interior, request-
ing that final action on their appeals be deferred until the enactment
of pending legislation which the appellants believed might confer a
preference right on their offers. No action was taken on those appeals
until after the passage of the act of July 3, 1958-AN ACT, To provide
for the leasing of oil and gas deposits in lands beneath nontidal
navigable waters in the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes.
[T2 Stat. 322.]

With an exception not here pertinent, section 6 conferred upon
holders of oil and gas leases embracing within the boundaries of such,
leases any lands beneath nontidal navigable waters in the Territory
a preference right to have those lands included within their leases,
if the lessees, while the leases were still in effect but not more than
1 year after the date of approval of the act, made application to have
those lands included within their leases. The section provided
further:
* * an area shall be considered to be within the boundaries described in the
lease (or application or offer) even though it is excluded from such description
by general terms which exclude all described lands that are or may be situated
beneath navigable waters.

On August 6, 1958, 50 offers, including the 6 offers .of the present
appellants, were remanded to the Bureau of Land.Management-
* * * Ew]ithout expressing any opinion as to the applicability of the act of July

3, 1958, to the particular lands covered by the individual offers listed in the,
schedule attached to this decision, but merely to facilitate the administration
of the act, should it be found to be applicable to the lands covered by these

offers * * X,
In his decision-of October 20, 1958, 'covering the offers of the

present appellants and others remanded by the departmental decision
of 'August 6, 1958, the manager stated that the lands ''covered by the
rejected portions of the offers are' submerged 'landslying in Cook

'Eleanor C. Bertzhoff et al., A-27612, etc.
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Inlet. He held that since none of the land described in those offers
is land beneath nontidal navigable waters the offerors are not entitled
to the benefits of section of the act of July 3, 1958, as to such lands..

Nonethelessthe manager said:

In those instances where a lease has been issued in part, a preference right.
form will be attached: for the lessee's convenience, should there be inland navi-
gable waters embraced within the lease boundaries. 2

The-Acting. Director affirmed the manager and denied the request
of the: appellants that their offers, insofar as they may cover tide-
lands, be suspended until uch time as the State of Alaska decided

-whether it would recognize such offers..
In their appeals to the Secretary of the Interior, two of the appel-

lants allege that there are lands beneath nontidal navigable waters in-
cluded within the boundaries of their present leases 3 and the third
urges that his leases: be recognized as including such lands if any be
found within the boundaries of his leases. A All allege that they filed
timely applications for the preference right conferred by section 6.
They renewed the request made to the Director that their offers insofar
as they cover tidelad be'held in abeyance.-

it seems obvious that the manager's decision of October 20, 1958,
d although ineptly worded, was directed only to those portions of the
offers which cover tidelands off the coast of Cook Inlet. It also seems
obvious that the decision was rendered as the result of the depart-
mental decision of August. 6. 1958, with no determination having been
made as to whether the parties qualified for the benefits of the act of
July 3, 1958, 'by filing timely applications to have their outstanding
leases include land beneath nontidal navigable waters. This is borne
out by the fact that the manager offered, those who held outstanding 
leases the opportunity to submit preferende-rightapplications.

The preference-right form referred to is the form prescribed by the Bureau of Land
Management,: transmitted to the managers of the landofflces in Alaska by memorandum
of July: 25, 1958. The form notified the holders of outstanding oil. and gas leases of the
preference right conferred by the act of July 3, 1958, and stated:
"I * * In order to protect your preference right in the event your lease embraces such.
water areas, the form on the reverse side should be' completed and returned promptly to
this office. iUpon receipt, it will be placed with your lease file record and the lease will
be' considered as embracing the entire area described therein, including nontidal navigable
waters."

Under the' instructions' contained in the memorandum of July; 25, 1958, upon receipt of
the 'executed form of' application to' have a lease Include any lands 'beneath nontidal
'navigable waters, the 'managers were to place the' 'application' With the record of the out-
standing lease,' "which will be' considered as embraciug the 'entire' area inchuded therein
including n ontidal navigable waters." -

Ecclestone states that his offer covers a substantial 'parf of the bed' of the Theodore
River, and Dawson claims that his offers encompass an area in the mouth of the Little
Susitna River, upstream from the line connecting the headlands at the mouth.
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The record indicates that preference-right applications covering all
of the offers of the present appellants may have been submitted prior
to January 3, 1959,4 the date on which Alaska was admitted into the
Union. If such applications were so filed, presumably the manager
acted in accordance with instructions and considered such outstanding
leases to includel any and all land beneath nontidal navigable waters
embraced in the descriptions'given in the offers.

If, in fact, such applicatiohs were filed prior to January 3,1959, the
holding in Pexco, Inc., et aZ., 66 I.D. 152 (1959); that upon the admis-
sion of Alaska into the Union all authority of the Secretary of the

: Interior-to lease lands under the act of July 3, 1958, terminated, is not
applicable to these applications, since the applicants exercised their
preference rights prior to that date-and their leases, on that date, were
considered to include the nontidal navigable waters embraced within
the boundaries of their outstanding leases. The records in the An-
.chorage landoffibeshouldbesonoted. . -

* In the circumstances, that part of the mitnager's decision:of October
,20, 1958, which denied the preference right accorded by the act of July
*.3, 1958, to the present appellants is vacated. His holding that neither
the Mineral Leasing Act nor the act of July 3, 1958, authorizes the leas-
ing of tide or submerged lands off the coast of Alaska is correct and, in-
sofar as he rejected the offers of the present appellants for such tide
or submerged lands, his decision is affirmed'.

The request of the appellants that their offers, insofar as they may
cover tidelands, be 'held in abeyance must be rejected. As stated in the
'Pexco-ease,'there is no merit il stich a request because Alaska may re-
ognize a-preference right tooffers previously filed'with this Depart-
ment on su6h terns as it desires, whether or not such offers have been
rejected by this Department.

Therefore, pursuant to-the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. .210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
'Manual; 24 F.R. 1348),'the case is remanded to the' Bureau of Land
Management 'for appropriate action consistent with this decisioin.

EDMUND T. FRrrz,

The files, relating to the Dawson leases (Anchorage 030357, 30358, and 030364) show
that applications covering those, leases were filed in the Anchorage land office on October
10, 958. eclestone (Anchorage 029647), in his appeal to the Director dated December
2, 1958, stated that he had filed such an application and Jamentz (Anchorage 029656 and
029657), in his appeal to the Secretary, states that his applications were filed with the
Anchorage land office on November 26, 1958. , , -
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STATE OF CAIFORNIA.

A-27752 (Supp.) DecidedFebrury 29,196'-.

School Lands: Indefinity Selections
The filing by a State of a, school indemnity selection' does not vest in the,

State an interest'in the selected lands whichc deprives the Secretary of
his authority to classify the land as not suitable for State selection.

School Lands: Indemnity Selections-Taylor Grazing Act: Classification-
Public Lands: Classification

The authority conferred, upon the Secretary of the Interior by section 7 of
the Taylor Grazing Act to classify public lands as proper for disposition
imposes upon him the responsibility of determining Whether the public
interest would be served by: classifying certain land as suitable for disposition
pursuant to a- Stateschool indemnity selection.

RECONSIDERATION

The State of California has filed a petition for reconsideration of
the Department's decision of January 7T, 1959 (A-27752), which
affirmed the Bureau of Land Management's rejection of selections by
the State of California of certain timbered lands as indemnity for
school lands on the ground that the lands in question are not proper
for State acquisition in satisfaction of liell selection rights.

At the time when the State filed its selections, section 2275 of the
Revised Statutes, as amended (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 851), per-
mitted the State to select public lands of equal acreage as indenmity
for public lands granted for school purposes whichwere included
within any Indian, military, or other reservation of the United States
or which were fractional in quantity or wanting because of fractional
townships or any other natural cause. However, on appeal to the
Secretary and in the petition for reconsideration, the State contends
that it is entitled to the specific sections; of land enumerated in its
selection lists, and that the Secretary of the Interior in the exercise
of the authority granted to him by the Taylor Grazing Act may not
deny its right to these specific sections. This seems to assume that
the filing of its application for such indemnity land vests in the State
an interest in the particular sections of land listed in the application.

It has long been recognized that the filing of an. application to
select entitles the applicant to nothing more than to have the appli-
cation considered. See Solicitor's opinion M-36178 (Supp.), 61 I.D.

*Not in chronological order.
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277 (1954); Nelson A. Grtltula; 64 LD. 225 (7). The Department
has expressly so held with respect to school indemnity selections by
the State of California."' :itte '0 California, 59 I.D.` 45 (1947).
The reason, of course, is that by section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act,
as amended (43 U.S.C., 1952 ed., sec. 31iS),' the Secretary of the
interior ist authorized in his 'discretion to determine whether public
land, which was withdrawn by the Executive Od of November26,
1934 (No. 6910)., and othes, and subsequently included in a selection
list, is proper for acquisition' in satisfaction of' an outstanding State
lieu, exchange, or script right or land grant. Until this determina-
tion has been made favorable to the State's applico, the application
cannot be allowed.

In this instance the State of California seems to be suggesting
that the Secretary's discretionary authority to classify lands included
in its selection list is in derogation of its selection rights. Neces-
sarily, the Secretary's power to determine whether an indemnity selec-
tion is proper for. State acquisition in satisfaction of a land grant
cannot be used to destroy the right of a State' to indemnity for the
loss of school lands, but it may,. upon occasion, result in denial of a
State's application for specific tracts of land if and when the Sec-
retary finds that the tracts indicated for selection by a State should
be retained in Federal ownership in furtherance of Federal conserva-
tion or land use programs. Thus the rejection of the five tracts
to which this appeal relates was predicated upon the Secretary's deter-
mination under section 7 of the' Taylor Grazing Act that this land
should be retained'by the United States in its sustained timber yield
management program

If the State were correct in its contention that the filing of a selec-
tion list vests an interest in public land in the State, the provision of'
section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act which requires the' Secretary to
make an affirmative finding that public land sought by a State as
indemnity for 'granted land may properly be acquired by the State
in satisfaction of its grant would become a nullity. If a State could
acquire any land which it desires in satisfaction of its school indem-
nity rights, without regard to Federal conservation and land use
programs, there would be no occasion to require the Secretary of the
Interior to classify any land included in a State selection list. But
the whole tenor of the Taylor Grazing Act indicates that its primary
purpose is to promote the highest and best use of public'land after
adequate consideration of Federal conservation and land use pro-
grams. Hence, it is necessary to conclude that the authority to clas-
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sify land according to its suitability for various uses which section 7
vests in the Secretary of the Interior was intended to impose upon
hiu the responsibility of deciding whether the public interest will
best be served by retention in Federal ownership or disposal to a State
or private person. The discharge of. such responsibility does not
operate to deny indemnity to a State; it merely requires that, if the
Secretary's determination in a specific instance is adverse to the State,
the State must make a new selection, repeating that prdcess as often
as may be necessary to locate land it is willing to accept which is not
needed for retention in Federal ownership.; Otherwise, the Taylor
Grazing Act has no meaning.

In Nelson A. Gerttula, A-22716 (July 12, 1941), the Department
said:

In large part the national policy of conservation and development of the public
domain and its natural resources is implemented by the Taylor Grazing Act
and in particular as to classification by its section 7 and by the Executive orders
mentioned therein. In order that no additional claims may attach to the lands
pending the Secretary's ultimate determination of their highest usefulness, the
public lands have all been withdrawn from settlement, location, sale or entry.
The withdrawal has been effected either by administrative proceedings had
as authorized in section 2 of the Taylor Grazing Act or by the Executive orders.
mentioned in section 7, namely, Numbers 6910 and 6964 of November 26, 1934,
and February 5, 1935, respectively. Thereby the withdrawn lands are in terms
reserved for the Secretary's classification of them in furtherance of (1) the
several purposes of the Taylor Grazing Act; (2) a comprehensive land program;
and (3) conservation and development of natural resources.

This withdrawal and reservation may however be terminated by the Secre--
tary in his discretion. Upon examination and appropriate classification of any
of these withdrawn lands which the Secretary finds are less valuable for graz-
ing than for some other of the uses described in section 7 the Secretary has
authority under this section to restore them to entry, selection or location for
disposal in accordance with his classification under applicable public-land laws.

The authority here given the Secretary to examine, classify and restore to
public disposition the lands described is discretionary. The discretion con-
ferred on him is of course not absolute, to be exercised arbitrarily or willfully,
but instead a sound, impartial discretion guided and controlled by a due regard
for all the facts in a particular case, among them all facts bearing on the public
interest, and for the established principles of law applicable thereto. Words
and Phrases, v. 12, Discretion. When therefore the Secretary finds that lands
sought by a particular application are affected by an interest of the people as,
a whole and that the classification requested by an individual applicant would
injure that interest and be inconsistent with the purposes to further which the
lands-have been reserved, the Secretary has not merely the power but the duty
to maintain the reservation and to refuse to release the lands from it for the
disposal desired.
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In the instant case the Commissioner of the General Land Office in rendering

the decision from which this appeal has been taken assumed no unauthorizdd,

powers but, acting under the direction of the Secretary, performed the execu-

tive duty required by the applicable law as above set forth. The timber land

selected by appellant is affected by a public interest. As described by the Com-

missioner, it is located within the Columbia Gorge area for which certain

planning agencies of the Government contemplate coordinated treatment, includ-

ing protection of the forest lands. In addition, a fact not mentioned by the

Commissioner is that the tract is within an area so important to forest, timber

and watershed protection that it is marked for forest land acquisition by both

the Federal Forest Service and the State of Washington. The Commissioner

properly found that to turn this tract over to applicant for logging would mean

immediate liquidation of an exhaustible resource, would be inconsistent with

the purpose of the reservation made by the Executive order of February 5,

1935, and would injure an interest of the whole people. It follows that he was

correct also in holding that the selected tract was not proper for acquisition by

applicant in satisfaction of his lieu selection right.

In J. C. Aldrich, A-24041 (February 26, 1947), the Department
said, in denying Aldrich's motion for exercise of supervisory authority:

Aldrich secondly contends that the Secretary cannot refuse to classify land

as suitable for Valentine scrip application if it is "unoccupied, and unappropri-

ated [except for Order No. 6910] public lands of the United States, not mineral,"

the only criteria expressed in the Valentine scrip act for land subject to scrip

location. He denies that the Secretary may refuse classification on the ground

that the land sought is in an incorporated city and is beach land used by the

public for recreational purposes.
This argument also was considered and rejected by the Department in its

decision of January 4. It was there pointed out that while section 7 of the

Taylor Grazing Act requires the Secretary to act upon applications for classifi-

cation, nothing in the section requires him to grant the classification requested.

On the contrary, in authorizing him "to examine and classify any lands with-

drawn or reserved by Executive order of November 26, 1934 (numbered 6910)

* * which are * * proper for acquisition in satisfaction of any outstanding

lieu, exchange or script rights or land grant * *" section 7 clearly vests the

Secretary with discretion to consider broad factors of public interest in deter-

mining whether land is "proper" for scrip application.

To take the narrow view espoused by Aldrich would be in effect to nullify the

concept of classification, for of what avail would it be to withdraw land from dis-

position under the public land laws and to provide for their classification if upon

application the land must automatically be classified as suitable for the purpose

sought and restored to disposition? To take this case, prior to Order No. 6910,

Valentine scrip could be located upon any unappropriated, unoccupied, nonmineral

public land. What purpose would be served by the withdrawal order issued by

the President and by the classification procedure enacted by the Congress if the

Department must now, upon Aldrich's application, open the land to him merely

upon determining that it is unoccupied, unappropriated, and nonmineral public

land? That field of inquiry was open to the Secretary prior to Order No. 6910
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and section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act. To hold that it is the only scope of
inquiry left to him after the promulgation of the order and the enactment of the
statute would be to impart no meaning whatsover to them.

See also J. A. Allison et al., 58 I.D. 227 (1943); M. N. Young et al.,
A-24329-30, etc. (February 26,1947).

In a meeting to discuss the State's petition on January 13, 1960, of-
ficials of the State expressed concern over statements in the decision
of May 15, 1958, by the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement referring to State exchanges under Section 8 (c) of the Taylor
Grazing Act, as amended (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 315g(c) ). That
section authorizes the exchange of public lands for State lands on an
equal value or an equal acreage basis, but, as the Acting Director
pointed out, the Department's policy is to allow exchanges only on an
equal value basis (43 CFR 147.2(b)). The concern of the State of
California is that the State selections under consideration here have
been treated as exchanges with equal value as the sole criterion for
adjudicating the selections.

This, of course, is not so. The Department's decision of January 7,
1959, considered the selections solely as indemnity selections and not
as exchanges and acted upon them in accordance with the criteria
governing selections which have just been set forth.

Since the Secretary has ample authority to refuse the classification
requested by the State of California and that authority was properly
exercised on the basis of the fact that the lands listed in the State's
selection lists are needed in a Federal timber management plan, the
petition for reconsideration is denied.

ROGER ERNST,

Assistant Secretary.

APPLICATION OF IRENE KOHPAY, NOW CORNELL, FOR ENROLL-
MENT ON THE ROLL OF THE OSAGE TRIBE OF INDIANS

IA-873 DecidedilarcAb8,1960

Indian Tribes: Enrollment
The membership roll of the Osage Tribe approved in 1908 by the Secretary of

the Interior pursuant to the act of June 28, 1906 (34 Stat. 39) constitutes the
final roll of members of the Osage Tribe among whom the tribal estate was
divided and thereafter persons can not be added to that roll and, in the absence
of enrollment, can not share in the division of the tribal estate.

545990-60-2
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APPEAL FROX THE SUPERINTENDENT OF THE OSAGE INDIAN AGENCY

Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, through her attorney, IPaul A. Com-
stock, has appealed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from the
report of the Superintendent of the Osage Indian Agency, containing
his findings of fact, conclusions, and recommendations after taking
testimony and receiving documentary evidence at a hearing upon the
application of Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, for enrollment on the final
roll of the Osage Tribe of Indians.

On or about'December 4, 1952, Irene Kolpay, now Cornell, filed
with the Secretary of the Interior her application and request that
the Secretary place her name on the roll of legal members of the Osage
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma, in accordance with the act of June
28, 1906 (34 Stat. 539), and that she participate in the division of the
lands, and that she be paid her pro rata share of the funds, mineral
interests, and all other property rights and interests of. a legal member
of the Osage Tribe of Indians,. from the date of her birth.. She
predicates her claim of right to be enrolled upon her parentage and
the date of her birth. Her application recites that she is the daughter
of Harry Kohpay, a duly enrolled member of the Osage Tribe, and
that she was born January 27, 1906. In further allegations the appli-
cant states that her mother was one Lela Thompson, a sister of the
former wife of Harry Kohpay, in whose family said Lela Thompson
resided; that under the Osage Indian custom an Osage Indian had
the right to have plural wives, provided they be sisters.; that Harry
Kohpay, for more than 3 years prior to and at the time of the birth of
applicant and afterwards, lived with applicant's mother and her
mother's oldest sister as plural wives in a single family; that Harry
Kohpay gave applicant the surname of Kohpay, at the time of her
birth, 'raised her as one of his family, sent her to school at the Osage
Indian Boarding School at Pawhuska, Oklahoma, and the Chilocco
Indian U.S. Government School, under the name-of Kohpay, and kept,
supported and maintained her in his home as a member of his family
until she was married in 1922.

By a letter dated January 15, 1953, from the Assistant Secretary of
the Interior, the Superintendent of the Osage Indian, Agency, Paw-
huska, Oklahoma, was instructed to conduct a hearing on the appli-
cation. Irene Kohpay Cornell was to be afforded full opportunity to
present such evidence as she might desire, in support of her applica-
tion, and the Osage .Tribe acting through its Council,. was to be
afforded full opportunity to present such: evidence as it might desire
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in opposition to. the application. The Assistant Secretary further
instructed the Superintendent that at the conclusion of the hearing
he should transmit to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, findings
of fact, conclusions, and a recommendation prepared by him, together
with the original' application and a transcript of the hearing. Copies
of, the Superintendent's findings, conclusions; and recommendations
were to be furnished Mrs. Cornell and the Osage Tribal Council. The
letter further stated that an appeal might be taken by either party to
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and from the Commissioner to
the Secretary of the Interior.

The applicant, from the time the hearing was ordered; has objected
to the appearance and participation therein of the Osage Tribal Coun-;
cil on the grounds that the application involves no adverse parties and
that :neither the Council nor the Osages, as a community, is a body

.politic or-legal entity, and has no authority or capacity to appear for
or represent themselves, or the Osages as a community, and that the
'Secretary of the Interior, or his agents, are the only ones having
,authority or capacity to appear for or to represent either the C(ouncil

.or the Osages, as a community, or as a tribe of Indians. The Secretary,
in recognition of the need for an investigation to ascertain pertinent
'facts and law, ordered the hearing in which the applicant was to be
afforded full opportunity to prtsent her case in support of the applica-
tion and the tribe was to be given similar opportunity to present any
opposition hereto. In doing so, the Secretary had recognized that
the Osage Tribe hadian interest in the application' since approval of
it would materially deplete the financial resources of the tribe. There-
fore, when the applicant formally 'objedted to the participation of the
Osage Tribe,' th6 Scretary affirmed his order that the Tribal. Council
should be afordedain opportunity to present evidence and arguments
in opposition to the.-application on the groLnd that the Osage Tribe
is an indispensable part to the proceedings on the application

i See opinion of the Assistant Attorney General. for the Departnient of the Interior
dated January 9,1907 (11790-1906 Id. Dlv.) which shows the receipt by the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs of the, adverse views of the Osage Tribe on the application of an
illegitimatS'child' of an' Osake Indian for enrollment as a member of the tribe. The appli-
cation ws rejected. :See also -the: testimony at the hearing of 'George Beaulie,. former
clerk at the Osage. agency, in regard to the procedure required for enrollment of a minor
child born between January 1, 1906, and July 1, 1907,.,which reads as follows:

"The Indlan Agent thereafter would submit that [application] to the tribal council
''at one of their meetings, and the council 'acted upon it and ade recommendations,

? bnd thereafter it iwasreturned to the Agent and submitted'to the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs, who would direct the enrollment of, the applicant, if they found that

j everything was proper." P. 348 of the Transcript..
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An extended hearing was thereafter held by the Superintendent,
following which the report ordered by the Assistant Secretary was
made. The Superintendent of the Osage Agency recommended
therein that the application of Irene Kohpay Cornell for enrollment
as a member of the Osage Tribe be dismissed. This appeal followed.
To avoid a multiplicity of appeals and for administrative reasons, the
Commissioner of Indian'Affairs has referred the present appeal
directly to the Secretary of the Interior'for action.

The anal membership roll of the Osage Tribe of Indians is a' creature
of statute. The basic statute is commonly knowi and referred to as
the Osage Allotmpent Act approved June 28,' 1906 (34 Stat. 539).
'Section 1 of that act provides:

* *; ~'the roll of the Osage. Tribe of Indians, as shown by the records of the
United States in the Office of the United States Indian' Agent at the Osage Agency,
'Oklahoma Territory, as it existed on the first day of January, nineteen hundred
'and six, and 'all children born between. January first,. nineteen hundred and six,
and :July first, nineteen hundred and seven, to persons, whose names are on
said roll on January. first, nineteen hundred and six, and. all children whose
names are not now on said roll, but who were born to members of the tribe
whose names were on the said'roll on January first, nineteen hundred and six,
including the children of members of the tribe who have, or have had, white
husbands, is hereby declared to be the roll of said tribe and to constitute the
legal membership thereof: Provided, That the principal: chief of the Osages
shall. within three months from and after the approval of this Act, file with
the Secretary of the Interior a list of the names which the tribe claims were
placed upon the roll by fraud, but no name shall be included in said list of any
person or his descendants that was placed on said roll prior to the thirty-first
day of December, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, the date of the adoption
of the Osage constitution, and the Secretary of the Interior, :s early as practi-
cable, shall carefully investigate such cases and shall determine which of said
persons, if any, are entitled to enrollment; but the tribe must affirmatively show
what names have been placed upon said roll by fraud; but where the rights of
persons to enrollment to the Osage roll have been investigated by the Interior
Departmentf and it has been determined by' the Secretary of- the Interior that
such persons were entitled to enrollment, their, names shall not be stricken
from the roll for fraud except upon newly discovered evidence; and the Secre-
tary of the Interior, shall have authority to place on the Osage roll the names
of all persons found by him, after investigation, to be sd entitled, whose appl-
cations were pending on the date of the approval of 'this..Act; and the said
.Secretary- of the Interior is hereby authorized to strike from the said roll the
'names of persons or their descendants which he finds were placed thereon by or
through 'fraud, and the said roll as above provided; after the revision and ap-
proval of the ecretary 'of the nterior, as herein provided, shall constitute
:the approved roll of said tribe; and the action of the Secretary in the revision of
;the roll as -herein provided shall 'be final, and the provisions' of the' Act of Con-
gress of August fifteenth, eighteen hundred 'and ninety'foUr, Twenty-eight
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Statutes at Large, page three hundred and five, granting persons of Indian blood
who have been denied.allotments the right to appeal to the courts, are hereby,
repealed as far as the same relate to the 0 sage Indians; and the tribal lands-
and tribal funds of said tribe shall be equally divided among the members of
saidtribe as hereinafterprovided.

Other sections of the act, which was designed to provide for the
complete and final division of the propeity of the tribe among the
enrolled'meinbers, provided for the retention of the minerals in tribal
ownership and precribed the ways in which the surface of the lands
was' divided among the enrollees. Still other sections of' the act con-
trolled the diVision to the members of'then existing 'tribal funds and
provided for the distribution to the members of funds which would
thereafter acc6ue to'the tribe, including royalty receivedfrom oil, gas,
coal, and other tribal mineral leases of the'lands divided among -h&
members.

The applicant alleges that she is- the daughter of Harry Kohpay,
who was an; enrolled niember' of the Osage Tribe since a date prior to
January 1, 1881, to the date of his death on or about July 19, 1946,
and that she was born January 27, 1906, which would place-'her in
the category of those described in the 1906 act as:X

e * all children born between January first; nifeteen hundred and six,
and July first, nineteen hundred and seven, to persons whose names are on
said roll on JanuAry first, nineteen hundred and six, *

From the evidence contained in the transcript there can be no clear
determination of the date of ie applicalt's birth. Testimony. of
several witnesses'and many exhibits were presented both by the appli-
cant and the contestaints' regarding 'this question. Annual school
census reports, quarterly attendance repoits of St. Louis Boarding
School, and quarterly reports of the Osage Boarding School all w ithin
the;,period 1914 through 1922 indicate various years in which tle
applicant night have been born. The burden of proof of her date
of birthis upon the Applicant and we are of the opinion that she
has failed to sustain that burden and has not established the date
of her birth..-

The applicant alleges' that she is the daughter of Harry Kolpay,
an Osage Indian born on or about January 1, 1871, and who died
on or about July 19,. 1946. Harry Kohpay was an enrolled member
of the Osage Tribe ofIndians on January 1, 1906, and his name had
been on the roll of said tribe since prior to Januarv 1, 1881. From -the
evidence adduced at the hearing it appears that Harry Kohpay was
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married to one Dovie Thompson, a non-Indian, by whom he had
three children. Lela Thompson, an unmarried sister of his'wife
Dovie, made her home with the Kohpays and while there gave birth
to the applicant, Irene. It further appears that Lela.,Thompson
later married and died during a childbirth. Irene. was taken into:
the Kohpay home. where she remained, except when away. at school,
until. she` married. During her stay in the Kohpay home. her aunt.
Dovie Kohpay died and. Harry Kohpay remarried. hile in the.
home of Harry Kohpay, 1the applicant was treated, as part of the.
family and used the name Irene Kohpay. Harry Kohpay provided
Irene with food, and clothing and arranged and paid for her attend-
ance at various schools, .. .

There does. not. appear to have been any evidence introduced at the
hearing that ,larry Kohpay ever acknowledged Irene as his daughter..
He acted as interpreter and clerk at the Osage Agencya during, the
enrollment. of members of the Osage Tribe. He- was very familiar
with the requirements for eligibility for such enrollment but ,took
no action to enroll Irene.. He died in 1946 leaving a will which, named,
his wife and children but made no mention ofIrene.

Applicantrelies heavily uponthe purported findings Qf the County
Court of Osage County and the United States District: Court for the
Distric.t of Columbia 'and the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia that she is the illegitimate, daughter of. Harry
Kohpay. Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, and the representatives of the
estate of Harry Kohpay, deceased, by their respective attorneys agreed
to. the wording of the decree determining heirs and a distribu~tion of
assets entered in settlement of a claim Irene ied against his:estate.
The decree filed Aril i1; 1949, in the County; Court of Osage County,
Oklahoma contains the following language:,

9. That the, court finds that Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, is the illegitimate
daughter of said Harry Kohpay,. deceased,- and claims that she is entitled, to.
inherit a child's part of the estate of said decedent for the reason she was not
mentioned in, or eeluded by, the will of said decedent; Isut the court finds that
she is the blood daughter of said Harry Kohjay' by LelaThompson, a single
white woman, to whom the decedent was never married, a sister of the wife of'
said decedent, born: out of. wedlock andwas born Januaryi2T, 1906.: That the
said Harry Kohpay never, acknowledged. in: writing; before a competent witness
that he was te father: of said Irene, ohpa y, now Cornell, and never in'anv
other manner recognized or acknowledged her, as his daughter, and never
adopted her as such, 'and she is not a legal' heir of s'aid Harry Kohpay and' does
not inherit anyporftionof his estate. ' '
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13. That Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, has been paid the sum .of $1,500.00
in full and complete satisfaction of any and all claims which she has or might
have as an heir or otherwise to any part of the estate of said Harry Kliohpay,
deceased, and that she has accepted the same in full and complete satisfaction
of such claim which she has or may have or might have had against the estate
of decedent.

Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, in her application further recites-that the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia in the case
of Irene KoApay, now Cornell v. Chlpinan, Secretary of the Interior,
Civil No. 5118-49, in its findings of fact'and conclusion of law, also'
found specifically that she was the illegitimate daughter of Harry
Kohpay, an enrolled Osage. She also recites that'the Department'
of.Justice of the United States, by reason of its motion for summary
judgment in the'same case admitted all facts well pleaded and thus
conceded that Irene Kohp'ay was the illegitimate daughter of Harry
Kohpay, an enrolled Osage. She further recites' that 'the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in its review
of the case,2 recognized'the aforesaid'alleged facts.

The act of April 18, 1912 (37 Stat. 86) provides that the property
of deceased allottees of the Osage Tribe, shall, in probate matters, be
subject to the jurisdiction of the county courts of the State of Okla-'
homa and certain responsibilities are given' to the Superinteident of
the Osage Agency in connection with such iproceedings. However,
the act pertains only to probate proceedings and determinations or
findings of the county courts in that regard cannot be deemed appli-
cable' or binding in the determination of the rights of individuals for
enrollment on the approved roll of the 'Osage Tribe. 3 Furthermore,
the transcript of the testimony adduced at the hearing before the*
Superintendent on the application for enrollment of Irene Kohpay,
now Cornell, discloses that the decree of the County Court of Osage
County, Oklahoma, was one prepared'by stipulation and agreement of
the attorneys 'and thus not a finding of the' court 'resulting from the

2 United States e. rel. Kohpay v. Chapman, 190 F. 2d 666 (.C. Cir., 1951).
Compare letter dated August 19, 1916 (Indian Bureau file: Land-Contracts 63725-16.

and 85031-16) from the Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs in which, referring to
the disallowed application of an Illegitimate 'child mentioned in footnote 1, spra, it is
stated:

"One of the cases pending at the date of the passage of the said Act of June 28,
1906, was that of Pearl Callahan, the illegitimate child of a white woman, and a full
blood member of the Osage Tribe. The Department held that the child was not en-
titled" to enrollment and upon review airmed its previous adverse finding. Subse-

uently the child Was declared bg the local courts to be the sole heir of the. Osage
Indian father, She-She, and entitled to his individual propert.j" (Emphasis sup-
plied.) Contestant's Exhibit No. 21.
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presentation of evidence. It was designed for the purposes of settling
the claim that Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, filed against the estate of
Harry Kohpay, deceased, and saving further litigation of it. In the
light of the foregoing, it is clearly impossible for the 1949 county
court decree to have any effect upon the final roll of the Osage Tribe
approved by the Secretary of the Interior in 1908 under the. 1906 act
which vested him with the exclusive power to approve the roll.

In both the United States District Court and the United States
CSourt of Appeals the facts were not at issue since only legal questions
were contested. In the opinion of the United States Court of Appeals
it was stated: "For the purposes of this appeal it can be stated that
there is no dispute on the facts.'' Thus, the facts. as presented by the
pleadings of the applicant in the case before the United States District
Court, which was reviewed by the United States Court of Appeals, do
not represent judicial determinations of disputed facts which could
possibly be binding upon the Secretary of the Interior in determining
the applicant's right to enrollment.

From the transcript of testimony and the exhibits presented at the
hearing, as, heretofore indicated, it appears that the applicant used the
name of Kohpay until the time of her marriage and was treated as a
member of the Kohpay family. However, it further appears that
Harry Kohpay never in any maimer acknowledged her as his daughter,
by his utterances or writings. In applications to the schools he was
designated either as "uncle" or "parent or guardian" and never as
parent alone or as father. He was thoroughly familiar with the en-
rollment requirements but did not enroll Irene hor did he name her
in his will. It is contended by the applicant that the sisters Dovie
and Lela were his plural wives in accordance with the custom of the
Osage Indians. While it is said to have been the custom for an Osage
Indian to have sisters who were Indians as plural wives, it is disputed
that this custom did ever prevail when the wife of an Osage Indian
was non-Indian. Moreover, there is no showing that Harry regarded
Lela as a wife or that she was regarded as his wife by the community
wherein they resided. Significant evidence that Irene was not re-

In his will executed November 3, 1944, Harry Kohpay declared:
"I declare that on the date of the execution of this instrument I am married, my

wife being Mary Elizabeth ohpay;. that I have two children, namely Elsie May
Shelton, nee Elsie May Kohpay, age 45 years, residing at Long Beach, California;
and Harry Hugh Kohpay a son, age 43 years, residing at Pawhuska, Oklahoma.
That I have no other children or any adopted children, and that I have one grandson,
Franklin Eugene Kohpay, age 3 years, living at Pawhuska, Oklahoma." Contestant's
Exhibit No. 19.-
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garded as a daughter of Harry Kolipay is contained in the marriage
license of Irene wherein her name is given as Irene Thompson. Due
to her minority Irene was accompanied by Harry Kohpay to secure
the marriage license. At this solemn act it was recognized by Harry
Kohpay that it would not be true and' proper to apply for the license
for Irene other than by the name, Irene Thompson, the use of which
name apparently did not cause Irene any question.

After a careful review of all the evidence adduced at the hearing,
we find it does not prove that Harry Kohpay was the father of the
applicant, nor can we in ay ianner assume that such was the case.5

It appears that the application of Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, was.
filed approximately 25 years after she reached her majority, and after
the death of Harry Kohpay and others who could establish with
certainty the questions of parentage and the date of birth of the ap-
plicant. In her testimony the applicant stated that she always thought
she was the daughter of Harry Kohpay, as far back as -she could
remember, and knew that she was born on January 27, 1906. It is
inconceivable that she was not familiar with the approved roll of the,
Osage Tribe of Indians and the benefits accruing to those who were
enrolled thereon as members of the tribe. An inexcusable delay in
asserting a right or a claim may be deemed an implied waiver arising
from knowledge of existing conditions and an acquiescence in them. 6

Courts of equity will not grant aid to a litigant who without excuse
has slept on his rights and suffered his demand to become stale where
injustice would be done by granting the relief asked. It is a general
rule that laches or staleness of demand constitutes a defense to the
enforcement of the right or demand so neglected. 7 When because of
delay in asserting a right there results a loss of evidence, and death
of parties or witnesses which obscure the pertinent facts, relief may

Applicant contends that it was the statutory duty of the Secretary of the Interior to.
have enrolled her as the daughter of Harry Kohpay at the time the Osage roll was being-
prepared. But as Harry ohpay did not then, nor never afterwards, claim parentage.
of Irene, there certainly was no basis for the Secretary to have attempted her enrollment
as Harry's daughter, particularly in view of Harry's exclusion of her from his applications
for enrollment of his family. Furthermore, the procedure followed in the preparation
of the final roll of the Osage Tribe did not encompass, because of obvious lack of necessity
and the iipracticabilities involved, the filing of applications by officials of the Department
on behalf of children thought to be entitled to enrollment. Referring again to the testi-
mony of Mr. Beaulieu mentioned in footnote 1, supra, he testified as follows in-regard to.
the enrollment of a mlnor childl born between' anuary. 1, 1906, and July 1, 1907:t"A
written application was prepared upon the statement of a parent or parents of the new-
born child, which showed the place of birth,:date, sex.": p. 348 ofthe' Transcript.

'Parks v. Classen Go., 156 Okla. 43, 9 P. (2d) 432 (1932).
7Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co, v. Austin, 168 U.S. 685 (1897).
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be denied by laches, though the claimant may have been entitled to
relief in the beginning.8 Since the final roll of members of the Osage
Tribe determined the division of the real estate and trust funds of
the tribe which in many cases has been dissipated and spent, the ap-
proval of the application would create, an impossible situation for
this Department, precluding the granting of the relief requested by
the applicant. We find. that the applicant is guilty of laches to*
such a degree that her application has to be denied on that'-ground, if
on no other.

Finally, and most importantly, we find, apart from the factual
questions of the date of birth and parentage of the applicant and the
question of aches, the application must be denied because the Sec-
retary of the Interior has no authority to add to or revise the final,
roll of members of the Osage Tribe of Indians. The Osage Allotment
Act,' suxpra, authorized the Secretary to revise the 1906 roll by (a)
strikting names found by him to have been placed on said roll by fraud,
(b) entering on said roll thenames of persons found to be eligible for
enrollment, "whose applications were pending at the date 0.of the
approval of this act," and (c) entering on said.roll the names of such
children as were by him found to be eligible for enrollment pursuant to
the standards of eligibility prescribed in the Osage Allotment Act.
It is apparent that this authority was given to the Secretary in the
course of revising the 1906 roll and not thereafter. It is expressly
stated in the act (sec. 1)

* *i * the said roll as above provided, after revision and approval by the
Secretary of the Interior, as herein provided, shall constitute the approved roll
of said tribe; and the action of the Secretary of the Interior in the revision
of the roll as herein provided shall be final,; * * -

The final roll of the members of the Osage Tribe of Indians was
approved by the Secretary of the Interior on April 11, 1908. There.
is no laniguage in the act to indicate that it was the purpose of, the
Congress.to authorize or permit the'naines of persons to be added
to the revised 1906 roll or that any further revision be made subsequent
to its. approval bi' the Secretary of the Interior. Through the years
since the roll was approved, it has been the consistent'interpretation
of this statute by;the Department that the. Secretary could not add

SBaker et at. v. Deickman et a., 185 Okla.. 452 (1939) 94 P. (2d) 246.
.Hannerv. Moulton,:138 U.S. 486(1891).
Hammon4 v. Hopkins, 143 .TS.'224 (1892). 
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to the roll.9, The Secretary in both.Ickes v. Pattison'10 et at. and
United States ew rel. Jump. et al. v. jckes contended that additions
cannot be' made to the final roll of the Osage Tribe. The United
States District Court for the Northern District of Oklahoma has
said, with respect to the finality of the approved roll of the Osage
Tribe:

The Allotment Act makes the roll, as finally approved by the Secretary of the
Interior, final ad onclusive. If a mistake was made in omitting the name
of Bennie Strikeaxe [whose name claimant sought to have included- on the
final roll of the Osage Tribe] therefrom, or if error was made in noting the
death of Bennie Strikeaxe, or if the officials of the Osage. Agency improperly
concluded that Bennie Strikeaxe's name should not have, been included upon
the Roll because of his death, no relief can be uffrded plaintiffs because, under
the terms of the. statute, such mistakes cannot be questioned here * *

The applicanit also requests that she be paid such amounts as she
would be entitled to.as an enrollee from the alleged date of her birth.
In the case of United States e re., Irene IKo'hpay, now Cornell v.
UCh'1 pnan, spra, 'the United States Court of Appeals affirmed the
a'ctibn of the court'below, dismissing the complaint of 'Irene Kohpay,
now Corne, in a:mandamus proeeding against. the' Secretary of the
Interior, to compel him to pay her a certain sum of money with interest
from the tribal funds of the Osage Tribe. The Court of: Appeals
held that the relatrix could not compel the Secretary of the Interior
by mandamus to distribute the' tribal funds and property to her,
where her name was; not on the approved roll of the Osage Tribe.

From the facts presented, the applicant hag not'proved that she is
now' or ever Was eligible for enrollment a's a member of the Osage
Tribe of ' Indians', and even' if found eligible, she could not now' be
placed by the Secretary of the Interior' on the- final roll of the Osage
Tribe provided by the Osage Allotment Act.' Not -being enrolled,
she-is not entitled to: the' property she requests.-

In disposing adversely of the claim for enrollment referred to in footnote 3, supra,
the Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs as early as August 19, 1916, stated: 

"In view ofthe Act cited[Act of June 28, 1906, 34 Stat; 539], whichclosed the
Osage tribal rolls at the date mentioned, and speeifieally provided that no appeal
should be taken to the courts from the action of' the Secretary of the Interior in
declaring the legal tribal membership roll, there is no way even though the case had
merit by which the application could under existing law now receive consideration
* *" bodtestant's Exhibit No. 21.

°80F. 2d 708 (cD..Cir. 1935), certdenied, 297 73.S. 713. (1936)...
21117 F. 2d 769 (D.C. Cir. 1940), cert denied, 313 U.S. 575 (1941).
1Juinp et E h. v. F 1is 22 'F. Supp. 30, 382 (N.D. Oklahoma, 1938), affirmed 100 F.

2d 130 (10th Cir., 1938), ert. denied, 306 U.S. 646 (1939).
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Therefore, the application of Irene Kohpay, now Cornell, to be-
enrolled as a member of the Osage Tribe of Indians is denied and her-
appeal from the report of the Superintendent of the Osage Indian
Agency is dismissed.

ROGER ERNsT,
: : ~~~~~Asizgtttecreta..

APPEAL OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION -

IBCA-182 Decided March 16, 1960

Rules of Practice: Evidence-Contracts: Contractor-Contracts: Acts of'
Government-Contracts: ' Specifications

A manufacturer of a shunt reactor which failed upon being energized after-
installation has the burden of proving that the failure was attributable to
a fault of the Government which was the purchaser, when the preliminary-
tests of the reactor at the factory were not made entirely as required by-
the specifications, and final acceptance of the reactor was under the specifi--
cations subject to further testing and a period of satisfactory operation
after installation. However, even if the Government has the burden of'
proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor, this need be-
established only by a clear preponderance of the evidence, and the Govern--
ment has succeeded in showing that the most probable cause of the reactor's
failure was a defective weld.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS.

Westinghouse Electric Corporation, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvaniat
has filed a timely appeal from a decision of the contracting officer in
the for of a letter dated October 9, 1958, directing it to replace a.
defective shunt reactor which had been furnished by it under Contract
No. 14-06-D-2664, with the Bureau of Reclamation.

The contract, which was dated May 6, 1957, and incorporated'
the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 32 (Nov. 1949 edition),.
provided that the appellant furnish to the Bureau three 5,000-kva,
13,200 wye/7,620-volt (15,000-volt insulation to gound), single-
phase, 60-cycle, class AA, outdoor shunt reactors for the Granite
Falls Substation, Transmission ' Division, South Dakota, Missouri
River Basin Project, Bureau of Reclamation.

The reactors furnished under the contract were' circular in' shape,
about 5 feet in diameter, about 5f feet high, and supported on a base
insulated from the ground. The interiot windings of the reactors

The local office of Westinghouse involved in the present case is at Denver, Colorado,
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consisted of coils of stranded aluminum cable in horizontal layers with
,eight turns or loops in each layer. As the reactors were large, several
reels of cable had to be used in manufacturing them, and the cable
thus contained welds. The welding was done by the heliarc process.
'The turns of the coil were air-insulated (.6" of air) but in addition
_were covered by glass tape and varnish.

The reactors were manufactured in the Sharon, Pennsylvania,
-plant of the appellant. After being inspected and tested there on
November 4 and 5, 1957,the reactors were crated and shipped by the
appellant on December 3, 1957, and arrived at the Granite Falls
Substation on December 10, 1957. It took a considerable time to in-
.stall the reactors, and they were not energized until June 25, 1958.
Upon being energized, one of the reactors failed within 2 to 5 seconds.
'The burnt-out area of the reactor, which was about the size of a man's
.fist, was located about halfway up the reactor. The failure cut out
four turns of the windings completely and damaged eight others.
ii\ost of the insulation covering was also burned off.

Having determined that the failure of the reactor was not due to
causes attributable to the Government, the contracting officer directed
the appellant either to replace it or to restore it to satisfacory operat-
ing condition. The appellant replaced the reactor at a cost of
$6,593.33. It was also charged by the Bureau with removal and
reinstallation costs in the amount of $550.34. Thus, the total amount
of its claim is $7,143.67.
* On December 14,-1959, the undersigned held a hearing at Denver,
Colorado, for the purpose of taking testimony with respect to the
cause of the failure of the reactor. The only witness on behalf of the
appellant was Elder Paul Nason, the manager of its substation and
reactor section. On behalf of the Government, there testified John

* Parmakian, a mechanical and civil engineer, who is the chief of the
Bureau's Technical Engineering Analysis Branch of the. Division of
Design; Donald C. Millard, an electrical engineer, who is the chief
-of the Bureau's Transmission Plant Design Section; and John E.
Skuderna, an electrical engineer in the Bureau's power system techni-
cal section.

The test of the reactors made at the factory were required by para-
fgraph %-5 of the specifications, which provided that the reactors
should be completely assembled at the factory and should be sub-
jected at the expense of the contractor to the followingtests at 60
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cycles, in accordance with the standards of the American Standards
Assodiation: (1) applied potential tests; (2) a total loss test to be
measured by applying a voltage, at rated frequency, sufficient to pro-
duce rated current in the windings; (3) a temperature rise test; and
(4) an inductive reactance test.

The applied potential test was made at 60,000 volts to around, which
was almost more than double than what the A.S.A. standards
required. Some of the tests were made, however, at one-fourth rated
current and voltage and for this reason the Bureau made a, deduction
of $111 from what was owing to the appellant. In performing the
temperature rise test, only one of the reactors was subjected to the
test but this was in accordance with A.S.A. standards. Thus, it came
about that the reactor that failed was not tested at fall current and
voltage, nor was it subjected to the temperature test at all.

The tests were made in the presence of a Bureau insiector by the
name of Walter J. Richeson, who, in his report, dated NoTvember 9,
1957, characterized the workmanship on the reactors as "good" (the
other two possible ratings being "excellent" and "fair"), and made,
in the space provided for "Remarks," the following statement:

I believe these reactors meet the requirements of the specification but I have
enclosed one copy of the test report for the Electrical Div to review. If the test
report is not satisfactory, please notify Westinghouse, Sharon Pa. by wire. I
have accepted the material and the reactors will probably be shipped on Nov.
13 or 14.2

The Bureau did not send a telegram to the Sharon factory but under
date of November 21,1957, wrote to the Denver office of the appellant
to inquire wheat current and voltage were applied in performing the
impedance test. The reactors were shipped by the appellant, how-
ever, without making any reply to this inquiry.-

However, the factory tests were not the only tests for which pro-
vision was made in the specifications, which contemplated that after
the reactors had been--delivered and -installed, they would be tbsted
and operated for a period of 60 calendar days and approved by the
contracting officer before final payment was made, provided that if
the Governuent were delayed for: more than 6 months in installing,
testing, and operating the equipment, final payment would be made
at the id of the 6-month period. 0This provision was made in para-
graph B-8, of the specifications headed "Payments," which included
two provisions that should be quoted in-full.

2 Paragraph C-5 of the specifications provided: "The reactors shall not be shipped until
after the inspector has approved the tests."
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In subparagraph.(b) (3) it was provided:

In the event final payment for any part of the equipment is made in advance
of the acceptance tests, such payment shall not relieve the contractor of full
responsibility for the equipment meeting all of the performance warranties and
requirements of the invitation, nor shall such payment relieve the contractor
of tet obligation for the above 60-day operating period after installation and
correction of all defects.

In subparagraph (b) (4) it was also provided:
All materials, work and drawings covered by partial payments made shall.

thereupon become the sole property of the Government, but this provision shall
not be construed as relieving the contractor from the sole responsibility for
the care- and protection of materials and work upon which payments have been
made of the. restoration of any work damaged from any cause, while in the
possession of or under the control of the contractor, or its subcontractor, or
as a waiver of the right of the Government to require the fulfillment of all of
the terms of the contract: Provided, That the contractor shall not be responsible
for damage resulting from improper care during storage while under the control
of the Government:'

The performance warranty was contained in paragraph B-12 of
the specifications. Subparagraph (1) thereof, headed "Defects.
disclosed prior to acceptance," provided in pertinent part as follows:

Any defects in materials or workmanship or other failure to meet require-
ments of the invitation, including errors or omissions on the part of the con-
tractor which are disclosed prior to final payment or prior to acceptance by the
Government after completion of all tests or expiration of the operating period as
provided for in Paragraph B-8, which ever occurs at the later date, shall, if so
directed by the Government, be corrected entirely at the expense of the con-
tractor, including costs of required tests of corrected equipment * *

In subparagraph (2) of the same paragraph provision was also made
for the correction of latent defects, discovered within year after the
equipment had been placed in use.

Both the appellant and the Government are agreed that it, is not
possible to establish with absolute certainty the cause, of the failure
of the reactor. In this situation, the question naturally arises:,which
of the parties has the burden of proof? This question is always a
difficult one because, as Wignore points out, there is no simple and
universal rule by which this question may be resolved, and even the
rule, that the burden rests normally on the party advancing the affirma-
tive of a proposition, has its. exceptions.. All that can be said in gen-

The provisions of this paragraph obviously replaced ArtIce 6 of the GeneraI Provisions,
which declared that "the Contractor shall be responsible for the supplies covered by this
contract until they are delivered at the designated] delivery point, regardless of the point
of inspection * *-
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eral terms is that the burden of proof should rest with the party on
whom, in the light of experience and considerations of fairness
applicable in the circumstances of the particular case, it should be.
placed.4

The appellant advances a variety of arguments in support of its
'contention that the burden of proving the cause of the failure of the
reactor should be placed upon the Government. These arguments are
that the reactor had been delivered to and had been under the control
of the Government for more than 6 months before it failed; that the
appellant under the terms of the contract was not in effect made an
insurer of the equipment but only made responsible for the correction
of defects which nust be shown to exist; and that the provisions for
the test period and for approval' and acceptance by the contracting
officer are merely for the purpose of determining whether the equip-
ment met the requirements of the specifications.

These arguments are valid enough as. far as they go but the ap-
pellant has confused the question of the requirements of the contract
-with respect to the correction of defects with the question of the burden
'of proof. If the one question were necessarily determinative of the
*other, the provisions of the contract designed for the protection of
the Government would be largely nullified. The appellant also seems
to confuse the existence of a defect with its cause. There is, of course,
no doubt but that one of the reactors was defective; the only question
is whether the burden is on the Government to establish its cause. In
view of the provisions of the contract not only for testing the equip-
ment at the factory but also for testing it for a 60-day period at the
site of installation prior to its final acceptance, it would be neither
fair nor logical to put the burden of proof on the Government merely
because the equipment had been in its possession for some time before
the failure of the reactor occurred. If the appellant is asserting
that the Government did something to damage the equipment while
it was in its possession, it should be required to prove the affirmative of
this proposition. This should be required especially in view of the
fact that the record does not establish conclusively that the testing
of the equipment at the factory 'and its subsequent'shipment was
strictly in accordance with the requirements of the contract and regu-
lar in all respects. It is not too clear from the' record that all of the
tests made at the factory were in accordance with A.S.A. standards.
The fact that the bureau subsequently made a deduction from pay-

Wigmore on Evidence (Third Edition), section 2486.
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ments to the appellant because of savings to it in the performance of
the tests did not constitute, of course, a waiver of any of the require-
nents of the contract, especially when it is considered that it would
have served little, if any, purpose, to return the reactors to the appel-
lant once they had been shipped. As for the "acceptance" of the re-
actor by the factory inspector, the fact that he sent the test report to
the Bureau for review, would seem to raise the question whether his
acceptance was not contingent.

The appellant also asks that the Board apply the general rule in the
law of sales that the burden of proving a breach of warranty of kind,
quality, or title is on the buyer.5 It is true that both at common law
and under the Uniform Sales Act that this burden is imposed on the
buyer but such is the case only when the buyer has paid for and ac-
cepted the goods,6 which was not true in the present case. The factory
inspection had been only preliminary, and in addition to the final
inspection at the site of installation, acceptance was subject to a test
period. Moreover, there is ample authority for the proposition that
while the buyer must establish the breach of the warranty or show
the defect in the article sold, he need not show the specific cause of
the defect especially when the subject of the sale was complex
machinery., If the seller is contending that the equipment was the
subject of the sale failed because of some fault or factor attributable
to the buyer, the burden of proving this contention is on him.9

Under the terms of the contract in this case, the appellant would be
entitled to prevail only if it could show that the reactor failed because
of some fault on the part of the Government. Having the burden

546 Amer. Juris., Title Sales, sec. 309, p. 490; John A. Johnson Sons Inc. et at. v.
United States, 153 P. 2d 534 (4th Cir., 1946)..

6 J N. Bray & Son et al. v. Southern Iron & Equipsaent Co., 113 S.E. 55 (Ga., 1922);
Christian & Brough Co. v. Goodman Garrett, 96 So. 692 (Miss. 1923); Burton & Class v.
Connell, 65 S.E. 2d 620 (Ga., 1951) ; Resolute Paper Products Corp., ASBCA Nos. 3961
and 4053 (September 30, 1957), 5-1 BCA Paragraph 1738; Hercules Engineering &
Manufacturing o, ASBCA No. 4979 (December 9, 1959), 59-2 BCA Paragraph 2426.
Where there is a trial or test period, the seller also has the burden of proving acceptance
within the period allowed: McMillan v. Jaeger Manufacturing Co., 159 N.W. 208 (Iowa,
1916) ; Newcomb et a. v. York Ice Machinery Corporation, 56 . 2d 576 (5th Cir., 1932).

7Standard Motor Car Co. v. St. Anant, 134 So. 279 (La., 1931) ; Hemenway, Inc. v.
Roach, 175 So. 892 (La., 1937) ; Flexsmir, Inc. v. Lindeman & Co., 73 Ati. 2d 243 (N.J.,
1950) ; McCabe v. L. K. Liggett Drug Co., 112 N.E. 2d 254 (Mass., 1953) ; Ricci v.
Barscheskij 116 AtI. 2d 273 (Pa., 1955).

8J. B. Beaird Co. Inc. v. Burrs Bros. Ltd., 44 So. 2 693 (La., 1949) A. J. Bartolotta
v. Mike Gambino, 78 So. 2 208 (La., 1955).

EMontague Compressed Air Co. v. City of ulton et al., 148 S.W. 422 (Mo., 1912)
J. B. Colt Co. v: Berry (Ky., 1927) ; United States Rubber Products, Inc. v. Clark, 200 So.
385 (Fla., 1941). Hales-MuZlaly, Incn v. Cannon, 119 Pac. 2d 46 (Okla., 1941).
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.of establishing this cause of this failure, and having; failed to do so,
its claim must be denied.

However, even if the burden of proof be assumed to rest on the
,Government, the Board is also of the opinion that it has established
the probable cause of the failure of the reactor by a clear preponder-
ance of the evidence. To make out even a case of express or implied
breach of warranty, the buyer need not prove the cause of failure
with absolute certainty. As the court said in Murphy Bradford v.
Moore Brothers Feed and Grocery, 105 So. 2d 825, 829 (Alabama,
1958)

No absolutely positive causal connection is required. In the very nature of
things no direct proof of the cause of the trouble can be given. Direct proof
is not necessary and circumstantial evidence may be resorted to. The require-
ments of the law are satisfied if the existence of this fact is made the more
probable hypothesis, when considered with reference to the possibility of other
hypotheses. E 

The appellant has contended that the reactor failed beca'use of one of
only two possible causes. The first cause alleged is a voltage surge
inducing a ferroresonant condition in the power system at the time
the reactor was energized. The circuit upon which the reactor that
failed was located took off from the tertiary winding of an auto-
transformer bank, and the reactor was energized by closing the breaker
from a control on the switchboard. On December 9 and 10, 1958,
the Bureau conducted field tests in the presence of a representative of
the appellant in order to determine whether a voltage surge could
have been caused by malfunction of the breaker, or by any other
equipment on the circuit. The tests showed that there was no mal-
function of the breaker. As the reactor had failed in summer and the
tests were being made in the winter, the breaker was pre-heated in
one of the tests. Moreover, the record shows that the breaker had
not been modified in any way or repaired between the time of the
failure of the reactor and the time of the tests. The tests also showed
that it was extremely unlikely that a surge causing a resonant condi-
tion in the circuit could have entered the bus, although this was theo-
retically possible. It is highly significant that at the time the reactor
failed no other equipment on the tertiary. bus failed. If there had
been a voltage surge, other components of the circuit should also
have failed. It is also significant that the bus was protected by' a

LO To the same effect: Pecoham v. Eastern States Farmers' l3spchange, Inc., 134 P. upp.
950 (U.S. Dist. Co., Dist. R. I., 1955); Flynn v. Growers Otlet, Inc., 30 N. B. 2d 250
(Mass., 1940); Heimsoth v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 116 N.E. 2d 193 (Ill., 1953) Simon

v. Graham Bakery, 111 AtI. 2d 884 (N.J., 1955).
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set of 15-kva lightning arresters designed to control surge voltages
that might enter. the bus, and that the closest lightning arrester was
approximately 40 feet from the reactor which failed. It was, thus,
closer than any other lightning arrester to any of the other shunt
'reactors. The appellant seeks to discredit the oscillographs taken by
the Bureau of the various currents and voltages which might have
affected the reactor on the. ground, that a magnetic rather than a
cathode ray oscillograph was used in obtaining the data. However,
while a cathode ray oscillograph is more sensitive than a magnetic
one, the latter was entirely adequate for the purposes for which it
was used.

'The alternative contention of the appellant, which is that the fail-
iure of the reactor may have been caused by foreign material in the
windings, seems to be even less convincing than its voltage-surge
'theory. Since the failure occurred in the interior, windngs .of the
reactor, it is difficult to perceive how the foreign material could have
'entered. Moreover, the foreign material would not only have to enter
*the interior windings but also would have to pierce the insulation and.
establish a conductive path between two turns of the reactor. Such
:a result would have required the operation of a series of unusual co-
incidences. The contracting officer in a letter to the appellant, dated
'September 4, 1958, stated that "the reactor was carefully examined
!before being energized," and if there had then been foreign material
'in the reactor it should have been detected. After the reactor failed,
'it was examined for indications of the presence of foreign material,
and no such indications were found. Assuming that the factory
tests of the reactor- that failed would have revealed the presence of
foreign material, such material could, conceivably, have entered the
'reactor while it was being crated, by the appellant for shipment.
'The appellant has suggested that the foreign material was possibly
a nail or nails, but these would be more likely to get into the reactor
during the process of shipment, and it is in any event most unlikely
that nails would puncture the insulation. At the hearing the appel-
lant's witness suggested that the foreign object in the windings may;
have been a mouse which chewed on the insulation and thus perished
in the reactor. But the mouse would also have had to prepare itself
,for its own cremation by draping itself across the windings exactly
where they were bare.

It is the Governent's position that the only probable cause of the
failure of the reactor was a faulty weld, and the evidence produced in
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support of this contention, which rests upon sound expert opinion, is
very persuasive.

The heliarc welding process, which was involved in the manufacture
of the reactors, is very exacting. In this process the molten aluminum
must be shielded by helium, an inert gas, which is made to flow over
the arc. To achieve an effective electrical joint, the contact surfaces
must be clean, and there must be intimate contact between the weld and
the wires comprising the cable. Because aluminum has high thermal
and electrical conductivity, higher values of welding current have to
be employed, and the welding time must be relatively short. Extreme
care is necessary to prevent oxidation of the aluminum to be joined,
especially when strands of individual wire are to be joined, since air-
leakage from the voids between them can contaminate the inert gas
shield, and result in imperfect joining of the strands.

The heliare welding process is a development of the last decade.
Aluminum could not be welded at all until inert gas came to be used.
While the appellant has been making reactors since 1929, it has been
-using stranded aluminum cable in their manufacture only since 1949
or 1950, and it had built, prior to those involved in the present case,
only three to six reactors of the same capacity, and these had been
constructed for the Bonneville Power Administration.

In view of the exacting nature of the heliarc welding process, and
the limited experience with its use, it is easy to perceive how there
could have been faults in the welding, although this is not to say, of
course, that they were inevitable, for then all three of the reactors
would have failed. It is of some significance that the failure in the
reactor occurred in the vicinity of two welds and, if there were two,
there may also have been a third. John Parmakian, who has had a
quarter of a century of experience in welding, gave it as his expert
opinion that the failure of the reactor was due to a defective weld,
and the appellant called no welding expert of its own to challenge this
opinion. Nason, the appellant's only witness, conceded that he was not
a welding expert but he was, nevertheless, of the opinion that it was
possible that welds could occur on two parallel cables at the same point.
Indeed, if the occurrence of a high voltage surge, and the presence
of foreign magnetic material, are ruled out as causes of the failure,
as they must be, a faulty weld seems to be the only likely cause of
the failure. It would be necessary to conclude, if all three of the
alleged causes are ruled out, that the failure is wholly inexplicable.

To be sure, Nason testified also that in his opinion the resistance
measurenients obtained in the course of testing the reactors at the
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factory would have revealed a defective weld, notwithstanding the
fact that there was involved a long length of cable with a short high
resistance area. However, Parmakian was of a contrary opinion and
testified that there would be no substantial difference in resistance
measurements in a long length of cable whether or not it contained a
defective weld. Moreover, Skuderna also testified that where the re-
sistance in two parallel windings was substantially equal both wind-
ings would conduct substantially the same current -antil the point of
complete failure.

There is another crucial objection, however, to accepting Nason's
contention that the resistance measurements would necessarily have
revealed the existence of a defective weld. This objection is based

"on the fact that the test was made at only one-fourth rated current and
voltage. That this reduction in current and voltage would affect the
results of the test was convincingly demonstrated by Parmakian with
a model which was constructed under his supervision. The model
consisted of a 90-foot coil of nichrome 16-gage wire wrapped around
four insulators. A small 6-watt lamp was connected in parallel. A
*weld o joint wag siniulated in the model by means of a f-inch gap, in
the prongs of which there could be inserted nichrome wire of the same
diameter as the adjacent coil, which was about 50-thousandths of an
inch, and also nichrome wire of about 10-thousandths .of an inch,
which since it was only one-fifth the diameter of the adjacent coil
would. simulate a defective, weld. The resistance readings in olms
were substantially the same with the heavier wire, and the entire coil
also carried full current and voltage with this heavier wire. However,
with the lighter wire inserted in the gap, the wire carried the current
and voltage satisfactorily at one-fourth and one-half current and
voltage, but at three-fourths current and voltage it failed. Moreover,
when full current and. voltage were applied, the reduced section failed
in approximately 2. seconds, or in about the same time that failure
occurred in the reactor.. The appellant. objects that there are differ-
ences between the reactors and the model, which is, of course, obvious,
but these differences were structural and would not affect the operation
of the electrical laws which were involved..

The Gover ment in its brief expressly repudiates any implication
that the appellant habitally produces defective electrical equipment.
It concedes indeed that an occasional failure of equipment is simply
inevitable. Convinced that the Government has succeeded in estab-
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lishing by a clear preponderance of the evidence that the cause of the
failure of the reactor was a defective weld in its manufacture, the.
claim of the appellant must be denied.:

Conclusion

Therefore, the decision of the contracting officer rejecting the claim
of the appellant is affirmed.

WILLIAM SEAGLE, Member.
WE concur:

PA'IL H. GANTT, Chairman.

GEORGE W. TOMAN, Alternate Member.

PURVIS C. VICKERS ET Al.

A-28255 Decided Marchb 29,1960;

Color or Claim of Title: Good Faith
An occupant of public land who: knows that title to the land is in the United

Stateg at the time he purchases the land cannot be regarded as holding the
land in' good faith under claim or color of title, within the meaning of the

Color of Title Act.

Color or Claim of Title: Good Faith
One cannot be said to be holding land in good faith under claim or color of

title after he has filed a homestead entry application on the land or located

mining claims on the land.

APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF' LAXD MNAGEMENT

Purvis C. Vickers, Robert I. Vickers, and Joseph M. Vickers, a
copartnership known as Vickers Brothers, have appealed to the Sec-
retary of the Interior from a decision; of the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, dated August 26,1959, which affirmed, as modi-
fied, a decision of the acting manager of the Denver, Colorado, land
office, dated December 30, 1958, rejecting their color of title' applica-
tion, Colorado 023688, to purchas4 certain land located in T. 43 N.,

R. 4 W., N.M.P.M., Colorado, under the act of December 22, 1928, as

amended (43 U.S.C., 1958 'd., sec. '1068). The application was rejected

on the ground that the appellants and their parents, their predecessors
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in title, knew at the time they acquired their title to the land' that the

title was in the United States.

The records of the Department show that the appellants' father,,

John W. T ickers, prior to the conveyance of the land to him in 1926,

acquired in 1922 a mining claim within the limits of the land applied

'for which had been located in 1917. The records also show that the,

appellants or their father located other mining claims on the land

since 1934. On August 8, 1945, Purvis C. Vickers filed a homestead

application for parts of the land, which was rejected for the reason

that the land applied for was withdrawn for powersite purposes.

The Color of Title Act, as amended (supra), provides that-

The Secretary of the Interior (a) shall, whenever it shall be shown to his
satisfaction that a tract of public land has been held in good faith and in peaceful,.
adverse, possession by a claimant, his ancestors or grantors, under claim or color
of title for more than twenty years, and that valuable improvements have been
placed on such land or some part thereof has been reduced to cultivation * * *
issue a patent for not to exceed one hundred and sixty acres of such land upon
the payment of not less than $1.25 per acre * *

It is well established that the fact that land may have been held by

other persons in good faith for more than' 20 years. under color of

title does not justify the issuance of a patent under the Color of Title

Act to one who thereafter purchases the land with knowledge that

title was in the United States. Anthony S. Enos, 60 I.D. 106, 108,329,,
331 (1949). The act requires that occupancy under claim or color of'

title be in good faith in order to authorize a purchaser thereunder.

Henehaw v. Ellmakr, 56 ID. 241, (19374), And "there can be no such
thing as good faith in an adverse holding, where the party knows that

he has no title, and that, under the law, which he is presumed to know,.

he can acquire none by his occupation." Deffebacle v. Hawke, 115 U.S-

392,407 (1885). Consequently, the application for purchase under the

act of a person who acquires it or occupies it after he purchases the

land with knowledge that he has no title and that title is in the United

States is lacking in the element of good faith and must be rejected.

Clyde A. Pillebawn A-25933. (November 8, 1950) ; Ephraim fR. Nel-
son A-25865 (June 6, 1950); William Renton, A-23258 (January
11, 1943); Wesley WJ. Gletty, A-25819 (May 23,1950) .1

1 It should be noted that the Departmental decisions cited were rendered prior to the
amendment of the Color of Title Act (45 Stat. 1069) by the act of July 28, 1953 (67 Stat.
227). Yet Congress made no change in the language of the act which would indicate
disapproval of the Department's interpretation of the act.
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The record indicates that the subject land has been operated as a
ranch and dude ranch and substantial improvements in the form of
buildings, corrals, sewer system, butane gas system, and electrical
system, etc., have been made on the land. The Director properly
stated that the appellants shoLld be allowed a reasonable time within
which to remove those improvements which can be removed without
substantial damage to the improvements or to the land, and that if any
other disposition of the land should be made, as a condition precedent
to anyone else acquiring title, such person be required to compensate
the appellants for the value of improvements which cannot be removed
and which will be of value to the person acquiring the land.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348),: the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: TREG
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A-28190 Decided April 1, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Description of Land
An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected as to surveyed lands which

are designated in the offer as unsurveyed lands and described by metes
and bounds, even though the offer gives what probably will be the descrip-
tion of the lands when they ate surveyed.

ORl and Gas Leases: 640-acre Limitation
An oil and gas lease offer which includes less than 640 acres because some

of the land is improperly described is properly rejected as a violation of
the departmental regulation requiring that an offer be for not less than
640 acres.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND NANAGEXENT

L. E. Linck has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a
decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated May 21, 1959, which modified and affirmed a decision of the
manager of the land office at Anchorage, Alaska, dated April 17, 1958,
rejecting his noncoinpetitive oil and gas lease offer, Anchorage 023789,
filed April 14, 1953, under section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226).

The appellant's offer described by metes and bounds 2,560 acres of
land designated by him as "Unsurveyed lands." It also gave the
probable description of the land when surveyed. The manager re-
jected the, offer in its entirety, pointing out that all of the land des-
ignated above the high water mark was surveyed and thus was
inproperly described by metes and bounds. The remainder, he said,
constitutes tide land or submerged land in Wide Bay not subject to
leasing under the Mineral Leasing Act.

On appeal, the Acting Director agreed that surveyed land cannot
be leased in response to an offer describing it by metes and bounds
and that tide lands and submerged lands are not leasable under the
Mineral Leasing Act. He found, however, that 320 acres of the
upland included in the offer were unsurveyed and available for leas-
ing. Nevertheless, he concluded that this land could not be leased
because it is not isolated or otherwise within an exception to the rule
requiring oil and gas lease offers to include at least 640 acres of land
(43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 192.42(d)).

J In his appeal to the Secretary, the appellant contends that his
offer covered 696.32 acres of land available for leasing exclusive
of the tide land and submerged land and thus meets the 640-acre
requirement. He observes that even land covered by another lease

67 I.D., No.4
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offer is regarded as available for leasing in determining whether an
offer complies with the 640-acre requirement and that rejection of
a portion of an offer does not ordinarily invalidate the entire offer.
He concludes that the rejection of the portion of his offer which re-
lated to surveyed land should not, therefore, require rejection of the
offer in its entirety.
; The appellant stated in his offer that it covers land which, when

surveyed, probably will be the .E/2 of sections 3 and 10 and all of
sections 14, 15, and 22, T. 33 S., R. 45 W., Seward Meridian. His
metes and bounds description commences with a point of beginning at
the northeast corner of section 3 runs 2 miles south, 1 mile east,
1 mile south, 1 mile west, 1 mile south, 1 mile west, 2 miles north,
1/2 mile east, 2 miles north, and finally 1/2 mile east. The plat of
survey approved August 19, 1922, shows all of this land is surveyed,
except the land in section 3. Most of the land in sections 14, 15, and
22 is beneath the waters of Wide Bay.

The land subject to the ebb and flow of the tide and the land fully
submerged by the waters of the Bay are not available, for leasing
under the Mineral Leasing Act (Pexco, Inc., et al., 66 I.D. 152 (1959)),
but all of the upland, both the surveyed and the unsurveyed land, is
available for leasing in response to a proper offer.

At the time this offer was filed, the applicable departmental regu-
lation provided:

* * * Each offer must describe the lands by legal subdivision, section, town-
ship, and range, if the lands are surveyed, and if not surveyed, by a metes and
bounds description connected with a corner of the public land surveys by course
and distance and must cover only lands entirely within a six-mile square. Each
offer must be for an area of not more than 2,560 acres except where the rule of
approximation applies, and may not be for less than 640 acres except in any
one of the following instances:

(1) Where the offer is accompanied by a showing that the lands are in an
approved unit or cooperative plan of operation or such a plan which has been
approved as to forn by the Director of the Geological Survey.

(2) Where the land is surrounded by lands not available for leasing under
the act, except that where the tract was isolated as the result of a partial relin-
quishment of a lease, no lease offer will be received for the relinquished land
other than one filed under the conditions prescribed in subparagraph (1) of this
paragraph for a period of 60 days from and after the date of filing of the partial
relinquishment. (43 CPFR, 1953 Supp., 192.42(d)).

The portion of the appellant's description of the land to be leased
which related to surveyed land was defective because such land was
not properly described by subdivision, section, township, and range.
Because the requirement of the regulation for the legal description of
surveyed land is mandatory, the offer was properly rejected as to this
land. 43 CFR, 1953 Supp., 192.42(g).

The, appellant contends that he "described the lands by sections,
t6wnship, range, and meridian, as well as by a metes and bounds

,pi ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 . :5a
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description, because both types of land were included in the offer."
Hence he holds he has complied with 43 CFR 192.42(d).

As stated earlier, appellant's offer designated the land applied for
as "nsurveyed lands" and then gave a metes and bounds description
of all the land. Following this description was the statement: "Prob-
ably will be EF. 1½2 Secs. 3 & 10, and Secs. 14, 15, 22 T. 33 S., R. 45 W.,
S. M." It is obvious from this that appellant thought all the land
was unsurveyed, not just that a portion was unsurveyed; and that the
metes and bounds description was intended to fix the limits of the
land sought, not his closing reference to what the legal subdivisions
probably would be when the land was surveyed. He cannot now say
that the metes and bounds description was intended to describe only
the unsurveyed E/2 of section 3 and that his reference to legal sub-
divisions was intended as the description of the remaining surveyed
land.

Because sections are not always regular in size, a metes and bounds
description of surveyed land, based upon regular-sized sections, may
not coincide with the land as actually surveyed.1 In the event of a
discrepancy, the question would arise whether the offeror is entitled
to the land covered by his "probable" surveyed description when it
does not fall within his metes and bounds description. To prevent
uncertainty of administration and in fairness to other offerors, the
answer must be in the negative. It is certainly not unfair to hold an
offeror to what he obviously intended.

I conclude, therefore, that appellant's offer did not describe the
surveyed land in the offer as required by the pertinent regulation and
that the offer was properly rejected as to that land for this reason.

This leaves in the appellant's offer only 320 acres of unsurveyed
land, one-half of the minimum acreage required to be included in an
offer. As to this the appellant asserts that rejection. of part of an
offer should not invalidate the entire offer and that his offer, if re-
jected as to the surveyed land, should be allowed as to the unsurveyed
land. The purpose of the 640-acre rule was set forth in Annie Dell
Wheatly et al., 62 I.D. 292 (1955). The Department has been alert
to attempts to circumvent the rule and has indicated plainly that it
will not permit practices which could lead to evasion of the rule_
Natalie Z. Shell, 62 I.D. 417, 419 (1955) ; Habvor F. Holbeck, 63 I.DT
102 (1956); Janis A. Koslosky, 66 I.D. 384 (1959).

If the argument of appellant were accepted, the door would be
opened to a simple way of evading the 640-acre rule. An offeror
could apply for the land he wants (less than 640 acres) and then in-

l For example, in this case, the north-south length of sec. 3 is not the normal 80 chains
(1 mile) but 79.87 chains (8.58 feet short of a mile). Therefore, the metes and bounds
given for the surveyed sections do not coincide exactly with the boundaries of the sections
as actually surveyed.
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elude in his offer sufficient additional land to make a total of 640 or
more acres but deliberately raisdescribe the additional land so that
his offer would be rejected as to that land. The misdescription could
take the form of describing surveyed lands by metes and bounds or
unsurveyed lands by metes and bounds that do not close, etc. The
Department cannot allow any such practices (which, of course, do not
comport with the regulations) even though there is no intent to evade
the 640-acre rule.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

EUGENE MILLER

A-28212 Decided April 5, 190

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Trespass:
Measure of Damages

A grazing licensee who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle and horses
in trespass upon the public domain is properly subjected to disciplinary
action consisting of assessment of damages and suspension of the grazing
privileges of his base property.

APPEAL FROX TIE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Eugene Miller has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management affirm-
ing a decision of a hearing examiner dated January 31, 1958, requiring
him to respond in damages and authorizing the manager to deny
Miller further grazing privileges for violations of the terms of his
grazing license and of the Federal Range Code. The hearing exam-
iner presided at a hearing held on August 29, 30, 31, 1957, on an
order to show cause issued by the State supervisor on July 23, 1957,
and issued his decision sustaining a portion of the trespasses alleged
and all of the penalties proposed by the State supervisor.

In the show cause order, the State supervisor charged Miller with:
1. overgrazing the Federal range by 144 cattle from April 1 to July 15, 1955,

to the extent of 504 AIUT'sl at an estimated damage to the United States of $1,260
by allowing a larger number of cattle than permitted by license to be upon the
range for a portion of the 1955 grazing season;

'An; AIum is the symbol for animal unit month which measures the forage required to
~support one cow for one month. An Arm is also the measure of forage support required
for one horse or five sheep or goats.
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2. unauthorized use of the Federal range by permitting 12 horses to graze
thereon from August 8, 1956, to January 4, 1957, to the extent of 58.8 AM's at
an estimated value of $176.40;

S. unauthorized use of the Federal range by permitting 24 horses to graze
thereon from March 26 to July 18, 1957, to the extent of 90.4 AUM's at an esti-
mated value of $271.20;

4. unauthorized use of the Federal range by permitting 14 cattle to graze
thereon from April 6 to July 18, 1957, and 7 cattle, from April 29 to July 18,
1957, to the extent of 242.7 Auii's at an estimated value of $606.75.

The total estimated damage listed in the charges is $2,314.35.
In his decision of January 31, 1958, the hearing examiner found

that there was overgrazing by Miller's cattle in 1955 to the extent of
47 AUKr's at a probable damage to the United States of $94 and unau-
thorized grazing in 1956 and 1957 by his horses to the extent of
124.8 Aux's at a probable damage of $312. The total amount of dam-
ages Miller was thus required to pay is $406. The hearing examiner
also found that Miller's conduct which gave rise to the damage which
had been proved constitutes willful trespass in violation of the Fed-
eral Range Code. He specified 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 1958 Supp., 161.11
(a) (1) which forbids grazing without an appropriate license and
43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 1958 Supp., 161.11 (a) (2) which forbids grazing
in excess of the number of livestock permitted. The hearing examiner
ruled that charge 4 as to cattle trespass in 1957 had not been sustained.

The Director of the Bureau of Land Management differed with
the hearing examiner as to the proper basis for his conclusion that
Miller was authorized to graze cattle upon the Federal range in 1957
without formal issuance of a license, but he affirmed the examiner's
findings as to the cattle trespass in 1955 and the horse trespasses in
1956 and 1957, and the further conclusion that Miller's conduct war-
rants the disciplinary action authorized by the examiner.

In his appeal to the Secretary, Miller assigns as error the Director's
finding that he was willfully in trespass with his cattle in 1955 and
with his horses in 1956 and 1957. However, his entire argument is
concerned with the horse trespasses in the 2 years mentioned, and he
concludes:

* * * if he was in trespass because these horses carried his brand that the
decisive element of wilfulness was not present. If this is the case, it leaves
only the one charge of trespass to his cattle to justify the revocation of his
grazing license. The remedy invoked is too harsh to be justified by one charge,
and for that reason the decision of the Director should be modified to fit the
facts.

Miller's lack of argument as to the cattle trespass seems to indicate
that he no longer seriously contends that he was not in willful trespass
with his cattle in 1955. In any event, the findings below on that point
are clearly substantiated by the record.
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I believe too that the horse trespasses in 1956 and 1957 were willful,
-although they appear to be part of a general problem in the grazing
district (Transcript of hearing, pp. 49, 75-T6).

The cattle trespasses, although limited to 1 year, were flagrant
violations of Miller's license. He not only made no attempt to remove
the trespassing cattle when first notified of the violation (Tr. 277-279)
but the number of cattle in trespass increased with each inspection
from 23 to 75 to 144. The payment of damages limited to the value
of the forage consumed would not be sufficient penalty for so deliber-
ate an offense. On the other hand, while the permanent deprivation
of grazing privileges seems to me to be too severe, I believe that some
deprivation of privileges is proper and I conclude that the grazing
privileges attached to Miller's base properties should be suspended for
a period of 2 years.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director is modified as
above stated and as modified is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF RICHEY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-187 Decided April 8, 1960

Contracts: Suspension and Termination-Contracts: Performance-Con-
tracts: Specifications-Contracts: Acts of Government

When experience with the operations of a roadway contractor for a period
of over a month showed that its equipment and methods of operation were
hopelessly inadequate to work long stretches of roadway, and the specifica-
tions expressly permitted the construction engineer in charge of the work
to restrain the contractor from undertaking new work to the prejudice of
work already started, he did not exceed his authority by limiting the
span of roadway on which the contractor might work to a designated
number of feet. The imposition of this operational limitation cannot be
successfully advanced by the contractor as an "act of Government," con-
verting the termination for default into a termination for the convenience
of the Government.

Contracts: Delays of Contractor
Despite the fact that the replacement of a broken bridge pile was delayed

by a teamsters' strike, the contractor is not entitled to an extension of time
for performance of the contract when the record shows that the contractor
was at fault in breaking the pile, was able to perform other work on the
bridge during the period of delay, and was grossly in default in the per-
formance of the contract as a whole.
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BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Richey Construction Company, of St. Johns, Arizona, a copartner-
ship consisting of Hugh Richey and his son, Philip N. Richey,1 has
filed a timely appeal front a decision of the contracting officer in the
form of a letter dated November 15, 1958, terminating its right to
proceed with the performance of the work under 'Contrict No.
14-20--600-4215, with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, hereinafter re-
ferred to as the Bureau.

The contract, which was dated April 9, 1958, and in6orporaited the
General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953), pro-
vided for the construction of 9.977 miles of highway on the Navajo
Indian Reservation in the vicinity of Chinle, Arizona. The construc-
tion work was to include grading, drainage, base course and bitumi-
nous surfacing, and the erection of two bridges, the Nazlini Wash
Bridge and the Cottonwood Wash Bridge. The estimated contract
price for the units of work to be performed under the contract was
$374,915.15. : -

Under the terms of the contract, the work was to be commenced
within 10 days of the receipt of notice to proceed, and to be com-
pleted within 210 calendar days after the date of receipt thereof, sub-
ject to the payment of liquidated damages at the rate of $100 a day for
each calendar day of delay in the completion of the work. As the
appellant received notice to proceed on April 25, 1958, the time for

*completion of all work under. the contract was fixed as November 21,
1958.

The specifications governing the performance of the work, which
will be hereinafter referred to as the Special Provisions, incorporated
the "Standard Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges
on Federal Highway Projects, FP-57, January 1957," except for
Division 1 thereof. In effect, this deleted the General Requirements
of FP-57 (as the standard specifications Will hereinafter be referred
to) but left in effect the construction details prescribed therein, unless
expressly modified by the Special Provisions.

Clause 5 of the general provisions, the "delays-damages" clause,
provided, insofar as pertinent, that the right of the contractor to pro-
ceed with the work might be terminated for failure to prosecute the
work with such diligence as would insure its completion within the
time specified or any extension thereof, except that the right to pro-
ceed was not to be terminated "because of any delays in the comple-
tion of the work due to unforeseeable causes beyond the control and

While this is the name given in typewritten copies of the contractor's performance and
payment bonds, it appears as Philip la. Richey in the construction contract executed by
him.
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without the fault or negligence of the Contractor," including but not
restricted to certain named causes, among which were "acts of the
Government," and "strikes."

The appellant commenced operations on May 7, 1958, but almost
from their very inception the supervisory employees of the Govern-
ment were dissatisfied with the kind and quality of the appellant's
equipment and its methods of operation. The slow progress made by
the appellant is indicated in the following table in which the percent-
age of work completed is shown in relation to the contract time elapsed
as of various dates in 1958:

Date Percentage of Percentage of
Date work completed contract time

elapsed

4/26-5/31- -__ _-_____-______-__-6 166/30-------II1 316/30 -- ------------------------------- 1 3
7/31- -____----______----____------____----_20 46
8/31 - 30 61
9/30 - 42 75
10/31 - 53 90

Thus, at the end of October 1958, the appellant had completed
only 53 percent of the contract work, although 90 percent of the

-contract time had elapsed. Indeed, the contract completion date
was only 3 weeks away. Moreover, in the latter part of October,.
the area officers of the Bureau in Gallup, New Mexico, received com-
munications indicating that the appellant was in fancial difficulties.
On October 28, 1958, they received a communication from the Treas-
ury Department that the appellant's bonding company, the Maryland
Casualty Company, had requested the withholding of payments to
the appellant because a considerable amount of unpaid claims against
it had been received. On the same date, they received a telegram
from the bonding company stating that there were loans not con-
nected with the contract which were outstanding against the appellant
in the amount of $31,243.66, and that the unpaid accounts under the
contract exceeded $25,000. A day later they received another tele-
gram, informing them that the Maryland Casualty Company was;
canceling the appellant's general and automobile liability policy for
non-payment of premiums. Shortly thereafter the Maryland Casu-
alty Company also requested that a payment to the appellant in the
amount of $41,683.28 be withheld.

Thereupon, the contracting officer sent a registered letter to the
appellant dated October 30, 1958, directing it to show cause within
10 days from the date of the receipt of the letter why its right to
proceed under the contract should not be terminated. As a result
of requests made by the appellant and its bonding company, the con-
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tracting officer extended the period allowed until November 14, 1958.
Under date of November 12, 1958, the appellant addressed a letter to
the contracting officer advancing six reasons why its right to proceed
under the contract should not be terminated. There followed the
contracting officer's letter of November 15,. 1958, terminating the
appellant's right to proceed under the contract. Under date of De-
cember 10, 1958, the appellant filed its notice of appeal from this ac-
tion, which incorporated by reference the contents of its letter of
November 12, 1958. Under date of March 20, 1959, the contract-
ing officer issued detailed findings of fact, setting forth the history of
the administration of the contract and the evidence supporting his
decision to terminate the appellant's right to proceed thereunder.2

On December 7, 8, and 9, 1959, the undersigned held a hearing
at Phoenix, Arizona, with reference to the justification for the termi-
nation of the appellant's right to proceed under the contract. The
principal witnesses for the appellant were the Richeys, father and
son, and the principal witnesses for the Government were Joseph H.
Knighton, the highway construction engineer who, as authorized rep-
resentative of the contracting officer, supervised the contract work,
and Harold E. Johnson, who was area road engineer for the Bureau,
headquartered at Gallup, New Mexico.

At the hearing, the appellant did not attempt to prove its termi-
nation costs or anticipated prdfits, stating that its costs would depend
on the outcome of litigation in which it was then still involved.

The six reasons against the termination of the contract that were
set forth by the appellant in its letter of November 12, 1958, were as
follows:

(1) That the contracting officer's representative had limited to an
unreasonably short distance the stretch of roadway which could be
worked by the appellant, thus idling much of its equipment.

(2) That the contracting officer's representative had required the
application of approximately three times the amount of water reason-
ably needed for compaction, thus oversaturating the material, and
requiring excessive compaction.

(3) That the contractor had been delayed for approximately 30
days by a teamsters' strike which interfered with the shipment of a
pile which was needed to replace a defective one which had been
broken in driving the piles in constructing the Nazlini Wash Bridge.

(4) That the contracting officer's representative had required the
contractor to lay approximately 1,500 feet of road grade three times

2 2 The findings ran to 4T pages, and there were attached to them no less than 246 ex-
hibits. Of particular importance are Exhibits 67 to 202, inclusive, consisting of the daily
reports of John T. Roberts, who was apparently the chief inspector 'on the job, and-
Exhibits 207 to 237, consisting of the diary of Joseph H. Knighton, the construction
engineer in charge of the work.
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"at the junction of Chinle to Chinle Junction Route 7 and Chinle
Junction South on Route 8," for which no additional payment or time
allowance had been made.

(5) That the contracting officer's representative required the Conl-
tractor to complete fills adjoining the abutments of the Nazlini Wash
Bridge before doing any other work, thus idling the items of equip
ment not involved in the completion of the fill.

:(6) That throughout the period of construction the Government
did not have a sufficient engineering force to set stakes for grade
finishing on time, so that the contractor was usually ahead 'of the
staking, and had to return to finish the grade, and that, in general,
much of the engineering for the appellant's work was done during the
weekends on a part-time basis by a Government engineering crew from
another project.
* These diverse excuses of the appellant may, with a single exception,

all be subsumed under the category "acts of the Government." There'
can hardly be any question but that at the time of the termination
of the contract it was utterly impossible for the appellant to have
completed the work within the allotted time, and also that it was in
great financial difficulties. The appellant is, therefore, attempting to
shift to the Government the whole blame for the situation in an effort
to convert the termination for default into a termination for the con-
venience of the Govermnent. However, the attempt cannot be re-
garded as successful. Indeed, the only serious question' presented by
the record is represented by the appellant's first excuse that the con-,
struction engineer unreasonably limited the span of roadway which
might be worked by it at one time.

This operational limitation, as it will hereinafter be referred to,
was imposed by Knighton as the authorized representative of the
contracting officer in charge of the work pursuant to Article 8.2,
headed "Prosecution of Work" which required that the contractor
(1) file with the contracting officer within' 20 days of receipt of notice
to proceed a chart or schedule of proposed progress; (2) conduct the
work "in such mauer and with sufficient materials, equipment, and
labor as are considered necessary to insure its completion"; 3 and (3)
notify the contracting officer if the work was temporarily discontin-
ued for any reason. The second paragraph of the article also con-
tained a provision which read as follows:

The contractor shall not open up work, to the prejudice of work already
started, and the contracting officer may require the contractor to finish a section
on which work is in progress before work is started on any additional section.

This provision was reinforced, insofar as equipment was concerned, by Article 8.5
of the Special Provisions, the first sentence of which read: "All equipment used on the
work shall be of sufficient size and in such mechanical condition as to meet' with the
requirements of the work and to'produce a satisfactory quality of work."
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The evidence with reference both to the time when the operational
limitation was imposed and its precise scope and effect is conflicting.
The elder Richey maintained at the hearing that the operational
limitation was imposed on May 7, or within a few days thereafter,.
which would be at the very commencement of the grading operations.
He also maintained that the operational limitation was 200 or 250 feet
until June 25, when at a conference with representatives of the Bureau
it was increased to 500 feet. He testified, moreover, that this increase
in the distance on June 25 was indicated by an entry in his diary.
On the other hand, Knighton testified that he imposed the operational
limitation on June 9 to become effective the next day, and that the
distance was at all times 300 feet for the whole width of the roadway,
and 600 feet for half-sections of the roadway. Knighton's testimony
is fully supported by his, own contemporaneous reports and diary,
and by contemporaneous reports also made by Harold E. Johnson,
the area road engineer, who with Jack C. Baker, the agency road
engineer, was present at the June 25th meeting.4 In view of the
contemporaneous reports and the fact that both of the Richeys gave
testimony on many points which was obviously contrary to many
facts conclusively established by the record, the Board cannot credit
their testimony that the operational limitation was imposed on May
7, and that the operational distance was from 200 or 250 to 500 feet.
The testimony of the elder Richey that the operational limitation
was imposed on Aay is, moreover, inherently incredible. A road
construction engineer of Knighton's experience-he had been engaged
in road construction since 1922-would hardly have limited a col-
tractor's operations before he had had an opportunity to become
acquainted with the capacity of his equipment and methods of opera-
tion. The Board must find, therefore, that the operational limitation
was imposed on June 9, and that it was 300 feet for the whole width
of the roadway, and 600 feet for half-sections of the roadway.

Knighton imposed the operational limitation because he deemed
the appellant's campaction equipment to be inadequate to take care
of the material which was being spread, and also because the water
supply was inadequate to carry on an extensive operation. However,
the evidence is particularly conflicting with reference to the effect
of the operational limitation on the appellant's grading operations.
The elder Richey testified that it was impractical to operate on a
length of roadway which was less than about 1,500 feet, and he was
supported in this position by two other witnesses, Otis Kelly Bruce, a
grading foreman working in the Phoenix area, and John Henry

,'In appeal of W W Comtpany, ICA-54: (August 4, 1958), the Board emphasized the
importance to be accorded to the contemporaneous reports of supervisory project per-
sonnel made in the regular course of the work before controversy had arisen.
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Tanner, a civil engineer, called to testify as expert witnesses. They
both testified that they had never heard of the imposition of an
operational limitation in road construction work, and it can hardly
be disputed that it was an extraordinary measure. Knighton himself
admitted that during the whole of his long career as a road construc-
tion engineer he had never imposed any limitation on the operations
of a road construction contractor. But he insisted, nevertheless, that
it was justified in the present instance. Johnson, who was also a road
construction engineer of very long experience, gave it as his opinion
that the operational limitation imposed by Knighton was wholly
practicable in the circumstances of the case. Tanner made a special
point of the importance of the balance points between cuts and fills
in roadway construction, and insisted that a shorter distance than
that between balance points could not be worked successfully. But
Johnson testified that the operational limitation was not imposed in
areas where there were cuts and fills, which was from a hill to the
south end of the job, and that except for this stretch the terrain where
the appellant was Working was rather flat, so that the appellant
merely had to pick up the material in the ditch and put it in the
roadway, an operation that was entirely practical even within a short
distance. As the Bureau's road engineers were men of extremely long
and varied experience, and the appellant's witnesses were imperfectly
acquainted, if at all, with its equipment and methods of operation, and
testified really as to what would be desirable under ideal conditions,
the Board must find that the operational limitation imposed by
Knighton was not unreasonable when it is considered that both the
appellant's equipment and its methods of operation were woefully in-
adequate and faulty. Indeed, in one of his reports to the area di-
rector, Johnson felt impelled to declare: "This is probably the worst
highway construction operation that we have ever had in the Gallup
Area." 

There was even difficulty at the very outset, for example, in getting
the appellant to submit to the contracting officer the progress sched-
ule required by Article 8.2 of the Special Provisions. Although the
schedule should have been furnished by May 15, it was not actually
furnished until nearly the end of the month.5 But far worse than this
initial delay was the utterly incomprehensible nature of the schedule
which was submitted by the appellant. It was indeed a schedule of

s The elder Richey testified during his direct examination that he transmitted the
schedule "in the first week or ten days of the job" but during his cross examination he
testified that the schedule was furnished "in its proper time or approximately so, which
would be after May 15." Actually, it was furnished much later than this. Kninghton
testified that it was submitted approximately May 27, and this is in accordance with his
diary entry for May 29, in which he noted: "Delivered to Mr. Richey, letter from con-
tracting officer, requesting chart of proposed progress that should have been submitted a
week ago."
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impossible accomplishments. It scheduled the completion of the
watering on August 26th, although the excavation was not to be
finished until November 26th! This would have meant, of course,
that 55 percent of the excavation would have been put in without
watering. The schedule also indicated that 100 percent of the rolling
would be finished when only 85 percent of the excavation had been
done! There were other similar curiosities of roadway construction,
and the schedule was returned to the appellant for correction. The
corrected schedule was' delivered by the elder Richey to Knighton
sometime in June,6 but the latter mislaid it in his office until August 5.

The contretemps of the progress schedule is more symptomatic than
important. But there can be no doubt of the importance of the ap-
pellant's equipment insufficiencies and failures. It is established by
the elder Richey's own testimony that a considerable number of items
of necessary equipment were lacking at the time operations were com-
menced. These items and the precise or approximate dates on which
they were subsequently acquired were as follows:

1-AD 6 Motor Grader- - _-________-_September 1
2-Woolridge Motor Scrapers 20 yd _ June 18
1-HD 16 Allis Chalmers Tractor with Dozer _ About September 1
1-24-inch B. Koleman Screen 7036_----------- About middle of July
2-G.M.C. 18 Ton Tandum Dump Trucks -____ About middle of July
1-G.M.C. Tandum Truck with Semi-Trailer,

3,500 gallon tank_____---_------------- About middle of July
1-Sheepsfoot roller (meeting specification

requirements) ----------------------____ June 24
1-60 Ton Scale -------------- - About July 1

Some of the other equipment which the appellant had did not meet
specification requirements, or was too old and worn-out to be used
effectively. The lack in the early stages of the operations of a sheeps-
foot roller meeting specification requirements was particularly serious.
Among the old, worn-out items of equipment were some of the scrapers
and most of the water trucks which were constantly breaking down.
For a considerable time, the appellant also got along with a rather
makeshift contraption for screening material, and for driving bridge
piles it lacked a piledriver but made use of a crane with a jackhammer
attachment. In general, it may be said that a good deal of the equip-
ment was frequently breaking down. Needless to say the appellant
had little or no standby equipment to replace temporarily equipment
that had broken down.

The nature of the defects of the appellant's watering equipment
was a particularly serious problem. Uinder the terms of Section 108

Again, Richey testified that the corrected schedule was delivered to lKnighton on May
30 but, since the original schedule was not submitted until nearly the end of the month,
it is in' the highest degree unlikely that the corrected schedule could have been handed
to Knighton on lay 30.
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of the standard specifications, as modified by the Special Provisions,
water was to be applied as directed by the engineer in charge but the
contractor had the responsibility for obtaining the water supply.7

In the arid country in which the road was being constructed water
-was difficult to obtain.A As it was, therefore, in short supply, it was
particularly important that it should not be wasted. However, not
only did the appellant's water trucks break down with great
frequency,9 but the valves on the water trucks did not close auto-
matically, as they should have closed, and a very considerable amount
,of water was wasted, and in addition the roadway was muddied to
such an extent that the operation of the appellant's equipment was
seriously impeded. As the adobe soil in which the appellant was
operating would absorb only small quantities of water at a time, more-
over, it had to be applied frequently, and this condtion, of course, only
compounded the appellant's difficulties in operating the watering
equipment.

Such was the combination of conditions that finally led Knighton
to impose the operational limitation. The record shows that it had
the approval of all of his superiors, including the contracting officer.
Now,. there can be no doubt that if the limitation had been imposed
at the very commencement of the appellant's operations, it could not
have been justified under the provision of Article 8.2, which pro-
hibited the opening up of a new section of work until the' section on
which work had already been started had been completed. Bt a
wholly different situation was presented when after more than a
month's experience with the appellant's operations it became only too
apparent that it was constantly overreaching itself. It is true that
Article 8.2 did not literally authorize a limitation of operations in
terms of a specified span of roadway. But it has been said that
desperate situations sometimes require desperate remedies, and as soon
as it had become manifest that the nature of the appellant's equip-
ment and his methods of operation were such that he could not in fact
work a greater spani of roadway than was comprised in a particular
maxinum span, it would be to elevate form above substance to insist
that no general operational limitation could be imposed.

The problem may be approached from a somewhat different angle,
moreover, by conceding for the sake of argument that Article 8.2 did
not in so many words authorize the type of operational limitation that
was actually imposed. Surely, the appellant must then be in a posi-

" The Government paid for the water at $2 a thousand gallons.
3 At the beginning of the Job, the appellant obtained his water from a sewage pond at

Chinle, and then from the Nazlini Wash. The appellant was even finally compelled to
use water from Indian water tanks and the Bureau's water tanks.

9Although the appellant at times-had five, water. trueks on the job, there were numerous
ocasions when not more than one or two of them were in a ondition to operate.
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tion to show at least that if the operational limitation: had not been
imposed, it would have been able, with the equipment and org.aniza-
tion at its command, to work a greater span of roadway than was
comprised within the limitation. But, since. the record establishes so
clearly that the appellant's equipment and organization were hope-
less, it is difficult to perceive how.the appellant was actually prej-
udiced by the imposition of the operational limitation.
- The record shows, moreover, that the operational limitation was
to a large extent ignored and evaded by the appellant. Speaking of
the operational limitation, Knighton testified: "In most instances,
Mr. Richey exceeded: that length," and there is nothing to cast doubt
on the correctness of this testimony.1o Indeed, both of the Richeys
admitted in their testimony to activities that were inconsistent with
their observance of the operational limitation. At one point in his
testimony the-elder Richey admitted that he had watered a 700-foot
area in July, and in the course of his testimony his son boasted that
on one occasion after he had been put in charge of the grading, 1 he put
in a 1500-foot stretch of roadway from Chinle to Nazlini Bridge
in 4 days. There then ensued the following colloquy between him
and his own lawyer:

Q Now, were you permitted to put in 1,500 feet at that time?
A Yes. We were working 1,500 feet at that stretch.
Q I thought you were never permitted to * * *
A We worked it without his knowledge when he wasn't there (referring to

USKnighton).

The Board must conclude that the appellant was not prejudiced by
the imposition of the roadway limitation.

As. for the appellant's other excuses, it must be obvious from what
[as already been said about the character of the appellant's watering
equipment that, if indeed there were any spots where three tinies the
amount of" water reasonably needed for compaction was applied, it
must have resulted from the failure of the valves of the water trucks
to close when sufficient water had already been applied, or from other
mechanical causes for which the appellant itself was responsible.
Indeed, the contention of the Richeys that Knighton perversely di-
rected them to apply excessive quantities of water strains credulity,
for it is difficult to understand why the construction engineer would
want the appellant to apply unneeded water for which the Bureau

"0 The following entry is contained in Rnighton's diary under date of June 26, 1958:
"Passing through the job, I found that Mr. Richey had again stretched out his work over
about half a mile. Mr. Rousseau (he was one of the inspectors) was allowing him to
continue in this manner. I stopped the .spread out operation and had him move his
equipment back into a workable area." .

" He testified that this occurred about the middle of July but Knighton's diary entry for
August 14, and hils report of. August 18 indicate that it was about the middle of August.
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would have to pay, especially when there was such a shortage of water.
The contracting officer found that, using accepted engineering esti-
mates of 25 gallons of water per ton in constructing the base and sub-
base- and 30 gallons of water per cubic yard of embamkment, the
appellant should have used in handling the material involved 5,526
M. gallons of water. Actually, the appellant used 5,291.5 M. gallons
of water. These figures, upon which no doubt is cast by the record,
are hardly consistent with the appellant's second excuse based upon
the contention that it was required to apply excessive amounts of
water.

The contracting officer somewhat misunderstood the appellant's
third excuse based upon the contention that it was entitled to an
extension of time of 30 days because a teamsters' strike had delayed
the replacement of a broken pile on the Nazlini Bridge. He reasoned
that since the pile had been broken on August 14, 1958, and had been
replaced on August 19, 1958, there could not have been a delay of 30
days due to the teamsters' strike which began on August 11, 1958,
in the Western States and ended on September 17, 1958. While it
is true that the broken pile was replaced within 5 days, the appellant
had only the precise number of piles which it needed, and hence had
to order another pile to replace the one that was driven on August
19, and it was the delivery of this substitute pile that was delayed
by the strike. The contracting officer also found, however, that the
breaking of the pile on August 14 had no effect in delaying the appel-
lant's operations in constructing the Nazlini Bridge, the cause, of the
delay being attributed by him rather to the inadequacy of the appel-
lant's equipment.

It. was Philip Richey who testified at the hearing with respect to
the incident of the broken pile, since he was at the time also in charge
of the bridge work. According to him, the cause of the breaking of
the pile, as determined by an examination made by him and, the in-
spector, was "a ridge of small knots about half an inch in diameter
mathed around." It is not apparent how, if the appellant's supplier
furnished it with a defective pile, it could be said to be free of fault.
In any event, the testimony of the witness must be rejected because
it is contrary to contemporaneous entries in the inspector's report and
in Knighton's diary,12 which indicate that the appellant was at fault
in driving the pile.

Philip Richey also testified that the substitute pile was ordered as
soon as the pile broke on August 14, and that it was driven the day

12 It is true that the inspector's report is merely negative; although the breaking of the
pile is mentioned in his report, nothing is said of any examination of the pile by him and
Richey nor is any opinion expressed concerning the cause of the breakage. However,
in Knighton's memorandum to Baker, dated August 18 (Exhibit 54), the breaking of the
pile is attributed to the failure of the contractor to predrill holes for the piling in the fill,
and to proceed to drive it from there.
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after it was received on September 26. The supplier's invoice for the
pile indicates that it was shipped by rail from Alameda, California,
on September 9 but it was, presumably, held up by the teamsters'
strike. It would have taken some time, of course, even in the absence
of any strike, to obtain the substitute pile from California but the
record does not show how much time would have been necessary
for this purpose. It is also very doubtful that the substitute pile
was actually installed on September 27. Inspector Roberts' report
for September 29 mentions the driving of the last pile on the Nazlini
Bridge on that day. Thus the appellant allowed 2 days to elapse
after receiving the substitute pile before driving it, although it was
far behind in all of its work.

It must be apparent that 30 days were not lost in obtaining the
substitute pile. Indeed, in testifying at the hearing, Philip Richey
scaled down the time claimed to have been lost to about 3 weeks. But
his own testimony, as well as the record as a whole, fails to establish
that the appellant lost any appreciable amount of time as a result of
the broken pile. While the lack of a single pile would, of course,
prevent the completion of the last bent of the Nazlini Bridge, it did
not, of course, prevent in general the erection of steel, and the per-
formance of concrete work on the bridge, quite apart from the doing
of many other items of work under the contract. Among these was
the construction of the Cottonwood Bridge. As the appellant had
only one crane that. could be used for pile driving, moreover, the
crane had to be moved from one bridge to the other, which was itself
a factor that was productive of delay. Inspector Roberts' reports
show that piles were being driven on the Cottonwood Bridge on
September 4, 5, 6, and 8, and that some time after this the crane was
moved back to a point Ol the west abutment of the Nazlini Bridge.
But. the same inspector's reports also show that no work at all was
done on the Cottonwood Bridge Ol September 15, 16, 17, 18,22, and 23,
and that.there was no work at either the Nazlini or Cottonwood Bridge
on September 13 and 24. Even if it be assumed for the sake of
argument that,, despite the fact. that the broken pile was attributable
to the appellant's own carelessness, the appellant was entitled to an
extension of time as a result of the strike to compensate for the delay-
whatever its duration-in securing the substitute pile, the Board
cannot conclude from the record as a whole that the delay was a
material factor in the appellant's operations, and contributed sub-
stantially to its default.

The appellant's fourth excuse based upon the contention that it was
required to rework a stretch of roadway three times is true in point
of fact but ignores the provisions of the specifications that justified

549466-60 2
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the actions taken by Knighton. This stretch of roadway was at a
point where the two projects on which the appellant was working
met, and the road curved there. The grade was raised at this point
but Article 5.3 of the Special Provisions, which dealt with allowable
deviations, provided: "On curves or at other places, where deemed
necessary by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor will be required
to widen and to superelevate the road bed or surface as staked." After
the roadway here had been built to the first stakes, Knighton dis-
covered, however, that the survey crew, which had come from another
project, had set some of the stakes incorrectly, and changed them.
Restaking was also allowable under the terms of Article 5.5 of the
Special Provisions, and, insofar as it involved the movement of addi-
tional material, Knighton directed that the appellant be paid for the
same. He also testified at the hearing that the appellant did not lose
more than several hours as a result of these adjustments. The-third
time that the appellant had to rework material in this stretch of
roadway, it had nobody to blame but itself. The material which it
spread here was too fine to meet specification requirements for screen-
ing, and the Bureau engineers by allowing the appellant to mix the
fine material, which they could have rejected altogether, with a coarser
aggregate were actually making a concession to the appellant.

The record does not support the appellant's fifth excuse based upon
the contention that it was not permitted to do any other work and
that most of its equipment was idled while it was completing the
fills adjoining the abutments of the Nazlini Bridge. What happened
was that on July 26, 1958, the appellant moved his equipment from
the intersection of the two projects overed by the contract without
finishing the work at the intersection, and when Knighton learned
from the appellant's foreman that it intended to stop work on the
bridge abutment fill and go to work on the section of road between the
bridge and Chinle, he merely invoked the provision of Article 8.2
which prohibited the commencement of work on a new section of
roadway to the prejudice of work already started. If the appellant's
operations were at all disrupted during this period, or if a good deal
of its equipment was rendered idle, it was due to the usual lack of
water and breakdown of equipment. At the hearing the elder Richey
seemed to complain also that Knighton made them get material for
the fills from the bottom of the Nazlini Wash but the designation of
the source of borrow was clearly a prerogative of the construction
engineer.

There is no more merit in the appellant's sixth excuse based upon
the contention that the Government's engineering services were in-
sufficient. The mere fact that the same engineering crew was used
on several adjoining jobs is without significance. There was nothing
in the specifications that required a separate engineering crew to be
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made available to the appellant. It is customary, moreover, to make
use of the same engineering crew on several adjoining projects, and
none of the other contractors who had to share the engineering serv-
ices complained. As for the appellant's specific complaint that the
staking lagged behind its work, Knighton's diary and reports show
that the opposite was true. There was one occasion when the survey
crew had some 2,000 feet of bluetops ahead of the appellant's opera-
tions, and another occasion when the appellant delayed operations for
a month after bluetops were set. There were two occasions also when
the appellant requested slope stakes, and then did virtually no work,
or no work at all, for approximately a month. There were also times
when the appellant's own forces set stakes incorrectly.

In testifying at the hearing, the appellant's witnesses also referred
to a number of complaints which were not mentioned in its show-
cause letter to the contracting officer.
* One of these complaints related to an alleged delay in making

grade compaction tests. Under date of June 11, 1958, Hugh Richey
wrote to the contracting officer, requesting that grade compaction
tests be made for several thousand feet of roadway (which, it stated,
had been completed) before the material dried out. The contracting
officer replied to this letter under date of June 24, stating that several
compaction tests had been made on June 12 and 14, and that, since
these tests had been made in the layer of material at least 8 inches
below the top, the possible drying of material in the upper layer
could not affect the results of the tests. The contracting officer also
called the attention of the contractor to its use of an illegal roller in
compacting the material,' 3 and intimated that its complaint was only
a smoke screen to divert attention from the shortcomings of its own
equipment. He concluded by stating: "It is not practical for the
Government to maintain compaction test equipment on your project
when the progress is so slow that these tests could only be made at
two or three week intervals." The record does not support the con-
tention that the grade compaction tests were improperly made, or
unreasonably delayed. At the hearing Philip Richey testified that
it was his recollection that the grade compaction tests were not made
until about July 10 but Knighton testified that the tests were made
in June, and it is apparent from the contracting officer's letter of June
24 that such was indeed the case.

Another complaint made by the appellant's witnesses at the hearing
was that the contracting officer ignored a request made by the appel-
lant to put on two shifts a day. This request was made by letter to
the Bureau dated September 17. Almost at the very commencement

1" The roller was illegal because it did not conform to the weight and speed requirements
of the specifications.
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of operations, the contracting officer had granted permission to the
appellant to work 9 hours a day, 6 days a week, and knowing how
inadequate its operations had been, it requested additional informa-
tion concerning its plan to work two shifts in a letter dated September
29. Characteristically, the appellant never answered this letter, nor
supplied the requested information. It is needless to add, of course,
that the contracting officer was not bound to, accede to the appellant's
request, since under Article 21.1 of the Special Provisions work was
limited to not more than 8 hours a day.

Finally, the appellant's witnesses contended that they would have
been able to meet all of their financial obligations and to complete
the project without more than a month or two of delay if only the
Bureau had made prompt payments under the September and October
estimates. The processing of the estimates required, of course, a
certain amount of time. If there was any delay, it was caused by the
fact that the appellant was late in submitting its payrolls. Even in
such a matter as securing payment for its work, the appellant could
not avoid delay! Nothing could better illustrate how massive and
total were the appellant's shortcomings as a contractor.

CONCLUSION

Therefore, the decision of the contracting officer, terminating the
appellant's right to proceed under the contract because of its default
in prosecuting the work, is affirmed.

WILLIAM SEAGLE, Member.
I concur:

PAUL H. GANTT, Chairman.

CARL F. MURRAY AND CLINTON D. COKER

A-28188 Decided April 13, 1960

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to
Notices of the location of mining claims on lands covered by lease issued

under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act are properly rejected be-
cause such lands are not subject to mining location until the Secretary of
the Interior has adopted regulations permitting disposition of minerals
under the mining laws on such lands.

Recreation and Public Purposes Act
Land included in a reclamation withdrawal is subject to disposal under the

Recreation and Public Purposes Act.
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APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Carl F. Murray and Clinton D. Coker have appealed to the Secre-
tary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management dated June 16, 1959, affirming a decision
of the manager of the land office at Sacramento, California, dated
November 8, 1959, rejecting notices of the location of certain lode
mining claims in Placer County, California, which were offered for
filing pursuant to the act of August 11, 1955 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
621 et seq.).

The four claims were located in the N/2 sec. 24, T. 13 N., R. 9 E.,
Mt. Diablo Meridian, for gold and other minerals on August 18, 1958,
and copies of the location notices were offered for filing in the land
office on August 25, 1958, in attempted compliance with section 4 of
the act of August 11, 1955, which reads as follows:

The owner of any unpatented mining claim located on land described in
section 2 of this Act [public land withdrawn or reserved for power development
or power sites] shall file for record in the United States district land office of
the land district in which the claim is situated * * * within sixty days of
location as to locations hereafter made, a copy of the notice of location of te
clain * * *. (69 Stat. 683; 30 U;S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 623.)

The N/2NEl/4 and NE/4NW/4 sec. 24, T. 13 N., R. 9 E., Mt. Diablo
Meridian, were withdrawn for Power Project No. 866 on January
11, 1928, and for Project No. 1964 on January 24, 1947. Notwith-
standing the withdrawals, the land became open to mining location
on August 11, 1955, subject to the provisions of the authorizing act
of that date. Both withdrawals were vacated by order of the Federal
Power Commission (DA-919) on February 18, 1957, as to the
NW1/4NE1/4 only; subject, however, to section 24 of the Federal
Power Act (16 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 818).

On September 19, 1942, the NE/ 4 NW'/4 and the N/2NEl/4 sec. 24,
T. 13 N., R. 9 E., Mt. Diablo Meridian, were withdrawn, with other
land, for the Central Valley Project, American River Division. This
withdrawal was revoked on March 11, 1958 (23 F.R. 1705). The
revocation order provided an order of priority for applying for the
restored land, giving first consideration to preference-right claims,
second consideration to applications filed by persons entitled to vet-
erans' preference before 10 a.m. on April 11, 1958, and third, to valid
applications and selections under the nonmineral public land laws
filed before 10 a.m. on July 11, 1958. The order specifically provided
that the land would be open to location under the mining laws begin-
ning at 10 a.m. on July 11, 1958.

The manager rejected the appellants' notices of mining location
because the land had been classified as suitable for recreational and
public purposes pursuant to the act of June 14, 1926, as amended (43
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U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 869 et seq.), on May 23, 1958, and on May 29,
1958, was leased to Western State Trail Ride, Inc., in response to its
application filed on February 10, 1958. He pointed out that depart-
mental regulations, 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 254.5 (e), provide that leases
and patents issued under the act shall reserve to the United States all
minerals and the right to mine and remove them under applicable
law and regulations to be established by the Secretary of the Interior
and stated that the Secretary had not formulated such regulations.
The appellants contended on appeal to the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management that the recreational lease was a nullity because
the order of restoration of March 11, 1958, did not provide for such
leasing, but the Director answered this contention by pointing out
that such leases may be issued for withdrawn land, as well as land not
subject to withdrawal, so that it was not necessary that the priorities
established by the revocation order be observed in the leasing of
the land.

On appeal to the Secretary, the appellants contend that the issuance
of the lease was improper because it was done in response to an ap-
plication which was filed before the reclamation withdrawal was
revoked and in derogation of the rights of those entitled to veterans'
preference.

In thus contending, the appellants are still assuming that public
land withdrawn for a particular purpose is unavailable for sale or
leasing under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act. The pro-
visions of section 2 of the act, which authorize the Secretary of the
Interior to sell or lease land "after due consideration as to the power
value of the land, whether or not withdrawn therefor" (43 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., sec. 869-1) indicate clearly the intent of the Congress that
at least some withdrawn lands are to be subject to the terms of the act.
In addition, section 1 specifically provides for disposal by sale or
lease of lands withdrawn in aid of a function of a Federal department
or agency other than the Department of the Interior, or of a State,
Territory, county, municipality, water district, or other local govern-
mental subdivision or agency with the consent of such agency (43
U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 869 (c) ).

The exception in section 1 of land withdrawn in aid of a function
of the Department of the Interior is not to be interpreted as indicating
that lands withdrawn in aid of a function of this Department are not
subject to disposal under the act. There is no basis in reason or in the
legislative history of the act for concluding that Congress intended
that all lands withdrawn for other agencies should, with their consent,
be subject to disposal under the act but that lands withdrawn for this
Department should not be subject to disposal. It is readily apparent
that Congress excepted in section 1 lands withdrawn for this De-
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partment simply because disposals under the act are to be made by
the Secretary of the Interior and there would be no point in saying
that he could make such disposals only with his own consent.

As a matter of departmental policy, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment does not proceed with recreational or public purpose sales or
leases without the consent of the Interior agency having jurisdiction
of the land to be affected thereby. Accordingly, in this instance, the
Bureau of Land Management consulted both the Bureau of Reclama-
tion and Federal Power Commission. The Bureau of Reclamation
gave its consent by letter dated March 6, 1958; the Federal Power
Commission, by letter dated May 14, 1958. Thus the Bureau of Land
Management was fully empowered to issue the lease and its action in
doing so would have been proper had the reclamation withdrawal re-
mained in effect. The appellants are correct in assuming that an
application filed before the revocation of a reclamation withdrawal
could not have been considered if the revocation had been necessary
to make the land available for leasing but incorrect in assuming that
the revocation of a withdrawal is necessary before an application for
sale or lease under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act can be
allowed.

The lease was issued before the provision of the revocation order
for opening of the land to mining location on July 11, 1958, became
effective. The lease reserved to the United States all mineral deposits
in the leased lands and the right to mine and remove the same under
applicable laws and regulations to be established by the Secretary of
the Interior, as required by the statute (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
869-1). In filing their location notices, the appellants were charged
with notice of the departmental regulation which provides:

Any minerals subject to the leasing laws reserved to the United States in the
lands patented or leases [sic] under the terms of the act may be disposed of to
any qualified person under applicable laws and regulations. Until rules and
regulations are issued, other minerals are not subject to disposition or to pros-
pecting except by an authorized Federal agency. (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 254.14.)

Thus they might have applied for mineral rights in the land under the
mineral leasing laws. But they did not attempt to acquire such
rights; they filed notices of the location of mining claims valuable for
gold, which is not a leasable mineral, and thus brought themselves
within the requirement of the regulation for issuance of rules and
regulations as a condition precedent to disposition of the mineral
claimed by them. Under a regulation with substantially identical
provisions (43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 1958 Supp., 257.16), the Department
held that land under lease issued pursuant to the Small Tract Act
(43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sees. 682a-682e) is not open to mining location.
The Dredge Corporation, 64 I.D. 368 (1957). The same conclusion is
required in this case.
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

FREDERICK J. ZILLIG v. VERNON M. MILBURN

A-28334 Decided April 13, 1960

Applications and Entries: Relinquishment-Homesteads (Ordinary): Re-
linquishment-Rules of Practice: Private Contests-Contests and
Protests

Where a relinquishment of a homestead entry and an affidavit of contest
against the same entry are filed simultaneously, the latter must be dismissed
because the relinquishment takes effect immediately, extinguishes the entry,
and leaves the contest nothing upon which to act.

Applications and Entries: Relinquishment-Homesteads (Ordinary): Re-
quishment-Rules of Practice: Private Contests-Contests and Protests

Where a relinquishment of an entry is filed after an affidavit of contest has
been filed against the same entry but before the entryman has been given
actual or constructive notice of the contest, it is to be conclusively presumed
that the relinquishment was caused by the contest unless it can be shown
that the affidavit of contest was not good and sufficient, that the contest
charge was not true, that the contestant was not a qualified applicant, or
that the land is not subject to the contestant's application.

Applications and Entries: Relinquishment-Homesteads (Ordinary): Re-
linquishment

A telegram filed in the land office stating that the entryman relinquishes his
entry is a "written relinquishment" within the meaning of the section 1 of
the act of May 14, 1880.

APPEAL PROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Frederick J. Zillig has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision dated November 19, 1959, of the Acting Director of
the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed the rejection by the
manager of the Boise land office of his private contest against recla-
matidn homestead entry, Idaho 08931, of Vernon M. Milburn.

Milburn's homestead entry was allowed on January 2-8, 1958. On
May 20, 1958, the manager extended to January 28, 1959, the time
within which the entryman was required to establish residence on his
entry (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 169). On January 28, 1958, Milburn
sent a telegram to the project superintendent, United States Bureau
of Reclamation, Burley, Idaho, which stated:
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Please be advised that by my own free will I hereby relinquish my right to a
farm unit under public notice No. 48 Minidoka Project to US Bureau of Reclama-
tion. Letter confirming this follows.

Upon receipt of the telegram the project superintendent telephoned
the manager and informed him of the relinquishment. On the same
day he mailed the telegram to the Boise land office. It arrived the
following morning and was stamped as having been received at 10 a.m.,
January 29, 1959. At exactly the same time Zillig and two other
persons filed contest complaints against the entry.

On February 5, 1959, the land office received a letter from the entry-
man restating the language of his telegram. This letter, too, had
been sent to the project superintendent and by him to the land office.

In a decision dated March 24, 1959, the manager summarily dis-
missed all the contests on the ground that it was established by de-
partmental decisions that where a relinquishment and contest are
filed simultaneously, the entry expires at the same time the affidavit of
contest is filed, so that the latter finds no entry to contest.

Upon appeal, the Acting Director held that the act of May 14, 1880,
as amended (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 185), gives a preference right
only to a contestant who has procured the cancellation of the entry;
that the contestants had not procured the cancellation of the entry;
and that the contests were properly dismissed because none of the
contestants had earned a statutory preference right by procuring the
cancellation of the entry.

Of the three contestants, Zillig alone appealed to the Secretary.
The other two, by failing to appeal, are deemed to have acquiesced
in the decision of the Acting Director and have lost whatever rights
their contest affidavits gave them. Charles D. Edmonson et al., 61
I.D. 355 (1954).

In his appeal, Zillig contends that the entry was not relinquished
until February 5, 1959, when the letter from the entryman was re-
ceived at the land office, that the relinquishment was filed because the
entryman had learned that the contest was to be filed, that the contest
*was filed before the entry was relinquished, and that it was, therefore,
error to dismiss the contest.

The act of May 14, 1880, supra, which gives a successful contestant
a preference right of entry, provides:

In all cases where any person has contested, paid the land-office fees, and
procured the cancellation of any * * * homestead * * * entry, he shall be
notified by the register of the land office of the district in which such land is
situated of such cancellation, and shall be allowed thirty days from date of such
notice to enter said lands: * * *. [21 Stat. 141.]

The Acting Director held that there was no evidence that Zillig's
contest had procured the cancellation of the entry and that he could
not therefore avail himself of the right granted by the statute.
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The Acting Director's ruling is concerned with the situation where
a relinquishment is fled after a contest has been filed, which is not
the case here. Even so, the Acting Director's ruling is not in accord
with previous rulings of the Department. After the passage of
the act of May 14, 1880, the Department considered many cases in-
volving the rights of a contestant where a relinquishment was filed
after a contest had been brought. After a series of decisions in
which several aspects of the problem were considered, the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, with the approval of the Assistant
Secretary, in Circular 225, dated April 1, 1913 (43 L.D. 1), set out
the rules to be followed in adjudicating such conflicts in the future.
Upon codification of the departmental regulations, the circular ap-
peared in the regulations as sections 220.1-220.6 of 43 CFR, Part 220.
The paragraph pertinent to the facts in this appeal read as follows:

(a) Where a good and sufficient affidavit of contest has been filed against an
entry and no notice of contest has issued on such affidavit, or, if issued, there is
no evidence of service of such notice upon the contestee, if the entry should be
relinquished the manager will immediately note the cancellation of the entry
upon the records of his office. In such cases for purposes of administration a
presumption will obtain that the contest induced the relinquishment and the
manager will at once so notify the contestant and that he will be allowed to
make entry accordingly. If the relinquishment is accompanied by the appli-
cation of another than the contestant, the manager will at once advise the ap-
plicant of the pending contest and of the presumptive preference right there-
under, and that should the contestant in the exercise of such right make timely
application for the land, showing himself duly qualified, said right can only be
avoided on a showing that the contest charge was not true, or that -the con-
testant is not a qualified applicant, or that the land is not subject to his
application. Should the contestant apply for the lands, showing himself duly
qualified, within the preference-right period, and the intervening applicant file
request for a hearing, with his corroborated affidavit as to the facts above stated
in avoidance of a preference right in the contestant, within 20 days after the
filing of the contestant's application, hearing will be had, after at least 30 days'
notice to all interested parties, upon the issues thus presented, the intervening
applicant having the burden of proof. The contestant must pay all costs of the
testimony as to the truth or falsity of the contest charge, and upon any other
issue each party must pay the cost of taking the direct examination of his own
witnesses and the cross-examination on his behalf of other witnesses. 43 CR,
1954 ed., 220.3(a).

This paragraph makes it clear that where a relinquishment is filed
after a contest has been filed, it is to be conclusively presumed that the
relinquishment was caused by the contest unless it can be shown that
the affidavit of contest was not "good and sufficient," or that the contest
charge was not true, or that the contestant was not a qualified appli-
cant, or that the land is not subject to his application. In other words,
if a contest has been filed before the relinquishment, the former can-
not be dismissed solely on the ground that it did not induce the latter.

Carook v. Carroll, 37 L.D. 53 (i.909) Stok v. Hermnan -c- a, 399 LO. 165 (1910)
'Instructions, 39 L.D. 217 (li1) Sme ith v. Woodford, 41 LtD. 606 (1913).
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Green v. Rochelle; Vilnave, Intervener, 55 I.D. 105 (1934); Day v.
Cutshall,48 L.D. 365 (1921).

Part 220 was revoked by Circular 1950 (21 F.R. 1860) as part of
the revision of the Department's regulations on practice, and the regu-
lations which originated in Circular 225, supra, were omitted in the
revision. However, the fact that there is no longer a regulation
dealing with conflicts between contests and relinquishments does not
mean that the rules the Department worked out in its decisions over
so long a period and adhered to for over 40 years are no longer to be
followed. They represent a fair and reasonable solution to what was
once a common problem and although the occasions for applying them
have declined, their soundness has not.

Therefore, Zillig's appeal should not have been disposed of on the
ground that his contest had not induced the filing of Milburn's re-
linquishment and the cancellation of his entry.

However, the manager's rejection of Zillig's affidavit of contest
should have been affirmed for the reasons stated in his decision. As
the manager pointed out, it is well established that where a relinquish-
ment is filed simultaneously with a contest, the relinquishment takes
effect immediately, extinguishes the entry, and leaves the contest
nothing upon which to act. Weatherspoon v. Doyle et al., 42 L.D.
117 (1913); Ciltner v. Huestis et al. 14 L.D. 144 (1892) ; Lee v. Good-
manson,4L.D. 363 (1886).

The appellant contends that the telegram was an insufficient re-
linquishment. The statute requires only that the homesteader shall
file a "written relinquishment" (sec. 1 of act of May 14, 1880, as
amended; 43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 202). A telegram is a "written
document" (Snyder & Blankfard: Co.. v. Farners Bank of Tifton, 16
A. 2d 837, 840 (Md. 1940)) and it is filed when received at the land
office (Earl C. Hartley et al., 65 I.D. 12 (1958) ).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a)., Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is affirmed,
as modified.

EDAIUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

BLANCHE W. SWEENEY

A-28202 Decided April 14, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Applicationsm-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands Subject to
An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where the land applied for

is covered by outstanding leases even though such leases may have been
improperly extended.
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Administrative Practice
A decision of a land office manager is presumed to be operative during the

entire day on which it is rendered and fractions or parts of days are not
considered in determining the effective time of such a decision since the
hour of day the decision is rendered is not noted or made a matter of
record.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMENT

Blanche W. Sweeney has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of June 16, 1959, by the Acting Director of the Bureau
of Land Management affirming a decision of August 18, 1958, by the
manager of the Cheyenne land office rejecting Mrs. Sweeney's oil
and gas lease offer, Wyoming 067796, covering 1,920 acres of land in
Carbon County, Wyoming (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226).

The appellant's offer, filed on August 1, 1958, was rejected because
all of the lands applied for were covered by outstanding oil and gas
leases.' The outstanding leases had their origin in leases Cheyeme
073217 and 073217(B) and Wyoming 032751, the terms of which
would have expired on July 31, 1958. As a result of partial assign-
ments of undivided record title interests in each of the three leases,
filed on July 28 and 29, 1958, all of the leases were extended by the
manager for a 2-year term from August 1, 1958, and so long there-
after as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities pursuant to section
30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed..
sec. 187a) 2

The Acting Director's decision agreed with the appellant's con-
tention that the leases were improperly extended for the reason that
the assignments of July 28 and July 29, 1958,. did not segregate the
leases since less than a full interest in a portion of the land covered
by the leases was assigned. However, the Acting Director held that
even though the extension of these leases was improper, the fact that
outstanding leases covered the land and when the appellant's offer was
filed required the rejection of the offer (R. M. Young, Jr., Mary R.
SivZey, A-27640 (January 30, 1959 , and cases there cited).

The partial assignment of Cheyenne 073217 (D) from 0173217 (B)
(see footnote 2) was approved and both leases were continued by a

'The leases were listed as Cheyenne 073217, Cheyenne 073217(B), Cheyenne 073217
(C), and Wyoming 032751(A).

P Wyoming 032751 (A) was created by an assignment filed July 28, 1958, of all the
assignor's undivided interest in part of the land included in Wyoming 032751.

Cheyenne 073217(C) was created by an assignment filed July 28, 1958, of all the
assignor's undivided interest in part of the land included in Cheyenne 073217.

Cheyenne 073217(B) had been created by an assignment from Cheyenne 073217(A),
effective June 1, 1956. On July 29, 1958, an assignment was iled of an undivided interest
in part of the land in Cheyenne 073217(B) and the assigned interest was designated as
Cheyenne 073217(D). The manager's decision of August 18, 1958, thus should have
listed 073217(D) as being. in conflict with appellants offer as well as 073217 (B).
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decision of August 1, 1958, the date on which the appellant's offer
was filed. It is presumably this decision to which the appellant
refers in asserting that the manager's decisions purporting to con-
tinue the leases were rendered after the filing of her application at
10 a.m. on the same day and that, consequently, the lands in those
leases were available f or leasing when her application was filed.8

As a matter of administrative practice, the hour or the time of
day when decisions in the land office are rendered is not noted or
made a matter of record. In such circumstances, fractions or parts
of days are not considered and a decision is regarded as effective
during the entire day upon which it is rendered (cf. Humble Oil f
Reflning Company, 64 I.D. 5 (1957); Ralph T. Richards, 52 I.D.
336 (1928)). There is no reason for following a different rule in
this case. Accordingly, the manager's decision of August 1, 1958,
is presumed to have been effective prior to the filing of the appellant's
offer at 10:00 a.m., and the rejection of the appellant's offer was
required because the lands were included in outstanding leases during
all of August 1, 1958 (Joyce A. Cabot et al, 63 I.D. 122 (1956)).

None of the other matters asserted on this appeal presents a basis
for modifying the decisions rejecting the appellant's offer.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24: F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

UNITED STATES v. S.P. MINING COMPANY

A-28220 Decided April 19, 1960

Mining Claims: Mill Sites
A millsite claim is properly declared invalid where the claim is not occupied

or used for mining or milling purposes.

Mining Claims: Mill Sites
A vague intention to use or occupy land embraced in a millsite claim for

mining or milling purposes at some time in the future is not suffilcient
to comply with the requirements of section. 2337 of the Revised Statutes
for obtaining a millsite.

3 The remaining assignments were approved by decisions of July 29, 1958, which clearly
antedate the filing of the appellant's offer.
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Mining Claims: Mill Sites
Where land located as a millsite is not being used for mining and milling

purposes at the time a patent for it is appliedfor, the applicant must show
occupation by improvement or otherwise sufficient to evidence an intended.
use of the claim in good faith for mining and milling purposes and where
the only improvement on a claim is an excavation useful only if a projected.
mill is built on adjoining claim, the requirement of the statute has not
been met.

Mining Claims: Mill Sites-Mining Claims: Determination of Validity
Where the Government brings charges against a millsite claim alleging that

no present use or occupation of the claim for mining purposes is being
made, and a prima facie case is established in support of the charge, the
burden shifts to the claimant to show compliance with the provisions of
the statute.

APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Pursuant to a protest brought by the Forest Service, United States:
Department of Agriculture, in July, 1957, contest proceedings were
brought against the Roy C Mill Site (or Roy C Dump Mill Site)
for which patent application Washington 01331 had been filed. The
charge was that the millsite was not presently being used for mining
or milling purposes. The mining company answered the complaint,
denied the charge, and asked that the contest be dismissed.

A hearing on the contest was. held before a hearing examiner of
the Bureau on October 8, 1957. By a decision dated November 19,
1957, the hearing examiner held the millsite claim to be null and
void for the reason that use and occupancy of the claim for mining
and milling purposes had not been demonstrated. The company
thereupon appealed to the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment, who, through the Acting Director, affirmed the hearing exam-
iner in a decision dated June 16, 1959. The company has now
appealed to the Secretary of the Interior.

At the hearing the testimony developed that the luillsite claim
contains no buildings other than a latrine used in connection with
a cabin located just outside the boundary of the millsite (Tr. 5); 
that in 1954 an excavation consisting of bulldozed cut approximately
100 feet long, 40 feet wide, and 10 feet deep was dug on the mill-
site (Tr. 34); that the millsite was located in 1953 (Tr. 39) in con-
nection with the Roy C. Lode Claim, a claim located on October 30,
1918 (Tr. 30); that at the time of the hearing mining operations
were not being conducted on the mining claims for which the com-
pany plans to use the millsite (Tr. 43); and that the company's plan
was to- use theo tillsite as a dump, for tailings from a mill to be
located on the Independence Mill Site, an adjoining patented millsite
location also owned by the company (Tr. 17, 65-67).1

IThe reference is to the transcript of the hearing on October 8, 1957.
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On the basis of these facts the Acting Director concluded that the
Roy C Mill Site was null and void.

Section 2337 of the Revised Statutes (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
42) provides:

Where non-mineral land not contiguous to the vein or lode is used or occu-
pied by the proprietor of such vein or lode for mining or milling purposes,
such non-adjacent surface-ground may be embraced and included in an appli-
cation for such vein or lode, and the same may be patented therewith, sub-
ject to the same preliminary requirements as to survey and notice as are
applicable to veins or lodes; but no location made of such non-adjacent land
shall exceed five acres, and payment for the same must be made at the same
rate as fixed by sections 21-24, 26-28, 29, 30, 33-48, 50-52, and 71-76 of this
title for the superficies of the lode. The owner of a quartz-mill or reduction-
works, not owning a mine in connection therewith, may also receive a patent
for his millsite, as provided in this section.

In Charles Lennig, 5 L.D. 190 (1886), the Department stated that-
The second clause of this section manifestly makes the right to patent a

mill site dependent upon the existence on the land of a quartz-mill or reduc-
tion-works. But the terms of the first clause are more comprehensive. Under
them it is not necessary that the land be actually a "mill-site." They make
the use or occupation of it for mining or milling purposes the only pre-
requisite to a patent. The proprietor of a lode undoubtedly "uses" non-
contiguous land "for mining or milling purposes" when he has a quartz-mill
or reduction-works upon it, or when in any other manner he employs it in
connection with mining or milling operations. or example, if he uses it
for depositing "tailings" or storing ores, or for shops or huses for his work-
men, or for collecting water to run his quartz-mill, I think it clear that he
would be using it for mining or milling purposes. I am also of opinion that
"occupation" for mining or milling purposes, so far as it may be distinguished
from "use" is something more than mere naked possession, and that it must
be evidenced by outward and visible signs of the applicant's good faith. The
manifest purpose of Congress was to grant an additional tract to a person
who required or expected to require it for use in connection with his lode;
that is, to one who needed more land for working his lode or reducing the
ores than custom or law gave him with it. Therefore, when an applicant is
not actually using the land, he must show such an occupation, by improve-
ments or otherwise, as evidences an intended use of the tract in good faith
for mining or milling purposes. [Emphasis added.]

The only evidence offered by the. appellant to substantiate the va-
lidity of its claim are statements made at the hearing to the effect that
the millsite claim will be used in connection with a mill to be. erected
oil the Independence. Mill Site for the storage of tailings and residue
from the mill when ore is removed from the nearby claims. Thus, all
of the testimony refers solely to prospective use of the tract. But the
facts are that the plan to which the appellant refers has never been
acted upon, no mill has been constructed on the, Independence Mill
Site and the necessary drillings on the millsite to determine whether
or fibt thd sdte is suitable for theerection. of a mill have never been
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made. The only work done has been to make some borings to deter-
mine where the top soil is (Tr. 72).

The appellant has not satisfied the requirement of either use or oc-
cupation of the millsite as set out in the Lennig case. Since none of
the mining claims are being operated, it is clear that the appellant is
not using the land for mining and milling purposes. The only evi-
dence of its occupation of the land is the excavation. However, the
excavation is useful only in conjunction with a mill, which the appel-
lant intends to locate on the adjoining millsite. At the time of the
hearing, the mill had neither been built nor its position fixed. In the
circumstances, I cannot find that there is anything more than a vague
intention to use the land at some time in the future. This is not enough
to satisfy the statute. United States v. William Herron and John
Herron, A-27414 (March 18, 1957).

As stated in Lindley On Mines, 3d ed., sec. 523:
A millsite is required to be used or occupied distinctly for mining or milling

purposes in connection with the lode claim with which it is associated. The
requirement of the statute plainly contemplates a function or utility intimately
associated with the removal, handling or treatment of the ore from the vein or
lode. Some step in or directly connected with the process of mining or some
feature of milling must be performed upon, or some recognized agency of opera-
tive mining or milling must occupy, the millsite at the time the patent therefor
is applied for to come within the purview of the statute.

27 Alaska Copper Co., 32 L.D. 128, 131; Hard Cash Millsite, 34 L.D. 325.

In Hudson Mining Company, 14 L.D. 544 (1892), the Department
stated:

The act clearly contemplates that at the time the application for patent is
made, and the entry allowed, the land in question is used or occupied for min-
ing or milling purposes The act does not contemplate the performance of con-
ditions subsequent, or the future compliance with law. No mill site entry
should be allowed unless it is shown that the conditions of the law have been
complied with.2

The appellant, as the party seeking a gratuity from the Govern-
ment, must assume the burden of showing that it has complied with
the terms of applicable mining laws, and where, as here, the appel-
lant's compliance with the applicable law is challenged by the Govern-
ment and a prima facie showing is made that the claim is invalid,
the burden then shifts to the appellant to show that the claim is valid.
Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836 (1959).

It is my conclusion that the appellant has failed to sustain the
burden of showing such present occupation or use of the millsite
claim at the time of the application for patent as would satisfy the
requirements of section 2337 of the Revised Statutes, supra, and that
the claim is therefore invalid.

S See also: United States v. Langmade nd. Mistler, 52 L.D. 700 (1929) ; United States
v. Arnold J. Reinarts, A-25808 (April 25, 1950) ; Solicitor's opinion M-56451 (July 22,
1957).
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The appellant has raised other objections to the Acting Director's
decision, which are effectively answered by it and need not be repeated
here.

Accordingly, the appellant's patent application was properly
rejected.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348) the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FurrZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

CLARENCE S. MILLER

A-28215 Decided April 20,1 960

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Trespass:
Measure of Damages

A grazing licensee who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle and horses
in trespass upon the public domain is properly subjected to disciplinary
action consisting of assessment of damages and reduction of the grazing
privileges of his base property.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Trespass:
Generally

Where grazing privileges are reduced for grazing trespass, the reduction
attaches to the base property and not only to the trespasser's grazing
privileges.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Rules of Prac-
tice: Evidence-Trespass: Generally

The fact that a grazing licensee has repeatedly been assessed and has paid
damages for prior grazing trespasses may be considered in determining
whether the most recent trespass was willful.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Generally-Rules of Practice: Hearings-
Public Records

Where a party desiring to inspect departmental records neither follows
the procedure set up in the applicable regulation nor requests the hearing
examiner to issue a subpoena for them, it is proper for the hearing exam-
iner to refuse to dismiss grazing trespass charges on the ground that the
party was denied an opportunity to inspect the records.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Cancellation and Reductions-Trespass:
Measure of Damages

An offer to pay monetary damages in lieu of a reduction of grazing privileges
imposed for a willful trespass will be rejected because the Federal Range
Code does not provide for monetary penalties and the reduction of grazing
privileges is a more suitable punishment for the willful trespass committed.

549466-60 3
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APPEAL PROKI THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEXENT

Clarence S. Miller has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision dated Jme 23, 1959, of the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management which affirmed a decision of a hearing exam-
iner finding that Miller had grazed certain cattle and horses on the
Federal range in trespass and reducing by 20 percent the grazing
privileges attributable to Miller's base property pursuant to section
3. of the Taylor Grazing Act (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 31sb). The
hearing examiner also ordered that no grazing license or permit be
issued to Miller ultil he paid the sum of $596, the commercial value
of.Ahe forage consumed by Miller's animals in trespass computed at
the rate of $2 per animal unit month for 298 AIIX'S. Miller did not
set out this finding as an error in either his appeal to the Director
or to the Secretary, nor did he direct any portion of his briefs to it.

The facts are fully stated in the hearing examiner's opinion and
need not be repeated. It is sufficient to say that the hearing examiner
found that Miller had willfully permitted 256 cattle to graze in tres-
pass upon the Federal range from February 1, 1958, to March 4, 1958,
and 8 horses from February 1, 1958, to February 28, 1958.

On March 17, 1958, Miller was served with a notice requiring him
to appear before a hearing examiner on April 22, 1958, to show cause
why his license should not be reduced or revoked or renewal denied
and satisfaction of damages made for violation of the Federal Range
Code for Grazing Districts. 43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 161.12 (b), (c),.
and (e)

Miller contends that the Director erred in refusing to dismiss the
proceedings because of the refusal of the Bureau to make available
to him portions of its records in accordance with a request made by
his counsel on the afternoon before the trial.

As the Director pointed out, Miller did not attempt to follow the
Department's regulation, 43 CFR 2.2 (a) and (b), which sets out
the procedure for determining whether departmental records are to
be made available to persons outside the Department. Therefore
he cannot complain that the documents were not made available to
him before the hearing. At the hearing the hearing examiner in-
formed his counsel that a subpoena would be issued, on counsel's
request, for the files he desired. (Transcript p. 5.) It appears that
Miller did not apply for a subpoena.

In somewhat similar circumstances it has been held that where a
party appearing before an administrative agency does not contest the
validity of the agency's rule relating to the production of documents
and makes no effort to follow the procedure set out in the rules, al-
though there is sufficient time to do so, it is not error for the hearing

143 CFR 161.12(e) was slightly amended by Circular 201t, 24 P.R. 63.
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examiner to Tduse to direct that the documents be produced. Na-
tionl Labor Relations Board v. Adhesive Products Corporation, 258
F. 2d 403, 406 (2d Cir. 1958) ; Mohawk Reflning Corporation v. Fed-
eral Trade Commission, 263 F. 2d 818 (3d Cir. 1959).

Here Miller had a period of 5 weeks between notice and hearing to
obtain access to whatever departmental files he desired. He made no
attempt to inspect them until the afternoon before the hearing and
then at the hearing did not adopt the hearing examiner's suggestion
that he ask for a subpoena.

Accordingly, it was not error for the hearing examiner to deny
Miller's motion that he dismiss the proceedings against him.

Furthermore it appears that the documents Miller desired were re-
ports made by grazing officers of the Bureau of Land Management
on the count they had made of the number and location of the animals
in trespass (Tr. 5). These officers testified at the hearing and were
subject to thorough cross-examination. The only purpose of their tes-
timony was to establish the fact and amount of the trespass. Miller
made little or no attempt to deny either of these matters and, indeed,
has hot directed any of his appeals to the amount of the trespass dam-
ages computed by the hearing examiner. Therefore the refusal to
allow him to see the range officers' preliminary reports dealing with
matters as to which there is no real conflict cannot be deemed to have
been prejudicial to Miller.

Miller next urges that it was error to find the trespass willful and
to hold that it was not necessary for the hearing examiner to find it
willful in order to justify a reduction in grazing privileges.

Since the hearing examiner plainly found the trespass willful, it is
not necessary to consider the second contention. As to the first, I find
that, although Miller offered evidence that the trespass was not will-
ful, the record as a whole amply supports the conclusion that it was.

For example, the testimony of Miller and his witnesses demon-
strates at the very least that no determined effort was made to control
the number of cattle on the range (Tr. 132, 152, 154, 183). In addi-
tion, Miller had been served with one or more notices of trespass and
paid damages in 1950, 1952, 1953, 1955, 1957. In 1955 and 1957 the
charges alleged 200 or more cattle had been grazed in trespass. It is
well established that, where willfulness is an issue, evidence of other
similar transactions is admissible as bearing on knowledge or intent .

Finally Miller argues that it was error to reduce his grazing privi-
leges by 20 percent and to hold that reduction applied to his base
property rather than to his individual license.

Federal Trade ommission v. Cement Institute et al., 333 U.S. 683, 704-706 (1948);
Williamas et al. v. United States, 199 F. 2d 921 (5th Cir.): Strand v. United States. 199
F. 2d 923 (528 Cir.); United States v. Stirone, 262 P. 2d 571, 575-577 (d Cir. 1958) 2
Wigmore Evidence (3d ed.) § 300-302, 367.
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Considering the frequency and extent of Miller's trespass, a 20
percent reduction in his grazing privileges is plainly warranted.

As to the remaining contention, as the Director pointed out, the
regulation provides for reduction in grazing privileges for violations
of its terms (43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 161.12, 161.12(e) (2) )3 To make
this penalty effective it must be imposed on the privileges attached
to the base property (43 CFR, 1958 Spp., 161.6(e) (12)).

However, I believe that it is unnecessary to rednce permanently
the privileges attached to Miller's base property and that adherence to
the grazing code can be achieved by a less severe penalty. Accord-
ingly, the grazing privileges attached to Miller's base properties will
be reduced by 20 percent for a period of years. Cf. J. Leonard
Nleal, 66 I.D. 215 (1959).

While the appeal was pending, the appellant submitted an offer
to pay monetary damages in lieu of the damages assessed and the
reduction of grazing privileges. This offer is rejected, first, because
the Federal Range Code does not now provide for the assessment of
a monetary penalty for willful trespass (43 CR, 1958 Supp.,
161.12(e) (2) ) and, secondly, because a reduction in grazing privileges
is deemed to be a more suitable punishment for the offense committed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management is affirmed as modified.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,:

Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

IBCA-182 Decided AprilV20, 1960

Contracts: Appeals
A request for reconsideration will be denied when it raises immaterial ques-

tions, or merely challenges inferences which were reasonably drawn from
the evidence by the Board.

BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

Counsel for the appellant has filed a motion requesting reconsidera-
tion by the Board of its decision of March 16, 1960, rejecting its claim
in the amount of $7,143.67, based upon its replacement of a shunt
reactor which failed upon being energized. The reactor was one of
three which had been purchased for the Granite Falls Substation of
the Missouri River Basin Project, Bureau of Reclamation.

a See . 1, supra.
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In its decision, the Board held that the appellant had the burden of
proving that the failure of the reactor was attributable to a fault of
the Government. It also held, however, that even if the burden of
proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor was on the
Government, it had succeeded in establishing by a clear preponderance
of the evidence that the most probable cause of the failure of the re-
actor was a defective weld.

The request for reconsideration is based on three grounds. The
first ground appears to be that the Board has misconceived the sub-
stantive question presented by the appeal. The argument with refer-
ence to this ground is rather difficult to follow, and it has been made,
apparently, into a framework for a more elaborate discussion of the
conditions of the sale than the appellant originally undertook. The
arguments are, however, essentially the same as those orginally ad-
vanced, and have already been considered and rejected by the Board.
The appellant seems to think that the substantive question on which
the rights of the parties have been made to depend by the Board is
what caused the reactor to burn when the real question is whether the
reactor was defective when it was delivered. The appellant goes so
far as to imply even that what the Board referred to in its decision as
a defect is the damaged condition which resulted from the burning at
the time the reactor was energized. There is no foundation for this
supposition. In discussing the causes of the failure of the reactor,,
the Board was necessarily considering causes which must have existed
prior to the failure of the reactor, which would include causes existing
prior to delivery. Since the appellant concedes that it would be re-
sponsible for the failure of the reactor if it was defective when
delivered, and the Board has found that it had a defective weld when
delivered, the appellant's theoretical conceptions of the requirements
of the contract would hardly seen to be material.

The second ground on which reconsideration is requested is that the
Board wrongly held that the burden of proof was on the appellant.
The appellant here argues at length that its conclusion is not sup-
ported by the cases on which it is supposed to rest. The Board does
not propose to undertake a reanalysis of the cases because it would be
pointless, and for two reasons. In the first place, the cases are only
guidelines; none of them is precisely in point, and the question of the
burden of proof, which is always admittedly difficult, must be re-
solved in terms of general principle rather than by matching prece-
dents. In the second place, the Board's decision did not rest only on
the ground that the appellant had the burden of proof. The Board
also held that the Government must prevail even if it had the burden
of proof. Thus the only crucial question is whether the Government
sustained the burden of proof, and the Board held in its decision that
it had sustained the burden.
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The third ground on which the appellant seeks reconsideration is,
to be sure, that the Board's conclusion that the Government proved
by a preponderance of the evidence that cause of the failure of the
reactor was a defective weld is not supported by substantial evidence.
But, as the appellant expressly admits "the inferences to be drawn
from the evidence must, at least within reasonable limits be left to
the Board," and the same goes for the weight to be accorded to the
evidence. The appellant offers no new evidence but merely reiterates,
for the most part, the contentions in its post-hearing brief. It even
refuses to abandon its "mouse" theory, although, clearly, it was vir-
tually abandoned by its own expert at the hearing. If there is any
novelty in the appellant's present argument it is the great stress which
is now put on the report of the Bureau's factory inspector who denom-
inated the appellant's workmanship as "good," and sent his report
to the Bureau for review. Considering that there was also an "ex-
cellent" rating, the qualified "good" rating can hardly be regarded
as very enthusiastic. The appellant seems to entertain the wholly
unfounded conviction that the inspector was an eyewitness who was
present during every minute of the manufacturing process, and could
see even within the helium shield as the welding was done, and that
his report is better evidence than the opinions of the Bureau's highly
qualified engineers. The appellant has converted the factory inspec-
tor's rather diffident opinion into the only "direct evidence" in the
case-this characterization appears at least four times in the course
of the argument-even though it conceded prior to the hearing with
full knowledge of the contents of the factory inspector's report that
there was no direct evidence in the case. Thus, it declared in its
reply to the statement of the Government's position: "It appears,
both from the outcome of these tests (tests of the circuit breaker and
examination of the damage) and from the absence of any other direct
evidence that any determination of the cause of the failure will have
to be based mainly on circumstantial evidence" (emphasis supplied).

Accordingly, the request for reconsideration is denied.

WILLIAM SEAGLE, Mefiber.
PAUL H. GANTT, Chairan.

APPEAL OF STUDER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-117 Decided April 21, 1960

Contracts: Delays of Contractor
A contractor engaged in clearing and grading a recreational area in Yellow-

stone National Park was not entitled to an extension of time for perform-
ance by reason of additional clearing and other work when it breached its
contract by not completing all of the work in the scheduled construction
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season and hence, encountered other contractors which increased the diffi-
culties of its work, and the contracting officer did allow a 0 days' exten-
sion of the time which may have been intended to cover additional clearing
work.

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Protests
A contractor engaged in clearing and grading a recreational area in the

Yellowstone National Park was not entitled to additional compensation
for alleged extra moves in connection with its operations when the evidence
is conflicting as to the number of the moves; the circumstances under which
they were made are not clear; the moves may have been necessary because
of the failure of the contractor to coordinate his operations with those
of other contractors; and the contractor failed to protest against the actions
requiring the additional moves.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The Studer Construction Company of Billings, Montana, has filed
a timely appeal from a decision of the contracting officer in the form
of a letter dated February 1, 1957,' denying its request for an exten-
'sion of time and additional compensation in connection with its
performance of Contract. No. 14-10-243-186 with the National Park
Service, hereinafter designated as the Service.

The contract, which was dated August 1, 1955, and incorporated
the General Provisions of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953),
provided for the grading and drainage of roads, parking areas, and
walks at Canyon Cabin Area, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming.
The work was somewhat more particularly described in Section IV,
paragraph 1, of the specifications as follows:

The work to be performed under these specifications shall consist of clearing
(where required) and grading of roadways, parking areas and walks and the
installation of GClP pipe drains with metal end sections or drop inlets as
shown on the drawings.

There were 15 separate items of work listed in the contract bid sched-
ule, and on the basis of the estimated quantities stated therein the
contract price was $79,397.2

1'No reasons were given by the contracting officer for his decision in this letter, nor
were any findings of fact made by him. In a memorandum dated October 31, 1957, the
Board requested, therefore, that such findings be made by him, and they were duly issued
by him under date of March 4, 1958. In making the request, the Board allowed the
appellant a period of 30 days from the receipt by it of the findings to file exceptions
thereto, and to request a hearing for the purpose of taking testimony, if a hearing was
'desired. Under date of April 2, 1958, the appellant filed a second notice of appeal from
the findings, which the Board will consider as its exceptions. However, although the
appellant filed a brief in support of its second appeal, it did not request a hearing for
the purpose of taking testimony, contenting itself with attaching to its brief affidavits
of its clearing subcontractor and surveyor.

2 However, the contracting officer was expressly empowered to increase or decrease the
quantities, or omit any listed item entirely, provided that the total cost of the work was
not increased or decreased by more than 25 percent.
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It was provided in Section III, paragraph 1, of the specifications,
that the contractor was to commence the contract work within 15 days
of receipt of notice to proceed, and was to complete the entire work
within 90 calendar days thereof. Paragraph 2 of the same section
of the specifications made provision for the payment of liquidated
damages in the amount of $50 per calendar day in the event that the
contractor should fail to complete the work within the allotted time.
Paragraph 6 of the same section of the specifications required that
before beginning any work the contractor submit to the contracting
officer a written program of construction in sufficient detail to enable
the contracting officer to judge the adequacy of the contractor's opera -
tions, and to anticipate conditions which might retard the progress
of the work, and the contractor was not to commence work until
the program of construction had been approved in writing by the
contracting officer.

To emphasize further the importance of the time element, Section
IV, paragraph 2 of the specifications also provided as follows:

The Contractor shall program his work so as to complete the project within
the 1955 construction season. A contract for water and sewer utility lines
to serve this area will be awarded at approximately the same time as this road
contract. It will be the responsibility of the successful bidders to cooperate
and program their work in such a manner that both contracts can be accom-
plished this construction season.'

Thus, it was not only contemplated that all of the contract work would
be completed within 90 days of receipt of notice to proceed but that it
would be completed within the 1955 construction season.

Notice to proceed was received by the contractor on August 27, 1955,
and the final date for completion of all work under the contract be-
came November 25, 1955. Due to the onset of adverse weather con-
ditions, however, all work was suspended for a period of 242 days
from October 26, 1955, to June 25, 1956,4 and this suspension post-
poned the final date of completion to July 24, 1956. The time for
completion was further extended by a period of 30 days to August 23,
1956, by Change Order No. 2, dated September 1, 1956. The work
was finally completed on October 24, 1956, and because of the 62
days' delay in completing the work the contractor was assessed liqui-
dated damages at the contract rate in the amount of $3,100.

The appellant appears to have been rather slow and vacillating in
advancing claims against the Government, and to have behaved in an

This provision of the specifications only particularized the general obligation imposed
on the contractor by Clause ii of the General Provisions of the Contract, headed "Other
Contracts," to cooperate with any other contractors who might hold contracts for
additional work.

i The right to suspend the work because of conditions unfavorable to its prosecution or
because of the failure of the contractor to perform any provisions of the contract was ex-
pressly reserved to the contracting officer by Section III, paragraph 6 of the specifications.
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anomalous fashion in negotiating change orders. On August 9, 1956,
it accepted Change Order No. 1, dated August 6, 1956. This change
order made only a very minor adjustment in the work-the lowering
of a steel water line at an estimated c6st of $100-and it was accepted
by the appellant, although it expressly provided that no additional
time for performance of the contract work would be allowed. Yet
under date of September 1, 1956, the appellant's office manager wrote
to the Service as follows:

Reference change order No. 1, Mr. Studer requested that I write you con-
cerning the change order and notify you that he intends to ask for an extension
and change order No. 1 will be included in that request for extension of time
along with the other reasons for the delay in finishing the job.

Change Order No. 2 was also dated September 1, 1956, but it was not
actually transmitted to the appellant until October 2, 1956. It in-
creased item 1 (Unclassified Excavation), item 10 (6" Perforated
Corrugated Metal Pipe), item 11 (Trench Excavation for 6" Per-
forated Corrugated Metal Pipe), and item 12 (Trench Backfill for
6" Perforated Corrugated Metal Pipe) ; it also increased the total
contract amount by $14,470.. The justification for the change order
was stated as follows:

Due to unforeseen circumstances the "A" and "C" Cabin Area roads required
extra excavation, backfill and drainage to provide a stable road bed. A large
portion of the "A" and "C" Cabin Areas are in wet swampy ground, the extent of
which Was greater than planned. The grade set for the roads and parking areas
would have been impossible to construct without this extra work, also, changes
in cabin locations and grades required adjustment of grade, which also in-
creased the excavation quantities. (Emphasis supplied.)

The extension of time granted by Change Order No. 2 was couched as
follows: "An allowance of 30 days will be made on account of the
changes ordered and your completion date is changed accordingly
from July 24, 1956, as stated in our letter of July 6, 1956, to August
23, 1956." (Emphasis supplied.)

The appellant's chief officer also accepted Change Order No. 2 but
attached to it the following note:

I am signing this change order No. 2, with the reservation to amend the
amount on a later order to take care of backfill of trenches which has been
overlooked. Our Superintendent has taken this matter up with Mr. Huebner
but never came to a definite agreement. I do not anticipate any serious trouble,
but do want to be on record as having called it to your attention for possible
later consideration.

What, if anything,: was ever done about increasing the amount of
compensation for backfilling trenches is not shown by the record but
it is apparent that the reservation did not relate to the extension of
time granted by the change order.
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Each of the appellant's claims was set forth in a separate letter.
The appellant's claim for an additional extension of time was for-
mulated in a letter, dated October 29, 1956, to the contracting officer-
Although it had been assessed liquidated damages for only 62 days, it
now requested an extension of time of 70 days for five enumerated
reasons, to the first four of which a particular number of days of delay
were assigned which totaled 81 days. The reasons assigned, with the
number of days allocated to each were as follows: (1) requests made
by Government engineers to clear and grub numerous building sites
for other contractors (20 days); (2) the additional clearing of 12:
acres outside of mapped clearing area (40 days); (3) changes in cul-
vert locations and grades, requiring culverts to be dug up and re-
placed (6 days); (4) the placing of sewer lines throughout the appel-
lant's unfinished work, materially delaying its finishing work (15.
days) ; (5) loss of time attributable to the operations and equipment of
other contractors, hampering appellant's own operations (number of
days not specified). In the penultimate paragraph of the letter the.
appellant explained that, although it was required to request exten-
sions of time for performance attributable to causes of delay within 10
days of the occurrence of the delays, it had refrained from making the
requests because it could not tell at the time just how much additional
time it would need to complete the work.

The appellant's claim for additional compensation was formulated
in a letter, dated November 26, 1956, to the contracting officer. This
claim, which was in the amount of $6,096.15, was not for additional
work done but for time lost in moving to and from "repeat work"
allegedly required while the appellant was completing the timber
clearing in the Canyon Area, the time being lost because of restaking
and changes in motel, dormitory sites, and parking areas which re-
sulted in extra clearing in the "A" and "C" areas. No less than 25
separate moves were listed in the itemization of the claim which was-
based on the loss of 93 equipment and man hours at the rate of $57 per
hour."

The contracting officer predicated his denial of both of the appel-
lant's claims on reports to him by his subordinates. In a memoran-
dum dated December 13, 1956, the acting supervisory engineer,.
Western Office, Division of Design and Construction, commented on
the appellant's "repeat work" clailn, and in a memorandum dated.
January 16, 1957, the supervisory engineer in the same office com-
mented on the appellant's claim for an extension of time. Each of

6 This would total $5,301. The appellant added 15 percent of this amount, or $795.15,
to cover profit, indirect costs, etc., making a total of $6,096.15.
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them recommended against the allowance of the claim which was the
subject of his memorandum.

In the December 13 memorandum, the acting supervisory engineer
could find no basis for allowing any part of the "repeat work" claim,
the accuracy of which he generally questioned. Although the appel-
lant had listed 10 moves as due to changes in parking areas, the en-
gineer specifically denied that any orders had been give to it to move
back to clear parking areas, and asserted that if such moves were made
to complete clearing, they were attributable to the appellant's own
method of operation. He also asserted that the motel sites had all
been staked and marked for clearing at one time, except for a few
minor adjustments, and that the appellant had been called back only
two or three times for the purpose of removing dangerous trees.
Finally, he pointed out that the moves listed as due to the restaking
of dormitories were actually due to the failure of the appellant to
clear the area of all the trees that had been marked for clearing, the
dormitory sites having been slope-staked at one time and the trees
marked for removal. Conceding that the clearing for the motel sites
did necessitate a few extra moves, he stated that they had not in-
volved the appellant's entire crew, and that it had in effect been
compensated for these moves when it was paid for clearing the areas
as if all timber had been removed, although in several places the
smaller timber was left, making the operation much easier.

In the January 16 memoraldtun, the supervisory engineer pointed
out that most of the additional time claimed by the appellant was in
connection with clearing and grubbing but he commented: "The clear-
ing operation was a slow one, however, the slowness stemmed more
from the inefficiency of Mr. Studer's clearing operations than from the
extra area to be cleared. e realized that the additional clearing
prolonged the contract and as a result of a conference with Mr. Hamil-
ton and Mr. Rowe, 30 days extension was granted." (Emphasis sup-
plied.) While he admitted that cabin site clearing was added during
the 1956 construction season, he questioned the appellant's assertions
that the Service's engineers had requested that certain cabin sites be
cleared in preference to road right-of-way clearing, since the need
for the completed roads was usually more urgent than for the cleared
sites. As for changes in culvert locations, he conceded that two cul-
verts were relocated due to changes in cabin location but took the
position that the extension of 30 days which had been granted should
have taken care of this, and so far as the location of utility lines in
the roadway were concerned, he pointed out that if the contract had
been completed as scheduled on July 1R this difficulty would not have
been encountered, for the utility contractor did not commence work
in the area until that date. In addition, he observed that the diffi-
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culty could have been avoided by finishing the road in sections, since
~separate sections were accepted as they were completed. In general,
he commented that the appellant's employees were too few, and
that supervision and general planning were poor and sometimes
-nonexistent.

Various other circumstances are to be gathered from the contract-
ing officer's findings of fact.: He found that the appellant never
submitted a construction program to the contracting officer as required
by Section III, paragraph 6, of the specifications, although it knew
that a contract for water and sewer utility lines would be awarded
at approximately the same time as its contract. He also found that
at no tinme did the appellant have adequate equipment and crews on
the job, and that when operations under the contract were suspended
on October 26, 1955, due to adverse weather conditions, the project
was only 35.04 percent complete, although 662/3 percent of the time
allowed for performance had expired.

It appears also from the contracting officer's findings that after
the appellant had expressed concern that it would not get to do all
the clearing contemplated by the specifications and plans, it had en-
tered into an agreement with the project supervisor which was
expressed in a letter from the latter to the appellant uinder date of
July 19, 1956. This letter expressed an understanding that clearing
'of the dormitory sites and cabin sites was to be deemed to have been
included in the contract, and that payment for this clearing work was
to be made at the unit price per acre provided in the contract. In
his letter, the project supervisor also stressed the importance of
accelerating the clearing operations, as well as the grading of roads
and parking areas, because of the short construction season ahead, and
the fact that the building contractor would be held up if the cabin
sites were not ready.

In general, it may be said that the basis of the contracting officer's
denial of the appellant's claims on the merits was his conviction that
the appellant's delay in the completion of the work and its additional
costs were due to its failure to plan the work properly, and to carry
it forward with sufficient men and equipment, so as to complete it
during the 1955 construction season before the presence of other con-
tractors on the project site had complicated its problems. In addition,
however, the contracting officer expressly invoked as a bar to the
allowance of the appellant's "repeat work" claim its failure to comply
with the provision of Section 1, paragraph 19, of the General Provi-
sions of the specifications which required the contractor to file timely
written protest against work which it deemed to be outside of the
requirements of the contract, or against any ruling of inspectors that
it deemed to be unfair. The contracting officer also indicated that he
was invoking the protest requirement because the Government had not
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had an opportunity to observe the conditions of which the appellant
complained when they were in evidence.:

The appellant attempts to dismiss its failures to file a construction
program to cooperate with other contractors, and to complete all of
the work before the end of the 1955 construction season as wholly
immaterial on the gound that the Government, within the last 30
days of the contract period, added clearing work not originally con-
templated by the contract; namely, the clearing of the cabin sites.
Even if the clearing of the cabin sites was actually additional work
outside of the scope of the contract .as written, the appellant's Con-
tentions must be regarded as fallacies. The contract plainly required
that all of the work be so planned that it could be completed during
the 1955 construction season, and the failure of the appellant to
comply with the requirements of the contract was a breach of contract
for which the Government was entitled to such actual damages as
could be proven, in addition to the, liquidated damages for which
provision had also been made. The fact that when the appellant had
failed to complete the work during the 1955 cnstructioti season the
Government may have decided to request the contractor to perform
additional work in no way excused the appellant's previous breach
of contract, or terminated its previous liability for damages, and the
Board is bound to take this liability into consideration in evaluating
the claims against the Government which the appellant has made.

Actually, it is doubtful that in a technical sense the increase
in the amount of clearing represented additional work amounting,
technically, to a hange in the requirements of the contract. It is true
that the estimate for the clearing work given in the bid schedule was
24 acres, and that the appellant cleared 35.63 acres, which represented
an increase of almost 49 percent in this estimate. But the contract
provision was simply to do clearing "where required," and the bid
schedule itself reserved to the contracting officer the right, as already
noted, to increase the estimated quantities within a 25 percent limita-
tion of the total cost of the work. If this 25 percent is to be calculated
on the basis of the original estimated contract amount, then the 25
percent limitation was considerably exceeded. But if, on the other
hand, the 25 percent is to be calculated on the original estimated con-
tract amount, plus the amounts added by change orders, then the
additional clearing would be within the 25 percent limitationY

I The original contract amount was $79,397, to which $144.65 was added by Change
Order No. 1 and $14,470 by Change Order No. 2, making a total of $94,011.65. If 25
percent of this amount, which is $23502.91 were added to the $94,011.65, the total would
be $117,514.56. As the total bid items paid for under the final estimate was $113,572.04,
the 25 percent limitation would not have been exceeded. However, if 25 percent of the
original contract amount, which is $19,849.25, were added to it, the total would be
$99,246.25, and the 25 percent limitation would have been considerably exceeded.
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Assuming for the sake of argument that the 25 percent limitation
was exceeded, and that the appellant was clearly entitled to an ex-
tension of time for the additional clearing, despite the facts, ap-
parently, that this work was added to alleviate the appellant's own
concern that the clearing might fall short of the estimate, and that
the appellant agreed to perform this work at unit prices without then
specifically requesting an extension of time for the performance of
the additional work, the Board is faced by the insistence of the
Service's supervisory personnel that the extension of time of 30 days
subsequently allowed under Change Order No. 2 was intended to
cover the additional clearing work. The appellant strenuously
argues, to be sure, that there is nothing in the change order that refers
to the clearing work, pointing to the fact that it provided only for
increases in the work under items 1, 10, 11, and 12 which are not
expressly clearing items. It is true that there is a separate clearing
item-item 9-but the difficulty is that clearing is also involved in
excavation and grading, and that in the justification for the change
order there is a mention of the fact that the extent of the cabin areas,
which were also involved in the clearing, was greater than planned,
and that they consisted of wet, swampy ground, which presumably
might slow down the appellant's operations. The situation with re-
spect to the additional clearing is, to be sure, obscure, as are, indeed,
many phases of the performance of the present contract, but the bur-
den of establishment that it is entitled to an extension of time is on the
appellant, and by failing to request a hearing, it has not made it pos-
sible to eliminate the obscurities. So far as the other elements of
this claim are concerned, the obscurity is even greater. If the appel-
lant did clearing work for other contractors, at their request, there
is nothing to show that the work was authorized by appropriate offi-
cers of the Government. Insofar as the appellant was delayed by
factors attributable to the presence of other contractors, the indica-
tions in the record are that its own failure to program its operations
better and complete them during the 1955 construction season were
responsible for its difficulties. While there may be some element of
merit in the appellant's claim for some additional extension of time,
the Board must conclude that it has not been adequately established,
either in nature or amount, and the claim must, therefore, be denied.

The appellant's "repeat work" claim suffers even more obviously
from the fact that there has been no hearing in the present case. In
the affidavits of the appellant's subcontractor and surveyor many
assertions are made which are directly in conflict with the statements
made in the December 13 and January 16 memoranda of the super-
visory personnel of the Service. Thus, the appellant's subcontractor
deposes that at the time he was clearing roadways and parking areas
in the "C" area, he was requested to clear the cabin sites in the "A"
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area as they were staked, which necessarily involved additional time
in moving equipment from the "C" area to the "A" area; that after
certain cabin sites had been cleared in the "A" area they would be
restaked for slope, and he would be called back to clear additional
area within the site already done; that the moves were made as claimed
by the appellant, and that none of the moves were for the purpose of
removing trees missed on the original clearing of the site. So, too,
the appellant's surveyor deposes that, although he had no record of
the number of times it occurred, the contractor was called back to
rework the cabin sites in the "A" area that had been restaked and
that final designation of the parking areas in the contract was not
delivered until July 19, 1956. Some force must, to be sure, be ac-
corded to statements in affidavits but they are not conclusive, because
there has been no opportunity to cross-examine the afiants in the
present case, and the contracting officer denied the "repeat work"
claim with knowledge of the contents of the affidavits, his findings
having been made subsequent to the time that they were filed.7

Moreover, even if, in view of the affidavits, the number of moves
claimed to have been made by the appellant were accepted as sub-
stantially correct, it would still be necessary to know under what cir-
cumstances and for what reasons the moves were made, and as to
these circumstances and reasons, the affidavits are almost entirely
silent. The moves may have been made almost entirely because of
the problems caused by the presence of the other contractors during
the 1956 construction season, and for this situation the appellant was
responsible. Finally, since the appellant appears to have been paid for
the work which was performed in connection with each move, it is not
clear from the record whether this compensation was not adequate to
take care also of the movements of the equipment.

In view of the unsatisfactory nature of the record, and the difficul-
ties which would be involved in undertaking to resolve at this late
date the conflicting contentions of the parties, this would seem to be
an appropriate case for sustaining the action of the contracting officer
in invoking the failure of the appellant to file timely written protests
against the additional moves. The "repeat work" claim is also denied,
therefore, for failure to protest, as required by the contract.

The affidavits were attached to the brief on appeal from the contracting officer's letter
decision of February 1, 1957, which was routed through the contracting officer. The brief
on appeal was dated March 20, 1957.
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CONCLUSION

Therefore, the decision of the contracting officer, dated February
1, 1957, and his subsequent findings of fact, dated March 4, 1958,
denying the claims of the appellant, are affirmed.

WILLIAM SEAGLE, Member.
I concur:

PAW4 H. GANTT, Chairman.

GABBS EXPLORATION COMPANY

A-28139 Decided April 5, 1960

Mining Claims: Generally
A mining location may be terminated by abandonment and if a valid mining

Claim is abandoned, the land reverts to the publie domain.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Mining Claims,: Contests-
Rules of Practice: Failure to Appeal

Mining claims may be declared null and void if the claimant, who received
notice of adverse charges against his claims, fails to answer the charges
as required and fails to appeal from a decision holding his claim null and
void, and where the claimant takes no action with respect to the claims for
25 years, the decision declaring the claims null and void is conclusive and
will not be reopened if the interest of other parties under oil and gas
leases isssued by the United States have intervened, in the absence of a
legal or equitable basis warranting reconsideration.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity-Mining Claims: Withdrawn
Land

This Department may declare mining claims null and void after a determi-
nation that the claims are abandoned has become final, and if, at that time,
an Executive Order attaches to the land covered by the abandoned claims
withdrawing it from the operation of the public land laws, further asser-
tions of property rights in such land, except in accordance with the with-
drawal order, are precluded.

Administrative Practice: Generally-Mining Claims: Hearings
A hearing is not required by departmental practice or by the requirements

of due process on the rejection of an application for a patent on mining
claims which, 26 years before the application was filed, were declared null
and void by a default decision after notice of charges against the claims,
including a charge that the claims were abandoned, and an opportunity for
a hearing thereon were given the record title owner of the claims.

Mining Claims: Title
An applicant for patent to mining claims can hardly claim to be a bona fide

purchaser for value of the claims when prior to and at the time of his
purchase the public records of the Department show that the claims had
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been declared null and void and the applicant's own abstract of title shows
entries on the county records of issuance by the United States of an oil
and gas lease on part of the land in the claims and of a patent on another
part of the land.

APPEAL :EHOIX THE BUREAU OF LAND ANfAGEMENT

The Gabbs Exploration Company, a Colorado corporation, has ap-
pealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of April 20,
1959, by the Director of the Bureau of Land Management which
affrmed a decision by the manager of the Denver land office rejecting
the appellant's application for patent and declaring null and void the
mining claims included in the patent application. The claims for
which patent is sought comprise 18 oil shale placers known as the Sib-
bald Nos. I through 12, inclusive, and the Coral Nos. 3 through 8.
inclusive, covering approximately 2,880 acres of land in secs. 28, 29,
31, 32, and 33, T. 4 S., R. 99 W., 6th P.M., Garfield County, Colorado.
The claims were located in December 19317 and February 1918. Ef-
fective August 1, 195I1, and September I, 1952, oil and gas leases were
issued on all except 640 acres of the land covered by the patent appli-
cation, and on December , 1955, a lease was issued on the remaining
640 acres here involved.

The appellant's application for patent, filed on August 29, 1956,
was rejected by the manager's decision of 'February 14, 1958, on the
ground that the claims were declared null and void by a letter of in-
structions, dated May 19, 1930, of the C6mnissioner of the General
Land Office (predecessor of the Director, Biu-eau of Land Manage-
ment), and approved by the Secretary. The letter directed the closing
of contest 12111, United States v. Wclter . Dwyer, in which the
United States brought adverse proceedings against a number of claims
including all of the placers covered by the appellant's application.

Departmental records indicate that on January 13, 1930, Walter L.
Dwyer, as record titleholder of these claims, received by registered
mail, notice of contest 12111 stating tat charges were brought by
this Department against the validity of oil shale locations Sibbald
Nos. 1 to 12, inclusive, and Coral Nos. 1 to 8, inclusive. The charges
against the claims were:

1. That there has been no assessment work performed upon any of the above
described placer mining claims for the assessment years ending Jly 1, 1921,
up to and including July 1,1929.

2. That each and every one of said claims has been abandoned.

The notice of adverse proceedings indicated plainly that an answer
to the charges was required but Dwyer made no reply and took no
action in response to the notice. The Coimissioner's letter of May 19,

549466-60 4
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1930, gave the following instructions to the register at Denver regard-
ing the contest:

The default of the claimant, in failing to file answer denying the charge, is
taken as an admission by him of the truth thereof, in view of which the Sibbald
Nos. 1 to 12 inclusive and Coral Nos. 1 to 8 inclusive, oil shale placers are de-
clared null and void and the United States has taken possession of the lands
within the claims for its own uses and purposes. The case is closed.

Advise the claimant by ordinary mail.

Dwyer did not appeal from or respond to notice that the claims were
declared null and void and it does not appear that he took any action
with respect to the claims until almost 25 years after the case was
closed, when he conveyed by a quitclaim deed of April 29, 1955, all
of the claims here involved to the Comanche Oil Company. Under
quitclaim deed of March 21, 1956, the Comanche Oil Company con-
veyed these claims to the Gabbs Exploration Company.

In affirming the manager's rejection of the appellant's patent ap-
plication, the Director's decision pointed out that the charge, in the
adverse proceedings brought against these claims in 1930, of failure
to perform assessment work could not serve as a basis for declaring
the claims null and void, citing Wilbur v. Krutshnic, 280 U.S. 306
(1930), and Whale Oil Company, 55 I.D. 287 (1935). The decision
held, however, that since the 1930 contest proceedings included the
charge that each of the claims had been abandoned, the claims were
properly declared null and void in a default judgment of abandon-
ment of these claims. Ickes v. Virginia-Colorado Development Corp.,
295U.C. 639 (1935).

On this appeal, objection is taken to the adverse proceedings against
these claims which resulted in the default decision in 1930 holding
that the claims were null and void. The appeal asserts that the notice
of charges against the claims did not comply with the applicable de-
partmental instructions (Circ. 460, 44 L.D. 572, 573 (1916)) which
required, inter alia, that the notice state that the charges would be
accepted as true unless the claimant filed in the local office, within 30
days from receipt of notice, a written denial, under oath, of said
charges, with an application for a hearing, or submitted a statement
of facts rendering the charges immaterial, or if he failed to appear
at any hearing that might be ordered in the case. The assertion is
incorrect. On the reverse side of the contest notice is a reprint of
Circular 460 (supra) containing the departmental instructions gov-
erning proceedings in contests of this type. Paragraph 10 in the
circular sets forth the provision that if the claimant fails to deny the
charges and apply for a hearing, or to submit a statement of facts
rendering the charges immaterial, or to appear at a hearing ordered,
without showing good cause, such failure will be taken as an admission
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of the truth of the charges and will obviate the necessity for the Gov-
ernment submitting evidence in support thereof. The same paragraph
also states that in cases finally closed upon default of the claimant, if
application to reopen any case is filed with the register and receiver,
they will forward it with recommendation to the General Land Office.
Thus, Dwyer had actual notice that a failure to deny the charges would
be taken as an admission of the truth of the charges, and he also had
notice that if the contest case were finally closed upon default of the
claimant, further action thereon was possible if he filed an application
to reopen the case. Dwyer not only defaulted with respect to the
contest charges; he took no appeal from or other action with respect
to the notice declaring the claims null and void and closing the case.

The 1930 contest proceeding is also objected to on the ground that
the register was told to notify Dwyer by regular mail rather than by
registered mail of the final action of the Department declaring the
claims null and void and closing the case. The instructions of May 19,
1930, to the register from the Commissioner, approved by the Secre-
tary, which declared the claims null and void, directed that the con-
testee be notified of the Department's final action by ordinary mail.
This direction was in accordance with the rules of practice which were
in effect when the case was closed.1 The record shows that Dwyer was
served with notice by registered mail of the contest complaint, that
in accordance with the departmental rule in effect in 1930, he was
notified by ordinary mail that the case was being forwarded to the
General Land Office after his failure to answer the contest charges.

l Paragraph 10 in Circular No. 460 provided:
"If the entryman or claimant fails to deny the charges under oath and apply for

a hearing, or to submit a statement of facts rendering the charges immaterial, or
fails to appear at the hearing ordered without showing good cause therefor, such
failure will be taken as an admission of the truth of the charges and will obviate the
necessity for the Government submitting evidence in support thereof, and the register
and receiver will forthwith forward the case with recommendation thereon to the
General Land Office and notify the parties by registered mail of the action taken.
In cases finally closed upon default of claimant, if application to reopen any case is
filed with the register and receiver, they will forthwith forward same with recom-
mendations to the General Land Office.'

Paragraph 14 in Circular No. 460 provided in relevant part:
"The above proceedings wiil be governed by the rules of practice. * e @"

Notice to a contestee who defaulted after service of notice was governed by paragraph
10 of Circular No. 460 as modified by rule 14 of the departmental rules of practice in
effect at the time of the contest proceedings. Rule 14, as amended, provided (51 L.D.
550 (1926)):

"Upon failure to serve and file answer as herein provided, the allegations of the
contest will be taken as confessed, and the register will forthwith forward the case,
with recommendation thereon, to the General Land Office, and notify the parties
by ordinary mail of the action taken."

In a letter dated June 22, 1931, to the Register, Carson City, Nevada, the Commissioner
of the General Land Office said that the amendment of paragraph 14 of the rules of
practice on April 17, 1926, to read as quoted also amended paragraph 10 of Circular No.
460. 16 Land Service Bulletin 146.

By Circular No. 449 of December 11, 1915 ("Circulars and Regulations of the General
Land Office," January 1930, p. 1098), notice of closing of cases was required to be sent
by ordinary mail.
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The instruction in the letter of May 19, 1930, that Dwyer be informed
by ordinary mail of the, Department's final action closing the case was
also in accordajice with Bureau practice. There is no evidence that
any of the Departiment's procedural requirements governing action by
the land office and the Department in default cases was not complied
with in Cantest 12111. Moreover, the appellant does not contend that
Dwyer was not notified of the Department's final action in the case.

The appeal asserts further that by a letter of July 29, 1935, the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office issued instructions to close all.
cases of adverse proceedings against mineral locations or entries where
the charge was failure to perform annual assessment work and that
pursuant to those instructions the register of the land office at Denver
Colorado, dismissed and closed Contest No. 11736 in which one of the
charges was failure to perform -annual assessment work. According
to the appeal, the case was closed despite the fact that another charge
was pending agaiist the claims involved in that contest; namely, that
the claims were not valid on the date -of the Leasing Act. t is con-
tended for the appellant that if failure to perform assessment work
was charged in a contest against a mining claim pending on July 29,
1935, the entire proceeding was vitiated and that the policy of the
Department, as demonstrated by the register's action in dismissing
Contest No. 11736, was to dismiss any additional charges which might
also have been brought in-such a contest.

The contention 'is incorrect. An instruction by the Commissioner
to close all cases of adverse proceedings against mining claims where
the charge was failure to perform annual assessment work did not
authorize closing adverse proceedings against mining claims with
respect to any charge other than that stated in the instruction. If
C6ntest No. 11736 was closed as to a charge other than failure to do
assessment work, the action was not in accordance with or authorized
by the Commissioner's instruction of July 29, 1935, as that instruction
is stated in the register's letter, quoted on appeal, closing Contest
No. 11736.

The appellant also contends that the charge of abandonment in the
1930 contest is insufficient because the charge, without supporting
facts, amounts merely to a conclusion of law. The appellant's reli-
ance -on departmental decisions involving appeal rules and private con-
test charges is not applicable to the determination of the adequacy
of a contest charge in proceedings instituted pursuant to Circular No.
460 (supra). The first three paragraphs in that circular are, in
applicable part, as follows:

1. The purpose hereof is to secure speedy action upon claims to the public
- lands, and to allow claimant, entryman, or other claimant of record, opportunity

to file a denial of the charges against the entry or claim, and to be heard thereon
if he so desires.
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2. Upon receipt of a report this office will consider the same and determine
therefrom whether the facts stated, if true, would warrant the rejection or can-
cellation of the entry or claim.

3. Should the charges, if not disputed, justify the rejection or cancellation of
the entry or claim the local officers will be duly notified thereof and directed
to issue notice of such charges in the manner and form hereinafter provided
for * * P

These provisions indicate that before a contest based on a report by
a representative of the General Land Office was initiated, a determina-
tion was made that the facts reported concerning an entry or claim,
if true, would warrant the cancellation of the entry or claimii as would
the failure to dispute the charges. The issuance of the notice to
Dwyer of the charges against his claims necessarily implies that the
Commissioner of the General Land Office had determined, in accord-
:ance with Circular No. 460, the sufficiency of those charges, including
the charge of abandonment.

Furthermore, the rule that a contest charge is bad if it alleges only
-a conclusion of law and not the facts upon which the charge is based
-rests upon the premise that the contestant has not shown that he is
familiar with the requirements of law (Raber v. Smnith, leight, Inter-
-'veno'r 51 L.D. 46, 48 (1925)). This premise cannot apply to the
Department. In addition, under the rules of practice in effect when
the charge was filed against Dwyer an objection to the sufficiency
of a contest charge could be raised only by timely demurrer. Fosdiclk
v. Shackleford, 4 L.D. 558 (1920). Since Dwyer did not file any
-objection, timely or otherwise, to the contest charge, the default judg-
'mnet is not now open to attack on the ground that the charge was
insufficient.

A review of the record indicates that the assertions on this appeal
'to the effect that the default decision declaring the claims null and
void- amounted to a denial .of due process are without merit. Dwyer
-had notice and an opportunity to be heard and to defend his interest
-within the requirements of, due process and the consequence of his
failure to participate in a determination of the validity of the claims
-cannot now be avoided by asserting lack of due process in the 1930
proceedings (American Surety. Co. v. Baldwin et al., 287 U.S. 156,
169 (1932); see Caneron v. United States, 252 U.S. 450, 460,

-461 (1920)) .
Dwyer's failure to appeal from the ruling that his claims were null

and void, even if the decision was erroneous, bars him, or anyone
claiming under hin, from questioning the correctness of the decision
:almost 30 years after the right to appeal therefrom expired (see
Charles D. Edmonson et al., 61 I.D. 355 (1954), and cases cited
therein). And where there is no showing that the decision holding
these claims null and void was unauthorized, the interests of other
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parties under a patent and oil and gas leases issued by the United
States (see infra) have intervened, and there are no equitable con-
siderations justifying reconsideration of the question, a decision which
has remained unchallenged and was acquiesced in by the record title-
holder of the claims for 25 years will not be reopened by the Depart-
ment (see Edward Cristman et al., 62 I.D. 127 (1955); H. W..
Rowley, 58 I.D. 550 (1943)). The cited departmental decisions,,
principles of orderly administration, and the doctrine of the finality
of administrative action preclude reconsideration in 1960 of adverse
proceedings concluded in 1930 resulting in the decision that the claims
here involved were null and void by reason of abandonment.

It is also contended on appeal that a charge of abandonment may
not be asserted by the United States as a ground for adverse proceed-
ings against mining claims and that the contest proceedings in 1930
against the instant claims contain no charge which supports a deci-
sion declaring the Sibbald and Coral claims null and void. The-
charge of abandonment in the 1930 contest proceedings, it is argued,.
is not a valid basis for declaring the claims null and void because
abandonment is only a repetition of and amounts to no more than
giving a different name to the charge of failure to perform assess-
ment work. There is nothing in the record to support a conclusion
that the charge of abandonment is the equivalent of and inseparable
from the charge that assessment work was not performed. The
charge that the claims were abandoned was set out in the notice of
adverse proceedings as separate and distinct from the charge of fail-
ure to perform assessment work. Moreover, in view of the fact that
default in assessment work which subjects a claim to forfeiture and
relocation is clearly distinguished from abandonment in decisions
involving mining claims,2 the unsupported assertion that the two
charges are one and the same thing is not persuasive (see Farrell v.
Lockhart and McKay v. McDougall, both supra, fn. 2). Accordingly,

2 Abandonment is frequently mentioned in mining cases in connection with forfeiture-
resulting from default in assessment work, but abandonment is not synonymous with de-
fault in assessment work which subjects a claim to forfeiture. A forfeiture takes place-
by operation of law, without regard to the intention of the appropriator, whenever he-
neglects to preserve his right by making the required annual expenditures upon the claim.
within the time allowed, and upon relocation of the claim adversely to the original loca--
tor before the latter resumes work, the right of the original locator is terminated. -McKay
v. McDougall, 64 Pac. 669, 670 (Montana 1901).

But where a valid claim has been abandoned by the original locator, the ground cov-
ered by the claim becomes a part of the public domain and is subject to another location
before the expiration of the statutory period for performing annual labor. Farrell v..
Lockhart, 210 U.S. 142 (1908).

The distinction between abandonment of a mining claim and forfeiture after default
in assessment work is clearly demonstrated by comparing McKay v. McDougall (supra),
which discusses the differences between the abandonment and forfeiture of mining claims,
with ValcaIda et al. v. Silver Peak Mines, 86 Fed. 90, 95 (9th Cir. 1898), which involved
determination of the issue of abandonment of a mill site. The latter decision discusses.
abandonment without reference to forfeiture of mining claims.
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the contention that the charge of abandonment in the 1930 proceedings
amounted only to the charge of failure to perform assessment work
is rejected.

Regardless of the determination of the matters thus far considered,
the appeal asserts that the abandonment of mining claims does not au-
thorize a declaration by the United States that the claims are null
and void, and that abandonment is not available to the United States
as a basis for declaring a claim invalid. The assertions require con-
sideration of the meaning and effect of a determination that mining
claims are abandoned.

The statement in Ickes v. Development Corporation, spra, that the
Secretary of the Interior, by appropriate proceedings, may determine
that a mining claim is subject to cancellation by reason of abandon-
ment is relied upon in the Director's decision as authorizing this
Department to declare an unpatented mining claim null and void
upon a finding that it is abandoned. The statement in Ickes v. Devel-
opnment Corporation cited cases involving suits between adverse min-
ing claimants (Brown v. Gurney, 201 U.S. 184, 192, 193 (1906)
Farrell v. Lockhart, spra, 147). To the extent that the cases au-
thorized cancellation of a mineral entry they are not analogous to
the question here raised since, at the time of the proceedings against
Dwyer's claim, no application for patent had been filed and there was
nothing which this Department could cancel. However, the decisions
in Brown v. Gurney (supra), Farrell v. Lockhart (supra) , and Ickes
v. Development Corporation (supra) clearly imply that a claim is
null and void if it is abandoned. Nonetheless, although this is not
denied on appeal, it is contended that the United States may not take
advantage of an abandonment. The authorities referred to in sup-
port of this position will be considered after certain general matters
regarding abandonment are clarified.

The doctrine of abandonment with respect to property rights refers;
to the voluntary relinquishment of property with the intention of not
reclaiming it or resuming its ownership or enjoyment. Abandonment
is a matter of intention which consists in giving up a right or rights
in property without reference to a particular person or purpose, and,
as applied to mining claims held only by location, an abandonment
is the intentional renouncement of the rights of possession and en-
joyment such as occurs if a locator voluntarily leaves the claim to be
appropriated by the next comer without any intention of retaking
it or claiming it again.3 Shank et al. v. Holimes, 137 Pac. 871 (Ari-
zona 1914) ; McKay v. McDougall, supra.

a See Conn et al. v. Oerto, 76 Pac. 369 (Colorado 1904), holding that permission
given to another to relocate operates as an abandonment and note on "Abandonment and
Forfeiture of Mining Claims," 87 American State Reports 403 (1902), which cites the
following examples of abandonment of a mining claim: a locator's leaving his claim after
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It has long been recognized that a mining location may be termi-
nated by abandonment, and cases involving the abandonment of un-
patented mining claims uniformly hold that upon actual abandonment
of a claim, the land covered thereby becomes a part of the public do-
main (Farrell v. Lockhart (supra); Brown v. Gurney et al. (supra)
see Belk v. MZeagher, 104 U.S. 279 (1881) ; and State of South Dakota
v. Madill et al., 53 I.D. 195, 199 (1930)). Thus, when a valid claim
is abandoned, the land formerly included therein becomes vacant,
unoccupied public land subject to sale and disposition by the Govern-
ment and open to location by other persons (Harkrader v. Carroll 76
Fed. 474 (D. Alaska 1896)).

Abandonment without more, is effectual to transfer title to a vester
estate in real property,4 and it has been held that once a valid mining
claim is located, it continues to belong to the claimant until his prop-
erty interest (right to exclusive possession and enjoyment) is divested
in some manner known to law such as grant, descent, adverse posses-
sion, or by operation of law such as escheat or forfeiture (Sharkey
et al. v. Caodiani et al., 85 Pac. 219 (Oregon 1906); see Valoalda v.
Silver Peak Mines, supra). However, the ruling of the courts that,
upon abandonment of a valid claim the land reverts to the public
domain, disposes of any question regarding the divestment of possess-
ory title which prior to abandonment of a valid mining claim is the

2 years with a declaration that he has abandoned it and will not return to it to work
amounts to an abandonment (Trevaskis v. Peard et al., 44 Pac. 246 (Calif. 1896); a lo-
cator's permitting an adjoining occupant to patent that part of his claim on which his
discovery shaft is located results in the reversion of the remaining portion of the claim
to the public domain (Miller et a. v. Girard et al., 33 Pac. 69 (Colo. 1893)).

Whenever the intention and the actual surrender of: a claim unite, the abandonment
is complete and- operates immediately. Lapse of time is not essential, though it may be
a circumstance, with others, to prove an intent to abandon. But lapse of time, nonuse,
or absence from the claim, alone, do not amount to abandonment. Justice Mining Co.
v. Barclay et al., 82 Fed. 554 (Nevada 1897); Mccarthy v. Speed et a., 77 N.W. 590,
593 (S. Dak. 1898), 80 N.W. 1835 (S. Dak. 1899); Valcalda. v. Silver Peak Mines (supra).

A Ordinarily, an interest in real property is not lost merely by failure to assert it. In
Belk v. Meagher, supra (1881), the Court, in discussing the right to exclusive possession
-of a mining claim stated (at p. 283)p

"A mining claim perfected under the law is property in the highest sense of that
term, which may be bought, sold, and conveyed, and will pass by descent . . .
There is nothing in the act of Congress which makes actual possession any more
necessary for the protection of the title acquired to such a claim by a valid location,
than it is for any other grant from the United States."

However, interests in real property may be lost by contiguous possession in one claiming
and occupying property adversely to and inconsistently with the rights of the owner.
Equitable rights obtained without writing may be abandoned and an abandonment com-
bined with sufficiently long, inconsistent, and adverse possession by another party destroys
the rights of the owner. Adverse use for 20 years is commonly evidence of a prescrip-
tive right and is presumptive evidence of a grant (see Williams v. Nelson et al., 34 Am.
Decisions 45 (Mass.. 1839); Arnold et al. v. Stevens, 35 Am. Deosions, 305, 310-311 and
note (Mass. 1839)).

A provision of the mining laws is related to the doctrine of grants by prescription. If
a junior locator applies for a patent on land claimed by a senior locator, the senior lo-
cator must bring an adverse suit against the patent applicant and prosecute it with
reasonable diligence or lose all rights under his senior location.: avagnino v. Uhlig, 198
U.S. 443 (1905); 30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 30.
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property of the owner of the claim. The courts have held, in effect,
that when a valid mining claim is abandoned, possessory title to the
land reverts to the United States by operation of law, a result not
unlike escheat.

Accordingly, in the instant case, when the default decision of 1930
declaring the mining claims here under consideration null and void
became final and the determination of abandonment was conclusive,
the land included in the claims, in the absence of other facts, would
have become vacant public land, subject to entry under the public
land laws including the mining laws, as modfied since the location of
these claims by the Mineral Leasing Act (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
181 et seq.). The Mineral Leasing Act precluded any new location of
these lands under the mining laws for minerals subject to disposition
under the leasing act, such as oil and oil shale (United States v.
U.S. Borax Co., 58 I.D. 426,432 (1943) ).

Moreover, the withdrawal of the land here involved from the public
domain prevented the operation of any of the public land laws in
connection with it, except in accordance with the terms of the with-
drawal. The Commissioner's instructions of May 19, 1930, declaring
these mining claims null and void stated that the United States
"* * * has taken possession of the lands within the claims for its
own uses and purposes." On April 15, 1930, pursuant to Executive
Order No. 5327, all oil shale deposits and lands containing such de-
posits owned by the United States were withdrawn, subject to valid
existing rights, from lease or other disposal, except for application for
patent under the mining laws for metalliferous mining claims or ap-
plication based on claims initiated prior to the date of the withdrawal.
The withdrawn lands were reserved for purposes of investigation,
examination, and classification (Circular No. 1220, 53 I.D. 127
(1930)) . Among the lands included in the withdrawal are all of the
lands in the abandoned mining claims here under consideration, as
indicated in the instructions, dated April 22, 1931, from the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office to the register, Denver, Colo-
rado, which listed among the subdivisions in Colorado covered by
Executtive Order No. 5327 all of secs. 7 to 36, T. 4 S., R. 99 W.,
6th P.M.

Executive Order No. 5327 attached to the lands here under consider-
ation as a secondary claim and operated to withdraw them from the
public domain when the determination that the mining claims were
abandoned became final, since, on the termination of the mining lo-
cations, possessory title to the lands reverted to the United States
(Solicitor's opinion, 55 ID. 205, 208 (1935); see Vanadium Corpora-
tion of America et a., A-26914 (September 8, 1954)). As a conse-
quence of the decision of May 19, 1930, declaring these claims null and
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void and asserting that the United States took possession of the
lands, Executive Order No. 5327 attached to the lands to exclude
all subsequent entries thereon, except as permitted by the order, and
prevented the assertion of any rights to this land under the abandoned
locations.5 On February 6, 1933, Executive Order No. 5327 was
modified by Executive Order No. 6016 authorizing the issuance of oil
and gas permits and leases under the Mineral Leasing Act on lands
withdrawn by Executive Order No. 5327 (43 CFR, 1940 ed., 297.10).
It has already been noted that oil and gas leases were issued on all
of these lands; they were issued in 1951, 1952, and 1955. The abstract
of title submitted by the appellant as Exhibit C of the patent appli-
cation for these claims shows the issuance of one of the leases on
August , 1951, covering, among other land, secs. 29 and 33, T. 4 S.,
R. 99 W., 6th P.M. (Entry No.42).

Entry No. 30 in the abstract also shows that all of sec. 28, T. 4 S., R.
99 W., 6th P.M., was granted by the United States to Burton McKee
under Patent No. 1108148, dated May 6, 1940, and that the conveyance
was filed for record on March 7, 1945. Four of the claims included in
the patent application (Sibbald Nos. 1, 2, 7, and 8) cover the above-
described sec. 28. The McKee entry was allowed on March 16, 1934,
and departmental tract books contain a notation showing the allow-
ance of the entry and the patenting of sec. 28 under the Stockraising
Homestead Act ( 43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 291 et seq.) 6 The allowance
of the entry and the issuance of Patent No. 1108148 are clear evidence
-that from 1934 through 1940 the United States considered that it
,owned the land in sec. 28.

The record indicates that for a period of 25 years after this Depart-
-ment declared Dwyer's mining claims null and void, during which
-time exclusive control over the land (except for sec. 28) was exercised

5 When the decision declaring these claims null and void as a consequence of abandon-
ment became final, there remained no possibility that the claims could be considered valid
existing claims which would prevent the attachment of Executive Order No. 5327. This
-follows from the fact that land covered by abandoned mining claims reverts to the public
-domain. f. Robbins et al. v. Ek Basin Consol. Petroleum o., 285 Fed. 179 (D. Wyo.
1922), holding that where this Department refused to grant a lease under the Mineral
Leasing Act to applicants who had asserted prior location of a mineral claim on the
lands for which a lease was sought, this Department's refusal being based on the ground
,that the applicants had abandoned their claim, the determination that the claim was
abandonment is binding in a possessory suit between the applicants and an adverse claimant
under the placer mining law.

1 Before and at the time of the appellant's purchase of these mining claims, both the
departmental and land office tract books showed the allowance and patenting of the
homestead entry on sec. 28. The tract books are official records showing land status.
Since 1948, full and complete land status is shown on the land office tract books.

In addition to the record notice of this claim which was available to the appellant and
*its grantors, the entryman's residence and improvements on the land (including a log
-cabin, a corral, and barbed wire fencing) were actual notice to the world of the entry-
man's claim. Moreover, notice of McKee's intention to make final proof on his entry was
published for 5 weeks (from November 3, 1938, to December 1, 1938) in the Grand
Valley News, Colorado.
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-by the United States, Dwyer took no action whatsoever with respect
-to the claims. In view of these facts, the assertion on appeal that,
following the decision in les v. Development Corporation (upra)
'in 1935 until the manager's decision in February 1958 rejecting the
appellant's application, the United States recognized the validity of

-the subject mining claims is without foundation.
In a Solicitor's opinion (53 I.D. 491 (1931) ) relied on by the appel-

-lant, the Department held that there is doubt whether a departmental
decision that a mining claim in a national park has been abandoned
has the same conclusive legal effect on the claimant's rights as an ad-
judication would have that it is void on the ground that the land was
-nonmineral in character or that there was a lack of discovery. The
-ruling is based in part on the fact that the termination of a valid
-mining location by abandonment does not invalidate the discovery on
the claim. However, the opinion did not mention the reversion to the

TUnited States of the property rights which vested when a valid dis-
-covery was made and which are divested by operation of law upon
-abandomnent of a valid claim. Although a determination that claims
-are abandoned necessarily implies that they are null and void, the land
'included therein having become part of the vacant public domain is
-subject to relocation and to acquisition under other public land laws
-in the absence of occupancy or possession by the United States. If the
-United States prevents relocation of abondoned mining claims by
'taking possession of the land for its own uses upon a final determina-
-tion that the claims are null and void by abandonment, the conclu-
;siveness of the action seems no less binding than did the determination
of the invalidity, due to' lack of discovery, on the claim involved in
'Cameron v. United States (supra). The only distinction between the
'Cameron case and the situation here under consideration as regards
possessory title based upon discovery is that possessory title never
vested in the claimant in the Cameron case because of lack of dis-
covery whereas here, assuming the validity of the original locations,
possessory title which vested in the locators was divested by abandon-
ment and reverted to the United States. Accordingly, the doubt ex-
-pressed in the above-cited Solicitor's opinion is not regarded as
.determinative of the instant appeal.

In support of the contention that abandonment is not available to
the United States as a basis for declaring a claim null and void, the
appeal also cites Lindley on Mines (section 642) to the effect that

-the abandonment of a mining claim does not become effectual except
in the presence of a relocator and that abandonment inures to, the

-benefit of no individual except a relocator. The statements are not
necessarily inconsistent with the conclusion that if a mining claim is
actually abandoned, the United States may take possession of the
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land covered by the abandoned claim, which has become a part of the
public domain, and exclude the initiation of further possessory rights
in the land; that is, prevent relocation of the claim. In any event,
if a relocator can acquire possessory rights to land which, as a result
of the abandonment of a valid mining claim, has reverted to the United
States, a fortion, the United States may assert possession of the land
by withdrawing it from the public domain and may prevent acquisi-
tion of possessory rights therein by a relocator.

For the reasons discussed herein, the contention on appeal that this
Department's decision that the mining claims here involved were null
and void because of abandonment is unauthorized is not sustained.

The appeal asserts also that the appellant and its grantor had no
notice of the 1930 decision holding these mining claims null and void,
and that appellant is a bona fide purchaser for value, having paid a
substantial amount to purchase the claims. The assertion has no
merit. The allowance of the stockraising homestead entry in sec. 28
and the patenting of that land are matters of public record (see note
6). Moreover, a note in the tract books under secs. 28, 29, 30, 31, and
32, T. 4 S., R. 99 W., 6th P.M., Colorado, refers to sec. 33 under which
the following notation occurs:

Sibbald Nos. 1 to 12 Coral Nos. 1 to 8 (sees. 28 to 33) oil shale placer locations
null and void case closed "N" May 19,1930-1360877

The appellant and its grantors are chargeable with notice of the con-
tents of public records, specifically with notice that the claims were
declared null and void in 1930, and that thereafter the United States
claimed ownership of the land."

In addition, one of the oil and gas leases issued on August 1, 1951,
on the lands here involved appears in the abstract of title which was
submitted with the appellant's patent application. Also, the patenting
by the United States of sec. 28 is plainly shown by the appellant's
own abstract. The issuance of the lease and the patent would be clear
notice to anyone purchasing presumably valid mining claims on the
land leased and patented that something was wrong with the title
to the claims and would put him on notice that title to other claims
deraigned from the same source might be defective. I am unable to
see how the appellant can claim to be a bona fide purchaser in these
circumstances. In any event, the appellant's remedy is against its.
grantor since, if a sale and conveyance of a mining claim take place

7 A purchaser is chargeable with notice of the contents of the records of the land office.
and when a purchaser cannot make out his title but through a deed which leads to a
fact, he has notice of the fact. Such purchasers are purchasers with notice (see Brush
v. Ware et at., 40 U.S. (15 Peters) 93, 107-114 (1841)).

Constructive notice of matters of public record is equivalent to actual notice (W. A. H.
Church, Inc. v. Holmes et at, 46 F. 2d 608, 611 (D.C. Cir. 1931); Butte & Superior Copper
Company, LmD. v. clark-Montana Realty Company et a., 249 U.S. 12, 27 (1919)).
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after abandonment of the claim, the grantee takes no title (Harkrader
i. Carroll (supra); see Moses v. Long-Bell LCmber Co., 206 Fed. 51
(5th Cir. 1913), holding that a grantee of an equitable interest in pub-
lic lands takes only such title as his grantor had).

A hearing on the rejection of the patent application is requested for
the appellant on the ground that the denial of such a hearing is tanta-
mount to an attempt to invalidate the claims without a hearing of
any kind. The basis of the request is not meritorious. The essential
elements of due process are notice and an opportunity to defend
(Simon v. Craft, 182 U.S. 427 (1901); Cameron v. United States,
supra). Dwyer's failure to participate in the 1930 contest proceed-
ings of which he had notice and in which he had an opportunity to
defend the validity of the claims at a hearing does not entitle the
appellant to another opportunity for a hearing on the same question.
Neither the requirements of due process nor the departmental deci-
sions and rules of practice cited on appeal require that this Depart-
ment give an opportunity for a hearing on the rejection of a .patent
application for claims which were properly declared invalid many
years ago. The fact that an opportunity for a hearing was lost by
,Dwyer's default .does not furnish the basis for a claim that due process
of law has been denied (Anerican Surety Co. v. Baldwin, supra, 169;
see Opp Cotton Mills, Inc., et a>. v. Administrator of the Wage and
flour Division of the Department of Labor, 312 U.S. 126, 152 (1941)).
In any event it would not benefit the appellant were a hearing on the
rejection of the appellant's application to be held now. Nothing that
contradicts the -record in the 1930 proceeding in United States v. Wal-
ter L. D'wyer terminating with the default decision declaring the claim
null and void could be alleged at aly hearing on the patent applica-
tion, since the record of those proceedings is binding on the appellant,
the decision being no less conclusive because rendered by default
(Harshman v. Know County, 122 U.S. 306, 318 (1887)).

As the mining claims for which the appellant filed application for
patent were properly declared null and void almost 30 years ago, the
decision rejecting the application was correct.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.

EDMuND T. FsrTz,
Deputy Solioitor.
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APPEAL OF SKAGGS LANDSCAPE GARDENS, INC.

IBCA-166 Decided April 25,1960

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Interpretation
Under a grading contract which provides that the unit price for "excavation:

and borrow" is to cover the "furnishing" of subsoil, a contractor who is om
notice that off-site material will be needed is not entitled to additional com--
pensation for hauling in such material.

Contracts: Interpretation-Contracts: Payments
Where the schedule of a unit-price contract fails to include a bidding item!

for work which the specifications indicate is to be paid for as a separate
item, the contractor is entitled to a fair and reasonable unit price for such
work.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

A timely appeal was taken under Contract No. 14-10-131-378 of
March 4, 1958, against a letter decision of the Assistant Regional Di-
rector of May 29, 1958, and against the subsequent decision and find-
ings of fact of the contracting officer of August 5, 1958.

The contract incorporated Standard Form 23A and required the
appellant-contractor to furnish all materials, labor, equipment, and
incidental supplies required for the planting, fine grading, and tp-
soiling of designated areas at the Visitor Center and Residence-Utility
area, at Fort Frederica National Monument, St. Simons Island,
Georgia. Appellant claims (1) $1,042.50 for fill dirt, and (2) $168.48
for two street washers. Appellant originally asked for a hearing
but notified the Board by letter of October 9, 1959, in part, as follows:

We do not see. any point for a long drawn out hearing and we do not believe
witnesses would help us substantiate our claim. Therefore, we want to leave it
entirely to the Board of Contract Appeals for their decision.

Claim No. 1: Fill Dirt

The amount of $1,042.50 is claimed for 695 cubic yards of fill dirt
that appellant-contractor brought to the job site in order to complete
the project subgrade to the lines and grades shown on the plans.
Appellant in letter of May 19, 1958, claims that:

* * * we were instructed to haul into the job rather than move or borrow on
the job. This item #22 in the Bid List called for "Excavation and Borrow"
which does not mean furnish. There were 125 cubic yards of the 820 yards
billed that were moved on the job that should be figured at $1.00. The balance
of this dirt that was necessary to haul in we feel like we are entitled to the
additional $1.50 per cubic yard, which just about takes care of the cost.

In its letter of October 9, 1959, appellant adds:

The item for top soil was the additional cost to us to have it hauled in as your
specifications called for excavation and borrowing item No. 22, which was the
same as a contract we had previously done at Fort Caroline in Jacksonville.
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On that job it was meant only to move the existing dirt. We took this job to
mean the same. You can easily see that the price in our bid of $1.00 per cubie
yard could not possibly be enough to haul dirt in and grade.

Appellant attached to the letter a form entitled "UNIT PRICE
SCHEDULE" for construction of SAC Airfield Paving-FY-58-
Robins Air Force Base-Houston County, Georgia, which contains
under Item No. 10, Clearing and Grading, sub-item e "Unclassified
Borrow, Including Material and Haul (Off Site)," shows the "Es-
timated Quantity" as 910,000 C.Y. and includes space for "Unit Price"
and for "Estimated Amount" of the item.

In the instant contract the relevant part of the "Item Bid Form" is
item No. 22, which is entitled "Excavation and Borrow." The quan-
tity was estimated by the National Park Service as 600 cubic yards
and the bidder inserted $1 as the unit price and the sum of $600 under
the total column.

The basis of payment for subgrade work is specified in paragraph
1 D of Section III of the Construction Provisions:

Payments shall be made at the contract unit price per cubic yard for "Ex-
cavation and Borrow" which price shall constitute full compensation for fur-
nishing, excavating, loading, handling, depositing and spreading the subsoil,
and for all labor, equipment, tools, and incidentals necessary to complete the
item.

The progress schedule submitted by appellant-contractor under date
of March 26, 1958, indicates an awareness that the furnishing and
hauling in of some fill dirt would be required for the sub-grading. As
the work had not then commenced, it would seem that this under-
standing must have been based on the contract drawings, the surface
contours of the site, or other information available at the time of
bidding.

The above cited provisions and circumstances are deemed sufficient
to have put the appellant-contractor on notice that it was required by
the contract to provide all fill material needed for the subgrading,
and that it would be paid therefor only the unit price stated in item
No. 22. This being so, it is immaterial that a like intention was ex-
pressed in different-and perhaps clearer-terms by the cited air-
field paving contract. Hence, Claim No. 1 is denied.

CZam No. : Two Street Washers

Appellant-contractor claims the sum of $168.48 for two street
washers, which, it states, were not included in its contract price be-
cause they were not shown on the bid list. AppeIlant's letter of
October 9, 1959, states-:
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Our claim was for one street washer 1 that according to our contract, you can
easily see, was not in the bid items. It was plainly stated that no payment
will be made except as indicated in the unit bid price. This item was not
included.

An examination of the contract documents reveals beyond any
doubt that the furnishing and installation of two street washers was
a part of the contract requirements.

The portion of the specifications having to do with street washers
included a provision (Paragraph 2E of Section III) which specifi-
eally states:

Basis of Payment: Payment shall be made at the contract unit price per street
washer, furnished and installed, which price is to include all adaptors, fittings,
equipment, labor, tools, and all other incidentals necessary to complete this item.

The "Item Bid Form," however, contained no item for street wash-,
ers. Hence, in filling out that form appellant could not, and did
not, insert a unit price for street washers. All other work to be per-
formed under the contract was covered by unit price items in the bid
form.

Thus, what we have here is a case where the Goverlment, by draw-
ing up a bid form at variance with the basis of payment specifically
stated in the specifications, hag created an ambiguity in the terms
of the contract. Considering that the contract as a whole is on a
unit-price basis, the interpretation that most comports with its spirit
is that a fair and reasonable unit price was intended to be paid for
the street washers. As aptly stated in another case where like rulings
were made with respect to similar ambiguities:

This is a unit price contract and since the work was called for by the plans
some means of compensation, under such a contract, should have been provided.2

This claim, therefore, is remanded to the contracting officer for
the determination and allowance of a fair and reasonable unit price
on account of each of the street washers furnished and installed by
the appellant-contractor.

CONCLUSION

The appeal is denied as to Claim No. 1 and sustained as to Claim
No. 2.

HIEIRBrERT J. SLAUGHTER, Member.
I concur:

PAUL H. GANTT, Chairman.

1The reference to one street washer is an obvious error since appellant furnished two
street washers and asserted its claim for that number in the notice of appeal.

2 G. Hiinteregger & Sons, ASBCA Nos. 2583 and 2584 (November 4, 1955) (Claims Nos.
19 and 21).

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1960
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JOHN M. DEBEVOISE

A-28099- Decided April 16, 1960*

Homesteads (Ordinary): Classification
Where a report of field examination does not contain information upon

which a determination can be made as to the suitability for agricultural
purposes of land applied for under the homestead laws the case will be
remanded for further field examination.

Mineral Iands: Determination of Character of-Homesteads (Ordinary):
X Mineral Lands

Where land is shown to contain minerals in such limited quantities that
their extraction would not justify the cost thereof, the land is not mineral

.in character so as to remove it from the operation of the nonmineral land
laws.

APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

John M. DeBevoise has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated
April 14, 1959, affirming the rejection by the manager of the land
office at Los Angeles, California, of DeBevoise's application, filed on
November 29, 1957, to make homestead entry on the NWI/4 sec. 5, T. 14
S., R. 2 W., S.B.M.,- California. The application was rejected be-
cause the land was found to be mineral in character and thus, under
sec. 2302 of the Revised Statutes (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 201), not
subject to entry under the homestead laws (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
161 et seg.).

DeBevoise disputes the classification of the land as mineral land.
He concedes that there are minerals present in the land but contends
that the land is not valuable for its mineral deposits. He recounts
the history of mining activity on the land and states that, despite
numerous attempts, no one has been able to develop a paying mine on
the land. He attributes this to the low price paid for both gold and
arsenic and the high cost of recovering either mineral due to its
limited occurrence in the land.

In the light of the report of the field examination and the showing
made by DeBevoise, I am not convinced that a mineral classification
of this quarter section of land is warranted.

Prior to the receipt of the homestead application, the Geological
Survey had been called upon for a report as to the value of this and
adjacent land for minerals. In his report of September 20, 1956, the
Director, Geological Survey, reported that the land "may be valuable"
for arsenic and gold. The Director stated that the information at
hand was not conclusive concerning the occurrence of those minerals

*Not in chronological order.
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and recommended that the Bureau of Land Management examinthe
land to determine whether the" land is known to be valuable for
minerals within the meaning of the public land laws. An examina-
tion of the land was madeon October 14, 1957, in connection with
a public sale application (Los Angeles 0140356).' The: examiner
reported:-
Geologic and Mineral Character

The rock formation on the land is composed of dark basic igneous rocks
grading from fine grained basalt to coarse grained diorite. A mineralized
zone is located on theOE' 2 Of the. NW1J/4of Sec.5. At least two vein.
structures consisting of veins of very hard silica strike north westerly and
dip southerly. The vein appears to be from 6 to 8 feet in thickness. Scat-
tered through the silica in irregular stringers without any apparent sym-
metry,:of direction or thickness are small seams containing arsenopyrite.
The arsenopyrite contains values in gold and silver. There is no evidence
of well defined fault. action so.it is assumed that mineral replacemeht took
place along a weakeaed one in the diorite. The mineral ones appear to
be strong but. there is insufficient development work to prove the extent
of mineralization.

Mine. Workings: and Sampling
Mine workings consists of a drift southerly from the canyon level about

100 feet in length, a drift northerly from the same location 60 feet. and
a shaft of unknown depth located at the portal of the south drift. The
workings are all in the mineralized zone.

A chip composite sample was taken across the vein in'the south drift
and the north drift. This sample assayed, $1.62 in gold and silver and.
2.17% arsenic. *A grab sample was taken from the. ore in the old ore
bin. This material assayed $1.95 in gold and silver and 3.82% in'arseni.
Based on the present price of arsenic oxide and 100% recovery the ore
would have a value of about $7.00 a ton.

No estimate was given as to the cost of recovering the ore but the
statement was made that the land contains "significant quantities
of arsenic." The opinion was expressed. that it would probably be
uneconomical to mine and process the ore at the present time.

The manager held that the arsenopyrite was found to contain depos-
its of gold, silver, and arsenic "in such quantities as to, render such
land mineral in character." In this, I believe the manager erred.
The report of the field examination states- only that there are irregu-
lar stringers containing small seams of arsenopyrite showing values
in gold and silver. T. his, I believe, is not a sufficient showing upon
which to remove the land from the operation of the nonmineral land
laws, particularly where, as here, there is shown todhave been rather
extensivej but unsuccessful, mining operations on the land and the
exposed minerals give no indication of substantial value.
- This Department and the courts have long recognized that there

are vast tracts of public lands in which minerals are found but not
.n such quantity as to justify expenditure in an effort to extract
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them. "It is not to such lands that the term 'mineral' in the sense
of the statute [the homestead aw] is applicable." Diamond Coal
and. Coke Co. v. United States, 233 .S.. 236 (1914), at p. 240.

In its determinations as to whether land is mineral or nonmineral
in character, the Department has followed the standard set forth
by the United..States Supreme Court in Davis's Administrator v.
Weibbold, i39 U.S. 507(1891),atp. 519:

*-* * The exceptions of mineral lands from preemption and settlement
and from grants to States for universities and schools, for the construction
of public buildings, and in aid of railroads and other works of internal improve-
ment, are not held to exclude all lands in which minerals may be found, but.
only those where the mineral is in sufficient quantity to add to their richness
and to, justify expenditure for its extraction, and known to be so at the date
of the grant.

Tus, in Cataract Gold.Mining Co. et al., 43 L.D. 248 (1914),
wherein the Department reviewed several previous decisions of the
Department and of the courts, it was said:.

In the case at bar you [Commissioner of the General Land Office] are,
therefore, advised that if the.evidence now before you, or such additional evi-
dence as you may find desirable to secure, convinces you that the placer mining
claiims in question contain deposits of gold of such quantity, quality, and value-
as would warrant a prudent man in the expenditure of labor and means with
a reasonable rospect of success in developing valuable mines, you are war-
ranted in disposing of the lands under the mining laws, notwithstanding their
possible or probable value for or in connection with the development of electrical
power. (P. 254.)

And, where it has found that the mineral values shown. to exist on
the land "could not be worked at a cost which would warrant mining
operation" it: has held that the land is not subject to disposal under
the mining laws. United States v. Bulington (On Behearing), 51
L.D. 604 (1926), at p. 607.

It is not, believed that the: showing made by the examination of the
land ink question meets the time-honored test that the known con-
ditions must be "plainly such as to engender the belief that the land
contained mineral deposits of such quality and in such quantity as
would render their extraction profitable and justify expenditures to
that end." Diamond Coal and Coke Co. v. United States, supra, at
p. 240.:

The Department has not, to my knowledge, classified land as min-,
eral land, subject only to disposition under the mining laws, merely
because the land contained minerals, where, in ,the opinion of the
examiner, those minerals could not be extracted at a profit.

In United States v. State of Utah, 51 L.D. 432 (1926), cited by.
the Director, the State contended that the land there in question was
not mineral in character because no iron ore had even been mined or
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shipped from the land and because there was no local market for
the ore at the date when the State grant would have attached had
the land been nonmineral. The Department said that to accept the
circumstances pointed out by the State as criteria-for determining
the mineral character of land would be to make the determination
of the character of the land dependent upon local economic and
industrial conditions. However, nothing in that case suggests that
land is properly classified as mineral land, and thus excepted from
the operation of the nonmineral land laws, upon a mere showing
that minerals are present in the land. There, large beds of ore were
disclosed and the testimony showed that the same type of deposit was
mined and shipped from nearby lands and manufactured into various
articles of commerce and that the existence of the deposit on the
land in question, its mineable quality, and vast extent were known
in the community before the State's right could have attached.

Nor do I believe that Freeman v. S'unmers, United States, Inter-
vener (On Rehearing), 52 L.D. 201 (1927), cited by the Director
for the proposition that evidence that at the present time the land
cannot be mined profitably does not establish that the classification
of land as mineral is erroneous, is applicable to the present situation.
No question of classification was involved in that case. There, pro-
tests were filed against homestead entries by mining claimants, who
established that they had made discoveries of valuable mineral de-
posits within the limits of their claims prior to the allowance of the
homestead entries. While the case turned on whether a discovery of
a valuable deposit of oil shale had been made within the limits of
the claims, the Department said (at p. 206)

It is not necessary, in order to constitute a valid discovery under the
general mining laws sufficient to support an application for patent, that the
mineral in its present situation can be immediately disposed of at a
profit. * *.

'The evidence in this case shows that in this particular area of Colorado
the lands contain the Green River formation, and that this formation carries
oil shales in large and valuable quantities; that while the beds vary in the
richness of their content, the formation is one upon which the miner may rely
as carrying oil shale which, while yielding at places comparatively small
quantities of oil, in other places yields larger and richer quantities of this
valuable mineral.

Therefore, while the Department has held that the determination
of the mineral character of land is not dependent upon local eco-
nomic and industrial conditions and that in the case of oil shale one
may be entitled to a mineral patent even though unable to show that
the mineral- in its present situation can be immediately disposed of
at a profit, those factors, taken alone, are not sufficient to establish the
mineral character of land.

Accordingly, on the basis of the present record, I find that, the
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NW'/4 sec. 5, T. 14 S., R. 2 W., S.B.M., California, was improperly
classified as mineral land.

However, the fact that the information contained in the present
record will not support a classification of the land as mineral land
does not mean that DeBevoise's homestead application is subject to
allowance. The land for which he applied was, with all other vacant,
unreserved, and unappropriated land in the State of California, with-
'drawn from settlement, location, sale or entry and reserved for classi-
fication pending determination of the most useful purpose to which
the land might be put and for conservation and development of
natural resources by Eqxecutive Order No. 6910 of November 26, 1934.
Before the withdrawn land may be entered under the homestead law,
it must be classified as suitable for disposition under that law and
opened to homestead entry (sec. 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act, as
amended; 43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 31Sf).

While it seems unlikely that the land is suitable for agricultural
purposes in view of its geologic formation, and while it may be that
the land should be retained in Federal ownership (cf. NVelson A.
Oerttula, 64 I.D. 225 (1957) ), there is no basis in the present record
for the exercise of the discretion vested in the Secretary of the In-
terior to classify the land as being unsuitable for homestead entry.
Although there is an indication in the present record that three previ-
ous homestead applications for the land have been rejected there
is nothing to indicate the basis on which those actions were taken,
since the reports of field examination are not included with the present
record. If those reports show that the land is not suitable for agri-
cultural, entry, DeBevoise's homestead application should be rejected.
Otherwise, there must be another field examination made of the land
to, determine whether the land is such as should be disposed of under
the homestead laws.

Accordingly, the decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management that the land is mineral in character is reversed and the
case is remanded to the Bureau for further action consistent with this
decision.

ROGER ERNST,
Assistant Secretary.

JOHN D. ARCHER, STEPHEN P. SMOOT

A-28174 Decided May 3, 1960

Mining Claims: Power Site Lands
A notice of location of a placer mining claim filed pursuant to section 4 of the

Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act is not to be rejected because the

Los Angeles 0134607, 0109558, and 0125229.
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person filing it has not submitted proof of ownership of the claim since
neither the statute nor regulations require that such proof be submitted at
the time of filing; but before the filing is accepted the person may be re-
quired to submit a showing that he is the owner of the claims or authorized
to make the filing on behalf of the owner.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Standing to Appeal
Persons who file notices of location of placer mining claims-within a powersite

and who are named in the manager's decision may appeal the rejection of
the notices because they have been aggrieved by the rejection, even though
they have not presented proof of ownership of the claims.

Mining Claims: Withdrawn Land-Mining Claims: Hearings
Mining claimants who assert that placer claims within the boundaries of the

Navajo reservation are not on Indian land because they are relocations of
old locations which were excluded from the reservation will be afforded an
opportunity to present evidence of the facts upon which they rely to exclude
the claims from-the reservation.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

John D. Archer and Stephen P. Soot have appealed to the Sec-
retary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management dated May 21, 1959, which dismissed.
their -appeals from several decisions of the manager of the land office
at Salt Lake City, Utah, rejecting their notices of location of placer
mining claims within powersites in San Juan County, Utah, filed pur-
suant to the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 (30 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., sees. 621-625).

On April 1, August 19, September 9, and October 16, 1958, Archer
and. Smoot severally presented at the land office notices .showing the
location of 14 placer mining claims on February 5 and 6, July 1 and 2,
and August 14 and 26, 1958. They stated that the claims, for which
they filed copies of location notices are relocations of certain original
mining claims designated by name. Neither alleged that the claims
are within a powersite but both stated that the "claims. are, being- filed
pursuant to. Public Law.359.". Each of the notices lists eight locators
none of which are the same as the persons who filed the notices.

The Mining Claims Restoration Act of 1955, which is Public Law
359 of the 84th Congress, provides in applicable part:

Sec..'.2. All public. lands belonging to the United States heretofore, now or
hereafter withdrawn or reserved for power development or power sites shall be
open to entry for location and patent of mining claims and for mining, develop-
ment, beneficiation, removal, and utilization of the mineral resources of such
lands under applicable Federal statutes * * . (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 621 (a).)

*: * * * * - * * :

Sec. 4. The owner of any unpatented mining claim located on land described
in section 2 of this Act shall file for record in the.United States district land office
of the land district.in which the claim is situated. (1) within one year after the
effective date of this Act [August 11, 1955], as to any or all locations heretofore
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made, or within sixty days of location as to locations hereafter made, a copy
of the notice of location of the claim * * t. (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 623.)

It is apparent that Archer and Smoot filed their notices of location
within the period permitted for that purpose.

The manager found that all of the claims are within the boundaries
of the Navajo Indian Reservation as established by Executive Order
No. 324A dated May 15, 19.05, and therefore not opened. to mineral
-location by the statute relied upon. Ie held the four claims described
in the notices designated. as 1588, 1589, 1590, and 1591 to be null and
void. As to the remaining 10 claims, he merely rejected the notices on
the ground that land within an Indian reservation is not public land of
the United States and not subject to mining location.

On appeal to the Director .of the Bureau of Land Management,
Archer and Smoot alleged that their claims are valid because located
onlands upon which placer mining claims had been located before the
establishment of the Indian reservation. and which were excluded from
the reservation by operation of law but which have since become sub-
ject to relocation because of the failure of the. original locators to com-
ply with the requirements for assessment work. They contended that
-the manager was without authority to adjudicate title to the claims
because the statute gives the Secretary of the Interior authority to
inquire into the claims only for the purpose of determining matters
of conflicting use of theland;
* The. Acting Director stated that Archer and Smoot had failed to

establish that they are locators, purchasers or attorneys for the
mining claimants in whose names the claims were located and that
because they had thus failed to show that they were adversely affected
by. the manager's' decisions or were representing persons. so affected
their appealscould not be sustained. He,: therefore, dismissed the
appeals.,

In their appeal to the Secretary, Archer and Smoot allege that
.they are the purchasers of the mining claims and that they have fully
complied with the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 by
filing copies of the notices of. location. They also assert the same
basis for the alleged validity of their claims as on their appeal to the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management. The Navajo Tribe of
Indians has intervened and filed a brief contending that the claims
are on Indian land; that Indian land is not subject to mining location
under the mining laws; and that Archer and Smoot have not proved
the validity of their claims as they are.'required to-do under the public
land laws. . . '

I think that the Acting Director erred in' dismissing the appeals to
him. The effect of the dismissal, if it became final, would be to leave
the- manager's decisions in effect. Yet the ground upon, which the
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Acting Director based his dismissal, that the appellants had not
shown or established that they are the owners of the mining claims
or authorized to act' for such owners, went not only to the taking of
the appeals to the Director but also to the filing of the notices of
location. If the appellants had no standing to appeal from the
manager's decisions for the reason assigned, they necessarily had no
standing to file the notices of location for the same reason. To be con-
sistent, therefore, the Acting Director should not only have dis-
missed the appeals but also modified the manager's decisions to hold
that the notices of location were rejected for the reason that they were
not shown to have been filed by the owners of the claims or by per-
sons authorized by the owners to do so.

The fact is, however, that the manager assumed that Smoot and
Archer had authority to file the notices, either as the owners of the
claims or as agents for the owners. He named either Smoot or
Archer in each of his decisions as the one who had filed the notices
and the decisions bear one or the other of their names. They were,
'therefore, parties aggrieved by the manager's decisions and had a right
of appeal to the Director. 43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 221.1.

As stated above, if the Director had determined that one who files
a notice pursuant to the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act must
submit evidence of his ownership of the claim, he should have so
found and rejected the filing on that basis. However, since neither
the statute nor the pertinent regulations (43 CFR, 1958 Supp.,
185.172-185.186) require that proof of ownership must be filed with
the notice of location, the failure to' submit such proof cannot be held
to deprive a purchaser of a mining claim of his right to file
under the act. If there is doubt that the one who files is the owner of
the mining claim described in the notice of location, the Secretary,
or his delegate, may call upon him to submit proof of his qualifica-
tions. Not until an opportunity has been given to make a submission
should his notice of location be rejected. Such a step was not taken
here; consequently, it was error for the Acting Director to dismiss
the appeals.

In this situation, the normal procedure would be to remand the case
to the Director for consideration of the merits of the appeals from
the manager's decision. However, a consideration of the case files
convinces me that a more expeditious and effective disposition of the
case can be made by exercising the supervisory authority of the Sec-
retary and considering the correctness of the manager's decisions at
this time. The basis of those decisions was that the notices of location
should be rejected (and in four cases the claims declared null and
void) because the lands involved are within the exterior boundaries
of the Navajo reservation.

By Executive order of May 17, 1884, certain public land in Arizona
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was set apart as an Indian reservation and added to the Navajo reser-
vation. Executive Order 324A of May 15, 1905, which superseded
Executive Order No. 302A of March 10, 1905, added further land to
the reservation Each of the Executive orders contained a proviso as
follows:

Provided, That any tract or tracts within the region of country described as
aforesaid which are settled upon or occupied, or to which valid rights have
attached under existing laws of the United States prior to the date of this
order, are hereby excluded from this reservation.

In an opinion dated March 8, 1901 (Navajo Indian Reservation, 30
L.D. 515), Assistant Attorney General Van Devanter stated that as a
result of the proviso lands included in valid mining locations at the
date of the Executive order of May 17, 1884, never became part of the
reservation, but remained part of the public domain, subject to the
operation of the laws affecting or providing for the disposal of public
lands. The same proviso in the 1905 Executive order, would, of
course, have the same effect.

One of the consequences of land being in a valid mining claim at
the date the reservation was extended and thus excluded from. the
reservation is that it is subject to relocation if the original locator has
failed to perform the annual assessment work. 30 U.S.C., 1958 ed.,
sec. 28. The appellants apparently base their rights to the land on the
allegation that they are purchasers of claims relocated by their
grantors upon lands which were in valid mining claims on May 15,
1905.

Thus, the fact that the lands were within the exterior boundaries
of the'Navajo reservation is not of itself sufficient to invalidate the
claims. To'find the claims invalid because of their location in the
reservation, it would be necessary to hold either that the original
mining claims were invalid or that, having been valid, they were
abandoned' either before or after the extension of the reservation and
thereupon fell into the reservation. Although the opinion of. the
Assistant Attorney General, supra, stated that land covered by valid
mining claims 'on the date the reservation was extended was excluded
from it, it is not necessary to examine that question now (see Di
tor's decision, approved by the Under Secretary, in Marilyn Z.
Smoot, Utah 025716, January 7, 1958), because under the view most
favorable to the appellants, the validity of the original claims must
be established.

Accordingly, the manager's decisions which were based upon the
concept that lands within the Navajo reservation are not open to
mineral entry are vacated.

This leaves the question as to what should be done with the appel-
iants' notices of location. As we have seen, section 4 of the Mining

653043-60-2
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Claims Rights Restoration Act calls for the filing of notices by the
"owner" of a claim. When the notices of location were filed by the
appellants, it was not clear whether some of them were filed by them
as agents for the locators named in the notices' or as transferees of
the claims.' The appellants have now asserted that' they are pur-
chasers of all the claims. Before the notices are accepted for filing,
they should be called upon to submit satisfactory evidence of their
complete ownership of all the claims.

Assuming such evidence is filed, the question then is whether the
mining claims are valid in view of their location within the Navajo
reservation. As we have seen, the answer depends upon whether the
land in the claims was open to mineral location when the claims were
located, which in turn depends upon the validity of the original
claims which the appellants allege have been relocated.

The appellants, however, contend that this question is not before
the Secretary and that he should consider, in accordance with section
2 (b) of the act of August 11, 1955 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 621 (b)),
only whether placer mining operations would substantially interfere
with other uses of the land in the placer mining claims. While
neither the statute nor regulations provide for determining the valid-
ity of a mining claim before the Secretary proceeds under section
2(b), I think it is clear that the entire act is directed at valid mining
claims. Certainly there can be no notices of location without regard
to the status of the land covered by the mining locations. For ex-
ample, if the public land records indicated that the land had been
patented or otherwise disposed of it would be pointless for the Sec-
retary to make a determination under the act of August 11, 1955.-

In this case the lands described in appellants' notices of location
are within the limits of the Navajo reservation and would not be
available for mineral location unless they were excluded from the.
reservation. In other words, the possibility exists that the land
has been removed from location under the mining laws.

The Navajo Tribe of Indians, in its brief as intervenor alleges that
some of the lands described in the notices of locations were never in a
powersite withdrawal, that the old claims are so vaguely described
that they cannot be located on the ground, that the new locations do
not coincide with the old locations, and that the appellants have
adduced no evidence that the old claims were valid on May 10, 1905.

While the first objection, if accurate, would obviate the necessity
for proceedings under the act of August 11, 1955, it would not, of
itself, impair the validity of the appellants' relocations. The other
issues are also factual ones.

In their brief to the Director the appellants asked that they be
given an opportunity at a hearing to prove the validity of both the
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old claims and their relocations. The Navajo Tribe has also indi--

cated its willingness to appear at a hearing.

Accordingly, it is directed that, if the appellants prove their own-

ership of the claims, contest proceedings be instituted against the

placer mining claims involved in this appeal on the ground that they

were located on land not open to location under the mining laws of

the United States on; the date of location because the land had been

withdrawn from mineral location and set apart as an Indian reserva-

tion. The Navajo Tribe is to be given notice of contest and permitted

to intervene in the proceedings.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by

the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental

Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the. decision of the Acting Director of the

Bureau of Land Management is reversed and the case is remanded

for further proceedings consistent herewith.

ED:MUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

RICHARD M. HATCH ET AL.

A-28209 Decided May 4, 1960

Public Sales: Preference Rights

The assertion by a group of individuals of a single preference right to
purchase land offered at public- sale is not entitled to recognition where it
is shown that one member of the group does not own contiguous land and
another member failed to submit timely proof of ownership of contiguous
land.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Richard M. Hatch, Blanche K. Moore, Walter M. Kennedy, Pearl

Kennedy, and Troy P. Kennedy have appealed to the Secretary of

the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land

Management, dated June 18,1959, affirming the rejection by the mana-:

ger of the Santa Fe, New Mexico, land office, of their preference-right.

claim to purchase land offered for public sale pursuant to section

2455 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see.

1171).-

The sale was held on September 26, 1957, at which time three sealed

bids were received: that of Robert B. Foutz, the applicant for the-

sale, for $2,550, the appraised price of the property; that of the appel-

lants, also for the appraised price of the property; and that of Roy

Owen, for $5,697. On October 1, 1957, the manager declared Owen

to be the high bidder and suspended action for 30 days, pursuant to

that provision of the public sale law which provides:
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That for a period of not less than thirty days after the highest bid has been
received, any owner or owners of contiguous land shall have a preference right
to buy the offered lands at such highest bid price, and where two.or more.
persons apply to exercise such preference right the Secretary of the Interior
is authorized to make an equitable division of the land among such applicants

In his decision of October 1, 1957, the manager called to the attention
of the bidders the necessity for submitting timely proof of ownership
of contiguous land should they desire to exercise preference rights in
connection with their bids. 43 CFR, 1954 Rev., 250.11.

On October 9, 1957, the appellants claimed their preference right
and submitted individual certificates of ownership of land and a check
which, together with the check they had submitted with their original
bid, equaled the high bid for the land. Foutz asserted his. preference
right, submitted a certificate of ownership of land, and met the high
bid on October 23, 1957. Owen did not assert a preference right.

By decision dated February 24, 1958, the manager rejected the
Owen bid and; considered the two preference-right claims asserted
within the 30-day period; the one by Foutz and the other by the
Hatch-Kennedy group. He found that Foutz had submitted a certifi-
cate of ownership of contiguous land and that while Richard M.
Hatch, Blanche K. Moore, and Pearl Kennedy had likewise submitted
certificates of ownership of individual tracts contiguous to the land
offered for sale the certificates of ownership submitted by Walter M.
Kennedy and Troy P. Kennedy did not show ownership of contiguous
land. He held that, since the preference right had been asserted by
the Hatch-Kennedy group under a single bid and as there was no
showing of common ownership of any of the land contiguous to the
land offered for sale, the ownership of individual tracts by three
members of the group would not support the single bid of the five
individuals.

In their appeal to the Director, the Hatch-Kennedy group, admit-
ting that Troy P. Kennedy does not own contiguous land, stated
that through inadvertence proof of ownership of contiguous land by
Walter M. Kennedy had not been submitted within the 30-day period
but that Walter M. Kennedy had owned property contiguous to the
land offered for sale at all material times, and that such proof had
later, been submitted. They stated that, with the exception of Rich-
ard M. Hatch, the appellants are members of the same family and
that prior to the date of sale, Hatch, Blanche K. Moore, Pearl Ken-
nedy, and Troy P. Kennedy had executed assignments to Walter M.
Kennedy, authorizing him to submit a single bid.- They admitted,

'The appellants, submitted the so-called assignments. That signed by Hatch, and titled
"Agreement," after reciting that Hatch is the owner in fee simple of land adjoining that
to be sold on September 26, 1957, reads:

"Hereby agree to assign my priority- to Walter M. Kennedy, in order that he may
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however, that the bid submitted was a joint bid and that the assertion
of the preference right was a joint assertion. They contended that
the land owned by the group adjoins the land offered for sale over
an area approximately 10 times more than the area by which the

.property of Foutz adjoins that land and that it would be inequitable
,.and, contrary tothe law and regulations to award the land to the
applicant Foutz. They stressed the fact that Walter M. Kennedy

,had an assignment from the other applicants and appellants at the
time of sale and took occasion to question some of the statements in
-the Foutz application with respect to his need for the land and his
use of his adjoining land. They submitted affidavits in support-of
their contentions. They contended that under that provision in the
departmental regulation (43 CFR, 1954 rev., 250.11(b) (3)):

-: A$ * If equitable considerations dictate, all of the subdivisions may be
awarded to one of the claimants.

the entire tract should be awarded to them. 'At a later date, after
Fout had answered their appeal and also submitted affidavits rre-
specting his use of his adjoining land, the Hatch-KIennedy group
requested that a hearing be held in the matter. They asserted their
belief that there is a substantial controversy as to te factual situation
involved which should be presented at a hearing.

The% Acting Director found it unnecessary to determine whether
the appellants were acting individually or as a group in the assertion
of the- preference right, holding that the United States and other
preference-right claimants must not be prejudiced by ambiguous and
conflicting assertions as to in what capacity the appellants were in
fact asserting a preference right to purchase at the public sale. He
denied their request for a hearing on the ground that there was little
likelihood that a hearing would develop facts decisive of the issues
involved.

In its present appeal the Hatch-Kennedy group repeats its attack
on the assertions made by Foutz as to his need for the land and his
use of his contiguous land and urge that equitable 'considerations,
which they argue are all in their favor, govern the final award of
the land.

Before the Hatch-Kennedy group is entitled to equitable considera-
tion in the award of the land, it must first be determined that the
group is a proper preference-right applicant. This involves a con-

submit a single unit bid on the above described land. Title from Government to
be in the name of Walter M Kennedy, who is putting up money for bid."

The "Agreement" signed by Blanche K. Moore, Pearl Kennedy, and Troy Kennedy Is
similar, although there is no statement that Walter hi. Kennedy is supplying the money.
The statement is made therein: ' 

"* * * Title in any land awarded to be invested in Walter M Kennedy."
2 The bid submitted was signed by the five individuals and the assertion of preference

right was made in the name of the five individuals and signed by their attorney.
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sideration of whether the group claim is entitled to recognition under
the statute where it is shown that one of the. fmembers of the group
is not entitled to any preference right because he owns noncontiguous
land and another member of the group forfeited any claim which he
may have had by his failure to submit timely proof of his ownership
of contiguous land. Essentially, the question is whether a single
preference-right claim can be jointly made by an owner of contiguous
land and an owner of noncontiguous land.3

In my opinion, such a claim is not within the contemplation of the
statute. The- public sale law grants a preference right of purchase
-only to owners of land contiguous to that offered for sale. An owner
of noncontiguous land has no preference right. 'To honor a joint bid
made by an owner of contiguous land and an owner 'of noncontiguous
land would be: to confer upon the latter a benefit to which he is not
entitled under the statute. It is no answer to say that .to reject such a
bid would be to deprive the owner of the contiguous land of his pref-
.erence right. He would be deprived but only because.he voluntarily
chose to associate with him one who is not entitled. to a preference
right. Thus, the three members of the Hatch-Kennedy group who
.do own adjoining land and who timely filed their proof of such owner-
ship could have applied individually to exercise their rights andsuch
rights could not have been denied. But they did not choose to assert
their preference rights as individual owners of contiguous land;
rather, they waived their rights in favor of a single. assertion of a
preference right by the group, one member of which admittedly did
not own adjoining land.4

Therefore, it must be. held that the preference right asserted by the
Hatch-Kennedy group is not entitled to recognition.

This conclusion is not to be taken as a ruling that, if each member
of the Hatch-Kennedy group had individually owned contiguous
land and had submitted timely proof of such ownership, a single joint
bid by -the group would have been acceptable under the public sale
law. This question is not before me and no view on it is expressed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated, to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of, the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ
Deputy Solicitor.

3One who owns contiguous land but fails to submit timely proof of ownership may be
considered as occupying the same status as one who owns noncontiguous land.

Probably each owner of contiguous land did not submit an individual claim because
he would have had to submit the amount of the high bid. With the joint offer only one
payment was submitted.
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irrigationalaims: Water and Water Rights: Seepage
Where seepage water from sources other than Bureau of Reclamation facil-

ities was sufficient alone to cause damage to property, the owner thereof
cannot be reimbursed from funds made available under the Public Works
Appropriation Act, 1960.

ADMINISTRATIVE DETERMINATION

Howard D. Gallentine, Buffalo Gap, South Dakota, has filed a
claim against the United States in the amount of $5,100 2 for compen-
sation because of damage to his lands in the E/2 sec. 7, and the
NW/ 4 NW'/4 sec. 8 all in T. 6 S., R. 9 E., Black Hills Meridian,
County of Custer, State of South Dakota, allegedly caused by seepage
conditions in the Angostura Unit, Missouri River Basin Project,
Bureau of Reclamation, and because of damage to his cattle, which
either slipped or fell upon ice in the above areas formed as a-result of

such seepage conditions during unspecified winter seasons.

The claim exceeds the jurisdictional limitation of $2,500 in the

Federal Tort Claims Act (28 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 2671 et :seq.).
Hlence, it can be considered only under the provisions of the Public

Works Appropriation Act, 1960 (73 Stat. 491, 496), which authorizes

the payment of claims for damage to or loss of property arising out

of activities of the Bureau of Reclamation.

In letter of March 25, 1958, addressed to the Bureau of Reclamation,

the claimant states that he is the owner of the above-described lands;

that for some time prior thereto there had been seepage from canals

and ditches of the Angostura Irrigation District onto and under such

lands, causing damage thereto; that because of the seepage he would

be required to drain the lands; and that in his opinion "these dam-

ages to my [his] land have been caused entirely by the Angostura

Irrigation District and the Bureau of Reclamation."

Additionally, the claimant, in the affidavit which accompanied his

counsel's letter of July 22, 1959,3 stated in part:

: * *tsince a date immediately subsequent to the development of the Angostura
Irrigation facilities and the supplying of irrigation water to those units within
said Project that a portion of deponent's property, and in.particular the South-

i Although he is sometimes referred to as Howard D. Gallantine, his correct name
appears to be Howard D. Gallentine.

Although the two items of 4,200 and $900, comprising the claim, total $5;lO0, the
letter of claimant's counsel to the Project Manager, Huron, South Dakota, dated July 22,
1959, refers to it as a claim in the amount of $5,300. In his letter of April 7, 1960,
addressed to this office, he, however, refers to the claim as being one in the amount of
$5,1l00.

See note 2 supra.

I�f� 191
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east Quarter (SFI'4) of Section Seven (7) , has continuously been subjected to
seepage from irrigation facilities of Units of the' said -Project to an extent of
approximately four and one-half feet per second from not less than four sources
of seepage, which said seepage and irrigation waters have rendered useless ap-
proximately forty (40) acres of. grazing land.5 as above desribed; that the area
affected by said seepage is of little use to your affliant during the grazing season
in tht same is continually boggy and portions thereof are at times under ap-
proximately one footof water, and-said area dring the*inter season is frozen
'and remains in an icey [sic] and dangerous coidition;

That your affiant has suffered damage to cattle slipping or falling upon the
ice * * * in the approximate amount of Nine Hundred Dollars ($900.00), and
has otherwise been damaged in the amount of Four Thousand Two Hundred
Dollars ($4,200.00) through loss of the use of aid area, and as cost of reclaim-
ing same; -

That your aflint * * * verily believes that in order to correct the said situa-
tion -and reclaim the above mentioned grazin lands, that it will be necessary
to construct approximately three-quarters of a mile of ditch or thret-quarters of
a mile of two foot drainage tile in order to convey said seepage water to exist'
ing natural drainage * :

However, the record disloses that during the early part of August
1959, Bureau of Reclamation engineers inspected the areas herein-
volved, which had been used for Pasture, and observed that a good
growth of grass and clover "was:established in the upper portion of

the seeped area located in the SE'4SE/4, Sec. 7, and that a crop of
hay was cut on the lower portion of the seep." 6

In a memorandum dated. October 7, 1959 the Bureau's Regional
Director at Billings, Montana, advanced several reasons for the denial
of the claim, including the fllowing: (1) the deep percolation of rain
falling on lands situated on the terrace abovethe seepage areas and the
application of irrigation water to such lands; (0) the existence of at
least two springs in a portion of such- areas, as shown on Plate 1 of
United States Geological Survey Circular No.' 54 entitled "Geology
and Ground-Water Hydrology of the Angosturm Irrigation Poject,
South Dakota" (July 1949); and () when the increased flows and
seepage were. first reported to Bureau employees, irrigated lands
within the AngosturaIrrigation District then owned -by the claianant

'The Acting Project Manager of the Missouri-Oahe Projects Office at Huron, South
Dakota, had a search made of the land records in the Office of the Register of Deeds in
and for Custer County, South Dakota, for the purpose of determining ownership of the
lands allegedly damaged. His memorandum to the Bureau's Regional Director at Billings,
Montana, dated September 14, 1959, would indicate that title to the E34 sec. 7, T. 6 S.,
R. E., Black Hills Meridian, is vested in Howard D. Gallentine and Anita M. Gallertine,
presumably his wife. In view of my decision in this matter, it is deemed unnecessary
to resolve the interest of Anita 1W. allentine in the property.

The Project Manager in a memorandum dated October 13, 1958, to the Regional
Director states, however, that the "ponded" area consists of 7 acres which lie within the
irrigation district and 3.8 acres which lie outside of it and that they lie lower than the
irrigated lands on farm units 76, 78, and 107.

6 The Board of Directors of the Angostura Irrigation District in a letter to the Project
Manager dated August 8, 1959, expressed the opinion that "the benefits derived from
such seepage are in excess of any damages that may have occurred."
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were the closest lands to the seeped areas and represented a large pro-
portion of the lands contributing to the seepage flows.

The following table smmarizes the available hydrological data
relating to the fllowing-nunbered farm units adjacent to claimant's
seeped areas for the calendar years 1957 and 1958, and the greater
part of the calendar year 1959:

1957

Irrigation water delivered---_ -_
Rainfall _-- -I-- -- -_

Total
,Estimated consumptiveus e

Excess water

1958

Irrigation water delivered -_
Rainfall

Total _
Estimated consumptive use '

Excess water - - _

i: 1959

Irrigation water delivered 2 - ___________

Rainfall 3 _ _-- _-- __ _ __ _____

Total _- - - -
Estimated consumptive usel

Excess water

Farm Unit
76

(108.41 irri-
gated acres)

Acrefeet
317. 2
188. 3

505. 5
238. 5

267. 0

- 70. 0
179. 2

249. 2
238. 5

10. 7

368. 0
134. 8

502. 8
- 23 5

264. 3

Farm Unit
107

(25.68 irri-
gated acres)

.Acre feet
66. 8
44. 6

111. 4
56.5

54. 9

94. 0
42. 5

136. 5
56. 5

80. 0

109. 8
31. 9

141. 7
50. 0

91. 7

Farm Unit
78

(136.02 irri-
gated acres)

Acrefeet
404. 0
236. 2

640. 2
299. 2

341. 0

245. 8
224. 9

: 470. 7
299. 2

171. 5

389. 4
169.1

558. 5
272. 0

286.:5

Computed by Lowry-Johnson method.
2

Through A st:31.
2 Through October -las.recorded by the United States Weather Bureau: Station at Buffalo Gap, South

Dakota.

:The foregoing summarization shows quite clearly that, during the
periods above mentioned, after allowing for contributions by irriga-
tion and rainfalls and depletions by consumptive use,. there remained

As the formal claim was eceived by the Ksureau on July 23j 195, it has been de-
termined that an analysis of available hydrological data for these periods would affdrd an
-approp5rijaeb~etsfor this determination. .

553043-60 3

)
. . : .
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excess water aggregating approximately 1,567.6 acre feet from the
three farm units adjacent to the seeped; areas, without taking into' con-
sideration excess water from other farm units. IlHence, I conclude that
such quantity of excess water would have been sufficient to cause the
seepage conditions on claimant's lands without contributions of water
from other sources.

Favorable consideration of a claim under an appropriation act such
as, the one here involved is dependent upon a finding that the damages
complained of were the direct result of some non-tortious action on
the part of personnel of the Bureau of Reclamation.9 Consequentl
the record must show that seepage water from project facilities alone,
without contribution from other sources, was sufficient to cause the
damages. If, however water from sources other than such facilities
was sufficient alone to cause the damages, ally seepage contribution
from canals -or laterals must be considered as an indirect cause
thereof.' 0 ;

Based on the record, I conclude that the damages have not been
established as being the direct result of non-tortious activities of em-'
ployees of the Bureau of Reclamation. Accordingly, the claim is not
cognizable under the Public Works Appropriation Act, 1960.

DETERMINATION: -

Therefore, I determine that
; (a) Howard D. Gallentine' has suffered no damage for which he is

entitled to compensation under the provisions' of the Public
Works Appropriation Act, 1960 (73 Stat. 491, 496) and

(b) the claim of Howard I. Gallentine must be denied.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

FRANK M. 1WcGINLEY

A-28244 Decided, May 120, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: -Lands Subject to
Lands withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws,

including the mining and mineral leasing laws, and reserved for use by the
Department of the Air Force, are not available for leasing under the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920, and an oil and gaslease offer for such lands is properly
rejected.

' This amount as arrived at by adding the nine items of excess water ehown in the
table.

. .yorthera ParR . Co., T-560 (Ir.) (May-10, 1954),..and dministrative determinations,
cited therein.,

0 "Ralph . Osborne, T-832 (Ir.) (September 17, 1959) ; Water F. Stimpsoa, T-933
(Ir.) (April 7, 1959).
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Secretary of the Interior-Withdrawals and. Reservations: Authority to

IMake

Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, did not diminish the authority of
the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw public lands under his control
and jurisdiction from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws,
including the mining and mineral leasing laws, for the benefit of the Depart-
ment of Defense.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Frank M. McGinley has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior

from a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management,

dated AUg-"t 3, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the Chief, Minerals

Adjudication Unit, Anchorage land office, dated January 15, 1959,

rejecting in part his noncormipetitive oil and gas lease oifer, Anchorage

024368,filed June 23, 1953.

In a decision dated February 12, 1957, the manager of the Anchor-

age land office suspended action Ol the appellants application insofar

as it pertained to the SW1/4 NE/ 4 , SIANW 1 A, SW',4 andNW'4SE'/ 4

sec. 29, T. 5 S., R. 13 IV., Seward Meridian, Alaska, a total of '20 acres,

for the reason that on December 28, 1954, the United States'Ar my

had filed a request for withdrawal of tis land for military purposes.

The manager stated that the; withdrawal application secificallyre-

quested that the lands be withdrawn from mineral leasing. Sub-
sequently, the decision of the Chief, Minerals Adjudicationi TUsit,

rejected the appellant's application as to the land described on the

ground that Public Land Order No. 1752, signed November 12, 958,I

had withdrawn the land from all forms of disposition, includig the

mineral leasing laws, pursuant to the Army's request.,

In his appeal the appellant contends that. the suspended portionl of

his lease offer was subject to the provisions of section 6 of the act of

February 28, 1958 (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 158'), which provides:

All withdrawals or reservations of public lands for the use. of any, agency of
the Department of Defense, except lands withdrawn or.reserved specifically as
naval petroleum, naval oil shale, or naval coal reserves, heretofore or hereafter
made by the United States, shall be deemed to be subject to the condition that
all minerals, including oil and gas, in the lands so withdrawn or reserved are
under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior and there shall be no
disposition of, or exploration for, any minerals in such lands except under the
applicable public land mining and mineral leasing laws: Provided, That no dis-
position of, or exploration for, any minerals in such lands shall be made where
the Secretary of Defense, after consultation with the Secretary of the Interior,
determines that such disposition or exploration is inconsistent with the military
use of the lands so withdrawn or reserved.

The appellant contends that the effect of the proviso is that explora-

tion for or disposition of minerals will be disallowed- only in. instances

123 F.R. 8982 (November 19,:1958).
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where the Secretary of Defense, after consultation with the Secretary
of Interior, determines that such exploration or disposition would be
inconsistent with the military use of the withdrawn lands. He states
that the clear implication is that a military withdrawal will not be
allowed to "interfere" with mineral leasing by the Secretary of the
Interior unless the Secretary of Defense has consulted with the Secre-
tary of the Interior with regard to the matter and unless after such
consultation the Secretary of Defense has determined that mineral
leasing is inconsistent with the military use of the lands.
. If the appellant's argument is correct it is necessary to conclude
that the intent of Congress in enacting section 6 of the act of February
28, 1958, was to open to mineral leasing all lands "heretofore or here-
after" withdrawn for the use of the Department of Defense, except
where the Secretary of Defense conferred with the Secretary of In-
terior and determined that mineral leasing would be inconsistent with
its military use or in other words, that the Secretary of the Interior
can no longer withdraw lands in a military reservation from appro-
-priation under the mineral leasing laws.

I see no logical basis for such a conclusion, nor does it appear that
the intent of Congress in enacting section 6 of the act was to so limit
the authority to make withdrawals.

The purpose of section 6 is clearly set forth in the report of the
Senate Committee On Interior and Insular Affairs on H.R. 5538, 85th
Congress, which became the act of February 28, 1958, wherein it is
stated at pages 72-73:

6. Section 6: Finally, the reported measure provides, in section 6, that all
minerals in withdrawn or reserved public lands-except lands withdrawn or
reserved specifically as naval petroleum, naval oil shale, or naval coal reserves-
are under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior, and that no disposi-
tion thereof shallbe made except under- : '

* * the applicable public land mining and mineral leasing laws.'
Read together with the committee findings above respecting the Defense posi-

tion on petroleum reserves, the object and purpose of this section are clear. Until
presentation by Defense witnesses on petroleum reserves, and the effect of the
prospective airspace withdrawal on pending applications for restriction of outer
Continental Shelf lands, committee members had believed there was universal
agreement that responsibility for disposition of minerals in withdrawn or re-
served public lands was exclusively vested in the Secretary of the'Interior.

Enactment of this section into law actually constitutes a restatement of the
law as it is today,' in the view of the committee and the Department of: the
Interior. In short, as declared above, the provisions of section 6 of the reported
bill 'will serve*'to remnove whatever doubts may exist, if any, as to the laws
which govern the disposal of or exploration for, any and all minerals, including oil
and gas, in public lands of the United States heretofore or hereafter withdraw n
or reserved by the United States for the use of defense agencies. (S. Rept. 857,
85th Cong.)'

5On the basis- of this legislative history it can only be concluded that
Congress clearly intended that lands. withdrawn for military use
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should not' be available to mining and mineral leasing activities unless
the Secretary of Defense makes the determination set out in the
proviso. It did not mean that a military withdrawal could not pro--
vide that the withdrawn lands were not open to appropriation under
the mineral leasing laws, if the Secretary of the Interior deemed it il
the piblic interest to do so.

In a recent case the Department considered the effect of section 6 of
the act of February 28,1958, upol a military withdrawal, made prior
to the date of the act, which prohibited mineral leasing. It held:

It is thus clear beyond doubt that Congress had no intention other than to
affirm the fact that mineral leasing of some areas withdrawn for defense
purposes, with certain exceptions, was under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of
the Interior and that such leasing was to, be in accordance with :the mineral
leasing acts. There is no evidence that Congress intended to strip the President,
or his delegate, of his power to withdraw lands absolutely from mineral leasing.

In this case, the withdrawal order specifically provides that the land is with-
drawn from all forms of appropriation under the public-land laws, including the
mining and mineral leasing laws. Thus the Secretary of the Interior has no
authority to lease for oil and gas purposes, entirely without regard to the
attitude of the Secretary of Defense on the question whether such leasing would
be inconsistent with the military use of the land. Accordingly, the appellant's
contention that the Secretary of the Interior must accept offers unless the
Secretary of Defense objects is without substance. B. L. Haviside, Jr., 66 I.D.
271, 275 (1959).

Furthermore, the Secretary, acting under the authority delegated
to him by the President in Executive Order 10355 of May 26, 1952,
can withdraw public land from all forms of appropriation under the
public land laws, including the mining and mineral leasing laws, at
the request of the heads of Federal agencies and instrumentalities
other than the Department of Defense. 43 OFR, 1959 Supp., 295.9
et seq. I find nothing in the provisions of the act of February 28,
1958, or its legislative history to indicate that the Secretary was to
have less authority to withdraw land on behalf of the Department of
Defense (except for the limitation on the size of the withdrawal)
than he has to withdraw land for other agencies.

Therefore, it is my conclusion that the Secretary of the Interior
can, 'since the act of February 28, 1958, continue to withdraw public
lands under his control and jurisdiction from all forms of appropria-
tion under the public land laws, including the mineral leasing act,
for the use of the Department of Defense, so long as the extent of the
withdrawal does not exceed the acreage limitations of section 2 of- the
act.

The appellant also contends that the second paragraph of Publio
Land Order No. 1752 which provides:

2. The Department of the Interior retains jurisdiction over-the management
of the surface and subsurface resources including mineral resources of the
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lands. No disposal of such resources will be made except under applicable
public land laws with the concurrence of the Department of the Air Force and,
where necessary, only after appropriate modification of; the provisions of this
order. 23 F.R. 8982.

is inconsistent with the requirement of section 6. However that may
be, the appellant's offer is controlled by the withdrawal accomplished
in paragraph 1 of PLO. No. 1752, not by the terms of paragraph 2,
which would become material in this case only if the order were to be
modified.

Finally, the appellant asks if his lease offer for the withdrawn land
is rejected, that he be given permission to conduct operations on that
land by slant drilling from wells surfaced on adjoining lands leased to
him. This request overlooks the plain fact that the withdrawn lands
are withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the mineral
leasing act. The withdrawal applies as well to subsurface as to sur-
face operations and so long as it remains in effect all offers to exploit
the mineral resources-in the withdrawn lands must be rejected.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary 'of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual ; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of
Land Management, is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF MONARCH LUMBER COMPANY

IBCA-217 Decided May 18,1960;

Contracts: Notice
Appeal will not be dismissed on motion in case of substantial compliance with

notice requirements of "changed conditions" and "delays-damages" clauses
and in absence of a showing that failure to comply with notice requirements
would be injurious to the interests of the Government.

Contracts: Release-Contracts: Damages: Liquidated Damages X

It is well settled that the failure to except an item from settlement has the
effect of barring any claim based on such item. Therefore, a contractor who,
in executing a release, fails to include a claim for extension of time is
barred, and claim may be dismissed on motion.

'BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government has moved to dismiss all appeal from the contract-
ing officer's findings 'of fact and decision which denied the appellant's

1 The "Findings of Fact and Decision" of the contracting officer is undated. However,
the appeal file supports the conclusion that it was sent on August 7, 1959, by the con-
:tracting officer and received by the contractor-appellant on August 18,1959. The appeal,
although dated August 25, 1959, was delivered to the contracting officer on September
15, 1969. Hence, the appeal is timely.
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request for an, extenisionj, of time for the perforianc of its contract
to the extent of 30 days. and denied the contractor's claim for ad-
ditional compensation in the amount of $1,905.12. 3

The contract, as identified in the caption, provided for the insula-
tion of various quarters on the Blackfeet Reservation, .Browning,
Montana.. It was written on U.S. Standard Form 23 (Rev. March
1953) and incorporated the General Provisions of U.S. Standard
Form 23Aj. (March 1953) for construction contracts. The contract
price amounted to $9,089.46.

Claim ANo. 1: Remisson of Liquidated Dvamages

The Department counsel seeks to have this claim dismissed on the
ground, among others, that the contractor did not reserve the claim
in the release, ion the contract given by it on June 30, 1959.

C Counsel for appellant states its position as follows:
Appellee's principal argument for denial of remission of liqidated damages to

Appellant is embodied in the fact that in the release, executed by Appellant,
these liquidated damages were not excepted. Other than this it appears that
there can be absolutely no argument against reniission of these damages to
Appellant. See Snare & Triest Co. v. US (1920) 55 Ct. Cl. 386; Morris v. US

:50 Ct. Cl. 154 (1915); Relief could also be granted under 41 U.S.C. 256A and
see Salomon v. US Ct. Cl. (1873) 19 Wall. 17 with respect to verbal agreements
for extension. Appellant submits that this being so, Appellee now holds money
in, the amount of $100.00 which rightfully belongs to Appellant. Failure of
Appellant to specifically exclude this amount from the release executed and
which dealt with construction items on the various buildings clearly cannot
entitle Appellee to retain money due and owing Appellant.: The authority which
Appellee cites is inapplicable to this situation and does not prohibit the remis-
sion of these liquidated damages. 4

We read into this statement by appellant's counsel an admission that
the claim was not reserved in the release on the contract, and we can

In his appeal of August 25, 1959, contractor-appellant asks for the release of liquidated
damages in the amount of $100. At the contract per diem rate of $5 (par. 3, General
Conditions), this would amount only to. a remission of liquidated damages for 20 days.
However, the job was substantially completed 20 days after the date fixed by the con-
tract and, therefore, the amount actually assessed as liquidated damages was limited to

Appellant's appeal, signed on August 25, 1959, by its "Sales Manager" (who, inci
dentally, also signed. the release on the contract) describes the claim, as being brought
uder "General Provisions Paragraph 4 under 'Change [sic] conditions' subparagraph
(2) * * *." The further description of the claim establishes the reference as being to
clause 4, "Changed Conditions," of S 23A. Appellant's counsel in "Appellant's reply
to statement of position of appellee" of December 31, 1959; particularizes the claim, in
addition to the remission of liquidated damages in the amount of $100, as follows:

"A. Additional compensation for work performed upon the log buildings where
the actual site conditions deviated materially from the representations which had:
been made in the written specifications and where the. Appellant placed good faith
and reasonable reliance upon said specifications.

"B. Additional compensation for work performed on frame structures which were
of. strange, uncommon, unforeseeable and unusual construction.. Appellant submits
that this claim is also justified by the written specifications."

The cases cited by appellant have no bearing on the issue as to whether or not a
claim for extension of time or remission of liquidated damages can be barred by failure
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find in the release no language expressive of an intention to reserve
this claim. It is indeed well settled, as Department counsel has
pointed out, that the failure to except an item'from settlement in a
release has the effect of barring a claim based on such item.5

There i fe, .of course, exceptions to this rule as the Court of Claims,6
the Comptroller General,1 this Board,8 and other Appeal Boards 9
have recognized. But no circumstances or facts are apparent in the
appeal file. nor have any circumstances or facts been. alleged which
would bring the instant claim within ay of these exceptions.

Consequently, the Board considers the'claim for remission of liqui-
dated damages in the amount of $100 barred by the operation of the
release, and it is hereby dismissed.

It is true that 41 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 256a, authorizes the Comp-
troller General of the United States, on the recommendation of an
agency head, to remit liquidated damages in whole or in part "as in
his discretion may be just and equitable." o However, the Board is
aware of no precedent for the exercise of this authority in the case
of a claim that has been discharged by a release, and, in any event,
the function of making recommendations to the Comptroller Gen-
eral for its exercise is vested solely in the Solicitor. of this
Department.1 '

Claim No. e: Additional Compensation in the Amownt of $1,9052

Under date of May 28, 1959, the contractor-appellant sent to the
office of the contracting officer a letter in which it was stated that the
construction of some of the buildings to be insulated did not conform
to what appellant had been "led to believe" prior to the award of the

to except-it from the operation of a release. In Snare Triest Company v. U.S., 55 Ct.
Cl. 386 (1920), the Court stated at page 395 regarding the remission of liquidated
damages: "Upon what theory the plaintiff was chargeable with liquidated damages for

delay in completing the work that was not even included in the contract, or the supple-

ment thereto, is not made plain." However, the Court specifieally stated at page 395

that the question as to "whether the plaintiff was chargeable with liquidated damages"

was "reserved in the release." In W. G. Morris, v. U.S., 50 Ct. Cl. 154 (1915), no release

was involved. Salomon v. U.S., 19 Wall. (86 U.S.) 17 (1873) is correctly cited for the

position stated above, but immaterial to the issue here involved.

5S. J. Groves Sons Co., 62 ID. 145, 151; IBCA-8; 6 CCFpar. 61,649 (1955); P. .

Carlin Construction Co. v. U.S., 92 Ct. Cl. 280, 303, 305 (1940) ; Eastern Contractinp Co.

v. U.S., 97 Ct. Cl. 341, 355 (1942) ; Bein v. U.S., 101 Ct. Cl. 144, 160. (1943); W. C.

Shepherd v. U.S., 125 Ct. Cl. 724, 741 (1953),; Torres v. U.S., 126.Ct Ci. 76, 78 (1953).
5
Nippon Hodo Company, Ltd. v. U.S., Ct. Cl. No. 479-54 (April 2, 1958); L. W.

Packard & Co. v. U.S., 66 Ct Cl. 184, 192 (19,28).

735 Comp. Gen. 14 (1955).

sUnited Concrete Pipe Corporation, 63 ID. 153, 160; IBCA-42; 6 CCF par. 61,870
(1956). Without reforming the instrument, the Board disregarded a release which was

given under circumstances which made its acceptance inequitable. -

Parkside Clothes, Inc., ASBCA No. 261, 4 CCp par. 60,856 (Jahuary 4, 1950).

'l Officials of this Departient do not have authority to waive the imposition of liqui-

dated damages on equitable grounds. See Royal Indemknity Co. v U.S., 313 U.S,. 289,
294 (1941) McCann Constriction Co.: 61 I.D; 342, 345- CA-204 (1954).

""The Board is * 8 5 not authorized to make such recommendations to the Comptroller

General." S. J. Groves S Sons Company, 62 I.D. 145, 158; ICA-8 6 CCF par. 61,649
(1955).
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contract, and in which an extension of time on this account was re-
quested. In a letter of June 4, 1959, the contractor-appellat stated
that the construction of a number of, the buildings, including those
mentioned in the prior letter, did not conform to what had been
anticipated, and asked for additional compensation on account of
"these unknown conditions ¶ * * under paragraph 4.of the General
Provisions" of the contract.. Finally, by letter dated June 30, 1959,.
the contractor submitted a; clain for, reimbursement in the amount of
$1,905.12 for the extra costs alleged to have been incurred in insu-
lating the buildings.

The claim was denied by the contracting officer primarily on the
ground that-

there is no record of its [contractor's] having filed timely written notice, as re-
quired by Articles 4 and 5 (c) "s of the General Provisions of the Gontract; hence
there is no proper basis for allowance of the Contractor's claims or any part
thereof and they axe therefore denied.

Additionally, the contracting officer appears to have based his denial
on Article 5 of the General Conditions entitled "Visit to Site and
Site Conditions." 14

2 Clause 4 of Standard Form 23A, "Changed Conditions," requires "prompt" notice
to the contracting officer in writing but the "Contracting Officer may, if he determines the
facts so justify, consider and adjust any such claim asserted before the date of final
settlement of the contract." The record establishes that the claim was made prior to
the final settlement.

In considering the above dates of May 2 1959, June 4, 1959, and June 30, 1959, it
must be kept in mind that the appellant asserts that the conditions for which claim is
made were first encountered on or about April 15, 1959, and that the contracting officer
found that the contract was substantially completed on June 20, 1959.
I The notice requirement of Clause 3, "Changes," may also become pertinent if the
true nature of the claim should prove to be in the nature of a "change" or "extra work"
rather than in the nature of changed conditions. -

The Board's attitude regarding notice requirements generally-parallels that of the Court
of Claims which stated on May 4, 1960, in Allied Conti-actors, Inc. v. Un,4ted Stetes, Ct. Cl.
No. 195-58, as follows: "As to the question of written notice, the contracting officer or
his designated representative was.thoroughly familiar with the written requests of the
plaintiff for payment of the excess cost * * *. They discussed these claims from time
to time and when the final adverse decision was made plaintiff appealed that decision.
It had filed a written notice originally and we do not construe that it must file an
additional claim for excess cost every time a new rock was discovered. * e *"

1Clause 5(c) rovides for written notice "within 10 days from the beginning of any
such delay, unless the Contracting Officer shall grant a further.period of time prior to.
the date of final settlement of the contract," but the consideration of that clause is not
pertinent to the disposition of Claim No. 2.

1Article 5 differs materially from the "warranty type" of "Site Investigation" clauses
used by some other Government construction contracting agencies. Article 5 merely
seems to parallel clause 2 of Standard Form 22 entitled "Conditions at Site of Work."
It is noteworthy that Standard Form 22 describes its contents merely as "instructions"
and specifically provides that the instructions "are not to be incorporated in the contract."
Article 5 used in the instant contract provides as follows:

''"Bidders are requested to visit the site and to inform themselves concerning alt
the conditions under which the work is to be done. Failure to visit the site will in
no way relieve the contractor from the necessity of furnishing any materials and per-
forming any work that may be required to complete the contract in strict accordance
with the true intent and meaning of the drawings and specifications Without addi-
tional cost to the Government.

"Information contained in the specifications or shown on any plot plan or draw-
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In Studer Construction Company,', the Board denied a motion to
dismiss in a case where there had been substantial compliance with
the notice equirement of clause 5 of Standard Form 23A, the "de-
lays-damages" clause. The reasoning in that opinion applies with
equal force to the notice requirement of laause 4. Furthermore, both
clauses affirmatiely confer on the contracting officer authority to
waive lack of compliance with the notice provision, and, under the
"displtes" clause of the contract, the propriety of a determination by
the contracting officer not to exercise thi authority isa subject to
review by the Board. 16 With respect to the circumstances in which a
waiver should be granted, we quote with approval, as furnishing a
proper guide in 'contract admtinistratin, and as stating a principle.
that will be applied by the Board, the following language from the
holding in Sanders:'7

e* * the Board is justified in ignoring the contracting officer's ruling based
upon the 10-day rule as an adherence merely to the letter bt not the reason of

the rule. In other words, even though the contractor is late in notifying the

contracting officer of the error of which he complains it is not intended that the

Government should take advantage of the10-day limitation merely for the sake

of applying the rle. Its trite purpose is for protection against delays that are

injurious to the Government's interest. If not injurious then, of course, there
isnoobjectinapplyingtherule. (Italisupplied.)

Hence, where the record establishes, or wher the contractor re-
quests a hearing in order to prove, either substan tial compliance with
the notice requirement or circumstances justifying awaiver of lack of
compliance, e follow the rule of declining to sustain motions for
dismissal, based solely on the absence of formal notice.18

The coitractor-appellant has alleged that "we have fully complied"
with the notice requirements and that "proper notice was given to
the Contracting' Officer." It has alleged that the conditions at' the

ings as it relates to conditions at the site is believed to be reliable but such infor-
mation is furnished for the convenience of the bidders and no guarantee of the ac-
curacy of the information is made or implied."

Assuming (but not so holding) that Article 5 contains contractual duties which can

be enforced, its provisions would not enable the Board to dispose of this claim on motion

in the face of appellant's allegations that before bidding appellant "made a very close

inspection of the work to be done, but there was no way to determine the hidden causes

that developed in this job without materially damaging the property," that the resident

officers of the Goverment would not permit the latter type of investigation and that in

some particulars "the actual site conditions deviated materially from the representa-

tions which had been made in the written specifications." C. the statement of the

Court of Claims in Arcole Midwest Corporation v. United States, 125 Ct. Ci. 818, 822i

(.1953) that "the rule is well established that where the Government makes positive

statements in the specifications or drawings for the guidance of bidders, that a contractor

has a right to rely on them regardless of contractual provisions requiring the contractor

to make investigations." See also Judge Madden's statements in John 'K. uff. v. U.S.,

96 Ct. Cl. 148, 164 (1942).
"Studer Construction Company, 66 .D. 414; IBCA-95; 59-2 BCA par. 2438 (1959,).

' Todd Shipyards Corporation, ASBCA Nos.. 2911 and 2912., 57-1 BCA par. 1185 (1957).

*'Sanders, W.D., BCA No. 955, 35CCP 862, 866 (1945),; cf. Buford, Notice Require-

ments under Government Construction Contracts, 44 Minn. L. Rev. 275, 280 (December

1959).5 5Reylaine Wersteds, Inc., ASEOA No. 1842, 6 CCP' pat. 61,728 '(1955),.
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site were brought to "the attention of Mr. Andrus, Government site
representative, who. had issued instructions to continue with the work
rather than stopping." i

These allegations present:pertinent issues of fact on which the ap-
pellant is entitled to ani opportunity to submit proof. A factual
determination of their correctness, either on the record, should the
ease be so subitted by the parties, or by hearing, would seem necessary
to dispose of these factual questions.

On the other hand, the Government will not be barred from estab-
lishing by competent evidence that there was no substantial compli-
ance with the contractual notice requirements, or that a consideration
of the claim on its merits in the absence of such compliance would be
injurious to the Government's interest.

As the Board has clear jurisdiction to dispose of the questions dis-
cussed above, the motion to dismiss Claim No. 2 is denied.

PAUL H. GANTT, Chairman.

I concur:

HERBERT J. SLA-UGHTER, eMbem r.

BERT WHEELER

A-28253 Decided May 23, 1960

Regulations: Applicability-Regulations: Interpretation

When a regulatory provision governing public land, oil and gas lease offers is
amended by adding requirements in a new subsection to the provision, and
the provision, to which the subsection is added is not applicable to acquired
lands oil and gas lease offers, but the additional requirements included in
the amendment of the public land regulation are intended to be applicable
to both public and acquired lands oil and gas lease offers, then not only
the public land regulation, but also the corresponding acquired lands regula-
tion should be expressly amended by adding the same requirements to the
acquired lands regulation.

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Applica-
tions-Regulations: Applicability

Acquired lands oil and gas lease applications will not be rejected for failure
to comply with a requirement added to the public land leasing regulations
if it is doubtful whether the amendment of the public land leasing regula-

* tions which added the .irequirement also, applied to acquired lands
applications.

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Appli-
cations

-An application for an acquired lands oil and gas lease is improperly rejected
where the applicant does not accompany his application with a statement
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as to whether he is the sole party in interest, as required for a public land
lease offer.

* APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Bert Wheeler has appealed to the7Secretary of the Interior from a
decision of August 14, 1959, by the Directorj Bureau of Land Man-
agement, affrming separate decisions by the Chief, Minerals Adjudi
cation Section, Eastern States land office, rejecting Wheeler s
fractional interest oil and gas lease applications' filed under the Min-
eral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C., 1958,.ed., secs. 351-
359). The offers, filed on April 30, 1959, cover 164 acres of land in
Pope Couity, Arkansas. The United States owns a 50 percent min-
eral interest- in the lands applied for and evidence was submitted
with the applications showing that the appellant controls the remain-
ing 50 percent mineral interest in these lands.

Each of the appellant's applications was rejected by a decision of
June 25, 1959, by the Chief, Minerals Adjudication Section, Eastern
States land office, for failure to submit with the application a state-
ment showing whether the offeror was the sole party in interest in the
offer and the lease if issued. Such a statement is required by one of a
number of amendments of the regulations governing oil and gas lease
offers on public lands which were adopted primarily to assure adequate
enforcement of the law with regard to acreage holdings under oil and
gas leases. The amendment, which was approved January 8, 1959
(24 F.R. 281-282), and became effective February 12, 1959, provides
as follows:

Subparagraph (3) of paragraph (e) of section 192.42 is amended and sub-
divided to read as follows:

(e) Each offer, when first filed, shall be accompanied by:
* * * f: * * : :* : 

(3) (i) *
(ii) * f 
(iii) A signed statement by the offeror that he is the sole party in interest in

the offer and the lease, if issued; if not he shall set forth the names and the
nature and extent of the: interest therein of the other interested parties, the
nature of the agreement between them, if oral, and a copy of such agreement, if
written. Such statement must be signed by all of the interested parties include
ing the offeror, and all interested parties must furnish evidence of their qualifica-
tions to hold such lease interests. Such statement must be filed not later than
15 days after the filing of the lease offer

On July 7, 1959, 8 days after receipt of the land office decisions,
Wheeler filed the statement required by 192.42(e) (3) (iii) indicating
that he was the sole party in interest in the offers and the prospective
leases. X

The Director's decision affirming the rejection of the offers: held
that the failure of the land office to inform the appellant of the neces-
sity of filing the statement required by 43 CFR 19242(e) (3) (iii) in
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response to his inquiry as to the requirements for filing oil and gas
'lease offers, was no-basis for allowing -the applications and that the
filing for publication of the requirement in the Federal Register was
constructive notice of its contents as provided by section 7 of the
Federal Register Act (44 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 307). Moreover, effec-
tive June 16, 1959, the lands for which the appellant applied were
'found to be within the undefined known geologic structure of the
Dover field by reason of the completion on that date of a well drilled
by the appellant on land in a section adjoining that here applied for.
The Director's decision held, in effect, that the lands applied for must
-be leased competitively since land situated on a known -geological

-structure is subject to lease by competitive-bidding and a noncompeti-
tive application therefor must be rejected (Ernest A. Hanson,
A-26375 (May 29, 1952), and cases cited therein).

On this appeal it is contended that since Wheeler fully complied
*with all of the instructions for filing proper lease applications fur-
nisled by the Eastern States land office more than 2 months after the
promulgation of 192.42(e) (3) (iii) and more than a month after the
effective date of the regulation; and since none of the material fur-
nished by the land office mentioned the requirement in 192.42(e) (3)
(iii), his offers were improperly rejected for failure to submit the
statement required by, 192.42(e) (3) (iii) ., It is unnecessary to answer
this contention since the appeal can be disposed of on another ground.

The appeal raises the question Iwhether the amendment of 192.42
'(e) (3), which added new requirements for filing public land oil and

'gas lease offers, is properly applied to acquired lands lease offers.
There appears to be no reason for differentiating between public and
acquired lands applicants in the requirements pertaining to acreage
holdings (see fodtnote 4, infra), but according to its numbering in
Title 43 of the Code of Federal Regulations, 192.42(e) (3) (iii) ap-
plies only to public land lease offers. Wheeler's offers for acquired
lands leases were properly rejected only if the requirements of
.192.42 (e)'(3) (iii) are also applicable to acquired lands lease offers.

For a number. of years after the enactment of the Mineral Leasing
Act for Acquired Lands on August 7, 1947., the oil and gas leasing
regulations' issued under the act, 43 CFR, 1949 ed., 200-200.10, con-
tained special requirements affecting acquired lands oil and gas-lease
offers which varied from the provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act of

l In response to a request, addressed to the Eastern States land office by Wheeler, for
* advice as to the procedure to be followed in acquiring oil and. gas leases on these lands,
copies of Form 1196 (acquired lands noncompetitive oil and gas offer to lease and lease)

--and of Circular 1890 (containing acquired lands oil and gas leasing, regulations 43 CPER
'200.3-200.11, effective January 31, 1955), were sent to Wheeler under letter of March
:31,1959, wlthout reference to the requirementin '192.42(e) (3)'('ii).,
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1920, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 181 et seq.) .2 Most of the
detailed requirements governing the filing of oil and gas lease offers
were not set forth: separately for acquired lands lease offers, but, by
regulation, the public land leasing regulations, unless inconsistent
with the provisions of the Acquired Lands Act, have been, and are
now, applicable to.acquired 'lands ofersf and leases except as otherwise
specifically provided in the acquired lands leasing regulations. 3 In
general, from 1947 until January 31, 1955, sees. 200-200.10 of 43 FR
contained those provisions relating to filing oil and gas 'lease offers
for acquired lands which differed from the provisions governing the
filing of public land oil and gas lease offers because of special provi-
sions of the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands as to which no
provision of the 1920 Mineral Leasing Act corresponded. 

Effective January 31, 1955, however, the acquired lands oil and gas
leasing regulations (secs. 200.1-200.11); were amended to set forth
not only the specific provisions which were applicable only to acquired
lands, but also the detailed provisions previously contained only in
Part 192 of the regulations governing public land oil and gas offers
and leases, but applicable under 200.4 to acquired lands oil and gas
lease offers (see footnote 3). Consequently, almost none of the pro-
visions in TPart 192 of 43 CFR were' applicable to' acquired lands
offers after January 31, 1955, because since- that date, the acquired
lands regulations contain what amounts to a duplicate set of detailed

.provisions which replaces and makes' inapplicable the corresponding
Set of provisions in Part 192.- That is, 200.1-200.11 now contain
many provisions which are almost identical with the provisions in
Part 192 and these provisions am ount to a duplicate set of detailed
regulations governing oil and gas leasing on acquired lands. Most
of the provisions in 200.1-200.11 are: specific provisions within the
excepting clause of 200.4 (see footnote 3), and to the extent that
this is 'so, the corresponding provisions in- Part 192 governing public
land oil and gas lease offers are not applicable to acquired lands
offers and leases (43 CFR 200.4, supr i).

For example, 43 OFIR 200.8, entitled "Offer to lease and issuance
'of lease" (for acquired lands), contains 40 paragraphs' which cor-
respond very closely to the 43 paragraphs in 192.42, also' entitled
"Offer to lease and issuance of lease," which are applicable to public

a Section 10 of the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands (supra, sec. 359) provides
that the rules and regulations which the Secretary may prescribe under the act shall be
the same as those prescribed under the mineral leasing laws to the extent that the
latter are applicable to the former.

243 CPR 200.4 (25 F.R. 500) was amended on anuary 15, 1960, but has remained
almost unchanged since 1947 with regard to extending the provisions governing the
filing of public land oil and gas offers and issuance of leases on public lands to acquired

: lands offers and leases.. 200.4 states:
"Except as otherwise speeifically provided in § 200.1 to -200.11, inelusive, 'the regu-

lations prescribed under the mineral leasing laws, and contained in Parts 70, 71,
and 191 to 198,inclusive, of this chapter, shall govern the disposal and development
of minerals under the act to the extent that they are not inconsistent with the
provisions, of the act. * * *-
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lands. 192.42(e):(3) and 200.8(e) (3) are corresponding provisions
governing public ald acquirecl lancs lease offers, respectively Be-
fore the recent amendment of 192.42(e) (3), the regulation required,
inter aia, that an individual offeror whose offer was signed by an
attornley in fact or an agent, file a statement as to whether his direct
and indirect, interests in oil and gas leases,. applications, and offers
therefor exceed, 46,080 chargeable acres in the same State, or 100,000
acres in the Territory of Alaska (emphasis added). The amendment
subdivided the requirements of 192.42(e) (3) into two subsections
(numbered (i) and (ii)) and added one new subsection (numbered
(iii)) which is the sole party in interest provision quoted above.
200.8 (e) (3) requires the offeror, if an individual whose offer is signed
by an attorney, in fact or an agent, to submit a statement showing
whether his' direct and indirect interests in oil and gas leases, appli-
cations, and offers for acquired, lands in the same State exceed 46,080
chargeable acres (emphasis added). It is evident that before the
recent amendment of 192.42(e) (3) it was not applicable, to acquired
lands lease offers since the public land interests of an acquired lands
offeror do not affect his qualification to hold an acquired lands lease,4
and also because the almost identical corresponding provision in
200.8(e) (3), which expressly refers to acreage interests in acquired
lands, is a specific pr ovision governing acquired lands offers within
the excepting clauseof 200.4. For the same reasons, 192.42(e) (3, (id
and (ii) are. not applicable to acquired; lands offers as the latter
provisions and 192.42(e) (3) before its amendment are identical.

Inasmuch as 192.42(e) (3) prior to its amendment was not appli-
cable to acquired lands offers, it is. doubtful whether the amendment
here under consideration, which divided the provisions into subsec-
tions. and added a new subsection, should be regarded as governing
acquired lands offers. In holding that the, sole- party in interest
provision (192.42 (e) (3) (iii)) was applicable to acquired lands offers,
the Director's decision referred to the language of 200.4which imposes
a duty on an offeror to examine the regulations in Part 192 and to
seek to comply with any and all of their provisions found to be
applicable.; 

But the detailed provisions of 200.8(e) (3), the substance of which
correspond very closely to the provisions of 192.42(e) (3), clearly ex-
elude the applicability of 192.42(e) (3), before its recent amendment,
to: offers for acquired lands leases. To the extent that there is any
variance between the two regulations, 192.42(e) (3) and 200.8(e) (3),
it is reasonable to conclude that the difference is intentional 'and that

4 By administrative interpretation, interests in leases on acquired, lands are accounted
for separately from those on' public lands and any applicant is permitted to hold leases
covering the' maximum acreage in a State on both public ands and acquired lands. Ac-
cordingly, the extenit nd interest f an acquired lands applicant in public land leases
and 'offers. are irrelevant in determining whether he, has complied with 'the acreage
limitation for acquired' lands. ' ' ' E i
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the provisions of 200.8(e) (3) govern the filing of acquired lands
lease offers whereas the corresponding provisions of 192.42(e) (3)
'refer exclusively to public land filings. Such a conclusion is war-
ranted because of the detailed and particularized provisions of the
respective regulations, and is consistent with the provisions of 200.4.

In these circumstances, when a provision of the public land oil and
gas leasing regulations is amended by adding a new subsection to the
provision, and the provision to which the subsection is added is not
applicable to acquired lands offers (there being a separate and cor-
responding provision governing acquired lands offers) and when
the amendment of the public land regulations is intended to be appli-
cable to both public and acquired lands oil and gas lease offers, then
not only the public land regulation but also the corresponding ac-
quired lands regulation should be expressly amended by adding the
same requirements to the acquired lands regulation. The Director's
reliance on the provisions of 200.4 as amounting to notice that the
requirement in 192.42(e) (3) (iii) is applicable to acquired lands lease
offers is not persuasive because even though the new requirement in
192.42(e) (3) (iii) is not inconsistent with the Mineral Leasing Act
for Acquired Lands, 192.42(e) (3), the provision to which the new
requirement was added, was not applicable to acquired lands offers
because the equivalent provision governing acquired lands offerg,
200.8(e) (3), is' a specific provision within the excepting clause of
200.4. It seems at best confusing and anomalous to hold that the
amendment of a regulation is applicable to acquired lands offers,
although the provision which is amended is clearly inapplicable to
such offers.A In any event, publication of the amendment of 192.42
(e) (3) without any references to 200.8(e) (3) unnecessarily obscures
the Bureau's intention that an acquired lands applicant must file the
statement showing whetherl he- is sole party in interest in the offer
and the leaseif issued-.6

Because it is doubtful w'hether the amendment of the public ands
leasing regulation, 192.42(e) (3), is correctly interpreted as resulting
in adding a mandatory requirement to filing acquired lands oil and

5 in Tobia v. Eaward S. Wagner Co., Inc., 187 F. 2d 977 (2d Cir. 1951.), a case in-
volving the interpretation of a regulation which did not by its terms cover a situation
which the administrative agency argued was meant to be covered, the court refused to
interpret the regulation as broadly as would be done if a statute were interpreted and
stated (at p. 979)

"'5 '~ 'regulations, precisely because they particularize Iought n'ot'be as generously
interpreted as the statute. -In fairness to the regulated, the provisions of the regu-
lations should not be deemed to include what the administrator, exercising his
delegated 'power, might have covered but did not 'cover. True,' In deciding what they
do cover, we must not regard their literal terms merely, but must also give much
weight to administrative interpretive rulings which have been published and of
which the regulated are thus on notice. * * *"

The court did not extend the regulation beyond its literal terms in this case.
"The Bureau's nterpretation of the effect of 192.42(e)(3)(iii) as :oacquired lands~offers is similar to its position in another case (e)vo)lving a teand nto ofauie landssiton n aothr cseinvolving..theamendment ef a public lands

leasing regulation when the corresponding and specific acquired lands leasing regulation
was not amended at the same time (S. J. Hooper (Supp.), 61 I.D. 350 (1954)).
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-gas lease offers, absent the amendment of the equivalent acquired
lands regulation, 200.8(e). (3),. the decision that publication of 192.43
(e) (3) (iii) in the Federal Register gave notice to acquired lands
applicants of the necessity of filing the sole party in interest state-
ment will not be followed.7 Accordingly, the appellant's applications
should be reinstated and allowed, if all else is regular, as of the date
of filing.
i Therefore, pursuant, to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by

the Secretary ;of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 Fi.M 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management,. is set aside, and the case is remanded for action in ac-
cordance with this decision.. .

EDMUND T. FRITZ, .

Deputy. Solicitor.

'JOHN H. ANDERSON,. T. K. AND EVELYN H. STERLING

A-28218 Decided May 23, 1960

'Oi and Gas Leases: ApplicationsH ..L.ases,,AP

When an oil and gas lease offer is improperly excluded from a drawing to
determine the priority of conflicting, simultaneonsly-filed offers, a new draw-
ing must be held.X 

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oiland Gas Leases: Acreage Limitations
iUnder the former departmental regulation governing acreage limitations, an

offeror holding excess acreage at the time of filing an offer was entitled to
30 days withit which to reduce his holdings: and if he did so within that
time his offer did not lose priority as of the time of filing.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
An offeror who files less than the required five copies of his offer retains priority

of filing if he files the requisite number of copies within 30 days.< 

APPEAL FROMX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEXENT

John II. Anderson has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated June 9, 1959, which reversed a decision of the manager of the-
land office at Santa Fe, New Mexico, dated June 24, 1958, denying the
request of T. K. Sterling and Evelyn H. Sterling for the inclusion of
their joint oil and gas lease ffers, New Mexico 044463, 044487, and
044499, in drawings to determine the order of consideration of conflict-
ing, simultaneously-flied, noncompetitive oil and gas lease offers filed

7In several recent cases the Department has held that when an applicant is to be-
deprived of a statutory preference right because of his failure to comply with the re-
quirements .of a regulation, the regulation should be spelled out so clearly that there
is no basis for disregarding his noncompliance. DonaldC. IngprsolZ, 63 I.D. 39T (1956)
Madison Oils, Ic., T. F. Hodge, 62 I.D. 45 (1956).
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on April 1, 1958, pursuant to section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act,
^as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226). 'Anderson's- offer, New
Mexico 044796, was awarded first priority as a result of' one of the
drawings which was held on April 9 1958, after the Sterling offer,
New Mexico 044499, had been excluded from that drawing. The
Sterling offers, New Mexico 044463 and 044487, had likewise been ex-
eluded from other drawings held on the same date.

The manager held that the Sterling offers were not entitled to par-
ticipate in the drawings because on April 1, 1958, when the Sterlings
filed the 3 offers in question, they also filed 39 other offers which, in-
cluding the 3 offers in question covered over 87,000 acres-of land in
New. Mexico. Those 42 offers, with the 'leases which T. K. Sterling
already held and the offers which he was maintaining, brought him
~over the limit of 46,080 acres in any one State, which is the statutory
limit for oil and gas leases and which the Department has adopted as
the limit which may be held in leases and lease offers. The manager
held that it was not until April 28,' 1958, when the Sterlings withdrew
'some of 'their offers, that their acreage in leases and offers was reduced
to such an extent that the offers in question were within the limit and
'therefore acceptable.

The Director held that, although the Sterlings had submitted only
one copy each of the three offers at the time of filing, they had sub-
mitted the required additional copies' within 30 days and, therefore,
their offers were entitled to priority of filing as of April 1, 1958 (43
CFR 192.42(b) ), all else being regular. The Director held, further,
that while the filing of the Sterling offers on April 1, 1958, caused
the Sterling offers to exceed the limitation on acreage prescribed by
the Department for leases and lease offers, the Sterlings had reduced'
that acreage to below the maximum within 30 days after the deter-
mination was made that they held excess acreage (43 CFR 192.3 (c));
that, therefore, their three offers were entitled to priority as of the
date of filing; and that the Sterlings were entitled to have their offers
entered in drawings with other conflicting, simultaneously-filed offers.
He therefore vacated the drawings held on April 9, 1958, and ordered
new drawings in which the Sterling offers should be included.

In this appeal to the Secretary, Anderson contends that both T. K.
Sterling and Evelyn H. Sterling filed many additional offers during
'the months of May, June, and August, 1958, none of which was p-
parently withdrawn until February or April, 1959. He argues that
those additional offers brought the Sterlings well above the maximum
acreage limitation and contends that since the Sterlings were not
qualified as offerors during a part of the time in which they were prose-
cuting their appeal to the Director a drawing held at a time when the
'Sterlings were maintaining offers above the maximum permitted by
the Department in which the Sterlings drew first priority could not
result in issuance of a lease to them.
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We are not concerned here,. however, with any offers which the
Sterlings may have filed after April 1, 1958, or with their qualifica-
tions to hold leases at subsequent times. The only question for con-
sideration is whether the Director was correct in vacating; drawings
from which the Sterlingoffers were excluded. . :

The Director found that the three Sterling offers had priority of
filing as of April 1, 1958, notwithstanding the fact that only one copy
each of the offers was filed on that date. The regulation cited.by the
Director provides that if less than five copies of an offer are filed, the
offer will not be rejected, if-nototherwise subject to rejection, until
30 days from filing have elapsed. *y If during that 30-day period the
remaining copies are filed, the offeror's priority will date. from the
date of the first filing. As the remaining copies of the Sterling offers
were filed'durng the 30-day period, their offers did not lose their pri-
ority of filing as of April 1, 1958, because of their failure to submit
five copies of each offer on that date.

The other regulation cited by the Director, in effect when the Ster-
ling offers were filed, provided:: :

No lease will be issued and no transfer will be approved until it has been
shown pursuant to the requirement of § 192.42(e) (4) that the lessee or trans-
Iferee is entitled to hold the acreage. Any party found to hold or control ac-
countable acreage computed in accordance with the principles above set forth
in excess of the prescribed limitations shall be given thirty days within which
to file proof of the reduction of the holdings or control so as to conform with
the prescribed limitation.'

The Department has held. that under that regulation the 30-day
period must be accorded'to the offeror (Yakutat DeVeopqizent Comr-
pang, 63 I.D. 97 (1956)) and that if the offeror reduced his excess
holdings within that period, the priority of his filing was not lost.
Albert C. Massa et al., 62 I.D. 339 (1955).

Although the offers which the Sterlings filed on April 1, 1958,
brought them over the acreage limitation prescribed by the Depart-
ment, they had 30 days within which to reduce their holdings without
loss of priority of their remaining offers. They, reduced their hold-
ings in leases and offers by withdrawing sufficient offers on April 28,
1958, to bring them within the prescribed limit. The three offers here
in question thus were entitled to priority of filing as of April 1, 1958.

The three offers involved in this appeal are in conflict with other
offers simultaneously filed on April 1, 1958. Under another depart-
mental regulation (43 CFR 191.10), when such a conflict occurs, a
public drawing must be held to fix the order in which such offers will
be processed.

As the Sterling offers had priority of filing as of April 1, 1958, and

'43 CA 192.3 was amended on January 3, 1959 (43 CR, .1959 Supp., 192.3). The
amended regulation does not afford offerors 30 days within which to reduce their holdings
without loss of priority.
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as they conflicted with other offers simultaneously filed on that date,
those offers should have been included in any drawings held to deter-
mine the order of consideration of conflicting offers simultaneously
filed.

As the Sterling offers were deprived of that opportunity, in viola-
tion of the regulation governing conflicting simultaneously-filed ofers,
it was proper for the Director to vacate the drawings from which
those offers were excluded and to order new drawings in which the
offers would participate.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (ec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348),'the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

BOYD L. HULSE v. WILIAN H. GRIGGS

A-28288 Decided May 3, 1960' :

Homestetds (Ordinary): Residence-Reclamation Homesteads: Generally
The requirement of the homestead law that the entryman must establish

residence on his entry within a maximum period of 12 months from. the al-
lowane of his entry is not satisfied by clearing and leveling the land and
cultivating it,. where the entryman has lived with his family in rented preni-
ises in the vicinity of the entry and has neverieaten, slept, or kept any
possessions on the entry.

Homesteads (Ordinary): Cancellation of Entry-Reclamation Homesteads:
Cancellation

Where an entryman fails to establish residence on his entry within 12 months
from the allowance of his entry, the entry must be canceled.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Boyd L. Hulse has appealed to the Sqecretary of the Interior from
a decision dated October 16, 1959, of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management which dismissed a contest he had instituted against
reclamation homestead entry Idaho 07614 of William H. Griggs
and reversed a hearing examiner's decision holding the entry for
cancellation.

Griggs' entry on Farm Unit E, Tract E, sec. 9, T. 10 S., R. 21 E.,
B. M., Idaho, was allowed on October 1, 1956. On November 25,
1957, Hulse instituted contest proceedings against the entry on the
ground that the Griggses had not established residence on the entry
prior to that date. Griggs. answered that he "has in good faith sought
to establish residence on said entry and otherwise fully comply with
the Homestead Laws of the United States of America and the Act of
June 17th, 1902 [the reclamation law]."

A hearing was held on May 16, 1958, before a hearing examiner
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pursuant to the Department's rules of practice (43 CFR, 1958 Supp.,
221.51 et seq.).

'lulse's contest is based upon section 2297 of the Revised Statutes,
as amended (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 169), which states in pertinent
part:

If, at any time after the filing of the affidavit as required in section twenty-
two hundred and ninety and before the expiration of the three years mentioned
in section twenty-two hundred and ninety-one, it is proved, after due notice to
the settler, to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior or such officer
as he may designate that the person having filed such affidavit has failed to
establish residence within six months after the date of entry, or abandoned the
land for more than six months at any time, then, and in that event, the land
so entered shall revert to the Government * * * . And provided further, That
where there may be climatic reasons, sickness, or other unavoidable cause, the
Secretary of the Interior or such officer as he may designate may, in his dis-
cretion, allow the settler twelve months from the date of filing in which to com-
mence his residence on said land under such rules and regulations-as he may
prescribe.

There is little dispute as to the facts concerning Griggs' relationship
to the entry. At the time the entry was allowed Griggs and his wife
and two children lived in a rented house in Twin Falls, Idaho. Dur-
ing the winter of 1956-1957, Griggs made plans to build a house and
loafing shed on the entry, but abandoned them when the Farmers
Home Administration, on which he was relying for financing, rejected
his loan application in March 1957. Shortly thereafter, another plan
to move a one-room house onto the entry was abandoned because the
house was too small. Then inquiry was made as to another house
but it was; not purchased at the time because of lack of funds. It
does not appear that Griggs made any other attempt to place living
quarters on the entry until the fall of 1957. In October of that year,
he purchased the house that he had inquired about and moved it onto
the entry on October 14, 1957. The house rested on a few cinder
blocks, the floor sagged, and some windows and part of the roof were
missing. I January 958, Griggs placed a cot and oil heater in the
house but slept there few, if any, nights and did not eat in the house
because it was too cold and there was no range. In October 1957,'
Griggs had applied for a loan to construct a basement. Although it
was granted in December 1957, construction was delayed because of
the pending contest. In'March 1958, the basement and foundation
were built and the house moved onto it. Electricity was connected
shortly thereafter and on April 1, 1958, Griggs moved his family and
furniture onto the entry.

Meanwhile, in April and May of 1957,' Griggs had the entry cleared
of' sagebrush' and other debris and the land leveled at a cost of about
'$1 7d0. 'He entered. into an agreement with the Pool brothers' who
furnished seed potatoes, planted,. cultivated, irrigated, and harvested
80 acres of the entry. A crop of over 1,300,000 pounds of potatoes
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was sold. Between 75 to 80 percent of the proceeds went to the Pool
brothers and Griggs received as his share $2,226.69. During the sum-
mer, Griggs and his wife were employed at work off the entry, but
Griggs was on the land practically every day, working at improving
it. His wife gave him some slight assistance and they testified they
sometimes remained on the entry until the early hours of the morning
with the children sleeping in their automobile.

The hearing examiner found that while the entryman probably in-
tended to make the entry his home he never occupied or lived on the
entry, that both act and intent are necessary for residence, and that
the entryman's good faith was in doubt and, as a result, he canceled
the entry. The Director reversed the examiner and dismissed the
contest on the ground that the existence of a habitable house was not
essential to determining whether residence had been established within
the time required, that lack of a habitable house is not indicative of
lack of good faith, that under all the circumstances Griggs could
not be charged with bad faith, and that the contestant had not made
a showing necessary for canceling the entry.

Upon appeal the contestant alleges that the law as to the establish-
ment of residence is mandatory, except for the 6-month extension
which the Secretary may grant in his discretion; that the entryman
had not attempted to live on the entry until January 10, 1958, at the
earliest; that residence cannot be established without the entryman
occupying the homestead; and that intent to make the entry a home;
without living on it is not enough.

In reply, the contestee says that the evidence sufficient to support the
establishment of residence need not be of the character required for
final proof, that a double residence is not conclusive of bad faith
and that the entryman has acted in good faith.

The requirement that an entryman establish residence upon the
entry within 6 months (or 12 months in certain circumstances) has
been part of the homestead law for many years, first having arisen
as a consequence of the Department's interpretation of the original
homestead act (act of May 20, 1862; 12 Stat. 393) and then having
been incorporated into the statute by the amendment of Revised
Statutes see. 2297, supra, by act of June 6, 1912. Bertram C. Noble, 4&
L.D. 75 (1914). The Department has considered in many cases
whether an entryman has established residence within the meaning of
the homestead law and has often defined the demands of the statute
In United States v. Cooke, 59 I.D. 489, 501-502 (1947), the Depart-
ment stated:

* * The actual residence, or bodily presence, must be accompanied by a
certain intent if the place of new sojourn or physical habitancy is to be con-
verted into such a home as makes the basis of legal domicile. In other words,.
a domicile of choice can be established only by intent and by act, animo et facto.
It is not otherwise with homestead entry. -These same principles underlie the
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terms of the. homestead law. Under sections 2290, 2291, and 2297, Revised
Statutes, the homestead applicant is required to swear that his "purpose," or
intent, is "in .goods faith to obtain a home for himself," and besides making
sworn declaration of that intent, he is required to perform the at, namely, to
establish actual permanent residence upon the land within 6 months from
the date of entry.

The chief rules implementing these common principles, here phrased with
particular reference to homestead rather than domicile, are as follows: First,.
there must be ntent to make the desired public lands the applicant's home,, or
fixed abode. This intent is called the animus manendi, the intent to remain, and
implicit in it, of course, is the intent no longer to have a home at the former
residence, or domicile; second, there must be actual bodily presence on the lands
entered, this act of inhabitancy of the entry being called the factum. More-
over, these two elements must coexist. The mere intent to acquire a new home
on the desired lands, if unaccompanied by the factum of bodily removal to the
entry and bodily presence there, avails nothing; nor does the fact of removal
and presence if those acts be not animated by intent.

In Whaley v. Northern Pacifle Railway Comvpany, 167 Fed. 664, 670
(C.C.. Mont. 1908) it was stated:

To establish a residence under the homestead laws, there must be a combina-
tion of act and intent, the act of occupying and living upon the claim and the
intention of making the place a home to the exclusion of a home elsewhere. *- * * i

While an entryman must establish residence within the time allowed
by the statute, the initial residence need not be of the character neces-
sary to satisfy the requirements for final proof (Crisp v. Maine, 59'
I.D. 406 (1947) Slette v. Hill, 47 L.D. 108 (1919); George D. Parker
v. Fred L. Richardson, A-26254 (January 10, 1952)), which demands
actual residence. Harold Paul, 54 I.D. 426 (1934).

However, the fact .that the entryman need do less to "establish
residence" than to "actually reside" on the entry does not. mean that
either of the two essentials of residence, the act and the intent, can
be omitted.

The requirement that both aspects of residence be present was madec
clear in a recent; ase, in which in the fi rst entry year, the entryman
had cleared 6 acres, built 2 ramps from the highway, sunk a 20-foot
well, and poured 6 concrete piles to set a house upon. He also alleged
that he had built a house on skids but was unable to move it upon
the entry because of soft ground. At the hearing the entryman ad--
mitted that he had not established any residence on the entry or even
stayed overnight on it at any time prior to the expiration of 1 year
from the date of the allowance of his entry. Upon these facts the
Department held that "Acts done 'in preparation to establish a resi-
dence' cannot. be regarded as the establishment of residence" and
affirmed the cancellation of the entry. Henry J. Ernst, A-27196 (No-
venber7, 1955).

1
To the same effect: West v. Owen, 4 L.D. 412 (1886); 8 L.D. 576 (1889).
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With this case in mind, an examination of Griggs' relation to his
entry demonstrates that the most that can be said is that although he
was preparing to establish a residence on his entry, he failed to do
so until well after the expiration of the 6-month period, the 12-month
extended period, and the initiation of the contest.

Griggs did not eat, sleep, or keep any possessions on the entry until
January 10, 1958, at the earliest. Whatever may have been his inten.
tion, his acts fall far short of constituting the act of occupying and
living upon his entry and without a sufficient act residence cannot
be established.

The entryman relies heavily upon Crisp v. Maine, supra, to support
his contention that he has satisfied the requirements of the statute.
In that case, besides cultivating some of the entry, Maine, the entry-
man, applied for a 6-month extension, spent a good many nights with
his family on the entry in the first entry year, and was seriously.
hampered in his efforts to get a well drilled on the entry and a home
built because of the shortages caused by World War I. The De-
partment found that although Maine's residence on the land was brief
and intermittent, it was sufficient in the circumstances to show that
the entryman could not fairly be charged with bad faith.

While Maine barely mat the requirements of the statute, Griggs
did not even do as much as Maine did and the circumstances are far
less compelling in this case., I am convinced that if Griggs had seri-
'ously intended to establish his residence on the entry he could have
done so within the time allowed, although it may have inconvenienced
him to do so. He and his wife were both employed and in good health,
he had to have assets of at least $4,500 to qualify as an applicant for
the land, and he spent $1,700 in his first entry year preparing the land
for cultivation.

* As the Department said long ago-
* * * it was fully in his [the entryman's] power to have complied with the
requirements of the law, in the matter of establishing residence% if he had
earnestly endeavored to do so. Residence may be commenced in a very cheap
structure, but there must be inhabitancy.. * * * Renshaw v. Holomb, 27 L.D.
131, 133 (1898).

The homestead act does not require the entryman to cultivate in the
first year, but it does require that he establish his residence on the
'entry in that year. Griggs, apparently, chose to devote his resources
to cultivation rather than to establishing a residence.

Accordingly, it is concluded that Griggs failed to establish residence
on the land within the time prescribed by law and that, as a result, his
entry must be canceled. Wiliam M. Below, A-25882 (July 19, 1950);
Henry. J. Ernst saupra.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
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Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is reversed and the examiner's decision is affirmed.

E~iYNUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

P & G MINING COMPANY

A-27829 Decided May 24, 1960
Withdrawals and Reservations: Authority to Make

The President of the United States has inherent authority to withdraw public-
lands for public purposes apart from the statutory authority vested in him
by the act of June 25, 1910, and sueh inherent authority is not subject to the
restrictions which attend his statutory authority.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Efect of
A withdrawal of public land made pursuant to the inherent authority vested

in the President is a complete bar to mining location in the absence of ex-
press consent to mining location, whereas a withdrawal made pursuant to
the authority bestowed upon the President by the act of June 25, 1910, is
subject to mining location, entry, and patent for metalliferous minerals.

Withdrawals and Reservations: Revocation and Restoration-Withdrawals
and Reservations: Reclamation Withdrawals

A.. 

A petition for the restoration to mineral entry of land withdrawn for recla-
mation purposes and as a part of the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge is
properly denied even though the Bureau of Reclamation has no objections
to such restoration when mining operations would interfere with the purpose
for which the wildlife refuge was established.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OR LAND MANAGEMENT

The P & G Mining Company, a partnership, has appealed to the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting Director of
the Bureau of Land Management dated June 25, 1958, which affirmed
a decisionof the manager of the land office at Los Angeles, California.
dated August 9, 1957, reecting its application, filed pursuant to the
act of April 25, 1932 (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 154), for the restoration
to mining location and entry of sec. 29, T. 13 S., R. 23 E., S. B. M., in
Imperial County, California. The applicant subsequently narrowed
its request for restoration to the S/2SW1A4NE/4, .S2SE 4 NEY4,
N1/ 2 W/4SE1/4, N½/2NEA/4SE1/2, and NW/4SW1/ 4 of sec. 29.

The land is presently included in a first form reclamation withdrawal
for the Colorado River Storage Project made on October 20, 1931,
under section 3 of the act of June 17, 1902 (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec.
416), and a reservation for the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge
established under the authority of the President of the United States
and the act of June 25, 1910, as amended August 24, 1912 (43 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., sees. 141, 142) by Executive Order 8686 dated Febriary 14,
1941 (6 F.R. 1016). The Bureau of Reclamation indicated that it
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would offer no objection to a mineral restoration of the restricted area
in section 29, but the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife of the
'Fish and Wildlife Service opposed opening of this land to mineral
entry because it would create an island of privately owned land within
the wildlife refuge which would interfere with the proper administra-
tion of the refuge. On appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management, the Acting Director of that bureau noted the willingness
,of the Bureau of Reclamation to pernit mineral location, but held that
Executive Order 8586, establishing the wildlife refuge, does not allow
mining location so that the land would remain unavailable to the
applicant even if its 4pplication should be granted. Accordingly, he

"declaied that the restoration order would not be issued.
On appeal to the Secretary, the; applicant has renewed the coaten-

tions previously advanced in support of its desire to undertake the
mining of uranium as a consequence of a discovery made while
,prospecting upon what it thought was unappropriated or unwi'th-
drawn public land.; It has also attacked the Acting Director's state-
-ment that Executive Order 8685 does not allow mining location, entry,
and patent. In doing so, it denies that CZyde A. Morgan, Walter F.
Sagevr, A-27489 (October 24, 1957) , a previous decision of the Depart-
ament also issued in response to a. request for restoration; to. mineral
location, entry, and patent of certain lands in Arizona within the
'Imperial National Wildlife Refuge, hasaany relevance. because, in that
Cdase, both the Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish and&Wildlife
Service objected to such action whereas, in this case, the Bureau of
Reclamation does not object so that the wildlife reservation is the only
impediment and, under the: act of June 25, 1910, metalliferous mining
is specifically allowed in areas: withdrawn or: reserved under that act.

All that- the appellant has contended for the act of June 25, 1910,
may be conceded in this case without chaniging the conclusion reached
-lby :the mnla/ager and the.Acting:Director because, theorder which
established the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge invokes,- as au-
thority, first, the general-or inherent authority vested inthe President
,of the United States by virtue of his office and, second, that conferred
upon him by the act of June 25,1910.

It has long been recognized that the President of the United States,
acting directly or through the heads of departm nts, may, cause a
particular portion of the public domain to be appropriated to public
use, and, whenever a tract of land: has been so appropriated, it is
severed from the public domain so, that laws which permit the acqui-
sition of private rights in public land do not apply. WTico v:. Jaek-
eon, 13 Pet. 497 (1839). Such authority remained unimpaired by
the adoption of the act of June 25, 1910,which authorizes temporary
withdrawals from settlement, location, sale, or entry for waterpower
sites, irrigation, classification of lands, or other public purposes to be
specified in the orders of withdrawals, which withdrawals remain in
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Jorce until revoked by the President or by an act of Congress.. United
.Stctes v. Midwest Oil Co., 236 U.S. 459 (1915); Wilbur v. United
States, 46 F. 2d 217, 220 (D.C. Cir. 1930). It is not limited by the
terms of section 2 of the 1910 act, as amended, which provides that
Jands withdrawn under the'act "shall at all times be open to explora-
tion, discovery, occupation, and purchase under the mining laws of
the United States, so faras the saine apply to metalliferous minerals."
Mason v. United States, 260 U.S. 545 (1923). In 1941, the Attorney
General said:

Vhen lands are withdrawn temporarily for a purpose coming within the
1910 Act, those lands are subject to the terms of that- act and accordingly said
mining laws apply. If, however, the lands are not withdrawn temporarily for

Ha purpose within the 1910 Act, but for permanent use by the Government for
,other and authorized uses, the mining laws made applicable to iands withdrawn
under the 1910 Act do not apply. (40 Ops. Atty. Gen. 73, 81.)

He added:
There should be considered also the practical results of an interpretation

that the act of 1910 was intended to be all-inclusive. Such interpretation would
mean that land withdrawn by the President since 1910 for military or naval
reservations, would in many instances be open to exploration, discovery, occupa-
tion and purchase under the mining laws. This would be true also of land
withdrawn for other essential Federal uses. In the absence of compelling
considerations it may not be assumed that the Congress intended this result.
(Id. 83.)

It is also well established that a wildlife refuge is a purpose for
-which the President may exercise his inherent power to withdraw
public lands (37 Ops. Atty. Gen; 415 (1934).; 37 Ops. Atty. Gen. 502
(1934) see sec. 10 of Migratory Bird Conservation Act of February
18, 1929 (16 U.S.C., 1952 ed., se& 1T5i), and one for which such power
may be exercised notwithstanding the earlier reclamation withdrawal.
.See memorandum dated July 30, 1940, from Acting Solicitor to Secre-
tary relating to proposed draft of an Executive order to establish the

-Havasu Lake National Wildlife Refuge.
In this instance, the withdrawal was made in the exercise of the

'President's inherent power, as evidenced by the fact that a permanent
.refuge waR established, although the authority conferred by the statute
is also cited. This seems to have been a fairly, common practice for
a number of years It is significant that in some instances wherein

1 Over a period of about 3 years immediately preceding the date of the order .which
established the Imperial National Wildlife Refugej the following Executive orders estab-
lishing or enlarging wildlife refuges which invoke. both. the, President's inherent au-
thority and the authority bestowed upon him by the act of June 25, 1910, were issued: 

Number Date :Name of refuge:
7923 - July 2, 1938--_----Ruby Lake Migratory Waterfowl Refuge.
.7925._… July 5,. 1938- Salt Plains Wildlife Refuge.
7957 - Aug. 19, 1938 … C - -ape Meares Migratory Bird Refuge.
7983 … -- -Oct. 4,. 1938 ..----- _Breton Bird. Refuge.. .
7993 _ _ Oct: .27, 1938 … Great White Heron Refuge.
.8038*-_ -Jan. 23, 1939…- Cabeza.Prieta Game Range.
8039* … _ Jan. 25, 1939…_ _------ofa Game.Range.
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both the President's inherent authority and the statutory authority
are relied upon there is a specific provision that mining activities shall
not be prohibited. T his indicates clearly that a full exercise of
Presidential authority was intended in every instance wherein such
language was not included in the withdrawal order. Accordingly, it
cannot be supposed that a reference to the act of June 25, 1910, in the
withdrawal order was intended to effect or has effected consent 'or
acquiescence in the continuation of mining activities in the lands in-
eluded in the Imperial National Wildlife Refuge.

It thus appears that the Acting Director was correct in his
conclusion that mining activities are not permitted on the land
covered by the application for restoration, even without regard to
the reclamation withdrawal. Since the restoration sanctioned by
the act of April 25, 1932, would not result in the accomplishment of
the purpose sought by the appellant, the Acting Director properly
denied its request for such restoration.

On this appeal, the request for restoration of the land in question
to mining location has again been considered from the standpoint of
possible detriment to the wildlife refuge. It has again been con-
cluded, that mining operations and possible' future private ownership
of the land would interfere with the wildlife objectives of the refuge.

Therefore, the decision appealed from is affirmed.

ROGER ERNST,

Assistant Secretary.

MALCOLI[ 0. PETRIE

,A-28229 Decided May 5, 1960

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Timely Filing
An appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management is properly

dismissed when the statement of reasons for the appeal is not filed with
the notice of appeal and is later filed in the land office within the exten-
sion of time granted by the Director, but is forwarded to the Director after
the expiration of such time and is received in the office of the Director
within the period allowed by the grace provision of the rules of practice,
since the deposit of the document in the manager's office cannot be con-
strued as a transmission of the document to the Director.

APPEAL PROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Malcolm'nC. Petrie has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management,

Number Date Name of refuge
8081*- Apr. 5, 1939… _ Anclote Migratory Bird Refuge.
8153 … - -June 12, 1939 … __-__-Lake George Migratory Waterfowl Refuge.
8158 -- … June 12, 1939 ------ Lake Zahl Migratory Waterfowl Refuge.
8289 … _----Nov. 22, 1939__ - -Bosque del Apache Wildlife Refuge.
8575 O ------ 0ct. 22, 1940__ _ Thief Valley National' Wildlife Refuge.

The starred orders provide specifically that mining activities shall not be pro-
hibited within the area set apart. - .
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dated July 9, 1959, which dismissed his appeal from a decision of the
manager of the land office at Salt Lake City, Utah, rejecting his non-
competitive oil and gas lease ofer filed under section 17 of the Min-
eral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 226). The
Director's reason for dismissal was Petrie's failure to file a statement
of reasons for his appeal within the time designated by the Depart-
ment's rules of practice.

The manager's decision was received by Petrie on January 26, 1959.
Petrie's appeal, accompanied by the filing fee, was filed in the land
office at Salt Lake City on February 24, 1959. It contained this
statement:

it is my intention to appeal from the Manager's decision on the above case
and hereby request a sixty day extension from February 24, 1959 in order to
have adequate time to prepare a brief and submit reasons for the appeal.

There' was no statement of reasons included in the appeal document
or filed with it. Thefile was transmitted to the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management with a memorandum which called to the Direc-
tor's attention the request for a 60-day extension of time to file rea-
sons in support of the appeal and on March 13, 1959, the Director
wrote Petrie that he would have to and including April 24, 1959,, to
submit his statement of reasons for the appeal.

At 3 p.m. on April 24, 1959, Petrie filed his statement of reasons in
the Salt Lake land office. It was forwarded to the Director by the
State Supervisor on 0April 27, 1959, and received in the Director's
office on May 4, 1959, 10 days after it was filed in the land office.

The Department's rules of practice provide that an appeal to the
Director be filed in the office of the officer who made the decision
appealed from (43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 221.2), but that a statement of
reasons for the appeal, if not submitted with the notice of appeal, must
be filed in the office of the Director. The applicable portion of 43
CFR, 1958 Supp., 221.3 reads:

If the notice of appeal did not include a statement of the reasons for the
appeal, such a statement must be filed in the office of the Director (address:
Director, Bureau of Land Management, Washington 25, D.C.) within 30 days
after the notice of appeal was filed. Failure to file the statement of reasons
within the time required will subject the appeal to summary dismissal as
provided in § 221.98, unless the delay in filing is waived as provided in § 221.92.

Petrie concedes that his statement of reasons was not filed within
the period for filing specified by the rules of practice, as extended by
the Director, but he points out in his appeal to the Secretary that it
was received in the Director's office within the 10-day period allowed
by the grace provision of 43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 221.92(b) and, there-
fore, should be considered as properly filed. The receipt of the docu-
ment in the Director's office within the grace period may be conceded
but this alone is tnot sufficient to bring the matter within the grace
provision which reads: 
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* * * the delay in filing will be waived if the document is filed not later than
10 days after it was required to be filed and it is determined that the document,
was transmitted or probably transmitted to the office in which the filing is re-
quired before the end of the period in which it was required to be filed. (E1m-
phasis supplied.)

Because Petrie met the first of these requirements, the sole question
presented by this appeal is whether the presentation to the manager
of the document required to be filed with the Director constitutes
"transmission' to the Director.;

The Department has many times been confronted with cases under
the rules of practice where the appellant erroneously filed: in the land,
office a document which was required by the rules to be filed i thei
office, of the Director and by the time. the document was forwarded
to; and received in the Director's office the time for filing had, expired.;
The appellant in such cases has frequently argued that filing 'with
the manager constitutes filing with the Director. In Wilbert Phillivs
et al., 64 I.D. 385, 387 (1957), the Department said:

'The short answer to the appellant's contention that the manager acted as the
Director's agent in receiving the statement of reasons is that the manager is not.
designated under the rules of practice to act as the Director's agent.. If he is
to be considered anyone's agent, he merely acted as the appellants' agent in
forwarding the document to the office in which it was required to be filed. Cf.
C. B. Eaton et al., A-26762 (August11, 1953).

In the Eaton' case, the Department said:

Where an appeal- is so filed [with the manager], the appellant has in effect
merely requested the Manager to be his agent to, forward the appeal to the
Director.

When, in this case, Petrie erroneously and in disregard of the very
specific language of section; 221.3 of the rules of practice, filed his
statement of reasons in the land office, it could hardly be said that he'
had "transmitted" his statement to the Director's office. That the
State Supervisor, as a matter of' grace, forwarded the statement can
be construed only as an act of favor for Petrie. Certainly there was
no obligation on the State Supervisor to do so. At the most, he could
only be characterized as Petrie's agent in forwarding the statement.-
But the transmittal did not occur until April 27, 1959, 3 days after
transmittal was required under the grace provision. Petrie would be
bound by the act of the State Supervisor as his agent. Thus it must
be' concluded that Petrie's late filing of his tatement of reasons was
not saved by the grace provision.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a)0, Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the Director's decision is affirmed.

EDMUND T. FRITZ,

'Deputy Solicitor.
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AL WARDEN, LAWRENCE T. EASTESi

A-28262 Decided 'ay 31, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Applicationsa
A- joint pil and gas lease offer signed by only one of the offerors'is incomplete

and lust. be rejected in its entirety; it cannot be considered as the-
individual offer of the one signing.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications.
The manager of a land office has no duty or authority to ignore any portion

of ni oil and gas a'se offer in order to regard it as a valid offer.

APPEAL FROXr THE BUREAU OF LAND MAXAGEMENT.%. 

0 0 Al Wardlen and :Lawrence T. e astes have appealed to the Secretary
of the4 Interior from a decision of the Acting Director of the -Bureau-
of Land' Management' dated September 4, 1959, which affirmed a: de-
cisi6n of the chief of the minerals adjudication 'unit 'of the land OffiC6
at 'S a Fe, New Mexico, daed November 20, 1958, rejecting tir
noncompetitive oil and gs lease offer filed pursuant to section: 17'
of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226).

'The land office rejectedthe;'lease offer because it was prepared-as the
jo°int offer of two persons'bu 'signed by only one of 'them; therefore,
it 'was incomplete as, the' one not signing'had'n complied ' with
certain requirements. On appeal, the Director held: that an oer'
submitted by two or more persons raises a presumption that one signed
for himself and; as agent for the other.' iHe found that the proofs of'
agency required by thel regulations' had not been filed and that,
consequently, the offer should be rejected in its entirety.

In their subsequent appeal, the appellants contend that there was
no agency; that they had intended to act as co-tenants but that Eastes.
inadvertently f4led to sign so that he did not become an offeror..
They, assert, however, that his name is mere surplusage and that the'
offer is valid as the lease offer of Warden as an individual whose
name appears as one of the offerors in the proper place on; the form
and who-also signed the offer as lessee.d 

There is no douzbt, that the offer was prepared as the joint offer of:
both Warden and Eastes. Both their names atre typed as offerors.
in the appropriate place at the top of the form. In, the center of the
page (item 5), in the space provided for certifying that the offeror or
offerors are citizens, native born or naturalized, the words "yes bot7'>
(emphasis added) appear in the blank space following "Native born."'
The receipt indicates that both paid the filing fee and the first year's'
rental. Further evidence of the offerors' state of mind is contained
in a letter from Eastes to the manager of the land office before the
rejection of the offer in which Eastes indicated that the offer had
been assigned and that early issuance of the lease was desired in order
that drilling might ommence promptly. Eastes enclosed a letter
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from the assignee to him, instructing Eastes that he and Warden
and their wives should sign the assigmment instrument. Thus, as the
appellants contend, there is no doubt that their offer was intended, to
be a Joint offer.

The question then is whether a joint offer by two persons which is
signed by only one can or must be accepted as the individual offer of
-the one signing. I-do not see how it can be.

In W. H. Burnett et at., 64 I.D. 230 (1957), the Department
considered a similar question and said:*'

In their present appeal the appellants admit that their application was defec-
tive as to Weinberg, but contend that because the application as to Burnett was
in all respects regular, the application should have been accepted and acted
"upon as though Burnett were the sole offeror.

Basically this argument resolves itself into the proposition that where two or
more persons have made a joint offer, a lease should be. issued to one or more of
them who would have been entitled to a lease if he or they had applied in his or
their own right, regardless of the fact that others of the applicants have not
complied with the pertinent regulations. In other words;. it contends that a joint
offer should be considered as a series of individual offers and that a lease should
be issued to any of the offerors who have qualified for a lease.

However, the offerors have not acted as separate individuals. For reasons
of their own they chose to act as a unit, as a single entity. See Edward Lee et
aL, 51 L.D. 299 (1925). They filed one offer and paid one filing fee and one
year's advance rental, and the offer was assigned one number. Consequently,
their offer ought to be judged by the same standards that are applied to any
other offer. (P. 231.)

In contending that there was filed a complete offer of Warden only,
the appellants are not only requesting the Department to ignore their
own obvious intent to file a joint offer; they are also insisting that the
manager should have changed the paper that was filed so that it be-
came a complete offer on the part of Warden alone. The Department
has held that a manager of a land office has no duty and no authority
to alter lease offers that are presented to him for the purpose of
making them valid. His only duty is to determine whether such offers
as are presented to him can be accepted W. H. Burnett et al., A-28037
.(August 20,1959).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

EDmuGD T. Frrz,
Deputy Solicitor.

I
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APPLICABILITY OF THE MINERAL LEASING ACT TO MINERALS IN
RIGHTS-OF-WAY

Rights-of-Way: Nature of Interest Granted'
Rights-of-way granted by or under authority of Congress constitute either

easements or "limited fees." Grants of "limited fee" railroad rights-of-way
do not include a grant of the minerals in the lands.

Mineral LeasingAct: Applcability-Rights-of-Way: Generally
The Mineral Leasing Act of February 2, 1920 (41 Stat. 437; 30 U.S.C. 1958

ed., sec. 181 et seq.), applies to lands within rights-of-way granted by the
United States whether they be easements or "liimted fees" granted with a
reservation of the minerals to the United States, except to the extent that
that act has been superseded by a special leasing law applicable to such
rights-of-way.

M-316597 JUN 3, 1960 C

TO THE DIRECTOR, BRREAUr OF LAND MANAGEMENT.

You have submitted for review and endorsement by this office a
proposed memorandum to the State Supervisor, Cheyenne, Wyoming,
which would instruct him, pursuant to his inquiry, that sodium' per-
mits and leases for public lands need not exclude those portions of
the lands that are within rights-of-way.

This question, because of the prevalence of rights-of-way on the
public lands, it appears might have been presented earlier in. view
of the doubt that, until recent years, has existed as to, the kind of*
estate conveyed in. certain rights-of-way grants. As indicated in
United. States v. Union Pacifc R. Co., 353 U.S. 112 (1957), most*
railroad rights-of-way grants, including the general:act; of March
3, 1875 18-Stat. 482; 43 U.S.C. 1958 ed., sec. 934), as well as certain
rights-of-way for reservoir purposes ,under the act of March. 3, 1891
(39 Stat. 1197; 43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 946), were deemed to be limited
fees, conveying for the life of the fee, full title, in the land and
minerals even though because of the epress limitations on the right
of user the right-of-way owner could not mine and remove any min-
erals from the granted lands. See Northern Paci/ie Ry. v. Towneend,
190 U.S. 267 (1903), in relation to the nature of railroad right-of-
way grants. The limited fee doctrine was narrowed considerably
by Great Northern Railway Co. v. United& States, 315: U.S. .262
(1942), which limited its application, as to railroad rights-of-way
to those made to the so-called land grant. railroads prior to the year
1871. Since the reservoir right-of-way 'act of March 3, 1891, is com-
parable to railroad right-of-way acts passed subsequent to 1871, they
too are now regarded as easements. -

The final blow was dealt to the limited fee doctrine so far as it
applied to minerals in rights-of-way by United States. v. Union Pacifc :

556693-60 1
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R; Co., supra, whe'rein it was heild that the land right-of-way grant
there under consideration (act of July 1, 1862; 12 Stat. 489), did not
convey the minerals in the right-of-way but, whatever the nature of
the grant it. related only to "all surfacerights to the right-of-way
and all rights incident to a useIfor railroad purposes."

Since it is the general rule that right-of-way easements on the pub-
lie lands do not bar. the owner. of minerals in the land affected from
enjoying them subject to his obligation to support the surface and not
to-interfere with the use of the right-6f-way for the purpose for which
it was granted 2 Lindley on Mines, 3d Ed., sec. 530, and cases cited,
it would appear, at least as to such rights-of-way the- answer to the
State Supervisor's question would necessarily be in the affirmative.
However, during the period immediately following enactment of the
Mineral Leasing Act, while the "limited fee" doctrine prevailed, the De-
partment became concerned over its apparent lack of authority to lease
oil and gas deposits underneath railroad and certain other' rights-of-
way. In an effort to remedy that situati6n it submitted to Congress
on December 27, 1929, a draft of a proposed bill which it said would
provide -for the leasing of oil and gas from "easement and right-of-
way lands." Itpoinited to th'erailroad and reservoir right-of-way acts
of'March 3, 1875, and March 3, 1891, respectively, as examples of
"limited fee" 'rights-of-way. The Congress enacted the proposed
legislation as the act o'f May 21, 1930 (4G Stat.: 373; 30 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec. 301):~ 'to provide for leasing the oil and gas deposits to the
owner of the right-of-way "whether the same be a base fee or mere
easement," but also to, provide tat 'an adjoining owner or oil and
gas lessee cold 'submit,' competitively with the right-of-way owner's
offer to lease, an offer of the amount of compensatory royalty he would
payi for the' privilege ofiextracting the. oil and gas through wells on
the adjoining land.' " -d

Subsequent to the Great Northern decision, supra, a case arose
under'the 1930 act in' which a lessee of land crossed by a railroad
right-of-way' protested' an'alpplication to lease filed by: the right-of-
way owner, 'alleging that its Mineral Leasing Act lease included the
right-of-way.' Phlips Petroleum Co., 61 I.D 93. The Department
held against that 'contention and that the act of May 21, 1930, pro-
vides the exclusive authority for leasing oil and gas deposits under-
lying rights-of-way.' If 'the decision had been limited strictly to these
conclusions there' would be' no 'reason why the general rule applicable
to easements should not be applied to easement rights-of-way nor
that the rule (also firmly established) that the owner of reserved
minerals may re-enter- and remove' them should not be applied to
the 'sb-called "limited fee"' railroad rights-of ay. But in its
discussion of the case the Department took occasion to say:
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* * * The legislative history of the 1930 act shows that its enactment consti-
tuted an acceptance and confirmation by Congress of the. Department's construc-
tion of the Mineral Leasing Act as inapplicable to oil and gas deposits underlying
railroad rights-of-way granted under the 1875 act. The Department could
not now overthrow this legislatively approved construction of the scope of
the Mineral: Leasing Act, merely; upon the basis of .the Supreme Court's change
of view respecting the nature of the right enjoyed by the holder of a railroad
right-of-way acquired under the 1875 act. (Pp. 98-99.)

The above quoted: language, considered out of context, iight pos-
sibly be' construed to stand for the proposition that an Acceptance by
one Congress of a departmental interpretation of a law passed by a
prior Congress binds the Department to that interpretation. That,
of course, is not so and a consideration of the whole decision shows
that a much more limited meaning-and one wholly consistent with
sound legal principles-was meant. Earlier the Department had
pointedoutthat-

.The appellant's basic contention is that the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920
and the act of May 21, 1930, confer overlapping or concurrent authority upon
the Secretary of the Interior to issue- leases covering oil and gas deposits under-
lying railroad rights-of-way granted under the 1875 act, and that, as: the. Sec-
retary has already leased the oil and gas underlying the right-of-way in question
to the appellant pursuant to the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, he no longer has
authority to issue a lease for the same deposits pursuant to the 1930 act.
(P. 95.)

The language from the decision first above quoted was directed
solely to the "basic contention" set forth in the last above quotation.
After expressing its views as quoted the Department went on to say
that "It must be concluded, therefore, that [in 1945] the 1930. act
was the only statute [applicable to the facts in the case]." In a word
all that was meant was that the Congress that enacted the 1930 act
did so in acceptance of the Department's view that the 1920 act did
not apply, to rights-of-way and consequently the 1930 act was intended
by that Congress to be and it must be deemed to be the only law author-
izing the issuance of leases for oil and gas deposits under rights-of-
way. I believe that there can be no quarrel with that. reasoning. It
is the general rule that special legislation will be deemed to supersede
prior general legislation especially where there is reasonable evidence
of that -intent.

.It is a different matter to say that acceptance by one Congress of
the Department's interpretation of a law enacted by another Congress
means that that interpretation is binding and cannot be changed. I
am unable to find any evidence, at least that the Department has
adopted the attitude that, except for the 1930 act as to oil and gas,
leasable minerals under easement rights-of-way and (since United
States v. Union Pacific B. o., supra) reserved minerals under
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"limited fee" rights-of-way may not be leased under the Mineral
Leasing Act. To the contrary, in A24101, E. A. Wight, November
5, 1945, the Department said that without an examination of all per-
tinent facts (as to possible interference with right-of-way activities)
the refusal to grant a lease should not rest on the ground that the
grant of an easement necessarily precludes the leasing of minerals
but it said that the application there filed under the Mineral Leasing
Act for an oil and gas lease would have to be denied because the 1930
act prescribes the exclusive method of leasing oil and gas under
public land rights-of-way. It is to be noted also that in considering
in 1931 the alleged rights of the lessee of lands crossed by a right-of-
* way whose lease was issued prior to 1930, the Department did not
give the same reason it later gave in Phillips, supra, for saying the
lease did not include deposits under the right-of-way but rested its
conclusion on the, then, valid reason that the (1875) railroad right-
of-way was a "limited fee" light-of-way. Charles A. Son et al, 53
I.D. 270.

As shown by the cases cited in Lindley on Mines, sec. 530, supra, the
Department has long recognized that mining claims may be located
over and across easements and, subject to the obligation to support
the surface, may take the'minerals from beneath it. I find nothing
*to indicate that the rule as to mining claims has changed, nor any-
thing to show that the Department has ever held that the mineral
leasing laws (including the 1930 act) do not apply to "easement"
rights-of-way. The difficulties that have arisen have been due to the
uncertainty as to what were "easements"i and what were "fees."
Thus A. Otis Birch and Al. Estelle C. Birch, 53 I.D. 339, held a min-
ing claimant acquired no title to land or minerals in a March 3, 1875,
railroad right-of-way because it constituted a "limited fee," but
liealy River Coal Company, 48 L.D. 443, called the Alaska Railroad
right-of-way an easement and recognized the right of a coal lessee to
mine coal under the right-of-way if it did not endanger surface use
of the right-of-way. It also seems reasonably clear that the Depart-
ment's statement to Congress in 1930 that it had refrained from leas-
ing reservoir sites "in the nature of easements" was on the ground
that the entire area was needed for reservoir purposes, and the same
as to railroad rights-of-way. If this is so refusal to lease may have
been justified both as a matter of law and policy for it is not believed
that Congress intended any interference with necessary uses of rights-
of-way granted by it or under its authority.- No such objection can
reasonably be urged against mining from off sites subject to the
obligation to support the surface. In the past, I am informed, the
Geological Survey has refused to approve plans of operation where
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the evidence showed that operations would make dangerous the sur-
face use of therig-ht-of-way owner..

EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Acting Solicitor.

EDWIN G. GIBBS ET AL."

A-28261 Decided June 8, 1960 : A

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Liands Subject to
Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease- is not available for leasing

to others and an application for such lan&mnust be rejected.. '

OilandGas Leases: AssignmentsorTransfers .
Where three original executed counterparts of an instrument assigning to

the same parties separate parcels of land or interests: therein out of a
single oil and gas lease are filed, the assignment may be approved, all else
being regular, and it is improper to require a separate instrument of assign-
ment as to each parcel being assigned.

APPEALS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

On November 24, 1958, the manager of the land office at Salt Lake
City, Utah,. rejected the offer, Utah 031899, filed by Edwin G. Gibbs
ion Novinrrber' 3, 1958, to lease 1,920 acres of land in Utah pursuant
to section ' of the Mineral Leasig Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec. 226). The rejection was on the ground that the land applied
for was on the date of the offer in existing leases. Gibbs appealed
to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, who, on July
9, 195,9, affirmed the 'rejection of the Gibbs offer.

Gibbs has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior. He attacks
the rule of the Department relied on by the Director that the land
included in outstanding leases is not available for leasing to others
and that offers to lease such land must be rejected. The rule has been
followed by the Department since the beginning of adjudications
under the Mineral Leasing Act (Martin Judge, 49 L.D. 171 (1922);
Stephen P. Dillon, Martha M. Roderick, 6 I.D. 148 (1959)), and
nothing which Gibbs has presented against the rule or its application
to his offer is convincing. Accordingly, it must be held that it was
proper to reject the Gibbs offer.

The Director, in the same decision, held that the leases in conflict
with the Gibbs offer had been improperly segregated and extended.

'The other appellants are:Three States South Bluff, Ltd.; Renwar Oil Corporation;
William H. Hawn, John D. Hawn, and George 5. Hawn, dba Hawn Brothers; and Gulf Oil
Corporation.
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-He found that only one copy of partial assignments out of oil and
gas lease' Utah 012264 had been filed on September 25, 1958, and that

-the other two original executed counterparts thereof together with
statements of citizenship and holdings for several of the assignees
were not, filed until October 16, 1958, during the last month of the
extended term of Utah 012264. He held that since all of the required
papers were not filed prior to the last month of the lease term the
partial assignments did not become effective to extend the leases.

Three States South Bluff, Ltd., the assignor, and Renwar Oil Cor-
poration and others, the assignees under the assignments which the
Director held to be ineffective to extend the segregated leases, as well
as Gulf Oil, Corporation, which claims to be a subsequent assignee
of an interest in segregated lease Utah 012264,2 have taken separate
appeals from the Director's decision insofar as it affects their inter-
ests in the segregated leases.

The assignor contends that the filing of the partial assignments
was completed during the 11th month of the 10th year of the term of
Utah 012264. If this be so, the other arguments made by it and the
other appellants against the Director's decision to vacate the man-
ager's action in extending the leases need not be considered.

The record shows that oil and gas lease Salt Lake 06771 1, covering
2,560 acres, was issued to Madge Jones, effective November 1, 1948.
That lease was in its extended 5-year term when, on March 3, 1954,
640 acres of the land in that lease were committed to the Bluff Bench
Unit Agreement. Under the terms of that agreement, the Jones
lease was segregated into two separate leases, the one covering the 640
acres within the unitized area and the other covering that portion
outside of the unit area. The lease-covering the 1,920 acres outside
of the unit area was assigned the new serial number Utah 012264.
Madge Jones assigned Utah* 012264 in' its entirety to Three States
Natural Gas Company, effective December 1, 1956. That company
assigned the lease in toto to Three States South Bluff, Ltd. By de-
cision dated January 31, 1958, the latter assignment was approved,
efective January 1, 1958.

On July 7, 1958, Renwar Oil Corporation filed in the Salt Lake
City land office a partial assignment from Three States South Bluff,
Ltd., to itself and others of interests in two separate parcels of land
included in Utah 012264.3

By decision dated August 29, 1958, the manager returned' the par-
tial assignment, which had been submitted in triplicate. He stated

2 This assignment is not Included in the record on appeal.
By that instrument Three States South Bluff, Ltd., assigned to Renwar Oil Corpora-

tion; awn Brothers, a Texas partnership composed -of Wm. R. Hawn, John D. Hawn,
and George S. Hawn; and Cyrus L. Heard an undivided one-half interest in the lease inso-
far as the lease covered the SW 1/4 sec. 13, T. 40 S., R. 22 W., .L.M., Utah, and the entire
interest in the lease insofar as it covered the BE'!2 5E4 of the same section.
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that the assignmenttappeared to convey two separate parcels of land.
He held, in effect, that the instrument was two assigmnents, requiring
the payment of two filing fees and the submission of six counterpdrts.
He gave the parties the alternative of filing three additional copies
of the instrument or filing amended assignments covering the sepa-
rate parcels. He also called for al statement as to the citizenship and
holdings of certain of the assignees. i

On September 25, 1958, three executed originals of the same
instrument were filed, together with three photostat copies thereof
and the additional filing fee., At the same time, the statements'6f
citizenship and holdings of the assignees, called for by the manager,
were filed. By' decision dated October 6, 1958, the parties were
informed that photostat copies were not acceptable and that the
regulations of the Department required three originally-signed
counterparts to be filed for each assignment.; Thereafter, on Oc-
tober 16, 1958, three additional originally-signed counterparts of the
partial assignments out of Utah 012264 were filed. By decision
dated October 27, 1958, the manager approved the assignments, effec-
tive October 1, 1958, and' segregated the leases as Utah 012264, Utah
012264-A and Utah 012264-B.

Thus it appears that the holding of the Director that.the statements
of the citizenship and holdings of certain of the.lassignors were not
filed until October 16, 1958, is incorrect. '

This review of the record shows that three exe6uted counter-
parts of the -instrument were filed on September 25,' 1958, and
unless it be held, as the manager did in his decision of August 29,
1958, that six original counterparts were required to be filed, since
the instrument submitted assigned interests in two separate parcels
of land, it must be found that the filing was completed on September
25, 1958, and that the assignments became effective on October 1, 1958,
to extend'the segregated leases, if the lands were undeveloped, for two
years, or until September 30, 1960. Franco Western Oil C'oimpany etf
al., 65 I.D. 316 (1958).

I find no justification in either section 30(a1) of the Mineral Leas-
ing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed. sec. 187a), or in the per-
tinent regulations of the Department (43 CFR, 192.140-192.145) for
holding that when an assignment to the same parties affecting two
separate parcels of land in the same lease is filed, six original counter-
parts of the instrument must be filed.

Section 30(a) provides that any oil and gas lease may be assigned
as to all or part of the acreage included therein and' as to either a
divided or undivided interest therein and that such assignment shall
take effect as of the first day of the lease month following the date
of filing in the proper land office of three original executed counter-
parts thereof, together with any required bond and proof of the
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qualification under the act of the assigneee to take or hold such lease
or interest.therein.

Nothing in. section 30 (a) seems to prohibit the assignment of more
than one tract of land or interest therein out of the same lease to the
same parties' by the same instrient or to require that when mor.e
than one tract: of land is assigned three. original executed counter-
'parts of the assignment must be filed for each separate parcel.

Nor do the regulations spell out any such requirement. While
43 OFR 192.142 requires separate instruments of assignment for each
oil and gas lease, that regulation cannot be read to require separate
instruments covering two- parcels of land embraced in one lease. '.

Therefore, since the. :record shows that three original counterparts
of, the partial assignments out of lease Utah: 012264 were filed on
September 25, 1958, and that at that time proof of the qualifications
of the. assignees6to hold the interests assigned to'them were also filed,
the assignments -became effective on October 1, 1958,, and, served to,
extend the segregated leases for a period of two years, or until Septema-
ber7 30, 1960, all else being regular. ' 

Acordingly, th'at part. of the decision of the Director Which held
those leases to have been improperly segregated: and extended is
reversed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority .delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the nterior '(sec..210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24. F.R.: 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau.
bf 'Land' Man'agement dated July 9, 1959, is affirmed in part and re-
versed in part.

EDMEUND T. FRmTZ,

Deputy Solicitor.'

UNITED STATES; v. T. C. MIDDIESWART ET AL.,

t0:0 u '0: A-:28286' :: ' 0 Decided June 9, 1960

Administrative Procedure Act: Hearing Examiners-Mining Claims: Con-
. ,tests-Rnles of Practice: Appeals: Generally-Rules of Practice: Gov-

ernment Contests

Upon appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner in a contest against a
- mining claim, the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, and in turn

the Secretary, can make all findings of fact and law based upon the record
just as though each were making the decision in the first instance.

IMining Claims: Discovery
A: mining, claim is.properly held null and void in the absence of evidence show-

ing the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit which would justify a man
of ordinary prudence in the further expenditure of his time and money with
a reasonable prospect of success-in an effort to develop a valuable mine.
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APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEENT

Mrs. T. C. Middleswart, as heir of L. E. Smith, Byron Branson,
and C. Newton Clemens have appealed to the Secretary of the Inter-
ior from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment dated September 25, 1959, which reversed a decision of a hearing
examiner dated November 17, 1958, dismissing charges against their
Mercury placer mining claim located in lot 10, sec. 5, and lot 8, sec.
6, T. 44 N., R. 114 W., 6th P. M., Wyoming, containing approximately
62 acres.'

The claim was originally located on July 5, 1939, and relocated
on September 1, 1942, at the site of earlier locations made in 1902
and in 1905. The land was included within the boundaries of Jackson
Hole National Monument by Presidential Proclamation No. 2578 of
March 15, 1943 (57 Stat. 731). By act of Congress on September
14, 1950, a portion of Jackson Hole National Monument, including
this land, was made a part of Grand Teton National Park (64 Stat.
849). The proclamation of March 15, 1943, provided that the lands
affected thereby, "subject to all valid existing rights, * * are re-
served from all forms of appropriation under the public land laws
and set apart as a national monument * * *,,

At the request of the National Park Service, the contest was ini-
tiated on the charges that-

(1) a valid discovery of minerals sufficient to support a locationE
is not shown to exist within the limits of said claim;

(2) the lands involved are essentially nonmineral in character;
(3) the mining location was not made and is not now being held

in good faith for mining purposes.
A hearing conducted as an ordinary adversary proceeding was held
at which the Government presented the evidence of two mining engi-
neers-who examined the claims and took samples which they panned
and further processed for gold. Some of these samples were taken
at locations pointed out by the claimants or their representatives;
others were taken at a number of points thought to be collectively
representative of the entire area of the claim. Branson and Clemens
and Mrs. Middleswart's husband testified in behalf of the validity
of the claim and they also offered the testimony of a mining engineer
who made a cursory examination of the claim. Both parties intro-

'The contest was brought against T. C. Middleswart, Mrs. T.. C. Middleswart, Mrs.
George Day, Mrs. George Maher, L. E. Smith, J. L. Graham, -Byron Branson, and C. N.
Clemens, as owners of record. It was established at the hearing that only the three persons
who have appealed to the Secretary have a present interest in the claim. Branson and
Clemens claim a one-third interest each and Mrs. Middleswart claims a one-third interest
as heir of L. E. Smith.

55G693-60-2
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duced in evidence maps, photographs, and assay certificates and the
claimants introduced samples of gold and concentrate of sand from
which they expected to extract gold.

The hearing examiner dismissed all the charges against the claim
on. the. ground that the' claimants had demonstrated by a prepon-
derance of the evidence that a' valid discovery had been made on
the claim; that the mineral values remaining on the claim are of
sufficient quantity and quality to warrant a prudent man in invest-
ing means and effort in an attempt to develop a' paying mine;
and that no evidence was presented to indicate that the claim was
used for any purposes other than mining and mineral development.
The United States appealed and the Director of the;Bureau of Land
Management reversed on the ground that a discovery of mineral
within the claim as required by the mining laws had not been shown.
Since this issue was decisive of the case, he did not examine the evi-
dence on the other charges but held the claim null and void for want
of a discovery.

In their appeal to the Secretary, the claimants challenge the Direc-
tor's right to consider the evidence de novo and dispute the correct-
ness of his application of the legal rule of discovery to the evidence
in this case.

First, the appellants mistake the nature of the review given to the
record upon this appeal. A mining contest must be conducted in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act
(5 U.S.C., 1958 ed., see. 1001 et seq.), United States v. Keith V.
0'Leary et a., 63 I.D. 341 (1956).

Section 8(a) 'of that act (5 U.S.C., 1958.ed., sec. 1007(a)) provides:

* * ',On appeal from or review of the initial decisions of * * * [the hear-
ing examiner] the agency shall, except as it may limit the issues upon notice
or by rule, have all the powers which it would have in making the initial
decision * * *

In discussing this provision and the general problem of the weight
to be given to the examiner's finding of fact by a reviewing court, a
leading textbook concludes:

The final distillation from the case law is that the primary fact-finder is the
agency, not the examiner; that the agency retains "the power of ruling on
facts . . . in the first instance"; that the agency still has "all the powers
which it would have in making the initial decision"; that the examiner is a
subordinate whose findings do not have the weight of the findings of a district
judge:, that the relation between examiner and agency is not the same as or
even closely similar to 'the relation between agency and reviewing court; that
the examiner's findings are nevertheless to be taken into account by the review-
ing court and given special weight when they depend upon demeanor of wit-
nesses'; and that the examiner's findings probably have greater weight than
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they did before adoption of the APA. 2 Davis, Administrative Law Treatise
(1958), sec. 10.04.2

Therefore, upon appeal the Director, and in turn the Secretary,
can make all findings of fact and law based upon the record necessary
to decide the case just as though each were making the decision in
the first instance.

Under the mining law of the United States, a valid location of a
mining claim requires discovery of a valuable mineral deposit within
the, limits of the claim (30 U.S.C.,. 1958 ed., sees. 22, 23, and 35).
Since in this case the establishment of the national monument with-
drew the land -in the claim from all forms of appropriation under
the public land laws, subject only to valid existing rights in 1943,
it is essential, to the validity of the claim that the land be mineral
in character and that there be an adequate mineral discovery within
the limits of the claim before the establishment of the monument in
order to bring the claim within the saving clause. Cameron v. United
States, 252 U.S. 450, 456 (1920). Finally, although the Department
requires the Government, as the party advancing the challenge to
the validity of a mining claim, to establish a prima facie case, the
mining claimants are required to sustain the burden of showing by a
preponderance of the evidence that there has been compliance with
the applicable mining law. Foster v. Seaton, 271 F. 2d 836 (D.C.
Cir. 1959).

The appellants. have not disputed the correctness of the rule recog-
nized by the Director that a discovery which will validate the location
of a mining claim is one which justifies a man of ordinary prudence
in the further expenditure of his time and money with a reasonable
prospect of success in an effort to develop a valuable mine. Castle v.
Womble, 19 L.D. 455 (1894) ; Chrismtan v. Miller, 197 U.S. 313 (1905);
United States v. Strauss et al., 59 I.D. 129 (1945); United States v.
Black, 64 I.D. 93 (1957); United States v. Duvall & Russell, 65 I.D.
458 (1958); Foster v. Seaton, supra.. Tested by these standards, it
is abundantly clear'that the Director did not err in concluding that
the appellants had not shown that a discovery which validated their
claim was made before the withdrawal of the land in 1943, or at
any time.

Without repeating the evidence which has been extensively sum-
marized in the prior decision and briefs, it is enough to point out
that two of the contestant's witnesses, who were qualified mining

s ee F.C.C. v. Allentown Broadcasting Corp., 349 U.S. 358 (1955); Universal Camera
Corp. v. N;f.L.R.B., 340 U.S. 474 (1951) International Woodworkers of America, AFL-
010 v. Y.L.R.B., 262 F. 2 233 (D.C. Cir. 1958).
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engineers, examined the claim. They took samples in the area in
-which the locators said they thought the values were good. In addi-
tion, they examined the entire area of the claim and familiarized
themselves with the geology, the mining history of area, and the costs
of mining. Then they concluded that the claim did not satisfy the
accepted test for discovery under the mining laws. The evidence
submitted on behalf of the contestant clearly establishes a prima facie
case that. the claim is invalid.

To overcome this evidence, the contestees offered the testimony
of a mining engineer who took three samples from the same, area as
had the Government witnesses. Two of his samples were in the same
low range as the others. One, however, showed values more than
four times higher than the best of the other samples. It not only
was higher than the other samples, but it was taken in an area, 2 to
5 feet below the surface, in which the Government's witnesses and
other witnesses for the contestees had found diminishing values. De-
spite these two, abnormalities, the contestees offered nothing else to
explain or substantiate this unusual sample. In the circumstances,
no great reliance can be placed upon it.,

Other witnesses for the contestees testified about the amount of
gold they had recovered in the past. The, amounts were not large,
but were important when related to the yardage processed to obtain
them. The most recent operations on the claim were conducted in
1957, when the contestees said they recovered 50 pounds of concen-
trate from 30 or 40 yards of gravel. However, they offered no assays
based upon this gravel. Since the contestees have not conducted
extensive operations on the claim, whatever values were in it should
still be there and should still be capable of demonstration. After
almost 20 years on the claim, the best evidence the contestees could
offer was only approximations and estimates of gold sold, gravel
processed, and values obtained. There is no reason apparent in the
record why if values are still in the land the contestees were not able
to prove them. The careful, detailed evidence of the Government's
witnesses cannot be overcome by vague, uncertain testimony or by one
high sample which is unsupported either as to value or location by
any other sample.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (see. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24: F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau
of Land Management is affirmed.

EDmUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.
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RICHARD L. OELSCHLAEGER

A-28299 Decided Jae 27, 1960

Surveys of Public Lands: Generally-Boundaries
Where an order withdrawing a tract of unsurveyed land from entry gives the

line of mean high tide of a branch of an inlet as one of the boundaries of
the withdrawn area, the meander line which is run in surveying the area
in accordance with the mean high water line is to be regarded as the
equivalent of the line of mean high tide in establishing the littoral boundary
of the withdrawn area.

Homesteads (Ordinary): Lands Subject To
Land which is withdrawn from entry under the public land laws is not subject

to settlement or to the initiation of any claim under the homestead laws
even though other land in the same withdrawal may have erroneously been
patented under the homestead law.

* . f: APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANA4GEMENT

Richard L. Oelschlaeger has appealed to the Secretary- of the In-
terior from a decision of October 23, 1959, by the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management affirming a decision by the manager
of the Anchorage land office rejecting the appellant's settlement loca-
tion notice, his application for homestead entry, and his final proof
papers on 100 acres of land in sees. 3 and 10, T. 11 N., R. 3 W., S.M.,
Alaska.2 The plat of survey of this land was accepted on October 28,
and filed on December 22, 1954, but when the appellant filed his
settlement location notice on April 21, 1954, an official plat of survey
had not yet been filed and the land was therefore classified as
unsurveyed.

By decision of November 19, 1956, the manager rejected the appel-
lant's settlement location notice, his homestead entry application filed
on January 31, 1955, and final proof papers filed on April 20 and June
14, 1955, for the reason that when the appellant initiated settlement'on
the land, it was withdrawn from entry under the public land laws in
accordance with Public Land Order 576 of March 29, 1949 (43 CFR,
1953 Supp.,*p. 258; 14 F.R. 1614) . Public Land Order 576, in part here
material, withdrew from all forms of appropriation under the public
land laws and reserved, under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of the

:'The Director's decision also involved an entry by one other person who did not appeal
to the Secretary.'

A settler on Alaskan land is required by statute to file, in the district land oflcie where
the: land is situated, notice of settlement within 90 days after settlement (48 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec 371 et seq.; 43 CFR, 1964 ed., 64.3)!.
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Interior pending relocation of a portion of the Anchorage-Seward
highway, the "public lands" within the following described area:

Beginning at the southeast corner of sec. 33, T. 12 N., R. 3 W., S.M., thence
by metes and bounds,

Southeasterly, 10 miles parallel to and 1 mile distant from the line of mean
high tide of Turnagain Arm, to the west boundary of Chugach National Forest;

South, 1 mile, along west boundary of the Forest to the line of mean high
tide of Turnagain Arm;

Northwesterly, 11 miles along line of mean high tide of Turnagain Arm to
meander corner on south boundary of see. 32, T. 12 N., R. 3 W.

East, 14 miles along south boundary of secs. 32 and 33 .to point of beginning.

The tract of public land, ten miles in length, withdrawn by this
order is bounded on the west by the "line of mean high tide" of Turn-
again Arm, a cove branching off Cook Inlet, and the eastern boundary
of the withdrawn area is a line one mile inland from and parallel to
the mean high tide line of Turnagain Arm.: Between the upland and
the line of low tide of Turnagain Arm, broad level mud flats extend
for a distance estimated at from three to five miles, and these flats,
covered, and uncovered by the flow and ebb of the tide, are tidelands.
As tidelands are not public lands, they are excluded from the area
withdrawn by P.L.O. 576 (Shively v. Bowlby, 152 U.S. 1 (1894),
Mann v. Tacoma Land Company, 153 U.S. 273 (1894)).

The exact boundaries of the withdrawn area could not be determined
and adjusted to the lines of legal subdivisions until after the land was
surveyed (see instructions, "Survey of Lands Withdrawn While Un-
,surveyed", 42 L.D. 318 (1913) ). In a memorandum of November 8,
1954, from the Director to the Area Administrator, Area 4, Anchorage,
with respect to the adjustment of P.L.O. 56 (and of another reserve
not here relevant) to the lines of legal subdivision in T. 11 N., R. 3 W.,
S.M., Alaska, as shown by plats of the survey of this: township ac-
cepted on October 28, 1954, the public land in the above-quoted portion
of P.L.O. 576 was described by legal subdivisions. The manager's
rejection of the appellant's homestead claim was based upon the memo-
randum of November 8, 1954, which indicated that the land for which
the appellant applied was withdrawn by P.L.O.: 576.

On this appeal it is contended, in effect, that the location of the
western boundary of the land withdrawn by PL.O. 56 was improp-
erly determined and, as a consequence, the entire area withdrawn by
the order is incorrectly described in the Director's memorandum of
November 8,1954. In support of this contention it is argued that the
plat of survey of the area upon which -the memorandum of November
8, 1954, is based does not indicate the line of mean high tide of Turn-
again Arm, but only the meander line along Turnagain Arm and that
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the determination of the boundaries of the withdrawn area improperly
used the meander line rather than the line of lean high tide as re-
quired by the order in establishing the western boundary of the
withdrawn area.

The Director's decision discussed in detail the reasons for conclud-
ing that the phrase "line of mean high tide" in P.L.O. 576 is used in
the same way and as the equivalent of the phrase "ordinary high tide,"
"high water mark," "high water line'' and similar phrases which, in
public land orders, signify that line which is meandered by the adas-
tral engineers in accordance with practices developed in the survey of
areas bordering water and in establishing boundary lines of unsur-
veyed areas over a long period of time. In running the meander line
it has been the practice of they cadastral engineers to find the mean
high water elevation by evidence of the water's action on the soil.3
The Director's decision held that the meander line is equivalent to the
line of mean high tide for determining the extent and the boundaries
of the withdrawal. This ruling in the Director's decision is amply
supported by examples of a similar administrative interpretation of
comparable phrases in land descriptions used both by Congress and
by this Department over a period of many years, and nothing on this
appeal provides any basis for modifying the ruling.

The principal argument in support of this appeal is that two-entries
have been patented under the* honestead laws on lands portions of
which were withdrawn by P.L.O. 576 as described in the Director's
memorandum of November 8, 1954. These two entries were initiated by
settlement on the land shortly after the withdrawal order was issued
and approximately five years before the plat of survey was accepted
'and filed. The entries 'referred to -are Anchorage 015927 by Thomas
N. Mely, whose settleient dated from May , 1949, and whose entry
'was patented on'April 27, 1955, and Anchorage 018722 by Louist Gel-
sfchlaeger, father of the appellant, 'who settled' on Angust 4,'1949, on
land for which he received homestead patent on October 10, 1955.
Since these two entries in large part appear to be within the area with-
drawn by P.L.0. 576 from entry under the public Ihndi laws, and were

3 Manual of Instructions For the Survey of The Public Lands of the United States
(Washington, 1947), pp. 231-232. :.
.On appeal it is argued, inter alia, that the use of the phrase "mean high tide line" re-

quires that the line be, determined by proper scientifi6 measurements although there is' no
indication of what constitutes such' measurements. ' The Director's decision mentions a
number of reasons why the Bureau, in interpreting the phrase "mean high tide line," is
not bound by one of the methods formerly used by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and
approved by the Supreme Court in Borax Coenselidated Ltd. v. Los Angeles, 296 U.5..10,
26-27 (1935). This method consisted in finding the average height of all the high waters
at a given place over an average periiodof 15.6 years -. :' ^' . - ;
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initiated after the withdrawal order was issued, the appellant, con-
tends thatthe United States is estopped from rejecting the appellant's
applications.

The contention is without merit. The Director's decision pointed
out that the Mely entry was allowed as a result of a decision of Sep-
tember 3, 1953, by the acting manager which antedated the acceptance
and filing of the plat of survey and which concluded that Mely's entry
was made on land subject to homestead settlement. In the decision of
September 3, 1953, after a hearing involving the validity of the Mely
entry, the acting manager stated as a finding of fact that:

* * the evidence shows that the Thomas N. Mely homestead, as described
in his petition filed under Anchorage Serial No. 01592T, does not lie, either in
whole or in part, within a distance of one mile from the line of mean high tide
of Turnagain Arm, and hence is not in conflict with P.L.O. 576 * *

This finding may have represented the opinion of the acting man-
ager as to where the line of mean high tide,.and consequently the
inland boundary of the withdrawn land, lay but it could not bind or
affect the Director of the Bureau in his determination of November 8,
1954, describing by legal subdivisions, the land so; withdrawn since
the, approved plat of survey is. the official and binding determination
thereof (Knight v. U.S. Land Association 142 U.S. 161, 176 (1891)).
The Director's determination of November 8, 1954, indicated. that the
acting manager's decision of September 3, 1953, was erroneous insofar
as it concluded that Mely's entry did not include lands withdrawn from
entry under the public land laws. Likewise, the. records on this ap-
peal indicate that the allowance and patenting of the Louis Oelschlae-
ger entry,a portion of which is within the withdrawn area as described
on November 8, 1954, appears to have been plainly errdneous to the
extent that the entry covers land withdrawn under P.L.O. 576.

The allowance and patenting of a substantial portion of the two
entries just referred to, while improper, could create no rights in the'-
appellantto. the -land on which he attemptedj to settle at a time when
it w s not open to: settlement. Land which is withdrawn from entry
underthe public land laws is not subject to settlement or to the initi-
ation of any claims under the homestead laws (Catherine Blanken-
burg,:A-25947 (December 7, 1950) ; Rafael D. Tobar, A-27008: (De-
cember 13, 1954) ; Anne V. Hestness, A-27096 (June 27, 1955) ; Lewis
&anford Cass, i-2742 .(January 14, 1959)).. As the record in this
case indicates'clearly that the land for which the appellant seeks home-
stead patent was withdrawn from entry when he attempted to settle
there, the rejection of' his settlement location notice, his application
'for homestead entry, and his final proof papers was correct.
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The request on' behalf of the appellant for a hearing on a number
of matters relating tothe propriety of P.L.O. 576 is denied. The as-
sertions on appeal do not raise issues of fact which require a hearing
for, determination (see Leeis Sanford Cass, supra). Furthermore
the Department has held that even where a withdrawal is erroneously.
made to include land not intended to be embraced therein,: it is never-
theless effective as to such land, and unless and until the land is
released from -withdrawal no rights inconsistent therewith will be
recognized as attaching to any of the land actually withdrawn (Ira
J. Newton, 36 L.D. 271 (1908)). H

For the reasons mentioned herein and in the Director's decision, the
rejection of the appellant's settlement location notice, his application
for homestead entry, and final proof papers was correct.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Slicitor by'
the Secretary of the-Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental Man-
ual; 2 4 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Maiagementis affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBoTT, Solicitor

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ, -
Deputy Solicitor.i

* - R .:: WARING BRADLEY, AMES X. SNOWDEN

A-28294,
A-28318 Decided June 28,1960 - i

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Cancellation-Oil.
and Gas Leases: Description of Land-Oil and Gas Leases: Lands
Subjecttq

The partial rejection of an oil and gas lease application and the partial can-
cellation of oil and gas leases are proper as to unsurveyed lands which,
according to determinations'of the Cadastral Engineering Officer based upon

: the dipplicants'6descriptions of the land, -conflict with leases issued:pursuant
to prior offers.

Oil and:'Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and' Gas Leases:' Description of'
Land.

Where a lease is issued on unsurveyed land pursuant to an application which,
partially conflicted with a prior lease andthe subsequent lease. omitted.part
of the land applied for which did not 'conflict with the prior lease, thus
creating a hiatus between the two leases, and where the hiatus can be closed'
by adding to the description in the subsequent lease a metes and bouids
descriptionof the land in the hiatus, the subsequent, lease will pe so

556693-60-3
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amended. Where, leases for unsurveyed land partially conflict with out-
standing leases based upon prior offers and the conflicts can be eliminated
by excepting the -areas in conflict from the descriptions in the subsequent
*:leases, thesubsequent leses are properly canceled as to the area in conlict
by excepting that area from the lands included in the subsequent leases.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: Description of
i Land-Applications and Entries: Generally

Oil and gas lease applications for unsurveyed lands will not be suspended
C pending actual survey to establish whether a portion of the lands applied
: for conflicts with prior offers where determinations based upon the appli-
cants' descriptions of the land show such conflict and there is no evidence.

-that the conflict does not exist.

APPEALS ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT -

Waring Bradley has appealed to the Secretary of the-Interior from
a decision of October 23, 1959, by the Director of the' Bureau of Land
Management which, in effect, affirmed the partial rejection -of Brad-
ley's oil and gas lease offer Fairbanks 017909 and remanded the case to:
the Fairbanks land office for adjustment of the lands to be included
in a lease issued pursuant to .the offer. James M. Snowden has ap-
pealed to the Secretary from a decision of November 20, 1959, by the
Acting Director of the Bureau which affirmed, with modification, the
partial -dancellation Of Snowden's oil and gas leases, Fairbanks 0117423
and 017427. Bradley's offer and Snowden's leases cover unsurveyed
lands in Alaska which were described by metes and bounds in-their
applications. The appeals ate being decided together because they
require determination of the same questions regarding descriptions of
unsurveyed lands.

Bradley's application was rejected by the manager for partial con-
flict with an outstanding lease, Fairbanks 017352, issued to James
Noel as of March 1, 1958. A lease was issued to Bradley effective Feb-
ruary 1, 1959, for the lands not in conflict with Noel's lease, which
lands, according to the manager, amounted to approximately 1,920
acres of the 2,560 acres for which Bradley applied.

Snowden's leases, 'each covering 2,560. acres, were issued as of March
1,. 1958. By decisions of January 20, 1959, the manager of the Fair-
banks office held each of. the leases for cancellation as to 640 acres
because of conflict with prior lease offers filed by J. G. Taylor pUi-
suant to which leases Fairbanks 017340 and 017334 were issued.

The manager's partial rejection of Bradley's offer and partial can-
cellation of Snowden's leases were modified by the Director's and Act-
ing Director's decisions by amending the amount of land. for which 
Bradley's application was rejected and the amovint of l1ad for which
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Snowden's'leases were canceled. The Director and Acting Director
found that the manager had rejected Bradley's offer and canceled
Snowden's leases for more than the areas in conflict, thus leaving a
hiatus between the conflicting offer and leases. The Director and Act-
ing Director remanded the cases for adjustment of the Bradley and
Snowden leases to include the areas not in conflict.

Bradley and Snowden contend that the determination of the areas
between their offers and the conflicting leases is the result of a'theoret-
ical calculation based upon an unsound assumption that the location
of the lands can be established without an actual survey. on the
ground. They point to the fact that the descriptions in their offers
are tied to a monument which is over 200 miles distant from the monu-
ment to which the descriptions in the conflicting leases, are tied and
assert that. the question of whether there is an actual conflict between
their offers and the Noel and Taylor leases can only be established
by actual survey. They conclude that action on their offers and leases
should be suspended as to the parts claimed to be in conflict until an
actual survey is made on the ground which will determine the pre-
cise areas, if any, in conflict.

Oil and gas leases on unsurveyed public lands cover only that ares
of land which is identifiable by the metes and bounds description in
each lease. The boundaries of the lands described in the appellanit'
offers and in the conflicting leases are, of course, determined by courses
and distances froh'te permanent monuments named in the respective
offers or leases, and the extent of conflict between offers is established
*by delineating the land described in each offer after plotting its loca-

tion in relation to the permanent monument to which the deseription
is tiedA The jposition far the starting points of the land described in
each of the appellants'. offers is' based upon Triangulation Station

"hook". The land descriptions in'each of the conflicting leases "give.
starting points based upon Border Monument .106.

The cases have again been reviewed by the Cadastral. Engineering
Office of the Bureau of L and Management. That office is of the

opinion that the precise areas of conflict between the offers and leases
.involved can be accurately described without the necessity of an

actual 'survey on the ground. In a memorandum of June '9, 19'Q,
the Cadastral Engineering Staff Officer describes the 'hiatus 'between
Bradley's and Noel'sIleases with reference to the initial pointinhe
description of the land covered by Bradley's lease as follows:

Thence North 2 miles to a point, thence East 2415 feet to a point, thenee
South 130 feet to a point on north boundary of 0 and G 017352, theee West
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along said boundary 1290 feet to a point, thence South along said boundary
10430 feet to a point, thence West 1125 feet to the initial point. Area, 276.58
acres.: : - ' - V --- ' '

If this description is added to the description of the land leased to
Bradley, his lease will include all of the land described in his offer
wh"c was available for leasing' when the offer was filed aadthere
will be neither an overlap nor a gap between his and Noel's leases as
defined by the metes and bounds descriptions in the respective leases.

AmeMorandum of June 13, 1960, by'bthe' Cadastral'Engineering
Staff Oficer identifies the areas in onflict between Snowden's' and
Taylor'sldeases (which areas are to be eliminated from Snowden's
leases) by metes and, bounds descriptions tied to 'the descriptions n
Snowden's offers. The memorandum of June 13 indicates that the
conflict between Fairbanks 017423 and 017340 will be eliminated by
excepting from the area described in Fairbanks 017423 the- following
tract of land:

pBegirning at the initial point described in this lease offer, thence west 960
feet to the west boundary of. Lease 017340, thence north 10,350 feet along the
west boundary of' Lease 017340, thence east 960 feet, thence south 10,350 feet,
to the point of beginning, containing 228 acres.

Li ewise, the conflict between 017427 and 017334 will be eliminated
by exceti1g from tract 1 of the'area describe&in offer 017427 the
followi'ng parcel: i 

Beginning at a point on the west boundary of Lease 017334 which is. 4,320
feet east of the initial point described in this lease offer, thence north 10,350
feet-along the west boundary of Lease 017334, thence east 960 feet, thence south:
10,350 feet,- thence west 960 feet to the point of beginning, containing 228 acres.

Since these descriptions of the areas in conflict are tied to boundaries
of the conflicting leases, the appellants caniot complain of the.4onis-
sion of any areas to which they areentitled under their offers. Ac-
cordingy there is no reason to suspend aiy action on their off rs and
leases to await indefinitely a survey of the leased areas on the ground.
The cases, can' and will be remanded for appropriate action, to give the
appellants all the lands included in their offers except as to the areas
in conflict. X

J-n Bradley's case, the gap, which was left between Bradley's lease
as issued, and Noel's lease will be, closed if the. 276.58 acres described
by, metes- and bounds 'with reference to 'the initialz point in the de-,
seriptio in, Bradley's lease and quoted herein as -added to Bradley's
lease. The descriptipn is contained in 'the memorandum of June 3,
.1,96,;byi the Cadastral Engineering, Staff Officer and the case will be
-reanded~ f ~i~luding the 2T6.08 acres, in radle's, 1se' ^
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In Snowden's case, the two 228-acre tracts described with. re'fece
to the initial points in, Snowden's offers 017423 and 017427 and quoted
herein are' excepted from'the land descriptions in those 'ffers the
conflict between Snowden's and Taylor's leases will. be eliminated.
The description of the land to be excepted from Snowden's leases'is
set forth in the' memorandum of June 13, 1960, by the Cadasiral
Engineng Staff Officer and the cases will be remanded for 6xce'ptig
from Snowden's lease offers only the areas which coInlict with :Tayl rs
leases.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the '8licitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decisions by the Director and the Acting
Director of the Bureau of Land Management are affirmed and the
cases are remanded to the Bureau for further action in accordance
with this decision.

GEORGE W. ABBoTT, Solicitor

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

?MAGNOLIA LUMBER: CORPORATION, INC.

A-28312 Decided June 14,1960

Timber Sales and Disposals-Oregon and California Railroad and Recon-
veyed Coos Bay Grant Lands: Timber Sales

-A corporation whose president is also the president of another corporation:
which has been found'guilty of timber trespass is properly required to
post 'the bond of the president and the trespassing corporation as a con-
dition precedent to the execution by the United. States of a contract for

, the sale of timber on Oregon and California Railroad lands to the first
corporation..

- ':APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

The Magnolia Lumber Corporation, Inc., has'appealed t the SecL-
retary of the Interior from a decision of the Director 'of the' Bureau
of Land Management dated October 28, 1959, which affirmed the de-
termination of the Oregon state supervisor on September 29, '958,
that, as a condition precedent to the execution of a timber sale con-
tract by the United States covering certain timber on 0. & '. lands
in Jackson County, Oregon, the Magnolia Motor & Logging UCmpany
and R. Drew Lamb, its president, must post bond in the ant of
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$77,600 because of certain timbertrespass in California for which the
amount of damages has not been ascertained.

Magnolia Lumber Corporation, nc., hereinafter referred to as Mag-
nolia Lumber, offered the high bid for a timber sale on 0. & C. lands
inOregon. Magnolia Motor & Logging Company, also a Mississippi
corporation, hereinafter referred to as Magnolia Logging, and R.
Drew Lamb, president of both corporations, were earlier indicted,
tried and Magnolia Logging was convicted in federal ourt of timber
trespass in Humboldt County, California and the conviction was
affirmed on appeal (Magnolia Motor & Logging Company v. United
States, 264 P. 2d 950 (9th Cir. 1959) ; cert. denied 361 U.S. 815 (1959).

The requirement for bond in the amount of the damages'demanded
by the United States for the Magnolia Logging trespass to'be posted
by Lamb' and Magnolia Logging as' an incideit of. the execution of
the 'sales contract with Magnolia Lumber wag predicated upon the
departmental regulation, 43 CFR, 1954 ed., 288.12, which"reads in
applicable part!

(a) For the purpose of this section, a trespasser is a person who is responsible
for the unlawful use of or injury to property of the United States.

(b) NQ sale of timber or material will be made, and no permit or license will
be issued, to a trespasser who has not satisfied his liability to the United States,
except where:

* * .: * : .: * * ' .7 1* '*

(3) The authorized officer finds in writing that there is a legitimate dispute
as to the fact of the alleged trespasser's liability, or as to the extent of liability,
or that the extent of the damages has not yet been determined, and the trespasser
files a bond guaranteeing payment of the amount found by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be due the United States * *

in its appeal to theSecretary, Magnolia Lumber contends that the
regulation requires the posting of a bond: only when an individual is
-a trespasser and subsequently organizes a corporation for further deal-
ings with the United States.. It then concludes that because the
United States has had other contracts with Magnolia Lumber over a
period of years before the alleged trespass of Lamb, it cannot be said
that Lamb used the corporate devise as a subterfuge dealing with the
United States to avoid an alleged trespass obligation.

There is nothing in the language of the regulation or the circum-
stances surrounding its adoption which tends to confirm* the validity
of the appellant's suggestion. The regulation says only that an al-
leged trespasser must satisfy his liability to the United States or file
a bond .guaranteeing payment of the. amount found to be due the-
United States in order to obtain a sale of timber . -
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The question, then, is whether Lamb and Magnolia Logging fall
within the category of "alleged trespassers" in relation to this contract.
It seems to me that the only reasonable conclusion is that they do.

First, the manager of the district forestry office stated that the bond
was required because of the close association between Magnolia Lum-
ber and Magnolia Logging, an alleged trespasser, and then the Director
remarked that the two corporations are controlled by the same indi-
vidual (R. Drew Lamb). Since neither in its appeal to the Director
nor in its appeal to the Secretary has the. appellant denied the valid-
ity of these statements, their accuracy may be assumed. Thus Lamb'
is in a position to have profited from the unsatisfied trespass and to
profit from the pending contract.. This alone is sufficient to justify
the required bond.

Furthermore, the fiction of separate corporate entities cannot pre-
vent an administrative ageney from assessing the realities bf the situ-
ation and acting accordingly. As the Department has said, it "is

entitled to proceed upon the basis of a complete awareness respecting
the relationship: between corporations and their, stockholders." Annie
:L. Hill et al. v. E. A. Culbertson, A-26150-A -2615- (August 13,
1951) .,. reversed on other grounds, McKay v. Wahlenier, 226 F. 2d

35 (D.C. Cir. 1955), which cites the statement-quoted, id. 40-41.
In view of the undisputed relationship between the two corporations

and Lamb, he and Magnolia Logging are deemed "alleged trespassers'
within, the meaning of the regulation and the imposition of the bond
requirement iseproper. : I .

Therefore, pursuant to. the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of theInterior (see. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental Man-
ual ; 24 F.R. 134&), thedecision of the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management is affirmed.

EDX JND T. FRITZ.
- LIe 'pty Solicit or.

'See also, Illinois, Packing Co. v. Henderson, 156 P. 2d 1000 (U.S.HC.A. 1946)
Rochester Tel. Corp. v. United States, 307 UlS. 126 (1939); Stte of Ash gton v.: itsap
County Bdnk, 117 F, 2d 228, 233 (Wash. 1941) ; Pacfie Os- cl Elec. Co.; v. Secrities 
Emehange Conission, 127 F. 2d 378 (9th Or. 1942), affirmed by equall.y-d&iided court,
324 U.S. 826; Eoppers United Co. v. Securities f Etjchange Comfnission, 138 R. 2d 577
(<nO. ir. 943).. See, Timberg, Corporte. Fiction,". 46C Cl. LR. 53N3, 36,,for
other cases.
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APPEALS OF UTAH CONSTRUCTION COIMPAl

IBCA-133
IBCA-140 Decided June 10, 1960-

Contracts: Changes and Extras

A claim for additional compensation based upon hindrances to the performance
of, the contract: work caused by failure of the Government to discharge its
own contractual obligations, or. upon postponement by the Government of
the time fr performance of the contract work as a result of such failure is
not cognizable under the "changes" clause of standard-forn construction
contracts.

'Contracts': Changes and Extras

A claim for additional compensation based upon instructions by the Govern-
ment to restore portions of the contract work damaged as a result of its own
wrongful acts or omissions, or upon acceleration by the Government of the
time for performance of the contract work is cognizable under the "changes"
clause of standard-form construction contracts.

Contracts: Appeals
An appeal from findings of a contracting officer granting an extension of time

which is taken solely on the ground that the findings state, an erroneous
reason for granting the extension will be dismissed where it appears that the
challenged statement will have no relevancy or effect in the adjudication of
any ungranted claim' of the appellant.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Utah Construction Company, of Salt Lake City, Utah, has appealed
from the contracting officer's letter decision dated August 30, 1957,
which 'dismissed for lack -of jurisdiction. a claim for additional. com-
pensation, and from his findings of fact and decision dated: October
1i, 195Z, which granted a 365 calendarday extension of time; the
latter appeal being taken on the ground that the factual basis stated
for the cause of the delay is incorrect.

Both appeals arise under a contract which incorporates Standard
Forms 23 (Revised March 1953) and 23A (March 1953). It was
entered into on June 30, 1955, in the estimated amount of '$1 372 172'
for the coinstruction and comnpretion-of the PineVIe Dan enlargement
and highway relocation under the Schedulel-of Specifications No.
DC-4424. The; work was subdivided into, 10 parts, with optional
periods-during which certain subdivisions- of the work could 'be per,
formed. Differing rates for daily charge of liquidated damages were
specified for the various subdivisions of work. All work under the
contract was completed and accepted on September 5,1957.
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CoA-13s

The contractorfilied a claim by letter dated June 24, 195, for a
total of $37,124.9, and a. request for: an extension -of time of 366
calendar days. The claim was divided into four parts and 26 items.

The basis for the claim is succinctly 'stated in the opening and.
second paragraphs of the contractor's letter of June 24, 1957.1 The
methods to be.usedin storage of. water in the Pineview Reservoir
and in the operations of the reservoir during the construction period,
as outlined in paragraph 38 of the specifications, 2 form an essential
part of that basis..

Alternative performance periods, designated as options, were sched-
uled' in Table I of Paragraph 19(a) of the specifications. Generally
speaking, these options were designed to provide for the performance
of those parts of the work that would interfere with, or be affected :
by, reservoir operations during either the winter of 1955-56 or the 
winter of 1956-57, as elected by the contractor in its construction
program. Appellant alleges that it elected the earlier, options and,.
in particular, that for subdivisions 1 through 6 of the work it elected

1`'Following the instructions in your letter of July 26, 1956, we herewith submit our
claim for increased costs incurred as a result of the Government's failure to regulate the-
water level of the reservoir in accordance with the provisions of Article 55 of the Specifica-
tions and the Government's further failure to shut off the flow of water through the 60'
outlet as provided in Table I, Article 19, of the specifications.

"Since most of the work performed under this contract had to be accomplished during
the periods designated by the Government, as shown in Table I, Page 9, and described in
Articles 38 and 9 of the Specifications, the' repeated failure of the Government to fulfill
its contractual obligations in these respects delayed our construction program and caused
us to incur substantial increased costs. The inability, of the Government to control the
actions of the reservoir operating agency, or to achieve that agency's cooperation in the
tneview Dam Enlargement construction program also hindered the economical prosecu-
0 ,tion of. our work. Because of these changes and the changed conditions we have en-
countered as a result of these factors, we respectfully request that an equitable adjustment
be made in our contract to reflect, the following increased costs. A detailed explanation ,
of each of 'the omponent parts of our claim appears on the attached sheets."

4 "38. Storage ef Water and operation of reservoir during construction.
- (-a) GenerdL-The.' Pineview.- Resevoirwill be operated,' as described in this pdra-

graph, to ineet storage: and construction requirements and to furnish necessary releases.
To accomplish construction for the spillway and for modifications of existing wells in
reservoir area, the reservoir will be evacuated as described in (c) and (fd) below, during
one continuous construction period only, the choice of year being at the option of the-
.contractor... I
- (b) Except as provided under (c) below, the reservoir during the irrigation season
(approximately April 1 to October 1) will be operated s best serves the interest of the

Government. Releases 'into the spillway stilling basin to meet irrigation requirements I

will be required at all times during' the irrigation season. Drawing No. 4(526-D-713)
showss res'rvoir water surface elevations for years of operaion, 1938 to 15i, inclusive.

"(c) By September 10 of either 1955 or 1956 at the option of the contractor as exer-
cised in his construction program, the reservoir water surface will be lowered to the lip,
of the existing spillway (elevation 4855). '''"''-'

"(d) By November of either 1955'or 1956'at the option of the contractor as exerciseff
in his construction prograi the reservoir water surface Will be lowered to approximately-
elevation 4821 in 'order td p'erform ,Work on the well' and distribution system located 'in'
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'option "A," in lieu of option "B," and that for subdivision 8 it elected
option 'F," in lieu of option: "G." 3 Under options "A" and "F,"
the three subdivisions of> the work about which this appeal centers
were to be performed during the following periods:, ,

Subdivision 2, relating to spillway construction,. from July 15,
1955 through February 29, 1956.

Subdivision 6, relating to modifications to wells, from Novem-
ber l, 1955 through January 31, 1956.

Subdivision 8 relating to installations of outlet works, from
February, 1956 through March 20, 1956.4

No finding of fact were prepared regarding the contractor's claim
since the contracting officer concluded it, was a claim for unliquidated
damages which he had no authority to adjust under the terms of the

the, reservoir area. The reservoir water surface will be maintained at approximately ele-
'vation 4821 for 90 days.after November 1.

"(e) During the nonirrigation season (November 1 through March 31) the contractor
shall not interfere with the full stream in flow up to 200 cubic feet per second through the
72-inch outlet in order to provide releases required for operation of the Pioneer Power

Plant: Provided, That releases through the 72-inch outlet will be shut off by the Govern-

ment for 2 periods only as follows:
(1) One period of 8 days. immediately before the beginning of the irrigation season in

the year the reservoir is drawn down to elevation 4821, to permit contractor to make pipe
connections for the 72-inch outlet and for painting.

"(2) One period not to exceed 24 hours, at a time designated by the contracting officer
which may occur on a Sunday or other time of low water and power demand, to facilitate
removal of any temporary bulkhead in the 72-inch outlet.

"During the irrigation season the contractor shall not interfere with the full stream
inflow up to 280 cubic feet per second through the 72-inch outlet for power and irrigation
requirements. * *

3The descriptions of these subdivisions and the performance periods for them under
'options "i" and "F,' as scheduled in Table I, were as follows:

1. Spillway construction upstream from station 752.11, except installation of radial
gates, from July 15, 1955 through February 29, 1956.

2. Spillway construction downstream from station 7+52.11, from July 15, 1955 through
February 29, 1956.

3. Installation of radial gates, from January 1, 1956 through April 30, 1956, subject to
the limitaton. that the gates "shall be operable by March 1, to avoid; any obstruction to
spillway discharges."

4. Placement of embankment material In dam, from July 15, 1955. through March 31,

5, Installation of 72" Outlet Branch shown on Dwg. 526-D-661, from March 24, 1956
through March 31, 1956.

6. Modifications to wells, from November 1, 1955 through January 31, 1956.
8. Installation of 60-inch steel pipe, 4' x 5' H.P. gate, and all concrete for 60-inch steel

'pipe downstream from station 7+ 05.31 and below El. 4826.50, and Installation of 42-inch
steel pipe, 42-Inch butterfly valve, and all concrete between cL of the 60-inch outlet pipe
and face of spillway right wall, from February 1, 1956 through Iarch 20, 1956.

i Table I of Paragraph 19 (a) contained the following additional provisions with respect
to, reservoir operations and performance time for the subdivision 8 work:

"The Government will shut off the flow, through the existing 60-inch pipe line between
February 20 and March 20 of either 1956 or 1957.

'In addition to. periods F and G, and if irrigation requirements can be met by discharges
through the spillway, the: contractor will be permitted to perform work required under.
subdivision 8 at any time between April 1, to June 20 of either 1956 or 1957.".
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'contract.; Consequently, there is not a great deal of factual data
before the Board to assist in.the disposition of the appeal. However,
from the record before the Board it is evident, and both parties ap-
pear to be in agreement on this matter, that the claim for additional
compensation is based on two series of events, the first of which com-
.prised high water in the reservoir during the period elected by'appel-
lant for the performance of the subdivision 6 work, and the second
of which comprised 'actual or threatened discharges of water into the
spillway stilling basin during the. periods elected for the performance
:of the work under subdivisions 2 and 8.

The wells involved in. the, subdivision 6 work were under-water
wells within the reservoir. Hence, provision was made in paragraph
38 of the specifications for. evacuating the reservoir to elevation 4821
during the period scheduled for the modification of the wells. F Prom
the limited information contained in the record, it would appear that
control of the storage of water in the reservoir was under the direc-
tion of the Ogden River Water Users' Association. It is admitted
by the Government, through the Department counsel, that when the
construction contract was let, 'negotiations were, pending looking
toward an agreement in connection with which the Government con-
templated it could secure such an evacuation. of the reservoir, but
that an agreement with the association was not reached in time for the
water to be drawn down to elevation 4821.by November 1, 1955. How-
ever, evacuation was commenced on November-18, 1955. By Decem-
ber 14, 1955, the water in the reservoir had been drawn down to about
elevation 4824.70. That permitted appellant to enter the reservoir
area and commence preparatory work for the modification of the
wells. 0: 0 ;

A rise in the reservoir, however, began on December 23, 1955 and
continued throughout the last week of the' year. The rise was suffi-
ciently rapid and great for both parties. to characterize it as a flood,
and the Government ascribes its cause to unseasonable and extremely
heavy rainfall. The inflow of water forced appellant to abandon
work in the reservoir area. Such work was not resumed until Novem-
ber 1956, when the water was, for the first time sbequent tothe flood,
drawn down to a level approaching elevation 4821.

Appellant contends that the Government through its conduct in the
foregoing matters changed the contrabt specifications by altering their
requirements with respect to the water level to be maintained during
the option "A" performance period, and by ultimately postponing the
subdivision 6 work to the option "B" performance period. In this
connection appellant asserts that had the reservoir been drawn down
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to elevation 4821 by November l, 1955, the well modifications would
have been completed by December 23 'of that year, so that the flood
would have had no effect on its operations. It claims that certain
items of equipment were submerged by the, rising waters in the reser-
voir and remained submerged until the water was drawn down suffi-
ciently- to permit their remo va;that some of theitems f' submerged
equipment were never recovered, that naterials to be incorporated
in the well modifications were also lost; that much of the work per-
,formed in the reservoir areaebefore the flood had-to be done a second
time when operations were resumed approximately a year. later; and
,that in the meantime wage increases occurred which also added to the
cost of the well modifications. For all of these items an equitable
adjustmnt in money is asked.
* Appellant further contends that following the rise in the reservoir
the Government regulated, or threatened to regulate, discharges from
the reservoir in a manner that affected other parts of the job, notably,
subdivision 2, relating to 'spillway construction, and subdivision 8,
relating: to installation of outlet works. The existing outlet works
included a 60-inch pipe,.which discharged into the spillway stilling
basin, and the making of certain alterations to this pipe formed a part
of the subdivision 8 work. It appears to be appellant's interpretation
of the contract provisions, relating to management of the reservoir, as
previously quoted,' that the 60-inch pipe was not to be used for dis-
charges into the stilling basin at any time between November 1, 1955,
and March 20,1:956. . i ,

.Appellant alleges that on or about December 28,. 1955, it was in-
formed that the 60-inch pipe would be used to drain the reservoir, and
was urged by the Bureau of Reclamation to complete before draining
started the pouring of a segment of the spillway for which forms and
reinforcements had already been set. On the basis of this information,
appellant says, it advanced the pour, in question to completion by Janu-
ary 4;.19 56, ad thereupon shifted its forces and equipment-to excava-
tion.operations for the outlet works, only to be advised o January"'
that the reservoir would not be drained. Appellant states 'that it was
next advised by a letter fr om the Bureau of Reclamation, dated Janu-
ary 11, 1956, that concrete work n the spillway should be completed
before it became necessary to drain the reservoir by releasing water
into the stilling basin According to appellant, it thereupon shifted
its frces and equipment back to spillway construction, and, in order
to comply with the Governmenit's desire that releases through the 60-
inch pipe be made at the earliest possible date, so expedited this work
that' such releases were begun on February 21, 1956. Appellant claims

J See footnotes 2 and 4.
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that the foregoing events necessitated expenditures for equipment
moves, for pumping of the stilling basin, for protection of completed
work, for overtime pay, and for other items connected with subdivision
2 of the job that would not have been incurred had the Government
adhered.to the contract provisions with respect to performance time
and reservoir management.

It is also alleged that these events, and particularly the commence-
ment of use of the 60-inch pipe on February 21, 1956, entailed ayear's;
delay in completion of the outlet works, and amounted to a further
change in the contract specifications by postponing the installation of
the outlet works until the option "G" performance period. Such post-"
ponement, it is claimed, necessitated expenditures for additional earth-
moving operations, for increased wage rates, and' for other items con--
nected with subdivision 8 of the job that otherwise would nothave
been incurred.

The validity of the contracting offacer's dismissal of the claim for
additional compensation turns, as appellants' counsel has recognized,
upon the issue of 'whether the claim is one for which' no adjustment in:
the contract price would be allowable under clause 3, "change," of the'
General Provisions of the contract, 'even if the pertinent facts were
fully proved. The first two sentences of 'that clause, which are the
significant ones for the purposes of the present appeal, read as follows:

The Contracting Officer may at any time, by a written order, and without
notice to the sureties, make changes in the drawings and/or specifications of this
contract and within the general scope thereof. If such changes cause an increase
or decrease in the amount due under this contract, or in the time required for its
performance, an equitable adjustment- shall be made and -the contract shall be,
modified in writing accordingly.-

Clause 3 was not designed as a mechanism for the adjustmient'of
claims for breach of contract.' It follows, therefore, that in order to
bring successfully a clai'm within it something more must be shown
than a mere f ailure to perform a promise, covenant, warranty, or other
obligation undertaken by the party against -vhoni the claim is asserted.
Furthermore; thebclaus is written in a form that provides for changes
for which price adjustments may be made and.-changes. for which only
extensions of tine miay: be allowed.. UponE analysis of appellant's
allegations, as outlined above, we find that, with certain exceptions,
they fail to state circuistances which would admit of an adjustment
in the contract' price being made under clause 3 '.

-ATWeardco Coastructioni Corp., 64 ID.376 IBCA48, 57-2 BA par. :1440 (1957) and
cases--there citedd; Norai Engineering Corp., ASBCA 3527, 57-1 BCA par. 1283 (1957)
and ases: there cited.. ..
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The alleged failure of the Government to perform its contractual
obligations with respect, to either the reservoir level or the reservoir
discharges. was not a. change, for,: this failure did not itself alter the
characteristics or amounts, as defined by the specifications and draw-
ings, of the performance required by the contract from either appel-
lant or the Government.7 The equipment losses for which appellant
makes claim, and the other hindrances or interferences which such
allegedfailure may have produced were, for the samne reason, also not a.
change.8 Nor can a right to additional compensation be predicated on
the theory that the Government postponed subdivisions 6 and 8 of the
work to the option "B" and "G" periods, respectively, since under the'
form of contract here used the only equitable adjustment allowable for
a postponement of otherwise unchanged work is an extension of time.9 '

The Board has reviewed the cases 10 which appellant's counsel cites;
as precedents for his contention that'the contracting officer had author-
ity to m ake, and slould have made, an equitable adjustment in money
on account of the circumstances just mentioned. Summarized gener-
ally, those cases involved situations.where the Government authorized'
the contractor to render a performance which differed substantially'
in characteristics or amounts from that defined in the specifications and'
drawings, or where the Government took action that evinced an
intention to amend, the provisions of the specifications and drawings,.
defining the performance to be rendered on its part. In those instances.
where a postponement of the time for' performance of' otherwise
unchanged work was involved, such postponement was recognized as,
ground for an extension of time, but, not for an equitable adjustment in.
money. None-of the cited eases can properly be viewed-as precedents,
for administrative consideration of appellants' claim in its entirety."

7
Appeal of Flora Construction Companp, 66 I.D. 315, 322-25, IBCA-101, 59-2 BCA

par. 2312 (1959); Paul dJarvis, Inc., 64 LD. 285, IBCA-li5,157-2 BCA par. 1361 (1957)

see Ideker Construction Co., 64 I.D. 388,IBCA-124, 57-2 BCA par. 144-1 (1957).
5

J IArmstrong Co., Inc., 63 D. 289,;311-12, -IBA-40, 56-2 BCA par. 1043 '(1956),

Teller Construction Co., IBCA-30 6 CCF par. 61,688 (1955) Goodfellow, ros, Inc.,

IBCA-17, 6 CCF par. 61,626 (1955).

United States v. Rice, 317 U.S. 61 (1942).

'OA. S. Horner Construction Co., 63 I.D. 401, IBeA-75, 56-2 BCA par. 1115 (1936)'

Guthrie Electrical Construction, 62 I.D. 280, IBCA-22, 6 CCF par. 61,687 (1955) arns-

worth Chambers Co., ASBCA 3602 57-1 BCA par. 1323 f(1957); Cal-Te Co., ASECA

3398, 57-1 BA par. 1255 (1957); A'ero-Fab Corp., ASBCA 3837, 57-1 BCA par. 1243

(1957) Vector Manufacturing Co., ASBCA 396, 4 CC par. 61,032 (1950) Southeastern'

Decorating Co., Army BCA 1870, 4 CCF par. 60,674 (1949) Gonzalez Sijo st Texidor,

W.D. BCA 1320, 4 CCF par. 60,257 (1947) Guest ta C. M. Guest & Sons,_W.D. BCA 593,

2 CCF 1015 (1944) Chalker & Lund Co., W.D. BCA 226, 1 CCF -689 (1943) ; Pflugradt

Co., W.D. BCA 199, 1 CCF 335 (1943).
11 The contention of appellant's counsel that the Government's conduct in delaying the

work amounted to a change of the contract performance dates, as previously elected by
appellant, for which a price adjustment should be made is essentially the same as a con-
tention that was' rejected I Chas. . Tompkins Co., ASBCA 570 (April 27, 150), on the
following line of reasoning: "If it could validly be said that the Government's breach of.
a promise to furnish equipment by a certain date is tantamount to a change order setting
a new date for the furnishing of such equipment, it could be said with equal validity that
the Government's act of issuing a change order whereby the unchanged work is delayed is
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Parts of the claim, however, are supported by allegations of addi-
tional circumstances which, if established by competent proof, would
afford a basis for administrative consideration of their merits.

First, there is a group of items which involve the restoration of
damaged elements of the contract work. The items designated in
appellant's claim letter of June 24, 1957, as I 1 through I 5 and as IV 58
through IV 64, aggregating $9,717.72, would appear to fall, wholly or
in part, within this group. If wrongful acts or omissions of the
Government in connection with the operation of the reservoir resulted
in damage to contract work already properly done or to materials
properly stored on the site pending incorporation in the contract work,
and if the contracting officer expressly or impliedly instructed that
such work or materials be restored, a basis would exist for the allow-
ance of an equitable adjustment on account of the restoration costs.12

The obligation of a contractor to redo or replace damaged .work or,
materials does not extend to damage caused by fault of the Govern-
ment or its agents.' 3

Second, there is a group of items which involve acceleration of
performance of elements of the contract work. The items designated
in appellant's claim letter of June 24, 1957, as I 6 through I 8, aggre-
gating $3,310.33, would appear to fall, wholly or in part, within this
group. .If in an effort to mitigate the consequences of high water.in the
reservoir, or for other reasons, the contracting officer expressly or
impliedly instructed that a part of the work be performed in advance
of the time when its performance otherwise would be necessary under
the applicable performance option, as elected by appellant, a basis
would exist for the allowance of an equitable adjustment on account of
the costs of such acceleration 14 since this, too, is something that the
contract did not require appellant to do. Instructions to work over-
time for the purpose of accelerating performance would fall in the
same category.-15 :

The facts alleged,.by appellant are insufficient to justify a holding
that all parts of the claim for additional compensation were within
the contracting officer's jurisdiction to consider and determine. Ap-

tantamount 'to the isuance of' a change order settiiig a new date for performance of the
unchanged work, and that the increased costs of the unchanged work resulting from such
a delay inust be taken into consideration in determining the equitable adjustment required.
In view of the decisions in such cases as United States v. Rice, et al., 317 U.S. 61 (1942)
the latter statement cannot validly be made.";

U App eal of Flora Construction Conpany, 66 'I.D. 315, 29, IBCA-Ibl, 59-2 BCA par-
2312 (1959); G. Hinteregger & Sons, ASBCA 2583 and 2584, Claim No. 31 (November 4,
1955?; WOter J. Harding, Jr., ASBCA 2477 (February 2, 1955); Gauntert & Zimmerman
Construction Division, In., ASBCA 1844, Claim No. C-4 (June l1, 1954).

13 George F. Horton v. The United States, 58 Ct. Cl. 148 (1923).
14'Generdt Riectric Co., ASECA 2458, 56-2 BCA par. 1093 ( 9 6) Leo Sanders, Army

BCA 1468 (June.14, 1948) see A. S. orner Construction Co., 63 I.D. 401, IBCA-75, 56-2
BOA par. 111 (56).i

"s Ullman Bros., Inc., W.D. ICA 1215 (August 20, 1946) C H. Elveritt, Ino., W.D. BCA
385, 2 CCF 629 (1944).
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pellant's allegations, on the other hand, state on their face a case
which would be within the contracting officer's jrisdiction insofar
as the restoration and acceleration groups of items are concerned.
-Whether, and to what extent, the individual items of these groups
are in fact: claims that the contracting officer could consider and
settle cannot 'be determined on the present record. Nor would it
be appropriate for the Board to attempt to do so 'in the absence of
findings of fact by the contracting officer, for the "disputes" clause
of the contract intends that issues of fact shall be resolved in the
first instance either by agreement of the parties or by determination
of the contracting officer.

With respect to. these items, therefore, the appeal file will be re-
turned to the contracting officer for further proceedings under that
clause consistent with the views expressed in this opinion. Unless
the dispute is disposed of by mutual areement,' the contracting ffs- '
cer should make findings upon the facts that are described in the
preceding paragraphs as being facts which, if true, would afford a
basis for allowance of an equitable adjustment on' account of the
restoration and acceleration costs, and upon such other facts as he
considers pertinent to the, claims for these costs. If'appellant is
dissatisfied with such findings, it may appeal anew to the' Board
within the period of 30 days stated in the "disputes" clause.

With respect to the remaining items, that is, those designated in
the claim letter of June 24, 1957, as items II, III, IV 4 through IV
$0, and IV 65 through IV' 83, the appeal is dismissed.

IBCA-440 i

The contractor's request for an'extension of time of 365 days, con-
tained in his letter of June 24, 01957, was considered by the contract-
ing officer in his findings of fact and decision dated October 11, :195.'
The contracting officer found that the contractor was: delayed in the
completion of subdivisions 1 through 6 of the work during the option'
"A" period because of a flood,'5 and extended'the contract completion
time for these subdivisions by 365 calendar: days. The contracting
officer's decision was 'appealed, not on the ground that the extension
of time granted was inadequate, but on the ground that the reason
assigned by him 'for 'granting it, was erroneo s7l '

6 Paragraph 4 of the Findings of Fact states:.
"It is found that the ontractor was delayed 365 days in.the completion of his work

under performance period Option A because of a flood caused by a highly unusual con-
tinuous rainfall. This delay was due to an unforeseeable cause beyond the control and
without the fault or negligence' of the contractor and i, terefore, excusable under the
provisions of Clause 5 of the.Oeneral Provisions of.the contract."'

'
1

The fourth paragraph of, the Notice of Appeal' dated November 20, 1957, reads as

'"we most 'strenuously protest and object the alleged facts containbd in paragraph 4.
of the fndings. This paragraph erroneously states that the contractor was delayed 365
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In his statement of the. Government's position, Department counsel
contends:

The contractor having been granted an extension of time in the full amount
requested and.the contract.having been completely performed without the as-
sessment of liquidated damages, it is submitted that the contractor has no
standing to appeal the contracting officer's Findings of Fact and Decision of
October 11, 1957. The contractor has cited no authority for the very unusual
proposition that notwithstanding his having received full relief from assessment
of liquidated damages he is nevertheless entitled to appeal the grounds upon
which the relief was granted.

VV* : * C * C' -* ; ; * . .- X *- 

* It seems clear that before a "dispute" can be said to exist within the meaning
of Clause 6 of the General Provisions of the contract, the contractor must have
suffered some sort of damage or injury.

Counsel for appellant, in Opposing the Department Counsel's posi-
tion, contends:

We are not contending that a greater allowance of time should have been made
but that the allowance already made should be made for different reasons than
stated in the contracting officer's Findings of Fact.

The damage or injury suffered by this contractor which is present in this
case and which is, according to Department Counsel, a prerequisite to the
"dispute" involved in this Appeal and in the Appeal designated IBCA-133, is
the increased costs, in the amount of $37,124.97, incurred because of the changes
made by the Government in the specifications relating to the water level in the
reservoir on and subsequent to November 1, 1955.

The statements of appellant's counsel make it apparent that this
appeal was taken solely because of appellant's fear that its claim for
additional compensation might be prejudiced unless it challenged the
contracting officer's findings that the delay in the completion of the j ob
was caused by a flood. This fear is not well grounded. The findings
in question have to do solely with the question of whether the delay
in completion was excusable. under clause 5, "Termination for De-
fault-Damages for Delay-Time Extensions," of the General Provi-
sions of the contract. They have nothing to do with the question of
whether the delay was one for which additional compensation would be
allowable. Prior to the making of such findings, the contracting
officer, in his letter decision of August 30, 1957, had disclaimed any
jurisdiction to consider appellant's claim for additional compensation.
Hence, it is obvious that he could not have intended that the findings
with respect to the cause of the delay in completion should apply to the
latter claim.

days because of the flood. The true facts are stated n paragraph 3 of the findings where
the Contracting, Officer states that the draining of the reservoir by the- Government did
not commence until November 18, 1955 and that '* * the reservoir was not drawn down
and kept down for a sufficient period to permit the well modifications. In accordance with
the requirements of Option A of Table 1, Paragraph 19 of the specifications * * *,' as a
result of which the Government postponed this work until the following year."
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In view of the foregoing the Board holds that the findings chal-
lenged in IBCA-140 will have no relevancy and no effect in such
further proceedings as may be had before the contracting officer or
the Board for the adjudication of those additional compensation items
that are subject to administrative determination, as provided for in
the portion of this opinion dealing with IBCA-133. With respect to
those additional compensation items that are not subject to adminis-
trative determination, the following statement of the Court of Claims
would seem to be pertinent:
* * * On the question of the assessment of liquidated damages the findings of the
contracting officer as to the facts and the extent of the delay were made final
and conclusive, subject to appeal to the head of the department; but on the
question of whether or not the defendant had caused a delay for which it
should be muleted in damages, they have not agreed that his findings of fact
should be final and conclusive.'s

It must be concluded that the appeal in IBCA-140 presents no
justiciable issue of law or fact. The only relief asked for by appellant
is a declaration that the contracting officer should have granted the
365-day extension of time for a reason other than the one he assigned
for granting such extension. As appellant does not want us to shorten,
lengthen, or otherwise alter the extension of time, it is evident that
the making of the requested declaration would involve the determina-
tion of a purely hypothetical question insofar as the extension itself is
concerned. Furthermore, since the various parts of appellant's claim
for additional compensation must be adjudicated on the basis of

'their own merits, and not on the basis of the reason assigned by the
contracting officer for granting the time extension, the requested
declaration would also involve the determination of a purely hypo-
thetical question insofar as the matters that form the subject of the
appeal in IBCA-133 are concerned.
- According y, IBCA-140 is dismissed.

Conclusion

The appeal in IBCA-133 is sustained to the extent indicated in
this opinion and is otherwise dismissed.

The appeal in IBCA-140 is dismissed.

HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER, e 6 b6r.

ARTHUR 0. ALLEN, Alternate Member.

PAUL H. GANTT, Chaiarmn.

i8 Arthur W. Langevin v. United States, 100 Ct. CL 15, 30 (1943). Accord: Continental
Illinois Nat. Bank Trust Co. v. United States, 126 et. C. 631, 640-41 (1953) Anthony
p. Miller, Inc. v. United States, ll Ct. Cl. 252, 330 (1948).
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A-27761 Decided June 16, 19960

Mining Claims: Lands Subject to-Small Tract Act: Classification
In view of the Department's regulation that lands classified as suitable for

disposition under the Small Tract Act shall be segregated from all appro-
priation, including locations under the mining laws, mining claims located
on lands earlier classified as suitable for disposition as small tracts are
invalid.

APPEAL ROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Las Vegas Sand and Gravel Co., Inc., has appealed in part to, the
Secretary of the Interior from a decision dated May 1G, 1958, of the
Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed
the action of the manager of the Reno land office rejecting its appli-
cation for a mineral patent for the Last Chance Nos. 1 through 16
placer mining claims and holding the claims to be null and void. The
appeal is limited to Last Chance Nos. 7, 8, 9, 15, and 16 situated in
Rsecs. 14, 15, 20 and 21, T. 21 S., R. 60 E., M.D.B. & M., Nevada, a
short distance southeast of Las Vegas.

According to documents filed by the appellant in support of its
application for patent, the claims were located in June 1955, and the
location certificates were recorded on June 30, 195,5.'

Prior to these locations, the lands involved, together with other
lands, were classified pursuant to the act of June 1, 1938, as amended
' (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 682a et seg.), for small tract purposes under
classification orders No. 95 (18 F.R. 6413), effective October 2, 1953,
and No. 106 (20 F.R. 1704), effective March 11, 1955. -

The Acting Director affirmed the manager's decision on the ground
that a classification of lands for small tract purposes constitutes, in
effect, a withdrawal of the lands from location under the mining
laws, and mining locations made on such lands are null and-void.

In its statement. of reasons in support of its. appeal, the appellant
says that it has made a. discovery of gravel deposits valuable, for
building and construction materials. and that the land at the time the
claims were located was chiefly valuable for the mining of gravel for
construction purposes. 2 It makes no attempt to refute the basis of

13. Prior mining claims for the same lands located In 1946 were held to be null and void
because at the time the location was made the lands were included in an oil and gas lease
issued under the Mineral Leasing Act and were not subject to mining location. ( Clear
'Gravel Enterprises, Inc., A-27287 (March 27, 1956); Clear Gravel Enterprises, Inc., 64
1.-P. 210 (1957). It appears that the appellant is the successor in title to Clear Gravel
.Enterprises, Inc. . --

2 It also makes several statements relating to oil and gas leases on the land which do not
appear to be pertinent here.

259.259] ]:
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the decision of May 16, 1958, or to point out how its contentions dem-
onstrate error in it.

Before the mining claims were located, a regulation of the Depart-
ment read in part as follows:

(b) Lands classified under the act of June 1, 1938, as amended, will be segre-
gated from all appropriations, including locations under the mining laws, except
as provided in the order of classification or in any modification or revision
thereof. 43 FRi, 1959 Supp., 257.3(b) (Circular 1899, 20 P.R. 366, January
15, 155).

The Acting Director relied upon this provision to buttress his con-
elusion that a. small tract classification by itself removed the lands,
from the operation of the mining laws.

In The Dredge Corporation, 64 I. D. 368, 32 (1957), the Depart-
ment said that it was unnecessary to determine' the correctness of the
Director's ruling on that point, nor is it necessary to rule on it here.

it is to be noted that at the time the Dredge Corporation's mining
claims were located the regulation did not specify the effect of a small
tract classification upon a future mining location.

In this case, classification order No. 106 (affecting land in. Last
Chance No. 9) was issued after the regulation had been amended as
set out above, and while classification order No. 95 (affecting Last
Chance Nos. 7 8, 15 and 16) was issued prior to the amendment, the
mining claims were located after it. Thus, at the time all the mining
claims were located the regulation plainly stated that lands classified
for disposition as small tracts were not opened to mineral location.

In a recent case the Department considered a similar situation and
held that a regulation can properly provide that the notation of the
filing of an application for the withdrawal of public lands shall
segregate that land from disposal under the public land laws tothe
extent that the withdrawal would and that if the withdrawal would
remove the land from mineral location, a mineral location made after
the notation of the application is invalid. Marion Q. Kaiser et al., 65
1.D. 485 (1958); see Mrs. Ethel H. Myers, 65 I.D. 207 (1958). As the
Kaiser case pointed out, it is not unusual for the Department's regu-
lations to provide that an application will, until it is disposed of,
segregate the land from other types of application or entry.3

It may also be noted that section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act, as
amended, (43 U.S.C., 19Z8 ed., sec. 315f), which also authorizes the

43 CFR 285.21, application to purchase land under the Timber and Stone Act (43
.S.C., 1952 ed., secs. 311-313, repealed by the act of August 1, 1955 (69 Stat. 434)) ; 43

CrR 295.7 (a), (b), and (c), reservation of lands containing waterholes and lands for
stock driveways; 43 CR 105.2, segregative effect of application for reinstatement of
canceled entry.
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Secretary to classify land prior to opening it to entry under a public
land law, specifically states that locations and entries under the mining
laws may be made upon lands subject to the act without regard to
classification. In contrast, the Small Tract Act does not have a com-
parable provision, an indication that the Congress did not necessarily
intend that lands classified as suitable for disposition as small tracts
remain open to mineral entry and location in the same way as lands
classified for disposition under section 7 of the Taylor Grazing Act.

Therefore, since the Secretary has determined that lands classified
for disposition as small tracts would not be open to mineral location,
a subsequent mineral location made on lands so classified would be
invalid. Cf. Marion Q. Kaiser et al., supra. As has been stated above,
the appellant's mining locations were made well after the classifica-
tion of the lands they cover as suitable for disposition as small tracts
and the pertinent regulation bars mineral location of such lands.
Accordingly, the mining claims, having been located on lands segre-
gated from such location, were invalid.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDmuND T. FRirrz,
Deputy Solicitor.

MARTIN H. SHULER, WALTER Y. WENTZ

A-28296 Decided June 13,1960

Public Sales: Preference Rights
Where a decision of the local land office and departmental regulations under

the public sale law clearly set forth the requirements for establishing a
preference right to purchase land, the fact that a preference-right claimant
misconstrued a form sent to him by the local office and inserted a wrong
date therein as to his ownership of contiguous land is not sufficient justi-
fication for vacating the sale.

Public Sales: Award of Lands
*Where acceptable evidence of ownership of land contiguous to a tract of

land offered at public sale at or after the date of sale is not submitted by
a preference-right claimant within 30 days after the sale, the land is
properly awarded to the highest bidder at the sale.
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APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Martin H. Shuler has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated
October 30, 1959, wherein the Director vacated the sale of a tract of
public land under the public sale law (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 1171).

On January 7, 1959, two tracts of public land were offered for sale,
Parcel No. 1, consisting of 200 acres in sec. 21, T. 18 S., R. 3 E.,
S.B.M., California, and the other, Parcel No. 2, consisting of' 27.10
acres, being lot 2, sec. 26, T. 18 S., R. 3 E., S.B.M., California, the tract
involved in this appeal. Both parcels had been ordered into market
for sale under the second proviso of the public sale law which author-
izes the sale of tracts of public land which are not isolated but the
greater part of which is mountainous and too rough for cultivation
only upon applications of parties owning land adjoining the public
land. Application- for the sale of both parcels had been made by,
Walter Y. Wentz, who on January 7, 1959, bid the appraised value
of each tract. Several other bids were made for each parcel and by
decision dated January 8, 1959, Shuler was declared to be the high
bidder for lot 2. All bidders at the sale were informed by that
decision that, pursuant to the provisions of 43 CFR 250.11, the,
declaration of a purchaser for each parcel would be suspended for a.
period of 30 days from the date of sale to afford owners of con-
tiguous land an opportunity to assert preference rights to purchase

On January 13, 1959, Wentz asserted a preference right to pur-
chase both parcels and submitted a certificate of ownership of ad-
joining land in both sections 21 and 26, as of December 8, 1953.
Wentz was declared to be the purchaser of both. parcels by decision
dated February 12, 1959. Shuler appealed' to the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management on the ground that Wentz had not
shown compliance with the requirements of the applicable regula-,
tion in that he had not submitted satisfactory proof of ownership of'
land contiguous to lot 2 at any time after the sale and prior to the
decision of Februaryl2, 1959. In answer, Wentz asserted that the
instructions on the printed form "Certificate of Ownership" supplied
to him by the local land office called for the showing of ownership as
of the date of his application to have the land ordered into market.

The Director found the form, the pertinent part of which is set out
in his decision, to be ambiguous and, for this reason, vacated the sale.

In the circumstances of this case, I do not feel that the Director's
decision is justified.-

In the first place, even if the form called for the date of the applica-
tion for the sale of the tract in question, the date given in the certifi-
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cate is not the date of- that application. The record shows that
Wentz applied for the public sale of land in see. 21 on December
8, 1953. It was not until March 29, 1954, that he made application
for the public sale of lot 2 in sec. 26. At that time he also made
application for other land in secs. 21 and 26 and for land in sec. 23,
all under the second proviso of the public sale law. Later he re-
linquished his application as to the land in sec. 23, and the land in
see. 26 except lot 2. Thus, even under Wentz's construction of the
form, it cannot be said that he submitted satisfactory proof of owner-
ship of land contiguous to lot 2 at the date of his application to have
that land ordered into market.

In the second place, while the form in question, if considered alone,
may possibly lend itself to the interpretation which Wentz says he
placed on it, that form, when considered with the decision with which
the form was transmitted to Wentz and the regulation of the Depart-
ment (43 GFR 250.11 (b)) relating to the assertion of preference
rights by owners of contiguous land after the highest bidder for the
land is declared, can only be construed as calling for proof of owner-
ship of contiguous land by the person asserting the preference right at
or after the date of the sale.

The decision of January 8, 1959, specifically stated that "applica-
tions for preference rights to purchase must be accompanied by proof
of ownership at or after the date of sale" (emphasis added). It not
only referred to the applicable public saleregulation which included
this requirement but transmitted copies of the regulation to all parties
who had bid at the sale, including Wentz. It also transmitted to such
parties copies of the form in question "for use by the above named
persons in asserting a preference right to the land sold, should they
be owners of land contiguous thereto, and desire to make a preference
right claim." The decision also held that in the absence of preference
right claims to purchase by owners of contiguous land, the high
bidders for the separate parcels would recive the land.

It would appear that any one who was a bidder at the sale and who
received a copy of the decision of January 8, 1959, with its enclosures
should have understood that the date called for on the form was that
specified for a bidder and not that of an applicant for a sale of land
mountainous or too rough for cultivation, particularly where the land
had already been ordered into market. Here the tract had already
been offered and bids received. In accordance with the statute final
action was deferred to give contiguous landowners the opportunity
to acquire the offered land at the highest bid price or at three times
the appraised value of the land.
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Donald C. Ingersoll, 63 I.D. 397 (1956), cited by the Director, is
not applicable to the present situation. In the situation dealt with
therein there was no clear directive in the regulations as to where
an application must be filed for an extension of an oil and gas lease.
The Department held that where an applicant is to be deprived of a
statutory preference right because of his failure to comply with the
requirements of a regulation, that regulation should be so clear that
there is no basis for the applicant's noncompliance therewith.

Here, both the regulation and the decision of January 8, 1959,
clearly informed Wentz that, in order to purchase the land at the
highest bid price, or at three times the appraised price if three times
such appraised price were less than the highest bid price, proof of his
ownership of adjoining land "at or after the date of sale" must be
submitted within the 30-day period. The plain and explicit language
in both the regulation and the decision was sufficient to resolve any
-ambiguity that might be present in the ownership form when con-
sidered by itself.

That Wentz no stranger to the public sale law and its require-
ments,' disregarded the directions in the decision and in the regulation
and chose to construe the form as calling for a date other than that
specified in both the decision and the regulation does not give rise to
-the protection afforded to applicants by the Ingersoll decision.

Clearly, the certificate of ownership submitted by Wentz showing
ownership of land contiguous to lot 2 as of December 8, 1953, 'does
not comply with the regulation.

As no preference right claim to lot 2 has been established, the tract
must be awarded to Shuler. Lawrence V. Lindbloom, A-27993
(August 4, 1959); Elizabet4 A. Tallon, Oscar Jones, A-27910 (May

18, 1959) ; Don C. Shafer, Thomas A. Miller, A-27645 (September 15,
1958).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, vacating the sale of lot 2, sec. 26, T. 18 S., R. 3 E., S.B.M.,
California, is reversed and the case is remanded to the Bureau for
.appropriate action looking toward the completion of the sale of the
tract to Martin H. Shuler, all else being regular.

EDMUND T. Frrz,
Acting Solicitor.

'The case record indicates that Wentz has previously applied for or purchased land
Poffered at public sale.
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Contracts: Appeals

In cases where no reason appears for any objection'to a stipulation agreement
of the parties settling a dispute, the Board of Contract Appeals will accept
the stipulation to the extent reflected by the settlement agreement and sus-
tain the appeal to that extent.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

1. On May 18, 1960, the Board held that appellant's Claim No. 1 for
the remission of liquidated damages in the amount of $100 was barred
by the operation of the release on contract, and sustained the Govern-
ment's motion to dismiss Claim No. 1.

:2. On the same date the Board denied the motion to dismiss Claim
No. 2.1 That. claim, in the final form as submitted by the contractor-
*appellant on June 30, 1959, was. for extra costs in the amount of
$1,905.12 alleged to have been incurred in insulating-the buildings
under the above-captioned contract.

3. On June 13, 1960, the following stipulation and settlement agree-
ment dated June 9, 1960, was filed with the Board:

STIPULATION OF FACTS

and,

FOR SUBMISSION

Subject to the approval of the above entitled Board, COMES NOW the United
States of' America by and through its counsel of record, Leonard B. Desmul,
and Monarch Lumber Company, a corporation, by and through its counsel of
record, Charles C. Lovell, and said parties hereto do hereby agree and stipulate
as follows:

That the allegations contained in:the Appellants Reply to Statement of Position
of Appellee are true and correct insofar as, and only insofar as, appellant's claim.
for additional compensation for labor and materials supplied in the insulation
of nine log houses, in amount of $879.76, is concerned, save and except any
portion wherein the same may be inconsistent with anything hereinafter
contained.

1 67 I.D. 198 (May 18, 1960),.
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II.

That as to the claim aforementioned appellant, Monarch Lumber Company,
performed additional labor and materials doing an excellent job, of construction;
that the amount of $879.76 is a reasonable amount to be paid to Monarch Lum-
ber Company as and for said additional services and that Monarch Lumber
Company has a valid and subsisting equitable claim against appellee in the
amount aforementioned.

That insofar as the claim aforementioned is concerned the government suf-
fered no injury or prejudice by any lack of written notice, and the government
benefited substantially by the work as completed. The delay in completion of
the subject contract was caused by conditions beyond the control of appellant
and the government suffered no injury or prejudice by said delay.

IV.

That insofar as the aforementioned claim is concerned, substantial compliance
-was had with the contract provisions with reference to notice; that the govern-
ment had actual knowledge 'and notice of the changed condition from their first
discovery by appellant; that an agent of the government, being the Project
Engineer, was aware of, and given personal notice of, all difficulties encountered
ifrom the outset. That the additional services which were performed with
reference to the claim aforementioned, and the furnishing of labor and ma-
-terials thereunder, were inspected in progress by the government Project Engi-
neer; that an excellent and workmanlike job was performed in all respects by
the appellant.

V.

That as to the remaining portion of appellant's claim, other than and exclud-
ing the foregoing claim for services performed on the nine log buildings in the
amount of $879.76, none of the foregoing is true. That as to the remainder of
said claim there was not substantial compliance with the notice provisions of
the contract, and the other facts are such that the government would suffer an
inequity should this claim be allowed.

That under all of the circumstances herein a moral, equitable and legal
claim exists in favor of appellant and against appellee in the amount of $879.76
-for services performed with respect to the log buildings as aforesaid; that it is
the purpose of the parties hereto by and through their respective counsel of
record to arrange for the equitable settlement and disposal of all of said claims
of appellant by consenting to the compensation of appellant in the amount
aforesaid, and consenting to the denial of each, all, and every claim other than
:the said mentioned claim of appellant in connection with the above appeal.
And the parties hereto concede that the relief and judgment as set forth herein
should be granted.

VII.

Nothing in this Stipulation is intended to be, nor shall be construed as, an
invasion of any function of the above entitled Board or of any other court of
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the United States of America which may at any time have this matter before
it_

Dated this 9th day of June, 1960.

CnARLEs C. LovEL
By: (Sgd.) Charles C. Lovell

Counsel for Appellant, Monarch Lumber Company.

LEONARD B. DEsluL
By: (Sgd.) Leonard B. Desmul

Counsel f or Appellee, United States of America.

4. The Board has considered the stipulation. Since there appears
to be no objection to the acceptance of it, the Board sustains the ap-
peal to the extent of the allowance of the payment of $879.76 to the
contractor-appellant, as reflected by the settlement agreement of the
Parties.

There appearing no reason for any objection to the stipulation, it
is hereby found that the appeal is concluded and should be stricken
-from the docket of the Board.

It is so ordered.

PAUL H. GANTT, Chairman.
HERBERT J. SLAuGHTR, Member.

APPEAL OF PIONEER ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

IBCA-222 Decided June 23, 1960

,Contracts: Drawings-Contracts: Interpretation
. Where a contract contains an ambiguity in the form of a discrepancy

between two drawings, which the contractor before submitting his bid
orally called to the attention of the contracting officer, the contractor is
bound by an interpretation of the drawings that was orally communicated
to him by the contracting officer before the bid was submitted.

rContracts: Substantial Evidence-Rules of Practice: Evidence
Allegations of fact made by a contractor that are contrary to findings of fact

made by the contracting officer cannot be accepted as proof of the facts
-* thus put in dispute.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Pioneer Electric Company, Inc., of Phoenix, Arizona, has filed a
timely appeal from the decision of the contracting officer of Septem-
ber 8, 1959, denying its claim for additional compensation in the
amount of $1,079.64. 
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Contract No. 14-10-333-488 dated March 31, 1959, incorporated
Standard Forms 23 and 23A (March 1953). It provided for the fur-
nishing of all labor and materials and the performance of all work
required for the construction of an electrical system extension for
the lump sum price of $9,643.

The work was to be commenced within 15 days. of the receipt of
notice to proceed and it was to be completed within 60 calendar days
after receipt thereof. The contractor acknowledged notice to proceed
on April 13, 1959; hence, the completion date was determined to be
July 12, 1959.

Section IV, paragraph 3, of the specifications provided:

Drawing No. NM-OPC-3-020-A (Sheets 1 to ) forms a part of,. and is sup-
plementaty to these specifications. The contract drawings and these spe'cifica-
tions are intended to be mutually explanatory and complete. Should any error
or ambiguity be discovered in the plans or in the specifications, the Contractor
shall report the same to the Contracting Officer before starting the work and
the Contracting Officer will make or approve the necessary corrections. In
the event of a disagreement arising as the true intent and meaning of the
drawings or details and specifications, the specifications shall take precedence
over the drawings, the details over general drawings, the figures over scaled
measurements, but all work called for by one, even if not by the other, shall
be fully executed.

The work was accepted as. completed on July 9, 1959, three days
prior to the established completion date of July 12, 1959. Five
days after acceptance, the contractor by letter of July 14, 1959 filed a
written claim for additional compensation for the construction of
underground power circuits in excess of the quantity shown. in the
drawings. The contractor's letter, in part, explains the claim as
follows:

We wish to call your attention to a discrepancy between the drawings on the
subject job and the actual measurement after installation. The tabulation on
Sheet #8 drawing NM-OPC-302-A shows the total distance for the under-
ground circuits, including the ten per cent allowances, to be 1940'. The
actual distance after careful measuring is 2325'. We therefore feel that the
additional 385' should be considered as extra work and entitled to additional
compensation.

The contracting officer in a letter of July 16, 1959, deferred a de-
cision on the contractor's claim and invited the contractor's attention
to specific provisions of the contract, quoted. below. The letter reads,
in part, as follows:

Your attention is invited to Section , General Provisions which supplement
U.S. Standard Form No. 23A, General Provisions, Construction Contracts. On
page 3, paragraph 10 states "The Contractor shall, immediately. upon his dis-
covery of any statement or detail which is discrepenat [sic] or which otherwise
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appears to be in error, bring the same to the attention of the Contracting Officer
for decision or correction."

Further, your attention is invited to Section IV of the General Provisions.
On Page 16,- paragrah 3 states in part "In the event of a disagreement aris-
ing as to the true intent and meaning of the drawings or the details and
specifications, the specifications shall take precedence over the drawings, the
details over general drawings, the figures over scaled measurements, but all
work called for by one, even if not by the. other, shall be fully executed."

Finally, your attention is invited to paragraph 4 page 1 of the General Pro-
visions which states All bidders are expected to visit the site of the work and
inform themselves as to all existing conditions. Failure to do so will in no way
relieve the successful bidder from the necessity of furnishing all equipment
and materials and performing all work required for the completion of the con-
tract in conformity with the specifications.-No allowance will be made for the
failure of the bidder correctly to estimate the difficulties attending the exe-
cution of the work.

In reply the contractor by letter of July 17, 1959, alleged that the
discrepancy was called to the attention of the contracting officer as
soon as possible, and that "the exact length and routing was not fully
established until the last week of our work. The contractor further
stated that since the specifications declared that figures should take
precedence over scaled measurements, it had used the figure of 1,940
feet shown on Sheet 8 of the drawings in computing its bid for the
underground circuits, and that in compliance with contract terms an
official of the appellant company had visited the site of the work.
It also contended that the Government, which prepared the drawings
and pecifications, should be held responsible for the error.

In his Findings of Fact No. 1 of September 8, 1959, the contracting
officer found that the footage table on Sheet #8 of the drawings did
show 1,940 feet as the length of each of the underground circuits,
but that a scaling of the plan of these circuits on Sheet #4 showed
their length to be 2,325 feet. The contracting officer further found

ithat the contractor was aware of this discrepancy prior to bid open-
ing, and denied the claim.

The contracting officer based his findings on a memorandum of Au-
gust 6, 1959, written by a predecessor contracting officer who stated
that Mr. Merrell, the president of appellant's company, visited the
job site prior to submission of its bid and that they discussed, among
other things, the discrepancy which is the subject of this claim. The
memorandum reads, in part, as follows:

1. Mr. Merrell, and another man whose name I do not recall, visited the job
site prior to submission of Pioneer Electric's bid. During this visit, Mr. Merrell
called at the Monument headquarters and among other things, discussed with
me the discrepancy that is now made a point of discussion.
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2. There was not sufficient time between Mr. Merrell's visit and the bid open-
ing date to permit preparation and distribution of an addendum to the plans
and specifications.

3. Provisions of the specifications requiring the Contractor to install a com-
plete and workable distribution system regardless of errors, omissions or
conflicts that the plans and specifications might contain were pointed out to
Mr. Merrell and he was advised to bid accordingly

Since Mr. Merrell was aware of the discrepancy prior to submission of his bid.
and since, he had been informed as to what would be required, I do not feel
that he is entitled to additional compensation for the project.

The contractor, through its president, Mr. Merrell, in a letter' of'
September 10, 1959, to the contracting officer, denied that the subject
of discussion at this meeting was as set forth in the Findings of Fact
No. 1, but rather that it involved another discrepancy in Sheet #8
of the drawings. Specifically, Sheet #8 shows 1,940 feet of bare
neutral wire and 1,940 feet of insulated cable, but, since this was a,
three-wire system, the insulated cable should have been shown as be-
ing double the length of the neutral conductor.
- The assertion that the pre-bid discussion with the contracting offi-
cer was confined to this latter discrepancy was repeated by the contrac-
tor in its notice of appeal of October 1, 1957. Department counsel
by letter of October 23, 1959, informed the contractor of his appoint-
ment and also invited the submission of further evidence in support
of the appeal. In reply the contractor by letter of October 25, 1959,
reiterated its position concerning the pre-bid discussion. No brief'
has been filed by the contractor, nor has it requested a hearing. On
the other hand, Department counsel submitted a brief consisting of
23 pages. The contractor under date of April 6, 1960, filed a reply
to this brief in which it again denied the correctness of the findings
of the contracting officer, but did not ask for an opportunity to pre-
sent evidence to refute them.

The contractor has only made allegations in its various communica-
tions, and has not submitted proof which is sufficient to overcome the
findings and the decision of the contracting officer. Mere statements
in claim letters are not sufficient proof of essential facts which are
disputed.' Such allegations cannot be accepted as proof where they
are disputed by the Government. We quote from Duncan Construc-
tiorz Company: 2

* * * In the absence of such proof the Board must accept the record, together
with any testimony submitted by the Government_ as being correct, unless it,

IAAA Construction Company, 64 I.D. 440, 448, 57-2 CA par. 1510 (1957) Pappin
Construction Company, Eng. C&A No. 1120 (1957) Precision Scientific Company, ASBCA
No. 2804 (1955).

265 LD. 135, 139, 58-1 BCA par. 1675 (1958).
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on its face, shows error or that it is unbelievable. While the record pertaining
to .this item of the claim stems from oral understandings on both sides, and, as
such, is not of any great value to the Board in reaching its decision, the find-
ings of the contracting officer nust be presumed to be correct in the absence of
proof to tile contrary. (Emphasis supplied.)

In the instant case, the contracting officer's findings state that:

The record shows that the Contractor was aware of the discrepancies in the
Drawing, and his attention was called to the provision of specifications require
ing a complete and workable system regardless of errors, omissions or con--
flicts between the plans and specifications and advised to bid accordingly.

The contractor merely alleges that the discrepancy mentioned in
the findings "was not the same one that was actually discussed. Fol-
lowing the well-established rule, the Board must accept the contract-
ing officer's account as set forth in his findings of fact, there being no
proof to the contrary. It has been held that where a contractor is.
fully aware of an ambiguity before submitting its bid, it cannot,
have the ambiguity resolved in its favor.3

The Board is not insensitive to the fact that the actions taken by-
the predecessor contracting officer were not in conformity with para-
graph 1 of Standard Form 22, entitled "Instructions to Bidders,"
which reads:

Any explanation desired by bidders regarding the meaning or interpretation
of the drawings and specifications must be requested in writing and with.
sufficient time allowed for a reply to reach them before the submission of their-
bids. Oral explanations or instructions given before the award of the contract
will not be binding. Any interpretation made will be in the form of an ad-
dendum to the specifications or drawings and will be furnished to all bidders.
and its receipt by the bidder shall be acknowledged.

The predecessor contracting officer attempted to justify his actions.
on. the ground that because of the short time available prior to bid
opening he had no other alternative except to provide appellant with.
an oral interpretation. Obviously, however, he could have delayed:
the date of bid opening and issued a modification or an addendum.4
On the other hand, the contractor also disregarded the provision that
any explanation "must be requested in writing" and "with sufficient
time allowed for a reply to reach them before the submission of their-

sinvge Construction Corporation v. United States, 162 F. Supp. 190 (Ct. Cl. 1958)
Wisner & BecIker Biectric, Ine., 65 I.D. 388, 392, 58-2 BCA par. 1911 (1958).

4 It does not appear that the oral interpretation given by the predecessor contracting-
officer was prejudicial to the interest of other bidders. However, this fortuitous circum-
stance may not be present in other situations and we agree with the holding in Cart Myers_
Eng. CA No. 585 (1959), in which It was stated: "An addendum should have been is--
sued, prior to the bid opening so as to amend the specifications to show the true facts."
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bids." The failure of both parties to act in accordance with terms of
the quoted paragraph has the effect of leaving the record completely
barren of contemporaneous documentary evidence concerning the
subject matter of the pre-bid discussion.

This case is distinguishable from the holding in Peokhan Road
Corporation,5 in which when the contractor, before bidding, ques-
tioned the accuracy of a quantity stated in the invitation, the con-
tracting officer insisted that there was no error in the figure there
stated. In the instant case the predecessor contracting officer, on the
contrary, told the contractor that it would be expected to provide
"a complete and workable system regardless of errors, omissions or
conflicts" and specifically cautioned it to "bid accordingly." Thus, on
the basis of the facts as found by the contracting officer, it must be
concluded that the contractor submitted its bid not, only with full
knowledge of the discrepancy between Sheet #8 and Sheet #4, but also
with the understanding that the Government interpreted the contract
as calling for "a complete and workable" electric system irrespective
of any errors in the quantities stated in the footage table on Sheet #8.
Under these circumstances, if it did not provide in its bid for such
a contingency, it is bound by the consequences. 6

In view of the, information which the contractor had concerning
the Government's interpretation of the contract, it is unnecessary to
consider whether in the absence of such information the figures in
the footage table would take precedence over the measurements scaled
from Sheet #4.

This appeal illustrates the difficulties inherent in a claim involving
an issue of fact that is presented for decision on a record which con-
tains no convincing evidence by which such issue cduld be properly
resolved.; Despite reservations by the Board as to the propriety of
certain contract administration procedures employed by the contract-
ing officer, there is no evidence in the record that he erred in denying
the contractor's claim.

The appeal, therefore, is denied.

IERBRT J. SLAUGiTER, meimber.
PAUL H. GANTr, Chairman.

ASBCA No. 2042 (1954).
In Ross Engineering Company, Inc. v. United States, 118 Ct. Cl. 527 (1951), a con-

tractor was held to be bound by the interpretation which the representatives of the Gov-
ernment placed upon the contract where the contractor was informed of this interpretation
at a pre-award conference, and subsequently signed the contract without reservation or
exception thereto. Of. Korshoj Construction Co., Inc., 63 I.D. 129, 6 CCF par. 61,686
(1956).
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APPEAL OF WITZIG CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
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C ontracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Delays of Government-
Contracts: Interpretation :

Under a, contract which provides that the' Government will make "every
reasonable effort" to. deliver material in time to avoid delay in the progress
of the contractor's work "as outlined in. his construction program," and 
which also provides that no additional compensation will be paid should the
Government fail to make timely deliveries, the contractor is not entitled
to additional compeflsation on account of delay in the delivery of material
unless the Government has failed to make every reasonable effort to fur-
nish such material in time to be installed in the ordinary and economical
course of the performance of the contract

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Acts of Government
Under Clause 12 of the standard form of General Provisions for Government

construction contraets a contractor is not entitled to additional compensa-
tion for hindrances to performance of the contract work that are caused
bythe Government, or by persons acting under authorization from it, unless
such hindrances exceed those. that are necessary for the reasonable exer-
cise of the Government's right, as reserved in Clause 12, to have additional
work performed at the job site concurrently with the contract work.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS.

* Witzig Construction Company, of Corvallis, Oregon, has filed
timely appeals from the denial by the contracting officer, in a deci-
sion dated November 7, 1956, of a claim for an extension of time and

* from his denial, in .a decision dated March 29, 1957, of two claims for
additional compensation. The total amount in dispute is approxi-
mately $76,;000.

These claims arise under a contract with the Bonneville Power
-Administration (hereinafter referred to as "Bonneville") for the
construction of Schedule II of the Reston-McKinley 230 KV Trans-
mission Line in Coos County, Oregon. The contract, which was des-

*ignated No. 14-03-001-11796 and dated June 23, 1955, was on
Standard Form 23 (Revised March 1953) and incorporated the Gen-
eral Provisions of Standard Form 23A (March 1953) for construc-
tion contracts. It was a unit-price contract in the estimated amount
of $76,402.

Claim No. I

AdditionajCompensationforDelaysin ReceivwngMaterial:

* The principal claim asserted is for the extra costs to which appel-
lant alleges it was put by reason of late delivery of steel by the Gov-

560237-60- 1

:; . 1 ~ 273:-278 3 -
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ernment. The transmission line to be constructed by appellant was
approximately six miles long, and comprised 20 steel tower struc-
tures and 11 wood pole structures. Under the terms of the 'contrat,
the steel grillages for the footings of the towers, the steel bodies for
the towers, the poles for the wood pole structures, the conductor to be
strung between the structures, and sundry other items of material
were to be furnished by the Government. The contract specified
Fairview, Oregon, as the'point where the imaterial was to be made
available to appellant, and, subsequent to the award of the contract,
a.n maeriayardwas established at that 'ost by Bonneville.

The notice to proceed, which was dated June 29, 1955, provided
that it should be effective July 11, 1955, and it- was received, and
accepted by appellant before that date.' Establishment of July 11,
1955, as the effective date of the notice to proceed was consistent with
the contract, which allowed 45 days from June 8, 1965, the bid open-
ing date, for the issuance and receipt of such notice Since the con-
ftract fixed the performance period at 110days, the date for completion
of tie contract work wtas' Oct6be 29, 1955. Appellant began work on
July012,1955, but did not substant allycomplete the job u til Feb-
ruarv10, 195i6.

There was an important practical reason for completing the con-
tract work by as early in October as possible. The area to be tra-
'versed by the transmission line was in a mountainous region character-
ized by dry summers 'and wet winters. Normally October was a
transitional month, at some time during which the rainy season could
be e- -,ed to begin. The first storms would not be apt to create
serio- impediments to onstruction operations, but once enough
storm. had occurred for the ground to become thoroughlyisaturated
with Per, the movement of trucks and other equipment to and
betfvee( the structure sites could hardly fail to become a laborious
and f-nsive matter. Wind, rain, snow and cold would also tend
'to cu ' down the efficiency of the labor force, and might even compel

-a' suer ns;ou of operations. In testifying on this subject appellant's
mana -T' expressed the view that the costs of work performed during
the --; er would ru from three to five times greater than for work
done i the summer. When the- contract was made both appellant
and Bonneville were aware of the climatic pattern of the area, and
cognizsnt of the difficulties that might be expected if the job was
not fini shed before the rains came.

Appellant was unsuccessful in meeting this deadline, as has been
indicated, by a wide margin. It blames its failure to do so upon
delays by the Government in furnishing material. It asserts that
these delays greatly increased the costs of the job, particularly, but
not entirely, because of the prolongation of the work into the winter.
It computes the increased costs by taking the total of its expenditures
under the contract, inclusive of overhead, but exclusive of profit, and
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''by'deducting from them the amounts received under the contract.
On this basis appellant asserts that 'the Government owes it addi-
tional compensation in the amount of $73,461.33, less certain minor
adjustments.

The alleged delays on which. this claim is 'founded relate- to steel
for the tower footings and to steel for the tower bodies.

A carload of footing steel had reached the Fairview material yard
established by. Bonneville by the time appellant was ready to start
work on July 12. Other shipments followed. Appellant moved
expeditiously to assemble the steel into grillages, beginning on July 12
or I3. In performing this'work it encountered some problems because
of lack of material, mainly in the form of missing bolts and washers.
In some instances the bolts or washers were actually in the yard,
but were not immediately found; in thers they were of the wrong
size or type, but were promptly. replaced from Bonneville's ware-
house stores. There were also a few instances of misfabricated pieces
of steel that required longer to replace because of the necessity of
obtaining correctly fabricated pieces from Bonneville's steel supplier.
Occasional errors m abrication by a steel supplier are, however,. a
common hazard of transmission line work of Which appellant 'was
put Xon notice fy provisions in the contract that prescribed what
should be done when such errors were discovered.' Moreover, it was
possible for appellant to complete the bulk of the grillage assembly
without having the corrected pieces.' All in all, the evidence. indi-'
dates that any problems due to lack of footing steel' were minor ii
nature and, indeed, appellant's manager so testified.

Tower steel was a more serious matter. Of the 20 towers erected
'the steel for two was furnished by Bonneville from its warehouse
stock, and the steel for the remaining 18 was made up for this particu-
lar job by a steel supplier under contract with Bonneville. The two
towers furnished from stock reached the Fairview material yard by
July 26. The remaining 18 towers were shipped from the supplier's
plant in Seattle, Washington, in three carload lots. The first car-
load was loaded on July 14, the second on July 19, and the third on
July 29. The first and second cars Iappeared to have reached Fair-
view within about a week after their respective loading dates. The
third car arrived on August 3, and by August 5 the steel from it
had been 'unloaded by Bonneville and made available for use by
appellant. The- first and second cars did not contain all the pieces
requisite for the assembly of any one of. the 18 towers and, there-
fore, it was not until the unloading of the third car that the steel for
a complete tower, other than the two furnished from stock, was avail-
able to appellant. On August 5 appellant commenced the work of

'Sections 1-102-G, 7-505, 7-506-D, 8-107, and 8-112-N of the specifications.
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hauling the tower steel to the tower sites, where it would be assem-
bled ol the ground into sections; as large as could be conveniently
lifted by a' crane, and where each tower would ultimately be erected
by lifting these sections into place on the footings and fastening
them together. A few missing pieces were delivered after August ,
and some replacements for miisfabricated pieces had to be obtained
after, that date, but, as in the case of the similar occurrences with
respect to footing steel, these were clearly normal hazards, forecast
by the terms of the contract itself, that had no significant effect on
the progress of the job.

The record is somewhat sketchy as to the date when the fabrication
of the 18 towers was finished. It would seem, however, that most
of the pieces were ready by at least July 1, and could have been
'shipped from Seattle at that time had Bonneville requested its: steel
supplier to do so. One reason why Bonneville did not make such
a request was because the material yard at Fairview was not yet
ready. The yard was on privately-owned land and in the course of
arranging for a lease Bonneville was confronted with an unexpected
problem through its discovery that the apparent owner did not have
title to all the land. This so set back work on the yard that the rail-
road spur into it was still only partially complete when the footing
steel began to arrive on July 12. Another reason why Bonneville
'did not seek to expedite shipment of tower steel in early July was
that., as will subsequently appear, it was under the impression that
appellant would not need such steel until towards the middle of
August.

Appellant asserts that the Government should have provided tower
steel in such order and such amounts that the steel for complete towers
could have been moved from the Fairview yard to the tower sites at
the rate of one or two towers per day, beginning on approximately
July 15. To the failure to meet this schedule, it ascribes the major
portion of its difficulties in performing the job and, especially, its
inability to complete, the work by the contract date of October 29.

This brings us to the legal questions of what were the obligations
which the Government undertook when it entered into the contract
as to, first, the timing of material deliveries, and, second, the reim-
bursement of costs incurred by the contractor in consequence of a fail-
ure to make deliveries on time, should such a failire occur.

With respect to the first of these questions, the contract itself con-
tains no governing provisions, for it leaves entirely unspecified the
particular dates upon which either footing steel or tower steel were
to be delivered. The Court of Claims in a series of decisions has
'laid down the principle that where no date is specified in the con-
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tract., the Government should deliver material "in time to be in--
stalled in the ordinary and economical ourse of the performance
of the contract.." 2 This principle is applicable to the instant case.

With respect to the second question, the contract states:
The Government will make every reasonable effort to secure delivery of

construction materials, tools and equipment which the Government is to fur-
nish so as to avoid any delay in the progress of the contractor's work as out-
lined in hisiconstruction program. However, should the contractor be delayed
because of failure of the Government to make such deliveries, the contractor-
shall be entitled to no additional compensation or damages on account of such
delay. The only adjustment will be the granting of an appropriate extension
of time within the provisions of Clause 5 of this contract.

The Board interpreted in Appeal of PaI C. Kekrmiok Co.4 a provi-
sion in a Bonneville transmission line contract which used, lan
guage substantially identical with that above quoted to define the
duties of the Government, and the rights of the contractor, as re-
lated to delays' in providing the right-of-way for the contract work.5

The..Board interpreted the. provision as meaning that the Govern-
ment would make every 'reasonable effort to provide .the right-of-wayI
ir advance of the time when it was needed for the contract work,

:rather than as meaning that the right-of-way would: be made avail-
able within a reason'able tine. The Board further held that if the
Government did make every reasonable effort to provide the right-

.of-way, the contractor would not be entitled to additional comjpen-
sation for delays brought about by its unavailability; but that if the
Government did not make such an effort, then the contractor would
be entitled to additional compensation for such delays. We consider
that the same interpretation should be placed on the contract pro-
vision relating to material deliveries that is here involved.

In applying the foregoing principles to the facts of this appeal
a problem is presented because the evidence reveals that there were
two different sequences of work-both seemingly reasonable-which
could have been employed to do the job.

one sequence would have been to concentrate initially upon the
various operations involved'in building the footings, and to move the
tower steel from the material yard to the tower sites only when and
as the footings at a substantial proportion of the sites had been com-
pleted. Bonneville's construction experts testified that this.was the
customary practice, and the one they anticipated appellant would
employ. Had it been followed, tower steel would not have been need-
ed until August 5, 1955, or later.

The, other sequence would have been to start the operations of
moving and assembling the tower steel concurrently with the com-

2 Peter Ifiewit Sons' o. v. United States, 18 Ct. C. 668, 64-75 (1957) Thonpson
v. United,States, 130 Ct. CL. 1, 7 (1954); Uhatender v. United States, 127 Ct. Cl. 557, 563
(1954) Walsh v. United States, 121 Ct. Cl. 546, 555 (195

2
)L.

Section 3-102-F of the specifications.
4 IBCA-39, 63 I.D. 209, 215, 223-231, 56-2 BCA par. 1027 (1956).

A like right-of-way provision appears in section 3-104-B of the specifications of the
instant contract.
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mencement of work on- the footings. This was the procedure which
appellant actually intended to employ. At the hearing appellant's
manager presented some cogent reasons in its favor, predicated on the
facts that the building- of the six miles of transmission line here in
issue called for as many separate crafts and skills 'as 'would the con-
struction o f a much longer line, that serious recruiting problems were
posed because each of these crafts and skills would be needed feor only
a- relatively small space of time, and that the work of all of them
ivas required to be fitted, into a performance' period much shorter
than the time suallr allowed for constructing the longer lines in
comection with which the customary practice testified to by the Bon-
neville experts had been developed. There were enough tower sites
with sufficient room for concurrent operations to admit of appellant's
intended sequence of work being attempted, provided the work' were
sillfilly organized 'o as to insure completion of the footings at the
smaller sites, where there was not enough room to build the footings
and assemble the tower sections 'at the same time, while 'the steel for.
the larger sites was being moved and assembled. And, of 'course, in
order to admit of this sequence being successfully pursued, it would
have been necessary 'for the steel for complete.towers to have been
available at the material yard on July 12 or shortly thereafter. ,

;The key to the solution of the 'problem thus presented is, we con-
sider to be found in thefact that Bonneville believed, and justifiably
so, that the first of the two' sequences of work we have. mentioned
was the one which appellant proposed to follow, until it was too late
for a successful shift to the second. On June 23, 1955, the day the
contract was awarded, Boneville construction and supply officials'
met with appellant's manager for a general discussion of the perform-
ance of the contract. The minutes of thisimeeting reveal that, while
the contractor's manager spoke briefly of how he~planned to do the
job, nothing was said which might have alerted the Bonneville offi-
cials to the possibility that appellant would want tower steel during
the first month or so of performance. .Appellant's manager testified,
moreover, that he was unable to recall any occasion, prior to the series
of letters that will be discussed later, on which this, possibility was
mentionedtoBonnevillepersonel.

At the ieeting on June 23 the manager agreed to furnish a con-
struction program within approximately one week's time 6 Bonne-

Section 2-102 of the specifications provided: "Immediately following award of contract,
the contractor shall. furnish the contracting officer a written program otlining In
reasonable detail his proposed sequence of operations. The contractor shall at no time
change his program without the approval of the contracting officer. The contracting
officer shall have the right to require changes in the program at any time to meet require-
ments of timely completion of the work. The contracting officer will inform the contractor
in writing as the work proceeds of the status of deliveries of materials to be furnished
by the Government, or the status of right-of-way availability, or both. Approval of the
contractor's program shall in no event be construed as relieving the contractor of any
responsibility in connection with his performance of the Work in the time specified."
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Ville's; Chief of Construction, in' calling for the program, stated::
* * * within a week's time, we would like to have you prese nt us a construc-

tion schedule of how you are going to start, when you are going to put up
wood pole and steel structures and When: you are going to string. This is the
first job you have. had,on lines. If you stay on schedule we are one happy
family and if you get behind we get in your hair.. With your cooperation we
will make out all right. We definitely want that construction schedule in here.
Would a week from today be an unreasonable timTe?

The construction prpgran was submitted to Bonneville on or before
July 5, 1955. It was in the form of a graph that showed anticipated
progress by three curves, one marked "Footings," another "Towers,"
and the third "Conductor." The approximate starting dates shown
by the graph were 5uly- 11 for "Footings," August 19 for- "Towers,"
and September' 17 for "Conductor." There can be no questidn but
that the curve for "Towers," beginning at approximately August 19,
was intended to comprehend the operation of assembling the tower
sections on the ground as well as the operation of erecting the towers
after the sections had been assembled, for appellant's manager cn-
ceded this much.- It: is unnecessary to' consider whether this curve
was also intended to comprehend the operation of moving the tower
steel to the tower sites, for: appellant 'had sufficient trucks and men
to move enough steel oft and after August 5 to admit of an ffiient
assembly 6peration being initiated 'by August 19.- That date fell-on
a Friday and ass6inbbiy of the tower sections was actually commenced
ol the ensuing Monday. Hence, it must- be concluded that the Gov-
ermiinent's deliveries of tower steel were timely if the' I nstmction
program be accepted as the criterion of "the ordinary and economical
course of the performa ce of the contract."

Appellant contends, however, that it' was led to believe' substan-
tially all of the tower steel would be delivered at' the Fairview yard
in mid-July by reason of a. "Material Availability Survey" that was
handed its nanager at the meeting on June 23. This document indi-
cated that some of the footing steel was due to arrive at Seattle on
June 23, that the balance of the footing steel was available "nowl
that part of the tower: steel was available "now," and that the re-
mainder would be available on July .15. The minutes of the meeting
contain statements by the Bonneville officials that the material "is not
on the job, it is'in Seattle and scattered around" and other statements
which should have made 'it clear to appellant's manager that the
references to availability in the document handed him were to avail-'
ability at some point on the Bonneville system or at 'the Supplier's
plant in Seattle, and not to availability at Fairview.7 They should

The "Material Availability Survey" was written in terms which themselves suggested
that these references were not to availability at the Fairview yard, for the date of avail-
ability given for most of the items listed was "now," whereas the only mention made of the
yard, which had not yet been established, was a statement "Yard expected to be at Fair-
view, Oregon" (italics supplied).' . '
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also have made. it clear to him that the July 15 date was merely the
date when, so far as Bonneville could then estimate, the supplier would
have the tower steel ready for shipment. Nor was there anything.
in the "Material Availability Survey" to indicate that shipment would
be made to Fairview as soon as the tower steel was ready, even if the
construction program submitted should indicate, as was here the case,
that shipment at a later date would be in time to meet appellant's
needs.

Appellant also contends that in a series of letters, written sub-
sequent to the submission of the construction program, it made known
to Bonneville the immediacy of its needs for tower steel. These letters
were dated, respectively, July 14, July 20, and July 30, 1955, and each
appears to have been received about two days after its date. The first;
letter was very general, and merely stated that appellant did not have
enough "material.": The second enumerated various classes of footing.
and wood pile material as lacking at the Fairview yard, and included,
a statement that according to the "Material Availability Survey"
given appellant "all of the material should be. available at this time."
The third letter was the first one in which tower'steel was specifically
mentioned. The two earlier letters were understood by Bonneville as
being directed; to footing steel and wood poles, and in response to
them efforts were made to expedite deliveries of those items. When
the third letter was received only one carload of tower steel had not
yet reached Fairview, and that was already on its way there.

The contract provision requiring the;Government to make "every
reasonable effort" to deliver material in time to avoid delay in the.
progress, of the contractor's work uses the phrase "as outlined in his
construction program" to describe the progress to which this require-
ment is directed. In view of this phrase, the Board considers that
the construction program submitted by appellant must be accepted
as the criterion of what would constitute "the ordinary and econom-
ical course of the performance of the contract," rather than the
undisclosed sequence of work which appellant's manager actually
had in mind. Neither the "Material Availability Survey," nor the
series of letters in July, nor any other circumstance revealed by the
record calls for a different conclusion, since in none of them was
there anything to cause Bonneville to question the correctness of
the construction program until the letter of July 30, 1955, was re-
ceived. By then the final carload of tower steel was already in
transit.

With respect to footing steel, the case is somewhat difficult. The
construction program indicated that the need for footing steel would
commence as soon as appellant got oni the job, and the BQnneville
officials fully understood the urgency of this need even before they
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received the-program. Whether they made '%veiy reasoinaieeffort"
to.satisfy it is a question that need not be decided for the evidence
is to the effect that te delays in delivering bolts, wahers,ahd other

'items for the footing grillages caused no pecuniary loss to appellant.
Assembly of the grillages was a task of small proportions that,
according -to appellant's manager, could be performed by two linemen
in about one week's tine. Notwithstanding the delays in receipt
of material, this task was; actuallycompleted, with immaterial ex-:
ceptions, beforeAugust 5,1955. i
- There is nothing to suggest. that the timing of the deliveries of
footing steel made the" assembly of the grillages more expensive
than would otherwise have been the case. There is likewise no en-
dence that it hampered timely completion of. the footings. This is
indicated by the fct that other operations, such as staking of the
tower sites and digging of excavations for the grillages, which had
to be performed before the footings could be set, progressed Vmore
'slowly than did as'sembly of the grillages. Appellant's manager testi-
'fied that throughout the period from July 12 to August 5< 1955, it
was difficult for him to find enough work to do keep his crew busy,
even though the grilags were being assembled during this period at
a rate that' resulted in 'their substantial' completion before its end,
and that he considered it would be inexpedient to-enlarge the crew
until tower steel was at hand. Unquestionably the slow progress of
the job as a whole up to August 5 was due to the fact that appellant
was waiting for tower steel, riatheer than to the lateness of some-of
the footing steel; For these reasons, it is hard tosee how acceleration
of deliveries of the latter would have saved appellant any money.

in viewo f the 'foregoing the Board finds that the tower steel was
delivered in time to be installed in the ordinary and economical
course of the performance of the contract,iand that the Government
made every reasonable effort to deliver it in time to be so' installed.
The Board further finds that appellant incurred no extra costs or
'other damage by reason of late delivery of footing steel.

* Accordingly, the laim- for additional compensation for delays in
receiving material is denied.

Claim No. 2

Extension of Time for Delays inReeiving lateral

The contract work was, as has been mentioned, substantially com-
pleted on: February 10, 1956, which was 104 days after the completion
date of. October 29, 1955, stipulated in the contract. By Change
Order "A" dated September 29, 1955, an extension of time in the
amount of 16 days:was granted on account of sundry"acts of the
Government," one of which was delay, in. furnishing certain pieces

56023,7-60-2::
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of. footi-ngsteel. Subsequently, extensions oftime aggregating 45

*days were granted on account of delay caused by unusually severe

weather during October .1955, and subsequent months. Jn addition

an. extension of time of 9 days was allowed on account of. a mis-

take by. the; Government in, furnishing replacements for certain pijeces

of tower, steel damaged by appellant. There remain 34 days of unex-

cused delay. in -.c pletion, for which appellant, has been asessed

liquidated damages at,-the, rate of $100 per day specified in the con-

tract, or a total of $3,400.
The claim .here asserted is that the extension of time granted by

Change Order "A" should have encompassed 46 days, instead of

only 16, thereby: entitling appellant to re mission qf $3,000 out f

.the liquidated damagesassessed.,
The 16 days actually granted were computed 'by the .conttipg

officer in the.following manner: appellant was considered to have lost

.by reason of acts of the Government approximately one-third of the

23 days which elapsed between July 12 and Aigust t nhe:normal

weather during .the period immediately following the contract com-

pletion date of October 29 ,was considered to be sufficiently .unfavor-

able for transmission line construction as to require approximately

two days, for the attainment of the same amount of progr ess that

could be. achieved in one day under normal summer weather condi-

tions; and, hence, 8 days were taken as the measure, of the time lost

and twice that amount as the measure of the extension of time that

should be granted to compensate for the time; lost- Appellant,! on

the other hand, contends that the unavailability of steel for complete

towers caused it to lose all of the 23 days in question, and, there-

fore, that an extension of time of at least 46 days should havebeen

allowed.
VThe evidence fails to support this contention. It is obvious .that

appellant did not lose all of the time that elapsed between July 12

and August 5, for during this period it assembled grillages for the

footings, made excavations for' the.footings,, and performed other

items of work.: A graph prepared by Bonneville on the basis of its

inspectors' reports indicates that as of August 5, 1955, the job as a

whole was about 10% complete. It is also clear that appellant could

reasonably have made more progress prior to that date than it ac-

tually achieved. For example, the work done onthe footings was

substantially less than it would have been practicable to do, notwith-

standing the delays in delivering footing steel. We find that the time

'ost by reason of "unforeseeable causes beyond the control and with-

out the fault or negligence of the -Contractor," within the meaning of

Clause 5 of the General Provisions of the contract, that arose before

August 5, 1955, did; not exceed '8 calendar days in the aggregate.

Nor does the record justify' a conclusion 'tht the two-for-on e ratio
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employed by the contracting officer in calculating the amount of the
extension of time included in Change Order "A"1 was too small. The
periods of unusually severe weather that occurred during the winter
have been excluded fromlthe liquidated damages computation by vir-
tue of the other extensions of time subsequently granted. 'The ro-
mainder of the rainy season is not shown to have been so unfavorable
for transmission line construction as to Support a higher ratio than
was used by the contracting officer. We find that an extension of
time in the amount of 16'calendar days was sfficiaent to fully com-
pensate apellant for the time lost by reason of excusable causes that
arose before August 5, 1955,

This being so, the contention of the .Goverrnnent that appellant's
acceptance of Change Order "A" precludes allowance of any further
extension of time on account of either tower steel or footing steel
need not be examined

The claim for an additional extension of time for delays in receiv-
ing material,therefore,'isdenied. X

Claim No.3

Additional Compensatio ffor Hindrances Caused by SlasAB urning

This claim is for extra costs alleged to have been incurred through
the burning of slash on the right-of-way for the transmission line
while appellant was engaged in stringing the conductor. The amount
claimed is '$961.47.

The right-of-way traversed a forested area in which private land-
holdings were intermingled with Federally-owned lands, adminis-
tered in part by the Bureau of Land Management of this Depart-
ment, and in part by the Forest Service of the Department of Agri-
culture. Burning within the area was subjected to strict legal con-
trols imposed by these agencies and also by the State of Oregon.

Appellant's manager made a pre-bid investigation of the right-
'of-way a short time before the bid opening date of June 8, 1955.
Logging operations were then in progress on the lands traversed by
the right-of-way, and a contractor with Bonneville was engaged in
clearing the right-of-way preliminary to construction of the trans-
mission line. Appellant's manager noticed these activities. He
should have been aware, if' he was 'not, that the slash resulting from
the logging and the clearing would ultimately have to be burned in
order to eliminate it as a potential fire hazard, but that, as the dry
season was at hand the burning would not be permitted until Oc-
tober or thereabouts.

After the contract with appellant had been made, a plan for burn-
ing the slash was worked out under the leadership of the Forest Serv-
ice and the Bureau of Land Management. Appellant had no part in
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the formulation of this plan, but ws advised of its existence by
Bonneville.' The plan contemplated that the slash would-be burned as
it lay scattered on the ground in a oordinated burning operation
that encompassed the whole area. Such a burning operation is feasi-
ble of accomplishment, it would appear, only during a very short
period in the autumn when enough rain has fallen to forestall a
forest fire, but yet not enough to prevent thorough combustion of the
brush, limbs and other timber debris. Appellant's manager was
given advance iformation of the approximate date when'the slash
burning would begin, but not of the exact date, which, being de-
pendent upon the progress of the rainy season, was determined only a
short time before the operation was started.

Whilethe burning was still in progress, appellant started the work
of stringing the conductor between the structures. The stringing ap-
pears to have begun- on October 20, '1955, a Thursday, and the fires
appear to have been extinguished by October 25, a Tuesday. During
'the interval it was necessary at times for the stringing crew to move
the conductor out of the path of the fires, and on two nights the con-
-ductor was hauled up into the air' to forestall any possibility of its
being burned, should. the fires flare up while the crew was absent.
In addition, the fires destroyed a number of logs which appellant
had piled up 'in a small canyon on the right-of-way to serve as a
bridge for its equipment. The sum claimed represents the extra
costs entailed by reason of these events. -

Situations such as this where a contractor, when submitting his bid,
had good reason to anticipate that the Government ight authorize
other persons to perform. work at the same time and place as the work
to be performed by the contractor; have customarily been resolved
throigh application of the rule of reasonableness to the conduct of
each party. Thus, it has been held that if such other persons use
-methods that do not make the contractor's situation more difficult
than is necessary for the accomplishment of the jobs they have been
authorized to do, the Government is not answerable to the contractor
for inconvenience or harm resulting from their operations, but that
if such other persons do their jobs by methods that fail to give
due regard to the contractor's operations, then the Government is
answerable.':

Clause 12 of the General Provisions of the contract here involved
states:

The Government may undertake or award other contracts for additional work,
and the Contractor shall fully cooperate with; such other contractors and Gov-
ernment employees and carefully fit his own work to such additional work as
may be directed by the Contracting Officer. The Contractor shall not commit

8 Anthony P. Miller, Im. v. United States, 111 Ct. CL. 252, 85 (1948); Walsh Brothers
v. Uinited States, 107 Ct. Cl. 627, 644-45 (1947); chmoll v. United States, 91 Ct. Ci. ,
32 (1940); of. Appeal of Barnard-Ciertiss Co., IBCA-82, 64 I.D. 312, 321, 7-2 BCA par.
1373 (1957).
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or permit, any act which will interfere with the performance of work by any
other contractor or by Government employees. .

-In view of.-this, express, stipulation, any contention that the Gov-
ernment should have given the conduct of appellant's stringing opera-
tion a complete, and absolute priority over, the conduct of the burn-
ing operation would be clearly untenable.

From the circumstances of this case,_ as outlined- above, the Board
is. satisfied.. that the extra costs incurred by appellant, in moving the:
conductor. and hauling it up at night were merely necessary conse-,
quences of a reasonable exercise of the rights reserved by the Gov-
ernment in Clause 12 of the General Provisions. Removal of the
slash would have been incomplete unless the. fires were permitted to
traverse the. center line strip of the right-of-way where stringing was

progress. The burning* of the tenporary bridge, on the other
hand'. was not necessary for removal of the slash and, it would seem,
could easily-have been avoided. Certainly, if there had 'been, for.
example, a ranger, cottage. or a transmission line strueture at the same
point, the Government would have taken measures to: protect it from
the, fires. The Board considers that appellant is entitled to additional
compensation for the extra costs :incurred through the destruction of
the bridge.:

The record contains an itemization of the. costs included in this
claim which was checked by Bonneville employees familiar with the
slash burning, and considered by them to be correct. The. itemiza-
tion shows that these costs are based oi a total of 8 crew hours, of'
which 4 crew hours are: allocated to the destruction of the bridge.
TUsing this ratio, we find that the extra costs- attributable to the lat- 
ter event are $480.74.

: f : : 0 i - ; ONCLU1:SION :S E ; : .: 

The appeals are sustained to the extent of $480.74, as stated above,
and are otherwise denied.

:IIE1BIRT J. SIAUGHmE, Amember.
PAXL H. GANTT, Chairman.

Ht. E. STUCKENHOFF, CLYDE A. BREEN

A-28335; DecidedJuly 12, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Rentals-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination

An oil, and gas lease does not automatically terminate on its:.anniversary date
for failure to pay rental" on or before that date where therent was paid
before the' anniversary date bit, due to an oversight on the part of the land
office, it was erroneously returned to the lessee and was not physically ia
the land office on the anniversary date.
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APPEAL FROM TME BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

This is an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior by H. E. Stucken-
hoff and Clyde A. Breen from a decision of the Director, Bureau of'
Land Management, dated December 15, 1959, 'dismissing their appeal
fron a decision of the land office at Cheyenne, Wyoming, dated Au-
gust 31, 1959, returning, unapproved, a partial assignment out of oil
and gas lease Cheyenne 077873 and the eleventh year's rental tendered
by the assignor and the assignee. > 

The Director held that the assignment was in proper form for ap-
proval and that although the decision of August 31, 1959, was er-
roneous in returning the advance rental it would serve no purpose to
approve the assignment since the lease terminated by operation of
law on September 1, 1959, for failure to pay the. rental on or before
that date. He stated that while the rental had been tendered in
August 1959, it had been returned and "was not on hand in the office
on the anniversary date of the eleventh year, September 1, 1959." He
held further that the appellants should have returned the rentals if
they intended to maintain the lease but that the rentals could not be
accepted if tendered because acceptance of the rental on an expired
lease cannot serve to continue the lease.

Cheyenne 077873 was issued as of September 1, 1949,. pursuant to
section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958
ed. 'see. 226). It was extended'for an additional 5-year term at the end
of its primary term and at that time: (September 1, 1954) became sub-
j~ect to the1provisions of the amendatory act of July'29, 1954 (68 Stat.
583). The latter act authorizes the partial assigment of leases which
are in their extended term and provides that the segregated leases of
undeveloped lands shall continue in full force and effect for 2 years
and so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities
(30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 187a) . It also provides that upon the failure
of a lessee to pay rental on or before the anniversary date of the
lease, for any lease on which there is no well capable of producing oil
or gas in paying. quantities, the lease shall automatically terminate by
operation-of law (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 188).

On July 22, i959, a partial assignment of the lease from Stuckenhoff
to Breen was filed. On the same date, Stuckenhoff and Breen were
notified that a ,rcent amendment of the.oil and gas leasing regulations
required a statement from a party seeking to acquire acreage under
the Mineral Leasing Act as to whether he Is the sole party in interest.1
They were informed further that the information called for must be
filed prior to July 31, 1959, in order for the lease to be extended for an
additional 2 years,; otherwise the lease would expire on- August- 31,
1959. -- - ;- ; - X X

.'That decision anddthe-lateroneof. August .31 1959, cited 43 CFR 192.42(e)((iii),
relating to lease offers. The correct citation for the regulation governing the showing to
be made by assignees is 43 CFR 192.140, as ainended by Circular 2019 (24 RR. 4630)-
43 CFI'R, 1959 Supp., 192.140.
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Breen filed the statement called for on July 24, 1959.. On August
13, 1959, Stuckenhoff paid the eleventh year's rent on his retained
portion of the lease aid, on August 24, 1959 Breen paid the rent for
the assigned portion.

The land office decision of August 31, 1959, held that, since Breen
had flailed to submit the. statement called for, the partial assignment
never became effective. It held that the leas expied by operation
of law' on August 3,1959, and, as noted above, returned the checks
submitted by Stuckenhoff andBreen for the eleventh year's rent.

The record shows that Breen received the land office decision on
Septem ber 4 1959, and that on the' same'dat e wro te a letter to the
land office requesting that the file relating to; the assignment be re-
examined for the statement. This letter was received in'the land
office on September. 8, 1959. There is nothing inthe record to show
when Stuckenhofl received the decision of August 31, 1959. . However,
his. notice of appeal dated September 5, 1959, was received in the land
office on September 9, 1959.

While we agree.,with.the Director that the decision of . August 31,
1959, was wrong in refusing to recognize the effectiveness of the partial
assignment to extend the segregated portions of the lease and in
returning the rental payments,. we cannot agree, in the circumstances
of this case, that the appeal should have been dismissed for the reasons
given. . , :

The land. office evidently overlooked the, fact that Breen had- sub-
mitted the required statement in the month of July. and that therefore,
upon approval, the assigninent would become effective as of- the first
day of the following month, August1, 1959, and, all else being regular,
operate to extend both, portions of the. lease for an additional 2 year
period.

However, the parties cannot be penalized because the rent was not
in the land lie on'Septembef' 1.959.' The'parties had paid the rent
before the anniversary date of the lease and had thus saved themselves
from the ienalt yof automatic termination provided for in the act
of July 29, 1954. It was through no fault of theirs that their checks
were returned to them. The checks were evidently in transit on
September 1, 1959, and it Wasnot until after that date that the parties
learned that the lease was considered to have terminated on August' 31
1959.

-To h-ld; as the -Director did, that the rent muist be phyics in
the land office-.on. the annivers ry, date of the lease, not ithstanding
the fact that the action of the la.nd office made this impossible,! and to
hold, at: the same timed that notwithstanding the' error of. the land
office a return of the payments at a-later date could avail ;the parties
nothing 'isto hold that theiparties lost'their rights under the lease
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even though they had complied in every respect with the requirements
of the Mineral Leasinig Act. Such holdings 6bvioiisly cannot stand.

The situation is not at all comparable witfrDuncan Miller, Az27683
(November" i,' 958), cited by: the Director;' There, Miller, over a
year after his oil and gas lease offer had been rejected, accepted a
refund of the advance rental submitted withhis offer while his appeal
from the rejectiofi of his offer was pending. The Depa'rtment'pointed
out that the pertient regulation made it mandiatory that fan ofer to
lease must be accompanied by the first year's rental and that an offer
not acco'mpanied by the rental would be rejected.': It held:

* From the time that Miller accepted the refund of the rental, his offer
was no longer oinlcompliance with the regulation and earned him no priority
over later qualfied applicants. * 't

Seealso Duncat Miller,A-27693 (December 3, 1958).
-Here, the land office refused to accept'payment of the eleventl

* year's rental under the erroneous view'that no payment was' due
because 'the- lease 'expired by operation of law- on 'August 31, 1959.
The appellants appealed immediately.

It having been 'established that the lease could have:-been extended
by the partial assignment and that the appellants had paid the rent
before the anniversary date of the lease, resubmission of the rent for
the'eleventh year of the lease will be accepted .2

X Therefore, it is concluded that the Director was in error in dismiss-
ing the appeal and in holding that the lease expired by operation of.
law on September 1, 1959, for the failure of the appellants to pay
the eleventh year's rent.

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 348)', the decision of the Director'0f the Bureau of
Land Management is reversed.

GEORGE W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITz,
Depity Solicitor.

PAUL J. HINKEY

A-28345 Decided Julzy 12, 1960

Mining Claims: Surface Uses-Surface Resources Act: Verified' Statement
A verified statement required under the act of July 23, 1955, is properly re-

jected' and the use of the surface resources denied to a mining claimant who
files such statement after the termination of the period of 150 days pre-
scribed by the statute for such filing,:

2 The appellants must also resubmit the assignment returned to them with the decision
of August 31, 1959.
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dining Claims: Surface Uses-Surface Resources Act: Verified StatementZ
Notice

-The statutory requirement for, mailing by registered mail of a copy of the
. published notice described in, section 5 of the act of` :'ly 23, 1955, to a mini

:ing claimant :is Smet by the mailing of the notice by registered mail to his
address of record and it is immaterial that-he mav not have personally
received the notice because he did not live at the address.

APPEAL ROX THE BUREAU OF LAND XAXAGEXENT

Paul J. Hinkey has-appealed to the Secretary of the Interior- from
a decision of the Director of the Bureau: of LanId Management dated
November 10, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the manager of the
land office-at Boise,. Idaho,. dated August 8,. 1958, rejecting his state-
ment filed on July 14, 1958, in purported: compliance with section
5(a) of the act of July 23, 1955, (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 613(a)), for
the reason that it was not filed within 150 days from February 5, 1958,
as required by the statute.
* Hinkey admits that, he did not file the verified statement required
to protect his rights to surface: resources on his mining claims in .Boise
County, Idaho, within the 150-day period following the first publi-
cation of notice of proceedings to determine rights of mining claim-
ants to the use of surface resources on mining claims within the Boise
Basin Area of Boise' 'National Forest. He attempts to: excuse his
failure to do so by asserting that the notice was published in "an
obscure, very limitedly read paper at Idaho City, Idaho" instead of
Idaho's most widely read newspaper, the Daily Statesman, and that
'he was never personally notified of the publication of the notice.'

It is sufficient answer to Hinkey's assertions to observe that the stat-
ute which requires that the notice be published is explicit in its direc-
tive that such notice be published "in a newspaper having general cir-
culation in the county in which the lands involved are situated" and
that the-statute merely requires that a copy of the notice be mailed by
registered mail addressed to each person found to be in possession of
or engaged in working the claim or whose name and address is set forth
in the title;'or abstract company's or title abstractor's or attorney's
certificate as having an interest in the claims. The notice was pub-
lished in the newspaper published at the county seat of Boise County
and a copy; of it was properly mailed to Hinkey at the address found
on examination of the claims. Thus the requirements of the statute
were fully met. It is immaterial that he did not actually receive the
copy. William Kuhn,66 I.D.268 (1959).

Because Hinkey's verified statement was filed after the termination
of the 150-day period prescribed by the statute, it was properly re-
jected and, use of the surface resources on his mining claims was prop-
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early denied to him. Hines Gilbert Gold Mines, Company, 65 I.D. 481
(1958); James H. Marsh, A-28322 (June 13, 1960).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2..2A(4) (a, Depatnental
Manual; 24 F.i. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF THE EAGLE CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION

IBCA-230 Decided July /8,1960

Contracts: Subcontrators and Suppliers
In order to be entitled to an extension of time based on an excusable delay

* under Clause 5(c) of U. S. Standard Form 23A, the contractor must allege
or prove specific facts that the failure to complete the contract work on
time was due to causes that were unforeseeable by, beyond the control of,
and without the fault or negligence of, the contractor and its supplier.

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Unforeseeable Causes
A contractor who is directed to perform extra work, after the completion

date of the contract has passed is entitled to an extension of time equal
to the number of daysfrliom the date the work was directed until the date
when it, is completed, provided the contractor has not delayed the extra
work unnecessarily.

BOARD OF CONTRACTAPPEALS,

The Eagle fConstruc,tion Corporation, P. 0. Box, 181, Loveland,
Colorado, filed a timely appeal from a letter. findings of, fact and
decision of the: contracting officer, dated November 16, 1959, which
denied appellant's requests for an extension of time on acount of
delays in completing the performance Qt Contra-ct No.110-235-396,
dated September 19, 1958, with the National Park: Service.- ;

The contract provided for the. construction of extensions .of water
anid sewer systems and a sewage treatment plant at the Headquarters
and Utility Area in Rocky Mountaii National Park: Colorado. It
was on U. S. Standard Form 23' (Revised March 1953) and incor-
porated the General Pfovisions of U.'S. Standard Fo ni' 23A (March
19$3)., The contract was on a unit price basis, the' total estimated
contract price being $70,440.60.1

'Change Order No. 1, dated; June 26, 1959,. reduced the contract consideration in the
amount of 450: However, Change Ordeis. Nos. 3 and 4, dated July 9 and August 10,
1959, respectively, increased it in the respective amounts of $3826 and $290. Conse-
quently, the final contract price was $74,106.50.
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The contract stipulated' that the work should be started within
15 days after the date of receipt of notice to proceed, and should be
completed within 120. calendar days from the same date. Appellant
acknowledged receipt of notice to proceed on October 2, 1958, thus
establishing the date for completion of the work as January 30, 1959.

The General Provisions of the contract included the 'usual "delays-
damages" provision '(Clause 5), under which the contractor was not
to be charged with liquidated damages because of "any delays in the
completion of the work due to'unforeseeable causes beyond the con-
trol and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor," including,
but not restricted to certain named causes, or because of "delays of
subcontractors or suppliers due to such causes." Paragraph 2 of
Section III of the General Provisions of the specifications provided
for the assessment of liquidated damages at the rate of $50 a day for
each calendar day of inexcusable delay in the completion of the con-
tract work.

In letter of January 6, 1959, the contracting officer directed the
appellant to suspend all work under the contract due to adverse
weather as of the close of business on December 31, 1958, and informed
it that the remainder of the work would be resumed, upon his written
notice. By letter of May 15, 1959, he notified the appellant that it
should resume the work as of June 1, 1959, thus extending the date
for its completion to June 30,1959.' Change Order No. 3, dated July
9, 1959,' granted an extension of time of 10 calendar days on account
of certain extra work provided for in the order, thus establishing the
date for completion 'of the work as July 10, 1959.

The work, however, was not substantially completed until August
I, 1959.-

By Change Order No. 4, dated August 10, 1959, appellant' was
directed'to perform additional items of extra work.2 The concluding
paragraph of the order stated:

As these extra items of work are ordered following the completion of work
specified in your original contract and in Change Orders No. I, 2 and 3, it is
agreed procurement and installation of these extra items' shall be completed
within 30 days, or:not later than September 10,1969.

Appellant accepted Change Order No. 4, and completed the work
provided fo hein by September 7, 1959.

The appellant, in letter of July 1, 1959, requested an extension of
time in; the performance of work tinder the contract, without specify-
ing any period of time. It pointed out, however, that the job was com-
plete except ' or"th" e rock in the Rotary Distributor 13asi,

~istributor;,and completion of the electrical hook up of the component

~.These -comprised the procurement and installation of solenoid valve, a metal overi
flow weir, and a sewer.manhole connection, at:the. lump. sum price of $290.- 
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parts of- the Sewage Plaint." It asserted that the placing of rock. in
the Rotary Distributor Basin was delayed approxtimately 30 days by
a combination of circumstances beyond its control, il that its sup-
plier, JINFILCO Incorporated, of Tucson, Arizona, "assured us by
letter [dated May 15 1959] that the 7½ Hi-Cap tile would be
shipped on that day and would be about one week enroute." A quan-
tity of tile, it stated, was actually received on June 17, 1959, but the
supplier had shipped 4" tile instead of ii/½!" tile.' The appellant de-
clared that the Goverinent thereupon accepted the 4" tile 'on a
Change Order."a

In the letter of July 1, 1959, the appellant also Stated:
The Rotary Distributor for tis jb was ordered September 25th, 958, it

a promised delivery of four months. The last six months have been spent by us
in a frantic effort to get delivery of this unit. We have called Infiico time after
time and have had any and all varieties of stories presented to us that an active
imagination could bring Up., We dognot know to- this date what the' actual delay
was but the shipping date on the Center Column, now is July 15th, 1959, from
Tucson and the shipping date on the Rotary Arm, the week oft July 24th, 1959
from Salem, Missouri. We assure you, that ve will install> this equipment m-
mediately npon its arrival. (Italics supplied.)

In letter of August 18, 1959, the. appellant again referred to its re-
quest for an extension of time and stated that at the time, its bid was
prepared it had twoquotations for.the rotary. distributor 4 and that
the quotation from INFILCO Incorporated was accepted because of
"price advantage and earliest promised delivery date." It also stated
that its supplier was requested to proceed with the fabrication of the
rotary distributor in January, 1959, prior to the approval of the plans,
:"because they were not getting the plans to us."5.

The appellant, in letter of September 1, 1959, said in part:
It is our feeling that since-we have no control over the manufacturer, some

consideration for an extension of timecould be given for, the late delivery of the
rotary distributor supplied by Infilco.

In letter of October 22, 1959, the appellant presented the further
contention that the issuance of Change Order No. 4 had,"the-effect of
holding the entire contract open until the completion date of the extra
work," and thereby precluded, any assessment of liquidated damages

3Presumably, the order referred to was Change Order No. 1, dated June 6, 1959, in
which the appellant was directed to install 4V2" minimum height (standard size)l tile
filter block in lieu of 5" minimum height (high capacity) filter block. This order provided
for a reduction of the contract consideration In the amount of $450. Obviously, the appel-
lant erred in stating that the Government had accepted 4" tile, since the order provided
for the installation of 42" minimum height tile filter block.

One was from INFILCO Incorporated, and the other was from "Dorr's."0
r Appellant stated: "In an effort to obtain the plans to be presented for approval, two

letters were written and several telephone calls were made.. .Advertising. sketches 'and
prints for the .foundation were 'presented pending receipt of the complete plans which
were ..no t..rcvivd. untilhApril- 29,41959. - On ane 9, -1959, tentative approval was 'given
by the Park -Service with exceptions relating to the seal." The letter by which appellant
transmitted the plans to the National Park Service is dated May 14, 1959.-
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,on account of the failure t complete the original contract work until
August 7, 1959.

The' contracting officer in the decision appealed from, expressly
rejected this latter contention. He also, rejectedX in. effect, the con-
tentions advanced in the earlier letters, by holding that appellant was
'chargeable with liquidated damages for a period of 27 days. This
period represents the 28 days that elapsed from July 10, 1959
contract completion' date as established prior to the issuance.of Change
Ordert No. 4until August 7,1959-the actual completion date of the
original contract work-less the one day'by which he considered the
work provided for in that order had been finished ahead of tiie.'

There is, in our opinion, no merit to the ontention that the issu-
ance of Change Order No. 4 relieved appellant from liquidated dam-
ages for delays that had: occurred prior to its issuance. Acontractor
who is directed to perform extra work after the 'completion date of the
contract has passed is 6entitl'ed to an extension of time equal to the
number of days from the date the work was directed until the date
when it is completed provided the contractor has not delayed the
,extra work unnecessarlys The time allowed by the terms of Change
Order No. 4 fully met this test.: It is difficult to find either logic or
equity in the view that the order also entitled appellantto an 'exten'-
sion of time on account. of delays that preceded, and had no connec-
tion with, either its issuance or its fulfillment. 

Theprincipal.issue' that remains is whether the unexplained failure
of the appellant's supplier to. make timely delivery of the rotary dis-
tributor can be considered sufficient to establish an excusable cause of
delay under Clause 5Wof the General Provisions of the contract..
' The record does not' justify a conclusion that this delay was an ex-
cusable one. It is not alleged or proven that it was 'caused by any
extraordinary event which was unforeseeable by the supplier, nor is it
alleged or proven that it was beyond the control and without the fault
or negligence of. the supplier. The allegations on the part of, the
appellant imply instead that it was caused largely by the supplier's
dilatoriness in the manufacture of the rotary distributor. The ap-
pellant seeks relief upon the theory that the delay of the supplier was
unforeseeable by the appellant, and beyond the control and without
the fault or negligence of the appellant; and that this meets all the
conditions of 6xcusability required by Clause 5(c) of the General
Provisions of the contract." Its own allegations, however,, do not
support this theory.

6 Urban Plumnbing '& Heating 00., IBCA-43, 63 I.D. 381, 390, 56-2 BCA par. 1102 (1956)
34 Comp. Gen. 2.30 (1954).
1 7 Under this clause, the contracting officer, upon receipt of written notice from the
'contractor of the causes of delay in the performance of a contract, shall ascertain the
facts and extent of the delay and, if in his judgment the facts so justify, he shall extend
the time for completing the:work commensurate with the period of excusable delay.
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Appellantls~~~notice of ..- mb 

* Appellanlt's notice; of appeal dated November,.39, 1959, states, in
part, that:

* * * according to Infilco's quotation for supplying the Totary distributor to
be installed as part of the contract, the required 'drawings would be furnished
within six to eight weeks -from the date they received the order, and the equip-
ment delivered within14to 16 weeks from the date of receipt of approved prints.

Other portions of appellant's correspondence with the Government
indicate that the order for the 1totary distri utor was placed with
INFIL O Incorporated on Septe'mber 25, 1958's that the distributor
was received by appellant on 'July 30, 1959, and that its installation
was. accomplished in a period of eight days. As the contract provided
that drawings of the distributor should be submitted to: the Govern-
ment for approval before manufacture commenced, a reasonable time
would necessarily have to be allowed for'the consideration of such
drawings in determining a probable delivery date from the quotatioil.

It is apparent from the foregoing that appellant could not have com-
pleted the job within the 10 days stipulated in the-contract even if
its supplier had adhered strictly to the time schedule included in the
quotation furnished a ellant. . iad i the supplier performed in ac-
cordance with the minimnum, rather than the maximum, periods stated
in the quotation, and had no more than t'wo weeks been consumed in
the transmittal, consideration, approval and return of the drawings,
approximately 162 days would' still have elapsed between the date
when the order was receivedby the supplier, and the date when in-
stallation of the distributor was completed by appellant. Using the
maximum periods stated in the quotation, approximately 190 days
would have elapsed.9 As appellant states that the quotation was
received before its bid was prepared, its own allegations would seem
to prove that a delay- in completion, at least equal to the 27 days for
which liquidated damages were assessed, was clearly foreseeable by
appellant at the time when its bid was submitted.

It should also be noted that by reason of the suspension of work
that was in effect from lDecember 31, 1958 to June 1, 1959, appellant
has received the benefits of what amounts to a five months' extension
of 'time. The total time that elapsed between the date when the order
for the distributor 'was placed and the date when it was received
amounted to slightly over ten months. The delivery schedule in
INFILCO Incorporated's quotation was 20 to 24 weeks, exclusive od

This Is the date given n appellant's letters of luly 1, 1959, and August 18, 1959.
while the notice of appeal states that the order was placed on September 9, 1958, this
could hardly have been the case, for the bids were not opened until September 10, 1958,
and the: award was not made until about ten days later. Furthermore, appellant gives
October 8, 1958, as the date when the order was acknowledged by the supplier.

9 The 162 days would consist of 42 for preparation of the drawings, 14 for their approval,
98 for manufacture of the distributor, and 8 for its installation. The 190 days would
consist of 56 for preparation of the drawings, 14 for their approval, 112 for manufac-
ture of the distributor, and 8 for its installation.
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time consumed in obtaining approval of the drawings, or from'fv to
six months, if an additional two'weekls or sso be assumed as the mini-
mum time within which such approval could reasonably be'expected
to be obtained. On this basis, it must be concluded that any. dilatori-
ness of the supplier has been fully compensated' for-through the. time
extension in'ident to thesuspension of wor. .

The delay in the shipping of the tile was concurrent with that in the
'shipping of the. distributor, and is not shown to'have been: a'fator
that contributed in any way to 'the failure -of appellant to complete
'thejobbyLJuly 10,1959. -

The'TB rd'finds, from: its rieview of the appeal file,-thatl appellant
has not alleged or proven specific facts which would establish that the
faiiure' to complete the eontract work on time was due to' causes 'that
'were unforeseeable by, beyond the control of, ad without the fault
or negligence'of, the appellant and 'its supplier. -'

CoNLUSION..

Therefore, the appeal is denied. Such denial disposes of the motion
ma'de by the Department CounseL .

PA.:. H.,- GANTT, C airma.:

I concur:

HERBERT J. SLAuGTER, Men er. .

FRAN K G. COUNTRYMAN v. EDN A V. RAN K

A-28313 DecidedJu y ,1960

Homesteads (Ordinary): Residence-Homesteads (Ordinary): Cancellation
of Entry

Where an:entryman fails to live on his entry for at least ifive months in each
of the first three years of the entry, the entry must be canceled.

Homesteads (Ordinary): Second Entry . .-

Where an entryman is qualified to make a second entry, the fact that his first
entry is still of record does not deprive him of his right to a second entry. 

lof. Trua Mach; &Tool (o., IBCA-19D, 592-BOA par. 2280, 1 G.C. par. 563 (1959);
Appeal of . H. Wheeler Mfg. Co., IBCA-127, 65 I.D. 382, 58-2 BCA par. 1903 (1958)
Z'isco E1lec. Prof cts, IBCA-104, 57-1 BCA per. 1266 (1957) ;Carl W. Pistor, ICA-i,
56-2 BCA par. 1125. (1956) ; Schmitt Steel Co., IBCA-29, 6 CCF par. 61,719 (1955)
Appeal of Pelton Water Wheel Co., and Byron. Jackson Co., IBCA-16, 62 I.D. .385

CCF par. 6i,708 (1955) Accord, 39 Comp. Gen. 343, 348 (1959).' In that decision
the Comptroller General states that "clause 5 () of Standard Form 23A should be con-
strued as evidencing an intention to hold the contractor responsible for delays of subcon-
tractors or suppliers unless the delays were due to causes which- could not have been
foreseen by either the contractor or the subcontractor or supplier."
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Homesteads (Ordinary): Second Entry
* Where an application for what appears to 'be an original homestead entry is

! allowed to an entryman who shold have filed for a second entry fr which
he was qualified and' who later satisfies the requirements for a second entry,
the entry remains in' effect as of the day it was' allowed and his obligations

: under the homestead law are measured from that date.

APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAG'EITENT5 :

Mrs. Edna V. Frank has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated October 13, 1959, which affirmed a decision of a hearing examiner
dated January 15,' 1958, canceling her homestead entry, Fairbanks
,010891 for lack of residence. . -
: Mrs. Frank's .entry-was allowed on.March 19, 1954, as an original
homestead. entry pursuant to section 2289 of the Revised Statutes (43
U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 161). Subsequently, it was learned that she had
made a previous homestead entry, Anchorage oi2907, which had been
allowed on March 30, 1949. She had in fact abandoned this entry

efore she. applied at the Fairbanks land office. However, at the
request of the Fairbanks land office she filed a formal relinquishment
of the Anchorage entry and a second application for the Fairbanks
homestead pursuant to the' act of September 5, 1914 (43 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec. 182). This was allowed as a second entry on August 31, 1955.
Later, she was granted an extension of six months terminating on
August 31, 1956, to establish residence on the entry.

Countryman brought a contest on February 6, 1957, charging that
Mrs. Frank had. not satisfied the homestead laws and regulations
relating to establishment and maintenance of residence upon the land
and improvement and cultivation, of the land comprising the entry.
Mrs. Frank denied the charges and a hearing was held on August 20,
-957, at which both parties to the contest were represented by counsel
and submitted testimony in their own behalf. The contestant's evi-
dence as to- residence was indefinite and sketchy, but the contestee
testified freely as to the dates when she went to and left her homestead
entry and there is no reason to discredit any of her testimony.

The 'hearing examiner considered that Mrs. Frank's homestead
application-was allowed as. asecond entry on August 31, 1955, and
used that date as the one from which to measure her obligation to

'comply with the requirements of the homestead law. He held that
whether her residence was established in August of 1955 or August

-of 1956 she had not maintained residence on the entry in accordance
with the statutory requirement and declared the entry. null and void.

In view of this finding he did not consider lack of cultivation or
the effectiveness of the allowance of the second entry on August 31,
1955.
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On appeal the Director held that Mrs. Frank's entry on March 19,,
1954, was valid as a second entry; that the allowance of the second
entry on August 31, 1955, was of no effect since the March 1, 1954,0
entry' was subsisting; and, consequently, that her compliance with
the requirements of the homestead law must be measured from March
19, 1954. He then found that the entrywoman had not maintained her
residence on the entry for the period required by law and held that her
entry was properly canceled.

Upon appeal to the Secretary, Mrs. Frank contends she has in good
faith attempted to comply with the residence and other requirements
of the homestead law. She does not, however, point out in what way
the Director's decision is incorrect.

E As the decision held, the fact that her homestead entry was allowed
on March 19, 1954, after she had abandoned but before she relinquished
her first (Anchorage) entry did not disqualify her from making a
second entry. See William, H. Archer, 41- L.D. 336 (1912) ; Arouni v.
Vance, 48 L.D. 543, 545 (1922). Therefore, the allowance of her ap-
pliato6n M~afh 19,1 94,' was proper aidlher obligations'underthe
homestead law began on that date. The fact that at that-time she did
not make the showing required by the act of September 5, 1914
(supra), as to the circumstances of her loss of her'first entry and that
she did not make such showing until September 27, 1954, did not
authorize the manager to recompute the date on which her entry
began.l.

As the Director stated, Mrs. Frank's testimony demonstrated that
she had not lived on the entry for 5 months in any, of the first three
entry years, a period ending on March 19, 1957. The homestead law'
requires that an entryman establish residence on his entry not later
than one year from the date the entry is allowed (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed.,
sec. 169) and that he live on it for not less than 7 months for 3 years
(43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., secs. 164,231) 2

Thus it is clear that the appellant has not complied with the resi-
dence requirements of the homestead law and could not comply with
them within the statutory life of the entry. Accordingly, the Direc-
tor.correctly held that the entry was properly canceled.

'Mrs. Frank apparently did not think the date would be changed. In her appeal she
describes how high waters prevented her return to the entry in the spring of 1955 and
states that this would have resulted in her relinquishment of the entry at the end of 1955
"if we had not received the belated Notice of Allowance dated August 31, 1955. Pro-
vided with this unexpected second chance to obtain a farm, I renewed by efforts to fulfill
the requirements." In a letter dated March 31, 1959, to the manager she made the same
statement.

2 In: certain circumstances, the annual residence may be reduced to 6. months for 4 years
or 5 months for 5 years. Id.
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (see. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual, '24 FiR. 1348)', the decision of the Director of 'the Bureau of
Land Management 'is affirmed.'

GFORGE: W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor..

SUN OIL COXPANYW

A-28354 Decided July 2, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Discretion to Lease-Oil and Gas Leases: Future 'and
- Fractional Interest Leases 
In the exercise 'of his judgment on how the public interest will be best served,

the'Secretary of the Interior may properly' determine' that a fractional
mineral interest in acquired land may be leased for oil and gas purposes
to an offeror who' does not own any operating rights in the fractional mineral

a interest not. owned by the United States but who holds all, of the operating
* rights in adjoining land by virtue of a lease from the United States.

Oil and Gas. Leases:. Generally- Notice
A junior offeror for an' oil and gas leaseis' not entitled as a matter of right

to notice of actionstaken on a prioroffer.

APPEAL ROX THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMENT

Sun Oil Company has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from. a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau f Land Man-
agement dated December 29, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the
Eastern States land office dated April 20, 1959, rejecting its oil and.
gas lease offer,'BLM-A 034451, for certain land in the De Soto
National Forest in Mississippi, filed June 26, 1953, under the Mineral
Leasing Act, for Acquired Lands (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., secs. 351-359).
The offer was rejected because the land had been leased to Henry S.
Morgan in response to his prior offer, BLM-A 031058, filed on April 8,
1952.

The Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired Lands provides, in section
3, that mineral deposits within lands acquired by the United States
may be leased by the Secretary of the Interior under the same condi-
tions as contained 'in the leasing provisions of the mineral leasing.
laws "subject to the provisions hereof." Section 5 authorizes leasing
of fractional interests in mineral deposits when "in the judgment of
the Secretary, the public interest will be best served thereby *

It is thus discretionary with the Secretary whether to lease fractional
interests at all. See Solicitor's opinion, 60 I.D. 238 (1948) ; Solicitor's
opinion, 60 I.D. 441 (1950). The only requirement imposed by the
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statute is that when the Secretary leases a fractional interest, he must
find that it is in the public interest to do so.

Departmental regulation 43 CFR 206.7 (d) requires an offeror for
a fractional interest lease to file a statement showing whether he owns
the entire operating rights to the fractional mineral interest 'not
owned by the United States in the land covered by his offer and, if he
does not, the extent of his ownership, in the operating tights and the
names of other persons who own operating rights. The regulation

*continues with this statement of policy:

* * * Ordinarily, the issuance of a lease to, one who, upon such issuance,
would own less than a majority interest of the operating rights in any such tract,
will not be regarded as in the public interest, and an offer leading to such result
will be rejected.

It is upon this statutory 'and regulatory foundation that the appel-
lant contends. that the Secretary of the Interior had a mandatoty
duty to disregard the Morgan offer which was filed .first because it:
showed that the offeror owned none of tiht6 operating rights to thh
fractional interest not owned by the United States and to award the
lease in response to the appellant"s' subsequently filed offer which
showedthat it owned all but one quarter of the operating rights in the
outstanding mineral interest and, if awarded the lease, would then own
seven-eighths of all operating rights in the leased land. The appel-
lant recognizes that the Department has previously held that the
requirement in the regulat that a, prospective lessee be able to show
a majority working interest in the entire mineral deposit is qualified
by the word "ordinarily so that it'nay properly be disregarded in a
case of drainage or in a case of a binding agreement between a prospec-
tive lessee and the holder of a non-Federal fractional mineral interest.
Solicitor's opinion, M-36570,(August 10, 1959). Nevertheless, it
denies that it is proper .for the Secretary to hold that it is in the public
interest to issue a lease for a 50 percent fractional interest to an offeror
who owns no part of the remaining 50 percent interest when there is
pending a junior offer for the Government's 50 percent interest by an
offeror who owns three-quarters of the remaining 50 percent interest.

The fact is that even in the circumstances described, the regulation
does not make it mandatory that the lease be issued to the junior
offeror. Ordinarily, it will be, but not necessarily in all cases. It
may be assumed that the ordinary rule will be followed unless the cir-
cumstances in a particular case make it apparent that it will be equally
or more in the' public interest not to follow the rule.

In this case, the land in controversy consists of five separate tracts
(three of which are cornering), comprising a total of 480.93. acres.
These tracts are interspersed in an almost solid block of other land,.
comprising 1282.08 acres, in which the United States owns 100 percent
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of the minerals. These 1282.08 acres are included in Morgan's lease
along with the 480.93 acres, making a total of 1763.01 acres in a single,
block. Morgan thus has a lease for all the Government's oil and gas
rights in the block. It seems apparent that having unified develop-
ment of the Government's-oil and gas rights in the entire block is
more in the public interest than permitting divergent ownership of
the rights. Certainly there is no showing by the appellant that would
warrant cancellation of the Morgan lease in these circumstances.

The appellant by reference to its earlier briefs complains that it was
not, as an adverse party, notified of actions taken on the Morgan appli-
cation. As a junior applicant, it was not entitled as a matter of right
to such notice. Dorbtlhy Bassie et at, 59 I.D. 235 (1946); Mary C.
Hagood et al., A-23687 (October 9, 1943).

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solioitor.

BERT AND PAUL SMITH

A-28376 Decided July 25, 1960

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals

An appeal to a hearing examiner from a decision of a district manager under
the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts is properly dismissed where
the appeal is not filed within 30 days after receipt of notice of the district
manager's decision.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals

An appeal to a hearing examiner from a decision of a district manager dis-
missing a request for a dependent property survey is properly dismissed
where the issues raised have been previously adjudicated in a proceeding
involving the same privileges, the same parties, and the same property.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Bert and Paul Smith have appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management,
dated December 29, 1959, which affirmed a decision of a hearing ex-
aminer, dated August 13, 1959, granting a motion of the Acting Statei
Supervisor for Nevada that ant appeal from a decision of the district
manager, dated May 15, 1959, be dismissed. The motion was based
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on the grounds that the appeal was filed late and that the issues
raised had been previously adjudicated.

The appdllants are the owners of the base property known as the
OX Ranch. In arecent decision, Bert and Pdul Smith, Roger Smith
66 ID. 1 (1959), the Department affirmed a division of the grazing
rights, to which the appellants had objected,'between the OX Ranch
and another base property; known as the North Ranch, which had
together been operated as a. unit before the appellants purchased the
OX Ranch. The class 1 demand of the combined operation was
allocated in proportion to the total forage production of each ranch,
with the OX Ranch getting 57 percent and the North Ranch 43
*percent. Q . . a : . .. :: f : L '

* While the appeal to' the Secretary was pending, the appellants
applied for grazing privileges for the 1959-1960 grazing year. 'After
the appellants protested the initial allocation several times, the dis-
trict manager in a decision dated May 15, 1959, reviewed the matters
at issue and concurred in: the advisory board's recommendations with
which the appelants were dissatisfied. In closing, the manager
stated:

If you wish, to appeal from this decision for the purpose of a: hearing before
an Examiner in accordance with Sec. 161.10 of the Federal Range Code for
Grazing Districts, you are allowed thirty (30) days from receipt of this notice
within which to file such appeal with the District Manager, Bureau of Land

*Management, Elko, Nevado. * *

Notice of this decision was served upon thet appellants on May 18,
1959, by certifiedmail, and on June 18, 1959, a notice of appeal was
filed with the district manager.

The Federal Range Code, as amended (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 161.10
(a) (1) ), provides that a person desiring to appeal.a final decision of

a range (district) manager may appeal by filing his appeal in the
office, of the manager within .30 days after receipt of the decision.
The record clearly shows that the appellant's notice of appeal was
not filed until June 18, which was the 31st day after receipt of the
district manager's decision. ' The Department has held that failure
to file an appeal within the time allowed by the provisions, of the
governing regulation warrants the dismissal of the appeal. John
iltcpherson et al., A-26329 (May 12, 1952), Interior Grazing De-

-cisions 566; Stanley Garthofner, Dwall Brothers, 6 I.D. 4 (1960);
Dr. S. T Clark, A-28187 (February 11, 1960). Accordingly, under
the facts presented by the record, the appeal was properly dismissed
because it was not timely filed.

Moreover, even if the appeal had not been procedurally defective,
it was also properly dismissed for the reason that all of the issues
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raised had previously been adjudicated by the Secretary in Bert and
Paul Smith, Roger Smith, supra. The Department has held that an
appeal from a decision of a range manager is properly dismissed
where all of the issues raised have been previously adjudicated in a
proceeding involving the same grazing privileges,'the same parties
and the same property. Clegg Livestock Company! A-26571 (Jaau-
ary 23, 1953).

The appellants have offered no proof that their appeal was timely
filed or that it did not involve the identical issues previously adju-
dicated.
* Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director,' Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBOTT, The Solicitor.

BY:; EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

'JAMES S.' HOLMBERG, ROBERT SCHULEINE

A-28364 Decided July 28, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases:
RelinquishmentsE

The assignor of an oil and gas lease may, after the filing of an' asignent
but prior to its approval, relinquish the lease without the concurrence of
the assignee.

Oil and Gas Leases: Relinquishments

Under the regulation in effect on anuary 27,.1959, lands in a relinquishet
oil and gas lease became available for further filing of oil and gas offers
immediately upon notation of the relinquishment on the tract book.

*; .: APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

James S. Holmberg and Robert Schulein have appealed to the Sec-
retary of the Interior from a decision dated December 31, 1959, of the
Acting Directot' of the Bureau of Land Management which affirmed
a decision of the manager of the Salt Lake Citt land office dismissing
their protests against the issuance of leases in response to oil and gas
offers Utah 033669 and 033667 which conflict with and were filed
prior to Holmberg's offer Utah 033862 and Schulein's offer Utah
033864, respectively.
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Shortly before these offers were filed, the lands in conflict i both
,sets of offers were covered by leases 1 held, by the Big Horn-Powder
River Corporation and were in their extended, five year terms which
were to expire January 31, 1959. On January 5, 959, Big Horn-
Powder River Corporation filed partial: assignments of each of its
leases. Before a decision was rendered on the assignments, it relin-
quished all-its leases by, relinquishments filed at 11:03 A.M. on Jan-
uary 26, 1959. The relinquishments were noted in the tract book at
4:00 P.M. that day. At :00 A.M. on January 27, 1959, the nest
day, th~iiteen offers werefiled simultaneously for the relinqtr ish d
acreage. Later fthat' 'day, at, a drawing held' to determine priority,
zofers U~tah 03366 and 033669 were the first ones drawn for all the
lands relinquished.

-A few days later the manager in a decision dated February 2,; 1959,
deniied ~approval ,to the assignnents on the ground. that having been
filed in. the 12th month. of the 10th year of the leases; they did n6t
segregate the leases and, earn them an etension.2 The decision also
stated, tha relinquishmeits had been filed covering all the lands and
that the cases were closed.

At 10:001 A.M. on February 2, 1959,'Holmberg, Schulein and one
other person each filed two offers for all the lands in the prior leases.
A drawing. was held to determine priority. Holmberg's offer 033862
was drawn first.for lands in conflict with Utah- 033669 and Schulein's
offer 033864 first for those in conflict with 033667.''

The' appellants then protested the issuance of leases on the con-
flicting offers on the ground that the relinquishments of the prior
leases were of no, for'ce because the assignees did not oin in them.
From the manager's rejection of their protests and the Acting Direc-
tor's affirmance of that action, the appellants have taken this appeal.

The appellants cbntend'that after a ssee has assigned' a lease and
the assignment has been filed for approva , the assignor cannot relin-
,uishthe lease without the joinder of the assignee. They also, con-
tend that the fact that the relinquihments were noted at 4:00 .P.M.
when the land office was closed and that'the prior offers wert filed
at 10:00 A.M. the next day deprived the public 'of an opportunity to
participate in a drawing for the land on the expiration of the leases.

On this point, as the Acting. Director stated, the Department has
held in many cases arising under the regulation in effect when the
relinquishments were-filed (43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 192.43(a) ) 3 that

1Salt Lake 067360, 067361, 067361-C, 067362, 067362-A.
:Pranco-Western Oil (Jo. et al., 65 1D. 316, 427 (1958).
The regulation as amended by Circular 2032, 24 F.R. 9846, now requires a period after

notation before lands in a relinquished lease become available for further leasing.
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lands in relinquished leases became available for leasing immediately
after the relinquishment was noted on the tract book. Dncan Miller,
A-2762- (July 28, 1958); Duncan' Miller, A-28293,A-28456 (June 7,
1960). It has followed that rule even where the first qualified offreror
is the lessee who has himself relinquished the; lease. id. In this case
the former lessees were among those who filed on January 27, 1959, but
they vere not successful in the drawing. Thus, the relinquishments

'having been noted at 4:00 P.M. on January 26, 1959, the lands in ques-
tion were available for leasing at the opening of business on January
27, 1959, and the manager properly processed the offers filed then.

There remains the appellants' other contention that after assign-
ment an assignor should not be permitted to relinquish the lease with-
out the consent of the assignee. In a recent decision the Department
examined the. relationship of assignor and assignee prior to the ap-
proval of an assignment. Chamnplin Oil and Refining Co., 66 I.D.
26 (1959). It pointed out that, prior to approval, the statute holds an
assignor responsible for the performance of any and all obligations
under the lease as if no assignment or sublease had been executed (30
U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 187 (a)) ; that the assignor can apply for an ex-
tension of the lease (id., sec. 226); and that the assignee cannot relin-
quish the lease 4 It held that an assignor may elect to subject the lease
to the automatic termination provision of section 31 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended by the act of July 29, 1954 (30 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec. 188). Champlin argued that the assignor should not be left
in control of the lease after. an assignment is filed for approvals. The
decision, however, held that since the assignor remains solely liable
for the performance of any and all obligations under the lease, he
ought to be able to protect himself by relinquishing the lease if he
desires. Champlin Oil and Refining Co., supra, (31).

Thus the Acting Director correctly concluded that a relinquishment
filed by an assignor prior to approval is valid and becomes effective as
soon as it is filed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the; Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
'Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

GEiR0G W. ABB6OT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. Fnrrz,. 
Deputy Solicitor.

DLester . Hotchkciss et a., A-27342 (August 14, 1956).

U.S. GOVERSMENT PRINTING OFPICE. 1960
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XEWANEE OIL COMPANY

A-28325 Decided July 28, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: First Qualified Applicant-Oil and Gas Leases:
Extensions

Land not within a known geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field
should be leased, if at all, to the first qualified applicant, and if a lease has
been issued to a subsequent applicant an extension of the lease at the ex-
piration of the original tern is properly denied if it is established that the
first applicant is still qualified and desirous of obtaining a lease.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Applications and Entries: Generally-
Oil and Gas Leases: Generally

An applicant for an oil and gas lease has the duty of keeping the Department
informed of an address at which communications from the Department.con-
cerning the offer will reach him and if he fails to do so, rendering it im-
possible for the Department to send him a lease, he will be considered to
have abandoned his offer.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Kewanee Oil Company has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement dated November 20, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the
manager of the land office at Cheyenne, Wyoming, denying its appli-
cation for extension of its noncompetitive oil and gas lease, Wyoming
020722, as to 80 acres (WI½2SE/4 sec. 22, T. 48 N., E. 68 W., 6th P.M.).

The appellant concedes that an offer to lease the 80 acres in question
was filed by Samuel:Heller and Elizabeth Miller on June 6, 1952.
This offer (Wyoming 016489) was rejected on August 12, 1952, for the
reason that it did not meet the requirement of the departmentalregu-
lotion, 43 CFR, 1954 rev., 192.42(d), as aended on June 17, 1952,
that an offer include a minimum acreage of 640 acres except in certain
circumstances. Subsequently, L. II. Pearson filed an offer to lease
1953.06 acresb of land, including this 80-acre tract, on March 17, 1953,
and a lease was issued effective May 1, 1953. The lease was later
assigned to Kewanee Oil Company and on February 28, 1958,? e-
wanee applied for a 5-year extension of the lease. On October 1, 1958,
the manager denied Kvewanees application as to the 80 acres on the
ground that it had been determined that the Heller-Miller offer had
been improperly rejected. It is from the affirmance of this decision
by the Acting Director that Kewanee has appealed.

The appellant contends that it had no reason to suppose that Heller
and Miller had any rights in the land because of the absence of any
indication in the record that they appealed from the manager's rejec-
tion of their lease offer and the appellant has been permitted to as-

563G82-60
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sume that the lease granted to Pearson was valid for the period of the
lease term and, accordingly, the lease should not be adjudged to be
partially invalid at this time.

An examination of the record discloses that Heller and Miller did
appeal within the period allowed for taking an appeal after the rejec-
tion of their offer in 1952. On November 13, 1952, the Assistant
Director dismissed this and a large number of other appeals from the
rejection of oil and gas lease offers on the ground that there was no
relationship of attorney and client between the oil and gas lease of-
ferors and the persons prosecuting the appeals. On May 12, 1953, the
Department reversed the Assistant Director's ruling and remanded
the cases for consideration on the merits. Philip L. Boyer et al.,
A-26614 (May 12, 1953). Most of the appeals were reconsidered soon
thereafter and the manager's rejection of the offers was reversed in
each case. However, the Heller and Miller case was not decided until
August 15, 1958, at which time the Acting Director reversed the man-
ager's rejection of the Heller-Miller offer and remanded the case to
the land office for further processing of the offer. It was subsequent
to this decision that the manager denied Kewanee's application for
extension as to the 80-acre tract in the Heller-Miller offer.

In light of these facts it seems plain that the 80 acres should: not
have been leased to Pearson in view of the pendency of the ileller-
Miller oiffler for the same la.nd. In this situation the normal procedure
would be to complete processing of the Heller-Miller offer and to
issue a lease, if all is found to be regular. Upon the issuance of the
lease, the rejection of the appellant's application would have to stand.
-It does not appear, however, that the:.Jnorial procedure can be

followed in this case because Heller and Miller have. made it impossi-
ble for the )epartment to:.communicate- with .them. .The Director's
office mailed a copy of the favorable decision of August 15,1 .58, to
them at their address of record on August-21, 1958. It was subse-
quently. returned with a notation that the addressees had moved and
left; no forwarding: address. Ieller~ and Miller have not comuni-
cated with lthe Bureau of Land Manaagemenit since Januiary 1953. In
its appeals to the Director andthe Secretary, Kewanee Oil Company
has attempted to serve Heller and Miller withithe papers-filed with
the reviewing officers by mailing copies to. them.. All of these papers
have been returned with the notation "Removed." Likewise,. the
Bureau of Land Management sent a copy of the Acting Director'sq
decision of November 20, 1959, affirming the manager's denial of Ke-
wanee's right to extension of its lease on the 80 acres, to Heller and.
Miller and it was returned with a notation that the addressees.had
moved.'. The unsuccessful attempts to serve them: at their address of
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record range over the period from August ;1958 to February 1960.
In the circumstances, further attempts to reach Heller and Miller at
their record address would seem fruitless.

One who deals with the Department has an obligation to keep the
Departmentinformed of an address at which communications from
the Department will reach him. If the address given by him is faulty,
he must bear the consequences. See Betty Ketchutn, 67 I.D. 40 (1960);
John W. 0Southard et al., A-27627 (August 15, 1958). Heller and:
Miller having failed to change their address of record, a lease cannot
be sent to them at their record address'because it would simply be
,returned undelivered. The Department then would be left with an
issued lease on its hands of which the lessees, wherever they are, have
no knowledge. The Department would be unable to enforce' compli-
ance with lease terms and would have to institute proceedings to cancel
the lease for any default, unless it be failure to pay rental, in which
event the lease: would terminate automatically. However, after issu-
ance of the lease, rental would not become due and payable until the
beginning of the fourth lease year. Practically, then, this means that
until three years have elapsed, the lease would remain in eect, thus
tying up the leased land and preven tingitsdevelopment.

In the circumstances presented, I think it is proper to conclude
that Heller and Miller have abandoned their lease offer.' However,
before declaring the abandonment, a copy of this decision will be sent
by certified mail, return receipt requested to them at their address
of record on the chance that since the beginning of the year they may
have communicated with the post office and left a forwarding address.
If the mail is returned undelivered, it will be considered that they
have abandoned their offer and Kewanee's application for. extension
will be allowed as to the r offer,. all else
being regular. If the mail i delivered, Heller and Miller will be
allo6ed 3.0 days from delivery to notify this office whether they still
desire to maintain their offer. If they do not aswer within the 30-
day period, the offer will be deemed to be abandoned. If they do
answer within the 30-day period and say they still wish thejlease, then
their offer'will befinally processed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the ecretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the case is remanded to the Bureau of Land
Management for the taking of the action instructed in this. decision
dependingupon the oLtcome of service of this decisio'n up6 Heller
and Miller.

G i O '; 0TAsorir, lThe Soicitor
By: EDMUND T. FRiz,

Deputy Solicitor.
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APPEAL OF INDUSTRIAL SERVICE & ENGINEERING COMPANY

IBCA-235 Decided July 28, 1960

Contracts: Subcontractors and Suppliers
In order to be entitled to an extension of time based on an excusable delay

under Clause 5 of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953), the contractor
must establish by specific facts that the failure to complete the contract
work on time was due to causes that were unforeseeable by, beyond the
control of, and without the fault or negligence of, the contractor and its
subcontractor.

Contracts: Subcontractors and Suppliers
Delays by a subcontractor resulting from a normal business hazard, such as

failure of a supplier selected by the subcontractor to perform its obligation,
will not excuse the prime contractor from making timely performance.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The Industrial Service & Engineering Company, 5750 Pecos Street,
Denver, Colorado, has filed a timely appeal from the findings of fact.
and decision of the contracting officer dated February 2, 1960, which
denied its requests for an extension of time for the performance of
Contract No. 14-20-150-239, dated June 27, 1958, with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs.

The contract provided for the demolition and removal of an exist-
ing steel smokestack and furnishing and erecting in its place a new
steel smokestack and for the installation of oil-burning equipment
together with fuel-storage and preheating facilities at Sequoyah In-
dian School, Tahlequah, Oklahoma. It was on U.S. Standard Form
23 (Revised March 1953) and incorporated the General Provisions of
IU.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953). The contract was on a lump
sum basis, the consideration being $33,848. Two change orders, how-
ever, increased the total contract price to $37,220.90.

The contract stipulated that the work should be stated within
20 calendar days after the date of receipt of notice to proceed, and
that work on the smokestack' and work on the boilers'should be com-
pleted within 45 calendar days and 120 calendar days, respectively,
from the same date. Appellant acknowledged receipt of notice to
proceed on July 16, 1958,' thus establishing the date for completion.
of the work on the smokestack as August 30, 1958, and for the'com-

I By letter o f July 14, 1958, the contracting officer notified the appellant to proceed with.
the work and requested it to acknowledge receipt of the notice "by completing the endorse-
ment below on the two copies enclosed and returning these to this office." The notation
at the bottom of the letter shows the receipt of the notice as July 17, 19,58. The letter was
sent by certified mail which was accompanied by a return receipt card. This card indicates
that the notice was received by an employee of the appellant on July 1, 1958. In letter
of July 30, 1958, the appellant was so-notified by the contracting officer.
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pletion of the work oil the boilers as November 13, 1958. The request
and claim for the extension of time, however, relates only to the
performance of work on the smokestack.

The General Provisions of the contract included the usual "delays-
damages" provisions (Clause 5), under which the contractor was not
to be charged with liquidated damages because of "any delays in the
completion of the work due to unforeseeable causes beyond the control
and without the fault or negligence of the Contractor,"* including,
but not restricted to, certain named causes, or because of "delays of
subcontractors or suppliers due to such causes." Paragraph 2 of the
General Conditions of the specifications provided for the assessment
of liquidated damages at the per diem rate of $15.

The appellant, in letter of August 13, 1958, requested an extension
of 10 days in the performance of work on the smokestack. This re-
quest was based upon the delay incident to the "shipment of raw
material necessary for fabrication of the subject Smoke Stack." In
letter of October 13, 1958, the appellant again requested a 40-day
extension in the performance of work on the smokestack "due to the
l ate delivery of the steel required for the Smoke Stack."

The record discloses that the appellant issued a purchase order
for the smokestack on July 22, 1958, which was received by the fabri-
cator, The Southwest Factory, Inc., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on
July 25, 1958. The purchase order did not specify a definite de-
livery date, butdid refer to the fabricator's quotation of July 9, 1958,
which contained the statement "Three weeks delivery." 2 Thereupon,
the subcontractor forwarded an order to the Tennessee Coal & Iron
Division, United States Steel Corporation, Fairfield, Alabama, on
August 1, 1958, for the steel needed in the fabrication of the smoke-
stack. That steel was shipped on August 21, 1958, and was received
and unloaded on August 30, 1958. Thus, it appears that shipment
of the steel was made 20 calendar days from the date of the transmittal
of the order and unloaded in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 29 calendar
days from the same date.

Also, the record discloses that the contracting officer determined
that the work on the smokestack was substantially complete on Sep-

2 In letter of July 21, 1959, addressed to this Department, The Southwest Factory, Inc.,
stated that "The three weeks delivery promise was based on our stock of steel plate on
hand at time of job estimate" and that from two to six months has been our average
delivery for the past two years. Also, it stated that "We want to assure you that U.S.S.
delivery of this special quality steel in a matter of 30 days represents an unusually short
time (the last two carloads of A-7 Steel we just unloaded prior to the strike were ordered
in early March 1959). As the mills only roll plates once a month, you can see that even
with no backlog of orders, the delivery could be as long as 60 das," (Italics supplied.)
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tember- 30, 1958. As the appellant was required tot complete this
work by August 30, 1958, there resulted a delay of 31 days for which
liquidated damages were assessed in the amount of $465.

In his. findings of fact and decision, the contracting officer re-
viewed the entire correspondence between the parties, and the causes
of the delay advanced therein. He pointed out that there was. no
delay in the delivery of the steel: required for the fabrication of: the
smokestack.' H Ie determined that the delay in the completion of the
'work on the smokestack was not due to unforeseeable causes beyond
the control and without the fault or negligence of the appellant or
delays of its subcontractor due to such causes. 2 : I

In its appeal letter of February 19, 1960, the appellant states that
at the time of submitting its bid "our sales and estimating personnel"
relied upon The Southwest Factory, Inc., to effect delivery of the
smokestack within a period of three weeks.
* Although appellant on June 27, 1958 was notified by telegram
of the award of the contract,, and although prior to submitting its
bid it had obtained an oral quotation for the smokestack which was
Confirmed in writing on July 9, 1958, it did not issue a purchase
order to the subcontractor' until July 22, 1958. The record indicates
that-had appellant placed the purchase order promptly upon award
of the contract, steel could probably have been; obtained in time for
the fabricator to deliver the:smokestack within three eeks. after
receipt of the purchase order. :.There is no showing of: any justifi-
cationforappellant'sdelay inplacing'thatorder. . . -

:The. Board- concludes that the evidence of record supports the
decision of the contracting officer, denying -the appellant's requests
for an-extension of tim6. and remission of liquidated. damages assessed
for the period of the delay attributed, to the alleged failurd of the
subcontractor's supplier to make timely delivery of steel -needed for
the fabrication of the smokestack. The failure of, the supplier
selected by the subcontractor to perform its obligation, assuming it
did def ault, was a normal business hazard which a contractor assumes.
It, accordingly, falls within' the rule that delays by a subcontractor
for this reason will not excuse the prime contractor from timely
performance unless the difficulty resulted from an excusable cause
underthe contract.' Such cause has not been established.

The Board finds that -appellant has not alleged or proven specific
facts which would establish that the failure to complete the- work
on the smokestack on time was due to causes that were urnforeseeable

-See J. P.0 White Wr Corv., cA-176, 61 I.D. 201, 209 (1953), and cases ited there.
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by, beyond the control of, and without the fault or negligence of, the
appellant and its subcontractors'

Therefore, the appeal is hereby denied.

PAUL H. GAINTT, Chainan.

HEBERT J. SLAUGHTRI, Member.

aTHomAs M. DuRsTON, enber.

UNFITED STATES v. J. HUBERT SMITH

A-28387 Decided August 1, 1960

Mining Claims: Contests-Rules of Practice: Government Contests-Regu-
lations: Waiver

Under' the Department's rules governing Government contests against mining
claims, where an answer to a complaint is filed late the allegations of the
complaint will be taken as admitted by the contestee and 'the case decided
withoLt a hearing by the manager, and the Secretary is without authority
to waive the rules to permit the late filing of the answer.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

J. Hubert Smith has appealed to the SecretarV of the- Interior
from a decision of the Director, Bureau of Land Masiigemnent, dated
February--2, 1960, which affirmed a decision of the, manageir of 'the
Denver, Colorado, land office, dated May 29, 1950, declaring his lode
mining claim, The Blue Sky Lode Mining Claim, to be ulil find vo id
for the reason that an answer to the comllaint against the clain was
not timely filed.

The facts are that' a complaint was served on the appellant oil
March 4, 1959, in a contest which was initiated by the United States
Forest Service of the Department of Agricultur . The coiplaint
alleged that no discovery of valuable deposits of mineral had been
made within the limits of the' claim and that the lands comprising
the clali- are noninineral in character.'

The rules of practice of the Departmnent governing private con-
tests provide that a contestee "must" file an 'answer within 30 days

4 Cf. The Eagle Constr. Corp., IBCA-230 (July 1.1960) Trua Mach. Tool Co.,
IBCA-195, 59-2 BCA par. 2280, 1 c.e. par. 563 (1959); . H. Wheeler Mfg. Co., IBCA-
127, 65 I.D. 382, 58-2 BOA par. 1903 (1958); Ziasco Flee. Prodsots, IBOA-104, 57-1 BOA
par. 1266 (1957) ; Carl W. Pstor, IBECA-81, 56-2 BCA par. 1125 (1956); Schmitt Steel
Co., IBCA-29, 6 CCF par. 61,719 (1955); The Pelton Water Wheel Co., IBCA-16, 62 I.D.
385, 6 CCI par. 61,705 (1955). Accord, 39 Comp. Gen. 343, 348 (1959). In that decision
the Comptroller General states that "clause 5(c) of Standard Form 23A should be con-
strued as evidencing an intention to hold the contractor responsible for delays of sub-
contractors or suppliers unless the delays were due to causes which could not have been
foreseen by either the contractor or the subcontractor or supplier."
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after service of a complaint upon him and that if an answer is not
filed as required "the allegations of the complaint will be taken as
admitted by the contestee" and the case decided without a hearing.
43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 221.64, 221.65. Another rule provides that pro-
ceedings in Government contests "shall be governed" by the rules
relating to private contests, with exceptions not material here. 43
CFR, 1959 Supp., 221.68.

Thus, the appellant was required to file an answer to the complaint
within 30 days after March 4, 1959. The appellant's answer was not
filed until April 16, 1959, thirteen days late, although the complaint
served on him expressly warned him that if he did not file an answer
within 30 days the complaint would be taken as admitted and the
case decided without a hearing. A copy of the rules of practice was
attached to the complaint.

In his appeal the appellant states that he employed ali attorney in
Alamosa, Colorado, to answer the complaint, whereas he resides in
Manassa, Colorado; that although the answer was prepared, the
appellant was not in Alainosa until April 15, 1959, at which time the
answer was mailed; and that failure to file the answer was due to
inadvertence and oversight on the part of his attorney.

In a recent decision, Earl D. Deater v. John C. Sagle, A-28121
(May 24, 1960), the Department held that under the rules of practice
where an answer to a complaint in a private contest is filed one day
late the allegations of the complaint must be taken as admitted by
the contestee and the case decided without a hearing, and that the Sec-
retary is without authority to waive the rules to permit the late filing
of the answer since the Secretary is without authority to disregard the
plain and unambiguous provisions of his own regulations. AclKay
v. Wahlenmctier, 226 F. 2d 35 (D.C. Cir. 1955) ; Chapmcan v. Sheridan-
Wyoming Coal Company, 338 U.S. 621 (1950).

Under the rule announced in the Slagle case, the appellant's Ilining.
claim was properly declared to be null and void.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, is affirmed.

G EORGE W. ABBOTT, 1he Solicito.

By: ED3N4D T. FRrZ,
Deputy Soliditor.
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W. EDWIN SWAPP ESTATE, PRESTON 3. SWAFP, ADIVNISTRATOR

A-28448, Decided August 2, 1960

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals
Where, in an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior from the dismissal by

the Director, Bureau of Land Management, of a grazing appeal under the
Federal Range Code for the reason that the appellant failed to serve the
State Supervisor and intervenors by registered or certified mail, the appel-
lant alleges that he did in fact serve the State Supervisor and intervenors
by registered or certified mail, the case will be remanded to the Bureau
to allow the appellant an opportunity to submit proof of such service.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appeals
The Federal Range Code provides that an appellant in an appeal to the

Director, Bureau of Land Management, must serve a copy of the appeal and
any brief on each party, including the State Supervisor, either personally
or by registered mail, and an appeal is subject to summary dismissal where
this is not done.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Preston J. Swapp, as administrator of the estate of J. Edwin
Swapp, has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision
of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated Feb-
ruary 4, 1960, dismissing an appeal to him from a decision of a
hearing examiner of the Bureau, dated July 27, 1959.

The Acting Director dismissed the appeal for the reason that the
appellant failed to comply with section 161.10(g) of the Federal
Range Code (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 161.10(g)), which provides:

(g) Appeals:to the Director. An appeal from any decision of the examiner
shall be filed in the office of the Director, Bureau of Land Management, Wash-
ington 25, D. C., together with any brief in support thereof, within thirty days
after date of receipt of the transcript of testimony, or, if the transcript is not
requested, within thirty days after receipt of the examiner's decision. A copy
of the appeal and of any brief nist be served on each party, inclnding the
State supervisor either personally or by registered mail. Any party, including
the State supervisor, opposing the appeal, will be allowed twenty days from
date of receipt of the copy of the appeal and brief within which to file in the
office of the Director a reply brief, a copy of which must be served upon the
appellant in the same manner. The appeal in other respects shall be made in
accordance with the rules of practice (Part 221 of this chapter). (Emphasis
added.)

The Acting Director stated:
The appeal brief submitted by the appellant contains a statement that copies

have been served "on all parties by First Class United States Mail, in accord-
ance with the rules of practice." Apparently the appellant has not served the
Bureau's State Supervisor personally or' by registered mail as specified by the
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regulation. In addition, no showing hasbeen made that proper service was made
on the intervenors in this, proceeding.

In his appeal to the Secretary the appellant states that all parties
were timely served by certified or registered mail; that all of the
rules of practice according to section 161.1o(g) were complied with;
and that the Acting Director's decision was based upon a misunder-
standing .as to the meaning of the appellant's expression "Fi4st Class
United States Mail," by which he meant registered or certified mail,

Of course, section 161.10(g) does require that the parties to the
hearing, including the State Supervisor, be served with a copy of the
appea and of appellant's brief, and the purpose of requiring service
by registered or certified mail is to assure that service will be accom-
plished with a greater degree'of certainty than would' be the case if
ordinary mail were utilized. A second purpose in requiring service by
registered mail is to provide a reliable means whereby the appellant
can show proof of such service through submission of a return receipt
which identifies the party receiving the document and the date of'
delivery. However, at the' time of the'hearing examiner's decision
aid' the present time, the Federal Range Code did not and does not
require that proof of 'service be submitted within any prescribed time
limit. 43 4CFR, 1959 Supp., 161'.10(k). Accordingly, if the appellant
did i fct serve the parties by registered or certified mail 'and can
furnish the proof of service required by section 161.10(k), his appeal
should not bedismissed.

The appellant has not submitted with his appeal to the Secretaty
the return receipt. cards showing service on the other parties -to' the
hearing and the State Supervisor of copies-of his noticeof appeal and
brief from the examiner's decision.- Until such evidence of service is
submitted showing proper service by registered or certified mail, the
appea-l remains subject'to dismissal.

Therefore, pursmant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the. Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a) Departmental
Manual 24 F.R. 1348, the decision of the Acting Director is affirmed
subject to submission to theDirector by the appellant within '30 days
from the date' of this decision'of' proof of service on the State Super-
visor and the intervenors of his notice f appeal and brief.' If the ap-
pellant fails to submit proof of service to the Director within the time
allowed, the dismissal of his appeal will become final. If proof of
service is timely submitted to the Director, the case should be con-
sidered bythe Diretr on its merits.,

- 0 . 0 0 0 - - VGEORGE W. ̀ .nso'B , u The Solicitor.

By: EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
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A-28162 Decided August 9, 1960

Withdrawals and Reservations: Authority to Make
The President of the United States has inherent authority to withdraw

public land for public purposes apart from the statutory authority vested
in him by the act of June 25, 1910.

Oil and Gas Leases: Discretion to Lease
The amendment of section 1 of the Mineral Leasing Act by the act of

August 8, 1946, did not affect the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior
to lease or not to lease public land for oil and gas purposes; the Secretary
is required to issue a lease to the person first making application for a
lease who is qualified to hold a lease only in the event that he decides
to lease the land.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
The first applicant for an oil and gas lease acquires no vested right to have

a lease issued to him but only a right to be preferred over-other applicants
if a lease is to be issued, and his offer is properly rejected if the land
applied for is subsequently withdrawn from mineral leasing.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Denver R. Williams has appealed to the Sec etary of the Interior
from a decision of thie Acting- Director of the Bureau of-Land Man-
agement dated May 21, 1959, which affiffned a decisi6n of the manager
of the land office at Anchorage, Alaska,dated Septeibe'r 30 1958,
rejecting his noncompetitiveoil and gas lease offer Anchorage;028088,
filedt October 15, 1954, under section 17-of the Mineral Leasing Act,
as aniended (30 U.S.C.-, 958 ed., sec. 226), a sto a portion-of the
land described therein because such land was withdrawn- by' Public
Land Order 1316 dated July 23, 1956 (21 F.R. 5640), from all forms
of appropriation, including mineral leasing, as an administrative site
for the Soil Conservation Service' -

The& appellant contends that the partial rejection of hi§ lease offet
was erroneous because the withdrawal of the land 'did not hake it
unavailable for mineral leasing and that, in aly 'event, he had a vested
right to a lease because of his offer which was prior in time and right
to the withdrawal. He said he is willing to: accept a lease which
excepts the surface of the land and 1000 feet below the surface. In
'the alternative, -he requests that he be declared the holder of first
priority entitled to the issuance of a lease over other applicants at
such future time as the land ma y be leased.

The appellant's case is. predicated upon his assumption that the
withdrawal- of the land in question was accomiplisled Luder authority

r - ;� 315
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of the act of June 25, 1910 (43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 141). This act
empowers the President to "temporarily withdraw" public land of the
United States from "settlement, location, sale, or entry" for water-
power sites, irrigation, classification or other public purposes to be
specified in the orders of withdrawal, which withdrawals shall re-
main in force until revoked by the President or by an act of Congress.
The appellant contends that a mineral lease is not a "settlement, loca-
tion, sale, or entry" and that Public Land Order 1316 is not a tempo-
rary but a permanent withdrawal.

We need not consider this contention because the withdrawal in
this case was not made under authority of the act of June 25, 1910.
Public Land Order 1316 specifies that it is made "By virtue of the
authority vested in the President" and pursuant to Executive Order
No. 10355 of May 26, 1952. There is no mention of reliance on the
act of June 25, 1910. Since the President has general or inherent au-
thority by virtue of his office to withdraw public land as well as the
authority conferred upon him by the act of June 25, 1910, there is no
basis for assuming that this act is the source of his authority in this
instance. See P & a Mining Co., 67 I.D. 217 (1960); United States
v. Midwest Oil Co., 236 U.S. 459 (1915); wilbur v. United States, 46
F. 2d 217, 220 (D.C. Cir. 1930). Section 1 of Executive Order No.
10355 (17 F.R. 4831) not only delegates to the Secretary of the In-
terior the authority vested in the President by section 1 of the act of
June 25, 1910, but also "the authority otherwise vested in him to with-
draw or reserve lands of the public domain * *

The appellant's further contention that he has a vested right to an
oil and gas lease by reason of the filing of his noncompetitive offer is,
likewise, without foundation. The appellant concedes that, before
1946, the Secretary of the Interior had discretion to lease or not to
lease in response to a noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer. He con-
tends, however, that the amendment of section 17 of the Mineral
Leasing Act by the act of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat. 950), imposed a
mandatory duty to issue a lease to the person first making applica-
tion for a lease who is qualified to hold a lease. The United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, very recently con-
sidered this contention in Haley v. Seaton, No. 15,565, decided June
23, 1960, and rejected it as unsound. The court said:

Prior to the amendment of § 17 by the Act of August 8, 1946, this court had
held that the Secretary of the Interior had discretionary power to accept or
reject an application for a noncompetitive oil and gas lease under §17. * * 

This court, in United States v. Ickes, 79 U.S. App. D.C. 114, 143 F. 2d 152, c.
,d. 320 U.S. 801, 823 U.S. 759, held that it was not the intent of Congress by
the aendatory Act of August 21, 1935, to deprive the Secretary of the In-
terior of such discretion accorded him under the original Act, except as to a
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very limited group of applications filed 90 days prior to the effective date of the
amendment.

We are of the opinion that the 1946 amendment in nowise limited such
power in the Secretary of the Interior and continued his discretionary power
either to grant or reject applications for leases. As observed above, the phrase
in § 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, as originally enacted, reading "may
be leased by the Secretary of the Interior" was not changed by the Amendment
of August 8, 1946. It was carried into the amendatory Act. The provision
for the leasing of lands within a known geological structure and lands not
within any 'known geological structure applies only to lands "to be leased,"
plainly implying that the Secretary of the Interior was to determine what
lands were to be leased. Accordingly, we conclude that the acceptance or
rejection of the applications to lease here involved was a matter resting within
the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior.

Because the Secretary of the Interior- retains his discretion to lease
or not to lease, an offeror does not, by the filing of his offer, acquire
a vested right to a lease which will be excepted from a subsequent
withdrawal of the land. The filing of his offer gave the appellant
nothing more than a right to be preferred over later offerors for the
same land in the 'event' that the land was then available for leasing
and the Secretary should decide to lease it. See Warwick M.
Downing, 60 I.D. 433, 435 (1950): United Manufacturing Company
et al., 65 I.D. 106, 110 (1958).' He is not entitled either to a lease of
the land br to be declared the holder of priority which can be recog-
nized in the event that the land should become available for leasing
and a decision to lease it should be made in the future.

Because the land is not available for leasing, there is no basis for
leasing any portion of it, whether at the surface or at a distance
below 'the surface.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348)', the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

GEORGE W. ABBoTT, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solictor.
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APPEAL OF J. G. SHOTWELL

IBCA-234 Decided August 15, 1960

Contracts: Suspension and Termination
A "Suspension of deliveries (or services)" clause, which is part of a supply

contract, and which reserves to the Government, in general terms, the right
to suspend the delivery of materials or performance of services and states
that "such right of suspension shall not be construed as denying the con-
tractor actual, reasonable, and neecssary expenses due to delays, caused
by such suspension" does not grant the contracting officer, either expressly
or by necessary implication, the authority to make an equitable adjustment
in the contract price.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government has moved to dismiss this appeal on the ground.
that it concerns "a claim for unliquidated damages which the Board
has no jurisdiction to consider or adjust."

The circumstances referring to this claim, and the language of con-
tract article A-5 entitled "Suspension of deliveries (or services) ," on
which the claim is based, are contained in the brief of appellant's
counsel of February 29, 1960, as follows:

J. G. Shotwell was awarded the contract for supply of pozzolan in the con-
struction of Glen Canyon Dam and Powerplant, per Invitation No. DS-5053,
Readvertisement of Invitation No. DS-5012, Department of the Interior, Bureau
of Reclamation, contract number 14-06-D-2872, under date of June 30, 1958.

The contract calls for 220,000 tons of bulk pozzolan delivered f.oub. Glen
Canyon Dam. Section B-1 of the Special Requirements states that no orders
will be placed after December 31, 1964. Section B-10 declares the "estimated
maximum monthly delivery" to be 11,500 tons, and sets up a table of estimated
and of maximum quantities to be ordered in each year, 1959 through 1964.
The contractor is directed to .be ready for delivery at a rate of 11,500 tons
per month from August 1, 1959.

In reliance on this contract and as directed by its: terms, J. G. Shotwell erected
a plant, contracted for sources of raw material supply, and arranged for truck
shipment. The cost of the plant is substantial, and is itemized in the claim
documents.

Under date of May 28, 1959 the contracting officer, Grant Bloodgood, Assist-
ant Commissioner and Chief Engineer, wrote to Mr. Shotwell, stating that
placing of initial concrete in the Dam would be ready in Augustj 1959, and that
Mr. Shotwell would receive "the specific pozzolan requirements for the August
15 placement." This was construed by Mr. Shotwell as confirmation that
deliveries would begin on or about August 15, 1959. He accordingly employed
personnel and was on a standby basis, ready to perform, from that date. Actual
delivery orders however were not received until February 3, 1960, directing
deliveries beginning March 2, 1960, six and one-half months later. As no time
was he advised to hold himself other than on a ready basis.
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There is of course no mystery about the Government's motives for this change
of progress-the contractor constructing the Glen Canyon Dam and Powerhouse
was shut down due to a strike during most of this period. But Mr. Shotwell
was not shut down and was at all times ready to perform.

On November 24, 1959 Mr. Shotwell hand-delivered to the contracting officer
a claim under the suspension of work clause, Special Condition A-5, which
reads as follows:

"Suspension of deliveries (or, services). The Government may at any time
suspend, in whole or in part, delivery of materials or performance of service
to be supplied by the contractor hereunder but such right of suspension shall
not be construed as denying the contractor actual, reasonable, and necessary
expenses due to delays, caused by such suspension, it being understood that
expenses will not be allowed for such suspension when ordered or authorized
by the Government on account of the failure of Congress to make the necessary
appropriations for expenditures under this contract."

This claim shows. direct monthly costs of stand-by at $3,200.00 The cost of
the. plant is documented at $375,862.65. * 5 *

The Board has considered the data and arguments presented in
appellant's letters of November 20 and 25, 1959, December 2 and 3,
1959, and the additional brief of counsel for the appellant dated July
13, 1960' together with all documents appearing in the appeal file
and the statement of Department Counsel of April 1, 1960.2

Even assuming that all statements made by appellant are factually
correct and that the Government should have issued a "suspension"
order, the Board still would not have jurisdiction to consider or settle
appellant's claim as the authority of the Board is identical with that
of the contracting officer and the Secretary of the Interior under the
contract. The contract, which forms the subject matter of the appeal,
dbes not contain a provision which authorizes the making of an equi-
table adjustment for appellafit's. claim.

The Board's decision in J. A. Jones Construction Company and
Chares H. Thonpkins Company, IBCA-233 (June 17, 1960) is: dis-
positive of the instant appeal. We held that a "suspension of work"
'provision which reserVs- to the Government, in general terms, the
right to suspend the work and states that the right to suspend "shall

'Appellant's counsel addressed to the Board a reply brief dated July 13, 1960 and mailed
it to the office of the contracting officer in Denver, Colorado. The Department Counsel re-
turned the brief as it evidently was filed late and, because he felt that he would "be without
authority to transmit to the Board a brief in the contractor's behalf." As the, brief was
addressed to the Board, we cannot perceive why there should be any objection on the part
of either the Department Counsel or the contracting officer as to forwarding the brief or
other misdirected or even mis-addressed statements to the Board. In each instance the
Board will rule on the admissibility of the instrument involved. In the instant case-the
Board; has decidid to acbpt' tie late. brief' in view of its discretionary authority under
43 CR 4.16 and the statement of the Department Counsel that he "ill file no motion
with the Board that 5 * * [appellant's] reply be disregarded for this reason."

*"Statimenf of t-he Gdoeiment's position and brief in support of Motion to dismiss"
was submitted in accordance with 43 CEIt 4.7(b). The filing of a reply brief is discre-
tionary with appellant (43 CER 4.7(c)).
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not be construed as 'denying the contractor actual, reasonable, and

necessary expenses due to delays, caused by such suspension" does not
grant the contracting officer, either expressly or by necessary impli-

cation, the authority to make an equitable adjustment in the contract

price. The language of article A-5, quoted above, is almost identical
to the language of the "suspension of work" clause considered in the

Jones-1Thompkins appeal. The reasons assigned in that decision, and

in the prior decisions cited therein, for holding that such language

does not authorize the contracting officer or the Board to entertain

claims for additional compensation on account of "suspensions" are

as applicable to supply contracts as to construction contracts.
Neither Standard Form 23A (rev. March 1953) nor Standard

Form 32 (1957 ed.) 3 authorizes, as appellant's counsel argues, an

administrative adjustment in the contract price because of unreason-

able delays on the part of the Government.4 Decisions of the Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals cited by appellant's counsel,
granting relief in cases where provisions such as "GC-11, Suspension

of Work," for example, were present in the contract are not con-

trolling here. Actually, absent such provision, the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals has reached the same result as we do.,

This Board stated in Electric Engineering and Constrution Serv-

we, In., as follows:

The modern trend is to provide by contract for the administrative determina-

tion of claims for additional compensation. The Board believes that this trend

is a good one, and, therefore, if the 'precedents in regard to the suspension

provision referred to in an earlier part of this decision were not so clearly

established, it would be inclined to favor a liberal construction of the provision.

A broad interpretation would permit in proper cases an administrative remedy,

and, thereby, not compel the contractor to have recourse to the courts. How-

ever, under the circumstances, the Board feels that it should adhere to the

result reached in the Parker-Schram. Company decision 7' and in subsequent

decisions of the Board.

For the reason stated above, the appeal is dismissed.

PAUL H. GANTT, CHAIRMAN.

I concur:

THoMAS M. Du-RSTON, MEMBER.

HERBERT J. SLAUGHTER. MEMBER.

The instant contract was executed on Standard Form 33 (Oct. 1957 ed.) and contained
Standard Form 32 (1957 ed.).

4 Cf. 36 Comp. Gen. 302 (1956).
Blount Brothers Construction Company, ASBCA No. 5842, 60-1 BCA par. 2634 (1960).

63 I.D, 75, 78; IBCA-55 (1956).
7 CA-152 (March 5, 1952).

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1960
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BEN P. GIICIER*

A-28379 Decided August 4, 1960

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal-Practice before' the Department:
Generally;;

An appeal to the Director is properly dismissed where the statement of rea-
sons needed to perfect the appeal was filed by one who is not authorized to
practice before the. Department.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Dismissal-Practice before the Department:
Generally

Where a person who is not authorized to practice before the Department takes
an appeal to the Secretary on behalf of another and both have been in-
formed in the decision appealed from of the requirements for practice before
the Department, the appeal will be dismissed.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAD MANAGEMENT *

On April 8, 1959, the land office at Anchorage, Alaska, rejected Ben
P. Gleichiner's noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer filed under sec-
tion 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed.,
see. 226).

Gleichner -filed a timely notice of appeal from the 'land office
decision and paid the filing fee. Since he did not include in his notice
a statenent f reasons for the appeal, he was required to file such
statement within 30 days after the notice of appeal was filed (43' CFR,
1959'Supp., 221.3). He did not file such statement. However, there
was later received on stationery bearing the letterhead:"Thomas F.
Bailey and Associates, Oil Producers * * a letter signed by Bailey
in which he said "I am herewith filing an. appeal pursuant to the
denial of the above lease on behalf of E. L. Gleichner and Ben P.
Gleiclner * * -*." Bailey continued with a statement of reasons for
the appeal.X

The Acting Director dismissed the appeal by Bailey on the ground
that a relationship between Bailey and Gleichner which would permit
Bailey to act in behalf of Gleiclmer in the appeal under the Depart-
ment's rules governing practice before the Department had not been
shown. The Acting Director pointed out the specific rules on prac-
tice which enumerate the categories of persons who may practice be-
fore the Department (43 CFR, 1.3 (b)). Then the Acting Director,

*Out of chronological order. 67 ID., No. 9

56728,6-63 -1
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treating Gleichner's appeal as a separate appeal, dismissed it for the
reason that it was not perfected by the filing of a statement of reasons.

Gleichner did not appeal to the Secretary in his own behalf but
Bailey filed a notice of appeal and paid the filing fee, stating that
his relationship in the matter was that he was acting as agent for

It appears from the record that there were not two separate appeals
from the manager's decision, one by Gleichner and one by Bailey,
but that there was a single appeal by Gleichner which; Bailey at-
tempted to perfect by his "appeal." That is, Bailey's "appeal" was
intended as the statement- of reasons for Gleichner's appeal. It could;
however, be properly accepted as such only if Bailey were authoirized!
to practice before the Department. He has not showi that he is

ified to practice.' Consequently, it was proper to dismiss Gleich-
ner s appeal. See Lily L. Pearson et aZ.. (November i5, 1957).

As previously noted, Gleichner has not filed any appeal from the
Acting Director's decision. The only appeal received is the one filed
by Bailey. If this appeal is intended, .as it appears to be, as an appeal
oni behalf of Gleichner, it is again subject to the deficiency that it has
been filed by one unauthorized to practice before the Department.
After the Acting Director called attention to the Department's rules
governing practice before the Department, there is no e'Xcuse for
filing an appeal by one who is not authorized to practice..., Conse-
* quently the appeal filed by Bailey cannot be accepted as an appeal for
Gleichner.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a) Departmental
-Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the appeal is dismissed.

GEoRG W. ABBOTT, Te Solicitor. .

By. EDITUND T. FTzD
Deputy Solicit&or.

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO-RAKER ACT APPLICA-
TION FOR CHANGE IN LOCATION OF RIGHT-OF-WAY

Rightsof-Way
A change in the location of a right-of-way in Yosemite National Park and

Stanislaus National Forest for a tunnel aqueduct granted to the City and
County of San Francisco in 1914 under the Raker Act (88 Stat. 242 (913)),
may be made at any time under Section 2 of the Act prior to the completion
of the water-power system permitted by the Act. : I
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National Park Service Areas: Land Use
In determining the question of delay, or excuse for delay, by the City and

County of San Francisco in its construction of the water-power system per-
mitted by the Raker Act in Yosemite National Park and Stanislaus National
Forest, the City's operations since the passage of the Act must be examined
because the United States is not bound by ladhes or' negleet of duty on the
part of its officersand agents.

Statutory Construction:. Generally

Assuming, without deciding, that the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is an in-
tegral and essential part of the system, the fact that the City and County
of San Francisco caused no work to be done on the aqueduct, and intended
to do none for many years subsequent to passage of the Act, does not permit
a declaration of forfeiture, by reason of the three-year cessation rule; unless
there was a cessation of construction on. every integral and essential part
of the system, at the same time, for a period of three consecutive years.

Statutory Construction: Generally
Assuming, without deciding, that the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is an inte-

gral and essential part of the system, Section 5 of the Raker Act permits a
declaration of forfeiture even if there has been no consecutive three-year
break in the construction of the whole system, if the facts show that the
delay in constructing a particular integral.and essential part of the system
is not reasonable under all the circumstances.

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Hearings
It is recommended that a hearing be held to ascertain all the facts in re-

gard to delay, or excuse for any delay, by the City and County of San Fran-
cisco in constructing the system permitted by the Raker Act. Two questions
to be considered at the hearing are whether any delay caused by (1) the
fact of eight unsuccessful bond issues; or (2) bythe eventsculminatingin
the decision of the United States Supreme Court in United States v. Sn
Francisco, 310 U.S. 16 (1940), and in City and Cdtnty of San Francisco v_
United States, 223 F. 2d 737 (9 Cir. 1955), canbe considered as excusing, as
the case may be, (a) cessation of construction of every integral and essen-
tial part of the system for three consecutive years-the "3 year rule;" or
(b) delay in constructing any integral and essential part of the system-
the "diligence rule." The: City and other participants in the hearing will
be expected to direct themselves to these issues in their briefs or comments
made after the hearing. -

X-36603 SEPTEMiEn 8, 1960.
To THE SECRETARY OF T INTERIOR.

The City and County of San Francisco refused to agree to a con-
dition imposed on the granting of its application, filed pursuant to
the Raker Act (38 Stat. 242 (1913) ), for a change in the location of
*a previously-approved right-of-way for i tunnel aqueduct in Yoseim
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ite National Park and the Stanislaus National Forest.' It appealed
to the Bureau of Land Management. At my equest, you assumed di-
rect jurisdiction of the appeal on May 27, 1960 because'of the impor-
tance of the case, the multi-bureau interest in its outcome, and the
inevitability of an appeal to you in any event.

After you assumed jurisdiction of the appeal it was determined
that the granting of the application depended not only upon reaching
an agreement as to the water release requirement but also upon an-
swers to three other questions. The application, therefore, presents
the following four issues:

I

The amount of water which must be released into the Tuolumne
River from the O'Shaughnessy Dam. An agreement as to this mat-
ter has been reached with the City.

II

Whether the City in view of its past difficulty in complying with
the power requirements of the Raker Act, can dispose of the in-
creased power developed by the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct System in
compliance with the Act. The Hetch Hetchy Power Operation Re-
view Group of the Department has rendered a report not inconsist-
ent with the granting of the application.

III

Assuming the City has been diligent in constructing this system, is
the present application for the new right-of-way a change of loca-
tion within the meaning of Section 2 of the Raker Act? In my opin-
ion it is such a change of location.

IV

Whether or not the City has been diligent in the construction of the
system. If itf has not, and is not excused by some provision in the
Act, you may declare a forfeiture of all parts of the system not
completed, and request the Attorney General to commence suit for
the purpose of procuring a judgment declaring the works not com-
pleted to be forfeited to the United States. A hearing should be
held to ascertain the facts upon which to base a -decision in regard

lThe cndition was imposed by the Manager, Land Office, Bureau of Land Management,
Sacramento, California and related to the amount of water which the City should release
into the Tuolumne River from the O'Shaughnessy Dam in Yosemite National Park.
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to diligence or excuse for lack of diligence. Once the facts have
been ascertained the interpretations of the Raker Act set forth herein-
below should govern the decision on the diligence issue..

The. City's application for the change in location of the pre-
viously approved right-of-way was filed on February 26, 1958. The
present right-of-way location (the aqueduct has not been built)
was approved and amended in 1914 and 1917, respectively, pur-
suant to the Raker Act. It is on the South side of the Tuolunrne
River and in general follows the course of the river between the
O'Shaughnessy Dam, at the Hetch Hetchy reservoir, and the Early In-
take twelve miles downstream. The change in location is for a straight
line tunnel aqueduct on the North side of the. Tuolumne River
between the Dam and the Early Intake. At the present time, and
since the construction of the O'Shaughnessy Dam in 1928, the waters
from the Hetch Hetchy reservoir flow to the Early Intake down the
natural river bed of the Tuolumne River. At Early Intake the water
enters the aqueduct system and eventually reaches San Francisco.
The tunnel on the South side of the river has not been built because
it was not until 1955 that the City felt that power requirements
warranted its construction. The City states that the change of loca-
tion is needed because "further engineering studies" have shown the
necessity for the change. 2

By letter dated July 9, 1959, the Manager, Land Office, Bureau of
Land Management, Sacramento, California, informed the City and.
County of San Francisco that its application for the change in
location of the right-of-way would be approved if the City agreed
to the conditions proposed by the National Park Service ad by*
the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture. The City refused
to agree to the condition which related to the amount of water
which the City was to release into the Tuolumne River from the
O'Shaughnessy Dam and, on August 7, 1959, appealed the Land
Office decision to the Bureau of Land Management pursuant to Title
43, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 221.3

2 Letter dated February 24, 1958, forwarding the change in location map to the Bureau
of Land Management.

3 The condition was as follows:
"Applicant will release water to stream flow from OShaughnessy Dam according to

the following schedule:
Release from O'Shaughnessy Dam in Sec. Ft.

Period Normal Yr. Dry Yr.
May through September 15-so 40
September 16 through April 30- - ________________ 40 25

"Provided that releases shall be measured t the existing gauging station located
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RELEASE OF WATER

At a meeting in my office on June 21, 1960 the City Attorney for
the City and County of San Francisco agreed that the United States
can condition a rigt-6f-way grant on the amount of water that
should be discharged into the river. No legal question remains as t6
this matter.

As a result of negotiations with the City it is expected that the
following,,condition concerning water-release requirements will be
agreed upon:

14. Applicant will release water to stream flow from O'Shaughnessy Dam
during the first full twenty-four (24) month period of operation according
to the following schedule:
Period Release from O'Shrtughnessy Dam in lee. Ft.
May through . Minimum of 75 c.ts.

September 15
September 16 Minimum of .35 c.f.s.

through April 30

PROVIDED that releases shall be measured at the existing gauging sta-
tion lcated approximately three-fourths mile below O'Shaughnessy Dam;

PROVIDED FURTHER that during the first full twenty-four (24) months
of operation a fishery study will be conducted jointly by the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park Service, the United States. For-
best Service, and the California Department of Fish and Game, in cooperation
twith the City; and that during the course of this study the City will maker
such adjustments of flow as may be required as a basis for making ob-
servations and determination of an appropriate minimum flow ceiling; and

PROVIDED FURTHER that at the conclusion of the two year study as
aforesaid and based upon such studies, the Commissioner, Fish and Wild-:
life Service, shall propose a minimum flow ceiling for the period May 1:
through September 15 and file the proposal with the Secretary; the proposal
shall become a part of these conditions unless the City files objections to the
proposal within 30 days, and the City may, upon request, have a hearing be-
fore a Special Hearing- Officer who will render proposed findings of fact;-
upon receipt and study of the proposed findings of fact, and the record; thee
Secretary shall determine a minimum flow ceiling for the period May I through.
September 15.

approximately three-fourths mile below O'Shaughnessy Dam; and provided that the
terms 'normal' and 'dry' as used in the above schedules, shall be based upon the forecasted
April-July runoff of the Tuolumne River near Retch Hetchy as given by the California
Department of Water Resources April forecast; and provided further that within the-
meaning of the above schedules the normal year shall be one in which such April-July
runoff is forecasted to be, at least 450,000 acre feet while the dry year shall be one in
which such runoff is forecasted at less than 450,000 acre feet." : . . . :
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POWER COMPLIANCE

The report to the Assistant Secretary, Water and Power Develop-
ment, on the "Hetch Hetchy Power Operation for 1958," dated
July 20, 1960, states that in the opinion of tle Hetch Hetchy Power
Operation Review Group the City: and County of San Francisco
was in "'reasonable' compliance * * * with the provisions of see-
tion 6 of the Raker Act." The aforesaid Review Group considered the
issue in egard to fture oipiance with Section 6 of.the Raker Act
in the light. of the proposed Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct and stated; as
follows: 

With reference to future expansion in the City's power operations, to which Mr.
Holm refers, construction of the Canyon powerhouse will, of course, turn on,
issues presented by the City's pending application for modification of the right-
of-way. However, the'future contractual arrangements for disposal and/or use
of additional; power generated by the City and the annual power operations
must be carefully reviewed from the point-of-view of consistency with the Act.
Mr. Holm. states that the new contractual arrangements will be submitted to you
for review.

In my opinion, this report is consistent with the granting of the,
application. It also effectively places the City on notice that its
future power operations will be reviewed carefully by this Depart-
ment.

i- ~~~ ~~III 
CHANGE IN LOCATIONS

If the City has not delayed in constructing the system, the present
application for the new right-of-way location is a -"change of location"
within the meaning of Section 2 of the Raker Act because (1) the
whole system has not been completed and, in such a case, the Act
places no time limit on filing a. change in location; and (2) all the
possible reasons for. the change fall within the intent expressed by
CongressinpassingtheRakerAct. 4

6 Section 2 of the Raker Act, in pertinent part, provides as follows: :

- "That within three years after the passage of this Act said grantee shall file with the
registers of the United States land offices, In the districts where said rights of way or
lands are located, a map or maps showing the boundaries, locations, and extent. of said
proposed rights of way and lands required for the purposes stated in section one of this
Act; but no. permanent construction work shall be commenced on said land until such
map or maps shall have been filed as herein provided and approved by the Secretary
of the. Interior: Provided, however, That ay changes of location of. any of said rights
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On May 29, 1913, in rendering a report on H.R. 4319, predecessor
of H.R. 207, Congressman Raker stated that there was not to be a
time limit on filing a change in location. He did so in comparing the
Raker Act with a prior right-of-way grant made to the City of Los
Angeles for its municipal water supply. (See 34 Stat. 801 (1907)).
The Los Angeles statute stated that a change of. location in rights-of-
way must be made within two years. Congressman Raker in coin-
menting on the Raker Act, which eliminated the two year provision,
stated as follows:

Changes in location may be made at any time before final completion of the
works instead of within two years.

It may be that a change of location may be desired by the City subject to the
approval of the Secretary of Interior, at a time subsequent to two years. after
the filing of an additional map. So long as this is prior to the completion of the
works and is approved by the Secretary of the Interior it is desired that the
City have' permission to make such changes. (50 Cong. Rec. 1825, 1828 (1913).)

In its application the City stated that the change in location was
necessitated by further "engineering studies." It is not".iecessary,
for the reiasdns set forth hereinbelow, to decide if necessitated bv
"engineering studies" means (1) some engineering problem con-
nected with the construction of the tunnel, such as composition of
the rock; (2) the increased utility of the new tunnel due to the
larger residual power drop; or (3) the savings and costs of construe-
ting a straight-line tunnel. All of the foregoing reasons are included
within the intent expressed by Congress to give the City
the right to put that 300 foot dam on a piece of government land, the right
to furnish pure water to the City, and the right to sell to its inhabitants its
electric energy (50 Cong. Rec. 4105 (1913))

The Act, therefore, permits a change of location for any of the three
reasons listed hereinabove. This view is supported by the terms of
the Act.6

of way or lands may be made by said grantee before the final completion of any of said
work permitted in section one hereof, by filing such additional map or Maps as may be
necessary to show such changes of location, said additional map or maps to be filed in
the same manner as the original map or maps, but no change of location shall become valid
until approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and the approval by the Secretary of the
Interior of said map or maps showing changes of location of said rights of way or lands
shall operate as an abandonment by the city and county of San Francisco to the extent
of such change or changes of any' of the rights of way or lands indicated on the original
maps; * * (Italics supplied).

Remarks of Mr. Taylor of Colorado as a member of the majority group who success-
fully prevented the inclusion of a drastic forfeiture provision in-the Act. See footnote
13 infra.

It is also supported by a prior decision of this department which 'held that an applica-
tion by the City for additional watershed land area was a change in location because the
"area needed determines the grant." City and County of San Francisco, 46 L.D. 877,.380
(19-18).
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The Act by its terms does not limit the reasons for which a change
in location may be had so long- as the--change is requested prior to
completion of the system. The legislative histor4 is ambiguous. It
can be interpreted to mean either (1) that one permissable reason for
making a hange is when engineering problems are met; or (2)'that
a change can be permitted only when engineering problems are met.7

No legislative history was found which would indicate that changes
of location were to be permitted "only" when engineering problems
were met. Accordingly, the history itself is ambiguous and cannot,
therefore be a basis for adding language to the Act by statutory in-
terpretation. United. States v.. Dickerson, 310 U.S. 554, 561-562
(1940).' ;0 

In fact, even if the legislative history were clear, there is consid-
erable doubt, whether words could be added to the statute limiting
the reasons for permitting a change of location to engineering reas-
ons only. As stated by Mr. Justice Brandeis:

What the Government asks is not a construction of the statute, but, in effect,
an enlariet of-It by the court, so that what was omitted, presumably by
inadvertence, may be included within its scope. To supply omissions transcends
the judicial function * : (Lselin v. United States, 270 U.S. 245, 251 (1926)).

From the foregoing it is my opinion that so long as the change is con-
sistent with the intent of Congress it will be deemed a change in loca-
tion under the Act.

The problem which remains is to determine whether or not the City
has been diligent in the construction of the system. (Where the terms
"diligent", and "diligence" are used in this memorandum without
qualifying language, they are meant to include the following two
'requiements set forth in Section 5 of the Act: (1) that "the construc-
tion of [all the works permitted by the Act] shall be prosecuted dili-
fgntly0 atd(2jthat "nocessation of such construction shall continue
for a period of three consecutive years."),

7 In presenting to the House on August 29, 1913, an analysis of the provisions of the
bill that became law, Congreseman Raker stated that i I

"Section 2. This section requires the grantee to file with the Registers of the United
States Land Offices within 3 years all maps showing boundaries or locations, and
prohibits-permanent construction work until maps shall have been filed and approved.
Proviso I permits changes and location by approval when engineering problems are
moet and such changes are advisable." (Italics supplied) (50 Cong. Rec. 3909;
see also 50 Cong. Rec. 3921)

5fi726-6--2d
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IV

DILIGENCE

The present right-of-way location was granted in 1914, and
amended in 1917, pursuant to authorization contained in tie Rake r
Act (38 Stat. 242'' (1913)). The City admits that no work on the
tunnel ever'has been undertaken. (In 1955, however a 54,009,000

./ j ...i ..S , 1 a n S .f R O rE * v .e t 0 .. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(n195J ~v~ 5 0
boncL issue was approved by the voters of San Francisco forthe con-
struction of two power projects, the said tunnel being a part of #h.t
thei C(pity calls the Canyon Power Project.) The Department has
received several letters urging that the application be denied on the
ground, among others, that the right-of-way approved in 1914. and
1917 is, and has been for some time, subject to forfeiture because of
the City's failure to do any work on the tunnel for, in the language of
Section 5 of the Act, "a period of three consecutive years."

It is my opinion that the Act does not require that work be done
on each separate part of the system every three years. Itdoes, how-
ever; require that work be done on some integral and essential part of
the; system every three: years-what I term the "3. year rule." Th
addition,. the Act:requires that construction of. each integral and
essential part of the system be prosecuted diligently-what I term the
"diligence rule." . In my opinion; Congress meant for these two rules
to operate in the following manner: One integral and essential part
of the .system after another was to be constructed without a break of

. 8ec.'5 of the Act is as follows:
"That all lands over which the rights of way mentioned in this act-shall pass shall be
disposed of only subject to such easements: Provided, however, That the' construction
of the- aforesaid works shall be prosecuted diligently, and no cessation of such construe-
tion shall continue for a period of three consecutive years, and in the event that the
Secretary of the Interior shall find and determine that there has not been diligent prose-
cution of the work or of some integral and essential part thereof, or that there has been
a cessation of such construction for a period of three consecutive, years, then he may
declare forfeited all rights of the grantee herein as to that part of the orks not con-
structed, and request the Attorney General, on behalf of the United States, to commence
suit in the United States District Court for the Northern District of California for the
purpose of procuring a judgment declaring all such, rights to that part: of the works not
constructed to be forfeited to the United States, and upon such request it shall be the
,duty of the said Attorney General to cause to be. commenced and prosecuted to a final
judgment such suit: Provided further, That the Secretary of the Interior shall make
no such finding and take no such action if he shall find that the construction or progress
of the works has been delayed or prevented by the act of God- or the -public: enemy, or by
engineering or, other difficulties that could not have been reasonably.foreseen and over-
come, or by other special or peculiar difficulties beyond the control of: the. said grantee:
Provided further, That, in the exercise of the rights granted by this Act, the grantee
shall at all times comply with the regulations herein authorized and in the event of any
material departure therefrom the Secretary of the Interior or the Secretary of Agriculture,
respectively, may take such action as may be necessary in the courts or otherwise to
enforce such regulations."
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three consecutive years, unless excused by some difficulty within the
terms of the Second Proviso of Section of the Act, until the whole
system was. completed. The City was to have the right to decide the
order in which tlhe varioLs parts were to be constructed,except for the
O'Shaughnessy Dam itself (Section 9(k) of the Act) and perhaps
the roads and trails provided. for in Section 9(p) of the Act. In
192 1914, 1917 and 1921 the City stated that the' tunnel aqueduct
was not to be constructed for many years to come 'and that during this
time the strean bed of the Tuolumne River would' be used as the con-
duit to carry the waters from the Iletch Hetchy Reservoir to the
Early Intake. (The 1912 statement is found in a book that was pre-
seated to each member of Congress at that time.) 9 If, thewefore, there
'was no consecutive three-year break in the construction of the whole
system, aild if the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is an integral and es-
sential. part of the system, the query is then whether the "diligence
rule" has been atisfied, 'that is, whether the City had reasonable
grounds to postpone the construction of the tunnel aqueduct until the
present time.

9In, the report by John R. Freeman called "The Hetch-Efetchy Water Supply of San
Francisco 1912," the following is stated in regard to the Canyon Tunnel: -

"This portion of the aqueduct does not become an essential feature of the project of
Delivering Retch Retchy waters to San Francisco until such time as the objections to,
the occasional turbidity due to heavy rainfalls on the Canyon slopes by the lletch Hetchy
dam and the Early Intake shall make it worth the cost to keep the 'water continuously
under cover from the time it leaves the reservoir until itreaches the receiving reservoir
in San Francisco. Since the demand for this improvement and the quality of water
if not likely to develop for many years, it is scarcely necessary to consider the cost of this
division and to charge it in the present estimate. . ." (p. 284) ' "

A copy of Mr. Freeman's book was presented to each Congressman and Senator prior to the
passage of the' Raker Act. (See '"Retch Retchy, its Origin and History" by M. M.
'.O'Shaughnessy .(193

4
), at page 40.)

E,,In a pamphlet written by Mr. M. M. O'Shaughnessy dated January, 1920, which was
sent to the then Secretary of the Interior by letter dated January 26, 1921 pursuant
to the Secretary's request for information in regard to the extent of use of the Retch
Retchy project, it is stated at page 9 that
' :"From Retch Retchy reservoir to Early Intake, a distance of 12 miles, the river bed

,of the Tuolumde will serve as a conduit for the waters released from the Hetch Retchy
reservoir, until such time as the necessity for the generation of additional power would
justify the' construction of a tunnel from Retch Retchy Dam site to the forebay above
Early Intake."

To the. same effect see The City and: County of Sen Francisco v. Yosemite Power Caom
pany, (46 L.D. 89, 93' (1917) and 1914 protests by the City and County of San Francisco
against: (1) the "Application of the National Park Electric Power Company for rights
of way on Cherry Creek and on the main Tuolumne River in the Stanislaus National
'Forest " and "Granting of Sacramento Serial No. 02843, Application by Tuolumne Power
'andLight Company of July 21, 1909 for dam and reservoir site in the Pobpenaut Valley,
Yosemite National Park." In the protest numbered "one" above the City also stated
that"Investigations were made' e* * which indicate that possibly the preferable location
fdr: the-aforesad tunnel aqueduct of the City would.be along the right bank rather than
the left bank of the Tuolumne River."
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From the information furnished by the City and County of San
Francisco, it is not clear whether there has been construction during
each three consecutive years. It is noted, however, that there does
not appear to have been any work done on any part of the system
between the years 1940 and 1943. ("Chronology. of Hetch Hetchy
Project 1901-1960") Also, it is not clear whether the construction
in the other years was in regard to integral and essential parts of
the system, and whether the delay in constructing the tunnel aqueduct
was reasonable under all the circumstances. The Department files
do not aid in resolving the matter. In the 47 years since the passage
of the Act neither the courts nor this Department have decided
whether the City has "reasonably" complied with the provisions of
the Act requiring that the construction work on the system be prose-
cuted diligently and without a three-year break. (Sec. 9(u) of the
Act.) Inaction by the Department during this period does, not estop
the United States from bringing a forfeiture action. The cases are

-in accord in holding that the United States is not bound by laches
or neglect of duty on the part of its officers and agents. United
States v. San Francisco, 310 U.S. 16, 32 (1940); Utah Power and
Light Co. v. United States, 243 U.S. 389, 409 (1917); City and
County of San Francisco v. United States, 223 F. 2d 737 739 (9 Cir.
1955). Accordingly, it will be necessary to examine the entire his-
tory of the City's operation under the Raker Act in order to determine
if the City has complied with the "diligence" and "three-year" rules
and, if not, whether its delay is excused under the exculpatory
provisions of the Act.

A' hearing before a Special Hearing Officer should be held in San
Francisco to ascertain all the facts in regard to delay or excuse for
delay. After the Special Hearing Officer has submitted to me the
-record and proposed findings of fact, and the comments of the parties,
I will submit my recommendations to you. Sufficient information
will then, be before you upon which to make one of the following
determinations: (1) "find and determine [whether] there has not
been diligent prosecution of the work or of some integral and essen-
tial part thereof, or [whether] there has been a cessation of such
construction for a period of three consecutive years;" or (2) "find
that the construction or progress of the work has been delayed or
prevented by the Act of God or the public enemy or by engineering
or by other difficulties which could not have been reasonably foreseen

;or overcome, or by other special or peculiar difficulties beyond the
control of [the City] ." (Raker Act, Section 5.)
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The reasons in support of the foregoing follow:

A.

Integral and Essential Part

The following excerpts from the various bills introduced prior to
the passage of: the final bill in 1913 (H.R. 7207) show that the work
done during any three-year period must relate to an integral and
essential part of the-system. Stated differently, work only on some
unessential part of the project does not stop the running of the
three-year period.

The bill which finally became theRaker Act was H.R. 7207, 63rd
Congress, 1st Session. Other bills in the same Congress were H.R.
112, H.R. 4319, H.R. 6281, and H.R. 6914.

Neither H.R. 112 nor H.R. 4319 contained the phrase "integral and
essential part."

H.R. 11;2

.Section 5 of H.R. 112 provided as follows: 
That if no essential steps be taken to avail itself of the rights or provisions

granted by this act within five years from the date of approval of this act, or if
after such period of five years there shall be a cessation of such construction
for a period of three years before such work is completed, then all rights herein
granted may * 8 * be forfeited to the United States: * * *

.R. 4319
Section 5 of HR. 4319 stated:
That the construction of the aforesaid works shall be diligently prosecuted

to completion; and if there shall be a cessation of such construction for a
period of three consecutive years, then all rights hereunder shall be forfeit-
ed * e

By letter dated May 24, 1913, to the Department of the Interior
the Commissioner of the* General Land Office objected to Section
6 of .R. 4319 because

there is no provision which specifies the amount of construction to be done
within the three year periods and no provision for a forfeiture of the works
not completed within a specified time after commencement. I am of the opin-
ion that the bill should be made-specific on these points and that it should
provide for a forfeiture of all rights conferred by it, without further decla-
ration or action on the part of the government, if the construction work is not
entirely completed within such specific time as Congress deems wise to pre-
scribe. Under the bill as now worded, the rights granted may be maintained
indefinitely by the performance of some part of the'construetion during each,
period of three years of the commencement. (Italic supplied.)
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H.R. 6281
On June 23, 1913, one month subsequent to the letter from the

Commissioner of the General Land Office, H.R. 6281 was intro-
duced and added the phrase "integral part thereof." Section 5 of
H.R. 6281 stated:

That the construction of the aforesaid works shall be diligently prosecuted
without cessation of such construction for a period of three years; and in the
event that the Secretary of the. Interior shall find and determine that there
*has not been diligent prosecution of the works or of some integral part there-
of, or that there has been a cessation of such constructions for a period of three
consecutive years, then he may declare forfeited. * * *

H.R. 6914 X

Section 5 of H.R. 6914 added the word "essential." The bill was
introduced on July 18, 1913. No legislative history was foun'esx-
plaining why the word was added. Section 5 follows:

That the construction of the aforesaid works shall be diligently prosecuted
without cessation of such construction for a period of three consecutive years,
and in the event that the Secretary of the Interior shall find and' determine that
there has not been diligent prosecution of the work or of some integral- and
essential part thereof, or that there has been a cessation of such construction
for a period of three consecutive years, then he may declare forfeited. * * *
(Italics supplied.) H 7 .07

4 X ~HB.R. :Y07 -i

Section 5 of H.R. 7207, the bill that was enacted into law, is the
same as the above-quoted portion of Section : of 1H.R. 6914.

Section 5 of the Raker Act. (885tat. 242 (1913))

Section 5 of the Act, as finally approved oi December i9, 1913, is
the same as i H.R. 7207, except for certain language changes made
to clarify its meaning. It is a follows:

That the construction of the aforesaid works shall be prosecuted diligently,
and no cessation of such construction shall continue for a period of three
consecutive years; and in the event that the Secretary of Interior shall find and
determine that there has not: been diligent prosecution of the work or of sornb
-integral and essential part thereof: or- that there has'been cessation of such
.construction for a period of three consecutive years then he may- declare for-
-feited allright * < (Italics supplied.) -

FIt is my o~pinion,that.,the foregoing cearly shows that the wo.rk
done during any three-year period must relate to an integral and

... Ekessential .. part of the systemli k........... i- .
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B.
Lack of Constretion as to: One Essential. Part is Not, -Without

More, Grounds ior'Forfeituie -.

In 195' a bill was introduced to substitute the Tuolumne 'Cuity
Water District No. 2, a public agency in California for the City-of
San Francisco in to 'right to construct a powerhouse along ther&fdre-
said twelve mile stretch of the Tuolumne River. (H.R. 2388f 84t
Cong., 1st sess.) In support of the bill it was stated that' -

Now 'our position is that the City of San Francisco has defaulted and failed
'to exercise the privilege [given to it under the Raker Act to onstruct' tie
Canyon Tunnel Aqueductl and, therefore, the Congress of the United States
has the power to give that privilege to us. (Hearings Before the Subcomtttee
on Irrigation and Reclamation of the House Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, 84th Con., 1st Ses., ser. 6, at12 (1955))

.The bill did not become law.
There were many references made at the aforesaid Hearings to the

fact that no construction work had been undertaken on the Canyon
Tunnel Aqueduct for some 40 years. In fact, the City admitted.that
in over 40 years there had never, prior to 1955, been offered a bond
issue to develop the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct power drops. (Hear-
iligs, supraz, p:. 80) 1°'0 tf-' :

Assuming that the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is an integral and
essential part of the system, the mere fact that the City did no work
on the tunnel, and intended to -do none for many years subsequent
-to the passage of theAct, does not permit a declaration of forfeiture,
blyy teason of the thtee-y at requirement unless there was a cessation
of construction on every integral and essential part of the' systeaa t

.- :Theimapetus for the dtsireof-the' City to now construct theCanyon, Tunnel Aqueduct
was provided by the aforesaid 1955 bill (which was not enacted into law). (H.R. 2388,
4th Cong., 1st Sess.) When hearinigs were; had on the bill the City had resolved to

incur, a bonded. debt in the amount of $54 million to. provide construction of power-
plants at Early. Intake and Cherry River. (The voters later approved the bond issue.)
kAt the hearings the City representative was asked by Representative Engle to state tie
relationship between the, City's: resolution to. incur a 'debt of; $54 million and te
proposed H.R. 2388. The following answer and colloquy occurred (Hearings Before the
'Sabooaqaittee on lrrigtion and Reclamnation of the Houe' Committee on Interior and
InsuaZr Affairs, 85th Cong., 1st Bess., ser. 6, at 79 (1955))': '

"Mr. TURNER. The relationship is this: San Francisco has been planning on building
owerplants atEarly Intake and Cherry Vailey. However, Wi did' not plan on doing

that. this year. but since -this legislation before you is a threat that the city would lose
one of those powerplant sites, it was recommended by myself and the staff, and the resolu-
fith: was 'passed by the cbmmission, 'to miake'the'eaflidst podsible itternpt to' protect' the
city against.t he loss of that powersite. .f . -fi.' '; -S.- ..

"Mr. ENGLE. In other words, this legislation was a hotfootto San Francisco, ib'that
right?.. .. .

"Mr. TURNER. This legislation was one of the greatest aids that could be given to
the city and county of San Francisco (sic) that is possible. Thank You, Mr. Engle."
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the same time, for a period of three consecutive years. In short, the
system as a whole must be considered. To reason otherwise would
lead to. absurd results. For instance: The City could have been work-
ing all its available men on the O'Shaughnessy Dam and.doing
nothing for three years on the Cherry Valley Dam. Under separate
part theory the Secretary could'have declared a forfeiture and sub-
mitted the matter to the Attorney General for court action. I do not
think Congress intended any such result. In fact, when Congre
passed the Raker Act, it was aware that the "construction of the
Tuolumne system as proposed by the City of San Francisco, [was]
to be extended over about 50 years, 77 million [dollars]." (50 Cong.
Rec. 3901, 3992 (1913); also H. R. Rep. No. 41, 63rd Cong. 1st Sess.,
p. 2 3 (1913)).

Congressman Raker was also of the view that work must cease on
the whole plan before there could be a declaration of forfeiture under
the three-year cessation provision. This is shown by the following
colloquy appearing at 50 Cong. Rec. 3993:

Mr. DAVIS. You think the forfeiture would be limited to that onlyz or=<would
it take in whole thing.

Mr. RAKER. Only those works that are not complete.
Mr. DAvis. I have wanted to have it understood.
Mr. RAiKER. That is the purpose. If they had completed most of it and say

with respect to one branch of it that they did not need to finish it rihtway
Mr. DAVIS. It might be a branch that they needed absolutely,; and still it would

be forfeited, and the whole thing would be useless to the City of San Francisco.
Mr. RAXER. If they ceased work for three years on te whole plan, then that

part that was not completed would be forfeited. Otherwise they could continue
this indefinitely. They should start in under this bill and keep busy right along
all the time. That is the law of the State of California in regard to water
rights. (Italics supplied.)

In my opinion, therefore, the fact that the City did no-*work on
the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct, assuming it to.- be an integral and
essential part of the system, and intended to do none for many years
'subsequent to the passage of the act, does not permit a declaration of
forfeiture, by reason of the three-year equirement, unless there was
a cessation of construction on every: integral and essential part of the
system, at the same time, for a period of three consecutive years. As
previously stated, however, the act permits a declaration of forfeiture
even if there has been no consecutive three-year break in the construc-
tion of the whole system, if the facts show that the delay in construe-
ting a particular integral and essential part of the system is not
reasonable under all the circumstances.
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C.

Lack of Diligence Excused

If there was no work on any integral ad essential part of the
system for three consecutive years, a forfeiture still may not be de-
clared if the City's delay is excused by some circumstance falling
within the exculpatory language in the Second Proviso of Section 5
of the Act.

I understand that since 1927 the City has undertaken on eight
different occasions to bond itself for the purpose of transmitting the
power from the Hetch Hetchy Dam into San Francisco,", and none
has been successful.

Two of the questions to be considered are whether or not any delay
caused by (1) the fact of the eight unsuccessful bond issues; or (2) the
events culminating in the decision of the United States Supreme
Court in United States v. San Francisco, 310 U.S. 16 (1940), and
in City and. County of San Francisco v. United States, 223 F. 2d.
737 (9 CW. 19i), can1 be considered as excusing, as -the case may be,
(a) cessation of construction of every integral and essential part of
the system for three consecutive years-the "three-year rule;" or
(b) delay in constructing any particular integral and essential part
of the system-the "dilignpexrule". The City and other participants
in the hearing will be expected to direct themselves to these issues
in their briefs or comments made after the hearing. In this con-
nection, and in order that all participants may have the benefit of
the Department's research, there is set forth hereinbelow material in
regard to (1) the exculpatory language of the Act; (2) the "reason-
able" compliance section- of the Act; and (3) a statement concerning
the rule; that forfeitures are not favored.

I"In 1927 the, city of San Francisco undertook to extend that transmission line into
San Francisco with a bond issue of $2 million, which failed.

"In 1928 a revenue bond issue was proposed, which only required a majority vote, and
that failed.

"In 1950 the city of San rancisco sought to bond itself for $8 million in order to
take over the distribution system of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. in San Francisco and
distribute that power according to the Raker Act, which failed.

"In. 1933 another bond issue in the amount of $6.3 million was rejected by the people
of San Francisco. -

"In 1935 another bond issue failed.i
"In. 1937 a $50 million bond issue for the same purpose failed.
"In 1989 a $55 million bond issue to take over the distribution system failed

* "In 1941 after this Supreme Court d6cision and during the course-of these negotiations,
and on the basis of a settlement wbich had been proposed by Mr. Ickes, a bond issue in
the sin of $66,500,000 failed of passage."

(Hearings .Before the Subcommittee on rrigation and Reclamation of the House con-
titee on nterior nd lslar Aoffairs, 84th Cicozii, 1st Sess., Ser, 6, at pp. 6-7 (1955))
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1. Exculpatory Language of the Act

Under Section 5 of the Act no declaration of forfeiture can be made
if [the Secretary] shall find that the construction or progress of the works

has been delayed or prevented by the Act of God or the public enemy, or by
engineering or other difficulties that could not have been reasonably foreseen
and. overcome, or by other special or peculiar difficulties beyond the control of
the said grantee.

Congressman Raker, in commenting on H.R. 4319 (a predecessor
to the bill that became law), stated that there was to be no time limit
on beginning construction of the project because "it is impractical
to specify exact dates when there is always a possibility of delay
on account of litigation, etc." (50 Cong. Rec. 1828 (1913); The "etc."
is in the quotation.)

No further reference to "litigation" was found in the legislative
history except the following statements by supporters of the bill:
* We believe that after this bill is passed we may have litigation. I do not
doubt that the owners of riparian rights will take us into the courts, and
we will have to fight for everything we get. That litigation may take years.
Every year's delay means additional cost to our taxpayers. We are preparing
for the future; we are looking ahead a hundred years, which is none too far,
because,: in my judgment, after the opening of the Panama Canal those cities
around the Bay of San Francisco will increase in population by leaps and
bounds. (50 Cong. Rec. 3981 (1913));

: * . * :; . * - * . :-. * e *

But the fact has been accomplished. Now here is a provision that certain
rights shall be granted to certain irrigation districts. In all probability it
is not improbable there will be some litigation between' these districts and
San Francisco as to what those rights are. It would be strange if a bill should
be passed out of; which litigation could not arise; and the courts would enforce
those rights in those irrigation districts under the act without attempting to
destroy the rights which have been granted. (50 Cong. Rec. 4104 (1913)).

Congressman Raker, again in commenting on H.R. 4319, stated as
follows:-

Secretary of the Interior may waive forfeiture for non-compliance with condi-
tions of grant if he finds that the City is prevented from continuing construction
by unforeseen engineering difficulties or special and peculiar causes:

This is manifestly a just and proper prhvisiol. 'See 'The National Forest Man-
ual, issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, to take effect February 24, 1913,
Regulation L, 16, and Form No. 61, page 35, the aforesaid 'The National Forest
Manual', Article 6, Article 7. '(50 Cong. Rec. 1828 (1913))

The National Forest Manual referred to by Congressman Raker was
probably the source for the exculpatory proviso in Section 5 of the
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Raker Act. The applicable provisions in the manual referred to by
'Congressman Raker are set forth in the footnote hereinbeow. .

2. Resotnable Conipliance

The Second Proviso of Section 9 (u) of the Act states as follows:

That the grantee shall at all times comply with and observe on its part all the
conditions specified in this Act, and in the event that the same are not reasonably
-complied with and carried out by the grantee * * * . (Italies supplied.)

The above-quoted proviso of Section 9 (u) of the Act was not in the
final bill, 1.R. 7207, as presented to Congress by Chairman Raker
in 1913. It was inserted as an amendment on the floor of the House by
Chairman Raker. The circumstances of its passage show that it was
the intention of Congress not to "jeopardize [the City's]rights by
drastic and] unnecessary conditions." (50 Cong. Rec. 41044105
(191 3) ) -e. -

The "drastic and unnecessary conditions" referred to were contailed
in the language of an amendment offered by Mr. Murray of California
as follows:

And upon the violation of the grantee of any of said conditions all the title,
-easements, and franchises, together with all appurtenances. thereinto belonging,
granted by this act, shall revert 'to the United States. (50 Cong. Rec. 4103
(1913)).

'i "Art. 6. That it is uderstood, if at the date of the termination, of any one of the
periods specified in article 4 hereof, unless such period is extended by the Written approval
of the secretary, after a showing by the permittee satisfactory to the Secretary that such
bejginning of construction of that part of the project works requited to hate been hegun
withii such period 'has been prevented by the Act of God, or by the public enemy, or by
engineering difficulties that cold not 'reasonably have been foreseen, ot by other special
and peculiar ause beyond the control of the permittee, that thereupon the permission
to occupy and use National Forest lands for all' parts of said project works, the conetruc-
tion 'of which has 'not been begdn on said date shall terminate and become void and
that the 'permit, insofar at'iuch parts of said project works are concerned, shall become
-offno eect.
' "Art. 7 That it is understood that the periods specified in article` 5 hereof for the
completion of construction and the' beginning of operation of the several parts of the
p'rojdct works will be extendedI only upon the written approval of the ecretary, after
A showing' by the permitted Satisfactory to the secretary, that the completion of con-
'stictioni nd eginhing af operation has been prevented by the Act. of' God, or the public
enemy, or by engineering difficulties that could' not reasonably have been foreseen, or by
dther'speial and peculiar causebeyond the 'control of the perrdittee'; and if such exten-
sion: be ut approved that 'thereupon 'the permission to occupy and ube National Forest
'aands for such parts 'of said project works shall terminate and become void; and that
'the permdit, insofar only as such parts of said project works are concerned, shall become
'of no effect '0 T -i' 

lieg 6. 3 iAn extension of the periods stipulated in the per mit for beginning or
ceompleting construction and for beginning operation will b'e'granted, only by the written
approval of 'the Secretary after a showing by the permittee 'satisfactbry to the secretary
that beginning or completing construction and beginning.operation'has been prevented
'bSy engineering'difficulties' that could not reasonably have been foreseenior by other special
iidjpeculiarcauses beyond thi control of-the bermittee."''; t ' ' S . i. : ; ,:;,.,i, i W ,\ . , o : ,:: . L :l :of ''::t:he.i : :er:5 : 
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The purpose of this amendment was to "make the forfeiture pro-
vision a little more stringent' (50 Gong. Rec. 4093 (1913)). '

A majority. of the members of Con'gress felt that the &foresaid
atenhdient Wastad drasti' and refused to adopt it. In its place Con-
gress adopted the amendment offered by Mr. Raker, which contained
the phrase "reasonably complied with aid carried out."3

The following quotation from Bonnett v. Vallier, 136 Wis. 193, 116
N. W. 885, 888 (1908), expresses the usual meaning to be accorded
to the word -"reasonable."

Reasonable as applied to a law is manifestly not what extremists on one side
or the other would deem, in the light of the principles referred to and the

1i Set forth in this footnote are certain of the statements made by: members of Con-
gress in defeating the stringent amendment and in adopting the more lenient amendment
containing the phrase "reasonably."

"MR. KENT. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that this amendment which means well,
is altogether too severe; We know perfectly well that a city government may or may not
be corrupt. Under as drastic an amendment as that proposed one rotten administration
lasting two years in San Francisco might forfeit all those rights. San Francisco has just
passed through an administration that would have, wrecked the town for the purpose

.of-boosting the present local-water coImpany, and I do not think the amenddknt should
be so drastic. I think that all public rights are properly safeguarded n the bill as it now
stands." (50 Cong. Rec. 4103)

"MR. MURRAY of Oklahoma. It is the object of the court to make performance when
it is expressed in general terms. I will suggest to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. Mann]
that he would not write a contract, or would not hesitate to write a contract for a client
that did not put a condition of forfeiture upon the grantee." (Id. at 4104).

"MR. MANN. If the gentleman will permit, as attorney for miunicipalities have writ-
teff a good many contracts, and hever endeavored to give-the other fellow the-slightest
show on earth. I never did. But we are dealing with a' municipal corporation now, and
ought to deal on different terms than we would with a private party." (Id. at 4104)

"MR. TAYLOR of Colorado. Mr. Chairman, we ought to consider that we are not dealing
with a private corporation that might try to speculate in and abuse the rights granted. We
are dealing with a large number of people of this country, 8 or 10 large and growing
cities, and why should we jeopardise their rights by drastic and unnecessary conditions?
Why should anyone want to permit some little technicality to forfeit those very important
rights? Why should Uncle Sam want to even jeopardise them?

"Why should we put a cloud on the title and bring about such a condition that the
city could not float their bonds? It seems to me that we ought not to insert a needless
possibility of forfeiting the property; of those people. It -seems to me that section -6 is
broad. enough, and with the amendment put in by the gentleman from Arkansas [Mr.
Taylor] the other day we have gotten San Francisco hedged about now as much as it
is reasonably possible for us to do in any degree of fairness. If they do not diligently
construct the work, they forfeit everything. We do not want to hand San Francisco a
gold brick, something they cannot handle or get anything out of without- coming back
to Congress again. Let us treat them in good faith.

"When we provide that any attempt to sell or alienate or speculate In any way shall
work a. forfeiture, for heaven's sake, let us not add a clause so that if a horse takes a
drink out of the creek or some one uses a little water or does something it may afford
an excuse for some superserviceable United States attorney to jump in and declare for-
feiture. I want to give San Francisco in goul faith a good waterworks system, a good title
to it. We want to give them as near as possible a fee simple title to the lands and rights
of way. We want to give them the right to put that 300-foot dam on a piece of Government
land, the right. to furnish pure water to the city, and a right to sell to Its inhabitants
this electric energy.

"I feel that while any ordinary forfeiture In<. preventing any sale, transfer, or 'skul-
'duggery', or anything of that kind is all right, theconditions imposed by this amendment
are not fair to 'San Francisco. And I think if the-gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. Murray]
will stop and look at It he will see that he is endeavoring to enact a proposition here
which, if carried out, would or might render this wholeact a nullity and useless. (Id. at
4104-O5) ." -
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-itua~tion to be dealt with; fit or fair. It is what "from the calm sealevel" so to
speak, of common sense, applied to the whole situation, is not illegitimate in
view of the end to be-attained. In determining that, the court must look to the
language of the statute and to all of the facts bearing on the situation of which
it may properly be said to judicially know because of their common nature or
otherwise. (Italics supplied.)

As shown above, the general test of forfeiture under the Act is
"reasonable" compliance. Such ac reading of the statute is further
supported by the general principle that forfeitures are not favored by
the courts.

In the case of RusAh v. Kirk, 127 F. 2d, 368, 370 (1942), which in-
-volved an assignment of a Government oil and gas prospecting permit,

the court stated that "Forfeiture is a harsh rule and will be decreed
only in a clear case or when required by the express provisions of a
'contract." In Mammoth Cave National Park Association v. State
.Highway Commission, 261 Ky. 769, 88 S.W. 2d 931 (1935), the Court
stated the general rule as follows::

Forfeiture of easements like other forfeitures are not favored by courts, and
miere nonuse or temporary suspension of use without adverse possession is not
alone sufficient to establish abandonment. (88 S.W. 2d at 934)

In that case a railroad company conveyed its easement to a park
association "in trust for the United States of America for National
Park purposes."

In a suit by the Association to quiet title the court held that the
railroad easement was abandoned because the railroad tore up and
removed the tracks and attempted to convey the land to others to
be dedicated for other than railroad use.

The courts have applied the same rule in the case of certain grants
by governmental authority. In Gonzales v. Ross, 120 U.S. 605, 622
*(1887), a case involving a Mexican. grant, the court stated that "All
favorable presumptions will be made against the forfeiture of a
'grant." In Oregon £ California Railroad Company v. United States,
238 U. S. 393 (1915), the lower court had decreed the forfeiture of a
public land grant made to a railroad, the grant being forfeited be-
cause the railroad sold properties for prices above the maximum
provided by law and in violation of other conditions of the grant.
The United States Supreme Court reversed the decree holding that
certain provisions in the law were coyenants and.not, conditions sub-.
sequent. The court stated that:

And it is a general principle that a court of equity is reluctant to (some
authorities say never will) lend its aid to enforce a forfeiture.: (238 U.S. 393,
420) (Parenthesis supplied by the court.).

The court also stated that the sense of a law or terms of an instru-
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ment ma be found in the intention of the grantor if "the intention
is made clear." '-(238 U.S. 393,415)

Under the Raker`Act it was the clear intention of Congress to deal
with th&i City and County of San Francisco "on diflerent terms than
we would with a private party." (50 Cong; Rec. 4104 (1913)). Ac-
cordingly, the view found in some cases that there is a difference in
the rigor of the application of a forfeiture provision where the gaTntor
,is the United States and the grantee a private party has no applica-
tion in the instant matter.

GEORGE W. ABBoTT, The Solicitor.

APPEAL OF MORGAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-253: Decided September £, 1960:

Contracts: Appeals
Contractor-appellant has a contractual right to "be afforded an opportunity

to be heard and to offer evidence, in support of. its appeal." This right must
be honored even if amount of claim involved is small' Parties may stipulate
to submit appeal "on the record."

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

Department Counsel has moved on September 9, 1960,, that the
Board should

dismiss Claim No. 2 of the Contractor, and permit sworn statements to be sup-
,plied, the Board by both parties in lieu of conducting a formal hearing in this
case on Claims Nos. 1 and 3, following a statement of factual issuesby the con-
tractor and accompanied by a supplement to this statement when such nforma-
tion is supplied by the contractor.

Appellant's appeal dated July :22, 1960, sets forth three reasons
why the.Fincings'of Fact and Decision of the contracting officer of
June 16, 1960, 'should be deemed to be erroneous. These reasons are,
in sunimary, as~ follows: ;; 0 : . .

1. frost conditions which existed prior to January.6, 1960 which
"were beyond the control of the contractor- and which caused
a delay in the work."

2. "unnecessary supervision."

3. failure of the contracting -officer to consider the effects of a
cancelled, "premature" resumption of rwork.order.'

These .are all -factual issues regarding which. the contractor-appel-
lant. has a contractural right to "be' afforded an opportunity' to. be
heard and to offer evidence in support of its appeal." r As appellant

i Clause 6, "Disputes," Standard Form 23A.
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has specifically requested a hearing, and as his claims seemingly fall.
into the category of disputes "concerning a question of fact the
motion to dismiss Claim No. 2 is denied.

It is noted in connection with this denial that proceedings before
the Board on appeals are de novo. Further, should it appear during
the proceedings that the contracting officer has not passed in a decision
on a particular fact, then the. matter will be remanded to the con-
tracting officer.3

Department Counsel also alleges that the amount in dispute is
$1,400 and that the
Government would prefer in view of the small amount involved to have submitted
sworn statements on behalf of the Government and appellant respectively, thus
avoiding the cost both to the Government and appellant of a formal hearing.
The Government does not make this recommendation in any spirit of denying
the contractor a full opportunity to present his case but rather makes it for
the reason that expense to both parties can be minimized by this procedure. * * *

This course of action seems to be desirable, indeed. However, :the
Board has no power to compel the appellant to follow this course of
action as it has a contractual right to a hearing, regardless of the
amount of the claim involved. Hence, the Board denies the motion in
so far as it concerns further procedures concerning Claims Nos. 1
and 3.

However, nothing prevents Department Counsel from obtaining
approval of the appellant or his attorney to the course of action, which
he proposes.

A copy of the statement of the Government's position, including
Department Counsel's arguments on this point, has been served on the
appellant. Hence, in view of the small claim involved and the expenses
connected with the holding of a hearing, the Department Counsel
should contact appellant, or his attorney, with a view to negotiate, if
possible, a stipulation to the effect that the matter may be considered
by the Board solely on the record. However, during the negotiations,
it should be made clear to the appellant that full opportunity. will, be
given to him to present his case on, the record by means of written
statements and affidavits, if he so desires. No formal appearance has
been noted as to appellant's counsel, mentioned in the Statement of
Government's Position, as being. Martin J. Andrews, Esq., Den-
ver, Colorado, and as having participated in proceedings before the
contracting officer.

If appellant is not represented by counsel, Department' Counsel

2 Cf. James Lumber Company, ASBCA No. 1991 (March 1, 1954).
2 Utah Construction Company, IBCA-183, 140, .6 I.D. 248, 256 (1960); Francis 0. Day

Company, Inc., IBCA-i178 (December 4,.1959) ;., General Excavating Company, ICA-150
(May 25, 1959) F conomy Pumps, Inc., Division of . H. Wheeler..anafactUring. con-
panty, IBCA-94 (February 13, 1957).
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should offer to assist the appellant in the solution of problems con-
nected with procedures involved in the submission of statements and
Affidavits "on the record" not "because of any legal requirement to do
so, but as a matter of sound administrative policy." 4 It is the opinion
of the Board that such assistance in procedural matters is not violative
of the statute prohibiting assistance by a Government employee in the
prosecution or support of a claim against the United States "otherwise
than in the proper discharge of his official duties * * *" (Emphasis
added.)

PAUL H. Gncn;,Y airman.'s-

THOMAS M. DURSTON, Member.

JOHN J. HYNES, Member.

APPEAL OF GENERAL EXCAVATING COMPANY

SeA-188 Decided September 21, 1960

Contracts: Appeals-Contracts: Contracting Officer
A communication from a contracting officer to a contractor, in order to con-

stitute a decision which will start the running of the appeal period under
a "Disputes" clause, must be so worded as fairly and reasonably to in-
form the contractor that a decision under the "Disputes" clause is
intended.

Contracts: Delays of Contractor-Contracts: Subcontractors and Suppliers-
Rules of Practice: Evidence

Where a contractor claims that, absent a strike, supplies would have been
delivered to it on a certain date by its subcontractor or supplier, but no evi-
dence is submitted showing that supplies could have been so delivered, the
hypothetical delivery date alleged by the contractor will be disregarded for
the purpose of establishing the-commencement-of the peiod of excusable
delay caused by the strike.

Contracts: Delays of Contractor
Where the required period for completion of the contract has expired, the

contractor is not entitled to further extension of time for performance
by reason of allegedly "unusually severe weather," occurring after ex-
piration of the required period for completion. V

BOARD OF.CONTRACT APPEALS

General Excavating Company, a partnership consisting of Fred C.
Knauser and William F. Hense, located in Beltsville, Maryland, has
appealed timely on December 22, 1958, from a decision of the Con-

*~ ~~~~r) Jaur 14 .O of Tho

Ralph . Standley and Oscar Linden, TA-¼191 (Irj, January 14, 1960; cf. Thomas G.
'Meeker, Legal Assistance Available to the General Practitioner, 3 Prac. Law. 42-49 (1957).

15 U.s.c., 1958 ed., 28. *
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tracting Officer, dated November 26, 1958. The appellant had re-
quested, by its letter of October 3, 1958, additional extensions of time
related to delays by another contractor, strikes of concrete truck
drivers and cement manufacturers, and for delays due to unusually
severe weather. The contracting officer has withheld as liquidated
damages the sum of $7,650.00, representing 153 days of unexcusable
delay in completion of the contract, at the prescribed contract rate of
$50.00 per day. The appellant has alleged that all of the 153 days of
delay were excusable. No hearing was requested by either party.
The appellant's several claims of excusable delay will be described and
numbered, infra.

Contract No. 14-10-028-1037, out of which these disputes arise,
was awarded to appellant on October 17, 1956. The total estimated
contract price was $298,469.20, later increased, by four change orders
for additional work, to $302,880.38. The contract was executed on
Standard Form 23, (rev. March 1953) and contained Standard Form
23A (March 1953). The location of the .work was Rock Creek Park,
Washington, D.C. The appellant was required to construct one pre-
stressed concrete bridge over Rock Creek at Broad Branch, one
reinforced concrete box culvert over Broad Branch at Beach Drive,
and certain approach roads for these structures. The work was to
start within 10 days after receipt of notice to proceed and was to
be completed within 330 days from date of receipt of the notice to
proceed. The acknowledged date of receipt of such notice was
November 1, 1956, making the required. completion date Septem-
ber 27, 1957. As a result of several extensions of time granted by
the Contracting Officer, the revised date required for completion of
performance became January 19, 1958. The work was actually
completed June 21, 1958, constituting a delay of 153 days.

Clause 5, "Termination for Default-Damages for Delay-Time
Extensions," of Standard Form 23A, provides in paragraph (b)
thereof for assessment of liquidated damages for failure to complete
the work within the time specified, where the Government does not
terminate the contract for default. Paraglfaph 4-2, "Liquidated
damages," in Section 4 of the contract, fixes the amount of liquidated
damages at $50.00 per day. Paragraph 4-11, "Maintenance of Traf-
fic" of the same Section, states that due to relocation of sewer lines
under another contract, the "Bridge Contractor" (appellant) will be
required to coordinate his work with the "Sewer Contractor."

On July 22, 1960, Department Counsel moved for dismissal of the.
appeal for "failure of Appellant to properly prosecute same under
Title 43 CFR, Part 4, Section 4.5 (a) (b) ." This motion was denied
by the Board on August 15, 1960.1'

1 On the ground that "* * the statement of the claim is sufficient to enable the
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Department Counsel's "Statement of The Government's Position
and Brief in Support Thereof," in addition to controverting the
claims in the appeal on their merits, raises certain legal questions
concerning the long delay on the part of the appellant, before giving
notice of the additional delays; connected with the time extensions
granted by the Contracting Officer in his letter of, September 6, 1957.
The appellant apparently acquiesced in these time extensions as being
equitable, until its letter of October 3, 1958, by which it attempted
to justify increases in the periods of excusable delay allowed by the
Contracting Officer. Also, in the same letter, the appellant set up
an entirely new claim for excusable delay based on adverse weather
conditions during the winter of 195T-1958. No prior notice had been
given by appellant as to this period of allegedly bad weather, as
required by the contract.

Clause 5(c) of the General Provisions of the contract provides in
pertinent part that "the Contractor shall within 10 days from the
beginning of any such delay, unless the Contracting Officer shall
grant a further period of time prior to the date of final settlement
of the contract, notify the Contracting- Officer in writing of the
causes of delay."

At the time of appellant's letter of October 3, 1958, final settlement
of the contract had not been made.

Department Counsel contends that the contractor's objections, to the
amounts of time previously allowed by the Contracting Officer, were
not timely, and should be dismissed; also that no explanation was
given for the delay and that the claim of excusable delay for unusually
severe weather may not be considered, because of failure to notify
Contracting Officer of the delay within 10 days, pursuant to the
contract clause quoted supra.-

However, the Board considers that the Contracting Officer, in his
decision dated November 26, 1958, has waived the delays of appellant
in notifying him of the additional periods of delay, related to the
extensions of time previously allowed, as well as appellant's delay in
asserting the claim of unusually severe weather. In his decision, the
Contracting Officer considered the appellant's claims on the merits,
without deciding -whether additional time would be allowed (as he
was empowered to determine under Clause 5 (c), supra). In a similar
case, where the contractor filed requests for further extensions of time
after the work was completed, and the Contracting Officer considered
such claims on their merits, the court held that the delays in making
protests had been waived.2

Government to reach issue with the appellant. * *" (The appellant had not submitted
any statement to the Board except the appeal letter of December 22, i956.)

2 Samuel S. Palumnbo v. United States, 125 Ct. Cl. 6,78 689 (1953).i
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Also, it is urged by Department Counsel that the extensions of
-time previously fixed by the Contracting Officer, in his letter of Sep-
tember 6, 1957, were final unless formally appealed pursuant to the
-Disputes Clause. However, there is: nothing in the Contracting
Officer's letter of September 6, 1957 to indicate that it amounted to a
-decision on a disputed matter. Moreover, that' letter contained no
caveat to put the; appellant on notice that he must appeal in the event
-of disagreements- The facts in, the instant case are distinguishable
from a ruling in the Palumbo decision, cited upra, with respect to
the necessity of appeal within 30 days after a decision. In the Pa-
Jumbo case, the contractor had immediately protested the issuance
of a stop. order, and was given a further extension of one: week.
Thereafter he acquiesced in the resident engineer's ruling to begin
work and did not appeal within 30 days as required. It would be
manifestly improper to. place on a contractor the burden of filing
premature notices of apeal as to all contracting officer communica-
tions which are not clearly decisions resulting from disputes.

.Department, Counsel's further argument, that the Board has no
authority to modify the extensions of time allowed by the Contracting
'Officer, for the reason that such modification would amount to re-
mission of liquidated damages, is not well taken. 4 By logical extension,
'such an assertion would be tantamount to charging that the Contract-
ing Officer has no authority to grant extensions of time due to excus-
able delays.. The plain language of the contract gives such authority
to the Contracting Officer, subject to appeal to the head of the depart-
ment, and subject to decision by the Board as the authorized repre-.
sentative of the Secretary of the Interior (43 CFR, Part 4, Section
4.4). A i;: ;:.-
-However, the appellant has not sustained its burden of proof in

support of its claims for additional time for performance, as will be
discussed, infra. No brief was filed by appellant, and no hearing was
requested for the purpose of presenting evidence.

Claim No. 1

At some unstated time -in the performance of the contract, there
was a delay of approximately 60 days in the work of the "Sewer
Contractor." The ContractingC Officer allowed an extension of 30
days for performance of appellant's work because of that delay. This
extension was granted by letter of September 6, 1957, and was not

: : Central Wrcking(Corporatoen, IBCA-69, 64 I.D.-145, 149 (1957T). --- :
>&It is correct that -the Board does .not have jurisdiction to. remit liquidated damages,

nor to make a recommendation to 'the Comptroller General for such remission, under
41 U.S.C. 256a (Monarch Lumber Company, IBCA-217 (May 1, 1960.)). However, this
type of remission is not involved here, as the instant case concerns only the normal exten-
sions of time under Clause 5.
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objected to by appellant until its letter of October 3, 1958. Appellant
then asserted, for the first time, that an extension of 60 days should.
have been granted.
* No proof has been offered by appellant to support this claim..

The original extension of 30 days was granted on the basis of "evi-
dence at hand" (Contracting Officer's findings of November 26,.
1958), indicating, apparently, that the appellant was able to pro-
ceed with certain portions of its own work during the 60 day period.
Although the facts constituting the "evidence at hand" are not before
the Board, the appel]ant has not furnished any evidence whatever
that the extension should have been for any period in excess of 30'
days.

Accordingly, the Board must deny appellant's Claim No. 1.

Claim No. 2

A strike of concrete truck drivers began May 18, 1957, and was
settled June 7, 1957. In his letter of September 6, 1957, the Con-
tracting Officer allowed 21 days as an excusable delay by reason of
this strike. The contractor-appellant has protested this extension
as being insufficient, claiming that it was prevented by the strike
from obtaining concrete for 24 days, beginning on May 17, 1957 and-
ending "June 19 [sic] 1957." (We assume that the appellant intended
to indicate June 9 as the latter date would result in a compu-
tation of 24 days.) Appellant's statement, that its records show it,
was unable to obtain concrete on the day before the strike began,.
cannot be accepted at face value in the absence of evidence that the
unavailability of concrete on the day preceding the strike was due
to the strike or some other excusable cause. A mere assertion is not
sufficient. Although it appears that the strike was settled on Fri-
day, June 7, 1957, and appellant claims that concrete was not avail-
able until the Monday following, there is no evidence before
the Board to support the appellant's bare inference, that its ina-
bility to secure concrete on Saturday, June 8, 1957, was, in some
manner, related to the strike. No showing of excusable delay has
been made as to any period in excess of the Contracting Officer's
allowance of 21 days. Therefore, this claim is denied.

Claim No. 3

Another strike, on the part of the workers in cement manufactur-
ing plants, began on July 10, 1957 and was settled on July 30, 1957.
Using these dates, the Cntracting" Officer granted an- extension of
21 days for perforfiance of the contract, in his letter of September
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6, 1957. Again the appellant did not protest until October 3, 1958,
when it pointed out that due to the threat of this strike, its supplier
would not stock the "High Early Strength" type of cement (which
was not in popular demand) in the two-week period just prior to the
strike. As a result, appellant claims that it was unable to procure this

* cement beginning with June 28, 1957. Also, after the strike was set-
tled, appellant alleges that the manufacturer did not ship this special
:type of cement until the larger demands for more popular kinds had
been satisfied. As a result, the appellant says it was unable to obtain
concrete until August 13, 1957.

Appellant has not established by competent proof that it could have
received its requirements for "High Early Strength" cement begin-
ning June 28, 1957, had it not been for the strike. This Board has
held, in a recent decision, that such a hypothetical date may not be
considered as the commencement of an excusable delay period, in the
absence of convincing proof5 Also, there does not appear to be any
reason why the appellant was obliged to use "High Early Strength"
type of cement. That type of cement was not required by the speci-
fications nor by any2 other contract provision. In fact, the specific
approval of the Contracting Officer was required by Section 6-2 of the
contract, for use of "High Early Strength" cement. Such approval
was requested by appellant's letter of July 29, 1957 and was granted
on July 31, 1957.

Thus, it seems that the abnormal delays, which occurred before and
after the actual period, of the strike, resulted from the independent
choice, by the appellant, to use in the performance of the contract, a
special type of cement which could not be obtained with ordinary
promptness. The consent of the Contracting Officer for the use of the
"High Early Strength" cement does not permit the appellant to pro-
long an excusable delay, through use of his own choice of material.

Claim: No. 4

The belated claim of the appellant, for extension of time due to
unusually severe weather, is not properly documented by the list which
it presented, consisting of Department of Commerce weather reports
concerning the amount of sunshine and the number of days of precipi-
tation for each month from September 1957 through March 1958. Nor
does appellant specify) iwhat days, if any, it was unable to work,
because of unusually severe weather.- It is stated in the Contracting
Officer's decision of November 2, 1958 (and not controverted by ap-

pellant), that appellant's weekly payrblls and inspectors' daily logs

Arizona Plumbing and Heating Company, 1no., IBCA-123 (August 1, 1960).
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indicate that there was no more delay that would be normal for such
time of year. Moreover, it has been held that delays projecting work
into an unfavorable season of the year, which impede the progress.
of the work, do not give rise to further excusable delays.6

In any event, it has been held that; even where a contract provides
that the contractor was not required to carry on winter operations,.
this applied only to the winter season within the period required for
completion of performance and not to the following winter, which
was subsequent to the required completion date7 We follow this
rule, which is dispositive of the appellant's contention. Therefore,
the appellant could in no event be excused for any reason whatever,.
for delays occurring after January 19, 1958, the extended completion
date.:

:; f < X f (COWCLUSIONaim tt: 

Accordingly, the appeal is denied as to all of appellant's claims,
numbered 1 through 4, inclusive.

THOMAS l. DURSTON, Member.

Iconcur: I concur:

PAUL H. GAxw Chairman., JO:N J.0 HWEs, Mem6er.

LAUREN W. GIBBS,

A-28384 .Decided September 21, 1960

Oil' andi Gas Leases: Applications-Applicatolnsf and Entries: Generally
A withdrawal of an oil and gas lease offer received over the signature of the

applicant takes effect from the moment it is filed, and all rights and obliga-
tions under the offer are at*an end eo instanta and this is so even though
the withdrawal might have been filed by mistake.

Agency

A principal is liable for the acts of his agent within his express anthority even
where by mistake the agent acts contrary to the principal's directions.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMENT

Lauren W. Gibbs has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated
December 31, 1959, which affirmed a decision of the Salt.Lake City,

Brne & Forward v. United States, 85 Ct. ci. 536, 544, 547 (1937) . . Terteling
d Sons, Inc., 1B04-27, 64 I:D., 466, 500-1 (1957). Cf.o dehion-Ounningham Co. and Paul
B. Reis, ABSCA No. 1855 (winter sason held not changed conditions).

7 TrimoTn Dredging Company .a United States, SOt. Cl. 559, 5 78
, (1985).
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Utah,; land office, denying his request that his oil and gas lease offer,
Utah 028195, be reinstated.

The facts are that the appellant's offer was filed on March 11,
1958, and was rejected in its entirety on March 19, .1959, for the rea-
son that at the time of its filing the lands applied for were embraced
in an existing oil and gas lease, Utah 022398. On March 26, 1959,
a letter was received in the land office, signed by the appellant, which
stated that his lease ofer was thereby withdrawn. The letter, in addi-
tion to referring to the serial numnber of the offer, described the lands
for which application had been made. Upon receipt of this letter the
land office accepted the withdrawal and closed the case.

Thereafter, on April 1, 1959, another letter from the appellant was
receivedby the land office stating that the letter of March 25 was sent
in error; that he meant to file a withdrawal of his lease offer Utah
033225, which had also been rejected by the manager; that there had
been no intention on his part to withdraw his offer Utah 028195, and
that this was done' because of an error on the part of his secretary,
who, without 'instruction to do so, changed the application number
and legal description on a letter he had signed in bank after he had
left his office. He requested the land office to consider as canceled his
withdrawal letter.

By a' decision dated April 9, 1959, the acting manager rejected the
appellant's request on the ground that there was no authority for rein-
stating a lease offer after it had been withdrawn. The appellant filed
notices of' appeal fromn this decision and the ecision of March 19,
1959, rejectinghislease offer.

The Acting Director held that Gibbs' withdrawal must be accepted
at its face value, that the Department camot be expected to know the
authority of each person in Gibbs'. office, and that it was proper to
accept the withdrawal and close the case.

The appellant contends that he did not itend to withdraw* ofer
Utah 02819.5, that thaction, of his secretary cannot bind him, and
that the withdrawal was. "spurious." He further says that he can be
bound only if his carelessness and inadvertence set in motion a chain
of circumstances that caused an innocent person to be damaged, that
he acted promptly to notify the land office of the error, that no one
has been injured by the erroneous withdrawal, and that, as a result
there is no reason to impose upon him the consequence of his secre-

.tary's mistake.
A withdrawal of a lease offer is 'effective from the moment it is filed

without any further action by the Secretary.: PatuZ D. Haynes, 66 I.D.
332 (1959). While Gibbs admits the rule,' he argnes that it does not
apply to him in the circumstances.
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First, he says that the action of his secretary cannot bind him.
'According to the affidavits submitted by Gibbs, he had authorized his
secretary to withdraw one oil and gas lease offer, but she withdrew
another instead. There can be no question but that the secretary was
at least a special agent for the purpose of withdrawing the proper
offer. The problem is. whether: her authority to act on the one offer
extended to the other.

In general, a principal is liable for the acts of his agent within his
express authority even where the agent through mistake acts contrary
to the principal's directions. 3 C.J.S. Agency § 231.1 Therefore the
erroneous withdrawal must be considered the act of the appellant.

However, since Gibbs' secretary withdrew the offer only through
mistake, the real issue is whether Gibbs would be bound if he had made
the mistake himself.

The mistake, of course, -was solely that of Gibbs or his agent, the
land office having no part in the events leading to the preparation of
the letter withdrawing the offer. It is, therefore, a unilateral mistake.
The general rule is that a contract is not made voidable by the mistake
of only one party. -Restatement, Contracts § 503; 3 Corbin on Con-
tracts§ 608.

W While this appeal is not concerned with the formation of a contract,
but only with the much less consequential problem of whether an
offer remains alive, the principle is the same. Thus the unilateral
mistake of an oil and gas lease offeror in withdrawing his offer does
not relieve him of the consequences of the withdrawal, which are that
the withdrawal is effective as soon as it is filed and that the offeror
must refile to gain any priority for a lease. PaulD. Haynes, supra.

Therefore pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210i.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

THEODORE F. STEVENS, The Solicitor.
By : EDMuND T. FITz, -

Deputy Solicitor.

1 The Restatement of Agency says:
"Interpreters and amanuenses are agents for those who have employed them to interpret

or to write - f .a

"Comment:.
a. One employed by another to interpret his words, to write what he dictates or to

copy his writing, is an agent of the other for this purpose. He is not a mechanism, even
though his authority, is limited to translating or to transcribing or to transcribing and
delivering the words of his principal. As such an agent, he binds his principal by an
erroneous- statement or transcription in commercial transactions entered into with per-
sons who do not know of the error and to whom he is held out by the principal as one
to speak for him." (Restatement of Agency 2d § 14E.)
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APREAI OF IRVIN PRICKETT & SONS, INC.

IBCA-203 DeoidedSeptemberW i 1960

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Additional Compensation
The amount of equitable adjustment, in a construction.contract pursuant to a

change order requiring extra work, is encompassed within the "Extra
Work" clause when this clause setsforth the cost items to be considered,
and the percentage of profit permissible.

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Additional Compensation-
Contracts: Subcontractors and Suppliers

Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another during perform-
ance of a construction contract, pursuant to a change article, and pays
such subcontractor profit and overhead in excess of the limitations defined
in the "Extra Work" clause of the prime contract for profit and overhead
on extra work, the prime contractor may not recover the excess payments.
The subcontractor must look to the prime contractor for payment thereof
since the same must be regarded as coming out of, or as part of, the
percentage of profit to which the prime contractor is entitled.:

BOARD OF, CONTRACT APPEALS

The timeliness of this appeal was heretofore decided by this Board.'

The appeal arises from the issuance of a change order pertaining to

the above-captioned contract for the construction of a new roof 'over

the Lincoln Memorial, Washington, D.C. The change order with

which we are concerned involved, primarily, plumbing work; that is,

the replacement of -defective drain pipes from roof drains. The work

was performed by a subcontractor.: The amount to be awarded 'the

appellant for this extra work, by way of equitabl& adjustment, is in

dispute.

Contractor-appellant was awarded subject contract on September

4, 1958. It called for the construction of a new roof over the Lincoln

Memorial, Washington, D.C., for the sum of $23,258.00. The contract

contained the General Provisions for construction contracts, Standard

Form 23A (March 1953) which included Clause 3 "Changes," which

authorized an equitable adjustment in the contract price in the event

of the issuance of change orders. It also contained "General Condi-

tions" which included a pertinent provision for the methods of pay->

ment of additional compensation by way of equitable adjustment re-

sulting from modification of the contract specifications. It is quoted

as follows:

'The Board denied a motion to dismiss for lack of timeliness of the appeal-on Decem-
ber,5, 1959.

57407-60 1

353] '4 '
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2-9. EXTRA WOR:
The Contractor shall perform all extra work not covered by these specifications

which, in the judgment of the Contracting Officer may be necessary or expedient
to carry out the intent of the contract or incidental in any way to the work of
the contract, and whichj4s ordered in writing by the Contracting Officer.

The cost of the respective items of extra work carried out under the provisions
of this paragraph will be paid for by one'or the other of the following methods,
at the election of the dontracting Officer.

9(a) On the basis of a stated lump sum price, or other consideration fixed and
agreed upon by negotiation between the Contracting Offleer and the Contractor
in advance, or

(b) On the basis of the actual.cost of the extra work (including, the hire or
rental of such plant as may be used exclusively for such extra work and includ-
ing workman's compensation insurane, social security and unemployment and
all applicable taxes but ewcluditi4 overhead), plus fifteen (15) percent of that
cost to cover profit and all indirect charges against such extra work.'

In either case an appropriate extension of the working time if such be deter-
mined will also be fixed and agreed upon and stated in the written order inwhich
the extra work is ordered in writing. (eItalics supplied. ) : h

The prime contractor, the appellant herein, is a general roofing and
sheet metal contractor. On November 14, 1958, appellant, by Change
Order was required to replace certain defective drainage piping. This
work, which involved primarily plumbing work, was performed by a
subcontractor engaged. in that business. The subcontractor was ap-
proved by the Government in accordance with the provisions of GC
2-4 and all work was satisfactorily performed.

The contracting officer determined on March 31, 1959, that the total
sum of* $4,914.8T was due appellant as an equitable adjustment by
reason of the construction modification performed by the subcon-
tractor. Appellant: claims that an increase-of $1,050.89 2 more accu-
rately reflects tie total costs of performance and moves for summary
judgment in that amount,

Although the contracting officer awarded appellant 15% pursuant
to, GC 2-9 to cover profit and all indirect costs in his computation of
an equitable adj ustment as set forth in the extra work clause, the appel-.
lant claims an equitable adjustment should be computed on the basis
of an allowance of 10% for overhead and 10% for profit on the sub-
contractor's costs,, in addition to the allowance of 15% to the con-
tractor-appellant for profit and all indirect charges.. .

Appellant concedes.that the contract fails.to set forth any definitive
percentage other than the 15%. allowance set forth in GOG 2-9 "Extra
Work," but argues that in cost work for the District of Columbia, a
subcontractor is entitled to receive 20% of direct costs for labor and

2This amount ($1,050.89) represents the difference between $4,914.87 awarded the
Appellant and $5.965.76 claimed. It Is undisputed that the latter amount includes an
allowance to the subcontractor of 10% for Overhead and 10% for Profit.
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mnaterial, and the prlme contractor receives 15%. above that amount
for its own overhead a nd profit. t clais that the Government intr
pretation of G 2- is not realistic. It aintains that in the li of
the prevailing practice in the District of Columbia area and the allow
ances made by ,other. Government agencies for similar work, a reason-
abfile allowa nce of 10%o, overhead and 10 6 for profit should be awarded
by way of equitable adjustment to the subcontractor, in addition to
the 5%O allowable to the prime contractor.

'Appellant vigorously contends that the Government's computation
of. an equitable adjustment on. the basis of ,a total allowance of only
15%p to the prime contractor for both overhead and profit,, vithout an
allowance to the subcontractor for these items is erroneous and not
contemplated within the terms of the contract.

The Government 'just .as strenuously maintains that total allowance
for all overhead and profit. are encompassed within the purview of
the "Extra Work"' provision of GC.29, since subject contract 'does not
provide for the suboontractot's allowance for overhead or profit an is
limited thereby to 15% to the prime contractor. In support thereof,
24 Comp. Gen. 917 (1945) is cited. The. Comptroller General there
held, in a contract involving also work performed in the District of
Columbia, that overhead and profit paid by the prime contractor to
its subcontractor must come out of, or be regarded as a part of the
15% to which theprime contractor was entitled by a provision (Arti-
cle 4(b.i4) almo'st identical to its limitations with the "Extra Work"
provision GC 2-9, supr~a, in the instant contract.,

The Government avers that there is no contractual relationship,.or
privity between the Government and the subcontractor,. and that,
consequently, this Board is without authority to decide the issues
involved herein.
* The legal authorities cited by Department Counsel in substantiation
of the Government's .allegation of lack of jurisdiction of this Board
to decide the instant appeal as a matter of law by reason of lack of
privity between the Government and the. subcontractor is untenable
since it is well, settled tat the rule in, the Severin case cited by the
Government (Severn. v. United States, 99 Ct. Cl. 435 (1943), cert.-
denied 322 U.S. 733 (1944)) is not applicable to thosecases. where the
subcontractor does not absolve the prime contractor from liability.3

Warren Bros, Roads Co. . 7n'ited State8, Ct. C. 1952, 105 F. Supp. 826, 581 (dis-
tinguishing the Saverin, the first and' second Cotinelstal cases). The Warren Bre..
case follows the ruieset outin United States v. Blair (1944) 321:U.S. 730 (1944).' Wie-
comie Painting o., IBCA-78, 56-2 BCA 11o6 ,(1986), wherein'the Board'stated as foi-
lows: "The fact that the contractor s prosecuting the present alppeal for the benefit of the
Dunne Company, its supplier, does not alter the ease.' The:.established principle is that
a c6ntractor may prosecute a claim against the United, States for th contract prie of
work performed or materials furnished by a subcontractor, irrespective of wvhether the eon-:
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The record, is devoid of any evidence that might be construed as a
waiver or release by the subcontractor of claims against the appellant,
the prime contractor for increased costs of performance. Just as the
appellant is entitled to be paid the contract price whether the work
is perfoi-med by the appellant or by its approved subcontractor, so it
is entitled 'to be paid for increased costs attributable to changes
whether the- increased costs were incurred by the appellant or by the
subcontractor. '

No oral hearing took place before the Board. At a conference of
February 15, 1960, however, the parties stipulated that the only issue
involved herein was whether an equitable adjustment should be com-
puted' on 'the basis set forth above, by the" appellant. It was also
mutually agreed that the'additional 'sum of $1 050.89 claimed by ap-
pellant should be equally' attributable to profit and overhead in the
amount of $525f or each item.

In order to resolve 'this dispute it is necessary to decide whether ap-
pellant's concept of an' equitable' adjustment an4 .the'profered evi-
dence establihed -to the Board's 'satisTaction that the additional
allowance, over and above' the, actual cost of labor, material, etc., that
is a- 10%0 allowance for overhead and '10 oallowance for profit as
computed by the subcontractor, constitutes cost items payable as an
equitable adjustment for extra work'performed pursuant to a change
order.

The "Changes"' clause 'authorizes an equitable' adjustment in the
contract price for increased costs of performance- reasonably and neces-
sarily arising from the Change Order. The "Extra Work" pro-
vision (Par. 2.9) sets 'forth the method of computmg an equitable
adjustment. The latter provision enumerates insurance, taxes, social
security, etc., as costs to be considered as itemIs of actual cost, but it
specifically excludes an allowance for overhead.

'Under the terms of the subject- contract we find no provision for
the allowance of overhead or profit to the subcontractor. Its only pro-
vision provides for'15%7 to cover profit and all indirect charges against
such extra' work for the prime contractor.

The mere fact that other contractors, engaged in construction work
in the District of Columbia, where subject contract was performed,
may have recovered their Isubcontractor's overhead costs and profit
as items of compensable expense, clearly does not warrant or authorize

tractor is liable to the subcontractor for such work or material, but the subcontractor may.
not prosecute such a claim against the United States because there is no express or implied
contract between the subcontractor and the Government." See recent decision in Appeal
of Patti-MeacDonald ad Associates, ASBCA No. 5817. (July 28, 1960).

Clause 3 "Changes" of Standard Eorm 23A states specifically: "Except as otherwise
herein provided, no charge for any extra work or material will be allowed." Prior to
March 1953 Standard Form 23, the predecessor of Standard Form 23A, contained a sep-
arate article on Extras.
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this Board granting the same. We must determine what constitutes
an equitable adjustment under te terms and' conditions of the con-
tract as written, particularly under the l ons of the Rx tra
Work" provision of GO2-9, 2 which undoubtedly guided the contract-
ing officer in his computation of allowable costs.-

Tlie determination of anequitable adjustment is a question of fact
to be determined by the contracting officer. i;:Appellant has failed to
convince us. that the contracting officer. erred in his: findings and
decision.

We find no legal authority contrary to the holding of the Comp-
troller General in 24 Comp. Gen. 917 (1945), and none has been cited:
by the appellant. Consequently, we are compelled to deny appellant's
maotion for summary judgment,-harsh as the result may be.

CONCLUSION

The appeal is there fore denied.

JOHN J. HYEws, Men?,br.

I concur: oncur: 

PAUL H. GANTT, Chirnman. TiiOMAs N. DuRsToN, Membero

"PRIMARY TERM" AS, USED Ir THE MINER-AL LEASING- ACT
REVISION OF 1960,( DEFINED

Oil and Cas Leases: Generally -
- Although the term "primary term" used in the Mineral Leasing Act to apply to

a non-competitive oil and gas lease ordinarily means the initial term of
years as set forth in the lease, the legislative history of section 4(d) of the
Mineral Leasing Act Revision of 1960, is such .as to require the conclusion

: that, as there used, it means all periods in the life of the lease prior to its
extension by reason of the production of oil and gas in paying quantities.

M-36605 SEPIFMBER 23, 1960. 

TO THE, DiECTOR, BUREAU OF IND MANAGEMENT:

Does the extension of a lease authorized by section 4(d) of the;Mineral Leasing
Act Revision of 1960, enacted September 2, 1960 (74 Stat. 781),-apply to a lease
in its extended term for a reason other than production of oil or .gas in paying
quantities?

You ask the above question in your memorandum of September 21.
You also ask whether commencement of actual drilling "would operate
ipso facto to extend the lease?"' 
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Section 4(d) of the act reads as follows:
(d) , Any lease issued prior to, the enactmient of the Mineral Leasing Act Re-

vision of 1960 which has been maintained in accordance with applicabIe statutory
requirements and regulatiqns and which pertains to land on which, or for which
under an apbroved cooperative or unit plan of development or operation, actual
drilling operations were commenced prior to the end of its primary term. and
are being diligently prosecuted at that time shall be extended for .two years and
s, long thereafter as oil. or -gas is parodeed inpay.ing quantities. .

The act also contains in section 17(e) as amended by section 2, the
following provision applicable only to leases issued on or after the date
of the act':
Any lease' issued under this section for land on which, or for which under an
approved cooperative or unit plan of development or operation, actual drilling
operations were commenced prior to the, end of its primary term, and are being
diligently prosecuted at that time shall be extended for two years and so long
thereafter as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities.

The answer to your first question depends upon the meaning of the
phrase "primary term" as used in section 4(d) and that meaning will
normally be the, one given to it by the courts or the Department or both
unless there is good reason because of other language in the act, or be-
cause such a construction would be contrary to the intent of Congress
or perhaps because it would render this part of the statute nugatory, to
believe that it was used in a different sense than in other cases where

.the phrase has been defined.
The phrase made its first appearance in section 17 of the Mineral

Leasing Act amendment of August 8, 1946: "Leases * * * shall be
for a primary term of five years. and shall continue so long thereafter
as oil or gas is produced in paying quantities," and "Upon the expira-
tion of the primary ternm * :* * the record titleholder thereof shall
-be entitled to a single extension of the lease * Do Also " * * * the
primary term of any lease 'for which compensatory royalty is-being
paid shall be'extended by adding thereto a period equal to the period
during which such compensatory royalty is paid." (Emphasis added.)
On April 9, 1947, the Solicitor gave it as his opinion that the phrase
as used in the -above quotations "means the initial 5-year term of the
lease," and specifically that the.extension granted for periods during
which compensatory royalty'is paid inures only for payments made
during the initial .5-year term of the lease. -,Definition of Primary
Terms of Oil and Gas Leases, 59 I.D. 517. No decision of the. De-
partment nor opinion of the Solicitor since then has changed or modi7
fied this definition in any way. Instead it has been consistently relied
iipon' and followed. Further, when the 83d Congress was considering
the bill S. 2380, 'to amend section 17, kter alia, of the Mineral Leasing
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Act of February 25, 1920, as amended, the, Department in. its report
on.the bill of April 20, 1954, itself suggested that the bill be amended
to include an expansion of the right to an extension because of pay-
ment of compensatory royalty to include payments made not, only
during the primary term but also. "any extensions, thereof" and for
0 an: additional year and pointed out that the: lawl then provided for
extension of-the primary termand that 'the proposed amendment
would also, extend the lease "whether the lease is in its.Xpriinary or
extended term." Senate Report No. 1609 of the bill in part reads:
"The present law provides for adding to the period of the,.5-year term
of the lease the period for which compensatory royalty was paid.. If
a lessee ceases to pay compensatory. royalty beyond its first 5 years,
no provisions is made for extending the lease.' House Report No.
2238, contains the same language.: The Department's report and its
proposed amendment are incorporated in both committee reports. It
is thus apparent that prior to. 1960, Congress not only was informed
of the Department's interpretation of the phrase but that it amended
the Mineral Leasing Act in direct relation.to that definition. . It did
not, however, use "primary term" in any different sense but accepted
the definition and provided that the extension should also apply to
any extended term of the lease.

dIt has been suggested that the phrase "primary term" has long
been used by the oil and gas industry in reference to leases of privately
owned land to define the period prior to what is generally known
as the extended term because of production whetherthat period be
limited to the initial term of years specified in the lease or to any
extensions of that terim for any reason other than production. No
cases or' texts have been found to support this. Two cases which pur-
port to define "primary term" as used in such leases both deal with
leases which obtained production before the expiration. of the initial
term of years prescribed in; the lease. In Cox v. A cme Land and In-
vestment Company, 192 Ia. 688; 188 So. 742, the.question was whether
the existence of the lease, issued for a term of 5. years and so long
thereafter as oil or.gas is produced in paying quantities prevented
the termination of a mineral: servitude which under Louisiana law
was proscribed unless development was undertaken within 10. years
after its creation. The servitude was created September 1, 1922. The
lease issued November 15, 1926. By partial conveyances subsequent
to 1922, the servitude was divided into two, the two tracts, however,
being contiguous. A producing well was drilled on one tract in 1927,
and it was argued that this development. served to extend-the servitude
as to both tracts. The Court held-that the primary term of the lease
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expired November 5,1931, one year prior to the expiration by prescrip-
tion of the mineral' rights and that "'[t]he fact that the life of the ***

lease was extended'by production on one of the'servitudes * * * did
not' relieve the owners of the other servitude of their obligation to
exercise their rights thereunder." ;

In King v. Swason (Texas), 291 S.W. 2d 773, the Court said that
* * the expression 'primary term'- as used in the oil payment con-

tract nmans that period of time in which the oil and gas lease might
be kept alive by the payment of delay rentals without actual produc-
tion."' It pointed out that the lease issued September 27, 1937, and
was for a period of ten years and as long thereafter as oil or gais
produced from said land in commercial quantities. The question was
whether a stipulation in the contract giving one' Swanson) a' 60-day
option of a surrender of the lease "during 'the primary term" before
surrendering the lease. In 1950 the lessee executed a release without
offering to assign to: Swanson. The Court said that "the release * * *
was executed two and a half years after the expiration of the primary
term." YE; RB i; ;0 i 0 h

Considered wholly apart from the 1960 act, I fnd no basis for saying
that "primary terms, includes anything more than the initial term of
years specified in the lease. Turning now to the act; it is clear that
the phrase as used in section 17(e) means the initial'10-year term of a
noncom'petitive lease' and the initial 5-year term of a competitive lease
and no more or less. ;:Because of the amendment of section 30(a) 'of
the Mineral Leasing Act to deny an extension of the u developed
segregated portions of 'a lease for two years from the date of any- par-
tial assignment made during extension periods'for reasons other than
production, it appears 'that Congress intended at least as to future
leases, that no lease should continue in being for more than 12 years
without production either~ on the lease or in a unit to which; it was
committed.- This of course-has some bearing on the question before
us. It isnot conclusive, however, because leases issued prior to the act
were expressly excluded. ' i

The legislative history of the subsection (4) (d) under considera-
tion is that the bill as introduced in 'the House of Representatives
used the' word "term" rather than "primar term." It was passed
without change. The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs amended it by substituting "fixed term" for "term."" It was
passed by the Senate and went to conference. There it was changed
to "primary term." The Managers on the part of the House in their
statement said: "* * * and the Senate, reference to the 'fixed' term
of a lease was changed to 'primary term,' it being the understanding
that the expression 'primary term' does not include any period of time
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when the lease is held by production." Nothing else pertinent to this
issue has been found in the records which recount the legislative his-
tory of the bill.

The word "term" as used without qualification in the bill as it. was
introduced means the entire term of the lease, or the period, the lease
has to run, including both the fixed period and the indefinite period.
Cf. .Solicitor's Opinion M-36349, 63 I.D. 246. In fact the "fixed
period" itself may well be considered to include the "production"
period as well as any term or terms of years, in the light of the fact
that coal leases under the. same. act are to be issued for,"indetermi-
nate" periods. 30 U.S.C. sec. 207. Indeed the statement by the
Managers of the House. strongly indicates that the conferees were of
that view and also that they were of the opinion that "primary term"
meant the period of time that the lease could be kept alive without
production but that to make sure that it should be so defined the House
members of the Committee in their report recorded the Committee's
understanding that "primary term" which they settled upon did not
include the period of the extended term of the lease by reason of
production. I am inclined to this view also because if the scope of the
subsection is limited to the initial 5-year term of a lease it will be
totally useless and nugatory. In truth I believe that it would never
become effective unless a lessee so far lost sight of the imminent ter-
mination of the initial term as to fail to apply for a flive year exten-
sion and also began drilling a well just before the happening of that
.event. It is reasonable to suppose that Congress intended at least to
be as generous toward the holders of existing leases as to future leases
and that it did not intend with one hand to reward one lessees dili-
gence, after nearly ten years of tenure without doing any drilling,
while on the other hand requiring another to act within five years if
he wished to 'be rewarded in the same way. The general policy of
Congress in its several amendments of the act is to permit prior lessees
to enjoy all the privileges they have with the further right to any new
ones available under the 'amendments. Section 2, Act of August 21,
1935 (49 Stat. 674); Section 15, Act of August 8, 1946 (60 Stat.-.950)
and Act of July 29,1954 (68 Stat. 583). y

The Solicitor in 1947 in construing primaa
tion 17 of the act of August 8, 1946, found it necessary to hold as he
did because of the clear language of the, law limiting its meaning to
the initial 5-year term and the provision for "a single extension of
the lease" rather than for an extension of the "primary term" and
the language there was clearly effective to accomplish the purpose
which it indicated Congress had. Here, we are dealing with a pro-

574087-60-2
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vision which if the same definition applies is wholly without present
or prospec'tive eff ect' and the legislativehistory supports a broader
definition which i'will b6 effective. '

The extension provided for, unlike the one provided for by 'the
former section 30(a), which is dropped in'the'new law, is One 'that

must be earned.
It is my cdnclusion that the intent of Congress in the enactment of

section 4(d) was that the words "primary term" as there used covers
the entire period in'thellife of the lease prior to the period of exten-
sion because of production.

The answer to your second questibn is that the act of the lessee in
commencing and contiuling drilling operations is all that' is nces-
sary'to cause the extension to become effective. The law makes the
grant.''

THEODORE F. STEVENS, The Solicitor.

By: EDMUND T. F~n~rz,
Deputy Solicitor.

RAYMOND S. IANSEN ET AL.

A-28489, etc. Decided September 29, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases:
Extensions

The. departmental ruling (62 I. D. 216 (1965), 64 ID. 127 (1957) and 135
(1956) ) that the partial assignment of oil and gas leases during their
extended 5year term has the effect of continuing. in force all segregated
leases of undeveloped lands is adhered to.

'Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or, Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases:
Extensions

The Department's supplemental decision in ranco-Western Oi Co'npay
ef at., 65 . D. 427, is adhered to.

APPEALS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Raymond J. Hansen, Louise Safarik, Duncan Miller, Richard M.
Ferguson, Robert Schulein, and' Ernest G. Erickson have taken ap-
peals to the Secretary of the Interior from decisions of the Director
and the Acting Director, Bureau f Land Managel ent, affirming'
debisions of land, offices in Colorado, New Mexico, and California
rejecting their offers to lease lands for oil and gas purposes pursuant
to section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U. S. -C.,
1958 ed., sec. 226), because the lands were included in outstanding
leases at the time the offers were filed.
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The appellants.contend that the outstanding leases were improperly
extended.

;The Department has considered and- rejected many timesthe agu-
ments presented by the present appellants against its ruling that the
partial:assigment of oil and gas leases during their extended 5year
term has the. effect of continuing in force all segregated, leases of
undeveloped lands (62 I.D. 216 (1955), 6 I.D. 127' (1957) and
135 (1956)) and against its ruling in the supplemental decision in
Franco Western Oil Companye- at., 65 I.D. 427 (1958), that where
the Department places a different interpretation on an' act of Congress
from that previously adopted,: its decision announcing the new inter-
pretation of- the statute is to i be given prospective, application only
and; that action previously- taen in extending oil and gas leases under
the overruled interpietation of the statute will notbe disturbed
* .Raymond. J. iHansen, one of the present appellants, was one of

those whose offers the Department, by the first Franco Western deci-.
sion of August 11, 1958 (65 I.ID. 316), held should not have been
rejected on the ground that the land embrased in the offer was, when
the. offers were filed,. embraced in an outstanding oil and gas lease.
It overruled a previous construction of section 30(a) of theMineral
Leasing, Act as amended (30. U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 187a), and. held
that the partial assignment of the lease covering the land for which
Hansen' and 'others' had applied was ineffective to extend- the out-
standing lease.

Thereafter, by the supplemental decision in that. case, -the Depart-
ment determined that its August 11, 1958, decision was to have .pros-
pective application only .and, held that partial assignments of. leases
in the twelfth month of their tenth,%year .in August 1958, filed on or
before August 29, 1958, would be-recognized. It vacated its August
11, 1958, decision insofar as it. held that .the land involved in that
decision was available for oil and gas leasing on July 1, 1957, when
the offers of Franco 'Westerin Oil Company and Raymond J.: Hansen
were filed and the offers of Franco Western and Hansen were rejected.

Hansen then brought an action against Fred A. Seaton, the. Secre-
tary of the Interior, in the'* United States District Court for the
District of Columbia (Civil Action No. 2810-59), seeking to have
the departmental rulings that partial assignments under section 30 (a)
of the Mineral Leasing Act extend the retained as well as the assigned

'Raylond J. and Harold J. Hansen et al., A-27503 (January 3, 1958); Richard P.
DeSret et a., A-27837 (October 29, 1958).

I
2

zuncan Miller, A28093, etc. (October 30, 1959); M. Blaine Peterson, A-28111
(November 23, 1959)i; Louise Safarik et ai., A-28307, etc. (April 22, 1960).
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portions of oil and gas leases overruled and the supplemental decision
in Frnco Western set aside. Hansen prayed that the court order
the Secretary to issue a lease to him pursuant to his ofrer.

On July 19, 160, Judge Luther W. Youngdahl rendered a memo-i
randuin opinion in which he expressed the opinion of th6 court that
the Secretary' had "correctly interpreted sec. 30 (a) of the. Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended, 30 U.S.C., sec. 187(a) (19'58 ed.)." The
memorandum continued:

However, the Court is also of the opinion that the September 30, 1958, opinion
in Franco Western Oa company is incorrect in extending the prospective nature
of the Department's August*11, 1958 opinion to the plaintiff. That is to say,
while economic and' administrative practicalities made it necessary for the
defendant to declare that the August 11, 1958 decision was prospective, in that
it would apply only to assignments after August 29, 1958, the, Hagood-Savoy
Petroleum assignment should not have been included. This assignment-but
only this one-should have been declared of no effect even though it was made
before August 29, 1958. See the next-to-last paragraph of the August l1, 1958
opinion.

Counsel are requested to submit an order. [Emphasis added.]

Thereafter, on August 2, 1960, the court ordered:
* 1. That the partial assignment of federal oil and gas lease Los Angeles 087429,

from L. N. Hagood to Savoy Petroleum Corporation, filed June 17, 1957, was
ineffective, and that the said lease terminated on June 30, 1957, by. operation of
law.

.2. That the plaintiffs offer to lease the S/4 Sec. 3, Township 11 North, Range
24 West, S.B.M. should not have been rejected on the ground that said land
was, on July 1, 1957, embraced in an outstanding oil and gas lease, and the
defendant is hereby directed not to refuse to grant plaintiff's offer on that
ground.

Thus both the Department's construction of section 30 (a) of the
Mineral Leasing Act and its action in recognizing partial assignments
of oil and gas leases in the twelfth month of their tnth year in!
August 1958 filed on or before August 29, 1958, have the approval of
the court. '

In' the, circumstances, it was proper to reject the appellants' offers.
Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by

the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decisions of the Director and the Acting
Director of the Bureau of Land Management are affirmed.

THEODORE F. STEVENS, The So itor.... .

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deput ySolicitor.
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APPEAL OF TRIANGLE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

IBCA-232 Decided October 3,1 960-

Rules of Practice: Appeals: Hearings
-Where the parties t an appeal agree to submit the: matter.in dispute for deci-

sion by the IBCA: on depositions and without a hearing, the Board will. nor-:
mally grant an order permitting such submission with depositions, pursuant
to Appendix A of the Rules of the Armed Services Board of Contract Ap-
peals, since the IBCA does not have express formal rules on such matters.

ORDER

In its Notice of Appeal dated February 23, 1960, appellant re-
quested a hearing. Because of the comparatively small amount of
the claim, the Board suggested to both counsel in letter of September
21, 1960 that in lieu of a hearing, the appeal be decided on the record,
with leave to the parties to present additional evidence by depositions
and exhibits, pursuant to Appendix A of the Rules of the Armedc
Services Board of COontract Appeals. The use of those rules as to
depositions is acceptable to this Board since the Board does not have
express formal rules on such matters.

Appellant through its counsel, has agreed to the foregoing pro-
cedure in a letter dated September 26, 1960.

Accordingly, no objection thereto having been filed by Department
Counsel, it is

ORDERED, that the parties hereto file with the Board such depo-
sitions and documents as may be desired to be considered in the
determination of this appeal, pursuant to Appendix A of the Rules
of the ASBCA, on or before December 31, 1960, in lieu of oral testi-
mony, with leave' to either party to move for an extension of time for
the submission of such evidence.

PAuL H. GANTT, Chairman.

THOMAS AM. DuRsToN, Member

JOHN J. HYNES, Member.
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Rules of Practice: Appeals: Generally
There is no further right of appeal to the- Secretary from a decision of the

- Solicitor or Deputy Solicitor issued pursuant to a. delegation of authority
from the Secretary to decide appeals to the Secretary.:

Rules of Practice: Supervisory Authority of Secretary
In the exercise of his supervisory authority, the Secretary of the Interior may

reopen any case affecting public lands. so long as the land remains under
his jurisdiction.

Mining Claims: Power Site Lands-Minuge Claims: Special Acts
- The Department accepts the decision of the United States District Court in

kMacDonall v Best holding that the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act
of 1955 does not provide for, or authorize, the forfeiture of mining claims
located on powersite lands for failure of the claimant to file a copy of his

-1.notice of location in the land fflce within the time specified in the act.,

- Solicitor's Opinion, 64 I.D. 393 (957), no longer followed.

RECONSIDERATION

B. E. urnaugh has filed a notice of appeal to the'Secretary from
a decision signed by the Deputy Solicitor on;July 12, 19'60; affirming
a d'eeisioni by the Acting Director of the Bureau of LandManagement
holding four mining claims of Burnaugh to be null and void.

There is 1no right of appeal in the Department from 'a decision
signed by the Solicitor or Deputy Solicitor pursuant to the authority
delegated to him by the Secretary, cited in the decision of July 12,
190. Consequently Burnaugh's purported appeal could be sum-
marily dismissed for this reasons HoWever, the Secretary of. the
Interior retains supervisory authority over all Cases involving public
lands so long as the lands remain under his jurisdiction, and he may
reopen or reconsider any decision affecting -such lands where the
circumstances warrant. -United States v. United States Borax Com-
pany, 58 I. D. 426, 430 .(1943). For the reasons to follow it seems
necessary to :reconsider the decision of July 12, 1960.

The land on which Burnaugh located his mining claims was reserved
as a powersite on January 24, 1921, and under. the law then in effect
became unavailable for "entry, location or other disposal under the
laws of the United States" without affirmative action by the Federal
Power Commission or by the Congress. The land remained unavail-
able for the location of mining claims until the adoption of the Mining
Claims Rights Restoration Act of 1955 on August 11, 1955 (30 U.S.C.,
1958 ed., secs. 621-625). That act opened powersite lands to mining
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location but requires the owner of any claim located on such land to
file' in the land office within 60 days after locato py of he notice
of location of the claim (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed.,sec. 623). Burnaugh
relocated his four claims (which had originally been located in 1954)
on July 2,-1956, but failed to file copies of 'the notices of relocation in
the land office within the 60-day period.' The decision of July 12,1960,
held his claims void for that reason' following the Solicitor's opinion
of October 30, 1957 (64 I.D. 393), and other departmental rulings.

Two days later, in the case' of Frank MacDonald v. Raymond B.
Best et al., Civil No. 7858, the United States District Court for the
Northern District of California, Northern ivision', held that the act
of August ll, 1955, doesnot provide- for, or authorize, the forfeiture
of mining claims for failure: of the claimant to file-notices of location
in the land office. The court discussed and disagreed with the Solici-
tor's opinion of October 30; 1957.

Although this Department does not agree with the court's inter-
pretation of the 1955 act, the Department, is accepting the court's
decision because the question presented has been determined not'to be
of great administrative importance. In view thereof, the Solicitor's
opinion of October 30,1957, will no longer be followed.

Accordingly, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor
by the Secretary of the Interior (sec.' 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
ManuEl; 24''F.R. 1348), the Department's decisioh of 'July 12, 1960,'
is vacated, the decisions of the Bureau of Land Management declaring
Bturnaugh's claims to be- void 'for his: failure to record his locations
in the land office are reversed, and the case is remanded to the!Bureau
of Land Management for such further action as 'may be necessary
consistentwith this decision.

THEODORE F. STEVENs, The Solicitor.

By: EDMUND T. FRITZ,

-D: 0 -13e2 uty Solicitor.'

JOHN P. DVEER

A-28388 Decided October 4, 1960

Oil and Gas:Leases: Known Geological Structure
Where the facts on which a determination that land is within the known 

geological strulcture'of a producing oil and gas field are known prior to the
date on which a noncompetitive offer to lease for, oil and gas is filed, it is.:
the date of the ascertainment of the facts and not the announcement of it
that determines vwhether' lands aret' to be leased competitively or
noncompetitively.
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Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological Structure
Where the Director of the Geological Survey has determined that lands are

within the known geological tructure of 'a producing oil or gas field, and
*has filed adiagram in the land office showing the limits of the field,' lands
found to be within such a structure may be leased only competitively after.
the date on which the facts on which the determination of the structure is
based are known -and a noncompetitive offer covering lands within the
structure filed before the pronouncement of the definition of the structure
'but after the date on which the facts were ascertained must be rejected.

Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological Structure
Where the Geological Survey reports that land in an offer is within the known

geologic structure'of a prodtcing field, that report is not to be disregarded
*.or-deemed overruled by a later statement of the Survey in filing a map of the

revision of the field that the date. to be considered in any action affecting
land in the field is the date of promulgation of.the definition, a date subse-
quent to the filing of the offer.

Oil and Gas Leases: Known Geological Structure
In making a determination of a geologic structure "undefined," the Depart-
- ment has'never prepared maps or diagrams and the regulation governing

definitions of known geologic structures has never required the preparation
*of maps or diagrams of the undefined structures.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

John P. Dever has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from
a decision dated December 31, 1959, of the Acting Director of the Bu-
reau of Land Management Which affirmed the rejection by the Chey-
enne land office of his noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer, Wyoming
066369, as to the. S% (lots 13, 14, SW1/4, W1/2SE/4) sec. 2 and the,
SW,1/4NW1/ 4 sec. 1-1, T. 26 N., .R. 113 W., 6th P.M., Wyoming.

Dever filed his offer on June 9, 1958, for these lands and the S1/2 see.
15, same township and range. In accordance with the usual practice,
the manager asked the Director of the Geological Survey for a report
on .the land described in the offer, and in a memorandum .dated June
24, 1958, the latter stated:

The land described in secs.. 2 and 11 is in an undefined addition to the known
geologic structure of the La Barge field, effective prior to date of this application.
The remainder of the land is not within the known geologic structure of a pro-
ducing oil or gas field. [Emphasis added.]

Thereupon, on June 30, 1958, the manager issued Dever a lease 'ef-
fective July 1, 1958, for the Si/2 sec. 15 and on May 15, 1959, the offer
was rejected as to the land in sections 2 and 11. 

In a memorandum dated July 9, 1958, and received in the land office
on July 14, 1958, the Director of the Geological Survey announced the
revision and consolidati n of the Big Piney-La Barge field, and placed
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on file in the land office a plat of the known geologic structure of the
field. The plat stated that the field included areas previously within
the known geologic.structure of five fields,. that it added 76,031 acres
to the previously defined 49,993 acres for a total of 126,024 acr0es and
that "In accordance with sec 192.6, 43 CFR, I define the kno" geo-
logic structure of the Big Piney-La Barge field as 'indicated hereon,
revision and consolidation effective June 24, 1958."

The memorandum said that'

The date to be considered in connection with any action affecting the land
involved is June 24,- 1958, the date of promulgation of this definition.

Sections 2 and 11, T. 26 N., were among the land added to the combined
'field.

In his appeal to the Director, Dever asserted that, his offer ought
to be'allowed in its entir ty because it was filed before the effective
date set by the Geological Survey. The Acting Director replied that
the Geological Survey informed him that the date of June 24, 1958,
was determined to be the controlling date for the consolidation of the
previously defined five fields, that actions prior to that date would be
judged on an individual basis depending on the facts in each case,-
that the facts upon which sections 2 and 11 were placed in a known
geologic structure were ascertained as early as February 28, 1958,
and that,: as a result, they were in a known geologicstructure as- of
that date.

In his appeal to the Secretary, .Dever advances a number of con-
tentions- which are not entirely clear. First, he agrees that it has
been the well established rule that it is the fact that the land applied
for is in a known geologic structure of a producing field "and not the
fact whether notice of designation has been given by the filing of
maps and diagrams in the local land office" which determines the
allowability of an application. He concedes that "there must neces-
sarily be a lapse, of time between, the time it is first determined that
certain land is. in a known geologic structure and the time the: plat is
prepared and filed in the land office." If this is. so, then the only
question in this case would be whether it was determined that the land
in question was in the known geologic structure of the Big Piney-La-
Barge Field on or prior to June 4, 1958, when Dever filed his offer,
notwithstanding the fact that the plat of the field was not filed until
July 14, 19'8.

On this point 'Dever relies wholly on-the statement in the Survey's
memorandum of July 9, 1958, that "[t]he date to be considered in
connection with any action affecting the land involved is June 24,
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1958, the date of promulgation of this definition." This language
admittedly could be interpreted the way Dever interprets it. How-
ever, on the. plat itself it is stated that the "revision and consolidation
[was] effective June 24, 1958." Moreover, and this is decisive, in the
Survey's earlier memorandum of June 24, 1958, which was directed
specifically to Dever's offer, the Survey stated flatly that the land in
question "is" in an undefined addition to the known geologic struc-
ture of the LaBarge field, "effective prior to date of this application."
This first plain unequivocal statement directed specifically to Dever's
offer is not to be considered contradibtedhy a later general statement
accompanying a revision and consolidation of the Big Piney-LaBarge
fields.

Dever mentions the memorandum of June 24, 1958, but ignores it
in his argument. Seemingly he regards it as of no effect. Why, he
does not make clear, but apparently it is on the basis of his further;
argument that although the effective date of a definition may preccde
the filing of a plat, nevertheless a plat must be filed. Consequently+
only' the plat is to be looked at: for the purpose of determining the
effective date of the definition. In this case, the effective date is June
24, 1958, because of the statement in the memorandum of July 9; 1958
(completely ignoring the more explicit statement -on the plat itself).

This presents the question whether a deteriination that land is in
a known geologic structure, as was made in the Survey's memorandum
of June 24, 1958, can be made without then or later making a plat
defining the structure. The answer to this question appears upon an
examination of the pertinent provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act
and the :Departmerit's regulatlohs and practice unde that' act.

The provisions of the Mineral Leasing Act pertinent to this ap-
peal are found in sections 1 and 32 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., secs. 226,
189). At the- time when Dever filed his offer, section 1 stated in
part:;

* * When the lands to be leased are'iithin any known geological structure
of a producing oil or gas field, they! shall be leased to the highest responsible.
qualified bidder .by competitive bidding. under general regulations. ;' 't When
the- lands to be leased: are. not within' any known geologictl' structure of a
producing oil or gas field,, the. person first making application. for the lease
who is qualified to hold a lease nder this Act shall be entitled to a lease of
such lands without competitive bidding. * *

Section 32 reads:'

* * * the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to prescribe necessary
and proper rules and regulations and to don any and all things necessary to,
carry out and accomplish the purposes of this Act, also to fix and determine
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the boundary lines of any. structure, or oil or gas field, for the purposes of
this Aet * * *

At the time Dever, filed his offer the pertinent regulation pro-
vided.:

The Director of the Geological Survey will determine the boundaries of the
known geologic structures of pr6ducing oil or gas fields * * 't Maps or dia-
grams showing the boundaries of known geologic, structures of producing oil
or, gas fields * * * will be placed on file in the appropriate district land office,
and office of the oil and gas supervisor. 43 CYR, 192.6'

The original regulation, adopted, shortly after enactment of the
Mineral'LeasingAct in1920, provided '

The boundaries of the geological structures of producing oil or gas fields will
be. determined by the United States Geological Survey, under the supervision
of the Secretary of the Interior, and maps or diagrams showing same will be
placed on file in local United States .land offices. Circular 672, par. 2, 47 LI..'
437, 438 (1920).

In an Appepndix printed with the regulations entitl"ed,"igest of

Decisions and Opinioqs in connection withl the Administration of the
Act of. February. 25, 1Pq20 as Applied to Oil and Gas," the following
paragraph appIared:.

Where after application under section 13 for a permit and before permit is
granted, the land is designated- as, within the structure of. a producing oil or gas
field, permit can not be allowed. 47 .D. 466.

,Shortly, thereafter, the.-Secretary- reconsidered this statement, and
directed that-

* qualified persons Who filed proper applications for oil or gas prospecting
permits under the' act 4. februar 2 1920, cam-not and should not be. deprived
of their rights if, because Of delay in' action upon the applications so filed, there
intervenes a designation by this Department of the lands. as being within the
geological structure of a producing oil or gas field occasioned by a discovery of
- : : oil or gas subsequent to the fling of te 'eappiceti a in the local land offlce: Act
cordingly, said regulation is hereby revoked,and in future applieations will be
adjudicated in accordance with the viewsherein expressed.

The statute, however, specifically forbids the allowance and approval of a
prospecting permit upon- lands within a "known geological structure of' a pro-
ducing oil or gas field" (section 13), and insection 17 provision is made for the,
disposition of unappropriated lands in such structures by competitive bidding.
: Therefore, nothing in this opinion shall be construed as modifying or affecting
previous decisions of this: Departient to the effect that prospecting permits can
not be allowed within the geological structure of a producing oil or gas. field,
so known and existing at and prior to the filing of the application for the pros-
pecting permit. Instructions, April 23, 1921, 48 L. .98 (1921). [Emphasis
added.]

': The regulation vas amended by Circular 2039, March 17, 1960 (25 F.R. 2421), discussed
later.
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A few months later, in Charles R. Haupt, 48 L.D. 355 (1921), where,
the facts were that ' the land applied for became productive on Feb-
ruary 19, 1920, Haupt filed his application for a prospecting permit.
on March 5, 1920, and the larid was designated'on April 15' 1920, as
being on a known geologic structure of a producing field, it was' held:

'The application for a permit Was filed subsequently to the date (Feb-
ruary 19, 1920) when the field-embracing' the land became productive. Only the
extent of that field was determined subsequently-necessarily always a determi-
nation some time following the beginning of production, as determination of the
limits of the geological structure, like other steps in the classification and ad-
ministration, of the publie lands, requires time for investigation. When the
limits of a producing field are determined, the determination must necessarily
relate back to the time when the production began. Those who during that in-
terval apply for permits under section 13 of the leasing act, covering lands
in the neighborhood of where production was begun, are unavoidably at risk of
rejectionrof their applications by reason of the belated inclusion of the lands
sought-within the field of production. (Pp. 357-358.)-

The Department adhered to the principles laid down in these de--
cisions in many later cases. :H. A. Hopkins; 50 L.D. 213, 216 (1923);
Hountain States Development Company v. Taylor et al., 50 L. D. 348,.
353 (1924)'; Harr yWannet al., A-19657 (November 25, 1935), aff'd
Wann v. Ickes, 92 F. 2d 215 (D.C. Cir., 1937); George C. Vou7sI
56 I.D. 390, 393 (1938); Sun-Tew Petroleum Company, A-24453.
(April 4, 1947); The Tewas Company, A-26214 (July 27, 1951) ; H. E_
Christemon, A-26221 (August 31, 1951); Ernest A. Hanson, A-26375
(May 29, 1952); Mlax Barashb The Texas Company,'63 I.D. 51 (1956) ,.
reversed, Barashb v. Seaton, 256 F. 2d 714 (D. C. Cir., 1958).

In the Wann case, supra, in which Wam's application for a noncom--
petitive oil and gas lease was rejected, the First Assistant Secretary,
after citing section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act, as originally en-
acted (41 Stat. 443) and as amended by the act of August 21, 1935,
(49 Stat. 676), and&section 32 (upra), stated:

But that [sec. 32] cannot be taken to mean that unless there has been a formal
definition of structure which has been noted on the records of the Land Depart-
ment oil and gas deposits belonging to the United States, and not otherwise-
reserved, must be held subject to prospecting permit, or to lease without com--
petitive bidding.

Wann then filed a bill of complaint in the Supreme Couft of the 
District of Columbia seeking to compel the Secretary to issue him an
oil and gas lease. From a decision dismissing his bill, Wan appealed
to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
In his brief, the appellant contended that it was error for the lower-
court to fail to hold that lands are not within the known geologic
structure of a producing oil and gas field within the meaning of thes
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Mineral Leasing Act, as amended, until the boundary lines of uch
structure are determined by the Secretary of the Interior. The Secre-
tary, on his part, argued that he could makethe required determination
:after an application had been filed on the basis of the facts known to
kexist at the time of the filing of the particular application.

In affirming the order of the lower court, the Circuit Court held:

Plaintiff's complaint that the Secretary's determination of the location of these
lands was made after the filing of plaintiff's application is without merit. The
Secretary's determination Was that the lands involved were known to be within
-the geologic structure of a producing oil and gas field, both when the posting
-was made and when the application was filed, and in making this determination
he relied upon the fact that it had been known since 1931 that these lands were
within the geologic structure of the Rodessa oil and gas field. It does not appear
that the Secretary took into consideration facts not known until after the date
-of the application. * * *

Nor is there anything mandatory in the statutory provision authorizing the
Secretary to fix and determine the boundaries of all oil and gas field structures.
Section 32 of the Act of February 25, -1920 (41 Stat. 450; 30 U.S.O. §189 [30
U.S.O.A. § 189] ), upon which plaintiff relies, provides, in part ,as follows:

"The'Seeretary of the Interior is-authorized to prescribe necessary and proper
rules and~ regulations and to( do any and all things necessary to carry out and
accomplish the purposes of this Act [sections 181 to 194, 201 to 208, 211 to 214,
221, 223 to 229, 241, 251, and 261 to 263 of this title], also to fix and determine
the boundary lines of any structure, or oil or gas field, for the purposes of this
Act' [theieof]."

It will be observed that the language of this section is permissive. But, even
if it were to be considered mandatory, plaintiff's position would not be improved,
since there is nothing which necessarily requires that boundaries be fixed prior
to an application. In the instant case the Secretary determined the location of
the lands in question, as being within the known geologic structure of a produc-
ing oil field, as of the time when the application was filed, not basing his' de-
termination upon facts subsequent to such filing. This was sufficient. Wann
v. Ickes,:supra, p. 217.

It is important to note that- section 32 of the Mineral Leasing Act
has never been amended and that, until recently, the provision of the
'oil and gas regulation relating to the definition of producing structures
and the filing of maps and diagrams has remained essentially the same
since the first regulation was issued March 11, 1920 2

Furthermore, the Congress several times extensively amended see-
tion 1 of the Mineral Leasing Act without indicating any 'dissent
from the Department's practice. Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat.
676); act of August 8 1946 (60 Stat. 950); act of July 29, 1954 (30
U.S.C., 1958' ed., sec. 226). The Department's opinion. in Ham

'2 Oil and Gas Regulations, par. 2, 47 LD. 437, 438; 43 CFRI, 1940 ed., 192.3; 43 CFR,
1949 ed., 192.6; 43 CER, 1954 ed., 192.6.:
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Baraslb, The Texas Com'pany, spra, reviewed the legislative history
of the 1954 amendments and pointed out how specifically the Depart-
ment's practie, as it related to extensions- of oil and gas leases, had
been called to Congress,- attention. It then concluded:-

Thus, it is apparent that under both; the 1946 and 1954 amendments to the
Mineral Leasing Act the Department made clear its position that rights depend-
ing upon whether land was in the known geologie structure of' a producing oil
.and gas field were to be determined as of the date of the ascertainment: of the
fact and not the date of its pronouncement and that te Congress, in adopting
the 1954 amendment, accepted and acted upon that position. (P. 60)

Thus, the Department's practice has behind it administrative, judi-
cial, and legislative sanction.' In addition, it is based upon sound
technical and admmistrative reasons.

In a recent circular,8 the Geological. Suvy ~has fexplained carefuIly
the procedure followed in making determinations of known geologic
structures and demonstrated wiy- most determinations must be made
Without maps'

The boundaries of known geologic structures are determined by the Director,
U.S. Geological Survey, by delegated authority from the Secretary of. the In-
terior, as prescribed by 43 CFR 192.6. Plats (fig. 1) approved by-the Director,
Geological Survey, showing defined boundaries are placed on file in the local
land offices of the Bureau of Land Management and in offices of the Oil and Gas
Supervisors and Regional Geologists, Conservation Division, .Geological Survey.

Known geologic structures are determined on a defined and undefined basis.
The difference between them and: procedures followed in determining each is
discussed below.

* V *{ * 0 , *L * -. -* . * . :

PROCEDURE

Under the authority delegated by 43 CFR 192.6, the Director of the Geological
Survey determines whether lands are or are not within any known geologic struc-
ture of a producing oil or gas field. In making these determinations it is rec-
ognizedithat the extent and position of any oil and gas accumulation in a known
geologic structure, though primarily influenced by structure, is also influenced
by such factors as stratigraphy, porosity, permeability, and by water and gas
pressure in the reservoir. Evaluation of the net effect of these several factors
is 'the result sought by the determination of definition of the known geologic
structure. These deteirminations are for all purposes required by the provisions
of the Mineral Leasing Act and the pertinent regulations, particularly,

1. For appropriate determination of the competitive and noncompetitive leas-
ing provisions under Section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act and 43 CFR 192.50,
of the applicable regulations.

2. For appropriate application of the rental waiver provisions under Section
17 of the Act, and of the rental provisions of 43 CFR 192.80.

8 Emmett A. Finley, 'tThe Definition of Known Geologic Structures of Producing Oil
and Gas Fields," Geological Survey Circular 419 (1959).
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3. For appropriate application of .the rental waiver provisions under Section 17

of the Act, and of the rental provisions of 43 OFR 192.80.
,The Director's determinations require one of two procedures, namely, the

procedure used in the determination of a geologic structure deft ed and the pro-

cedure used in the determination of a geologic structue dfed.
Procedureforstructure defined.
The geology of the structure is reviewed by Eta board of Survey geologists;

their findings are submitted to the Director with a plat depicting the lands deter-

mined to be within the boundaries of the structure. Upn approval by the

Director, copies of the plat are distributed to appropriate Bureau of Land Man-

agement and Geological Survey offices as mentioned inthe Introduction A notice

stating.that the determination has beenlmade,and the effective date. thereof,

is published in the "Notices" section of the. Federal Register.

Procedure for structure undefined.
Inasmuch as definitions are required for purposes of administration immedi-

ately after the inital digvery'is made in a n'wfield, orextesios are nide by

outpost drilling, when knowledge both of the productive limits of the field and of

the physical factors which determine such limits is at a 'minimum, known

geologic structures undefined are established as an administrative expedient for

appropriate action on the three regulations stated above.

The essential difference between defined and undefined known geologic struc-

ture definitions, and the reason: therefor, is that the formality and detail in

the defined procedure does not permit the necessary day-to-day determinations

needed by the Bureau of Land Management in current administration of the

leases and lease applications.
Undefined known geologic structures are of two types, namely: 

'1. An area where discovery necessitates the defining of a new productive area,

and revisions thereof. .
2. An area where development around a previously established defined struc-

ture warrants an extension of theestablished known geologic structure;
In connection with undefined geologi' strfctures; available information gen-

erally consisting of data elatig toi single well or afew-wells, together with
available geologic information, is reviewed by geologists: and a memorandum
is sent to the manager of the appropriate land office making a determination

that certain lands are as of a certain date "on structure" or within an undefined
addition to a previously defined structure. Although the lands determined to

be on this structure are outlined on a work map, no plat is prepared for dis-
tribution or for filing in the Land Office, and notice of the determination is not
published in the Federal Register because of its temporary nature.

:Generally, the undefined structure procedure' applies when there is a discovery
on or near a Federal lease and an immediate determination is needed for guid-

'nce of the manager in administering the rental and extension provisions of the

.particular lease or leases in the vicinity of the discovery. It is also 'applied

in areas where the scope and pace of development are rapid, and where the
preparation and publication of a map would be misleading because, in a matter
of a 'day or days after publication, or even on the date of publication, the bound-
aries are subject to change.

The undefined structure procedure is also used with respect to a field or area
.where there are but one or two tracts of Federal lands, and a determination
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.can be made as to such tracts without the necessity of outlining the entire
structure. This is especially true of the oil-producing States (Alabama, Arkan-,
sas, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, New York,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and West Virginia) Where Federal acreage holdings
are few and generally consist of widely scattered small parcels of lands.

As to the relative use of the two procedures, the undefined structure procedure
is by far the more common practice. Consequently, in a great majority of
determinations that certain lands are situated within the known geologic strue-
ture of a producing field, the' determination is made without the preparation
andfiling ofaplat of the str'icur4.

As the quoted portions of the circular illustrate, any practice other
than that followed by the Department would inevitably result in the
disposition of lands noncompetitively which under the statute are
required to be leased competitively, for it is administratively ipos-
sible to prepare and file maps rapidly enough to keep them current
with developments in an active field. In a race between applicants
and the Geological Survey the applicants will always have their offers
on file before the Survey can evaluate the latest information and pre-
pare its maps.4 Thus, the Department's practice was the only one
consistent with the requirements of the one statute and administrative
realities.

In view of the extensive support for the Department's practice
under the statute, which has never been amended, and regulation in
effect until recently,5 a lengthy restatement of the administrative

4 The Director of the Geological Survey In a memorandum to the Solicitor of June 5,
1958, gave a graphic illustration of the problem. He said:

"As an example of the need for the undelined procedure, the Blanco gas field in New
Mexico, as originally formally defined on March 21, 1946, contained 360 acres. Following
publication and before ha revision of the definition, hundreds of determinations under
the undefined procedure were made 'as new wells were completed almost daily. The first
revised published definition, effective March 1, 1952, increased the total to 360,647 acres,
and the next consolidated Blanco with three other fields to form the San Juan field with
a total of 707,834 acres. Five more revisions have increased the field to 1,652,366 acres.
This illustrates the rate of growth during development of a field and emphasizes the
task of; keeping formal definitions current. We are aware of no lessees, or applicants
for leases, or lease. extensions, who have placed reliance on the published' maps as a cur-
rently ontrolliing determination. Between each published definition, as additional lands
were determined to be on structure, discovery letters describing the undefined additions
were provided the land office. Thus, there were both undefined and defined known geo-
logic structures in effect in the same field. Almost 10 years later this same. condition
prevails in this field. This is common procedure in the development stages of all fields."

5
As stated in fn. 1, 43 CPR 192.6 was amended on March 17, 1960, to state in detail

the Departmental practice which has been outlined at length. Sec. 192.6, as amended,
reads as follows:

"Boundaries of known geologic structures and productive limits of producing oil or
gas fields and deposits.

"(a) The Director of the Geological Survey will determine the boundaries of the known
geologic structures of producing oil or gas fields, and where necessary to effectuate the
purposes of the act, the productive limits of producing oil or gas deposits as such limits
existed on August 8, 1946.

"(b) Determinations of "structures defined' will be followed, as soon as practicable,
by the filing in the appropriate land office of maps or diagrams showing the structure
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and legal basis for it would not have' been necessary here were it not
for the recent court decision in Barash v. Seaton, supra, upon which
the appellant heavily relies.

That case involved certain lands which had teen acquired- by the
United Staes for the'Soil (Conservation Service of the Department
of Agriculture and which lie on the southern edge of the Panhandle
Field in Texas. On June 12, 952, the Director of the Geological
Survey, as a result of an inquiry by the Soil Conservation Service as
to whether it was in the best interests; of the United States to offer
the land for competitive lease, sent a memorandum to the Director
of the Bureau of Land Management. that the lands might be subject
to drainage of its oil and gas content and recommended that "the
oil and gas rights owned by. the United States * * * be offered' for

.ese in ; r , I . I xthe, 1. . E .E ...lease in accordance with the compertve leasing provision of the
Mineral Leasing Act, as amended." After other correspondence be-
tween the three agencies, 'the Bureau of Land Management mailed
out notices on'June 2,'1953, to various officials of the Department,
to certain elected public officials, to various private persons, to a trade
magazine and a newspaper announcing that the lands were to be
leased competitively and setting out the date of the sale as July 22,
1953.i On June 5, 1953, Barash filed a noncompetitive offer to lease
for oil and gas for the same lands. The sale was held on the appointed
day and leases issued to the high bidders, effective September 1, 1953,
and October 1, 1953. On September 24, 1954, Barash protested the
issuance of the leases. At the request of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, the Geological Survey, on February 11, 1955, submitted a
supplemental report that as of the date of its first report no deter-

boundaries, and by publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER of notices that the de-
terminations have been made. Because determinations of 'structures undefined' are
usually of a more temporary nature, maps or diagrams thereof will not be filed and notices
thereof will not be published; however, a memorandum of each such determination will be
filed in the appropriate land office and will be available for public inspection. Additional
information concerning the procedures used in making the determinations may be obtained
from the Geological Survey, Washington 25, D.C.

"(c) In accordance with' long-standing rulings of the Department, If the producing
character of a structure underlying a tract of land is actually known prior to the date of
the Department's official pronouncement on that subject, it is the date of the ascertainment
of the fact, and not the date of the pronouncement, that Is determinative of rights 'which
depend upon whether the land is or is not situated within a known geologic structure of
a. producing oil or gas field. Ernest A. Hanson, A-26376 (May 29, 1952), and cases
cited therein. All determinations are subject to change at any time upon receipt of further
information through the drilling of wells and other sources. Accordingly, lessees or appli-
cants for leases should not rely upon the maps, diagrams, determinations or notices
thereof, as currently controlling documents.

"(d) Any lessee or his operator may apply to the Director of the Geological Survey
for a determination whether the land In his lease is inside or outside the productive limits
of a producing oil or gas deposit as such limits existed on August 8, 1946."
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inination had been made as to whether all of the lands- were or were
not within a known geologic structure, that a, review of structural
aspects of the land showed that part 'of the lands were not within
a known geologic structure on June 5, 1953, and that part of the
lands were "believed" to be within a known geologic structure.

The Director canceled the leases as to the lands reported not to be
in a structure and rejected Barash's offer as to the land "believed" to
be in a struta; On~ ippeal,;the Secrtheld-that*Barasks offer
must be rejected in its entirety.

In a suit to review the Secretary's decision, the District Court
entered judgment for the Secretary and dismissed the suit. On ap-
peal, the Circuit Court reversed and remanded the case for further
proceedings.

The Court held that the -provisions of the law and the regulations
require-

* * (1) a determination by the Survey that the lands 'are' within a known
structure, and (2) the filing of a map reflecting this determination in the defini-
tion of the structure. These requirements were not observed in respect of either
* * * parcel * *

In 'this cahe the- Secretary do-es not 'claim, - as he- did in- Mo E'v. Seatb-
103 U.S. App. D.O. , F. 2d .[259 F. 2d 780 (D.C. Cir 1958)] that his
construction of the law and regulations is consistent with-established practices
of the Department.

The requirements of law involved here do not rest upon technical considera-
tions. They are designed to assure fairness in leasing publicly owned lands.
This case makes that plain. Appellant relying on the absence of any filing of a
map showing the definition of a structure pursuant to a determination, applied
for a noncompetitive lease. He had every reason to believe that the lands were
subject to noncompetitive leasing. He had no reason to question it from the
time he filed his application until the Secretary advised him that the lands
had been leased competitively, after the application had been filed. Thus, by
the Secretary's failure either to take the prescribed steps or to give appellant
actual notice that the lands were subject to competitive leasing before such
leasing; was accomplished, appellant was deprived of the opportunity of ac-
quiring any kind of lease. (256 F. 2d 717-718.)

The court's holding that the provisions of the "law and regula-
tions" require the filing of a map is open to- challenge for a number
of reasons. In the first place, section 32 of the Mineral Leasing Act,
supra, simply provides that the Secretary "is authorized" to fix and
determine the boundaries of any structure or field., This language is
permissive, not mandatory, as the court squarely held in VWann v.
Ickes, where the issue was raised. The court in Barash apparently
overlooked its ruling in the Vann case, for it did not even cite it. As
a consequence, the Department will not accept Barast, where the issue
was not argued, as overruling Wiann v. Ickes.
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In the second place, so far as the interpretation. of the regulation
is concerned, it appears that the court misconstrued the concession of
the Secretary that a map was not filed under the regulation as an
admission that, the regulation required the filing of a ap in the, case
of all definitions. What the.Secretary meant to say, of course,: was
that no map was filed under the regulation because, under the long
standing. practice.: of . the Department. since 1920, maps. of 'udeftned.:
structures are not prepared and filed.' In other words as 'th6 long
standing practice' of the Department shows, the regulation has been
administratively construed as constituting first a delegation of au-
thority to the Director of the Geological Survey to define boundaries
and, secondly, a statement that maps or diagrams when prepared will
be filed in the appropriate land office. This administrative construc-
tion is perfectly consistent with the language of the regulation. The
court's reading of the regulation would require the interpolation of
language that the boundaries of all structures will be defined on maps
or diagrams which will be filed in the land offices. Presumably the
court was misled. into its in terpretation because its attention was not
directed to the clear distinction in the: procedure followed by .the
Department in making defined 'and undefined structural determina-
tions.

Accordingly, I conclude that the decision in Barash v. Seatont, does
not control the. disposition of this appeal and that under the long-
established practice of the Department the offer was properly rejected
in part as being within the known geologic structure of a producing
oil and gas field when the offer was filed.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F. R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management isaffirned.

T:EEODORE F. ST'vmNs, The Solicitor.

BY: EDM-ND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF CHARLES I. CUNINGHAM CO.

IBCA-242 : Decided October 13 ,1960e

Contracts: Damages: Liquidated Damages
Under the Damages for Delay provision, Clause: (c) of Standard Form 2A,

which provided that the contractor shall not be charged with liquidated
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damages because of delays due to unforeseeable causes, including strikes,
the remission of liquidated damages is not warranted, where the strike
was in existence, and known to the-contracting parties, at the time of sub-
mission of the contractor's bid and award of the contract.

Co 'ats. Unforeseeable- Causes-Contracts Subcontractors' and Suppliers
Contractor's inability to purchase steel pipe from its supplier due to a na-

tional steel strike in existence at the time of submission of bid and award
is not considered an-unforeseeable cause of delay, within the;meaning of
Clause 5(c) of U.S. Standard Form 23A, where the cause of the delay,
that is the strike, was known to the contracting parties.

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

This is an appeal from the findings of fact of the Regional Di-
rector,' Region 2, Bureau of Reclamation, Sacramento; California,
which denied appellant's request for an extension of time for per-
formance of subject contract. Neither the Government nor appellant
requested a hearing,,and, therefore, the appeal will be decided on the
basis of the record.

The dispute arises under the above-captioned contract, which called
for the construction of an irrigation crossing of the Delta-Mendota
Canal, near Firebaugh, Fresno County, California.

The contract was on Standard Form 23 (Revised March 1953) and
incorporated the General Provisions of Standard Form 23A (March
1953) 2 It was 'dated September 10, 1959 and the contract price was
$14,725.00.

The work was to begin within five (5) days after receipt of notice
to proceed and was to be completed within sixty (60) days from the
date of receipt of such notice. The time allowed for completion of
the work began on September 19, 1959, the date of receipt of notice
to proceed, and ended sixty (60) days thereafter, or on November
18, 1959. The work, however, was not accepted as complete until
94 days later, that is on February 20, 1960. Under the terms of the
contract, appellant was chargeable with liquidated damages, at the
rate of $25 per day, for each of these days, unless the delay in com-
pletion of the work was excusable.3

-We are concerned here only with one of the five phases of con-'
struction, that is the furnishing and installation of approximately
285 feet of 18 inch diameter, 12 gage welded steel pipe for siphoning.

Hereinafter referred to as the contracting officer.
2 Clause 5(c) General Provisions, entitled "Termination for Default-Damages for Delay-

Time Extensions" was modified to further provide "That the Contractor shall be excused
for delays of supplies only If the Contracting Officer shall determine that the materials
or supplies to be furnished are not procurable In the open market."

Clause 5-General Provisions as modified and Par. 17 Special Conditions entitled
"Liquidated Damages."
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The original date for opening of bids for the project was June 4,
1950. On May. 2G, 1959' this date was extended to September 1, 1959.
The contract was entered into on September 10, 1959. Almost two
months prior thereto, a national steel strike. began. on July 14,' 1959.
The two other major producing steel companies went. on- strike on
July 15 and 17. The strike was not settled until 116 days thereafter
on November 7, 1959. At, the time of bid opening Ol September 1,
at the time of award of the contract on September, 10, an&at, the
time of notice. to proceed on September 19 1959, the nation-wide
steel strike was in existence.

Appellant acknowledged receipt of notice to proceed on September
19, 1959, and in a letter of the same date indicated-that the supp]y of
18 inch steel pipe was currently affected by the steel strike, that defi-
nite commitments had not been arranged, that it. was. hopeful, steel
pipe could be purchased from a source not affected by the strike and
that it 'would proceed with other-phases of the required work.

;Shortly thereafter on September. 23, 1959, appellant.advised the
Government that it was Lnable, to secure the required steel.pipe un-
til settlement of the strike, that a purchase; order for the pipe had
been issued to its supplier for delivery within 30 days of strike settle-
ment. Appellant thereafter on October, 2, 1959 was advised by the
Project Engineer. that no particular make of steel was required, that
delivery of. the same thirty (30) days following the strike did not
meet with his approval, that appellant. would be excused for delays of
suppliers only if it was determined that steel pipe was not procur-
able in the open market, and that formal notice pursuant to Clause
5(c) of the General Provisions should be forwarded. Timely notice
as required by the above provision was subsequently received by the
Government on October 26, 1959. A few days later, the Project
Engineer again advised appellant that, it would be excused for de-
lays of suppliers only if it is determined that the steel pipe was not
procurable on the open market.

The available evidence discloses that appellant diligently proceeded
with other phases of the project where the non-available steel was not.
required. from: the inception of the contract until its definite notice to
the Government on October 21, 1959 that steel pipe would not be avail-
able until four (4) weeks following the strike settlement. Despite
the.handicap of inclement weather following delivery of the required
steel pipe on January 6, 1960, the project was successfully completed
on February 20, 1960.
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By letter dated March 8, 1959 appellant requested an extension of
94 days, based on the fact that steel pipe' was unobtainable at the time
the'contract was awarded due to the steel strike. Copies of corre-
spondence withvarious suppliers indicating an intensive effort to pro-
cure thesteelpipe waserclosed therein.
* On April,25, 1960; the contracting officer denied appellant's re-

quest for 94 days extension of time for performance on the ground
that, first's appellant's bid was' entered during' the steel strike, secondly,
although the duration of the strike was not foreseen at that time, the
delay in completion was not attributable to' unforeseeable causes
within the meaning of the Damages for Delay-Time Extension Pro-
vision, Clause 5(c) of Standard Form 23A.

Appellant contends the contracting officer's decision disallowing its
request for an extension of time for performance is erroneous for
reasons as follows: (1) The Government also was aware of the exist-:
ence 'of the strike at 'the time of opening: of bids, and award of the
contract. (2) Neither the Government nor appellant were foresighted
to the extent that either knew the duration of the strike. (3) Per-
formance under strike conditions was impossible.: (4) Failure toa
make a finding that the steel pipe was not procurable in the open
market.4

The Government argues the appellant should have foreseen andi
prepared for a market shortage of the stee pipe since it was aware of
the steel strike; consequently the unavailability of. steel was foresee-
able, and not without its fault or negligence which is a necessary
requisite for excusability for delay-in performance as encompassed
by Clause (c) of Standard Form 23A. Appellant's allegations of
impossibility of perfdrmance is considered untenable by Department
Counsel for want of proof thereof. The contracting officer's failure;
to make a finding that steel pipe was not obtainable on the open
market is considered by Government counsel not germane, since 'the
unavailability of steel pipe in the open market -would not constitute
excusable delay in performance under the circumstances herein; and
would have been necessary only in the event the contracting officer
had found that the inability of the appellant to secured delivery, in
adequate time from its supplier was an unforeseeable cause of delar
beyond the control and without the fault or; negligence of' the appel-
lant or its su-ppliers.5

The .Board must decide, in order to resolve this dispute' whether the.
provision entitled "Termination for Default-Damages for Dela'y-

Appellant places great emphasis on this point in its brief.
'39 Comp. Gen. 478 (1959); General Electric Co., CA-130, 61 I.D. 4 (1952) cf. Finaceo

Electrical Products, IBCA-104, 57-1 BA par. 1266 (1957).
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Time Extension" (Clause 5 (c) General Provisions of Standard Form
23A (March 1953) as modified by Paragraph 27, Supplement to
Standard Form 23A, Bureau of 'Reclamation,6 which provides that
appellant shall not be charged with liquidated damages because of
delays due to unforieseeable causesbyod the control and without
the fault of appellant, including strikes; requires the remission of
liquidated damages for delay caused by ainationwide steel strike found
to have been in existence at the tine of submission of bid 7 opening
of bids and award of the.contract. (As amended this proviso further
provides that appellant shall be excused for delays of suppliers only
if the contracting: officer shall determine that the materials to be;
furnished are not, procurable in the- open market.)

It is plain that the portion of Clause 5 (c) in referring to "unfore-
seeable.causes".speaks of the future. Here the condition complained
of is a strike, which was already in existence at 'the time appellant
submitted its bid, and, of course, at the time of opening of bids and
award of the contract. In order to avoid a narrow construction of the
term "unforeseeable causes," the above provision sets forth some illus-
trations of unforeseeable interferences. It describes, as including but
not restricted to, acts of God and of the Government, fires, floods,
strikes, and' so forth. The purpose of the proviso is to protect the
appellant against, the unexpected, and in its grammatical sense, mili-
tates against1 holding that the lie ventsa ealways toberegarded
as unforeseeable, no matter what the attendant circumstances. The
word "unforeseeable" must in our opinion qualify each event set out
in the including phase, which includes "strikes."

eThe 'full text of this provision as amended is quoted: "(c) The right of the Con-
tractor to proceed shall not be terminated, as provided in paragraph (a)' hereof, nor the
Contractor charged with liquidated or actual damages, as provided in paragraph (b) hereof
because 'of* any! delays in the completion of the work due to unforeseeable causes beyond
the control' and without the fault or negligence ofthe Contractor,-.ncluding, but not
restricted 'to, acts of God or of the public enemy, acts of- the Gov'6rnrint,' in either its
sovereign or contractual capacity, acts of, another contractor in the performance of a
contract with the Governmhent,- fires; floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions,. strikes,
freight'embarkoes, and unusually svere4weather, or delays of subcontractors or suppliers
due to such causes: Provided, That'the Contractor shall within 10 days from the beginning
of any such delay, unless the Contracting Officer shall grant a further period of time
prior to the date of final settlement of the contract,' notify the Contracting' Officer in
writing of the causes of delay: Provided further, That the Contractor shall be excused for
delays of suppliers only if the Contracting Officer shall determine that the materials or
supplies to be furnished are not procurable in the open market. The Contracting Officer
shall ascertain the facts and the extent of the delay and extend the time for: completing
the work when in his judgment the findings of fact justify such an extension, and his
findings of fact thereon shall be final and conclusive on the parties hereto, subject only to
appeal as provided in Clause 6 hereof."

I Letter dated October 29, 1959 from Acting Regional Director, Sacramento, Californi'
states appellants' bid was submitted well after the strike began.
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Under the circumstances presented in this appeal, the steel strike
and its attendant complications clearly cannot be regarded as coming
within the category of "unforeseeable" causes of delay, within the
meaning of the quoted term as used in clause 5'(c) of Standard Form
23A. Appellant should have considered all existing circumstances
at the time of submission of its bid. Appellant's knowledge of the'
strike at the time of submission of its bid is established by the record.
It is true that appellant was not prescient to the extent that it could
determine the length of the steel strike, and it is reasonable to assume
that if the strike was not prolonged, the contract would have been
performed within the time requiired, with no assessment of liquidated
damages.

The national steel strike, which began on July 14, 1959, was, how-
ever, in existence at the time appellant submitted its bid, at the time
of bid opening, and award of the contract. It can hardly be said it
was unforeseeable. It is well settled by our highest court that causes
of delay must be unforeseeable5 We must perforce sustain the col-
tracting officer's denial of appellant's request for an extension of time
for performance and remission of liquidated damages.

The appealis thereforedenied.

JoHN J. HYn s, Member.

T;THOMAs M. DuRsTON , Member.

PAUL H. GANTT Chairman.

See Judge Madden's dissenting opinion In Brooks-GCalcaa v. United States 9 Ct. Cl.
689, 700 (1942), quoted by the Supreme Court with approval in United States v. Brooks-
Callaway, 318 D13. 120 (1943), which is. quoted, in part, as follows: is* * Not every
fire or quarantine or strike or freight embargo should be an excuse for delay under the
proviso. * * A strike may be an old and chronic one whose settlement within an early
period is not expected. In any of these situations there would be no possible reason
why the contractor, who of course anticipated these obstacles in his estimate of time and
cost, should have his time extended because of them." 39 Comp. Gen. 343, 348 (1959), 39
Comp. Gen. 478 (1959), wherein the Comptroller General referring to the same steel
strike with which we are concerned here states: "If the cause of the delay was n exist-
ence at the time the.contract was awarded and the contracting parties were aware of its.
existence, it Isnot an 'unforeseeable cause' within the meaning of that term as used In
Standard.Form 23A." Elmer A. Roman, IBCA-57, 57-1 BCA par. 1320 (1957) General

*DElectric Company, CA-i3, 61 I.D. 4 (1952).
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MERWIN E. LISS

CUMBERLAND AND ALLEGHENY GAS CO.

A-28393 Decided October 19,1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Future

and Fractional Interest Leases

An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States owns only
a fractional interest in the minerals is defective if it is not accompanied by
a statement as to ownership of operating rights in the interest not owned
by the United States, and the offer confers no priority upon the applicant
until such time as the statement is filed.

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Fnture and

Fractional Interest Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Acreage Limitations

An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States owns only
a fractional interest in the minerals may be allowed where the acreage ap-
plied for exceeds 2,560 acres but the excess is not more than 10 percent over
2,560 acres.

Oil and Gas Leases: Acquired Lands Leases-Oil and Gas Leases: Future

and Fractional Interest Leases

An offer to lease lands for oil and gas which covers lands in excess of 2,560
acres by less than 10 percent will not be rejected with loss of priority where
the offeror mistakenly thought that his offer was within the acreage limita-
tion because the United States owned only a 75 percent interest in the oil and
gas.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Merwin E. Liss has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from

a decision of the Acting Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated

December 29, 1959, which affirmed the decision of the Chief, Lands

Adjudication Section, of the Eastern States land office, dated May 5,

1959, holding that acquired lands oil and gas lease offer BLM-A

046863, filed by the Cumberland and Allegheny Gas Company on May

15, 1958, had priority over his application, BLM-A 041283, filed on

October 21, 1955.

Both offers are for the 75 percent undivided interest in the -oil and

gas deposits in certain lands acquired by the United States of which

the surface and 25 percent undivided interest in the oil and gas de-

posits have been conveyed by the United States to the State of Mary-

land.

The pertinent regulation (43 CFR, 1954 ed., rev., 200.7) provides:

(d) Offers for fractional interest oil and gas leases other than fture frac-
tional interests. An offer for a fractional present interest noncompetitive lease

577050-60-1 67 I. D., No. 11
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must be executed on Form 4-1196 and must be accompanied by a statement show-
ing whether the offeror owns the entire operating rights to the fractional mineral
interest not owned by the United States in each tract covered by the offer to
lease, and if not, the extent of the offeror's ownership in the operating rights in
each tract, and the names of other parties who own operating rights in such frac-
tional interests. Ordinarily, the issuance of a lease to one who, upon such is-
suance, would own less than a majority interest of the operating rights in any
such tract, will not be regarded as in the public interest, and an offer leading
to such result will be rejected.

In addition, item 2 of the Special Instructions on the reverse side

of form 4-1196, which both offerors filed, states:

* * In instances where the United States does not own a 100-percent inter-
est in the oil and gas deposits in any particular tract, the offeror should indicate
the percentage of Government ownership. In such cases the offeror must also
furnish the information required by 43 CFR 200.7(d).

The facts of the case, which are undisputed, are that on October 21,
1955, the appellant filed his offer to lease the undivided 75 percent min-
eral interest owned by the United States in nine tracts of land located
in Garrett County, Maryland. In an attachment to his application
the appellant stated:

2. Land requested.
The lands desired are identified in accordance with a survey made by the

United States prior to the acquisition of each such tract of land as shown on the
official status map for the project, LU-Md.-38-2, Garrett County, Maryland, on
file with the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. These
lands, which are part of the Savage River State Forest, and in which the United
States has only reserved a 75% interest in the mineral deposits, total approxi-
mately 2491.25 acres, and are described as follows:

* * * * * * *-

5. (b) The United States no longer owns the surface of the land, but see
answer to 2. for other details.

Subsequently, on August 15, 1958, a letter was received from the
appellant which he requested be made a part of his original offer,

stating-

To clarify the statements in the offer, the following information is furnished:
The State of Maryland owns, by conveyance from the United States, the fee title
to the surface and to 25% of the minerals. It has issued no lease for the oil
and gas deposits in any of the tracts covered by the offer. It is understood that
it will issue such a lease only to the holder of the lease issued by the United
States for the same tracts.

This information is being supplied pursuant to 43 CFR 200.7(d), to show the
offeror's interest in the operating rights to the mineral interest in the various
tracts, other than that of the United States.

Meanwhile on May 15 1958, the Cumberland and Allegheny Gas
Company filed a lease offer, BLM-A 046863, for the three-quarter oil
and gas interest owned by the United States in four of the tracts em-
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braced in the appellant's offer and in one other tract. Cumberland's
offer stated that the surface and a one-quarter undivided interest had
been conveyed to the State of Maryland by a deed dated December 24,
1954. It also filed as part of its offer, a letter dated May 6, 1958, from
Cumberland to the Chief, Forest Service, United States Department
of Agriculture, which, in part, read:

4.. The surface and an undivided 1/4 interest in the oil and gas underlying the
premises in the attached offer to lease agreement, to the best of my knowledge
and belief, is presently owned by the State of Maryland for the use of the De-
partment of Forests and Parks, subject to certain rights of the United States of
America as reserved in a deed dated December 20, 1954, from the United States
of America acting by and through the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture given
to the aforesaid State of Maryland for the use of the Department of Forests and
Parks.

The remaining 34 undivided interest in the minerals and mining rights re-
served by the United States of America in the above deed insofar as they may
affect the surface in connection with only mining, saving and removing of the
same therefrom are administered by the Forest Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture as part of the Garrett County Land Utilization
Project.

On October 6, 1959, while Liss' appeal was pending before the Di-
rector, Cumberland filed a letter designated as a "Clarifying State-
ment" which read in part:

The offeror in BLM-A 046863 respectfully submits, subject to the conditions
set out above, the following clarifying statement to supplement the original
statements made in Item 2, Supplements 1 and 2, and for numbered paragraph 4
of the corporate statement attached to BUIM-A 046863.

"The ownership of the operating rights to all the undivided one-fourth part
of all the oil and gas owned by the State of Maryland underlying the acreage
included in this Offer to Lease, is also vested in the State of Maryland, expressly
subject, however, to any and all rights of ev&y kind and nature that were and
are later determined to have been reserved by the United States in that certain
deed from the State of Maryland, referred to in the statement made in Item 2,
on page 2 of Supplement 1 of this offer as originally filed.

"This clarifying statement above as to operating rights is made expressly sub-
ject to any later determination being made that the actual legal effect of all
the language contained in the above deed, when read as a whole with the reser-
vations and determinable fee created thereby, would be to vest any part or all
of the above operating rights to the undivided one-fourth part of all the oil and
gas minerals underlying the acreage described in such offer, in the United States."

In its decision the Eastern States Office pointed out that the regula-
tions in effect at the time both offers were filed provided that a state-
ment must be filed concerning the ownership of the operating rights to
the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United States and
that inasmuch as the appellant did not file the required statement until
August 15, 1958, and the company had attached the required statement
to its offer filed May 5, 1958, the company's offer had priority.
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On appeal the Director held that Liss' original statement was defec-
tive because it did not state who held the present operating rights in
the State's fractional interest, that Liss' statement of August 15, 1958,
corrected the deficiency, but that Cumberland's offer was entitled to
priority from May 15, 1958, its date of filing.

In his appeal to the Secretary, Liss contends Cumberland's offeri
as originally filed did not meet the requirements of the regulation,
that if it did, his original offer also did, and that in any event, his
offer, as clarified by the statement of August 15, 1958, is the first offer
to satisfy the regulation.

In reply, Cumberland asserts that its original offer was proper, but
that, if it is not so held, its statement of October 6, 1959, was the first
statement to comply with the regulation.

The regulation, 43 CFR, 1954 ed., 200.7(d), which provides that an
application for fractional interest "must" be on form 41196 and
"must" be accompanied by a statement of ownership of the outstand-
ing mineral interest in others, is clearly mandatory and the Depart-
ment has so held. Celia R. Kanbmerman e al., 66 I.D. 255 (1959)
Dwncan Hiller, A-28168 (February 2, 1960). The Secretary is with-
out authority to disregard the plain and unambiguous provisions of
his own mandatory regulations where the rights of third parties have
intervened. MKay v. ahenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (D.C. Cir. 1955);
Chapman v. Sheridan-Wyoming Coal Company, 338 U.S. 621 (1950).

What does the regulation require? It demands only several simple
direct statements from an offeror: that he does or does not own the
entire operating rights to the fractional mineral interest not owned
by the United States, and if he does not, the extent of his ownership
in such operating rights and the names of other parties who own such
operating rights. It does: not ask for information as to ownership
of the surface of the tract applied for or as to who the owner or lessee
of the fractional mineral interest not owned by the United States may
be. It does not ask for references to deeds or statutes or other docu-
ments in which some of the information may be set out; nor does it
intimate that the offeror miay submit statements as to the ownership
of interests in the lands from which the Department may infer the
information the regulation requires. It asks only for information
concerning operating rights and the response should be direct and
specific.

The issue then is to determine which of the offerors first complied
with the pertinent regulation. Liss' original offer merely stated that
the United States no longer owned the surface of the land, but had
reserved a 75-percent interest in the mineral deposits. It did not
,state whether he owned any operating rights in the fractional. interest
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not owned by the United States or give the names of other parties
owning such operating rights. Therefore it did not comply with one
of the mandatory requirements of the regulation and earned Liss
no priority.

Cumberland's original offer, which is next in time, said that the
surface and an undivided. one-quarter interest in the oil and gas had
been conveyed to and are presently owned by the State of Maryland.
However, it made no direct assertion that Maryland still owned the
operating rights. Since a mineral owner can divest himself of opera-
ting rights without conveying his mineral interest, this statement also
failed to satisfy the regulation and did not earn the offeror priority.

The third attempt to submit the required information was Liss'
"clarifying statement" in which he said that Maryland "owns *
the fee title to * * * 25% of the minerals" and that "It has issued no
lease for the oil and gas deposits in any of the tracts covered by the
offer." Here again the offeror has not made a direct assertion that
the operating rights are owned by the State of Maryland. Instead
he leaves it to the Department to draw such an inference- from the
information he provided. It, however, fails for the same reason that
Cumberland's offer fell short, that is, an owner of a fractional interest
in oil and gas deposits underlying certain tracts of land may dispose
of the operating rights through some device other than a lease.

There remains only' Cumberland's final "clarification" in which it
made the direct statement that the ownership of the operating rights
to all of the undivided one-fourth part of all the oil and gas deposits
owned by Maryland " * * * is also vested in the State of Mary-
land * * * This, of course, is a direct statement in terms of the
regulation which meets the requirements of the regulation, and, all
else being regular, earns the offeror priority as of October 6, 1959,
the date on which it was filed. If a lease is to be issued, it must be
issued to it. R. S. Prows, 66 I.D. 19, 22 (1959).

The appellant, however, also asserts that the company's offer is de-
fective because it covers more than 2,560 acres.

At the time Cumberland filed its offer the Department's regulation,
43 CFR, 1954 rev., 200.8, provided in pertinent part:

(d) * * The offer must cover only lands entirely within a six-mile square,
and must be for an area of not more than 2,560 acres, except where the rule of
approximation applies1

*, * * * * a D

l'Taragraph' (d) of the regulation waas amended without material change by Circular
2017 (43 CFR, 959'Supp., 200.8(d)).
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(g) (1) Except as provided in subparagraph (2) of this paragraph an offer will
be rejected and returned to the offeror and will afford the applicant no priority
if:

e * * * *. * *

(ii) The total acreage exceeds 2,560 acres, except where the rule of approxi-
mation applies.

* * * , * *I * *:

(2) An offer to lease contai ning any of the following deficiencies will be ap-
proved by the signing officer provided all other requirements are met:

8 -* * * * * *

(ii) An offer covering not more than 10 percent over the maximum allowable
acreage of 2,560 acres. The lease will be approved for 2,560 acres in the discre-
tion of the signing officer or so much over that amount as may be included under
the rule of approximation.

The company's application, under Item 2 of the lease form headed
"Land requested," stated that the "Total area" applied for was 2,7851%4
acres. The supplemental information attached to the application
listed 5 tracts of land and the acreage of each tract. The total acreage
of the tracts so listed was 2,7851/ acres. At the conclusion of the state-
ment relative to the ownership of the operating rights appeared the
words "Total Area 2,088.94 acres (or % of 2,7851/4 acres)." The
amount of advance rental paid when the application was filed was
$1,044.47, which at 50 cents an acre is the required amount of advance
rental for 2,088.94 acres. The appellant contends that the conpany's
offer exceeded the maximum permissible acreage allowed in 200.8 (d)
by a total of 2251/4 acres.

In answer to the appellant's charge, the Acting Director said in his
decision:

Although the appellant contends that the Cumberland offer must be rejected
because it describes more than 2,560 acres (43 CFR 200.8(g) (1) (ii) ) and for
that reason is not subject to approval under 43 CFR 200.8(g) (2) (ii), the fact
remains that "where the United States owns only a fractional interest in the min-
eral resources of the lands involved, only that part of the total acreage involved
in the lease which is proportionate to the ownership by the United States of the
mineral resources therein shall be charged as acreage holdings." It follows that
the offer, albeit describing approximately 2,785'/A acres, embraces a fractional
interest area chargeable only as N4 thereof, a total acreage of but approximately
2,089 acres. This applied for acreage is properly described and included in the
offer. * *

The language quoted above in the Acting Director's decision is taken
from 43 CR, 1954 rev., 200.6. In pertinent part this regulation pro-
vides that the amount of acquired lands acreage that may be held
under lease, either directly or indirectly, by an individual as a member
of an association or corporation "may not be in excess of the amount
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of public domain acreage for the same minerals permitted to be held
under the mineral leasing laws." 2

Acreage limitations, which are found in section 27 of the Mineral
Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed. sec. 184), and as further
amended (Public Law 86-705, 74 Stat. 785), were imposed to prevent
monopolistic control over oil and gas deposits in the public lands.
Solicitor's opinion, 59 I.D. 4, 6(1945). The restriction of the size
of a lease to not more than 2,560 acres, however, has no existing statu-
tory basis although its origin may be traced to section 13 of the
Mineral Leasing Act, which as originally enacted (41 Stat. 441)
authorized the Secretary to issue prospecting permits covering not
more than 2,560 acres of public land. When the act of August 21,
1935 (49 Stat. 674, 676), amended section 17 of the Mineral Leasing
Act to substitute noncompetitive leasing for permits as the method
of developing lands not within the known geologic structure of a
producing oil and gas field, it did not impose a limitation on the acre-

\age to be included in one lease. The Secretary by regulation first
set a limit of 640 acres (55 I.D. 339, 341 (1935)), which was soon
enlarged to 2,560 acres (id. 502, 507 (1935)), where it has remained
ever since (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.42(d)). In addition to limiting
the amount of acreage, the same regulation has always controlled the
area over which the permitted acreage could be spread. At first the
land applied for was required to be reasonably compact in form, but
later the restriction was modified to require only that the lands be
entirely within an area 6 miles square. The purpose of this regulation
is to confine the physical extent of leases for purposes of
administration.

Thus it does not follow that the fact that the method of computing
the maximum permissible holdings in a State or the apportionment
of rentals when the United States owns only a fractional interest in
the leased land is equally applicable to the maximum acreage that may
be included in one lease. In fact, the intent of the 2,560-acre limita-
tion would seem to favor its application to all offers without regard to
whether the United States owns the whole or only part of the interest
in the oil and gas deposits in the land.

However, another provision of the regulation makes it unnecessary.
to decide that question now.

The company contends that even if its application was defective
because it exceeded the maximum permissible acreage, this defect is

i Section 3 of the act of August 7, 1947 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 352), which author-
izes the leasing of mineral deposits in lands acquired by the United States, provides that
such deposits may be leased by the Secretary of the Interior under the same conditions
as contained in the leasing provisions of the mineral leasing laws.
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excusable under the provisions of 43 CFR 200.8;(g) (2) (ii) which.
as we have seen, provides that in the case of an offer covering not
more than 10 percent over the maximum allowable acreage of 2,560
acres, the offer will be approved for 2,560 acres or so much over that
amount as may be included under the rule of approximation. It urges
that since its offer is not in excess of 10 percent over the maximum
allowable acreage the defect should be waived and its application
given priority.

The appellant contends that in this situation 200.8(g) (2) (ii) is
not applicable. His argument is based on paragraph 8 of the General
Instructions on the lease form which states that:

The offer will be rejected and returned to the offeror and will afford the
applicant no priority if: * * (b) the total acreage exceeds 2,560 acres * *
This does not apply where the total acreage is in error by not more than 10
percent. (Emphasis supplied.)

He contends that this is an interpretation of the regulation (which
says nothing about error) that it is not enough to have an excess of
not more than 10 percent, that there must also be an error of not more
than 10 percent to obtain the benefits of 200.8 (g) (2) ii) and that the
company made no error in "determining the acreage in this case."

The appellant cites no authority for his interpretation of 200.8(g)
(a) (ii), nor am I ble to discover any Departmental interpretation of
this provision. However, it is my conclusion the use of the word
"error" in the general instructions on the lease form does not require
the conclusion reached by the appellant. "Error" can import any
inaccuracy in a statement, not only one made inadvertently. It can
be reasonably concluded that a mistaken belief that an applicant
could apply for more than 2,560 acres and be charged with only 2,560
acres since the mineral interest of the United States amounted to
75 percent is an "error."

Thus, since the excess acreage applied for is not more than 10 per-
cent over 2,560 acres the regulation waives this defect and a lease
may be issued to the company for not to exceed 2,560 acres, except
where an excess is permissible under the rule of approximation.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, is affirmed.

THEODoRE F. STEVENS, Thie Solicitor.

BY: EDMUJND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.
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A-28544 Decided Novembe'r 14, 1960
A-28552
A-28555

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease is not available for leasing to

-others and an application to lease such land must be rejected.

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers
Where at the time a partial assignment of the record title of an oil and gas

lease was filed the regulations governing assignments did not require a
statement by an assignee that he is the sole party in interest; similar to that
required at the time of an off eror, the assignment is not to be refused
recognition.

APPEALS FOI THE BUREAU OF LAND XANAGEMIENT

M. Finell, Barbara Ann Harnish, Robert V. Sibert, Douglas Bry-
den, and Richard H. P. Padon have appealed to the Secretary of the
Interior from decisions of the. Director, Bureau of Land Management,
dated May 20 and June 3, 1960, in each of which the Director affirmed
the action taken by the Wyoming land office in rejecting their several
offers, filed on April 1, 1959, to lease lands in Wyoming for oil and
gas purposes pursuant to section, 17 Qf the Mineral Leasing Act, as
amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226).

The six offers cover lands included in various leases, all of which
were issued on April 1, 1949, and all of which, absent production or
effective partial assignments, would have expired on March 31, 1959.

On February 24, 1959, partial assignments of the leases to Frank M.
Carr were filed. Thereafter, on March 2, 1959, Carr submitted state-
ments that he was the only party having an interest in the partial
assignments. On the same date, the Wyoming land office returned the
assignments unapproved. Attention was called to a recent amendment
of 43 CFR 192.42(e) (3), effective February 12, 1959, requiring a
statement from each offeror for an oil and gas lease that he is the sole
party in interest in the offer, or, if the offeror is not the sole party in
interest, a statement as to who the other interested parties are (43
CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.42(e) (3) (iii ).

The March 2, 1959, decision held that as the "required statements"
were not filed until after the twelfth month of the tenth year of the
leases had commenced the partial assignments were not effective to ex-
tend the leases for an additional two years. Carr appealed to the
Director of the Bureau of Land Management, who, in a decision
dited September 25, 1959, held that since the cited regulation does not
specifically mention assignments and since a similar regulation making

577050-60--2
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the same requirement with respect to assignees was not adopted until
later,1 the partial assignments to Carr should be approved, if all else
were regular. The partial assignments were thereafter approved,
effective as of March 1, 1959. Thereafter, the offers filed on April 1,
1959, were rejected.

The appellants contend that 43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.42 (e) (3) (iii)
applied equally to offers and assignments from its effective date; that
since Carr did not submit the statements as to his interest in the as-
signed acreage until March 2, 1959, the assignments were not Coinl-
pleted in time to be effective to extend the leases; and that, therefore,
the lands covered by their offers were not in outstanding leases on
April 1, 1959. They contend further that compliance with the require-
ment of 43 CFR 192.42(e) (3) (iii) was inandatory on assignees after
February 12, 1959, and that the Secretary of the Interior is without
authority to waive the regulation, which, they argue, is incorporated
by reference in the regulations relating to assiginnents (43 CFR, 1959
Supp., 192.140-192.142).

While it may be admitted that the Secretary may not disregard the
plain and unambiguous provisions of his own regulations, I find noth-
ing in the regulations in effect when these partial assignments were
filed which required that an assignment affecting the record title of an
oil and gas lease had to be accompanied by the statement called for
by the amendment of 43 CFR 192.42(e)(3) effective February 12,
1959.

When the assignnents in question were filed, sec. 192.140, para-
phrasing the provisions of section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act,
as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 187a), provided that assign-
ments would take effect as of the first day of the lease month following
the date of filing in the proper land office "of all the papers required
by §§.192.141 and 192.142."

Sec. 192.141 (which has not been amended) sets forth the require-
mnents for filing transfers.

Subparagraph (a) (1) thereof provides:

Except as to assignments of record title, all instruments of transfer of a lease
or of an interest therein, * * must be filed for approval within 90 days from
the date of final execution and must contain all: of the terms and conditions
agreed upon by the parties thereto, together with a statement over the trans-
feree's own signature with respect to citizenship and interests held, similar to
that required of an offeror under § 192.42(e) (3), (4) and (f).

Subparagraph (a) (2) provides that to obtain approval of a trans-
fer "affecting the record title" of an oil and gas lease, a request for
such approval must be made within 90 days from the date of the exe-
cution of the assignment by the parties. It designates the form to be

, June 1, 1959, 24 P.R. 4630; 43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.140.
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used-"Assignment affecting Record Title to Oil and Gas Lease"
(Form 4-1175)-and authorizes the use of unofficial copies thereof.

Subparagraph (a) (3) requires that an application for approval of
any instrument of transfer of a lease or interest therein be accom.-
panied by a fee of $10.

Paragraph (b) requires evidence of the authority of an attorney
in fact to execute an assignment or application for the approval of
an assignment and, in addition, the statement required by sec.
192.42(e) (3).

The remaining paragraphs in sec. 192.141 pertain to matters not
relevant to the question involved in these appeals.

Section 192.142 requires a separate instrument of assignment for
each oil and gas lease when transfers involve record title. However,
when transfers to the same party involving more than one oil and gas
lease are filed at the same time, only one request for approval and one
showing as to the. qualifications of the assignee is required.

Thus it is evident that while an assignee is called upon, in certain
instances, to make the same showing as that required of an offeror and
while an assignment will not be approved if the assignee is not quali-
fied to take and hold a lease, nothing in the regulations governing
assignments affecting the record title of oil and gas leases refers the
potential assignor or assignee to section 192.42(e) (3) except in those
instances where attorneys in fact are employed.

To hold that the statement required of offerors after February 12,
1959, was required of assignees prior to the date ol which the regula-
tion relating to assignments was amended to include the same require-
ment would be to deprive, by implication, holders of outstanding oil
and gas leases of the statutory right accorded to them to make partial
assignments of their leases and thus gain a two-year extension of the
retained portions of their leases. Nothing in the regulations govern-
ing assignments put potential assignors on notice that, to be complete,
the statement required of offerors must be filed by the assignees.

It has been held repeatedly that where a party is to be deprived of
a statutory preference right because of his failure to comply with the
requirement of a regulation, that requirement should be spelled out so
clearly that there is no basis for disregarding his noncompliance.
Donald C. Ingersoll, 63 I.D. 397 (1956); Madison Oils, Inc., T. F.
Hodge, 62 I.D. 478 (1955).

It has also been held that it is improper to reject an offer to lease
acquired lands for oil and gas purposes because the offeror failed to
accompany his offer with a statement 2 required by the public land

2 The sole party in interest statement involved here (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.42(e)
(3) (iii)3.
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leasing regulations. Bert Wheeler, 67 I.D. 203 (1960); Arthur J.
Boeve, A-28445 (October 13, 1960). The same reasoning which led to
the decisions in those cases is applicable to the present appeals.

In the circumstances, it must be held that the Director was correct
in his holding that the partial assignments filed Onl February 24, 1959,
were effective to extend the leases and in affirming the subsequent ac-
tion taken by the Wyoming land office in rejecting the appellants'
offers because at the time the offers were filed the lands covered thereby
were in outstanding oil and gas leases.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A (4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decisions of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management are affirmed.

THEODORE F. STEVENS, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

APPEAL OF CHENEY-CHERF AND ASSOCIATES

IBCA-250 Decided November 14, 1960

Rules of Practices Appeals: Dismissal-Coltracts: Contracting Officer-
Contracts: Notices

A motion by the Government for dismissal of an appeal on the grounds that
the contractor failed to give timely written notices of protests as required
by the contract, will be denied, where the appellant has raised issues of fact
as to timeliness of such notices, and as to prior actual knowledge of the
protested matters and partial action thereon by the contracting officer's
representative.

BOARD O CONTRACT APPEALS

The Government has moved to dismiss the timely appeal of the
contractor from the findings of fact and decision of the contracting
officer dated June 2, 1960, denying the contractor's several claims
totaling $326,254.20, for additional compensation.

The contracting officer's decision denied the cohtractor-appellant's
claims on three (3) procedural grounds, i.e., that it had not complied
with the contract requirements, by (1) failure to make timely written
protests concerning allegedly erroneous instructions by the Govern-
ment, (2) failure to request written instructions as to certain addi-
tional work alleged to have been requested by the Government, and
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(3) failure to give timely written notice of alleged changed conditions.'
This motion is grounded ol the same objections as those advanced by

the contracting officer in his decision.
Contract No. 106-D-2684, carrying al estimated price of

$2,894,330.00, was entered into apparently in the Fall of 1957, after
advertised bidding.2 It was executed on Standard Form 23 (revised
March 1953) and contained Standard Form 23A ( March 1953) (witl
certain modifications to that form not material to this dispute), and
some 167 paragraphs under the heading "Specifications" and subhead-
ings "General Conditions" and "Special Conditions."

The scope of the work included the excavation of two (2) tunnels
known as the Cascade Divide Tunnel and the Green Springs Tunnel,
and the construction of wood and steel supports and concrete linings
for the tunnels, which were respectively 0.4 and 0.92 of a mile in length.
Each was to be 6 feet in finished inside diameter. These portions of
the work were performed by a subcontractor, A. J. Cheff Construc-
tion Co. However, the term "contractor" will be used here for the
sake of uniformity.

Omitting considerable detail, the contractor's claims, although
intermingled and amended from time to time, may be summnarized as
follows:

1. That despite the contractor's attempts to use wood lagging and
steel supports at more frequent intervals, because of loose earth con-
ditions generally prevailing, the Government inspectors refused to
permit the contractor to install such lagging for support purposes, or
steel supports, except on a "skeleton" basis of maximum intervals, suit-
able only for conditions of hard or solid rock formations. That this
caused considerable fall-out of loose material (sometimes damaging
fresh concrete), which had to be excavated in both tunnels almost
constantly; causing expensive delays and loss of construction time,
as well as the expense of numerous repairs to the supports, shoring, etc.

2. That as a result of the excessive fall-out of loose material caused
by the Government's orders for insufficient lagging and supports, the
contractor was obliged to enlarge the perimeter of the tunnels beyond
the "B" lines prescribed by the drawings, and was obliged to use addi-

4 The contracting officer also discussed the merits of the claims, indicating that had
the contractor made timely written protests, notices and requests, the claims would have
been denied on their merits.

P The copy of the contract before the Board is not dated, nor is there found any refer-
ence to the contract date, either in the contracting officer's findings of fact'and decision,
or in the other appeal file documents. However, it appears that certain notices to
prospective bidders were acknowledged by appellant on September 10, 1957, and that
Notice to Proceed was received by the contractor on October 21, 1957. The contract
work was completed and accepted, after extensions for excusable delay caused by strikes,
on August 14,1959, the required completion date.
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tional quantities of concrete to fill these areas of enlargement of the
tumnels. As a part of this claim, the contractor alleges that the Gov-
ernment inspectors required the contractor to remove lagging and to
re-excavate material which had been used for back-fill by the con-
tractor in the enlarged areas.

The contractor has alleged that it made numerous and frequent com-
plaints to the contracting officer and his representatives on the job sites,
concerning the faulty instructions of Government inspectors prevent-
ing sufficient use of lagging and excessive spacing of permanent steel
supports. The record presently before the Board does not disclose
that any written complaints or written protests were made, until its
letter of July 28, 1958.3 The contractor states that this protest was
made "* * * when the facts were known to him, beyond a doubt, and
that he was sure that the Bureau of Reclamation representatives were
wrong in its directives and the Contractor was suffering severe dam-
ages * * " (Appellant's letter brief of July 26, 1950). Also, as to
the Cascade tunnel, it is claimed by appellant that during an inspec-
tion trip and conference (date not stated) , the situations complained
of were called to the personal attention of Mr. Callan (Construction
Engineer), Mr. O'Connor (his assistant), and others from the Boise
Field Office. On this occasion, it is asserted by appellant, Mr. Callan
"pointedly told Mr. Johnson, in the presence of A. J. Cheff, that the
tunnel was insufficiently lagged and that it should be properly lagged."
However, in spite of these alleged instructions, the appellant claims:

As a result of that conference and inspection trip, we did not see any change
in the directives or inspections by the Bureau Inspectors and Engineers. (Ap-
pellant's letter of December 14, 1959, Exhibit 8.)

The decision of the contracting officer, in so far as it is related to
the motion before us, relies entirely upon the allegations that timely,
written protests were not made, or that written requests for instruc-
tions as to additional work were not made, or that timely, written
notices of changed conditions were not given. As to the last, the ap-
pellant may have had an erroneous conception of the contractual basis
for his claims. In his letter of March 25, 1959, he refers to practically
all of the claims concerning the Cascade tunnel as. being filed in "con-

P This letter states in part: "Since the beginning of the construction of the Cascade
and Green Springs Tunnels, we have made considerable complaints to the Bureau of
Reclamation * * . Otherwise the letter is devoted solely to the Cascade Tunnel
(Exhibit 2). The; contracting officer concludes that this letter does not constitute a
protest as to the Green Springs Tunnel, the excavation of which was about 0% com-
plete on July 28, 1958. Such a conclusion seems dubious, at best. See Overly v. United
States, 87 Ct. Cl. 231, 239-40 (1938).

Excavation of the Cascade Tunnel was completed April 18, 1958 (Contracting Officer's
Finding No. 8).
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formance with Article 9 of General Conditions of the specifications,5

and under General Provisions of the contract, paragraph [sic] 6 6 and
paragraph [sic] 4," incurred by "unknown physical conditions at the
work site which was not determined by the contracting officer at the
beginning of the work but which later caused the subcontractor to be
burdened by these excessive costs."

It would appear that appellant had in mind, in describing "unknown
conditions at the worksite which was not determined by the con-
tracting officer at the beginning of the work," the alleged failuro or
refusal of the Government inspectors, or the representatives of the
contracting officer, to recognize the conditions of loose and unstable
ground as requiring additional lagging and more closely spaced sup-
ports. But mere impedance of the work, caused by the Government's
action, is not a "changed condition."

It appears to us that there have been presented questions of material
fact concerning timeliness of notice, and possible actual knowledge on
the part of the contracting officer,9 as to at least a portion of the mat-

s "9. Protests. If the contractor considers any work demanded of him to be outside
of the requirements of the contract, or considers any record or ruling of the contracting
officer or of the inspectors to be unfair, he shall immediately upon such work being
demanded or such record or ruling being made, ask, in writing, for written instructions
or decision, whereupon he shall proceed without delay to perform the work or to conform
to the record or ruling, and, within thirty (30) calendar days after date of receipt of
the written instructions or decision (unless the contracting officer shall grant a further
period of time prior to commencement of the work affected) he shall file a written protest
with the contracting officer, stating clearly and in detail the basis of his protest. Except
for such -protests as are made of record in the manner herein specified and within the
time limit stated, the records, rulings, instructions, or decisions of the contracting officer
shall be final and conclusive. Instructions and/or decisions of the contracting officer
contained in letters transmitting drawings to the contractor shall be considered as
written instructions or decisions subject to protest as herein provided."

e This refers to the Disputes clause, which is not relevant to the foundations of the
claims.

T "4. CHANGED CONDITIONS. The Contractor shall promptly, and before such con-
ditions are disturbed, notify the Contracting Officer in writing of: (1) subsurface or
latent physical conditions at the site differing materially from those indicated in this
contract, or (2) unknown physical conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing
materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inhering in
work of the character provided for in this contract. The Contracting Officer shall
promptly investigate the conditions, and if he finds that such conditions do so materially
differ and cause an increase or decrease in the cost of, or the time required for, perform-
ance of this contract, an equitable adjustment shall be made and the contract modified
in writing accordingly. Any claim of the Contractor for adjustment hereunder shall
not be allowed unless he has given notice as above required; provided that the Contracting
Officer may, if he determines the facts so justify, consider and adjust any such claim
asserted before the date of final settlement of the contract. If the parties fail to agree
upon the adjustment to be made, the dispute shall be determined as provided in Clause 6
hereof."

,Flora Construction CospanV, 6.6 I.D. 315, 324, IBCA-101 (September 4, 1959).
of Of. Sanders, BCA No. 955, 3 CCF 862, 866, 9,23 (1945) : "In other words, even

though the contractor is late in notifying the contracting officer of the error of which
he complains it is not intended that the Government should take advantage of the 10-day
limitation merely for the sake of applying the rule. Its true purpose is for protection
against delays that are injurious to the Government Interest. If not injurious then, of
course, there is no object to applying the rule." Algonquin-Missousri Chesarcal orpora-
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ters complained of by the appellant. The Board is reluctant to dismiss
an appeal upon motion, without a hearing, if any useful purpose may
be served by permitting the submission of evidence by the appellant
in support of his contentions that he has furnished timely notices
and protests, or that actual knowledge of the matters was had by
the contracting offlicer.

The cases cited by Department Counsel, in his brief of October 25,
1960, involve appeals which were decided on the entire record, and
not upon motion to dismiss. MeWaters and Bartlett, IBCA-56 (Octo-
ber 31, 1960), was a decision after a hearing. Korskoj Construction
Co., inc., 63 I.D. 129, IBCA-9 (May 2, 1956), was decided after a pre-
hearing conference in which the appellant admitted that there was
no timely written notice. In R. V. Lloyd and Company, IBCA-143
(February 12,1958) , the appellant did not deny or controvert the find-
ings of the contracting officer, and the appeal was dismissed after
consideration of the entire record. No hearing had been requested.
Therefore, while these citations are persuasive as to the rules generally
followed by the Board in cases which embrace all of the evidence, or
after hearings, they are not controlling in the motion practice of the
Board, to deprive an appellant of the right to a hearing.

Conclusion

Accordingly, it is ordered that the motion be denied. A hearing will
be scheduled in due course.

THoMAs M. DuERTON, Member.
I concur: I concur:

PAIUL H. GANTT, Chairman. JOHN J. HYNES, Member.

GENIA BEN EZRA ET AL.

A-28397 Decided Nove7nher 16, 1960
A-28484

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Regulations: Publication
Oil and gas lease offers which do not comply with the mandatory require-

ments of the regulations must be rejected without priority, and an offeror's
unfamiliarity with new requirements which are not referred to in the oil:
and gas lease offer form required to be used by applicants is no basis for
allowing oil and: gas lease offers which do not comply with a recently
adopted regulation for filing an offer.

tion, ASBCA No. 2010 (1954), citing Harvey Radio Laboratories, Inc. v. United States,
Ct. C. No. 49870., 126 Ct. C. 383 391-2 (1953).

5 0
Monarch Lumber Comnpanv, 67 I.D. 198, IBCA-217 (May 18, 1960.). f. Henkle and

Company, 66 I.D. 331i.IBCA-212 (September 15, 1959) :"The Board will jealously
watch that substantive rights of the parties are not defeated by mere technicalities."
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Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Oil and Gas Leases: First Qualified
Applicant

The regulatory provisions permitting approval of a lease offer which meets
all other requirements for filing except that it is on a lease form not cur-
rently in use or on a form not correctly reproduced (providing it contains
the statement that the offeror agrees to be bound by the terms and condi-
tions of the lease form in effect at the date of filing) do not warrant allow-
ance of offers which do not comply with a recently adopted requirement
for filing, and where information as to whether an offeror is the sole party
in interest is required by regulation an offer which does not include that
information is defective, regardless of the form on which the offer is filed.

APPEALS FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Mrs. Genia and Leon Ben Ezra have appealed to the Secretary of the
Interior from a decision of December 17, 1959, amended March 11,
1960, by the Director of the Bureau of Land Management, affirming
the rejection by the Wyoming land office of their applications filed on
June 1, 1959, for oil and gas leases on lands in Wyoming. Mrs. Faye
N. Saunders has appealed to the Secretary from a decision of April 7,
1960, by the Director affirming the rejection by the Santa Fe, New
Mexico, land office of Mrs. Saunders' application for an oil and gas
lease on lands in New Mexico. Mrs. Saunders'. application was ffled
on November 2, 1959. The appeals are being decided together as the
outcome of each depends upon determination of the same issues.

The applications were rejected because the appellants did not submit
with their offers information required by a departmental regulation,
43 OFR, 1959 Supp., 192.42(e) (3) (iii). The regulation, as amended
on January 8, 1959 (24 F.R. 282), effective February 12, 1959, is as
follows:

(e) Each offer, when first filed, shall be accompanied by:

(3) * * * a: -

(iii) A signed statement by the offeror that he is the sole party in interest in
the offer and the lease, if issued; if not he shall set forth the names and the
nature and extent of the interest therein of the other interested parties, the
nature of the agreement between them, if oral, and a copy of such agreement,
if written. Such statement must be signed by all of the interested parties in-
cluding the offeror, and all interested parties must furnish evidence of their
qualifications to hold such lease interests. Such statement must be filed not
later than 15 days after the filing of the lease offer.

By regulation (43 CFR 192.42 (a) and (b) ) lease offers are required
to be filed on Form 4-1158 or valid reproductions thereof. Each of
the applications involved in this appeal was filed on Form No. 4-1158,
Sixth Edition (April 1957). No question or statement relating to
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the sole party in interest requirement (192.42 (e) (3) (iii) ) is contained
on that form.'

On appeal Mrs. Saunders states that she is the sole party in interest
in her offer and lease, if issued; that the statement did not accompany
the offer for the reason that she did not know of the requirement until
after she received the manager's decision at which time it was too late
to comply with it. The Ben Ezras also contend that they filed the
forms given them by the Bureau of Land Management employees, on
which forms no reference was made to a new requirement, and that
the use of the form was mandatory.

An offeror's unfamiliarity with the requirements for filing an offer
is not a valid reason for waiving the requirements. The appellants
lad legal notice of the requirement relating to the sole party in interest
statement as it was published in the Federal Register, and the new re-
quirement is binding on all who come within its terms without regard
to their innocent ignorance or misinformation given by Government
employees. Federal Crop Inurance Corp. v. Merrill, 332 U.S. 380
(1947). Moreover, the Department must reject without priority lease
offers which do not comply with the mandatory provisions of the reg-
ulations (McKay v. Wahlenmaier, 226 F. 2d 35 (D.C. Cir. 1955)).
Accordingly, the assertion of unfamiliarity with the new requirement
is not a proper basis for allowing the offers here involved.

The Ben Ezras also contend that the failure to file a sole party in
interest statement is not a fatal defect and that the regulation contains
no language which makes it mandatory that an offer be dismissed if it
is deficient in that respect.

However, it has recently been held that an offeror who does not com-
ply with a mandatory requirement of a regulation is not a qualified ap-
plicant until the defect is cured, whether or not the particular regula-
tion spells out the consequences of noncompliance. Celia R. Kamitner-
man, 66 I.D. 255, 263 (1959).

The Ben Ezras also suggest that since the use of Form 4-1158 was
mandatory, all the requirements-for filing a proper offer must be conl-
tained in it. This suggestion is not well founded. There is nothing in
the use of a form which prevents the Department from requiring ad-
ditional statements from an applicant. Here the applicants were
given ample notice of the new requirement by the publication of the
amended regulation in the Federal Register. Federal Crop Inurance
v. Merrill (supra).

A seventh edition of Form 4-1158 dated June 1959 contains a new item 6 as follows:
"Offeror IZ is 11 is not the sole party in interest in this oer and lease, if issued.

(If not the sole party in interest, a statement should be filed as prescribed in 43 OFR
192.42(e)(3) (iii).)" 
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Finally, the Ben Ezras call attention to the regulation which
provides:

(2) An offer to lease containing any of the following deficiencies will be ap-
proved by the signing officer provided all other requirements are met:

* * * * * . **

(iv) An offer on a lease form not currently in use.
(v) An offer on a form not correctly reproduced provided it contains the state-

ment that the offeror agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of the lease
form in effect at the date of filing. 43 CER 192.42(g).

They also refer to item numbered 7 on the form they filed which
reads:

If this lease form does not contain all the terms and conditions of the lease
form in effect at the date of filing, the offeror further agrees to be bound by the
terms and conditions contained in that form.

They argue that the regulations cited and item 7 require the Depart-
ment to accept their offers.

At the time the Ben Ezras filed their offers, the form they used was
the form in current use, the seventh edition of Form 4-1158 not having
been issued until later. Thus, subparagraph (iv) is of no help.

Since the form they used was not incorrectly reproduced, but was. an
official lease form, subparagraph (v) is not pertinent either. Item 7
cannot aid them because an agreement to be bound by other terms and
conditions is not a substitute for a statement that must be furnished
with an offer.

Thus, the Bureau's interpretation of the sole party in interest re-
quirement as mandatory is consistent with the language of the regula-
tion and is in conformity with departmental decisions involving com-
parable requirements. (See Celia B?. Kammermarn et al. (supra);
Clifford Thorp Woodward, A-25905 (Supp.) (June 15,1951). For
the reasons discussed herein, the appellants' argument that the rejec-
tion of their offers is not mandatory cannot be sustained. Since the
offers do not satisfy the mandatory provisions of the regulations, they
must be rejected without priority (Kay v. Wahlenzmaier, supra).
There was no error in the rejection of these offers.2

2 Mrs. Saunders' offer was also subject to rejection for another reason. The State
Supervisor states that the land embraced in Mrs. Saunders' offer was covered by lease
LC 069289 issued to Caldwell J. Saunders on November 1, 1951, that this lease termi-
nated by operation of law for failure to pay rental due on November 1, 1959 (30' U.S.C.,
1958 ed., sec. 188), and that the land has not been listed on the tract book as available
for, new leasing. Until the termination of the lease is noted on the tract book, the land
included in that lease is not available for leasing. In such circumstances, an offer filed
for lands included in the terminated lease must be rejected. W. V. Moore, 64 I.D. 419
(1957); 43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 192.161(a), amended without material change by circular
2032, 43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 192.161 (a).
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Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decisions of the Director, Bureau of Land
Management, are affirmed.

THEODORE F. SEVENS, Te Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Dep uty Solicitor.

KIRBY PETROLEUM COMPANY ET AL.

A-28414 Decided Nov. 17, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases: Exten-
sions-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination

An assignment of less than the whole interest in a portion of the acreage in-
cluded in an oil and gas lease at one time is not a partial assignment of the
lease within the meaning of section 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act and
does not segregate the lease into separate leases.

Oil and Gas Leases: Assignments or Transfers-Oil and Gas Leases: Exten-
sions-Oil and Gas Leases: Termination

Where the holder of an undivided interest in an oil and gas lease which is in
its extended term by reason of production assigns his interest as to a portion
of the leased land, the lease is not segregated into separate leases with the
consequence that the lease as to the assigned portion is deemed terminated
because it does not include a producing well.

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Kirby Petrolemn Company and Rorick and Malcohn Cravens have
appealed to the Secretary of the Interior from a decision of the Acting
Director, Bureau of Land Management, dated December 31, 1959,
which affirmed a decision of the Cheyenne, Wyoming, land office dated
April 21, 1959, holding that oil and gas lease Wyoming 05038 (A)
terminated on March 30, 1959.

Oil and gas lease Wyoming 05038, covering 1,840 acres of land in
secs. 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26, T. 55 N., R. 97 W., 6th P. M., Wyoming,
was issued to Stanolind Oil and Gas Company as of April 1, 1951, for
a period of 5 years and so long thereafter as oil or gas is produced in
paying quantities. A discovery of oil was made on the lease on April
14, 1953, with the completion of a productive well on the SE1/4NE1/4
sec. 22. On July 20, 1953, an assignment of the lease from Stanolind
to George J. Greer was filed. Thereafter, on May 9, 1955, Greer as-
signed an undivided 25 percent interest in the lease t lB. F. Allison
and an undivided 37t/, percent interest in the lease to Delhi-Taylor
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Oil Corporation, retaining a 3½2 percent interest. After the ap-
proval of these assignments, the lease was held by three parties, each
of whom owned an undivided interest in all of the acreage embraced
within the lease. Thereafter, while the lease was in its extended term
by virtue of production, by assignment effective April 1, 1957, Greer
assigned his 371/2 percent interest in the lease to Kirby Vensyn Petro-
lelmi Company. Thereafter that company's name was changed to
Kirby etroleum Company. Thus Wyoming 05038, a producing
lease, was held in the following undivided interests:

Kirby Petroleum Company-8 - ____ --- 37 1/:,%

B. F. Allison ------------------- I----- - 25%
Delhi-Tdylor Oil Corporation - I _- _-_-_ -: 3712 5/

On September 16, 1958, an assignment by Delhi-Taylor Oil Corpo-
ration and B. F. Allison of all of the assignors' interests (621/2%). in a
portion of the lands embraced in the lease in favor of Rorick Cravens
and Malcolm Cravens was filed. That: assignment wasDapproved
effective February 1,1959, after the parties, on January 30, 1959, filed
the required bond. The decision of February 25, 1959, approving the
assignment, stated that the 880 acres covered by the assignment of the
assignors' undivided 62/2-pbrcent interest would be carried under
serial: Wyoming 05038 (A) and that there remained under the original
lease (Wyoming 05038) 960 acres. Included in the. land said to re-
main in the original lease was the SE14NEl/ 4 sec. 22, on which the
producing well is located.

By decision dated April 21, 1959, the land office held that oil and
gas lease Wyoming 05038 (A) . had terminated on March 30, 1959,
because the assignment which created Wyoming 05038 (A) was of an
undivided interest and because, to be entitled to an extension of a
lease, there must be an assignment of the entire record title interest in
the land assigned.' That decision was affirmed by the Acting Director
on the ground that the 2-year extension provision of section 30(a) of
the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (3.0 U.S.C., 1958 d., sec. 187a),
applied only to assignments of complete, or 100%, record title interests
in definitely described portions of the leased lands.

While I agree with the Acting Director that where less than the
whole interest in a portion of the acreage covered by an existing oil and
gas lease is assigned at one time the lease is not entitled to any ex-
tension under section 30 (a) of the Mineral Leasing Act, I do not
agree that such an assignment results in the segregation of a lease or

I It is not apparent why the land office selected March 30, 1959, as the date of termi-
nation, but it is unnecessary to inquire into this point.
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the termination of any portion thereof. Such is the effect of the
Acting Director's decision.

Section 30 (a) authorizes the assignment of oil and gas leases "as to
all or part of the acreage included therein"and "as to either a divided
or undivided interest therein." It deals with partial assignments in
the following language:

Any partial assignment of any lease shall segregate the assigned and retained
portions thereof, and as above provided, release and discharge the assignor from
all obligations thereafter accruing with respect to the assigned lands; and such
segregated leases shall continue in full force and effect for the primary term of
the original lease, but for not less than two years after the date of discovery of
oil or gas in paying quantities upon any other segregated portion of the lands
originally subject to such lease. Assignments under this section may also be
made of parts of leases which are in their extended term because of any pro-
vision of this Act The segregated leases of- any undeveloped -lands shall con-
tinue in full force and effect for two years and so long thereafter as oil or gas
is produced in paying quantities. 2

Thus the statute sets forth the results which will flow fron'i any
partial assignment "of any lease," including the segregation of the
"assigned and retained portions thereof" (the lease) . It speaks of the
"assigned lands," permits assignments of "parts of leases," and pro-
vides for the continuation of the "segregated leases of any undeveloped
lands." Nothing in this language suggests that the assignment of
less than the whole interest in a portion of the acreage embraced in a
lease shall be considered as a partial assignment of a lease or shall
result in the segregation of a lease into two separate leases. The only
reasonable construction of the above-quoted language is that only
where the entire interest in a portion of a lease is assigned at one time
shall there be a segregation and a continuation of both portions of the
original lease.

This being so, it follows thatv where less than the entire interest in
a portion of a lease is assigned at one time there is no segregation of
the lease into two separate leases and no occasion to consider whether
either portion thereof is entitled to extension.

Accordingly it must be held that the land office should not have
segregated the land embraced in Wyoming 05038 into two separate
leases or held that part of the lease, which it designated as Wyoming
05038 (A), terminated on March 30, 1959. The entire lease should
have been regarded as a lease extended by production despite the
assignment made to the Cravens.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior. (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental

X The last sentence was recently amended on September 2, 1960, by section 6 of the
Mineral Leasing Act Revision of 1960 (Public Law 86-705), but the amendment has no
effect upon this case.
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Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is reversed
and the case is remanded to the Bureau of Land Management for
appropriate action consistent with this decision.

THEODORE F. STEVENS, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FTz,
Deputy Solicitor.

SAMUEL A. WANNER

A-28435 Decided November 21, 1,960

Homesteads (Ordinary): Applications-Homesteads (Ordinary) Amend-
ment-Applications and Entries: Amendments

When a valid application for a homestead entry is filed and an amended
application is later filed for the same and additional land, which amended
application is invalid because it contains excess acreage, the applicant
loses his priority over an intervening applicant as to land included in his
original application and in the intervening application.

APPEAL fROX THE BUREAU O LAND MANAGEMENT

Samuel A. Wanner has appealed to the Secretar of the Interior
from a decision of the Director of the Bureau of Land Management
dated February 23, 1960, affirming a decision of the land office at
Anchorage, Alaska, rejecting his additional homestead application,
Anchorage 048921, because the land is included in another homestead
entry.

The record shows that Wanner held a previous homestead entry,
Anchorage 025646, including lots 1 and 2, sec. 30, T. 2 N., R. 4W.,
and lots 1 and 2, sec. 25, T. 25 N., R. S W., Seward Meridian, in Alaska,
for which he submitted final proof on November 5, 1958, after relin-
quishing lot 2 in section 30 on October 7, 1958, and lot 2 in section 25
on the same day he filed his final proof, in an attempt to reduce the
acreage of the entry so that the cultivated area would comply with
the minimum requirement of the-homestead law.

Thereafter, on November 26, 1958, John A. Horning filed his appli-
cation for homestead entry, Anchorage 046688, on the two relinquished
lots, comprising 90.47 acres. On May 22, 1959, Horning filed' an
amended application describing the same land and adding lot 3 in
the same section 30 and lot 3 in the same section. 25, the two new lots
comprising 89.96 acres. On June 30, 1959, the land office informned
him that since a homestead is limited to 160 acres his application
covering 180.43 acres could not be allowed but that it would be sus-
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pended to permit him to amend it to more nearly approximate 160
acres. On July 23, 1959, Horning relinquished lot 3 in section 30
and filed another amended application covering lots 2, 3 and 4 in
sec. 25, T. N., R. 5 W., and lot 2 in sec. 30, T. 25 N., R. 4 W., Seward
Meridian, containing 167.96 acres. On August 30, 1959, this applica-
tion was allowed.

Meanwhile, on May 19, 1959, Wanner filed his application, Anchor-
age 048921, for additional homestead covering the two lots that he
had relinquished and that Horning had applied for. His application
was rejected on September 16, 1959, on the ground that the land
described therein was included in the Horning entry.

Wanner contends on appeal that his application was the first valid
homestead application for the land described therein that was filed
after his relinquishment. He reasons that Horning applied for land
in excess of the 160 acres permnitted by the homestead law and that
the two amendments required to remove the defect in Horning's
application were filed after his application.

To the extent that Wanner implies that Horning's original appli-
cation filed on November 26, 1958, was defective, he is in error. Horn-
ing's original application did not include the maximum acreage that
may be acquired under the homestead law but its limited coverage
was not a factor that impaired its validity or created, any necessity
for rejection. The homestead law expressly permits applications for
a quarter section or a lesser quantity of public land (43 U.S.C., 1958
ed., sec. 161). Because Horning's was the first application filed after
the land to which it applied became available for homesteading follow-
ing Wanner's relinquishment, it was entitled to priority over any
homestead applications for the same land that might be filed later.
Thus Wanner's application filed on May 19, 1959, was not entitled to
consideration until Horning's prior application had been disposed of.

Had the situation remained in this posture, there would be no prob-
lem. But the situation was changed when on May 22, 1959, after
Wanner's application had been filed, Horning filed an amended
application which included not only the original two lots but an ad-
ditional two lots, the four lots comprising a total of 180.43 acres.
Clearly the amended application was a defective application as it
included 20.43 acres more than the 160 acres permitted to be included
in a homestead entry and the excess could not be allowed under the
rule of approximation.' The question presented then is whether
Horning's original application, which was valid when filed and had

tThis rule provides that if the excess above 160 acres is less than the deficiency would
be should a subdivision be excluded from the entry, the excess may be included, and the
contrary if the excess is greater than the deficiency. See Natalie Z. Shell, 2 ID. 417,
421 (1955).
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priority over Wanner's subsequent application, lost its priority be-
cause it was converted by the amendment into an invalid application.
Or, to phrase the question differently, is Horning's amended applica-
tion to be considered defective only as to the lots added and not as to
the two lots included in the original valid application?

I think the answer must be that Horning lost all rights under his
original application when he filed an invalid amended application
including some of the same land. In effect, the situation is the same
as though Horning had withdrawn his original application and filed
a new one including additional land. - To conclude otherwise would
be to say, in effect, that Horning could maintain two applications at
one time, the original one and the amended one, and that the invalidity
of the amended application would have no effect upon the original
application. This would be, to say the least, a novel doctrine. In
my opinion, the only tenable view of the amended application is that
it swallowed up the original application, leaving only one application
on file.

The question then is whether the amended application can be sep-
arated as to the original two lots applied for and the additional two
lots and held valid as to the former and invalid only as to the latter.
I think not. The vice of the amended application lies in the totality of
the acreage applied for. It calot be restricted to any one or two or
more of the individual lots applied for. In other words, the result
must be the same as if the Horning applications had been filed in re-
verse order, i.e., an original application for the four lots and then an
amended application. for the two lots. In that situation it could not
be said that the original application was valid from its time of filing
for the two lots later included in the amended application and invalid
only as to the two lots later excluded from the amended application.
In other words, in the situation just posed and in the actual situation
presented in this case, the application for the four lots cannot be sep-
arated into valid and invalid parts. The whole application fails be-
cause the whole acreage is excessive.

This conclusion is not unfair to Horning. He was not required to
file the amended application seeking more acreage; he did so of his
volition. That being the case, he must suffer the consequence of any
error that he made in filing the amended application. There seems
to be no excuse for the error that he made. He specified in his amended
application the exact acreage of each of the four lots. He did not put
down the total acreage but simple addition would have shown that the
total acreage was 180.43 acres. To hold his amended application to be
invalid is therefore to visit upon him only the consequences of his own
mistake.
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This conclusion, of course, does not extend beyond the land in con-
flict between Horning and Wanner. On July 23, 1959, Horning filed
a second amended application covering the two lots in conflict and two
other lots, the total comprising an acceptable 167.96 acres under the
rule of approximation. Horning's second amended application, there-
fore, was properly allowed as to the two lots not in conflict with Wan-
ner's application. His entry must be cancelled only as to the two lots
in conflict in the event Wanner's application is allowed for those two
lots.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Director of the Bureau of
Land Management is reversed and these cases are remanded for sus-
pension of Horning's entry as to the land in conflict to permit consid-
eration of Wanner's application and to cancel Horning's entry as to
such land in the event Wanner's application is allowed.

TJiEODORE F. STEvENs, The Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
Deputy Solicitor.

HERBERT H. HILSCHER

A-28396 Decided November 29, 1980

Soldiers' Additional Homesteads: Generally-Alaska: Indian and Native
Affairs-Indian Allotments on Public Domain: Generally

There is no requirement that an application for soldiers' additional homestead
entry be rejected on the ground that an Alaskan Indian claimed the land
under an allotment application which was filed after the soldiers' additional
application was filed where it appears that. when the soldiers' additional
application was filed, the land was not occupied either by the allotment ap-
plicant or by other Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos; and a decision
improperly rejecting a soldiers' additional application in such circumstances
will be set aside.

Words and Phrases
Occupied. The word "occupied," as used in the Alaskan Allotment Act

granting a preference right of allotment of lands occupied in good faith by
.Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos, and also as used in the regulation
(43 CFR, 1954 ed., 67.11) precluding entry on lands occupied in good faith
by Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos, means actual possession and use
of land in something more than a slight and sporadic manner.
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APPEAL FROX THE BUREAU O LAND XANAGENENT

Herbert H. Hilscher has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of January 28, 1960, by the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management which affirmed a decision by the man-
ager of the Anchorage land office holding Hilscher's application for
soldiers' additional homestead entry for rejection (sec. 2306 Revised
Statutes; 43 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 274). Hilscher's application was
filed on June 1, 1954, for approximately 2 acres of unsurveyed land
on the southwest shore of Eyak Lake about 1 mile from Cordova,
Alaska. The land has since been surveyed under plat of survey filed
September 4, 1958, and is identified as U. S. Survey No. 3521, con-
taining 1.25 acres.

On May 24, 1956, almost 2 years after the appellant's application
was filed, Mrs. Maria M. Smith, an Eyak Indian, filed an application
to have the land for which Hilscher applied allotted to her under the
act of May 17, 1906 (48 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 357). In part here
material, the act of May 1, 1906, authorizes the Secretary, in his
discretion, to allot not more than 160 acres of unappropriated public
land in Alaska to any Indian, Aleut,. or Eskimo of full or mixed
blood who resides in and is a native of Alaska, and who is the head
of a family or 21 years of age. The act provides that the land so
allotted shall be deemed the homestead of the allottee and his heirs,
and any person qualified for an allotment under the act has a preference
right to secure by allotment nonmineral land occupied by him not
exceeding 160 acres.

The material submitted in support of Mrs. Smith's application
asserts that she lived with her parents on the land covered by Hilscher's
application between 1918 and 1938, about which time her parents
moved from the land, but Mrs. Smith continued living there with her
sister until perhaps 1944 or 1945; that her parents kept a small boat
on the tract until about 1948; that she [Mrs. Smith] kept a small boat
on the land from 1948 and thereafter and also kept a boatways on
the tract between 1957 and 1959. The manager's decision held, in
effect, that when Hilscher's application was filed, the tract was "oc-
cupied" by Indians or Eskimos and so not subject to. entry or appro-
priation by others. The decision relied on the departmental regula-
tion (43 CFR, 1954 ed., 67.11) which provides that lands occupied in
good faith by Indians and Eskimos are not subject to entry or ap-
propriation by others.,

I The regulation was amended on December 2 1958, to Include Aleuts (43 CIPR, 1959
Supp., 67.11).

See section 8 of: the- act of May 17, 1884 (23 Stat. 24) which provided that Indians
or other persons in Alaska should not be disturbed in the possession of lands actually
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Thereafter, on July 25, 1957, Hilseher filed an affidavit stating that
at the time of filing his application and a number of times afterwards,
he carefully examined the land and at no time found any traces of
present or recent human habitation on any portion of it and no evi-
dence of occupancy or use; that there were some old ruins of what
was perhaps a smokehouse located on adjacent land beyond the
boundary of the property line of the land for which he applied; that
the property was fully overgrown and must have remained untouched
for at least 10 years; that he was advised that no one lived oil the land
for at least 15 years; that after questioning many residents of Cordova,
none could recall any Indian occupancy of the area within the past 10
to 15 years; that there is no evidence of possible boatways or moorage
except on land 30 feet north of the surveyed property line of the tract.

Information in the record on this appeal indicates that before 1910
an Eyak Indian village was situated at the western end of Eyak Lake,
approximately 1,000 yards west of the land here involved. This was a
"part-time" village, used by the Eyaks for trading, fishing, and similar
activities, but generally not for permanent homes. During the years
1906-10, the Copper River and Northwestern Railway was built and
the railroad wanted the level lands occupied by the Eyaks before 1910.
The railroad moved the Indians to the land here applied for and
constructed a roundhouse, shops, and office buildings on the lands
vacated by the Indians. In all, five Indian families resided on this
tract for a number of years thereafter, and when an adjoining tract
was surveyed in 1922, a notation on the survey plat showed that six
buildings, designated "native habitations" were situated on this tract.
One of the families then residing on this tract, and the last to vacate it,
was that of Skar. Stevens, an Eyak Indian chief and father of Mrs.
Smith, the allotment applicant in this case. Skar Stevens lived with
his family on the tract from sometime between 1906-10 until some-
time between 1938 and 1944 when he moved elsewhere permanently.
He woas said to have occasionally returned to the tract for fishing and
may have-kept a boat on the tract. Since about 1950 a small part of
the beach area bordering the tract allegedly has been used by Mrs.
Smith for landing and storing a boat and in recent years persons living
in or near Cordova have used the beach along the tract to some extent
as a community beach. However, it appears that when the appellant's
application was filed no one had lived on the tract for approximately
10 years, the only evidence of former occupancy being fallen timber

in their use or occupation or then claimed by them but that the terms under which
such persons might acquire title to such lands is reserved for future legislation, and
section 4 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1100, which reserves or excludes from
purchase and entry all lands to which the natives of Alaska have prior rights by virtue
of actual occupation.
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crossbars and pieces of roofing fron cabins, rusty tins, and similar
debris in several places on the ground overgrown with brush.

In affirming the rejection of Hilscher's application, the Acting
Director did not rely primarily on the conclusion that the tract was
occupied but referred to another regulation, 43 CFR, 1954 ed., 61.7,
which is applicable to soldiers' additional applications and provides in
pertinent part that:

An application on the prescribed form must be accompanied by a duly cor-
roborated statement showing:

(a) That no portion of the land is occupied or reserved for any purpose by
the United States or occupied or claimed by natives of Alaska; that the land is
unoccupied, unimproved, and unappropriated by any person claiming the same
other than the applicant.

.. e * * * * : .-**

The appellant's application included corroborated statements that
the land applied for is not occupied and improved by any Indian and
that the land is unoccupied, unimproved, and unappropriated by any
person claiming the same other than the applicant.

However, the Acting Director held that Hilscher's application must
be rejected because Mrs. Smith "claimed" the land within the meaning
of the above quoted regulation (43 CFR, 1954 ed., 61.7(a)). Con-
trary to this ruling in the Acting Director's decision, there is nothing
in 61.T(a) or any other departmental regulation which requires the
rejection of a soldier's additional homestead application if the land
applied for should be "claimed" by a native Alaskan. The regulation
requires only that an applicant state whether land is so claimed and
does not require the rejection of an application if such a claim is
asserted, particularly where, as here, the application for allotment
was not filed until 2 years after the filing of the soldiers' additional
application.s Accordingly, to the extent that the Acting Director
rejected Hilcher's application on the ground that a native Alaskan
claimed the land, the decision was incorrect.

2 Without purporting to define the meaning of the word "claimed' in 43 CR, 1954, ed.,
61.7(a), there is reason to suppose that the word may have reference only to claims which
existed on the date of the statutes granting to natives of Alaska a right to hold lands
claimed by them. Eon example, the following provision for a specisl affidavit, required for
many years of applicants for Alaskan land, suggests such a limitation (45 L.D. 227,
263 (1016)

"The register and receiver will require each person applying to enter or in any manner
acquire title to any of the lands in Alaska, under any law of the United States, .to file a
corroborated affidavit to the effect that none of the lands covered by his application are
embraced in any pending application for an allotment under the act of May 17, 19061 (34
Stat. 197), or in any pending allotment; that no part of said land was at the date of
the location of the land claimed under the mining law occupied or claimed by any Indian,
whose occupancy or claim existed on the date of the acts granting to natives of Alaska
the right to hold land used, occupied, or claimed by them (acts of Congress of May 17,
1884, 23 Stat, 24, and June 6, 1900, 31 Stat., 330), and had been continued down to
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At this point, one matter should be mentioned which is important
in deciding whether the appellant's application was properly rejected
on the basis of Mrs. Smith's filing an allotment application but which
was not discussed in the Acting Director's decision. This is the ques-
tion whether Mrs. Smith, a married woman who, according to the
record, is not the head of a family, is a proper applicant for an
Alaskan allotment. The act of May 17, 1906f provides that land
allotted thereunder shall be deemed the homestead of the allottee and
departmental decisions and rules regarding allotment rights are very
similar to those governing settlement and homestead rights (see Asso-
ciate Solicitor's opinion M-36352 of June 27, 1956, holding that the
allotment right of an Alaskan Indian, Aleut, or Eskimo under the act
of May 17, 1906, is limited to a single entry and may not include incon-
tiguous tracts of public land; Lacey v. Grondorf eti al., 38 L.D. 553
(1910), Frank, St!Clair, 52 L.D. 597 (1929), as modified by Frank St.
Cl1air (On Petition), 53 I.D. 194 (1930) ). When Mrs. Smith's appli-
cation was filed, a departmental regulation (43 CFR, 1954 ed., 67.5)
required that if the applicant were a married woman, she must submit
a statement of the facts constituting her head of the family. This
requirement has been substantially the same since regulations under
the act of May 17, 1906, were first issued (35 L.D. 437, 438 (1907)),
and for many years the provision also contained the statement that
only in exceptional cases was a married woman entitled to an allot-
ment under this act (see Instructions, 48 L.D. 70, 71 (1921); cf. 43
CFR 166.5 setting forth the conditions under which a married woman
may make homestead entry). 43 CFR, Part 67, governing allotments
in Alaska to Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos, was revised on December
2, 1958 (43 CFl, 1959 Supp., Part 67). As so revised, the regula-
tions provide for the use of a form of application and therefore do
not specify in detail the information to be included in an application.
It is thus not clear whether Mrs. Smith, who is a married woman and
not the head of a family, is a qualified allotment applicant.

However, if Mrs. Smith is a qualified allotment applicant, her ap-
plication is entitled to preference ahead of the appellant's application
only if it is determined that when the appellant's application was
filed in 1954, Mrs. Smith was occupying the tract within the mean-

and including date of location; that such land is in the bona fide legal possession of the
applicant; and that no part of such land is in the bona fide legal possession of or Is
occupied by any Indian or native."

After 1923, the adavit remained unchanged but it was not required of Alaskan home-
stead applicants as the rights of Indians were protected by the statement in the regular
homestead affidavit that the lands are not occupied or improved by any Indian (50 L.D.
48-54 (1923)).

-See also Tee-Rit-Ton Indians v. United States, 348 U.S. 272, 291-294 (1955) Naval
Reservation, 25 L.D. 212 (1897).
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ing of the provision in the Alaskan Allotment Act which grants to
qualified applicants a preference right to the allotment of land "oc-
cupied" by such applicants. If Mrs. Smith is not a qualified prefer-
ence applicant, the appellant's application is required to be rejected
only if the tract was "occupied" within the meaning of 43 CFR,
1954 ed., 67.11 (see footnote 1).3

The Acting Director's decision did not hold that the tract was "oc-
cupied" under either of these provisions, but in support of the re-
jection of the appellant's application the Acting Director referred to
the fact that the tract was formerly occupied by Mrs. Smith's parents
and to some extent by Mrs. Smith. However, former occupancy of
land is not the present occupancy which must be found to warrant a
decision that land is "occupied" within the statutory and regulatory
provisions here relevant, as privileges or rights arising from occu-
pancy terminate when occupancy ceases. Thus, the Department rec-
ognizes that occupancy of land may.be abandoned (43 CFR, 1959
Supp., 67.6; see paragraph 2, Instructions under the act of May 17,
1906, 50 L.D. 49 (1923) ), and has held that actual occupancy and use
are necessary to satisfy the requirement that land be occupied under
the preference right provision of the Alaskan Allotment Act (see
Frank St. Clair (On Petition) supra). In the instant case, the pref-
erence right for an allotment resulting from occupancy on a portion
of this tract by Mrs. Smith's family was presumably extinguished
when, sometime between 1938 and 1944, the family left the tract with
the intention of permanently residing elsewhere.4 Consequently, any
implication in the Acting Director's decision that residence on the
land by Mrs. Smith and her parents many years before the appellant's
application was filed amounted to occupancy of the land by Mrs.
Smith in 1954 is not sustained.

Under 67.11, the appellant's application must be rejected if the tract was occupied in
good faith by any Alaskan Indian, Aleut, or Eskimo.

A In this connection it is noted that the word "occupied" as used in the preference pro-
vision of the allotment statute is equated with residence under the pertinent regulation
in effect when Mrs. Smith's application was filed (43 ER, 1954 ed., 67.5). Another
regulation, 43 CR, 1954 ed., 67.10, provided that an allotment application will not be
approved until after submission of satisfactory proof of 5 years' use and; occupancy of the
land, and in addition to residence, lists cultivation, placing improvements on, and use of
the land for fishing or trapping as evidence of use and occupancy of the land. Substan-
tially the same provisions are contained in the regulations as amended December 2, 1958
(43 CR, 1959 Supp., 67.7).

It seems doubtful that the period of time during which Mrs. Smith lived on this tract
as a minor or as a dependent of her father could be properly regarded as residence
thereon by Mrs. Smith. As long as her father was the head of the family, he was the
person who would have been the qualified allotment applicant in the household for the
land which the family was occupying as a family unit (see Vivian Anderson Pace
Feesester, 41 L.D. 509 (1912),) Sometime before filing her allotment application Mrs.
Smith was married at which time she presumably took the residence of her husband.
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There is no reason for concluding that the meaning of the word "oc-
cupied" in 43 CFR, 1954, 67.11 differs materially from its meaning in
the Alaskan Allotment Act. Moreover, the courts have held that rights
arising from a claim based on occupancy are confined to the limits of
actual occupancy, and that possession alone, without title or color of
title, confers no right beyond the limits of actual possession (6Cramer v.
UnitedStates, 261 U.S. 219,235,236 (1923)) ; see Tee-Hit-Ton Indians
v. United States, supra).

Occupancy implies some substantial actual possession and use of
land, at least potentially exclusive of others, such as necessarily re-
sults from residence on or cultivation of land.5 Such slight and
sporadic use of land as shown by the allotment applicant's storing a
boat thereon is neither exclusive nor substantial, and, by itself, amounts
to actual occupancy of no larger an area than is required for depositing
a boat (about 15 feet long) on the ground. In the instant case there is
evidence that no one has resided on the land for many years and that
only a small area along the beach on this tract has been even casually
used or occupied for at least 15 years. This evidence will not support
a conclusion that in 1954 the tract was occupied, within the meaning
of the provisions here relevant, either by the Indian families who
formerly resided on it, or by Mrs. Smith, with the exception of that
small area on the beach on which she allegedly stored her boat since
approximately 1948. Consequently, to the extent that the decisions of
the Acting Director and the manager held that the appellant's applica-
tion must be rejected because the tract was occupied by an Alaskan
Indian or natives, the decisions were erroneous.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is set aside and the case is remanded to
the Bureau for action consistent with this decision.

THEODORE F. STEVENs, The Solicitor.

BY: EDM-UND T. FRITZ,

Deputy Solicitor.

6See United States v. 10.95 Acres of Land in Juneaus, 7.5 F. Supp., 841, 844 (D.C.
Alaska 1948).

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFPICE.:1960
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UNITED STATES v. KENNETH . ANDi GEORGE A. CARLIE 4

A-28012 Decided June 10, 1960

Mining Claims: Discovery
A discovery of appreciable mineral values in a small exposure which is

unrelated to other mineralization is insufficient to constitute a valid' dis-
covery of a valuable mineral deposit where other exposures on the claim
show no mineral values.

* Surface Resources Act: Applicability;

Section 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, is applicable to land
* included in a mining claim located prior to that date but not perfected by

discovery prior to that date..

Mining Claims: Possessory Right
After location of a mining claim but prior to discovery, a mining claimant has

no rights as against the United States but is a mere licensee or tenant at
will; he acquires a right of exclusive possession as against the United States,

* which is property in the fullest sense of the word, only after making a
discovery.

Mining laims: Determination of Validity-Mining Claims: Discovery-
Mining Claims: Patent

Where in a contest brought on an application for a mining patent it is deter-
mined that no discovery has been made on the claim, the necessary result
of-this determination is that the mining claim'is invalid, even though the
Department purports only to reject the application for patent.

Mining Claims: Determination of Validity
There is no reasonable or logical basis for the Department's practice in some

mining contests involving applications for patent to reject the application
for lack of discovery on the' claim' but to regard the claim as being valid.

Clipper Mining Company, 02 L.LD. 527 (1896); The Clipper Mining
Co.v.-sTe Eli Mining and Land Co. et al., 33, L.D. 660 (1905), no

longerfollo"wed in part.

APPEAL FPROa THE BUREAU OF LAND SEANAGEMENT

On January 28, 1954, the Forest Service, Department of Agricul-
ture, protested the application, Oregon 02133, of Kenneth F. and
George A. Carlile for patent covering eight lode mining claims situ-
ated within the Umpqua National Forest, Oregon. A contest against
the claims was initiated on February 1, 1954, and on May 6, 1954, a
hearing was held on the charges brought by the Forest Service. In
a decision dated October 24, 1955, the hearings officer found that the
contestant had not sustained the charge brought against one of the
claims (the Maine), that the land is nonmineral in character, but

*Not in chronological order. The decision was the subject of a motion for reeonsidera-
tion which was denied.

67 I.D., No. 12

579953-61-1
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that, as to the seven other claims, it had sustained its charge that
minerals had not been found within the limits of the claims in suifi-
cient quantities to constitute a discovery under the mining laws (30
U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 21 et seq.). The Carliles appealed to the Di-
rector of the Bureau of Land Management.

Thereafter, by agreement, a further examination of four of the
claims was made. As the result of this examination, made in 1956,
the Forest Service agreed that a discovery had been made on two
of the claims, the Albany and the Faber, but it contended that the
supplemental examination had failed to reveal a discovery on the
Dirigo and the Golden Curry claims.

By decision dated November 14,1958, the Acting Director, Bureau
of Land Management, held that the evidence presented at the hearing
with respect to the seven claims had been' correctly appraised by the
hearings officer but that the supplemental evidence submitted there-
after showed that there have been sufficient discoveries on the Albany,
the Faber, and the Dirigo claims to support the issuance of patents.
He held that although the Teddy, Harris, Fairview, and Golden
Curry claims contain veins and fissures which give mineral indications,
there has not been such a discovery of valuable mineral deposits on
any of them as will support the issuance of a patent. The Acting
Director denied the application for patent covering those claims but,
apparently because the protest made by the Forest Service went nly
to the issuance of patent, he stated that the Carliles "may continue
in possession: of these claims so long as the lands remain unappropri-
ated for other purposes and there is persistent and diligent prosecu-
tion of work leading to the discovery of valuable mineral deposits."

The Forest Service has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from the decision of the Acting Director insofar as that decision
held, on the basis of the new evidence presented after the hearing,
that patent should be allowed on the Dirigo claim. It also requests
clarification of the decision insofar as it permits the claimants to
remain in possession of the other claims.

Turning first to the new evidence presented With; respect to the
Dirigo claim, we find that, although additional work was done on the
claim after the hearings officer's decision, the claimants have not yet
shown that a discovery of a valuable mineral deposit has been made
within the limits of the claim. Until such discovery is made, the
applicants are not entitled to a patent.
* The supplemental evidence presented is that-of an examination
of the claim made by two mineral examiners of the Forest Service in
company with the claimants. That examination revealed that addi-
tional cuts had been made on the claim which exposed ome vein
material in place. The applicants contend that the vein material can
be traced to the LeRoy claim, northwest of the Dirigo, but the exami-
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ners felt that the LeRoy vein would have to change strike considerably
to enter the Dirigo claim. at that point. The examiners felt that the
vein material found on the Dirigo was possibly a split from the LeRoy
structure but not the LeRoy vein itself. The vein material exposed,
by the new cuts was badly oxidized and leached, appearing to the
mineral examiners to be barren of mine'alization The claimants
could not fmid any exposure which they felt justified sampling within
those cuts. However, a sample was taken from another cut on the
claim, which cut. had not previously been sampled. Additional work
had been done at that cut hilchE exposed a fracture zone approxi-
mately 26 inches wide for a distance of 4 feet. The report states:

The wallrock is a volcanic tuff, the structure itself is a fissure filled with about
8 inches of soft clayey, badly iron-stained, material and IS inches of quartz
carrying some galena, a little chalcopyrite, and some sphalerite. Sample 888-
301 was cut across the full width, 26 inches, of the structure. The assay results
are shown on Report of Assay by Abbot A.f Hanks, Inc., dated December 81, 1956
(a copy is attached) and shows as follows:

The cut, which exposes the structure, is about .8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and has
an average of about a 3-foot face. The working is very minor and shows only a
very short distance of the structure. No other workings were found on the pro-
jection of the strike of the structure from this cut, in either direction. It is
believed this is the only exposure of the structure within this group of claims;

The claimant has based his discovery on this small exposure of a structure
that has not been explored within the group of claims or the known vicinity of
the claims.. It is felt that this one small exposure of the structure, although
showing an appreciable mineral value, is not sufficient for a discovery. Nothing
is known as to the continuity of this structure or its mineral characteristics. It
is possible the structure is a split from a wider and continuous structure, and
this split is not in itself continuous over any appreciable distance; It is not
believed a valid discovery has been demonstrated on the Dirigo claim.

The claimants submitted a "Description of Veins Sampled on
Albany, Faber, Golden Curry and Dirigo Mining 'Claims, Bohemia
District, Ore.," in which the statement is made that the vein found on
the Albany claim can be traced through the Dirigo claim. The claim-
ants state that the LeRoy vein runs into the Dirigo claim and that the
Albany vein runs through the Dirigo claim into the LeRoy claim.
They submitted nothing, however, to back up their statements.

Thus all that can be said for the new showing with respect to the
Dirigo claim is that the claimants have found some vein material,
without value, and that they now have exposed a fracture zone which
does show some value. However, they have not shown that the expo-
sure is a vein containing valuable mineral deposits as required by the
mining laws. The discovery, to satisfy the requirements of the law,
means more than a showing only of isolated bits of mineral, not con-
nected with or leading to substantial values. United States v., Frank
J. Miller, 59 I.D. 446 (1947); United States v. Josephine Lode Mining
and Development Company, A-27090 (May 11, 1955).
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Accordingly, the Acting Director's decision that the patent applica-
tion covering the Dirigo claim should be allowed must be reversed.

We turn now to a consideration of the request of the Forest Service
for a clarification of the portion of the Acting Director's decision
which reads as follows.:

It is evident from the complete record that although the Teddy, Harris,
Fairview and Golden Curry lode claims contain veins and fissures which give
mineral indications, there has not been such a discovery of valuable mineral
deposits on them as will support the issuance of a patent. The charges against
the claims by the Forest Service representing a protest to the application for
patent, are considered as having a bearing only with respect to the issuance
of mineral patent for the claims. Therefore, although the evidence of mineral-
ization on the Teddy, Harris, Fairview and Golden Curry lode claims is insuffl-
cient to sustain the issuance of patent, the contestees may continue in possession
of these claims so long as the lands remain unappropriated for other purposes
and there is persistent and diligent prosecution of work leading to the discovery
of valuable mineral deposits. Cf. United States v. Josephine Lode Mining and
Development Company, A-27090 (May 11, 1955); United States v. Margherita
Logonarcini, supra.

The Forest Service states that this wording makes it difficult to
determine whether or not the claims as to which patent has been
refused are subject to the act of July 23, 1955 (30 U.S.C.' 1958 ed.,
sec. 601 et seq.).

Section 4 of that act (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 612) provides that any
mining claim "hereafter located" shall not be used, prior to issuance
of patent, for other than mining purposes and reserves as to such
claims the right of the United States to manage and dispose of the
surface resources. Section 5 of the act (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 613)
provides, as to claims located prior to the date of the act, a procedure
whereby the right of the claimants to the use of surface resources
may be determined. Since the claims involved in this proceeding were
located prior to the date of the act, the question of the Forest Servi ce
is whether a further proceeding under section 5 must be brought
against the claims as to which patent has been refused before the
United States may make use of the surface resources.

The answer to the Forest Service question necessitates a considera-
tion of the basic law governing mining claims. The, mining law
specifies two requirements for a valid mining claim: (1) discovery of
-a valuable mineral deposit and (2) location by distinct marking of the
claim on the ground. 30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., secs. 28,23; United IStates v.
Hurliman, 51 L.D. 258, 262 (1926). Discovery normally precedes lo-
cation but discovery may follow location and give validity to the
claim as of the time of discovery, provided no rights of third parties
have intervened. Union Oil Co. v. Snth, 249 U.S. 337, 347 (1919);
Cole v. Ralph, 252 U.S. 286, 296 (1920). The rights of a mining
claimant prior to discovery are clearly spelled out in Union Oil Co. v.
Smith:
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* * it is clear that in order to create valid rights or initiate a title as against

the United States [emphasis added] a discovery of mineral is essential. * * *

Nevertheless, § 2319 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 22) extends an express invitation
to all qualified: persons to explore the lands of the United States for valuable
mineral deposits, and this and the following sections hold out to one who sue-
ceeds in making discovery the promise of a full reward. Those who, being
qualified, proceed in good faith to make such explorations and enter peaceably
upon vacant lands of the United States for that purpose are not treated as mere
trespassers, but as licensees or tenants at will. For since, as a practical matter,
exploration must precede the discovery of minerals, and some occupation of
the land ordinarily is necessary for adequate and systematic exploration, legal
recognition of the edis possessio of a bona fde and qualified prospector is
universally regarded as a necessity. It is held that upon the public domain a
niner may hold the place in which he may be working against all others having
no better right, and while he remains in possession, diligently working towards
discovery, is entitled-at least for a reasonable time-to be protected against
forcible, fraudulent, and clandestine intrusions upon his possession. * * * (Pp.
346-47,)

And it has come to be generally recognized that while discovery is the indis-
pensable fact and the marking and recording of the claim dependent upon it, yet
the order of time in which these acts occur is not essential in the acquisition
from the United States of the exclusive right of possession of the discovered
minerals or the obtaining of a patent therefor, but that discovery nay follow
after location and give validity to the claim as of the time of discovery, provided
no rights of third parties have intervened. * * * (P. 347.)
* * * Whatever the nature and extent of a possessory right before discovery,
all authorities agree that such possession may be maintained only by continued
actual occupancy by a qualified locator or his representatives engaged in per-
sistent and diligent prosecution of work looking to the discovery of mineral.

But, by the provisions of the Revised Statutes above cited, a discovery of
mineral by a qualified locator upon unappropriated public land initiates rights
imuch more substantial as against the United States and all the World. If he
locates, marks, and records his claim in accordance with § 2324 and the pertinent
local laws and regulations, he has, by the terms of § 2322, an exclusive right
of possession to the extent of his claim as located, with the right to extract the
minerals, even to exhaustion, without paying any royalty to the United States
as owner, and without ever applying for a patent or seeking to obtain title to
the fee; * * * (Pp. 348-49'.)

But, even without patent, the possessory right of a qualified locator after
discovery of minerals upon the claim is a property right in the full sense,
unaffected by the fact that the paramount title to the land is in the' United
States (Rev. Stats., § 910), and it is capable of transfer by conveyance, inherit-
ance, or devise. *' * (P. 49.)

It is clear from these statements that even though a location has

been made a mining claimant acquires no rights as against the United
States until he makes a discovery. Until that time, he is a mere
licensee or tenant at will. Upon discovery and only upon discovery,

he acquires as against the United States and all the world an exclusive
right: of possession to the claim which is property in the fullest sense
of the word. See also Cole v. Ralph, supra, at p. 295. The, property
right thatfthe holder of a valid claim has does not depend upon issu-
ance of a patent to him. He need never apply for a patent.
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The foregoing states the substantive law on mining. We next con-
sider the procedure that must be followed where the: United States
believes that a valid discovery has not been made on a mining claim.
In Cameron v. United States, 252 U.S. 450 (1920), the Court said:

A mining location which has not gone to patent is of no higher quality and no
more immune from attack and investigation than are unpatented claims under
the homestead and kindred laws. If valid, it gives to the claimant certain ex-
clusive possessory rights, and so do homestead and desert claims. But no right
arises from an invalid claim of any kind. All must conform to the law under
which they are initiated; otherwise they work an unlawful private appropria-
tion in derogation of the rights of the public.

Of course, the land department has no power to strike down any claim ar-
bitrarily, but so long as the legal title remains in the Government it does have
power, after proper notice and upon adequate hearing, to determine whether the
claim is valid and, if it be found invalid, to declare it null and void. * * *

(P. 460.)

In line with this ruling, the established procedure of the Department,
where. it is thought that a valid discovery has not been made on a
claim, has been to institute adverse proceedings against the claim
and to hold a hearing for the purpose of receiving evidence on this
issue. The Dredge Corporation, 65 I.D. 336 (.1958). Upon the basis
of such evidence, a determination is made as to whether or not a
discovery has been made.

If it is determined that a valid discovery has not been made, the
mining claim is declared invalid, or null and void. As was said in
the Cameron case, supra, the Government has power, if a claim is
found invalid, "to declare it null and void." Also,
Accepting the Secretary's findings that the tract was not mineral and that
there had been no discovery, it is plain that the location was invalid, as was
declared by the Secretary and held by the courts below. (P. 464.)

What is the effect of a declaration of invalidity? It is that the
mining claimant has acquired no rights against the United States;
he has no exclusive right of possession to the land in his claim which
is property in the fullest sense of the word. If the United States
wishes to withdraw the land in the invalidated claim or otherwise
dispose of it under the public land laws, it can do so. If the land
has already been included in a withdrawal or some other form of dis-
position, the withdrawal will attach to the land or the prior disposal
will remain unimpaired.' No further notice to the claimant or fur-
ther proceedings against the claim are necessary to achieve these
results.

If, however, at the time of invalidation of the claim for lack oft

:In the Cameron case, the land in the mining claim was, subsequent to its location,
included in the Grand 'canyon National Monument. The withdrawal for the monument
saved from the withdrawal any valid mining claims, theretofore acquired. The. Court
sustained the Secretary's ruling that upon the invalidation of. the mining claim the land
became part of the monument as though the location had, not been: attempted.
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discovery the land has not been withdrawn or otherwise disposed
of, the claimant may resume occupation of the land, or remain in
occupation; and so long as he is engaged in persistent and diligent
prosecution of work looking to a discovery; have pedis possessio. But;
until he makes a discovery, he had no rights against the United States
and the United States can'withdraw or otherwise dispose of the land
without giving him further notice. In other words, he has' the same
status as anyone seeking to make a mining location on land open to
mining.

What has just been said is true with respect to a mining claim for
which no application for patent has been filed. Is it equally true as
to claim for which a patent application has been filed?

The Acting Director found that there had not been such a discovery
of a valuable mineral deposit on the claims in issue "as will support
the issuance of a patent." He concluded that although the evidence
was insufficient "to sustain the issuance of patent, the contestees may
continue in possession of these claims so long as the lands remain
unappropriated for other purposes and there is persistent and diligent
prosecution of work leading to the discovery of valuable mineral
deposits."

On its face, this language comports with the views just expressed
as to the effect of the invalidation of a claim for lack of discovery.
Doubt, however, is cast upon this view of the Acting Director's deci-
sion by the fact that he refrained from declaring the claims invalid,
adverted to testimony by the Forest Service mineral examiner that the
validity of the claims was not being challenged except with respect to
their eligibility for patent, and said that the Forest Service charges
"are considered as having a bearing only with respect to the issuance
of mineral patent." The Acting Director cited United States v.
Josephine Lode Mining and Development Company, A-27090 (May
11, 1955), and United States v. Marghe'rita Logonarini, 60 I.D. 371
(1f949). -0A 
* An examination of these cases and of other cases shows that over a
period of years the Department has followed the practice in some
mining contests involving applications for patents, where the issue
of discovery was raised, of simply rejecting the applications for patent
and not declaring the claims to be invalid. Park-Premier Mining
Company, A-20241 (May 23, 1936). The customary statement in most
of those ases is the same as in the Acting Director's decision here,
that is, that the claimant may remain in possession so long as he is
lookingfor a discovery. The status of-the claim, whether valid or
i alid, has not been clearly defined except that in the Vincent case,

United States v. Margherita Logomarcini, supra; United States v. Josephine' Lode
Mining .and Development Company, upra; United States8v. Vincent Creek, Gold and Cop-
per Company, A-27703 (November 5, 1958).
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fn. 2, the view was indicated that to declare the claims invalid another
hearing (in addition to the one on the patent application) would be
necessary. In the Park-Premir Mining Company case and more
recent cases the Department has said that rejection of the patent
application would leave the claims in the status they occupied prior
to the application for. patent. Presumably in those cases, before the
claims could be declared invalid, another contest would have to be
brought and hearing held before the claims could be invalidated.

During the same time that the Department has restricted itself in
some cases in denying only the patent application, the Department
has in many more cases not only denied the patent but gone on in the
same proceeding to declare the claims void.:

In some cases involving a patent application for a number of claims,
the Department has denied the application as to some claims without
declaring them void and as to the remaining claims has declared them
void.5

This summary of departmental actions shows that the Department
has considered that in mining contests involving patent applications
it has authority not only to reject the patent application but also
to declare the claims invalid for lack of discovery, but that the De-
partment need not do so but may simply reject the patent application
for lack of discovery without-declaring the claim invalid. When
the first course of action is taken, there is no problem. When the
second is taken, a question arises as to, the status of the claim-is it
invalid or valid? The departmental decisions have not been clear on
this point.

The difficulty can be traced back to what apparently is the founda-
tion for the practice of not invalidating claims.although a patent
application isrejected. The origin is the series of what may be termed
the Clipper 'Mining Co'n'pany cases, An application for patent to
the Searl (or Searle) placer claim was filed on July 5, 1879. Subse-
quently-a hearing was ordered by the Department to ascertain the
character of the land. The Department concluded that the testimony
"establishes the fact that continued prospecting for several years
failed to disclose in any appreciable quantity, the presence of valuable
placer mineral in the claim * * * and rejected the patent applica-
tion. Searle Placer, 11 L.D. 441, 442 (1890).

s United States v. Lem A. and Elizabeth D. Houston, 66 I.D. 161 (1959) United States
v. Julius R. Guglielmetti, A-2,7871 (May 13, 195-9); see United States v. John R. and
,Pearl S. Dodeon, A-27905 (July 31, 1969). 

4 For example, United- States v. Brank J. Miller, 59 I.D.. 446 (1947) ; United States V.
Black, 64 I.D. 93 (1957) ; United States v. J R. Clerents, A-27751 (December 1, 1958)
United States' v. Bert Lee Doane, A-280,94: (October 30, 1059),; United Stateg v. Jesse
Edwards, A-28145,. (January 20, 1960). In United States v. Estate of Richard .. Lakin,
A-27572 (June 12, 1958), the Department modified a decision by the Director which had
simply rejected a patent~application without declaring the claim void. Tbe.,Department
hel0 the clhim to betvoid. .. o ' Department

'- United St'tev. A bert Basil Uapt et Ua., A-27749 (December 17, 198); Utited Statei
v. John R. and Pearl S. Dodso , sic iwa, fa. 8,'''.& 
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:After the Department's decision, dated ,ovembr 3,: 1890, lode
claims were located within the boundaries of the Sear placer and
the lode claimants later applied for patent and published notice.
Thereupon the placer claimants fled an adverse claim and commenced
jiroceedings in the Colorado courts to have their right of possession
determined The'lode claimants, whose mineral entry was disallowed
because of the Pendency of the suit, contended that the Department
should not have received the adverse claim because it was based on
the Searl placer which had been adjudicated by the Department -as
not being on placer ground. '-The Department held that the court
action ousted the Department of jurisdiction until it was decided and
?said: . , , f :. ,\: g . f S

The judgment of the Department in the Searl P er- case went only to the
extent of rejecting the application.for patent. The Department did not assume
to declare the location of the placer void, as contended by counsel, nor did the
judgment affect the possessory rights of the contestant to it. Clipper Mining
Combpqngy 22 L.D. 527,528 (1896).

The adverse suit in the Colorado courts proceeded to the United
States Supreme Court which affirmed the judgmefit of the State. courts
for the placer claimants. Clipper Mining Co. v. Eli' Mining & land
Co., 194 U.S. 220 (1904). Before the United States Supreme. Court
the lode claimants again contended that the Department had held that
the ground in the Searl location was not placer ground or subject
to entry as a placer claim. The Court adverted to the Department's
decisions, quoting the portion just quoted from 22 IL.D., and said:
Undoubtedly when the department rejected the application. for a patent it
could have gone further and set aside- the placer location, and it can now, by
direct proceedings upon notice, set it aside and restore the land to the public
domain. ut it has not done so, and therefore it is useless to consider what
tightsother partiesmightthenihave. 194U.S.atp.223.

Upon return of the case to the Department, the effect of the Depart-
ment's decision rejecting the placer application was again raised and
answered as follows:
*at * It is insisted by petitioner (lode claimants) that, notwithstanding the
concluding expression of the Department, above quoted, in its decision of May
13,1896, respecting the effect of the decision of November 13, 1890, rejecting
the placer application, the earlier decision was unavoidably a determination of
the invalidity of the placer location, since a valid location of that character'can
not be made on non-placer ground. .

The conclusion thus drawn is unsound.. In order to comprehend the effect of
the decision 'in. question it must be borne in mind that the direct object of
attack, in the proceedings which the decision closed, was the application
[sic] for placer :patent, with the defeat of which the- protestants rested. -The
rejection of the ajplication, -which fujly answered the, controlling issue involved,
was based upon the conclusion, drawn from the,evidence submitted at the hear-
ing ttheretofore had, that the placer.claimant (Searl) had failed to, establish, as

57995-61-2 -- . -
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a then present fact, the presence in the claim of placer mineral deposits of such
extent and value as to justify the' issuance of patent:' not upon a definitive
finding of the non-placer character of the ground and of the total absence: of
discovery requisite to location. The Department did not undertake, in any
sense, and it was; wholly unnecessary under the issue; presented that it should
undertake, to determine the validity or invalidity of the placer ocation. The
application for placer patent, and the proofs submitted to support it, formed
the subject of inquiry, and beyond this the issue did: not go. The expression in
the departmental decision of May 13, 1896, referred to by petitioner and above
quoted, therefore correctly states the scope, of the earlier decision. No rights in
his adversaries having supervened, the placer claimant was merely remitted to
the position he occupied immediately prior to filing his application, with no
apparent obstacle to the enjoyment of the benefits of further efforts to develop
the extent and value of mineral deposits in the land; and whatever rights may
now subsist are represented in the present -claimants. The Clipper Mining Co.
v. The Eli Mining and Land Co. et al., 33 L.D..660, 665-666 (1905).

The Department then ordered a hearing to determine whether the
land in the Searl placer was patentably placer or not as of the date
of the application for lode patent.

It seems impossible to avoid the conclusion from the Clipper Mining
Company cases that the mere rejection of a patent application for
lack of discovery does not,, by itself, invalidate the miningI claim and
that it is within the authority of the Secretary, in a patent proceeding,
to decide just how far to go, whether to invalidate the claim as well
as to reject the patent application or only do the latter.

It appears equally impossible, however, to reconcile the Clipper
ruling with the later pronouncements by the Supreme Court in Union
Oil Co. v. Smith, supra, decided 15 years after the Court's decision in
the Clipper case. The Union Oil case plainly states that until dis-
covery a mining claimant has no rights against the United States or
in the land in the claim. If, then, in a direct proceeding against a
patent application the Department finds that no discovery has been
made, it is impossible to see how the claim can survive as a valid mining
claim despite the fact that the Department purports only to reject
the patent. application. I am not aware that, save for such implica-
tion as may exist in the Clipper cases, any different standard of dis-
covery has been required to sustain the validity of a claim merely
because a patent is applied for. A claimant cannot rely upon a lesser
discovery to sustain the validity of his claim than is necessary to
entitle him to a patent.

To put it another way, in order, as in this case, to reject an applica-
tion for patent on the ground of lack of discovery, the Department
must find that there has not been found a 'valuable' mineral deposit
of such character that a person of ordinary prudence would be justified
in the further expenditure of his labor and means with' the reasonable
prospect of success in developing a valuable mine. But if the Depart-0
ment so finds with respect to a claim, it seems it has' necessarily found
that there is no discovery to give the claim validity. '
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A mining claimant has the ultimate burden of establishing by a pre-
ponderance of the evidence that his claim is valid.: Foster v. Seaton,
271 F. 2d 836 (D.C. Cir. 959). If upon application for patent he is
unable to prove that he has made a valid discovery, there seems to be
no logical basis for holding that, although he must be refused a patent
because of lack of discovery, nevertheless his claim will still be con-
sidered to be a valid claim.

It is my conclusion, therefore, that the ruling in the Clipper Mining
Company cases should no longer be regarded as sustainable, in view
of the decision in Union Oil Co. v. Smith and the numerous later cases
that clearly and unequivocably hold that a claim has no validity in the
absehce of a discovery, and should no longer be followed.

It should be understood that this discussion has been concerned solely
with the situation where discovery is the issue in the patent proceed-
ings. If the issue is one that does not necessarily go to the validity of
the claim, rejection of the patent application would not invalidate the
claim. For example, if a discovery has been made but the necessary
$500 worth of labor and improvements has not been made, the patent
application must be rejected but the validity of the claim would not
be impaired. See United States v. C. F. Smit, 66 I.D. 169 (1959).

To summarize up to this point, it is my opinion that where in a
contest against a mining claim it is found that a valid discovery has
not been made, it necessarily follows that the claim is invalid, or null
and void, without regard to whether the contest was brought as the
result of an application for patent or in the absence of an application'
for patent. 'The 'consequences of the invalidation are as described
earlier.

Turning finally to the specific question of the Forest Service-
whether the act of July 23, 1955', supra, is applicable to the claims for
which no valid discovery has been- found-the answer becomes clear.
The claimants having been found to have no rights against the United
States; section 4 of the act, which describes the extent of the rights
of the United States in claims located after the date of the act, is
applicable. Section 5 of the 'act, which provides a procedure for
'determining the rights to the use of surface resources of holders of
claims located prior to the date of the act, is inapplicable.

This conclusion affects the Dirigo, Teddy, Harris, Fairview,' and
Golden Curry claims. So long as .the land 'in those claims remains
available for mining location, the claimants, like', anyone else, are
free-to attempt to make a discovery on the land. Until discovery,
they have no more than the right of pedis possessio enunciated in
Union Oil Co. v. Smith, supia. Any claims perfected by discovery
made after July 23, 195S, will be 'subject to section 4 of the act of that
date.
'Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated 'to the Solicitor; by
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the Secretary. of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
MNfanual; 24 P.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director is reversed
in part ind modified in accordance with this decision.

EDMTUND T. FiTz-
Deputy Sicitor.

HAROLI) LADD PIERCE

A-28495 Decided Novegber 22, 1960

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications
: An oil and gas lease offer, filed while an outstanding lease of the same land
* f X remains effective is properly rejected; an offer simultaneously filed with

other offers to lease the same land is properly included in a drawing and
rejected when the lease is' awarded in response to an offer which acquired
priority in the drawing.

Oil and Gas Leases: Relinquishment
One of two joint lessees cannot relinquish an oil and gas lease without sub-

* mitting proof of his authority-to act for theother lessee.

Oil and Gas Leases: Applications-Applications and Entries: Filing
The time of filing oil and' gas offers is determined by the time stamp on the

offers; sequence of filing is not necessarily reflected by the serial number
assigned to the offers., -

APPEAL FROM THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

Harold Ladd Pierce has appealed to the Secretary of the Interior
from a decision of the Acting Director of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement dated April 18, 1960, that affirmed a decision of the land
office at Los Angeles, California, dated October 20, 1959, rejecting
his noncompetitive oil and gas lease offer filed pursuant to section 17
of the Mineral Leasing Act, as amended (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 226),
because the offer was filed simultaneously with seven others and did
not acquire priority as a result of a drawing held on April 2, 1959.

The record shows that the appellant owns surface rights-in the land
which he wishes to lease and that he had an oil and gas lease effective
from January 1, 1949, for a term of 5 years which was extended for a
second 5-year term on January 1,_.1954 (Los Angeles 074178.. He
mailed a relinquishment of that lease' to the land office on December
10, 1958. On December 17,.1958, at 10:00a.m. hefiled his off (Los
Angeles 0161948) to lease the same land.;. On December 18, 1958, at
10:00 a.m.,hefiledasecondoffer.(LosAngeles0161969). Also,onthat
'day: he received a letter from the land office informing him. that the.
relinqnishment ef the earlierlease was insufficient because, although
the lease :was originally issued to him only, it ha been assigned to
General Petroleum and reassigned to him and his wife so that. the
:relinquishment of- his wife was necesa.: On.ha-tsame mday, Decem-
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ber 18, 1958, he mailed a new relinquishment to the land office. On
December 19, 1958-, he mailed his daughter's offerto lease the same
land.: This offer. was subsequently designated Los Angeles 0162023
and stamped as filed on Decenber 22,1958.at 11:54 a.m. He filedihis
third lease offer (Los Angeles 0162016) on December 22, 1958, at
10:00 a.m.

Subsequently, the appellant's first two offers filed on December 17
and 18, 1958,, were rejected.on-the ground that-the mineral interest in
the land was then included -in his outstanding oil and gas lease Los
Angeles 074178. Ie was notified that his third offer was one-of seven
simultaneously-filed offers for which a drawing would, be held to
determine the right of priority. Later, this offer was rejected because
a lease had been' issued 'in response to another offer which acquired
priority in the drawing.

In his appeals, the appellant contends that his relinquishment
without the -concurring action of his wife should have been accepted
as sufficient so that either of his first two offers would have been ac-
ceptable and prior to that of Eleanor R. Smith to whom the lease
was awarded. He also states'that he believes that there were ir-
regularities in the handling of the relinquishments and offers and
that Mrs. Smith is not qualified to hold a lease because she is not 'the
sole owner of her lease despite her certification that she was the sole
party in interest in her offer.' As proof of irregularity, he points out
that-an offer filed by R. G. Bates was stamped as filed at 10 :04 a.m. on
December; 22, 1958, and assigned the serial number Los' Angeles
0162002 while the offers simultaneously filed at 10:00 a.m. bear num-
bers running from 0162014 to 0162022. As proof of his charge against
Mrs. Smith's qualifications, he cites her statement to him in response
to his' offer to'purchase her lease made while her attorney was out-of'
town that she could not make a decision until she had talked "to some
other friends of mine who know more about these things than I do."

It is clear from the foregoing that the appellant's offers to lease
were properly rejected and a lease properly awarded in response 'to
one of the competing offers which acquired priority in the drawing.
Since his, wife had an 'undivided interest in the original lease, as
extended, it' is clear that the appellant could not relinquish title to the
entire lease and thus bind her without submitting proof of his author-
ity to act for her.. This he did not attempt to do.

There. is no proof of irregularity in the land office procedures merely
because the serial number of one document is lower than others which
were filed earlier. Priority of filing is determined'by the time stamp
on each offer and the sequence of serial numbers assigned to offers does
not necessarily reflect-the order of filing. C. A. Fleetwood,, A-28250
(June 3, 1960). In the absence of other evidence which the appellant
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has not supplied, his suggestion of irregularity in land office procedure
is without any support.

Likewise, Mrs. Smith's unwillingness to accept the appellant's offer
to purchase her lease without the advice of some friends of hers "who
know more about these things than I do" is not proof that she was
acting for someone other than herself in seeking to acquire a lease.
Certainly it does not warrant the holding of a hearing to determine
whether she was qualified to hold an oil and gas lease.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2.2A(4) (a), Departmental
Manual; 24 F.R. 1348), the decision of the Acting Director of the
Bureau of Land Management is affirmed.

THEoDoRE F. STEVENS, The Soiciitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FRITZ,
DeputySocicitor.

APPEAL OF JlOHN A. QUINN, INC.

IBCA-174 Decided November 29, 1960

Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Changed Conditions
A contractor who, in excavating for the construction of a sanitary sewer,

encounters an active sewer at such a location below the surface that it could
not be detected through a reasonable site examination, is entitled to an,
equitable adjustment based on "unexpected or unanticipated" conditions
of the "Changed Conditions" clause of Standard Form 23A (March 1953).

BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS

John A. Quinn, Inc., has filed a timely appeal from the decision of
the contracting officer in the form of a letter dated July 18, 1958, which
denied its claim for additional compensation in the amount of

:$2,577.93 under the above-identified contract dated July 18, 1957.
The contract provided for the construction of a sanitary sewer

system at the Little Hatchet Tavern, Mount Vernon, Va. It was exe-
cuted on Standard Form 23 (Rev. March 1953) and incorporated
Standard Form 23A (March 1953). .The contracting officer was the
Superintendent of National Capital Parks, National Park; Service.
Tle contract was on a lump-sum basis, the consideration being $33,810.
Three change orders increased the contract price to $34,959.30.

Prehearing conferences on the appeal were held on April 4, 1960
and June 6, 1960. The parties agreed that the following issues
should be determined: (1) whether the presentation of the claim was
timely or untimely; (2) whether Change Order No. 1, dated January
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1,1958, was accepted by the appellant in full payment of the instant
claim; and (3) whether the instant claim falls within the provision of
the "Changed Conditions" clause of Standard Form 23A.

A tentative claim was first presented by the appellant to the con-
tracting officer in a letter dated October 31, 1957. In it appellant
stated that it had encountered two sewerlines-one, a IS-inch storm
sewer, and the other, an 8-inch sewer l-during the course of excavat-
ing for the pumphouse substructure.2 Appellant further argued that
the "latent existence of these sewers has already been the cause of
considerable additional expense in excavation and stabilization' of
sidewalls, for which expense we are preparing claims for extra
work.-

In letter of November 15,.1957, the appellant was directed to seal
the inactive 15-inch terra cotta pipe exposed in the excavation and to
proceed with reconstruction of the 8-inch storm water sewer -encoun-
tered in excavating for the ejector pit. Thereafter, Change Order
No. 1, dated January 8, 1958, was issued by the contracting officer and
accepted by the appellant on January 9, 1958, which authorized the
appellant to seal the 15-inch pipe and to "furnish all material and
labor and reconstruct 8-inch cast iron storm sewer removed during
construction of the ejector pit." The contract price was thereby
increased in the amount of $638.05.

In submitting its claim in the amount of $2,577.93 in the letter of
May 12, 1958, the appellant stated that when the excavation reached a
point approximately 4 feet from the final grade of the excavation for
the pumphouse substructures the operator of a crane with a clamshell
bucket unexpectedly struck and broke the active 8-inch terra cotta
sewer, above referred to,4 and the "existence of this sewer was not
indicated by the contract drawings and could not have been deter-
mined by field inspection."

The three issues will be discussed seriatimr.

1 The Government admits that the drawings NCP 117-5-419-1 and -2 do not show the
location of these sewerlines. It further admits that there were two lines: "one was a,
15-inch line, which was a deadline, and the other was an 8-inch, which was a live one.
* * ' The live one was at the bottom of the pit, the 8-inch, at the bottom of the excava-
tion." (Tr. p. 23.) The 15-inch line was "dead, and about halfway down." (Tr. p. 23.)
These admissions are corroborated' by the photographs which have been introduced in
evidence as Board Exhibit No. 2.:

2 Mz. Frank Thompson was employed as an estimator and engineer, by the appellant
from July 1957, to May 1959. e testified that he visited the jobsite from time to time
to inspect the progress of construction. -He also testified that on one of such visits on
October 15, 195'7, "we encountered two storm sewers, which were not shown on the
original plans or indicated on this outside drawing, which is National Capital Parks
117-3-419-1 inset.",

Mr. Richard W. Whyte, of the Whyte Construction Co., the subcontractor, testified:
"I contracted to build this ejector building, including the foundations and superstructure."'

Mr. Whyte also testified that "it was broken by the clam digging the excavation for
the pit." When he was asked to describe a "clam" he said: "It is a hydrocrane with a
bucket on cables, operated by cables."
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1, . Timeiness of Claim :
The issue as to-whether the presentation. of the claim was timely

or untimely requires a determination as to whether there has been
compliance withthe iotic.requirement of clause 4 of the General
Provisions of. the contract., The Department Counsel, in his state-
ment of positionand brief, contends that the claim of May 12,1958,
is iot timely. because "it complains of a condition on the site present
months before." - Although he has moved, that the appeal be. is-
missed, he has.not assigned as one of the reasons for its dismissal the
failure of the appellant to give prompt written notice to the: con-
tracting officer of changed.conditions as required by the contract

The Government's contention overlooks the appellant's letter-of
October- 31, 957, wherein it notified the contracting officer. that it
had encountered the two sewerlines above described during the. course
of excavating for the pumphouse substructure and that their latent
existence "has? already been the cause of considerable additional- ex-
pense .in -excavation and stabilization of sidewalls." Also, it was
stated in the letter that: 'It has been determined by NCP (National
Capital Parks) inspectors that the 15-inch storm sewer is. not in use.
'We propose to close it off with masonry as we have already been di-
rected verbally by your Mr. Utz." 5 0 We find, therefore, since the
Government was aware of the conditions at the site, the written
notice to the contracting officer of the changed conditions contained
in the letter of October 31, 1957, was entirely sufficient. 6 In. any
event, written notice was given within the period of normal contract
administration7 Hence, we conclude that there was a timely presen-
tation of the claim. The motion of the Government to dismiss the
appeal isdenied.X

.2. Change Order Zo.1 

The contracting officer's representative, in letter of November 15,
1957, to the appellant, confirmed oral instructions in respect to the
reconstruction of the 8-inch storm sewer encountered in the course of
excavating for the ejector pit. In letter of December 27, 1957,
addressed to the contracting officer, the appellant submitted an item-
ized statement showing the costs of material and labor, as. well as
equipment rental for the reconstruction of the 8-inch sewer. In this
letter, it also included an item of $30 as the cost of sealing the 15-inch
storm sewer also encountered in excavating for the ejector pit. There

M Mr. Fred N. Utz testified that he Is employed as a construction engineer by National
Capital Parks and that he acted as the "Government superintendent of the Quinn job
down at Mt. Vernon" during the life of the contract.

( Peter Kiewitt Sons' Co.,'ASBCA No. 560.0, 60-1 BCA par. 2580, 2 G.C.. par. 2,75 (1,960).
Of. Allied Contractors, Inc. v. United States, 277 F. 2d 464, 466 (Ct. Ci. 1960); Steder
Constr. Co., IBCA-95, 66 I.D. 414, 59-2 BCA par. 2438, 2 G.C. par. 25 (195,9).

T Cf. Specialty Assembling Packing Company, ASBCA Nos. 4253 through 45.32 (Sep-
tember 29, 1959), 59-2 BCA par. 2370 (1959).
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was added a profit of 15 percent on the amount of $54.83, which
made the total sum $638.05. The change order was dated January 8,
1958, and was accepted by the appellant on January. 9, 1958. It
directed the appellant to Ifurnish all labor and material 'and to
"reconstruct 8-inch cast iron storm sewer removed' during'con-
struction of the ejector pit." It also included payment for the' sealing
of the 15-inch sewer. The cost items set out in the appellant's letter

* of December 27, 1957, were embodied in the order. Moreover, specific
reference to this letter was made therein. The Government contends
that "all proper charges for the extra work done in October 957' on
the excavation and sewer at the ejector pit were included in Change 
Order No. 1." Since it is very clear that Change Order No. 1 related
only to the reconstruction of' the 8-inch sewer and to the sealing of
the 15-inch sewer, the Board finds that the' Government's contention
is without merit. ' ' '

3. Changed Conditions

The claim is based on Clause 4 of Standard Form 23A, "Changed
Conditions." The appellant asserts 'that- the amount claimed is for
costs of an emergency nature,r which were incurred by it in order to
protect the- Government as well as itself from further substantial
costs in completing the contract work.

Clause 4 refers to two different categories of changed conditions:
(1) subsurface or latent physical conditions at the site' differing ma-
terially from those indicated in the contract, and (2) 'unknown physi-
cal conditions at the site, of an unusual nature, differing materially
from those ordinarily encountered and generally recognized as inher-
ing in work of the character provided for in 'thecontract' -The first
category contemplates a variance between the 'conditions actually
encountered and those represented in the specifications and drawings,-
in summary "misrepresented conditions"1 while the second category
contemplates; in summary unexpected or unanticipated" conditions.9

The contracting'officer, in his findings of fact and decision, 'stated
that the conditions which caused additional expense in excavating
for the ejector'pit were not 'due to the presence of the sewers but to
the failure of the;1contractor to take precautions to prevent caving in
the sides of the excavation as required by section fi of the specifications
and, hence, there wasino basis for the allowance of additional com-
pensation. This contention'is not supported by the evidence.10 Spe

S:Mr. Everett O'Brien, the Chief of the Construction Branch, Division of. Design and
Constructions National Capitai PArks, admitted on cross. examination that the change order
covered the re-routing of the sewer" and that to his knowledge it was:not, intended to
include any otherwor. .-. wr ,

C... Weinberg Constr. 'o.- IBCA-14, 6? I.D. 123, 124, 59-1 BCA par. 2122, 1 G.C.
pa 20r (la -I).. .

.!. 'Dcun'a Const,. Co., IBCA-91, 65 LD. 133, 58-1 RCA par. 1675 (195) , AAA
'Coustr. Co., IBCA-55, 64 I.D. 44,. 57-2kBCA par. 13510 (5t7).l

579953-61--S
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eifically, the photographic evidence submitted to the Board negatives
this. coitention.

In, respect to the 8-inch sewer encountered during the course of
excavating, for the ejector pit, the following facts have been estab-
lished'by com'petent evidence.: first, the sewer was not one that ould
be detected through a visual: examination of the surface of the.land
ibcneath which the sewer, was .conealed; second, its presene was, not
lisclos~d by the specifications or the drawings; third,- the speifica-

tilons and drawings'did not purport to disprove..the possibility of its
presence; and, fourth, the appellailt and, the,,subcolntractor were u11-:
aware of the existence of the sewer 11 untilit was.actually encountered.
Moreover, the evidence justifies the conclusion that neither the, con-
tracting officer norany of his authorized, representatives was, aware
of the existence of the sewer when the contract was let. No evidence
was oered as to' any+ e'fforts of the contracting officer, or his repre-
sentatives to investigate the conditions on the site prior to formal
advertising.

.Under acontracti..such as the 6ne 'here under consideration the n-
titlenment of a' contractor, to, additional:compeisation on.accoutf'of the
encountering of' an unexpected or unanticipa ed 'subsurface' obstruc-
tion is ordinarily-dependent upon the'making of a satisfactory'showing
that the obstruction constitutes' "Changed Conditious" within either
the'first -rthe secohd-category ofClause 4.
- In the light o'f the evidence, the Board finds that the location of
the 8-inch sewer was out-of.the-ordinary to such 'a degree as to con-
stitute a chdng'ed onditio of, the second, eategory'.' -'We doubt that:
a contractor would or could have: been expected to encounter a' live'
8-inch storm sewer at a considerable distane.bcidw. the surf ae of the
ground *in fperforming the. requisite fecavation for: the apumph-ouse
substructure. We find,' therefore, that the appellant is entitled to all
equitable adjustmenit for .the clanged conditions." "

The appeal is sustained and remanded to the contracting officer. for
an, eqitabl ajustment of the price of all the 'work which was made
necessary by the encountering of the 8-inch storm seweir.

'T,,,he term -:'eqiitable adjustment" in sitelf preclds the. idea of
there being any: one .cut and, dried method' of arrivingz at .the'.end

M Mi: Thompson testified, he presumed, that it was "close to 13 feet" beloW grade.
]Zepartment ounsel, however, stated, in a' question propounded to Mr. Fred N. Ut,'
Construction, Engineer for National.Capital Parks, that it was encountered after '17 or 18
feet of excavation had been'completed. Mr: Utz- made no comment on 'the depth of' the
excavation at that time. He did, however, state in response to a question propounded
later by Mr.- Gantt; the:5hearing tofficial, that the depth of the 'hole was 7 feet. The

hdtographc evidence "se~ms' to- indicate that' the"'ator fiure is correct, and that the
S-inchqsewerysabo i fetobeow gieode.'" '' '' ' ':

asf C a~brZ ers, Eng. BCS No. ,85' (August,.25, 959) (active'sever encountered};
Ge213'f~knerail'Oeuaailtj'c d ' 5 ited' ibs, 1i0'Ct.- C. 520, 5bk,' icrt densied, n.

938 (1955) M. A. Bonglo.Rnnssi, Inc., ),LSBCANo. b5'12,0,1 BcA par, 25 7, 2 G.C. par.
"(I96O)')-;.'c~fibbeaisn'Cons~r. eri.; IBCA-o0 '64 I.p. 254, 57-1 BOA par. 1215 (1957).

Cf. Adrian L. Roberson, AiBCA N'.'-5939 '( uly '20 i960).
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desired.14: However, the following test which has been developed by
the -Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals seems to be best suited
for situations- of the type encountered here. In' Eign-Bickford
Company,'5 that Board in part, statd:'

* * that a proper equitable adjustment is the difference between what it
would have reasonably cost to perform the work asioriginally.-required and what
it reasonably cost to perform the work as changed.:* * * In computing the work-
required by a change order, the costs that will be reasonably experienced by
.the contractor should be used~ and not necessarily those of the most efficient
producer... *. We have selected. the 'abevercase' for quotation because-of the
reference in the second: sentence to- the costs reasonably to be experienced by
the contractor as opposed to the costs that were, or might have been, experienced
by someone else. * * *

The term "equitable adjustment" appears in Standard Form 23A
(Rev. March 1953) in- both Gause 3, "hanges," and in Clause '4,
"Changed Conditions." -fClause 4 contains "the 'same mnachinery of
adjustment" as that specified in Clause 3." Hence, the above-quoted
test is equally applicable to adji4tments under Clause 4.

T he 'contracting officer, therefore, should proceed; to settle the
amount of the equitable adjustment in conformity. with the rulings
made thereon in this opinion."7 This would be done by, agreement
with the appellant,18 or, if the parties cannot agree on an amicable,
disposition of this claim; by a determination under' the "isputes,
cIause of the contract.

PAUL H. GAWNT, Chairan..

Iconcur: - I concur:

THOMAs M. DuizSTON, Meber. JOHa J. HYNEs Member..
f j 0 fC, , . :0 - ,;. y - : S 7r . y -X e r.04 X , '

-APPEAL- OF SEAL. AND COMPANY

IBCA-181 Decided December 23 1960

Contracts,- Acts of Goverment Contracts: Damages: -Unliquidated,

Damages' ' . ' . .- , --

A: claimlfor'additional expense, allegedly due to-the Gdvernment's failure to
close:off the circular -approachto 'the.site of construction work to -vehicular
traffic, is based on a breach- of contract, and may not be administratively
determined. '

Y' S N. Nielsen Company, A'SBCA No. 1990 (October 1, 1954).
ASBCA No. 6214 (October 31, 1960) citing Modern Foods, In., ASBCA No. 2090

(:vrarch 26, 1957), 57-1'BCA.par. 1229; 5. Melsen, sp~ra; bilbs Producition & Engi-
neering :Company ASBCA No. 1438 (March 26, 1954) ; Air-A-Plane Corporation,-ASBCA-
No. 3842. (February' 29,. -1966), 60-1 BOA pa. 25472 ; And -Bmrce Construction: Corb.,
ASBCA NO. 5932 (Augnst 30;-19,61) : '' * '.- -

It~unted State&v: Rice, s;1'T US: 61, 67:(194.2) '" ' '.

t XTDane Cotnstruation Corppr'ation,IBCA-135 (Eebruary 15>1960), :6s- BCA par:. 2349.
:h MIt would appearthat as. & iattrt of policy1th6 law ought .to enconrage.thepartiesto

reach amicable settlement of disputes: * * Kostelac v. United States, 247 P. 26 723,-
728 (9th Cir. 1957).
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Contracts: Additional Compensation-Contracts: Changed Conditions
:In excavating for construction of 4 caissons as a foundation for an under-

ground- 'guard' room; :.contractor encountered large undisclosed rocks which
prevented machine drilling and necessitated' removal by hand labor' at
extra costs. Since the drawings indicated only stone fill at two. caissons
and no encumbrance at the other two; where rocks were encountered, a
changed'. conditioni under'.Category I of the Changed Condition clause
existed which warranted extra compensation

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Additional Compensation
The amount of equitable adjustments, in a construction:contract pursuant to

a change order requiring extra work, is encompassed within the "Extra
Work" clause when this clause sets forth the cost items to be considered, and
the percentage of profit permissible.

Contracts: Changes and Extras-Contracts: Additional Compensation-
Contracts: Subcontractors and Suppliers

Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another, pursuant to
'an authorized change eorder and pays such subcontractor profit and over-
head in excess of the limitations defined in the "Extra Work" clause, the:
prime 'contractor may not recover the excess payments from the, Govern-
ment. The subcontractor must look to the prime contractor for, payment
thereof.

BOARD OF CONTRACTAPPEALS

The timeliness of this appeal was heretofore. decided by this Board.'
The appeal arises under the above identified contract with the National
Capital Parks 'of the' National Park Service, for floodlighting and
electrical service at the Washington Monument, Washington, D.C.

This' appeal' is fromn the conitracting officer's denial of appellant-:
contractor's five claims for additional compensation for a total sum.
of $10,706.71.

The 'first claim is for $6,109.18 for extra work allegedly caused by
the Government's failure to close vehicular traffic on the Monument
circle and the Government's refusal to permit simultaneous construe-
tion work.

The second claim is for extra compensation of $2,589.80 for the
removal 'of unforeseen- subterranean rock encountered, while exca-
vating for the placing of four caissons, during construction of a new
underground guardroom office.' -i

'The other three claims are for the 'allowance of $2,007.72 as overhead
: . and pofit allegedly due for extra work peformed 'by appellants
subcontractors and sub-subcontractors pursuant to authorized change
orders.
: aThe contract'was on Standard Form 23 (Rev. March 1953) and in-

'On February 24, 1950, the Board denied the Governmient's;motion to dismiss for lack:
otl jurisdiction on the ground that the appeal letter of November 4, 1958 "was not made-
ineffective by prematureness," and that the contracting officer's decision of November 5,
1958. "was validly appealed.", Westinghou5e5 Blectric HS'llY Co._ IBCA-107, 57-2 BCA
par. 1565 ,(.1957).' See B. W. HoverlSJflJComSG4Pinf A!SBCA No., 55.70, 59-2UBCA par. 2439
(1959)- ; 5 - r ; f0 0.. <- ;
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corporated: the: General Provisions of Standard Form 23A 4(March
1953.) which included the standard "Change&s and "Changed Condi-
tions" provisions, Clauses 3- and 4, respectively. Itl also ontained
"General Conditions" which include, a pertinent provision fort the
method of payment of additional compensation by way- of equitable
adjustment resultingfrom modification.of the contract specificatidns.
It is quoted as.follows:

EXTRA WORK:
The Contractor shall perform all extra work not covered by these specifica-

tions which, in the judgment of the Contracting Officer may be necessary or
expedient'to carry out the intent of the contract or incidental in any way to
the work of the contract, and which is ordered 'in writing by the Contracting
Officer. ;i '

The cost of the respective items of extra work carried out under the provisions
of this paragraph will be paid for by one or the other of the following methods,
at the election the Contracting Officer.'

(a) On the basis of a stated lump sum price, or other consideration fixed and
agreed upon by negotiation between the Contracting 'Offlcer and the Contractor
in advance, or

(b) On the basis of the actual cost of the extra work (including the hire or
rental of such plant as may be used exclusively for such extra work and includ-
ing workman's compensation insurance. social security and unemployment and
all applicable taxes, but excZuding overhead), plus fifteen '(15) percent of 'that
cost to cover profit and all indirect charges against such extra work. [Under-
scoring supplied.]

In either case an appropriate extension of the working time if such be deter;
mined will also be fixed and agreed upon and stated in the written order in
which the extra work is ordered in writing.

Subject contract was entered into on June 25, 1957, and called for
the Floodlighting and Electric Service for the Washington Monu-
ment, Washington, D.C., for the sum of $205,000.2 The work-was
to begin within ten days after receipt of notice to. proceed and was to
be completed within 180" days thereafter. Actual, construction work
began on July 24,1957. The contract was satisfactorily completed on
July 15, 1958. Since the time for performance was' extended by
change orders, the question of delay in performances is not in issup'2

An oral hearing took place on June 28 to 30 and July 6,1960, at
Washington, D.C., at which time the testimony of witnesses and other
evidence was proffered by appellant and the Government.

Appellant was a partnership at the time of award of subject con-
tract. It is now incorporated under the laws of the District:-of
Columbia and is engaged in electrical construction work.- The con-
tract obligated appellant to furnish all labor, equipment and materials

2
The contract price was increased to $227,710.55 by change orders.
The original contract time expired January 7, 1958.. Change Order-No. 1, 4, and.5

extended the time for performance seven, thirty, and fourteen days, respectively Change
Order No. 8 extended the contract time to July 15, 195.8, which was the date of -final
completion of the contract.
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for floodlighting the Washiigfofi Monument. Since more than half
:.of:the work to be 6perf1redinvolved construction work other than
electrical, that is'concrete and'masonry, structural and plumbing,' the,
building-of a giardrom'', aid'even-rearrangement of the roadway,
walks.and curbs; umerous subcontractors and subJsubcontractors
were 'eployedby appelilant.-I.

f 0.CWse :concerned here pri-nipally with work performed by ap-
pellant's subcontractors, and sub-subcontractors in the construction of
four underground floodlight vaults, 14 feet by 20' feet, on' each of
the four sidesbf-the Monumine]t, at the edge of the circular dive
around the Monument, and the 'construction of a new underground
gardroom, with.'four.suppoing caissons, contiguous to an old under-
ground guardroom.:

7;The five claius will be considered 'separately.

Clcaim No. 1'

Appellantls first claimi, that: is "for failure to close the circle to
vehicular traffic and for Government prevention of simultaneous
work," is subdivided as follows: .'

(a:) Pay for employees caused by stoppage of work on July 24, 1957.
j(b) Pay of additional wages for a flagman to guide vehicular traffic on the

circular plaza..: - -

(c) Extra costs of supervision due to extended time of performance, caused
by the Government's alleged interference with appellant's .coordinated. plan of
construction.

Stoppage' of Work

Since the monument, a landmark 555 feet in height, dedicated as a
memorial to our first PresIdet,' is the main sight-seeing attraction
in the Nation's Capital,- thousands of: tourists are attracted theret6,

::particularly during the'month: of July, wheni' constru~Ction: work here
b'egai&.-'- A tthat timevehicular traffic, which has sinice been prohibited,
was permitted oi the drive encircling the monument.

The feasibility of`cdosing' off his circular approach to automAile
traffic, as distinguished front pedestrian taffic which was pe'rmitted,'
was 'discussed' by appellanitis subcontractors and Governmetit repre-
00: bsentatives at: a preconstruction conference on July 15, 1957. At
another conference 2 days 1ater onJ'l 1,he Government advised
uqaipiella~if that'th'circular approach'would nlof be closed to vecular
traffic untiliSeptenber '15, or almost 2 months la'ter. (It'was presumed'
apparenotly that th'ere would' be less automobile traffic at that tiie.)
'Apllanit s president:stated that the i'failure to 'close the circle would

'Although constructed'ten fe't nnderr6pnn, the vaul's projected approiimately Iwo

feet from the giound' su face. Lakge alumlnum' e6veited elsed doors est on.top of the
Vults; The doors are ope ed only uring operative perioads. 'The 'powerful floodflhts
ui5eh are b6 used - rio';poimte on th ft oim&et`are then eXposed.. -

-are~~ d isi i t ar f us. o u _ ; n e p
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not seriously impair" his efficiency Or scheduling. of the w-ork to be
dotie, and agr'edto proceed to "work the 'stations ind-itida,'clos-
ing off 12 parkingspaces." He, did not, howev6r, agree that-he circle 

reinai :open to vehicular traffic witout the payment of additn al
cmfpe r sa thion. 0ovbrinpromised a commensurate extension
of pe fo rfomne if the nond-losing of the circle warranted a
delay; but all ' Government 'witfiessese'mphaticaly dn any'-agree-
ment for thepaymetn of extra compensation. All were anxious, par
ticularly appellant's subcontractors,- to proceed diaing the ~ummer
months and befoe incleient weathefr set in.

On the same dayof the conferffce of' Jhly'17, 157,appelt
advised the Government by letter, of its' program of construction as
follows: .

(1) Excavation would begin on July'22 on the guardroom first,
down to-the top of the caissois. '(2)' Excavation for tht caissons: and
vaults would commence 2 days'later beginning with the- su'oault.
-() .Exgavation ,forthe. cassons :would be by hand labofr due to
anticipated: rock fill and Would be completed within an estimated 15
working days.

One week later,' on July 24, 1957, the Acting Clief, TDivisio'n of
Design and Cdnfsttuction (contracting officer) advised appellant in
Vertinent part as follow:-

As a result of our mutual agreement that all work in connection with the
project that would interfere' with the normal flow of vehicular traffic around
the monument be confined to the west side of the monument uitil after September
15 it will be necessary to revise your program..

In order to provide working space while maintainling the normal flow of traffic,
approximately 12 parking spaces west of the monument will be eliminated. You

.eil beaqu~ired'to maintain effetiebarricades at all times satisfac'tory to the
Conitratifig Officer to insure the free-movement:of traffic through this area.

'When the work on the guardroom has progressed sufficiently you may proceed
with the work on the west floodlight vault, shifting the open traffic lane to the
inner half of the road.
-All other work outside the circular road and approach road, except'the other.
3 floodlight vaults, may proceed at, this time. ' -

-, Please submit a revised ,program incorporating the sequence of work outlined
above.

On the same morning as the date of the foregoing letter, July 24,
1957, the appellant's' subcontractor began excavating- for the south
vault. At -1: 30p.m. work was stopped by the overnment on- the
ground that appellant was instructed to proceed fst with excavation
for the west vault.

ater, th6 same da '(July 24), apeLlant- enterd its written pro-
test to the. Government, claimingithat the stoppage of work was in;
fviolatlon' 'of General Conditions 4.14 "Teipo;,rary 'Suspension of
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Work" provision of the contract,5 and of Par. 4-13e of Section 4;
"W ork,; Drawings, Special onditions,": which is quoted as follows:

Access roads up to-the Monument Plaza may b closed to all but cohstruction
and emergency vehicles during the period of construction, but facilities for
safe foot-traffic by visitors must be maintained. Section 2-28.(:

The evidence discloses however .,htiat' appeilait was orally instructed
to proceed initially with excavation for the west vault prior to in-
structions contained in the Government's letter of July 24, 1957.

In the absence of a Suspen oin of Work clause authorizing an
equitable adjustment forsuspension of work, appellant's claim for
paymentof wages to its subcontractors employees for July 2, 1957,
in the amount of $15. is denied.E

Claim for Flagrmn's Wages

The second. element of appellant's claim No. 1 is for additional
ompensation. for the payment of wages of a flagman to direct'traffic

on the circle, in the amount of $26261. This part of the claim is
denied ;since Section 2.28 General Conditions specifically called for
appellant to "provide and maintain all temporary roadways, walks,
barriers, colored 'lights, danger signals and- other devices necessary
to provide for safety of thee-public and traffic." . This contract pro-
vision enumerated exactly what measures the contractor was obli-
gated;to take. The employment of a flagman is not contained among
these measures. in the absence of an order by the Government, ap-
pellant must be deemed tohave acted as a volunteer.

Prevention of Simttaneous Work

The-third element of' appellant's claimNo. 1 is predicated on the
theory that the non-closing of the circle to vhicular'traffic and the
Government's requirement that appellant 'proceed progressively to
excavate for the construction, of one vault, and then another, and not
simultaneously, as contemplated by appellant at the time' of submis-
sion of its bid, interfered with its coordinated' work schedule, and
thereby nckeased its -costs of performance, for which it is entitled to
an equitable adjustment pursuant to the Changes or Changed Condi-
tion clauses of the contract.-"'

Following the Government stoppage of work on the south vault
on July 24, 1957, appellant's work schedule (all dates 1957) was as
follows: 

6 This provision authorized the contracting officer to suspend work for failure of the

contractor to carry out orders. It did not however authorize payinent of additional
compensation or provide for an equitable adjustment of the contract price.

Section 2*28 General Conditions provided as follows: Traffic Provisions: Except as

otherwise provided in these specifications, the Contractor shall so conduct his operations

as not to interfere with the ordinary use of roads, walks, etc. He shall provide and

maintain all temporary roadways, walks, barriers, colored, lights; danger signals, and

other devices necessary to provide for safety of the public and traffic..
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Started Completed Woring-
days

West vault - - Aug. 5 - Aug. 28- - 18
South vault - - Sept. 4- - Sep. 19 ----- 12
North vault - Sept. 5 Sept. 20 - 12
East vault- Sept. 19 -Oct. 1 ------ 9

Total-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~51- T otal -- - -- --- - ------ -- - --- - - - ------------ V 

Appellant complains that if it had been permitted to close the
circle to vehicular traffic, as it was led to believe by Par. 4-13 of
Section 4 "Work, Drawings, Special Conditions" (supra), which
stated that' access roads to the Monument Plaza may be closed during
construction; it could have constructed the four vaults, and the
guardroom in 7 weeks' tiie, computed on the basis of an 8-hour, 5-

-day-week, 'or 280 hours.
Appellant contends that 8471/2 hours of supervision costs were re-

quired by reason of the Government's action, or three times the esti-
mated time. (8471/2 .40 hrs. per week=21 weeks.) From the total
of 847 hours, appellant has deducted 280 hours as originally esti-
mated, and 125 hours permitted by the Government by change order,
which leaves a balance of 442 additional hours of supervision costs
for itself as prime contractor and the same additional hours of super-
vision costs for its ubcontractor (847- (280+125) =442).

The contract contained no provision for the payment of extra com-
pensation for suspension of work. It contained a provision author-
izing Government suspension of work, without ho wever authorizing
an equitable adjustment or extra compensation. As indicated be-
fore, the contract contained the usual "Changes" and "Changed Con-
ditions" clauses 3 and 4, respectively, of Standard Form 23A. No
change order, however; was issued by the contracting officer, who
denied each item of appellant's entire claim on November 5, 1958.

The jurisdiction of this Board to determine whetherlextra com-
pensation is warranted or authorized under the facts set forth herein
is in issue.

The claim was originally predicated on the theory of daiuagesfor
breach of contract since the Government failed in' an alleged0 obliga-

1'Clause 2.14, 'Sction0 2 General Conditions, Tenworyg 9sgsension of Work s quoted
as follows: "The 'Contracting Officer shall have the authority to suspend the work, wholly
or in part for such period as. he may deem to the best interest o f the Government due to
Conditions' which' are considered unfavbrable to the suitable prosecution of the-work, or

or failure 5, on the part of the Contractor' to carry ut orders given or to perform any
provisiohs "of' the cpntract; 'The Coatractor shall inmediately respect the written order
of 'the Contracting Officer to'suspend the work wholly or in part. The Contractor shall
not suspend' work 'witbout such' written athority and shall immediately resume work
when conditions are favorable or 'when methods have been corrected, as approved by the
Contracting Officer in writing.",

579955-&1-'1
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tion to close the circle to vehicular traffic, and-thereby interfered with
work progress, giving rise to the Government's alleged prohibition
of simultaleous construction, -making necessary the' hiring of a flags

:man to direct vehicular tratffic.. and for the suspension of work on
July 24, 1957.- Appellant ubsequently avers that construction costs
as originally- anticipated were increased, d are acrordihgA -
pensable pursuant to the "Changes" or "Changed onditions" clause
since a bhange or changed condition was created by the Government.

There is a conflict of testiiony as to whether appellant was promised
addifionl compensation by reason of the failure of the Government
,to close the circle to vehicular traffic. All Government witnesses testi-
fled that-no such promise was made. The Board finds that no promise
of extra, compensation. was made and that appellant agreed to proceed
with the work provided ,12 parking spaces were made available. The
Government admittedly prom-ised a'comrensirate extension of time
foriperformance, if the non-closing of the circle warrante a delay and
the same was requested by appellant. -Although other time extensions
were granted, due to change orders issued by. the. Government, no
reque~st for an extension of time was requested or consequently granted,
for :theparticular phase of the work involved in Claim No. 1. The
contract requirements remained the same following the non-closing of
the circle.

It has been held that the Government is not liable for delays in
making work available to a.. contractor.8 Nor is there any- doubt that
there is an iplied obligation of the Government, as in every contract,
not tof interfere with appellant's performance of its. contract.9

-

Appellant's claim under the ,facts presented here possesses all the
eenents of a claim for breach of contract. Appellant has failed to
present any applicable authority which would permit our assuming
jurisdiction to decide this issue. Nor has the Board in, its legal re-
search been able to-discover such authorization..

''We find nothing- in the record .substantiating appellant's charac-
t~erization; of 0RClaim No. 1 as a change or changed condition within
the ;meaning of the Changes or Changed Conditions clauses, or any
other provision within the contract contained, which would authorize
this,Board rtO decide the appellant's Claim No. 1 on its merits, since
;welac te jurisiction to do so.' 0 -

8 United States v. Foley 329, U.S. 64 (,1946.; United.States.v..Rice, 317 U.S. 611 (1942).
9

C;haender . United States, l27'Ct. C. C57 (19541); Fuller v. United.States, 108 Ct. Cl.
70 (1947).

io J. :A. Jo yes Construction Contpany and Charies H. Tie ho ns Compan, IBCA-23
(Junie l7q1960); J. 0.0 ,Shotwetll, IBCA-234- (August.t5, 1960) 60-2 CA ar. 2736,,
Riectric Enggineering ind Oonstrsiotion Service, nd., IBCA-58, 63 .D. 75: (1956) ; Paul
Jarvis, IBCA-1t5, 67-2 :BCA par. 1361. (1957). lBlolunt Brothers Construction Co., ABReA
584'2, 6-4- BOA par. 2334 fansd cases cited therein, 2 G.C. par. 324 (1960); Chicora Con-

£A93, 60-2 BCApar. 2779 (1960).
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It is true that the Changes and Ch'anged Conditions-'clauses pr-
vide : for an equitable adjustment in the contract price, but in the ease.
of a breach of contract, which we fin-d here, in, the absence of a con,
tract remedy, the Board does not have juris'diction.

We must, therefore, dismiss for lack of jurisdiction, appellant's
claim for additional 'compensation for extra. work, allegedly caused
by the Government's failure to close-the monument circle to ve icular
traffic, and for alleged' refusal to permtsimultaneous work. 

Claim No. 2 -

Cost of Removing Unforeseen Subterranean.Rock in ,CaiSns

Appellant's second claim is for an equitable adjustrenf pursuant
to the "Canged Conditions" clause, supra, in the'amount of $2,589.80,
allegedly due for extra work necessitated by its encountering and
removing by hand labor, unforeseen and undisclosed rocks, during
excavation -for c'onstruction of four caissons while building, a new
underground guardroom office.

'The new guardroom office was constructed contiguous to and''as an
addition to an existing underground guardroom, beneath the circular
highway, next to the west side of the monument itself." 0

Sheet 6 of 1 'Cpntract Drawings called for the construction of five
caissons as a foundation for the new guardroom: office. 'Only four
caissons were built. Sheet 6 indicated "rock fill'?' at the site of caisson
No. 5 which was eliminated for that reason. It indicated: "'possible
stone fill" at caissons No. 3 and 4. :: -

Excavation for the 'four caissons was at a depth, of from: 24 to 
feet below the street level. Caisson No. 1 was relocated and shted
I or'2 feet, thereby. making it possible o machine dig it completeiy
At the' other three caissons, however, rock was ehcountered. At cais-
son No. 2, it was possible to machine dig' only he first 4 feet, the nexif
9 feet had to be dug out by hand.labor. At caisson No 3,'.appellant
X'~isabl-t6htmachiine dig binlyhie'fir'st'5 'feet; the ieihainder consisted
of rock boulders..- At caisson-No., rock, was struck in thebell of the
caisson necessitating han drilling.12 A total of'f15 feet of rock wa s
encountered in the: dilling 'o all our caissons. 'The eounterea
rocks were as large as feet, wider eyen than the 2 feet dmeter ,of
theais's'oiis. It was necessary to break up the rocks-by rock busters

3The oldf guardroom Is now being use'd', as' An equipment rom and is connected vith
the new 'guardroom office' Entrance' is by steps 'downward' from- the circular hlkhway. -.
-.12P Testimony disclose's that a Toek W all'was encountered here..i ' A-1rbks:appeared' to, be

from an old abandoned structure.
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in order to remove them out of the caissons by the use of a tripod hoist
and'a well wheel.

Caisson construction took place during the period from July 26
to August 2,1957, the presence of rocks was inunediately called to the
attention of the Government, and a record of the alleged extra work
was kept by appellant's subcontractor. On November .4, 1957, ap-
pellant requested additional compensation for the extra work of
removing the unanticipated. rock by hand. The request was denied by
the contracting officer on' December 1, 1 957, on the ground that the
contract drawings indicated the existence of stone fill and should have
been anticipated, particularly since appellant indicated in its letter
of JulyA-17, 1057, that excavation would be by hand labor due to an-
ticipated rock fill.

The Government contends that appellant knew of the rock condi-
tion- by its admission in its letter of July 17, 1957, that Sheet No. 6
of the contract drawings indicated the existence of stone fill, and that
the physical conditions. encountered did not differ materially from
those indicated in the contract."X

The caisson construction phase of the contract was awarded by
appellant, ani engineering contractor, to a sub-subcontractor experi-
enced in difficult and unusual foundation construction work. Prior
to- submission of its bid to appellant, it consulted a booklet entitled
"Configuration of the District of Columbia and Vicinity," being Geo-
logical Survey Professional Paper 217, United States Department of
the Interior,'4 and a book written by appellant's sub-subcontractor,
entitled "Underpinning-Its Practice and Applications." is Neither
of these books indicated rock at the caissons to be constructed.

In order to resolve the dispute involved in Claim No. 2, it is neces-
sary for the Board to determine whether subsurface conditions at
the~site of the four caissons was materially different from those
shown in the drawings and specifications.

"13Page8,:GovernmentBriefMarch 31, 1960.
"This report embodied- subsurface data at the Washington Monument at pages 22 nd

23. Borehole 3 of 15 test oreholes was within 100 feet west of the monument. It dis-
closed "partly 'petrified wood" in a thin layer 47 feet below sea level, and a thin layer
ofS decayed vegetal matter 4 feet below lying in a foot of white sand; Next below was
blue clay, 12 feet thick lying on soft bedrock at Q% feet. The boreholes were made
by' the Washington Monument Committee, 1930-3i. Published by United States Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1:-0.

"Pages 146-148, Second Edition-Revised and Enlarged by Edmund Astley Prentis ard
Lazarus White, Columbia University -Press (1950), discloses that construction of the
monument was begun in 1848, and was stopped at the height of 150 feet because of lack
of funds.; When construction was resumed in 1873, it was discovered that the foundation
was inadequate.'' The monument was then underpinned and completed to 555 feet In
height' The new foundation was increased from 6,400square feet to 16,000 square feet
of bearing surface.
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Sheet 6 of the contract drawings unquestionably -alerted-.the ap-
pellant to the; fact.that "stone fill"' existed at caisson, N 5 This
.caisson was, however, omitted, . This drawing indicoated, ;'1ossible
stone fill.' at caisson Nos. 3..and 4. No .stone fill was indicated at, the
site of the other caissons. The words "stone fill', inour ppinion.did, , i, . \ I : 7, S. I , ... , I 
not adequately describe the 15 feetof rocks removed from.the cais-
sons by appellant., .:,,'...., ::'- ,...

,R Section 5-1, LGeneral Gonditions, entitled ".Excavation-,-cope_ of
Work," required excavation of all earth ,rock boulders, debris, etc.,
from the area. necessary to permit the construction- of -the.building
wall and other footings, ,etc. This provision, in. our: opinion,is not
an indication that rocks as large as 3 feet, wider even than thediam-
eter of the caissons, requiring that, they be broken up for remov
would be encountered, nor did it require the removal of an abandoned
foundation encountered by appellant. .

The changed condition clause refers' to two different categories
'of.,changed cond0itions,: (1) 'subsurface or latent physical conditions
at the site differing materialy ,from those indicated in this contract,
or (2) unknown physical coiditions at the site, of an unusual nature,
differing materially from those ordinarily encountered and generally
recognized as inhering in work of the character provided for in the
contract.

This Board has held that the first catemgory coiprises "misrepre-
sented conditions, while the second cotnprises uexpected or un-
anticipated conditions."' 16 To find ,that appellant encountered
changed conditions in the .first category, we' must conclude that the
information given in the drawings and specifications amounted to
defiite representations of conditions which the appellant would en-
counter.17 We further held, it. was necessary to conclude'that the
specifications contained an unqualified representation.18

Paragraph 2.2 of the General Conditions, entitled "Bidders to
Visit Site," stated that all bidders were .expected to visit the site of
the work and inform themselves as to all existing conditions; and
that no allowance will 'be made for the: 'iluire of --a bidder correctly
to estimate the difficulties attending the exec-ution of the work.

The Geological Survey by the United States Department of 'the
Interior and a book-written..by appellant's subcontractors, who 'did
the 'caisson cons'rution,. failed to mention .a rock conin at the

Jaoh, A. Qwn, lao., IBCA-174' (ovember 29, 1960).
W~axberg Co~atruotfon Co. ~ D 3,13 .. 5)

IsHirsch v. United Stats, 94 t. CL. 602, 37 (1941) ;Inter-itt, Sand and Grave Vo.,,

06 I.D. 179, 190, 59-2 BCA par. 2310 (1959); I G.C. par. 78.
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site of the caissons. We do not think it was the duty of appellant to
'fifttleri inquire iito t-hlst4o t o oca iy.-

Appellant hadthe right' to rly on the (verQ nt's pecifications
and dr mns-. It hi been: repeatedly held that -the spe ifications
annot alter the efect, of th e specific language of the changed condi-

tions clause f the cntract.20' Scifically, we hold, therefore, tlat
the chaned'-coniitions" clause was not restricted in any sense by the
General Conditions provision (Par. 2.2) "that no allowance ,will be
nidade 'fof, -the failure of a bie'r corrtlyto ethe dificilte
'adttenlihg the execition of the 'work.''

We- do niot think tee can be any question b that there was an:
unirown -subsurface condiio differing materially fo that:shown
by -the'drawings and 'specifications ad one Swhich could not 'have beel:
rea'sonablyanticipated from' a study of the sae, or on examination of
the 4site' above the' caissonls, w h' were- hoveredf over by a paved
highway. 2

1

The conditions encountered by appellant were' materially different
rfrm those represented by the. Govenent, and th at this is. exactly

t ype of situation covergdby: the changed condition clause. 22 It
is, thefor, unnecessary to discuss the alternatie basis fr a changed
Vcowition,' ih'at; i'l categr ' above 2a '' i - ''-f 0 

::' Appellant's lan 'is in the amount of $2,589.80,- which includes
allowances for profit and overhead for appellant's subcontractor and
sub-subcontractor. T istatement of extr-a work computed from time
0'sheets submitted by the sub-s~b5ontractor who actually performed the
-caisson excavation work, is in the amount of $1,617.81.- To this sum
we have aded 15 percent as aorized by the Extra Work provi-
sion'-Par. 2-General Conditions. forreasons hereinafter set forth
in this opinion pertaining to appellant's Claims Nos. 3,4, and -'- We
hod, therefore that appellant is.entitled to additional compensation
in the amount of $1860.48; asi an equitable adjustment for extra work.

Claims 3, i4 and 5

-:The same issue is involved in Claims Nos. 3,4, and 5. Consequently,
they ill be considered jointly. -;

" ¢U~ted S'tatee v. -Spe'rin 248 'J.S. 12, 'r37 (1915') .> 0 ;00 0t
'T Vade P. Loftis, v. Unitet :State8;. lO Ct. CL:5,5 51 (1948);:.Peter Mewit Sbns'- o. V.

United States, :109. .C$t.. 517(194); Walsah B.rothere v. United States, 107 Ct. SCL627
(1947y; Gtustav'h7ifs.hWV. United'Sttee, 94 Cl. 602 (1941).

n General Casualty Company et at. v. United States, 3,30 Ct. Cl. 520, 528 (1955).
2

Fehlhaber Corporation v. United' State, 135 Ct. C. 571, '5M5 (1957).
d Calvata, Inc., ASBCA 20&2, 56-2' BCA- 1033 (19:6). Motion for redoninideiation

denied -1 BCA '1245 (i1957).' " ' 
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Each claim arises from the issuance of a change order authorizing
additional work during performance of the instant contract. By B
Change Order No. 8, issued on September 26, 1958, appellant was paid
the sums of $7t1o.71 $2,574.50 and $325.2, rspctively. It now
claims additional compensati9on in the amounts of $951.03, $1,0Q7.91
and $48..79 in Claim Nos. 3, 4, and 5 as an equitable adjustint pur-
suant to the changes clause, supra, for payment of overhead and profit
to i~s* subcouitractprs and,>uij-aubc~ntractors for Work performed bf

-thejh coipilah`ie h thecbhaliO orders. Each of three claims was:

deied by the contractirig office ihis written decision and findings
of fact, dated November5,f958.

The "Changes" clause, suppra, authorizes an equitable adjustment
in the contract price for-increased costs of performance necessarily
arising from change orders. The "Extra Work" provision (Par. 2.9)
sets forth the method of computing an equitable adjustment. It has
been heretofore quoted in this opinio-.

The above-quoted provision enumerates insurance, taxes, social se 7

curity, etc., as costs to be considered as' items of actual cost, but it
specifically excludes an allowance for overhead. We find no provision
in- t~he- contraet' authorizing theallowancee ,of overhead or. profit to
subcoontractrs.~ -Its ly-itision provides.for 15 percent, and i.
intendedi to cover profit and all -indirect charges against such work
for the prime contractor which was allowed by the contracting officer.
Appellant's subcontractors and sub-subcontractors must look to the
prime contractor for payment thereof since the same must be regarded

as coming out of, or as part of,, the percentage of profit to which the
prime contractor is entitled.24

"'The same issue involved, in Claims Nos. 3, 4, and 5 was decided
reently byr this 'oard; iv Iivin Pyiakett * SanS, The;, IBCA-203

(September 23, 1Q60) , 6d-2 BCA0274= 2747,2 G.C par. 55 (1960'). Conse-

quently, we must, perforce, deny all three claims.

Concusion

In -summary, appellant'sClaim. No. 1 is in part denied and in part
dismissed. Claim N, j2 is sustained to the. estent indicated herein,
that is, that appellant- S ,enttled to additional ompensation in the
amount of$1,860.48. ClaimsNos. 3, 4, and 5 are denied.

JOHN J. HYNEs, MeKMber.:

24:24 Comp. Gen. 917 S(,1945).
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I concur::.

nnH s M. DrIsTON, Miember.

, Iconcur in thedisposition of Claims Nos. 2, ,4, and:5..

I dient; iega ng Claim No. 1. The Board has jurisdiction to
-determine the claim under Clause.3 "Changes." The closing of the
:. cess roads constituted a change, pf the specification authorizatiQn
contained in Sec., 413c of the contract. Admittedly the question is.
close but the holding in Ray illie, Eng C & A Decision No. 781
(August PS, fl5)$ supports this view, 0f. Dec. Conp. Geh. A-Al
April21, 1932, cited in 12 Comp. Gen. 79(1932). '.

PAUrL 1. G~kr Cltiraa.

ROY W. SWENSON ET AL.

A-28488, ETC. ' Decided Decentber 28, 1960 

Potassium Leases and Permits: Periits-
The filing;'6f an applicatidn for a prospecting pedmit under 'the act of Feb-

ruary 7, 1927, does not':vest in the' ar'Ptlioh'nt any' rights which preclude the
Department from considering his application under regulations adopted
after such filing.

Potassium Leases and Permits:: Rentals-Potassium Leases and Permits':
Peimits

An applicant for a potash .per'mit is properly required to' comply with require-
ments for paying rental and submitting a bond although the requirements
Were not in.effect at the: tim. he fild his application, and a permittee whose
application was filed before the adoption of such requirements but who was
issued a permit. thereafter -without compliance with the requirements is
properly required to coiply with the requirements or suffer cancellation
of his permit.

APPEALS FROM THE 3UREA 'O LAND MANAGEMENT

Roy 'v. Swenson and 4' others have separately appealed to the See-
retay of the Interi'ot fom'decisions''of t he Director of the Bureau of
Land Management affirming and ofllee deisions requiring'them to
comply with-additional requirements imposed by revised deparmen-
tal regulations, effective October 5, 1959, as conditions precedent to
the issuance of potash prospecting permits in response to applications
filed before the effective date of the revised regulations. A tabulation
of the applications and the Bureau's actions thereon are set out in
the attached appendix.

The applications in question were filed pursuant to the act of Feb-
ruary 7, 1927 (30 U.S.C., 1958 ed., sec. 281 et seq.), which authorizes
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the Secretary of the Interior "under such rules and regulations as he
may prescribe" to grant permits to prospect for potassium in public
lands of the United States. The applications were filed and remained
on file for different periods varying from almost 9 months to less than
a week under departmental regulations which required (1) a filing
fee of $10 (43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 194.8) and (2) a bond in the amount
of $1,000 when the land covered by the permit was entered or patented
with a reservation of minerals to the United States or was in a recla-
mation project or when deemed necessary in any case (43 CFR, 1958
Supp., 194.10). On October 5 1959, new regulations became effective
which required, in addition to the $10 filing fee, payment of an annual
rental of 25 cents per acre (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 194.8) and a bond
in the amount of $1,000 in all cases (43 CFR, 1959 Supp., 194.10).

None of the appellants' applications had been allowed and a permit
issued when the revised regulations became effective. In two cases
(Utah 035026, 035358), permits were thereafter issued under the terms
of the regulations as they were before the revision but, in all other
cases, the land offices required the applicants to meet the requirements
of the revised regulations by paying the required rental for the first
year and furnishing the $1,000 bond.1 The permittees whose permits
did not reflect the revised regulations were also notified that their
permits would be canceled unless the rental was paid and the bond
furnished.

The applicants contend that their applications were properly filed
under the old regulations before the new regulations took effect and
with the understanding that the permits they sought would be issued
in conformity with the terms of the then existing regulations and that
they have been subjected to discrimination in being required to con-
form to the new regulations in the absence of language in the revised
regulations indicating that they were to be retroactive in effect. The
permittees made the same argument against the canpellation of their
permits.

The act of February , 1927 gives the Secretary .discretion to issue
permits under such rules and regulations as he may prescribe. Hence,
it was within the scope of his authority to increase the obligations of
applicants for potash permits by requiring the payment of rental and
the furnishing of bond in all cases as a condition,,precedent to. the

lit is' not entirely clear whether the land offices did or did not contemplate the fur-
nishing of two bonds in some, cases in which bond to protect surface owners had been
required under the terms of the regulations before the revision. Inasmuch, however, as
the revised requirement for a bond in all cases is a- substitute for the requirementfor a
bond to protect owners of surface Interests,-reclamation projects and such other interests
as the Department may; deem necessary, it seems necessary to conclude that only one
bond, with the wider coverage, is required.

579953-61 5
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issuance of a permit. Since the revised regulations describe the conl-
ditions which are to attend the issuance of permits in- all cases and
h govern land office action in response to all applications considered.

after the revised regulations become effective, specific language idi-
cating the applicability of the revised regulations to pending applica-'
tions is not: needed. The only question presented by these appeals s
whether" the appellants suffered an invasion of their legal rights ill
being required to meet the more stringent requirements of the reglla-
tions in force at the time their applications were acted upon.

The appellants could sustain an invasion of their rights only if
they had rights which were created by the filing of their applications
for permits. The language of the statute is plain. It provides only
that the Secretary "is authorized" to issue prospecting permits. This
imports that- the Secretary has discretion to determine the conditions
upon which permits are to be granted. There is-n'o indicationthat the
mere filing of an application vests in the applicant any rights in the
lands described therein'or lii the minerals in those lands; it is a request
that- a license be granted and nothing more. TheI Department has
held that the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior under the
act of February 7; 1927 is the same as that granted by section 13 of:
the Mineral Leasing Act, as originally enacted (41 Stat. 441). In.
Ultah awgnesiunm Corporation, 59 I.D. 289 (1946), the Department
said:

Section 1 of the act of February 7, 1927, supra, states that "the -Secretary of
the Interior is hereby authorized, under such rules and regulations as he may
prescribe, to grant to any qualified applicant a prospecting permit * *

(30 U.S.C. sec. 281.) This language is. practically identical vith section 13 of
the-Mineral Leasing Act, as originally enacted. It has been repeatedly held that
the issuance of. an oil and gas permit under section 13 is a matter confided to
the discretion of the Secretary. The potash act, being in a real sense a part
of the MineralI Leasing Act, must be given, the same construction. * * (Pp.
289-290 footnote reference omitted.)

See also James M. Conlon, A-24498 (December 31, 1946).
Reference to departmental decisions relating to applications for

oil and gas prospecting permits discloses a consistent denial that such
applications vested in the applicants any rights in the lahds'described
therein or in the minerals in such lands. To such'effect are Charles
West, 50 L.D. 534, 538 (1924); Voeltzel v. Wright, 51' LD. 38, 41
(12); L. N. Hagood, 52 L.D. 630, 631 (1929); Joseph C. Sampson,

52L.D.637 ( 1929). In. Charles IVWest, suprajat page '538, the Depart-
ment held explicitly that the applicant did not gain, such right by the
presentati6n .of his application as would prevent allowance or rejec-
tion of the application from being Controlled by circumstances arising'
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after its presentation. The Supreme Court of the United States
sustained the position of the Department, saying in United States v.
WfilbU, 283 U.S. 414, 419 (1931):

The answers aver "that under the Act (1920) the granting of a prospecting
permit for oil and gas is discretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, and
any application may be granted or denied, either in part or in its entirety as the
facts may be deemed to warrant." Having examined the Act we cannot say that
by any clear and indisputable language it refutes his position. * * *

* * * Looking only at its words one may interpret § 13 as the Secretary says
he did. And this conclusion is aided by consideration of his general powers over
the public lands as guardian of the people. 8 *2

Because the appellants had no rights;. which accrued as a conse-
quence of the filing of their applications, the Bureau was correct
in requiring the land offices to conform their procedures from the
time of the revision of the regulations to the revised regulations with-
out regard to the time when the appellants' applications were filed.
And since the land offices were under a duty to apply the revised
regulations from October 5, 1959, it is clear that the two permits issued
after that date in conformity with the old regulations were improp-
erly issued without the authorization of the Secretary of the Interior.
They were thus subject to calcellatioll.

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the Solicitor by
the Secretary of the Interior (sec. 210.2;2A(4) (a), Departmental
Mallual;. 24 F.R. 1348), the decisions appealed from are affirmed.

TEonorE F. STEvrNs, 2lie Solicitor.

BY: EDMUND T. FTz,
Deputy Solicitor.

Appendix

Serial number of Date of Date of Date of'
Appeal Name of applicant application applica- landoffice Director's

tion decision decision

A-28488 - Roy W. Swenson -Utah 035559 - 7-15-59 12- 9-59 4- 7-60
A-28570 --- do -Utah 035557 - -528-59 2-12-60 6-22-60
A-28512 - Helen M. Perry -Utah 035026 4-21-59 12- 2-59 5-12-60
A-28536 - Majorie M. Gray-Utah 03535 5- 7-59 12- 3-59 5-16-60
A-28629 - do -- Utah 034559- 3-19-59 1-25-60 8- 1-60
A-28539- Audrey H. Peterson- Colo. 026978 - 1-1659 11-3-59 56-1060
A-28573 - do- Colo. 026974- 1-4659 2-2-60 6-17-60
A-28601 - Amalgamated Chemicals, Inc - Utah 037663 - 9-29-59 2- 2-60 7- 8-60

Brackets in original.
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STATUS 'OF UNITED STATES SAVINGS BONDS OWNED BY THE
ESTATE OF ABNER BATTIEST, JR., A DECEASED CHOCTAW
INDIAN

Indians: Fiscal and Financial Affairs-Secretary of the Interior
Pursuant to conveyances of restricted Indian lands approved conditionally by

county courts in Oklahoma under a trust agreement, the Secretary of the
Interior or his authorized representative can suspend temporarily, during
the term of the trust, supervision over the collections made of income from
the restricted lands.

Indians: Fiscal and Financial Affairs-Secretary of -the Interior
Upon termination of the trust, which had transferred only the legal title to

lands and the future income therefrom to a trustee, leaving the beneficial
title in the Indian creator of the trust, the suspension of supervision by
the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized representative over the trust
property is lifted and such supervision resumes as though the trust had
never been made.

Indians: Fiscal and Financial Affairs-Secretary of the Interior
United States Savings Bonds purchased with the income accruing from re-

stricted Indian lands during the term of a trust agreement continue under
the supervision and control of the Secretary of the Interior or his au-
thorized representative upon termination of the trust.

N-36608 DECEMBEr 28, 1960.

TO: COMMISSIONE O INDIAN AFFrAans.
You have referred, for our opinion, the question whether certain

United States Savings Bonds, in the face value of $160,000, belonging
to the above estate, constitute restricted or trust property subject to
the supervision or control of this Department. You apparently wish
to have that question resolved before action is continued looking to
the reissuance of the bonds by the Department of the Treasury, in
trust, for the estate of Abner Battiest, Jr. All of the apparent bene-
ficiaries of that estate, who are the decedent's widow and three minor
children, appear to be of one-half or more ChoctaW Indian Blood.'

It is our view that the bonds are restricted, and subject to this
Department's supervision. There is of direct pertinence in the pres-
ent matter a trust agreement, dated December 2, 1947, whereby the
said Abner Battiest, Jr., an unenrolled fifteen-sixteenths. blood
Choctaw Indian, joined by his wife, Catherine Battiest, now Brown,
conveyed to J. G. Weddington, as trustee, certain lands inherited by

'Pending a definite determination of the question whether the bonds are restricted,
the Area Director has accepted the voluntary deposit by the widow of those securities
under 25 CFR 104.6.
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the creator of the trust from or through his' deceased father and
mother,- who were Choctaw Indian allottees of the Five Civilized
Tribes. The trust was to be carried out on behalf of Abner Battiest,
Jr., as the beneficiary. The term of the trust agreement was 10 years,
but it appears that prior to such expiration date, i.e., on August 21,
1956, the trustee relinquished the above savings bonds to the Area
Director (Muskogee, Okla.) of your Bureau, taking appropriate re-
ceipts for such disposition. The exact date of the death of the Indian
trustor, Abner Battiest, Jr., does not appear,: but, based on corre-
spondence in the file, both the trustee and the beneficiary appear to
have died before the trust expired by its own time limitation on
December 3, 1957. -

A-memorandum in the file, prepared by the Field Solicitor, Musko-
gee, Okla,, is to the effect that the lands included within the trust
agreement had been unrestricted prior,-to the passage of the Act of
August 4, 1947,' but by reason of that legislation restrictions were
imposed. While the Field Solicitor apparently did not regard it
essential to state with specificity the basis upon which he concluded
that the lands were unrestricted prior to August 4, 1947, which may
be unimportant for our present purposes, it is essential that the re-
stricted character of the lands under the 1947 act be established. Here
again, the Field Solicitor did not show or state positively that the
lands were restricted in the hands of that person from whom Abner
Battiest, Jr., acquired his interest therein. However, since such a
finding is basic to the effective operation of Section-1 of the 1947 act
upon lands which had theretofore been unrestricted,' the factual
premise in that respect will be assumed in the light of the statement
by the Field Solicitor that the 1947 act imposed restrictions. More-
over, to proceed on such an assumption appears reasonable in this
particular instance since it was regarded as essential that the convey-
'ances of lands included in the trust agreement of December 2, 1947,
be approved by the courts of the four counties in Oklahoma in which
-the. lands in question are situated.

It should be noted that only restricted lands apparently were
covered by tlle trust agreement" upon the date of its execution on
December 2, 1947. - While any restricted funds which the creator of

2¢61 Stat. 71.
3 4* * d.no, conveyance,, including an. oil and gas ormineral lease, of any interest in

land acquired before or after the date of this Act by an Indian heir or devisee of one-half
or more Indian blood, when suchjinterestin land was restricted in the hands of the persen
from. whom such Indian heir.- or- devisee acquired same,- shall, be valid. unless approved
in open court by the county court of the county in Oklahoma in- ,whjchthei land is
situated * *
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the trust then may have had on deposit with the Superintendent (Area
Director) for the Five Civilized Tribes were specifically excepted
from the application of the trust agreement, any profits or incolme
from the included restricted lands were to be administered under the
trust agreement. Restricted funds then in the custody of: an officer
of this Department were excepted, no doubt, to avoid any possible
conflict with those unrepealed provisions of the Act of January 27,
1933,4 which require that a trust created by an Indian of the Five
Civilized Tribes out of "restricted funds or other property subject to
the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior," was subject to ap-
proval by the Secretary. In approving the transfer of the inherited
restricted Indian lands under the trust agreement of December 2,
1947, the four county courts in Oklahoma were performing a function
continued in them by the Act of August 4, 1947, supra. In exercising
this function the county courts were acting as Federal agencies or
instrumentalities, and the restrictions were merely relaxed or qualified
to the extent of sanctioning such conveyances as receive the county
courts' approval 5

When acting as a Federal agency, it should be observed that
approval by a county court does not, perforce, remove restrictions
from the lands, but restrictions may be, and often are, continued.
Thus, in the present trust agreement, a specific provision therein
(Section 2) states that in no event shall the trustee sell any land or
interest in land included in the trust agreement without the written
consent of the County Judge of the county in which the land is
located. Section 16 of the 'trust agreement contains the additional
provision:

This agreement is executed upon the express condition that upon the termination
thereof for any reason, the lands herein conveyed shall become 'subject to the
same restrictions to which they would be subject if this trust' agreement had
never been executed, that is to say, the restrictions applicable at the time of the
execution, of this agreement or such modifications thereof as may hereafter be
enacted or made applicable.

The conditions just mentioned and quoted above constitute continuing
restrictions. and, obviously were inserted in the trust agreement for
the protection of the Indian creator of the trust. Those provisions
assured the inalienability of the lands included within the trust, except
on the same basis as that prescribed by Section 1 of the 1947 act,

447 Stat. 777, Section 12 of the act of August 4, 947,> repealed only sections 1 and 8
of the Act' of January 27, i93,3 leaving the other provisions of the latter act i full
operation as to trusts created by Indians of the Five Civilized Tribes.

See Parker v. Bichard et l., 250 U.S. 235 (1919) United States v. Goldfeder, 112
F. 2d 615 (CCA, 10th, 1940).
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-supra. Having the power under that act to withhold approval of
,a conveyance of restricted Indian lands, the county court likewise had
the power to' impose as a condition to its approval certain protective
measures such as those described. 6 Thus, by the terms of the ap-
proved trust agreement, the restricted lands included within the agree-
ment were, during the continuance of the trust, restricted, and now
appear subject to the same restriction that they cannot be sold except
with the approval of the appropriate county court of Oklahoma.

The file attached to your request for our views in this matter shows
that the- saving bonds in question were purchased with income de-
rived from the restricted lands constituting the original corpus of
the above trust. Moreover, based upon the Area Director's teletype
of April 24, 1959, such income had as its source "oil produced under
Departmental leases upon restricted lands." Except for the period
when the lands] were unrestricted, which apparently represented an
interval begintiing some time after, the execution of the Depart-
mental mineral leases on the lands and ip to the imposition of.; re-
strictions by the Act of August 4, 194T, 8upra, the income from the
restricted lands likewise was restricted, and therefore subject to the
jurisdiction ornsupervision of the Secretary of the Interior 7

*We do not believe that: the restricted character. of the above bonds
is changed by the fact that for' a prescribed period of time during
the operation. of- the trust.the trustee had certain powers over the
income derived from the restricted' corpus of the trust, and which
resulted in the bond investment. As stated heretofore,8 the requir'ed
approval of the-county courts to the conveyancing of the lands under
the trust agreement merely relaxed the restrictions upon the lands
to the extent of sanctioning the temporary transfer of such lands to
the trustee for the limited, purposes of the trust. Of course, by the
terms ofl-tlietrust, the trustee was permitted to utilize a portion of

the trutincom forticerta
the trust incoe , or certain stated purposes, which, if properly. ad-
fmnisteredor expended' during the trust, is not, within the scope 'of~~~~~~~~~~~; .- .s . e 9 .-.. ..

this memorandum. N -Nevertheless, with respect. to the unused income
from the restricted lands, now embodied in the form of the bonds,
the governmental interest is clear, based upon the continuance of
Federal-restrictions.

6 Goldfeder v. United States, 112 F. 2d 61,5, spra.
: S'underland v. United States, 266 U.S. 226, 235; Parker v. Richard, upra; United

States v. Brown et al., 8 P. (2d) 564 (CCA, 8th 1925) cert. denied 270 U.S. 644; Sec. 1,
Act of January 27, 1983, supra; Section Act of August 4, 1947, supra.:

S Ante, fn. .
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The restrictions upon the lands included within the trust, as well
as upon the income from such lands, merely were suspended during
the term of the trust agreement for the specific purposes and uses
recited in that-agreement. This is adequately demonstrated by the
actions of officials in the Area Director's office, taken contemporane-
ously with the execution of the trust and the approval of that agree-
ment by the county courts. For instance, the supervision of collec-
tions by the Superintendent or the Area Office of restricted income
accruing from the Departmental mining leases on the lands was re-
linquished conditionally to the trustee, since it was recognized that
upon termination of the trust officials of this Department again
would have to assume complete supervision in the matter.

In fact, it is manifest that at all times, whether before, during, or
after the termination of the trust, the beneficial interest in the lands,
and to the income therefrom, remained in the Indian creator of the
trust, Abner Battiest, Jr. In this respect it should-be' added that the
execution of the trust was only a partial alienation, affecting only the
bare legal title to the restricted property covered by the trust. Thus,
when the conditions upon which the trust operated came to an end,
the situation essentially is the same as if the trust had never been
made, thereby-restoring to the Secretary of the Interior or his repre-
sentative the supervision which merely had been suspended with re-
spect to the property included within the trust.,,

On the basis of our conclusion that the savings bonds are restricted
property, and to be held under the' supervision of this Department,
it is suggested that you issue instructions to the Area Director so as
to enable him to obtain from the Treasury Department an appropriate
transfer of ownership, compatible with this opinion, of the bonds in
question. i ' '

'EDMuND T. FRrrz, Deputy Solicitor.

9Brown et a. V. 'United States, 27. F. (2d; 274 (CCA, 8thj 1928) ; Timothy v. Sessione
et al., United States of America, Intervener, No. 565 Civil (U.S.D.C.E.D., Okla. 1954);

f. S'mith v. Mo(uflloh et al, 270 U.S. 456, 463 (1926); Davis v. Jones, Administratrim,
254 F.F (2d) 696 (CCA, 10th, 1958), cert. denied 358 U.S. 565.

i .:i; ii V 
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APPEAL !OF REFER CONSTRUCTION. COMPANY *

IBCA-209 Decided. October 20, 1960

Contracts: Appeals-Contracts: Contracting Officer
C:Contracting Officer may validly grant a request for extension of time for taking

an appeal, if such a request is received and acted upon before the appeal
period haselapsed.

BOARD OF CONTRACT: APPEALS

The Government has moved to dismiss the appealof July 15, 1959

for the reason that the contractor failed to give notice of appeal within
the 30 days allowed by thelcontract and the Board is,' therefore, without
'jurisdiction in the matter.

The subject contract was for the installation of steel outlet pipe
liner, Willow Creek Dam, Crow Indian Irrigation Project, Montana.

Notice to proceed was received by te contractor-appellant on Sep-
tember 24, 1958, and established March 28, 1959 as the contract com-
pletion date. The work ndei the contract was accepted by the Gov-
ernment as substantially complete as ofMay 1, 1959.

The contracting officer found that the contractor "failed to complete
the contract in accordance with the contract terms for a total of 34
days" and assessed liquidated danages in the total amount of $1,700.00
at the contract per diem liquidated danages rate of $50.00.

The contractor requested an extension .of time and consequent re-
mission of liquidated damages in two letters dated March 17 and March
24, 1959, which appear quoted in full below.

The contracting officer replied to these letters on May 28, 1959.
Since the text of this lettei plays an important role in the disposition
of this motion, it is quoted in full:

Refer Construction Company
Box 449
Miles City, Montana
Dear Mr. Refer:

; Reference is made to your letter to the Superintendent, Crow Agency dated
March 17, 1959, and also to subsequent letter to the Area Director dated March
24, 1959, both of which constitute a request for extension of time 'on the subject
contract.

The reasons you have given for requesting an extension of time, as furnished
in the above referenced letters, are.*.i. [sic] ' - : - i i; I

March-17 letter: "We are requesting a 15-day extension of time on subject
project as the spring thawing has made the road impassable for hauling the
necessary materials.

*Not in chronological order. . . i
The performance period, amounted to18days. .
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"This job is virtually completed with the exception of the pressure grouting
which should not require more than three or four days. However, we are unable
to haul material over the road in its present condition; so we must wait for it to
dry up or freeze again.

"We are in hopes this condition will improve and that we will not require
this additional time."

Marc/u 24 letter: "In our letter of March 17, 1959, to Mr. Poitras requesting
a tne etftension on subject contraet, 'we failed to mention the excessive ari-
ance- in temperatures that have existed since the first of November, 1958.

"These temperatures varied so as to make it impossible. for us to carry on the
work in accordance with specifications.

"Now that temperatures are within the requirements, the spring thawing has
made the roads impassable for hauling the necessary materials.

"We would' appreciate your taking all of these facts into consideration in
adjudging the merits of a time extension."

There is no indication in the above referenced material, nor do our files estab-
lish, when the delays complained of were first encountered Your attention
is called, in this respect, to Clause 5(c) of the General Provisions of the subject
contract, which states in part:

. . .the contractor shall within 10 days from the beginning of any such
delay, unless the Contracting Officer shall grant a further period of time
prior to the date of final settlement of the contract, notify the Contracting
Officer in writing of the causes of delay .

By failing to comply with the above quoted provision of the contract, viz.
by your failure to give timely written notice of delay, the claim is denied.

Please accept our appreciation of the efforts you have exerted:in completing
the work on this contract. We have received copies of the final inspection and
completion reports, and are ready to process final payment and effect your
release from further contractual obligations. Unless additional evidence is
furnished indicating that you have complied with Clause 5(c), liquidated dam:
ages will be charged in the amount of $50.00 for each day's delay, or 'a total
of $1,700 for the period from March 28 to May 1, inclusive.

Sincerely yours,
(Sgd) Reinholt Brust

Assistant Area Director

The contractor-appellant replied under-date of June 8, 1959, as
follows:

US Department of the Interior
Bureau of Indian Affairs RE: Land Operations Irrigation
804 North 29th Street 280
Billings, Montana Contract' No. 14-20-250-

1533
ATT: Assistant Area Director
Gentlemen:

Reference is made to your letter of 28 May 1959 in which you propose 'to
make excessive and arbitrary liquidated damages in the amount of $1700 against
our contract. 'This amount is entirely unaeceptable to us and we will not make
acceptance 'of this without exhausting every other channel of negotiation prior
to acceptance of any liquidated damages to subject contract.

Your office has based its sole claim in subject damages on Clause 5(c) of
the General Provisions of the contract. We cannot concur 'in this whatsoever,
as you people made such liberal interpretation of the contract by arbitrarily
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splitting the contract and forcing us to bid primarily a labor contract which is
not in keeping with the original proposal whatsoever. Also your notification
of the award of this contract was extremely delayed. The date of commencing
this project necessarily forced us to proceed with this work under adverse
weather conditions and at such time of the year when normal working weather
is not expected.

Also we encountered obstacles of weather and of other natural causes which
made the completion of this job impracticable, at which time we notified your
engineers of these obstacles and our inability to complete the contract within
the specified time, and requested an extension of time.

This extension was neither granted nor denied until your letter of 28 May
1959, which is certainly not in keeping with good contractural relations. Also
according to our contract we; were not permitted to utilize the full seven days
per week, which you are contemplating assessing liquidated damages.- You
have based your entire cause of liquidated damages on the assumption that you
were not given timely notice, which we contend you were, and we do not consider
your critique of our letter as being evidence that we are not entitled to considerak
tion because of the obstacles encountered on this job.

We would like to bring to your attention the fact that these liquidated
damages are collectible only if damages are incurred, and on subject project
there were no damages incurred due to the job not being completed within the
specified time limit. This project will be practically unusable during the ensuing
season because of other construction work, and our inability to get this contract
completed has not held up the utilization of this project.

Also there were no damages whatsoever incurred by your organization because
of the request for an extension of time on subject contract. Your interpretation
and proposed enforcement of this Clause of the. contract is without question a
direct attempt to apply this as a penalty only to extract money due us.

We shall expect the payment of such money due us, and not in controversy, in
the very near future; namely, the money in excess due us other than the $1700
that you are arbitrarily assessing against us.

We are expecting a reply in the near future as we anticipate the collection of
all moneys due under subject contract, and if this contract requires litigation
we shall certainly seek money and damages due to the above mentioned errors
in contractual relation previously incurred by us.

Very truly yours,
REPER CONSTRUCTION CO.
Duane K. Rafer, President

DKR/1

On Jule 15, 1959, the Contracting Officer dispatched the following
letter to the contractor,
Refer Construction Company
P.O. Box 449-
Miles City, Montana
Gentlemen:
* Reference is made to your letter dated June 8, 1959, regarding your objection

to our assessing liquidated damages against Contract No. 14-20-250-1533
The above referenced letter does not establish that timely notice was given

of delay in construction work due to unusual weather conditions, as provided
for in Clause 5(c) of the General Provisions, of the contract. We can see no
reason, therefore, for changing our decision of-May 28, 1959, viz. that liquidated
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damages will be charged by reason of the fact that timely notice had not been
given.

Your attention is called to: Paragraph 29 of the General Requirements of the
'Contract, regarding disputes, and also to the attached. copy of .an excerpt taken
from the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 43, concerning the functions and
rules of procedure of the Board of Contraet Appeals. Particular, attention is
called to Section 4.9 of the above, containing instructions on the filing of a
notice of appeal.e If you feel such noticeis in order, it should be prepared and
presented in accordance with. those instructions.

Final acceptance of work and request for release from further contractual
obligations is being made by separate letter.

Sincerely yours,
(sgd) Reinholt Brust

Assistant Area Director

The contracto' appealed in writing from both of these letters by
letter dated July 15, 1959, which, according to the record, was re-
ceived by the Billings office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs on July 16,
1 959.L . - - :; .- e . C 

On July 21, 1959, the Contracting Officer sent the following air
mail leter directly to the Board:
Chairman, Board of Contract Appeals
Department of the Interior
Offlce of the Solicitor
Washington 25, D.C.
"Dear Sir:

This will advise that a NOTICE OF APPEAL dated July; 15, 1959 has been
received by this.office in- regard to the work recently completed on; theWillow
Creek Dam, Crow Indian. Reservation, under Contract No. 120-250-1533&
"Such notice was received within the prescribed time limit, and hould be

processed accordingly. (Underscoring supplied.)
The APPEAL and all related material will be retained in our files until depart-

mental counsel is appointed, and requests same.
Sincerely yours,

:(sgd) Reinholt .Brust
Assistant Area Director"

In support of the motion to dismiss, the Department Counsel argues
that the contractor failed to take an appeal from the decision of the contracting
pfficer within the time allowed by the contract. The running of the 30-day
appeal period commenced with receipt of the May 28, 1959, decision of the con-
tracting officer denying the claim of the contractor and was mint tolled by the
contracting offlcer's letter of June 15, 1959, which, in response. to the June 8,
1959, letter of the contractor, advised that no reason existed for changing his
May 28, 1959, decision. An amendatory or substitute decision is in no manner
herein involved. Actual date of receipt of the contracting officer's. denial of
the contractor's request for a time extension is not disclosed by the file although
the fact of receipt, presumably in the ordinary course of the mails, is established
by the contractor's response of June 8,, 1959, to the same.. It is,; therefore,
apparent that the contractor's Notice of Appeal, dated July 15, 1959, was mailed
to the, contracting officer after a mimimum delay of 38 days after its receipt of the
contracting officer's decision. The period of 30 days allowed for the taking
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of an appeal from the contracting officer's decision was established by the
provisions of Paragraph 29 of the General Conditions of the contract.

Recognition must be given' to the fact that the contracting officer, upon receipt
of the contractor's Notice of Appeal on July 16, 1959, advised the Board, by
letter dated July 21, 1959, of. the fact of receipt of such Notice and that the
same was received within the prescribed tine limit and should be processed
accordingly. It is submitted that such a representation cannot change the rights
of the parties in a jurisdictional matter as is herein involved. Indeed, the
Board itself is without authority to grant an extension of time with respect to
the filing of a notice of appeal as. evidenced by the provisions of 43 .CFR, Section
4.16, which give recognition to a universal rule of law that parties cannot, by
consent, give a court, as such, jurisdiction of subject matter of which it would
otherwise not have jurisdiction.

It is, of course, correct as the Department Counsel cohtends, that
provisions of the nature as those contained in Clause 6 2 "Disputes"
of Standard Form 23A are jurisdictional 3 and thus would perciude
review of a contracting' officer's decision upon questions of fact arising
under the contract unless an appeal is taken within the 30 days allowed
for that .purpose. This Board so held in Bennett IndWtries, Inc.4

However, it is also stated there that

neither the Board nor any administrative officer .has authority to waive
this limitation or otherwise extend the 30-day period of time.

It is correct that the Board "has no authority to, waive this limitation
or otherwise extend the 30-day period," particularly in view of the
precise language of.43 CFR 4.16:

The Board may grant extensions of time except with respect to the filing
of the notice of appeal.

However, before the appeal time has elapsed, contracting officers may
validly extend the appeal period in the same manner as they have the
power to enter into .contracts, modify, and terminate them. This
Board is in full agreement with the holding of the Armed Services'
Board of Contract Appeals in Jeppesen azd Company.6

The cases cited on behalf of the Government in support of this contention
[which is similar to the contention of the Department Counsel in the instant
case quoted above], however, are cases wherein the Board and its predecessors
have held that when the appeal period has in fact elapsed before an appeal is
taken, neither the Secretary nor the Board as his authorized representative can
waive the timeliness requirement and recognized the notice of appeal as a valid
notice. Thejease of GUoldschmidt and Bethune Compan, BCA No. 856, 3 CF
381 (1945), cited on behalf of the Government as holding that a Contracting:
Officer cannot validly grant a request for extension of time for taking an appeal,.

Paragraph 29 of the "General Conditions" adds the words "or is not supported :by-
substantial evidence" to Standard Form 23A.

aEmsco Manufacturing Company, IBCA-66, 63 ID. 92, 96.(April 6, 1956).
A IBCA-102, 64 I.D. 115 (April 2a, 1957).
6
Jbid. 115.

eSB.CA No, 1962 (December 9, 1955).
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is in fact a case wherein the request for extension was made and purportedly
granted by the Contracting Officer after the 30-day period had elapsed.

The ASBCA concluded:
a the instant case the request was made and granted before the 30-day period

had elapsed. Under the circumstances here disclosed the Board holds that the
instant appeal; was timely taken." (Underscoring supplied.)

In the circumstances of the instant case, we consider the letter of
the contracting officer of June 15 1959, which was dispatched before
the appeal period elapsed,7 as extending the appeal period for a period
of additional.30 days from the date of the receipt of the contracting
officer's letter of Jmie 15, 1959. Hence, the instant appeal was timely
taken.

Additionally, it is doubtful whether the so-called letter decision of
the contracting officer of May 28, 1959 constituted a formal decision
which would require the start of the running of the appeal period
-under the "Disputes" clause. This Board held in Central Wreckling

Corporation:

In order for a decision to have that effect it must, at least, fairly and reason-
ably inform the contractor that a determination under the "disputes" clause is
intended.

In the instant case, the letter of May 28, 1959 contained no caveat to
put the appellant on notice that he must appeal in the event of dis-
agreement.? The Court of Claims under the "peculiar facts" involved
in Keystone Coat Id Apron Mfg. Corp. v. United States 11 supports the
rule arrived at by this Board, albeit in more colorful language than
we-are able to muster:

This' hardly can be classed a dispute. We have always thought it takes two
to make a dispute. But this was unilateral. * * .

Plaintiff was not asked to explain. It was told to pay. The contracting officer
did not ask for plaintiff's position so that a dispute might arise. He merely took
a shillalah and struck hin down.

As they say in the range country, he did not give plaintiff a chance to establish
his brand. *

In the instant case, the contracting officer did not use a shillalahy but
Validly gave the contractor-appellant a chance to establish "his brand."

In order to do this in a proper maimer, the case is renanded to the
contracting officer with the directive to set aside his letter decision of
May 28, 1959, and the subsequent letter decision of June 15, 1959, and to-
issue a findings of fact and decision responsive to the allegations of the
contractor-appellalt, including the allegations that there may have

' The appeal period started to run from the date of the receipt of the contracting
officer's letter of May 28, 1959.

8 IBCA-49, 64 I.D. 14,5, 149 (March 29, 1957).
* General Excavatng Comany, IBCA-188 (September 21, 1960).
a ct. C. No. 524-56 (June 8, 1960). -
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been substantial compliance with the notice requirements of Clause
5 (c) of Standard Form 23A. It iszoted in that respect that the clause
explicitly provides that the "Contracting Officer shall ascertain the
facts and the extent of the delay * * " which clearly requires the
issuance of a findings of facts. The issuance of a letter decision (with-
out the ascertainment of facts) is deemed insufficient by the Board to
dispose of the'instant dispute under Clause 5(c).

On the other hand, the Government will not be. barred from estab-
lishingby competent evidence that there was 1o substantial compliance
with the contractual notice requirements, or that a consideration of the
claim on its merits would be injurious to the Government's interest.11

The case is hereby relanded, and the appeal file returned to the
Department CouLnsel for the use of the Conitracting Officer.

PAuL H. GANTT, Cairmman.

I concur: 'I concur:

THOMAS M. DPRsTON, ember. JOHN J. HYNES, Hemler.

: Of. Monarch Lumber Company, IBCA-217, 67 ID. 198, 203 (May 18, 1960).
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ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICE

1. A decision of a land office manager is presumed to be operative during
the entire day on which it is rendered and fractions or parts of
days are not considered in determining the effective time of
such a decision since the hour of day the decision is rendered is
nor noted or made a matter of record… _______ ____ 140

GEWERALLY :

2. A hearing is not required by departmental practice or by the require-
ments of due process on the rejection of an application for a pat-
eat on mining claims which, 2 years before the application was
filed, were. declared null and void by a default decision, after
* notice of charges against the claims, including a charge that the
claims were abandoned, and an opportunity for a hearing thereon
were given the record title owner of the laims 160

AD3IINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

HEARINGS EXAMINERS

3. Upon appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner in a contest
against a mining claim, the Director of the Bureau of Land -
Management. and in turn the Secretdry, can make all findings
of fact and law based upon the record just as though each were
making the decision in the first instance _-_- _ _ 232

AGENCY

1. A principal is liable for the acts of hi agent within his express au-
thority even where by mistake the agent acts contrary to the
principal's directions…__-___-_-------_----------------------- 350

ALASKA
INDIAN AND NATIVE AFFAIRS

1. There is no requirement that an application for soldiers' additional
* homestead entry be rejected on the ground that an Alaskan
Indian claimed the land under an allotment application which
was filed after the soldiers' additional application was filed where
1it appears that when the soldiers! additional application-,was
filed, the land was not occupied either by the allotment applicant
.or by other Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos; and a decision
improperly rejecting a soldiers' additional application in such
icircutstances wilt be set aside- _ _410

OIL AND GAS LEASES..

2. The exercise, prior to January 3, 1959. of the preference right ac-
corded by section. 6 of the act of July 3, 1958, is effective to
include in outstanding oil- and gas leases all land beneath non-
tidal navigable waters in Alaska embraced within the boundaries

-of sueh leases…__ ___ -__-_ 81

57993-61-6 :
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3. Tidelands along the Alaska coast. are not subject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act or the act of July 3, 1958… _______ _ 81

4. Tidelands along the Alaska coast are not subject to leasing under the
Mineral Leasing Act or the act of July 3, 1958… _-_- _- __- 81

APPLICATIONS AND ENTRIES

GENERALLY
1. An applicant for an oil and gas lease has the. duty of keeping the

Department informed of an address at which communications
from the Department concerning the offer will reach, him and

"'if he fails to do so, rendering it impossible for the Department to
send him a lease, he will be considered to have abandoned his
offer _…_--- ---___-- _- -- 305

2. Oil and gas lease applications for unsurveyed lands will not be sus-
pended pending actual survey to establish whether a portion of
the lands applied for conflicts with prior offers- where determina-
tions based upon the applicants' descriptions of the land show such
eonflict and there is no evidence that the conflict does not exist 242

23. A withdrawal of an oil and gas lease offer received over the signature
of the applicant takes effect from the moment it is filed and all
rights and obligations under the offer are at an end o instante
and this is so even though the withdrawal might have been 'filed

,by' mistake3 - ---------------------------------------- 50

AMENDMENTS

4. When a valid application for a homestead entry is filed and an
amended application is later filed for the same. and additional
land, which amended application is invalid because it contains
excess acreage, the applicant loses his priority over an interven-
ing applicant as to land included in his original application and
in the, intervening application- - 407

TILING

5. When the last day for filing an application for a 5-year extension of
a noncompetitive oil and gas lease falls on a day on which the
land office is not open to the public for the filing of documents for
all of the normal hours pursuant' to an Executive order permitting
Federal employees to be excused from duty for half a day, the
application is timely-filed if it is-received in the land office on the
next day the office is open to the public- - __-_-__ 1

6. The time of filing oil and gas offers is determined by the time staflip
on the offers; sequence of filing is not necessarily reflected by
the serial'number assigned to the offers =… _ -_ -_ _ 428

RELINQUISHMENT

7. 'Where a relinquishment of an entry is filed after an affidavit of 'con-
test has been filed against the same entry but before the entry-
man has been given actual or constructive notice of the contest,
'it is: to be 'conclusively presumed that the relinquishment was
caused by the contest unless it can be shown that the affidavit of
contest was not good and sufficient, that the contest charge was
not true, that the contestant was not a qualified' applicant, or
that the land is not subject to the contestant's application…_-_-136

2
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8. A telegram filed- in, the land; office stating that the entryman relin-
* quishes his entry is a "written relinquishment" within the mean-.

ing of the section 1 of the act of May 14, 1880… --- I _ 136
9. Where a relinquishment of a homestead entry and an affidavit of

contest against the.same entry are filed simultaneously, the latter
must be dismissed because the relinquishment takes effect imme-
diately, extinguishes the entry, and leaves the contest nothing
upon which to act -____ ------ ------ 136

BOUNDARIES

(See also Accretion, Avnision, Reliction, Surveys of Public Lands.)

1. Where an order withdrawing a tract of unsurveyed land from entry
gives the line of mean high tide of a branch of an inlet as one of
the boundaries of the withdrawn area, the meander line which is
run in surveying the area in accordance with the mean high water
line is to be regarded as the equivalent of the line of mean high
tide in establishing the littoral boundary of the withdrawn area__ 231

COLOR OR CLAIM OF TITLE

GOOD FAITH

1. One cannot be said to be holding land in good faith under claim or
color of title after he has filed a homestead entry application on
the land or located mining claims on the land _ 110

2. An occupant of public land who knows that title to the land is in the
United States at the time he purchases the land cannot be re-
garded as holding the land in good faith under claim- or color of
title, within the meaning of the Color-of Title Act _ _ __ - 110

CONTESTS AND PROTESTS

(See also Rules of Practice.)
1. Where a relinquishment of an entry is filed after an affidavit of con-

test has been filed against the same entry but before the entry-
man has been given actual- or constructive notice of .the contest,
it is to be conclusively presumed that the relinquishment was

'caused by the contest unless it can be shown that the affidavit of
contest was not good and sufficient, that the contest charge was
not true, that the contestant was not a qualified applicant, or that
the land is not subject to the contestant's application - 136

2: Where a relinquishment of a homestead entry and an affidayit of con-
test against the. same entry are filed simultaneously, the latter
must be dismissed because the relinquishment takes effect im-
mediately, extinguishes the entry, and leaves the contest nothing
upon which to act- 136

CONTRACTS '

(See alsp Labor, Delegation' of AuthbritV, Rules of Practice.)
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GENERALLY Page

1. iven in absence of a termination provision in the onttact, the con-
tracting officer mtay terminate a contract for the convenience of
the Government. Whether or not the public interest requires a
termination for the convenience of the Government is a matter

- for administrative determination- 22

ACTS OF GOVERNMENT -

2. A manufacturer of a shunt reactor which failed upon being energized
after installation has the burden of proving that the failure was
attributable to a fault of the Government which was the pur-
chaser, when the preliminary tests of the reactor at the factory
were not made entirely as required by the specifications, and final
acceptance of the reactor was under the: specifications subject
to further testing and a period of satisfactory' operation after
installation. However, even if the Government has the burden of

. proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor, this need
be established only by a clear preponderance of the evidence, and
the Government has succeeded in showing that the most probable
cause of the reactor's failure was a defective weld …___ -- 100

3. Under Clause 12 of the standard form of General Provisions for..
Government construction contracts a contractor is not entitled to
additional compensation for hindrances to performance of the
contract work that are caused by the Government, or by persons
acting under authorization from it, unless such hindrances exceed
those that are necessary for the reasonable exercise of the Govern-
ment's right, as reserved in Clause 12, to have additional work
performed at the job site concurrently with'the contract work-_ 273

4. When experience with the operations of a roadway contractor for a
period of over a month showed that its equipment and methods
of operation were hopelessly inadequate to work long stretches of
roadway, and the specifications expressly permitted the Construc-
tion engineer in charge of the work to restrain the contractor from
undertaking new work to the prejudice of work already started,

he did not exceed his authority by limiting the span of roadway on
which the contractor might work to a designated number, of feet.
The imposition of this operational limitation cannot be success-
fully advanced by the contractor as an "act of Government,"
converting the termination for default into a termination for the
convenience of the Government 118

5. A claim for additional expense, allegedly due to the Government's
failure to close off the circular approach to 'the site of construction
work to vehicular traffic, is based' on a breach of contract, and
may not be administratively determined - __ __ 435

ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION

6. When a tract book inspection made in connection with the preparation
of public lands records was expanded from its limited purpose
of checking missing documents into a more comprehensive inspec-
tion of the accuracy and completeness of the contractor's work,
the contractor is not entitled to extra costs of supplying addi-
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tional services and equipment in connection with the expanded
inspection when the contracting officer found that the expanded
inspection included the performance of functions that were the
contractor's responsibility and were of greater value to the con-
tractor than the amount of. its claim, and the contractor during
the long period of the expanded inspection never requested pay-
ment for the additional services and equipment_

7. When specifications for the construction of laterals and wasteways
did.not provide for the construction of the same by the so-called
economic grade method and the Government has failed to bear the
burden of proving by a preponderance of the -evidence that the
contractor voluntarily adopted this method as its own, the con-
tractor is entitled to additionai compensation to offset the in-
creased costs of any reexcavation or lateral shoulder excavation
which was involved in the construction of the laterals and waste-
ways by the economic grade method____

8. Under a contract which provides that the Government will make
"every reasonable effort" to deliver material in time to avoid
delay in'the progress of the'contractor's work "as outlined in his
construction program," and Which also provides that no additional
compensation will be paid should the Government fail to: make
timely deliveries; the contractor is not entitled to additional
compensation on account of delay in the delivery f material
unless the Government has failed to make every reasonable effort
to furnish such material in time to be installed in the ordinary
'and economical course of the performance of the contract _-__

9. Under a grading contract which provides that the unit price for
"excavation 'and borrow" is to cover the "furnishiug" of subsoil,
a contractor who is on notice that off-site material will be needed
is not entitled to additional compensation for hauling in such
materiaL… - … __ -- - - - ------

10. Under Clause 12 of the standard form of General Provisions for
Government construction contracts a contractor is not entitled to
additional compensation for hindrances to performance of the
contract work'that are caused by the Government, or by persons
acting under 'authorization from it, unless such' hindrances
exceed. those that are necessary for the reasonable exercise of
the Government's right, as reserved in Clause 12, to have addi-
tional work' performed at the job site concurrently with the
contract work… __________________________------

11. The amount of equitable adjustment,' in a construction contract
pursuant toa change order requiring extra work, is encompassed
within the "Extra Work" clause when this clause sets forth the
cost items to be considered, -and the percentage of profit permis-

'sibie - --- -- -------------------

12. Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another during
performance of a construction contract, pursuant to a change
article, and pays'such subcontractor profit and overhead in excess
of the limitations defined in the "Extra Work"e clause' of the prime

-Page

33

44

273

174

273

353
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contract for profit and overhead on extra work, the prime con-
tractor may not recover the~excess payments. The subcontractor
must look to the prime contractor for payment thereof since the
same must be regarded as coming out of, or as part of, the per-
centage of profit to which the prime contractor is entitled-- 353

13. A contractor engaged in clearing and grading a recreational area in
Yellowstone National Park was not entitled to additional com-
pensation for alleged extra moves in connection with its operations
when the evidence is conflicting as to the number of the moves;
* the circumstances under which they were made are not clear; the
moves may have been necessary because of the failure of the
contractor to coordinate his operations with those of other con-
tractors; and the contractor failed to protest against the actions
requiring the additional moves…------ -------- _ _ _: 151

14. A contractor who, in excavating for the construction of a sanitary
sewer, encounters an active sewer at such a location below the
surface that it could not be detected through a reasonable site
examination, is entitled to an equitable adjustment based on
"unexpected or unanticipated" conditions of the "Changed Con-
ditions" clause of Standard Form 23A (March 1953) - ___ 430

15. Where a prime contractor subeontracts extra work to another,
pursuant to an authorized change order and pays such subcon-
tractor profit and overhead in excess of the limitations defined
in the "Extra Work" clause, the prime contractor may not recover
the excess payments from the Government. The subcontractor
must look to the prime contractor for payment thereof …____ … 436

16. The amount of equitable adjustment, in a construction contract pur- -
suant to a change order requiring extra work, is encompassed
within the "Extra Work" clause when this clause sets forth the
cost items to be considered, and the percentage of profit per-
missible ----------------------------- 436

17. In excavating for construction of 4 caissons as a foundation for an
underground guard room, contractor encountered large undis-
closed rocks which prevented machine drilling and necessitated
removal by hand labor at extra costs. Since the drawings in-
dicated only stone fill at two caissons and no encumbrance at the
other two, where rocks were- encountered a changed condition
under Category I of the Changed Condition clause existed which
warranted extra compensation …_--_---__-__-_-_-_-_-_-436

APPEALS

18. In cases where no reason appears for any objection to a stipulation
agreement of the parties settling a dispute, the Board of Contract
Appeals will accept the stipulation to the extent reflected by the
settlement agreement and sustain the appeal to that extent_ - 265

19. A notice of appeal that is filed in advance of a decision by the con-
tracting officer will not be dismissed as premature where both
parties have treated the notice as being an appeal from the sub-
sequent decision, and where the Government does not take a
contrary position until after the time for filing a new notice
has expired - - ---------_60
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20. A request for reconsideration will be denied when it raises ima-
terial questions, or merely challenges inferences which were
reasonably drawn from the evidence by the Board -, 14$

21. An appeal from findings of a contracting officer granting an
extension of time which is taken solely on the ground that the
findings state an erroneous reason for granting the extension
will be dismissed where it appears that the challenged state-
ment will have no relevancy or effect in the adjudication of any
ungranted claim of the- appellant____- _-_-_-_-___-_-245.

22. Contractor-appellant has a contractual right to "be affbrded an
opportunity to be heard and to offer evidence in support of its
appeal." This right must be honored even if amount of claim
involved is small. Parties may stipulate to submit appeal "on
the record"… __ _ -…--_---------------------------- 342

23. A-communication from a contracting officer to a contractor; in order
to constitute a decision which will start the running of the appeal
period under a "Disputes" clause, must be so worded as fairly
and reasonably to inform the contractor that a decision under the
"Disputes" clause is intended… ____ - 344

24. Contracting Officer may validly grant a request for extension of time
-for taking. an appeal, if such a request is received and acted upon
before the appeal period has elapsed- '__ -_ 45T

CHANGED CONDITIONS

25. In excavating for construction of 4 caissons as a foundation for an
underground guard room, contractor encountered large undis-
closed rocks which prevented machine drilling and necessitated
removal by hand labor at extra costs. Since- the drawings in-
dicated only stone fill at two caissons and no encumbrance at the
other two,: where rocks were encountered, a changed condition
under Category I of the Changed Condition clause existed which
warranted extra compensation … … _436;

26. A contractor who, in excavating for the construction of a sanitary
sewer, encounters an active sewer at such a location below the
surface.that it could not be. detected through. a reasonable; site
examination, is entitled to an equitable adjustment based on "un-
expected or unanticipated" conditions of the "Changed Condi-
tions" clause of Standard Form 23A (M arch 1953) …-------430'

CHANGES AND EXTRAS

27. When a tract book inspection made in connection with the prepara-
tion of public, lands records was expanded from its limited pur-
pose of checking.:missing documents into a more comprehensive
inspection of the accuracy and completeness of the contractor's
work, the' contractor is not entitled to extra costs of supplying
additional services and equipment in connection with the ex-
panded inspection when, the contracting officer found that the ex-
panded inspection included the performance of. functions that
were the contractor's responsibility and were of greater value to
the contractor than the amount of its claim, and the contractor
during the long period of the expanded. inspeetion never requested

,payment for the additional services and equipment -- ___-___- 3
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28. When specifications for the construction of laterals andywasteways
did not provide for, the construction of the same by the so-called
economic grade method and the Government has failed to bear the
burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidencethat the
contractor voluntarily adopted this method as its own, the con-
tractor is entitled to additional compensation to offset the in-
creased costs of anyi reexcavation or lateral shoulder excavation
which was involved in the construction of the laterals and waste-
ways by the economic grade method- - _ __ ____ 44

29. A claim for. additional compensation based upon hindrances, to. the
performance of the contract work caused by.failure of the Govern-
ment to discharge its own contractual obligations, or upon post-
ponement by the Government of the time for performance of the
contract work as a result of such failure is not cognizable under
the "changes" clause standard-form construction contracts…_ --- 248

30. A claim for additional compensation based upon instructions by the
Government to restore portions of the contract work damaged as
a result of its own wrongful acts or omissions, or upon accelera-
tion by the Government of the time for performance of the
contract work is cognizable under the "changes" clause of:
standard-form construction contracts ___ ------- 248

31. A contractor who is directed to perform extra work after the com-
pletion date of the contract has passed is entitledto.an extension
of time equal to the number of days from the date the work was
directed until the date when it is completed, provided the con-
tractor has not delayed the extra work unnecessarily _- 290

32. The amount of equitable adjustment in a construction contract
pursuant to a change order requiring extra work, is encompassed
within the "Extra Work" clause when this claue sets forth the
cost items to be considered, and the percentage of profit
permissible -_---- _--------_ ---- 353

33. Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another during
performance of a construction contract, pursuant to a change 
article,: and pays such subcontractors profit and overhead in
excess of the limitations defined in the "Extra Work"' clause of
the prime contract for pofit and overhead on extra work, the
prime contractor may not recover the excess payments. The
subcontractor must look to the prime contractor for payment
thereof since the same must be regarded as coming out of, or as
part of, the percentage of profit. to which the:prime contractor
is entitled__.…_ = _ __ -------- 353

34. Where.'a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another,
pursuant to an authorized change order and pays such subcon-
tractor profit and overhead in excess of the limitations defined in
the "Extra Work" clause, the prime contractor may not recover
the excess payments from the Government. The subcontractor
must look to the prime contractor for:payment thereof … … _ 436
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35. The amount of equitable adjustment, in a construction contract pur-
dsuantto a change order requiring extra work, is encompassed
within the "Extra Work" clause when this clause sets forth the
cost items to be considered, and the percentage of profit
permissible…48 6 ------------------------------------- 436

CONTRACTING OFFICER
36. When a tract book inspection made in connection with the prepara-

tion of public lands records was expanded from its limited purpose
of Checking missing documents into a more comprehensive in-
spection of the accuracy and completeness of the contractor's
work, the contractor is not entitled to extra costs of supplying
additional services and equipment in connection with the ex-
panded inspection when the contracting officer found that the
expanded inspection included the performance of functions that
were the contractor's responsibility and were of greater value to
the contractor than the amount of its claim, and the contractor
during the long period of the expanded inspection never requested
payment for the additional services and equipment - _8 33

37. A communication from a contracting officer to a contractor, in order
to constitute a decision which will start the running of the appeal

* period under a "Disputes" clause, must be so worded as fairly and
reasonably to inform the contractor that a decision under the
"Disputes" clause is intended… _-_-_-_-_- _____-_ 344

38. Contracting Officer may validly grant a request for extension of time
for taking appeal, if such a request is received and acted upon
before the appeal period has elapsed… … _ _ _ 457

39. A motion by the Government for dismissal of an appeal on the
gr6unds that the contractor failed to give timely written notices
of protests as required by the contract, will be denied, where the
appellant ha raised issues of fact as to timeliness of such notices,

* and as to prior actual knowledge of the protested matters and
partial action thereon by the contracting officer's representative_. 396

CONTRACTOR

40. A manufacturer of a shunt reactor which failed upon being energized
after installation has the burden of proving that the failure was
attributable to a fault of the Government which Was the pur-
chaser, when the preliminary tests of the.;reactor at the factory
were not made entirely as: required by the specifications, and final
acceptance of the reactor was under the specifications subject to
further testing and a period of satisfactory operation after instal-
lation. owever, even if the Government has the burden of -
proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor, this need
be, established only.;by a clear preponderance of the evidence,
and the Government has succeeded in showing that the most I
probable cause of. the reactor's failure was a defective weld-__ 100
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DAMAGES

Liquidated Damages . Page

41. Under the Damages for Delay provision, Clause (c): of Standard

Form 23A, which provided that the contractor shall not be charged

with liquidated damages because of delays due-to unforeseeable

causes, including strikes, the remission of liquidated damages is

not warranted, where the strike was in existence, and known to

the contracting parties, at the time of submission of the con- - -

tractor's bid and award of the contract- ---- ______ 379
42. It is well settled that the failure to except an item from settlement

has -the effect -of barring any claim based on such item. There-

' fore, a contractor who, in eecuting a release fails to include a

claim for extension of time is barred, and claim may be dismissed

on motion - 193

Unliquidated Damages - -

43. A claim for additional expense. allegedly due to the Government's
failure to close off the circular approach to the site of construc-

tion work to vehicular traffic., is based on a breach of contract. and

may not be administratively determined ___- -- __ 435

DELAYS OF CONTRACTOR
44. Despite the fact that the replacement of a broken bridge pile was

delayed by a teamsters' strike, the contractor is not entitled to

an extension of time for performance of the contract when the

-record shows that the contractor was at fault in breaking the

pile, was able to perform-tother work on the bridge during the -

period of delay, and was grossly in default in the performance

of the -contract as a whole…- -- _- __-_-_- ____-___- _ 118:
45. A ontractor engaged in clearing and grading a recreational area in

Yellowstone National Park was not entitled to an extension of

time for performance by reason of additional clearing and other

work when it, breached its contract by not completing all of the

- work in the scheduled construction season and hence, encountered

other contractors which increased the difficulties of its work, and

the contracting fficer did allow a 30- days' extension of -time - : :

- -which Xmay have- been intended to cover additional clearing -' -

work… _… __ _ I _ …15 -

46. Where the required period for completion of the contract has ex-

'- pired, the cntractor is not entitled to further extension of time

for performance by- reason of allegedly "unusually severe

weather occurring after expiration of the required period for

completion ------------- -- 344

47. ihere a contractor claims that, fabsent a strike, supplies would have

-been delivered to it on a certain date by its subcontractor or sup-
* plier, but no evidence: is submitted showing that supplies' could

have been -so delivered, the hypothetical delivery date alleged by

-- the contractor -will be disregarded fot the purpose of establishing

the commeneement of the period of excusable delay caused by

the strike- - -__ I __-___--_-----_____-___-_____-344
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48. Under a contract which provides that the Government will make
"every reasonable: effort" to deliver material in time to avoid
delay in the progress of the contractor's work "as outlined in his
construction program," and which also provides that no addi-
tional compensation will be paid should the Government fail to
make timely deliveries, the contractor is not entitled;to additional
compensation on account of delay in the delivery of material
unless the Government has failed to make every reasonable effort
to furnish such material in time to be installed in the ordinary
and economical course of the performance of the contract…_____ 273

DRAWINGS

49. Where a contract contains an ambiguity in the form of a discrep-
ancy between two drawings, which the contractor before sub-
mitting his bid orally called to the attention of the contracting
officer, the contractor is bound by an interpretation of the draw-
ings that was orally communicated to him by the. contracting

- officer before the bid was submitted…-----------------_-___- :267

INTERPRETATION

50. Where a contract contains an ambiguity in the form of a discrep-
ancy between two drawings, which the contractor before submit-
ting his bid orally called to the attention of the contracting officer,
the contractor is bound by an interpretation of the drawings that

:was orally communicated to him by the contracting officer before
the bid was submitted… … _ - -------------- C267

51. Where the schedule of a unit-price contract fails to include a bidding
item for work which the specifications indicate is to be paid for
as a separate item, the contractor is entitled to a fair and reason-
able unit price for such work __-_- ___-_-__I_-_- 174

52. Under a grading contract which provides that the unit price for
"excavation and borrow" is to cover the "furnishing" of subsoil, a
contractor who is on notice that off-site material will be needed
is not entitled to additional compensation for hauling in such
m aterial …--- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- --- 174

53. Under a contract which provides that the Government will make
"every reasonable effort" to deliver material in time to avoid
delay in the progress of the contractor's work "as outlined in his
construction program," and which also provides that no. addi-
tional compensation will be paid should the Government fail to
make timely deliveries, the contractor is not entitled to additional
compensation on account of delay in the delivery of material
unless the Government has failedto make every reasonable effort
to furnish such material in time to be installed in the ordinary
and economical course of the performance of the contract - 273

NOTICE

54. Appeal will not be dismissed on motion in case of substantial com-
pliance with notice requirements of "changed- conditions" and

."delays-damages" clauses and in absence of a showing that failure
to comply with notice requirements would be injurious to the
interests of the Government ___---___-_-______-__-__-___-_ 198
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55. A motion by the Government for dismissal of an appeal on the
grounds that the contractor failed to give timely written notices
of protests as required by the contract, will be denied, where the
appellant has raised issues of fact as to timeliness of such notices,
and as to prior actual knowledge of the protested matters and
partial action thereon by the contracting officer's representative_ 396

PAYMENTS

56. Where the schedule of a unit-price contract fails to include a bidding
item for work which the specifications indicate is to be paid for as
a separate item, the contractor is entitled to a fair and reason-
able unit price for such work… --- _-_-____--- -_---------- 174

PERFORMANCE

57. When the specifications provided for the classification of excavated
material as either "common," "intermediate," or "rock," and the
contractor challenges the relative amounts of the intermediate
and rock classifications made by the Government, the Govern-
ment's classifications, which could not be made with exactitude
but necessarily involved the exercise of judgment, will not be dis-
turbed in the absence of a convincing showing by the contractor of
error or bad faith on the part of the Government_ 44

58. When experience with the operations of a roadway contractor for a
period of over a month showed that its equipment and methods
of operation were hopelessly inadequate to work long stretches of-

- roadway, and the specifications expressly permitted the construc-
- tion engineer -in charge of the work to; restrain the contractor

from undertaking new work to the prejudice of work already
- started, he did not exceed his authority by limiting the-span of

roadway on which the contractor' might work to a designated
number of feet. The imposition of this operational limitation
cannot be successfully advanced by the contractor as an "act of
Government," converting the termination for default into a termi-
nation for the convenience of the Government - _ 118

PROTESTS

59. A contractor engaged in clearing and grading a recreational area in
the Yellowstone National Park was not entitled to additional com-
pensation for alleged extra moves in connection with its operations
when the evidence is conlicting as to the number of the moves;
the circumstances under which they were made are not clear;
the moves may have been necessary because of the failure of the
contractor to coordinate his operations with those of other con-
tractors- and the contractor failed to protest against the actions
requiring the additional moves * _-___-_-___-_'-_-__ 151

RELEASE

60. It is well settled that the failure to except an item from settlement
has the effect of barring any claim based on such item. Therefore,
a contractor who, in executing a release fails to include a claim
for extension of time is barred, and claim may be dismissed
on motion 198

: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - 7 -- - - - - ----,---R. L . : --E e .

12
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CONTRACTS-Continued
SPECIFICATIONS Page

61. When specifications for the construction of laterals and wasteways
did not provide for the construction of the same by the so-called
economic grade method and the Government has failed to bear
the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that the
contractor volintarily adopted this method as its own, the con-
tractor is entitled to additional compensation to offset the in-
creased costs of any reexcavation or lateral shoulder excavation
which was involved in the construction of the laterals and waste-
ways by the economic grade method- - __-_____-_-____-___-__ 44

62. When the specifications provided for the classification of excavated
material as either "common," "intermediate," or "rock," and the
contractor challenges the relative amounts of the intermediate
and rock classifications made by the Government, the Govern-
ment's classifications, which could not be made with exactitude
but necessarily involved the exercise of judgment, will not be
disturbed in the absence of a convincing showing by the contractor
of error or bad faith on the part of the Government 44

68. A manufacturer of a shunt reactor which failed upon being energized
after installation has the burden of proving that the failure was
attributable to a fault of the Government which was the pur-
chaser, when the preliminary tests of the reactor at the factory
were not made entirely as required by the specifications, and final
acceptance of the reactor was under the specifications subject to
further testing and a period of satisfactory operation after in-
stallation. However, even if the Government has the burden of
proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor, this need
be established only by a clear preponderance of the evidence, and
the Government has succeeded in showing that the most probable
cause of the reactor's failure was a defective weld 100

64. When experience with the operations of a roadway contractor for a
period of over a month showed that its equipment and methods of
operation were hopelessly inadequate to work long: stretches of
roadway, and the specifications expressly permitted the construc-
tion engineer in charge- of the work to restrain the contractor
from undertaking new work to the prejudice of work already
started, he did not exceed: his authority by limiting the span of
roadway on. which, the. contractor might work. to a designated
number.of feet. The imposition of this operational limitation
cannot be successfully advanced by the contractor as an "act of
Government," converting the termination for default into a termi-
nation for the convenience of the Government …__---118

SUBCONTRACTORSAND SUPPLIES

65. Where a contractor claims that, absent a strike, supplies would,
have been delivered to it on a certain date by its subcontractor or
supplier, but no evidence is submitted showing that supplies
could have been so delivered, the hypothetical delivery date
alleged by the contractor will be disregarded for the purpose of
establishing the commencement of the period of excusable delay
caused by the strike- __---____--_-____----_- 44
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CONTRACTS-Continued

SUBCONTRACTORS AND SUPPLIES-C.ontinued Page

66. Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another during
performance of a construction contract, pursuant to a change
article, and pays such subcontractor profit and overhead in excess
of the limitations defined in the "Extra Work" clause of the prime
contract for 'profit and: overhead on extra work, the prime con-
tractor may not recover the excess payments. The subcontractor
must look to the prime contractor for payment thereof since the
same must be regarded as coining out of, or as part of, the per-
centage of profit to which the prime contractor is entitled … ___ 353

67. Contractor's inability to purchase steel pipe from its supplier due to
a national steel strike in existence at the time of submission of
bid and award is not considered an unforeseeable cause of delay,
within the meaning of Clause 5(c) of U.S. Standard Form 23A,
where the cause of the delay, that is the strike, was known to the
contracting parties… ___…_-_-__-__=____-- 380

68. In order to be entitled to an extension of time based on an excusable
delay under Clause 5 of U.S. Standard Form 23A (March 1953),
the contractor must establish by specific facts that the failure
:to complete the contract work on time was due to causes that
were unforeseeable by, beyond the control of, and without the
fault or negligence-of, the contractor and its subcontractor___ 308-

69. Delays by a subcontractor resulting from a normal business hazard,
such as failure of a supplier selected by the subcontractor to per-
form its obligation, will not excuse the prime contractor from
making timely performance 308

70. In order to be entitled to an extension of time based on an excusable
delay under Clause 5(c): of U. S. Standard Form. 23A, the con-
tractor must allege or proveispecific facts that the failure to com-
plete the contract work on, time was due to causes, that were.-
unforeseeable by, beyond the control of, and without the fault
or negligence of, the contractor and its supplier … __ - 290

71. Where a prime contractor subcontracts extra work to another, pur-
suant to an authorized change order and pays such subcontractor
profit and overhead in excess of the.limitations defined in the

' "Extra Work' clause, the prime contractor may not recover the
excess payments from the Government. The subcontractor must
look to the prime contractor for payment thereof -_-_-_-__-_ 436W

SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

72.. Allegations of fact made by a contractor that are contrary to
findings of fact made by the contracting officer cannot be accepted

as proof of the facts thus put in dispute… … __ _…267-

SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION

73. Even in absence of a termination provision in the contract, the
contractingofflcer may terminate a contract for the convenience
of the Government. Whether or not the public interest requires
a termination for the convenience of the Government is a matter
for administrative determination … _-_- _-- 22:
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CONTRACTSContinued

SUSPENSION AND TERMINATION-Continued Page

74. A "Suspension of deliveries (or services)" clause, which is part of
a supply contract, and which reserves to the Government, in gen-
eral terms, the right to suspend the delivery of materials or
performance of services and states that "such right of suspension
shall not be construed as denying the contractor actual, reason-
able, and necessary expenses due to delays, caused by such sus-
pension" does not grant the contracting officer, either expressly
or by necessary implication, the authority to make an equitable
adjustment in the contract price…8 ________ _ 318

75. When experience with the operations of a roadway contractor for a
* period of over a month showed that its equipment and methods of
operation were hopelessly inadequate to work long stretches of
roadway, and the specifications expressly permitted the construc-
tion engineer in charge of the work to restrain the contractor
from undertaking new work to the prejudice of work already
started, he did not exceed his authority by limiting the span of
roadway on which the contractor might work to a designated num-
her of feet. The imposition of this operational limitation cannot
be successfully advanced by the contractor as an "act of Govern-
ment," converting the termination for default into a termination
for the convenience of the Government… __-_- ___-_-___-118

UNFORESEEABLE CAUSES

76. Contractor's inability to purchase steel pipe from' its supplier due
to a national steel strike in existence at the time of submission:of

.'bid and award is-not considered an unforeseeable cause of delay,
within the meaning of Clause 5(c) of U.S. Standard Form 23A,
where the cause of the delay, that is the strike, was known to the
contracting parties- -8 ___ _ _ __ _ 80

77. A contractor who is, directed to perform extra work after the: com-
pletion date of the contract has passed, is entitled to. an extension
of time equal to the number of days from the date. the work was
directed until the date when it is completed, provided the con- -
tractor has.not delayed the extra work unnecessarily - 290

GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES

GENERALLY

1. Where a party desiring to inspect departmental records neither fol-
lows the procedure set up in the applicable regulation nor requests
the hearing examiner to issue a subpoena for- them, it is proper for
the hearing examiner to refuse to dismiss grazing trespass
charges onthe ground that the party was-denied an opportunity
to inspect the records…. - 145

APPEALS:

2. The provision of the general rules of practice of the- Department,
43 CFR, 1958 Supp., 221.92(b), permitting a waiver of the late
filing of a document required to be filed within a certain time
provided the document is shown to have been transmitted within
that period of time and received within 10 days after the filing
was required, does not apply to appeals to the Director arising
under the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts … ____: 5
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GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES-Continued

APPEALS-Continued Pag

3. An appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management under

the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts is properly dis-

missed where the appeal is not filed in the Office of the Director

within 30 days after service of the hearing examiner's decision

on the appellant-4 ___------------------------------- 4

4. Where, in an appeal to the Secretary of the Interior from the dis-
missal by the Director, Bureau of Land Management, or a grazing

appeal under the Federal Range Code for the reason that the
appellant failed to serve the State Supervisor and intervenors
by registered or certified mail, the appellant alleges that he did

in fact serve the State Supervisor and intervenors by registered
or certified mail, the case will be remanded to the Bureau to allow

the appellant an opportunity to submit proof of such service---- 313

5. An appeal to a hearing examiner from a decision of a district manager
under the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts is properly
dismissed where the appeal is not filed within 30 days after receipt
of notice of the district manager's decision …______-___-_-300

6. An appeal to a hearing examiner from a decision of a district man-
ager dismissing a request for a dependent property survey is
properly dismissed where the issue raised have been previously

adjudicated in a proceeding involving the same privileges, the

same parties, and the same property -___-__-__-__-__ 300

7. The Federal Range Code provides that an appellant in an appeal to

the Director, Bureau of Land Management, must serve a copy of

the appeal and any brief on each party, including the State Super-

visor, either personally or by registered mail, and an appeal is

subject to summary dismissal where this is not done -_- __-__ 313

CANCELLATION AND REDUCTIONS

8. A grazing licensee who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle and

horses in trespass upon the public domain is properly subjected

to disciplinary action consisting of assessment of damages and

suspension of the grazing privileges on his base property------ 116

9. The fact that a grazing licensee has repeatedly been, assessed: and has

paid damages for prior grazing trespasses may be consideredin
determining whether the most recent trespass was willful … 145

10. A grazing licensee who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle and

horses in trespass upon the public domain is properly subjected

to disciplinary action consisting of assessment of damages and

reduction of the grazing privileges of his base property - e 145

11. Where grazing privileges are reduced for grazing trespass, the re-

duction attaches to the base property and not only to the tres-

passer's grazing privileges __ _-_-_- __-__ 145

12. An offer to pay monetary damages in lieu of a reduction of grazing

privileges imposed for a willful trespass will be rejected because;

the FeIderal. Range Code. does not provide for monetary penalties

and the reduction of grazing privileges is a more suitable punish-

ment for the willful trespass committed … _-_-_-145
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GRAZING PERMITS AND LICENSES-Continued -

FEDERAL RANGE CODE Page

13. An appeal to the Director of the Bureau of land Management under
'the Fedekral'Range Code for Grazing Districts is- prbpeily dis-
missed where the appeal is not filed in the Office of the Director
within 30 days after service of the hearing examiner's decision
on the appellant- --- 4

HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY)

(See--also Additional-fomn'estieads, Enlarged Homesteads:, Recama-
tiot H-omesteads, Soldie's~ Additional Homesteads,- Stock-raising'
Homesteads.)

AMENDMENTS

1. When a valid application for a homestead entry is filed and, an
amended application is later filed for, the same, and additional
land,:whlch amended .application isinvalid because it contains
excess acreage, the-applicant loses his priority over an intervening
applicant as to land included in his original application and in
the intervening application_ ___-_-_________ -_-_ _ - 407

APPLICATIONS

2, When a valid application for a homestead entry 'is filed and; an
amended application is later filed for the same and additional
land, which amended application is invalid becauseit contains
excess acreage, the applicant loses his priority over an intervening

.. . applicant as toland included in his original application and in the
intervening application -_- - ------------ -407

CANCELLATION OF ENTRY

3. Where an entryman fails to live on his entry for -at least-five -months
in each of the first three years of the entry, the entry must ben:
canceled _ = _ _ 295

-4. Where an entryman fails to establish residence on his entry within 12
months: from the allowance of his entry, the entry, must be
canceled - = _ __ - __ _ -_-_-_-212

CLASSIFICATION. - . -

5. Where a report of field examination' does3 not contain information
upon, which a determination can be made, as to the suitability for
ag'ricultural purposes of land -applied'f or under the-homestead
laws, the case will be remanded for further field.examination_ 177

LANDS SUBJECT TO - .

6. Land which is withdrawn from entry under the public land laws-is
not subject to settlement or to the initiation of any claim under
the homestead laws even though other land in the same with- -

drawall "may haveF erroneously been patented und'er the home-
stead law" -s _ __ _ _---- - 237

MINERAL LANDS

7. Where land is shown to, contain, minerals in such limited quantities
that their extraction would not. justify the cost thereof,. the land
is not mineral in character so as to remove it from the operation
of the nonmineral land laws -_-__-_-_-_- __-___ -_ 177



HOMESTEADS (ORDINARY)-Continued-

RELINQUISHMENT - Page
8.Where a relinquishment of an-,entry- is. fled after- an affidavit of con-

test has been filed against the same entr but before the entya

has been -given actual~ or consgtructive notice, of the contest,. it is
to be conclusively presumed, that the relinquishment was caused
by the contest unless it can he shown that the affidavit of contest
was not good and sufficient, that the contest charge was not true,
that the contestant was not acqualified appicato thatteln

- k-not-subject to-tile contestant'sapplicatiop- ~..-I136
9. ,,eegraml led in the-1 lnd ofic saing h the entrymanrln

quishes- his entry is a "ritten relinquishment" within the mean-
ing of the section of the act of May 14, 1880…--136

I0; Where a relinquishment, of a homestead entry and an affidavit of
-contest, fAainhstlithe same entry are fied simultaneo6usly, the latter'
'must% be dismissed bauise the relinquishment takes effect i-
mediately, extinguishes the enty, alnd leaves the contest" nothing

*upon~whiich to act- ,~ : .:~1 136

RESIDENCE
11. cThe requirement of the homestead law that the entrymnan must

establish residence on his entry within a maximum peid of 12
months from. the allowance, of his entry is not satisfied by clearing
and leveling the lnd and culti vating it, where the entryman has

lived wit hisfamiy in rented premhises int te vcinity of the
entry and has never~ eateh, slept, or kept anf possessions on the

-entry…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 212
'1-2. Where an entryman fails to live on his' entry for: at-least five months

in each of the first three years of the entry, the utry must be-
* canceled 1 …-- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I - -- --- 295

SECOND ENTRY
13. Where an application for what appears to be an original hom estead

-entry is allowed to an etr~~man who ~should have filled for -%a~

secbnddnltry for which hd~ was~ qnlified and who later sAtisfies
~the -requiremhents for a second etyth-nr-remains n'f,
as of' the day; it was allowed ad& his obligations under the homle-
steadlwaemaud fom that- date-29

14. Where, an entryman iqualified to make a second entry, the fact that
-his first entry -isstill of record does not, deprive him of his right-~to
a- second, entry.- - ---- ---------- 295

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS ON PUBLIC DOMAIN

GEXERALLXi
1. There is- no requirement that an, application for soldiers' additional

-homestead entry be, rejected on the ground that an Alaskan Indian
claimed the land under Anu allotment application which was filed
after the oiers' additional application was filed where it-
appears that When the soldiers' additional application was filed,
the, land was not occupied either by the allotment applicant or-
'by other 'Alaskan i-ndians, Aleuts, Or skimos;: and Al decision
-improperly ejecting, -a soldieirs' additional appllication, in such
- circumstances wil-b set -aside - ---------------- 410
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INDIAN LANDS

CEDED LANDS ;age

i. A statute ,which .purports to ratify a cession agreement: by .:which .
,.Indian; tribes "* ,* hereby cede, convey, transfer; relinquish

and surrender forever without any reservations, express or .im-
- plied, * * *" operates to extinguish. completely the. Indian title

to ,the lands involved; and a subsequent reservation of;a portion
of those lands by the Secretary of the Interior for school and
agency, purposes for the, benefit of the Indians does not' revest
.title. in the, tribe-10

LEASES AND PERMITS

Generally
2. The.fact::that-the Government o-vera.-long period of time acceipted

- without objection lesser royalties thanit later finds are due under
-the terms of a tribal mineral lease does not stop it from asserting
a claim for additional royalties- 78

XlMinerals
3. A provision in a tribal limestone lease permitting the lessee to deduct

- costs of "transportation and treatment",in determining the net
value of its production is limited to those items anddoes not give
operator of the lease the right. to deduct all of its general mining
or quarrying costs- - -------------------. 78

INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT'

1. The authority provided, by. section 3 of the Indian -Reorganization Act -
to restore lands to tribal-ownership extends to former -tribal lands

- of an Indian reservation where, by legislation enacted subsequent
to the extinguishment of Indian title, a tribal interest has been
created in the proceeds derived from the sale of such lands … _ 11

INDIAN TRIBES

ENROLLMENT -

1. The membership roll of the.Osage- Tribe. approvedin190.8 by the Sec-
retairy of the Interior pursuant to the act of June 28,- 1906 (34
Stat. 539) constitutes the final roll of members of the Osage Tribe
among whom the tribai estate was divided and thereafter persons

,:, - cannot be added to that roll and, in the absence of -enrollment,
-cannot share in the divislen of the tribal estate -__ _ 89

INDIANS

FISCAL AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS.

1. Upon termination of the trust, which had transferred only the legal. 
title to lands and the future income therefrom to a trustee, leaving:
the beneficiai title in the Indian creator of the trust, the suspen-

- sion of supervision-by the Secretary of the Interior or his author-
ized representative -over the- trust property -is -lifted -and such
supervision resumes as though the trust had never been mde -452

2. United States Savings,-Bonds purchased with the income accruing; -: 
from restricted-Indian lands during the term of a trustagreement
contimue under, the supervision and control: of the Secretary-of
the Interior ,or :his authorized representative -upon te-minatipn

: , -, of th,trusl-s _,_,_=, = ' 452
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INDIANS-Continued
FISCAL AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS-Continued Page

3. Pursuant to :onveyanceg of resiicted Indiafn lands approve'd con-
S ditionallyby eounty courts in Oklahoma under a trust agreement,

the Secretary of the Interior or his authdrized representative can
suspend temporarily, durig the. term of the' trust supervision
over the collections made oifincomefrom therestricted lands____ 452

IRRIGATION CLAIMS

(See also Bureau of-Reclamation, Eminent Domain, Reclamhation
Lands, Torts.)

DAMAGES

1. Where .claimants are not' represented by' counsel,- every opportunity
should be afforded them-to make whatever presentation -they may
deem appropriate__-____:________ . __ _ 9

WATERi.AND WATER RIGHTS -

Seepage
2. Where seepage water from sources other than Bureau of Reclamatinon:

facilities were sufficient alone to cause damage to property, the
.owner-thereof 'cannot 'be reimbursed from funds made available
under the Public Works Appripriation Act, 1960 …1 191

MINERAL LANDS
DETERMINATION OF CHARACTER OF

4. Where land is shown'to contain minerals in such limited quantities'
* that their extraction would not justify the cost thereof, the land
is not mineral. in character'so as to remove it from the operation

' of the nonmineral land laws- - ---------_ 177

,MINERAL LEASING ACT
APPLICABILITY

1. The Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437,; 30
U.S.C.,sec. 151 et seq.); applies to lands within rights-of-way
granted by the United States whether they be easements or "lim-
'ited fees" granted with a reservation of the minerals to the United
:States, except to the extent'that that'act has been superseded
by a special leasing law applicable to such rights-of-way - 225

MINING CLAIMS

(See also Multiple Mineral Development Act and Surface Resources
Act.)

GENERALLY

1. A mining location may be terminated by abandonment and if a valid,
mining claim is abandoned, the land reverts to the .public do-
main --- - 160

COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS

2. To satisfy the-requirements for discovery ona placer mining claim
located for a deposit of clay; it must be shown- that the clay is
not only marketable 'at a profitibut that it is not a common clay
suitable only for the manufacture of ordinary brick, tile, pottery,
and similar products---- ____-__-_______-___ -_-_ 63
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XINING 'CLAIMS-Continued
COMMON VARIETIES OF MINERALS-Continued : rage

8. A. deposit of clay which contains impurities useful as flux. material in
the manufacture of sewer pipe but which is not of-anunusuaf or
exceptional nature is a common- clay where it 'is' clear that all

common clays pssess the.same. substances and in more or less
the same degree..---------- --------------------- 63

CONTESTS-

4. Mining' claims may be declared null and void if the claimant, who
received notice of adverse charges' against his claims, fals to
answer the charges as required and fails to appeal from a decision
holding his claims null and void, and where the claimant takes
no action with respect to the claims for 25 years, the decision
declaring the claims null and void is conclusive and will not be
reopened if the interest of' other parties under oil and gas leases
issued by the United States have intervened, in the absence of
a legal or equitable basis warranting:reconsideration…----_------ 160

5. Under the Department's rules governing: Government contests against
mining claims, where an answer to- a complaint is filed late the
allegations of the complaint will'be taken as admitted by the
contestee and the case decided without a hearing by the manager,
and the Secretary is without authority to waive the rules to per-
mit the late filing of the answer-.- - _ 311

6. Upon appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner in a contest against
a mining claim, the Director of the Bureau of Land Management,
and in turn the Secretary, can make-all findings of fact and law
based upon the record' just as though each were making the
decision in the first instance… … ----------- 232

DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY -

7. Mining claims whose' invalidity is demonstrated by matters of record
are to be declared null and void by the manager of the land offce
without the necessity of further proceedings … --- - 69

8. Where the Government brings charges against a millsite claim alleg-
ing that no present use or occupation of the claim for mining
purposes is' being made, and a primafcto case is establishedin
support of the charge, the burden shifts to the claimant to show
compliance with the provisions of the statute… -- -142

9. Mining claims may be declared null and void if the claimant, who
received notice of adverse charges against his claims, fals to
answer the charges as required and fails to-appeal from a decision--

: holding his claims null and void, and where the claimant takes
no action with respect -to the claims for 25 years,- the decision
declaring the claims' null and void is conclusive and will not be
reopened if the interest of: other parties under on- and gas leases
issued by the United States have intervened, in the absence of a
legal or-equitable basis warranting reconsideration … 160

10. Where in a contest brought on an application for a mining patent - I
it is determined -that no discovery has been made on the claim, the
necessary result of this determination is that the mining' claim is

- invalid, even though the Department purports only to reject 'the
: application for patent-_ _ _ _ ___ __ . 417
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued
DETERMINATION OF VALIDITY-Continued Page

11. There is no- reasonable or-iogical:basis for:the Departinent's practice,- 
in some-mining contests:involving applieations for patent to reject
the application for lack of discovery-on the claim but to regard
the; claim, as 'being valid_ __ _______---- 417

12. This Department may declare mining claims null and void after a
determination that the claims are abandoned has become final, -
and, if, at. that time, an Executive Order attaches to the. land
eered; by the abandoned claims -withdrawing it from the opera-

tion tf'the public'land laws, further assertions, of property rights
MIKA 'nu land, except in accordance with the withdrawal order,
are precluded ----------- 7 -- - 160

DISCOVERY- -

13. To'satisfy, the requirements for -diseovery on a placer mining claim
located for a deposit of clay, it-must be shown that the clay is not
_-, only marketable at a profit but that -it is not a common clay suit-
-able- only for the, manufacture of ordinary briek, tile,: pottery, -

Bland similar products _ = _ 63
14. A depositof: clay which contains impurities useful as flux material

. in the manufacture of sewer pipe but which is not of an unusual
orexeeptional nature is -a common clay where it is clear that: all
common lays possess the same substances and in more or less
the same degree …… I __-_---_-_- __-__- ._-__- 63

15. Where in a contest brought on an application for a mining patent
it is- determined that no discovery has been made on the claim,

-the necessary result. of this determination -is that the mining
* .claim isinvalid, even though the Department purports only to
reject the application for patent_ _-__- _-_-_-_- .417

16. A discovery of appreciable mineral values in a small exposure which
is unrelated to other mineralization is insufficient to constitut a:

- valid discovery of a valuable mineral deposit where other expo-
- sures-on the claim show no mineral values _-_- _-- __ 417

17. A mining claim is properly' held null and void in the absence of
evidence showing the discovery of a valuable mineral deposit
which would'justify a man of oridinary prudence in the further
expenditure of his time and money with a reasonable prospect of
success in an effort to dOvelop a valuable mine -_ 232

HEARINGS

18. A hearing is not required by departmental practice or by the require-
ments of due process on the rejection of an application for a
patent on miningelaims.which,.26 years before theiapplication

; Cwas filed, were declared null and void by-a default: decision after
- notice of charges against the- claims, including a charge that the

claims -were abandoned- and an opportunity for a hearing thereon
were given the record. title owner of the claims ___ - 160

19. Mining claimants who assert that placer claims within the bound-
. -aries of the Navajo reservations are not on Indian land because
- they are relocations of old locations which were excluded from

the reservation will be afforded an opportunity to present evi-
dence of the facts upon which they rely to exclude the elaims:
from the reservation…… _ - ---------------------…182
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MINING CLAIMS-Continued

LANDS SUBJECT TO Page

20. Mining claims are null and void where the claims are located after
December 31, 1952, and prior to February 10,1954, on lands then
in outstanding oil and galeases and the requirements of the act
of August18] 1954,under which the claims miglitliave been vali-

- dated, were not met__'__ __9
21. Land embraced in an oil and gas prospecting permit becomes subject'

to mineral location, all else being regular, as soon as the permit
expires and not only when the notation of the expiration of the
permit. is made-69

22. In view of the Department's regulation that lands: classified:as suit-
able for disposition, under the Small Tract Act shall be segregated
from all appropriation, including locations under the mining laws,
mining claims located: on lands earlier classified as suitable for.
disposition as. small tracts are invalid …__ …- - I-----…259

23. Notices, of the location of mining claims on lands covered by lease
issued under the Recreation.and Public Purposes Act are properly

'rejected because; such- :lands-are: not subject to mining location
until the Secretary of the Interior has adopted regulations per-
mitting disposition of minerals under the mining laws 'on such
lands:-----___-_--___'_--:132. 

MILL SITES

24. A vague intention to use or occupy land, embraced 'in a millsite-
claim for mining or milling purposes at some time.in the future is
not sufficient to comply with the requirements of section 2337 of
-the Revised Statutes for obtaining'a millsite_… … _ 141

25. A -millsite claim- is properly declared invalid' where the claim Is not
occupied or used for mining or milling purposes _'' ' _ 141

26. Where the Government- brings: chargosi against' a hillsite: claim
-'ileging that no present use or occupation of the claim for mining
purposes' is being. made, 'and a prima fdie case is established
in support of the charge,' the burden shifts to' the claimant'to
i show compliance with the provisions of the statute: … _--… 142

27. Where land located as a millsite is not being used for mining and'
- milling purposes at the time a patent for it. is applied 'for, the

applicant must show occupation by improvement -or otherwise
- sufficient to evidence-an intended use of the claim in good faith

for mining and milling purposes and where the only-improvement
on a claim is anlexcavation useful only if a projected mill is built

-.on. adjoining. claim, the requirement of the statute has not been
met,- -7142

PATENT

28. Where in a contest brought on; an application for a mining patent: 
t-'' it' is etiine'thtitn scver has' e made on the- ciltim,

the necessary result of this determination is that the mining claim
is invalid, even though'the Department purports only to reject-thd-
applicatiofr for: patent-. ----- - -' ----- 417
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29. After locatio of a miningclaim but prior to discovery, a mining
claimant has no rights as against the United States but is a mere
licensee or tenant at ill; he acquires a right of exclusive pos-
session as against the United States, which. is property in the
fullest sense of the word, only after making a discovery …______-417

POWER SITE LANDS

30. A notice of location of a placer mining-claim filed pursuant to section
4 of the Mining Claims Rights Restoration Act is not to be rejected
because the person filing it.has-not submitted proof of ownership
of the claim since neither the statute nor regulations require that
such proof be submitted at the time of filing; but before the filing
is accepted the person may be required to submit a showing that
he is the owner of the claims or authorized to make the filing on
behalf of the owner- - __ _ _______ _ 181

31. The Department accepts the decision of the United States District
Court in MacDonald v. Best holding that thelining Claims Rights
Restoration Act of 1955 does not provide for, or authorize, the
forfeiture of mining claims located on powersite lands for failure
of the claimant to file a copy. of his notice of location in the land
office within the time specified in the set - ___- ___-_-__--366

SPECIAL ACTS

32. Mining claims are null and: void where the claims are located after
December 31, 1952, and prior to Febn 10, 1954, on lands then
in outstanding oil; and gas leases and the requirements of the act
of Aug 2 13, 1954, under which the claims might have; been
validated, were not, met - 69

33. The Department accepts the decision of the United States District
Court in MacDonald v. Best holding that the Mining Claims Rights
Restoration Act of 1955 does not provide for, or authorize, the
-forfeiture of mining claims located on powersite lands for failure
of the claimant to file a copy of his notice of location in the land
office within the time specified in the at … _= _366 

SURFACE USES
34. The statutory requirement for mailing by registered mail of a copy

of the published notice described in section 5 of the act of July 23,
1955, to a mining claimant is met by the mailing of the notice by
registered mail to his address of record and it is immaterial that
he may not have personally received the notice because he did
not live at the. address - ___ _____-289

85. A verified statement required under the act of July 23, 1955, is prop-
erly rejected and the use of: the surface resources denied to a-
mining claimant who files such statement after the termination
of the period of 150 days prescribed by the statute for such filing_ 288

TITLE

36. An applicant for patent to mining- claims can hardly claim to be a
bona fide purchaser for value of the claims when prior to and at
the time of his purchase the public records of the Department
show that the claims had been declared null and void and the
applicant's own abstract of title shows entries on the county
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records of issuanceby the United States of-an oil and gas lease on
part of the land in the claims;ddu of a patent on another. part of
the land----- _160

WITHDRAWN LAND

"37. Mining claimants who assert that placer claims within the bounda-
ries of the Natajo reservation are not on Indian land because
they are relocations of old locations which were excluded from the
reservation will be afforded an opportunity to present evidence
of the facts upon which they rely to exclude the claims from'
the reservation- -182

3.8. This Department may declare mining claims null and void after a
determination that the claims are. abandoned has. become final,.
and if, at that time, an Executive Order attaches to the land
covered by the abandoned claims withdrawing it from the opera-
tion, of the public land laws, -further assertions of property rights
in such land, except in accordance with the withdrawal order,
are precluded - _ _ ___ __ 160

MULTIPLE MINERAL DEVELOPXENT ACT

VERIFIED STATEMENT

1. Where a statement fied -pursuant to section 7 of the act of August 13,
1954,, does not on its face show that it was sworn to, yet in fact it
was -sworn to, -the -fact that the oath was administered may be
shown by evidence outside the record - - -__-__ -_-_ 69

2. The signature of a corporate officer to a verification of a statement
filed pursuant to section 7 of the act of August 13, 1954, or the
corporate seal stamped on each page of the statement is.a.suffi-
eient signature to the statement if a signature is necessary _-__- 69

3. Where an officer of a corporation filing a statement pursuant to see-
:. : tion 7 of the -act of August 13, 1954, subscribes his signature to a

statement that-he is making the statement under oath and a
notary public signs and seals an acknowledgement of the officer's
signature, the statement is considered to have been made.under

i : oath and thus verified… ___--_---_____- ___ _-__-_-__- 68
4. The verified statement filed by, a mining claimant pursuant to sec-, -

tion 7 of the act of August 13, 1954, must be under. oath_ - 68

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE AREAS -

LAND

Use 
1. In determining the'question of delay, or excuse for delay, by the City

and County of San Francisco in its construction of the water
poWer system permitted by the Raker Act in Yosemite National
Park Stanislaus National Forest, the City's operations since the

- passage of. the Act must -be examined because the United States
is not bound by laches or neglect of duty on the part of its

; - officers and agents … _-_ -_-_-323
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1. The statutory requirement for mailing by registered mail of a copy

of the published notice described in section.5 of -the at of July 23,
1955, to a mining claimant is met Py the-mailing of the notice by

registered mail to his address of record and itisimaterial that
'' he may ndt have personally received the.noticebecause he.did

not live at the address… __= _289,
2. AJunior offeror for an oil and gaslease is not entitled as a nmatter of

' right to notice -:of- actions taken on a prior offer_ _------------- 298

OIL AND GAS LEASES

GENERALLY, - --.--- ' -

>'._A junior-off-erorfor an oil and gas-lease is not-entitled as a matter of;
right to notice of actions tdken on a prior offer… ' 298

2. An 'applicant for an: oil and gas' lease has the'duty of keeping the
i -Depaitment- informdd 6f an address'at' which' commulicAdtions
* from: the Departmient oncerning 'the oiffer will'reach- him and if

-he fails to do so, rendering it impossible for the D6partment to
- send'him a:lease;-he -vill bei'eonsidered to'have abandoned his

-9- . .- offer ----- =- - 305
3. Although' the term "primary term" used in the Mineral-Leasing Act

to apply to a non-competitive ol and gas lease ordinarily means
the initial term of years as set forth in the lease,: the legislative

. history of -sectioi4(d) of the Mineral Leasing Act Revision 'of -
- 1960,issuch'as to require the conclusion that; as there used, it

means all. periods in' the life of the lease prior to its extension by
--reason of.the-prodction of-oil and' gas in paying quantities 357

ACQUIRED LANDS LEASES - -i

4. Acquired lands oil and gas lease applications will not he reited
for failure to comply with a requirement added to the public land
leasing regulations if' it is doubtful whether the amendment of

' the-public land leasing regulations which added the require-
ment also applied to acquired lands applications …__-_-203

Z. A: acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States
owns only a fractional interest in the minerals -may' be allbwed

-where-the acreage applied for exceeds 2,560 acres but the excess
--is not more than-10-percent over 2,560-aces 385

'6. An acquired lands lease offer for laud in which the United States -
-owns only a fractional interst in the minerals is def ctiva if it
is not accompanied by a statement as to oWnership of operating 

* rights in the interest not owned by the United States, and the -

offer confers no priority upon the applicant until such time as the
statement is filed 3---- -85-

7. An offer-to lease lands for oil andgas which covers lands in excess ,
of ,2,560 acres by less than 10-percent-will not be rejected with
loss- of priorit -where the off eror -mistakenly thought that his

- .,offer was within the acreage limitation because the United- States
owned only a 75 perqent.interest -in the oil and gas- - 385

8. An application for an acquired lands oil and gas lease is impropprly
: i: -'. rejected where the applicant does not accompany his applicatdon

with a statement as to whether he is the sole party in interest
* *0 0 as required for a public land lease offer - __- _-_-_-_ 203
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9. An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States
owns only a fractional interest in the minerals may be allowed
where the acreage applied for, exeeds 260 acres but. the excess
is not more than 10 percent over 2,660 acres- 385

10. Under the formerDepartmentalregzg-ulation. governing acre'agedimita-
. tions, -an offeror, holding -excess acreage 'at the' time of filing an.

-offer was entitled to 30 days within which to reduce his holdings
and if he did so within that time his offer-did not lose priority as
of the time of filing_____ '____ _ _ - - - 209

APPLICATIONS-

11. An application for an acquired lands oil and gas lease is improperly
rejected where the applicant does not accompany his application
with a statement as 'to whether he is the sole party in interest,
as required for a public land lease offer-_ 203

12. An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected where the land applied
for is covered by outstanding leases even though such leases may
have been improperly extended… …139

'13. A joint oil and -gas lease offer signed by only--one of the offerors is
incomplete and must-b& rejected in its entirety; it annot be con- -0
sidered as the individual offer of the one signing- 223

14. The manager of a land office has no duty or authority 'to ignore any
portion of an oil and gas lease ffer in'order to regard it' as a
valid offer … …223

15. Where a lease is issued on unsurveyed land pursuant to an applica-
tion which partially conflicted with a prior lease and the sub-
sequent lease omitted part of the land: applied'for which did not
'conflict with the prior'lease, thus creating'a hiatus between the
two leases; and where the hiatus can, be closed by adding to the
description in the. subsequent lease a metes and bounds descrip-,
tiofi of the land in the hiatus, the subsequent lease will beD so
amended. Where leases for unsurveyed land partially conflict
with outstanding leases based upon prior offers and the conflict
can be eliminated by excepting the areas in: conflict from the
descriptions In the subsequent leases, the subsequent 'leases are
'properly canceled as to the area in conflict by excepting that area
from the lands included in the subsequent leases - 41 

16. The first applicant for an oil and gas lease acquires no vested right
to have a lease issued to him but only' a right to be preferred
over other applicants if a lease is to:'be issued, and his offer is
properly rejected if the land' applied for; is -subsequently with-X
drawn ffrom' mineral leasing…' 315

17. An applicant for an oil and gas lease has the duty of keeping the
Department informed'of an' address at which 'cOdmuiications
from the Department concerning the offer will reach'him and if
:he fails to do so,' rendering it impossible for the Departmeht' to
send -him a lease, he will be cbnsidered to have: abandoned his
offer -… ---------- ' - _ 305

18. When an oil and gas lease offer is improperly excluded from a draw-
ing to determine the priority of conflicting, imultaneously-filed
offers, a new drawing must be held - _ _ _ 209
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19. Under the forimer depdtmental regulationi governing acreage limita-
tions, an offeror holding exess acreage at'-the time of filing an

; offer was entitled to 80 days within which to reduce his holdings
... and if he did so within that time his offer did not lose priority as

of the time of filing… -_--__-__- __- - 209
20. An offeror who fles less than the required 5 copies of his offer

retains friority of filing if he files the requisite number of copies
within: 30 days __ _ 209

. 21. Oil and gas lease applications for unsurveyed lands will not be
suspended pending actual survey to establish whether a portion

- of. the lands applied for conflicts with prior offers where deter-.
minations based upon the: applicants'; description of the land
show such conflict and there is no evidence that the conflict does
not exist _- _ _= 242

22. One who fails to appeal from the rejection-of an oil and gas lease
, offer is not entitled to reinstatement of the.application -with

X priority over an intervening applicant, even though the rejection
was erroneous… …- 40

23. The partial rejection of an oil and gas lease application and the
- partial cancellation of oil and gas leases are proper as to un-

.. surveyed lands which, according to determinations of the
Cadast ral Engineering Officer based upon. the applicants' descrip-
tions of the land, conflict with leases issued pursuant to prior

. offers -------------- -- _ 241
24. A-withdrawal of an oil and gas lease offer received over the signa-

ture of the applicant takes effect from the moment it is filed and
"all rights and obligations under the offer are at an end eo fistarte
and this is so even though the withdrawal might have been filed

- by mistake-8 _ 350
25. Acquired lands oil and gas lease applications will not be rejected

for failure to comply with a requirement added to the public land
-leasing regulations if it is- doubtful whether -the amendment of
the public land leasing regulations which added the requirement

- also applied to acquired lands applications… __-____-__-203
26. Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease is not available -

, - for leasing to others and an application for such land must be
2. rejected- ----- 229

27. Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease is not available
for leasing to others and an application to lease such land must be
rejected …_-- _ __ --------- 393

28. Oil and gas lease offers which do not comply with. the mandatory
requirements of the regulations must be rejected without priority,
and in offeror's unfamiliarity with new requirements which are
not referred to in the oil and gas lease offer form required to be

* used by applicants is no basis for allowing oil and gas lease
- offers which do not comply with a- recently adopted regulation for

- filing an offer _ _ __ _ __ _ -_____-_-__-_-.- 400
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29. The regulatory provisions permitting approval of a lease offer which-
meets all other requirements for filing except that it is on a lease
form not currenty in use or on a form not correctly reproduced
(providing it contains the statement that the offeror agrees to be
bound by the terms and conditions of the lease form- in effect at
the date of filing): do not warrant allowance of offers which do
not comply with a recently adopted requirement for filing, and

* where information as to whether an offeror is the. sole party in
interest is required by regulation an offer which does not include
that information is defective, regardless of the form on which the
offer is filed _--_-- __---_-_____-- ___401

30. An oil and gas lease offer filed while an outstanding lease of the
same land remains effective is properly rejected; an offer simul-
taneously filed with other offers to lease the same land is properly
included in a drawing and rejected when the lease is awarded in
response to an offer which acquired priority in: the drawing _ 428

31. The time of filing oil and gas offers is determined by the time stamp
on the offers; sequence of filing is not necessarily reflected by
the serial number assigned to the offers ___________ __…_ 428

ASSIGNMENTS OR TRANSFERS

32. The assignor of an oil and gas lease may, after the filing of an as-
signment but prior to its approval, relinquish the lease without
the concurrence of the assignee _ __ ___ __ _ _- _302

33. The departmental ruling (62 I.D. 216 (1955), 64 I.1D.127 (1957);and
135 (1956) ) that the partial assignment of oil, and gas leases
during their extended 5-year term has; the effect of continuing
in force all segregated leases of undeveloped lands is adhered to. 362

34., The Department's supplemental decision in Franco-Western Oil
'Company. et al., 65 I.D. 427, is adhered to._ _-_-__=-_-_- 362

35. Where three original executed counterpartszof an instrument assign-
ing to the same parties separate parcels: of land or. interests
therein out of a single oil and. gas lease'are 'filed, the assignment
may'be approved, all else being regular, aand it is improper to re-

'.quire a separate instrument of assignment as to each parcel being
'''; assigned…… - ___ _ ------_-_ -- _--____ ---_ - _.- 229

36. Where at the time a partial assignment of the record title of an 
oil and gas lease was filed the regulations governing assignments
did not require a statement by an. assignee that he 'is the sole
party in interest; similar to that required at the time, of an
offeror, the assignment is not: to be refused recognition __ _ 393

.37. Where the holder of' an undivided interest in an oil and, gas lease
which is in its. extended term by reason of produictioni assigns his
interest as to a portion of the leased land, the lease is ,not segre-
gated into separate leases with the consequence that the lease as
to the assigned portion is deemed terminated because it does pot

include a producing well…… =_ __ I _______ _ _404
38. An assignment of less than the whole interest in a portion of the

acreage included in an oil and gas lease at one time is not a
partial assignment of the lease within the meaning of section
30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act and does not segregate the lease
into separate leases; ---- _-_________ - 4-------------404
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39. The partial rejection of an 0il and gas. lease application and, the'
* partial, cancellation of oil and gas leases are proper .as to unsur-

veyed lands which, according to determinations of the Cadastral
Engineering Officer based upon the applicants' descriptions of -the
land, conflict with leases issued pursuant to prior offers_------- 241

DESCRIPTIONOF LAND :

40. Where a lease is issued on unsurveyed land pursuant to an applica-
tion which partially conflicted with:a prior lease and the subse-
quent lease omitted part of the land applied for which did not
conflict with the prior lease, thus creating a hiatus between the
two-leases,'and where- the hiatus can be closed -by adding to the
description in the subsequent lease a metes and bounds descrip-

* tion of the land in the hiatus, the subsequent lease will be so
amended. Where leases for nsurveyed land partially conflict
with outstanding leases based upon prior offers and the conflict,
can be eliminated by excepting the areas in conflict from the de-
scriptions in the subsequent leases, the subsequent leases are prop-
erly canceled 'as' to the area in conflict by excepting that area
-from the- lands-included in the subsequent leases _-_-__ 241

41. Oil and gas lease applications for unsurveyed lands will not be
suspendedipending actual; survey to establish whether a portion' -

of the lands applied for conflicts withlprior off ers where deter-
' minations based upon. the applicants' descriptions of the land show

such cbnflict and there isino evidence that the conflict does not ' -

exist __ -_ _ 242

42. The partial rejection of .an. oill and gaslease application and the
.' partial cancellation of oil and gas leases are proper as to unsur-

- veyed lands which, according to determinations of the Cadastral'
* Engineering Officer based upon the applicants' descriptions .of the

land conflict with leases issued- pursuant to prior'offers-. 241
43. An oil and gas lease offer is properly rejected as to surveyed lands

* which are designated in the eoffr as unsurveyed' lands and de-
scribed by metes, and'bounds, even though the offer gives what
probably will be the description 'of the lands when they are

- surveyed _- __113

DISCRETION TO LEASE

44. The amendment of section 17 of the Mineral Leasing Act by the act
of August 8, 1946, did not affect the discretion of the Secretary of
the Interior to lease or not to lease public' land 'for; oil and gas
purpoaes; the Secretary is required to issue a lease to the person.
first making application for a lease who is qualified to hold 'a lease "
only in the event that he decides to lease the land - 315

45 In the exercise of his judgment on how the public interest will he
"best served, the Secretary of the Interior may properly determine
that a fractional mineral interest in acquired land may be leased
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for oil and gas purposes to- an Offeror. who does not own any
operating rights-in the fraction m mineral interest -not owned by

.fthe UPitedStates but who holds all of theefperating. rights in -
adjoining land by virtue of a lease from the United States…----_ 298

EXTENSIONS

46. When the last day for filing an application for- a 5-year extension
of a- noncompetitive oil and: gas lease falls on a day on- which the

-' land office is not open to -the public for the filing -f documents for
all of the normal hours pursuant to an Executive order permitting
Federal employees to be exeused from duty. for half a day, the ,
application is timely filed if-it is receivedin the land office on
the next day the office isopen to the public- - __________- ___-

47. Land not within a known geologic structure of a producing-oil and
gas field should be leased, if at all, to the first qualified applicant, -
and if a lease has beenissued. to a subsequent applicant an exten -

- sion of the lease at the expiration of. the original term is properly
denied if it is established that the first applicant is still qualified
and desirous of obtaining a lease3 -__ _05

''48. The depitmenttuling (62I.D 216; (1955), 64 I.D. 127 (1957) and -

135 (1956)) that the partial assignment of oil and gas leases
during their extended 5-year term has the effect of continuing
in force all segregated leases of undeveloped lands is adhered
to… _362

49. The Department's supplemental decision in Franco.-Western Oil
: : ''Company t al., 65 I.D. :427, -------------- __- :6Oonipanytt al, 65 LU. 2s adhered to-- 362

50. Where the holder of an undivided interest in: an oil and gas lease
which is in its extended term by reason, of production. assigns his
interest as to a portion of the leased land, the lease -is. not
segregated into separate leases with the consequence, that the
lease as to the assigned portionis. deemed terminated because-it
does not include a producing well ---- 404

51. An assignient of less than the whole interest in a portion of the -

acreage included in an oil and gas lease at one time is not a,
partial assignment of the lease within the meaning of section'

- 30(a) of the Mineral Leasing- Act and does not segregate the
lease into sepiarate-leases…- I 404

FIRST QUALIFIED APPLICANT - - - - -

52. The regulatory provisions -permitting approval of a lease offer which
- iieetsall otherreu ents for fiing except that it is on a lease:j-
'form not currently in use or on -a form not correctly reproduced
(providing, it contains the statement that the offeror agrees-to
be bound by the terms- and conditions of the lease form- in effect
-at the date of filing) do not warrant allowance; of offers which
do not comply with a recently adopted requirement for filing,-and

.- ; 0where information as to whether an offeror is the -sole-party in
: -interest is required by regulation an offer which -does not include /
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that information is defective, regardless of the form on which the
offer is filed"; - I _ -_-__-_______ -_-401

53. Land not within a known geologic structure of a producing oil and
gas field should be leased, if at.all, to the first qualified applicant,
and if a lease has been issued to a subsequent applicant an exten-
sion, of the lease at the expiration of the original term is properly
denied if it is established that the first applicant is still qualified
,and desirous of obtaining a lease- _ I- _ _- ____-_- 305

FUTURE AND FRACTIONAL INTEREST LEASES

54. An offer to lease lands for oil and gas which covers lands in excess
of 2,560 acres by less than 10 percent will not be rejected with loss
of priority where the offeror mistakenly thought that his offer
was within the acreage limitation because the United States
owned only a 75 percent interest in the oil and gas -- _ 385

55. An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States
owns only a fractional interest in, the minerals may be allowed
where the acreage applied for exceeds 2,560 acres but the excess
is not more than 10 percent over 2,560 acres …___-____-____ :…385

56. An acquired lands lease offer for land in which the United States
owns only a fractional interest in the minerals is defective if it
is not accompanied by a statement as to ownership of operating
rights in the interest not owned by the United States, and the
offer confers no priority upon the applicant until such time as.
the statement is filed … … 385

57. In the exercise of his judgment on how the public interest will be.
best served, the Secretary of the Interior may properly determine
tbat a fractional mineral interest in acquired land may be leased
for oil and gas purposes to an offeror who does not own any oper-
ating rights in the fractional mineral interest not owned by the
United States but who holds all :of the operating rights in adjoin-
ing land by virtue of a lease from the United States - ---- 298

KNOWN GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

58. Where the facts on which a determination that land is within the
known geological structure of a producing oil and gas field are
known prior to the date on which a noncompetitive offer to lease
for oil and gas is filed, it is the date of the ascertainment of the
facts and not the announcement of it that determines whether
lands are to be leased competitively or noncompetitively … … 367

59. Where the Geological Survey reports that land in an offer is within
the known geologic structure of a producing field, that report is
not to be disregarded or deemed overruled by a later statement of
the Survey in filing a map of the revision of the field that the
date to be considered'in any action affecting land in the field is
the date of promulgation of the definition, a date subsequent to
the' filing of the offer- - 368

60. In making a determination of a geologic structurh "undefined," the
Department has never prepared maps or diagrams and the regu-
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lation governing definitions of' known geologic structures has
never required the preparation of maps or diagrams of the unde-

'fined structures… 368
'61. Where the. Director of the Geological Survey has determined that

- lands are within the known geological structure of a producing'
- -oil or gas field,; and hag filed a diagram in the land office showing

the limits of the field, lands found to be within such a structure
* may be leased only competitively after the date on which the
. facts on which the determination of the structure is based are
X ,known and a noncompetitiveoffer covering lands within the struc-
..ture filed.before-the pronouncement.of the deflinition of the strfuc-
ture but after the date on which the facts were ascertained must:
be rejected …… -- __ _ -___-_-__-_368

LANDS SUBJECT TO - -

62. Land included in an outstanding oil and gas lease is not available
,for: leasing toothers anid an. application for. such-land must be
rejected…-l … - 229

Q3. Aunoiland gas lease-offer. isproperly rejected where.the: land'applied
for is coveredby outstanding leases even though such leases may-
have been improperly: extended __ - - 139

64. Lands withdrawn from all forms of appropriation under the public
,land laws, including the. mining and mineral leasing: laws, and

-.. ,. reserved for use by. the Department of the Air Force, are not
available for leasing- under the Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, and

- an oil and gas offer for such lands is properly'rejectedt … … 194
65. The partial rejection of an oil and gas lease application and the

partial cancellation of oil and gas leases are proper as to unsur-
veyed lands which, according to determinations of the Qadastral

*;: . Engineering Officer based upon the applicants' descriptions of the
land, conflict with leases issued pursuant to prior offers … 241

PREFERENCE RIGHT LEASES

66. The exercise, prior to January 3, 1959, of the preference right
accorded by section 6 of the act of July 3, 1958, is effective to'
include in outstanding oil and gas leases all land'beneath non-
tidal navigable waters in Alaska embraced within the boundaries
of such leases ---- - ___-_-_-_-_-__-81

RENTALS -

67. An oil and gas lease does not automatically terminate on its anni-
versary date for failure to pay rental on or before that date where
the rent was paid before the anniversary date but, due to an
oversight on the part of the land office, it was erroneously re-
turned to the lessee and was not physically in the land office on
the anniversary date __-_-_-_-_--- '285

RELINQUISHMENTS

68. The assignor of an oil and gas lease may, after the filing of an assign-
ment but prior to its approval, relinquish the lease without the
concurrence of the assignee _______ __-_-__-_-_-_-_-_-302
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69. Under the regulation in effect on January 27, 1959, lands in a relin-
quished oil and gas lease became available for further filing of
oil and gas offers immediately upon notation of, the relinquish-
ment on the tract book 302

70. One of two joint lesses cannot relinquish an oil and gas lease with-
out submitting proof of his authority to act for the other lessee- 428

640-ACRE LIMITATION

71. An oil and gas lease offer which includes less than 640 acres because
some of the land is improperly described is properly rejected as
a violation of the departmental regulation requiring that an offer
be for not less than 640. acres… 113

TERMINATION

72. An oil and gas lease does not automatically terminate on its anni-
versary date for failure to pay rental on or before that date where
the rent was paid before the anniversary date but, due to an
oversight on the part of the land office, it was erroneously returned
to the lessee and was not physically in the land office on the
anniversary, date _ _----_--- 285

73. An assignment of less than the whole interest in a portion of the
acreage included in an oil and gas lease at one time is not a
partial assignment of the lease within the meaning of section
30(a) of the Mineral Leasing Act and does not segregate the
lease into separate leases ------------ -_ 404

74. Where the holder of an undivided interest in an oil and gas lease
which is in its extended term by reason of production assigns his

* interest as to a portion of the leased land, the lease is not segre-
* gated into separate leases with the consequence that the lease

as to the, assigned portion is deemed terminated because it does
not include a producing well - _ 404

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA RAILROAD AND
RECONVEYED COOS DAY GRANT LANDS

TIMBER SALES
1. A corporation whose president is also the president of another cor-

poration which has been found guilty of timber trespass is
properly required to post the bond of the president and the tres-
passing. corporation as a condition precedent to the execution by
the United States of a contract for the sale of timber on Oregon
and California Railroad lands to the first corporation …-_-__-_-245

POTASSIUM LEASES AND PERMITS

PERMITS

1. The filing of an application for a prospecting permit under the act of
February 7, 1927, does not vest in the applicant any rights which
preclude the Department from considering his application under
regulations adopted after such filing -__-___-_-__-_-_-_- 448
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2. An applicant for-a potashpermit is properly required to comply with
requirements for paying rental and submitting a bond although
the requirements were not in effect at the time he filed his applica-
tion, and,,a. permittee whose: application was filed before the
adoption of such requirements but who. was issued a permit there-
after without compliance with the requirements is properly re-
quired to comply with the requirements or suffer cancellation of
his permit…_ _ __ _448

RENTALS
3. An applicant for a potash permit is properly required to comply with

requirements for paying rental and submitting a bond although
the requirements were not in effect at the time he filed his applica-
tion, and a permittee whose application was filed before the

* adoption of such requirements but who was issued a permit there-
after without compliance with the requirements- is properly re-
quired to comply with the requirements or suffer cancellation of
his permit -_----__--___-__-__ -___ --- _-_- _ 448

PRACTICE BEFORE TEE DEPARTMENT
(See also Rules of Practice.)

GENERALLY

1. Where claimants are not represented by counsel, every opportunity
should be afforded them to make whatever presentation they may
deem appropriate -__--__--------_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-- 9

2. Where a person who is not authorized to practice before the Depart-
-oment takes an appeal to the Secretary on behalf of another and
both have been informed-in the decision appealed from of the
requirements for practice before-the Department, the appeal- will
be . dismissed … ___ - ____ __ _321

3. An appeal to the Director is properly dismissed where the statement -

of reasons needed to perfect the appeal was filed by one who is not
authorized to practice before the Department- 8 321

PUBLIC LANDS

CLASSIFICATION
1. The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section

7 of the Taylor Grazing Act to classify public lands as proper for
disposition imposes upon him the responsibility of determining
whether the public interest would be served by classifying certain
land as suitable for disposition pursuant to a State school in- -

demnity selection… _ __ ---- _ --_ --- _-__- 85

PUBLIC RECORDS -

(See also Co fldential Information.)
1. Where a party desiring to inspect departmental records neither fol-

- lows the procedure-set up in the applicable regulation nor requests
the hearing examiner to issue a subpoena for them, it is proper for
the hearing examiner to refuse to dismiss grazing :trespass
charges on the ground that the party was denied an opportunity
to inspect the records _…_-- __----- _-__-145
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AWARD OF LANDS Page

1. Where acceptable evidence of ownership of land contiguous to a'tract
.of land offered at public sale at or after the date'of sale is not
submitted by a preference-right2 claimant within 30 days after the
sale, the land ds properly' awardedto tb hikhest 'bidder 'at

* the, sale _ __ ____------ 261
PREFERENCE RIGHTS

2. The assertion by a group of individuals of a single preference right
.to purchase land' offered at public sale is not entitled to recogni-

tion where it is shown that one member of the group does not
j own contiguous land and another member failed to submit timely -
i :proof of ownership of. contiguous land_- _ -__ 187

3. Where a decision. of the local land office and departmental regulations
under the public sale law clearly' set'forth the requirements for
establishing a preference right to -purchase land, the fact that a
preference-right claimant misconstrued a forn sent to him by the
local.office and inserted a, wrong date therein as' to his ownership
of contiguous land is not sufficient justification-for vacating
the sale… ------------------------- 261.

RECLAXATION HOMESTEADS
GENERALLY

1. The requirement of the homestead law that the entryman must es-
tablish residence on his entry within a maximum period of 12,
months from the allowance of his entry is not satisfied' by clear-
ing and leveling the land and cultivating it, where the. entryman:
has lived with his family in rented premises in the vicinity 'of
the entry and has never eaten, slept, or kept any possessions on
the entry-- ---- - -212

.OANCELLATION :

2. Where an entryman fails to establish residence on his entry within- 
.12 months from the allowance of his entry, the entry must

be canceled ___ _ ----- _ --_ ---- - - 212

RECREATION AND PUBLIC PURPOSES ACT

1. Land included in a reclamation withdrawal is subject to disposal,
under the Recreation and Public Purposes Act __- __---132

REGULATIONS

(See also Administrative Procedure Act.)

APPLICABILITY

1. Acquired lands oil and gas lease applications will not be rejected for
failure to comply with a requirement added to the public land
leasing regulations if it is doubtful whether the amendment of
the public land leasing regulations which added the requirement
also applied to acquired lands applications -_-___-_-_-_ 203

2. When a regulatory provision governing public land oil and gas lease
offers is amended by adding requirements in a new subsection to
the provision, and the provision to which the subsection is added
is not applicable to acquired lands oil and gas lease offers, but the
additional requirements included in the amendment of the public
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land regulation are intended to be applicable to both public and :
acquired lands oil and gas lease offers; then not only the public
land regulation, but also the corresponding acquired lands regula-
tion should be expressly amended by adding the same require-
ments to the acquired lands regulation- - --- -- :203

INTERPRETATION,

3. When a regulatory provision governing public land oil and gas lease
. offers is amended by adding requirements in a new subsection to

the provision, and the provision to, which the subsection: is added
is not applicable to acquired lands oil and gas lease offers, but:
the; additional requirements included in the amendment of the'
public land regulation are intended to be applicable to both public
and acquired lands oil and gas lease offers, then not only the,
public land'regulation, but also the corresponding acquired lands
regulation should be expressly amended by adding the same re-
quirements-to the acquired'lands regulation _-_-_

PUBLICATION

4. Oil and gas lease offers which do not comply with the mandatory re-
quirements of the, regulations must be rejected without priority,
and in offeror's unfamiliarity with new requirements which aire
not referred to in the oil and gas lease offer form requiredto be
used by applicants is no basis for allowing oil and gas lease offers
which do not comply with a recently adopted regulation for filing

.,an offer-_ _ _-_-_-_-_-_-----_-__-_-_

203

400
'WAIVER

5. Under the Department's rules governing Government contests against
Jmining claims, where an answer' to a cmplaint is filed Iate the
allegations; of the complaint will be taken as admitted by the con-
testee and the case decided without a hearing by the manager, and
the Secretary is without authority to waive the rules to permit the.
late filing of the answer-7 = _ _ _ _ _ __ ;;311

RIGHTS-OF-WAY :

(See also Indian Lands, Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, Recta-
mnation La)ds)

1. A change in the location of a right-of-way in Yosemite National Park
and Stanislaus National Forest for a tunnel aqueduct granted to
the City and County of San Francisco in 1914 under the Raker
Act (38 Stat. 242. (1913) ), :may-be made at any time under Sec-
tion 2 of the Act prior to, the, completion of the water power
system permitted by the Act …--… _…_ _ .'22

GENERALLY
2. The Mineral Leasing Act of February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437' 30

-U.S.C.,sec. 181 et seq.), applies to lands within rights-of-way
granted'by the' United States whether they be easements or

'limited fees" granted with-a reservation of the minerals to the
TJi'lited States, except 't 'the extentthat that act has been siper-
seded by a special leasing lhw applicable 'to such'rights-of-way _- 225
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3. Rights-of-way -granted by or under authority of Congress constitute
either easements or "limited fees?' Grants of "limited fee" rail-
road rights-of-way do' not include a grant of the minerals in
the lands-_____ 225

RILES OF PRACTICE

GENERALLY

1. Board-of Contract Appeals decisions are final for the Department.
Hence, request for reconsideration is unnecessary. to exhaust
administrative remedies - 21

2. Where notice of a decision of the manager of a land -office is sent. by
* certified mail to the address .of record of the party -adversely af-
fected by the decision and the notice is returned marked "n-
known," the party is considered to have been constructively served
with notice: of the decision where the address of record was a post
'office box and the Department is informed that the party was not
known at that address or authorized by the renter of the box to-
receive mail therein _ __---40

APPEALS

Generally

3. Upon appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner in a contest
against a mining claim, the Director of the Bureau of Land Man-
agement, and in turn the Secretary, can make all findings of fact
and law based upon the record-just as -though each were making
the decision in the first instance …_ 232

4. There is no further right of appeal to the Secretary from a decision :
* f . : of the Solicitor or Deputy Solicitor issued pursuant to a delega-

tion of authority from the Secretary to decide appeals to, the.
Secretary … ------------------_ 366

- 77Dis-issal -- : - -:

5. An- appeal to the Director of the Bureau of Land Management under
the Federal Range Code. for Grasing Districts is properly dis-
missed where the appeal is not filed in the Offlce of the Director
within30 days after service of the hearing examiner's decision
on the appellant __-_- __- __-_-- --- 4

6. Where a person who is not authorized-to practice before the Depart-
- ment takes an appeal to the Secretary on behalf of another and

b both have been informed in the decision appealed from of the
- requirements for practice before the Department, the appeal will

be dismissed -… _----___---------_-- _- _____-_--- :321

7. An appeal to the Director is properly -dismissed where the statement
of reasons needed to perfect the appeal was filed by one who is not .-

-authorized to- practice befQre. the.Department-_- 321

8. A motion by. the Government for dismissal of an appeal: on- the
- grounds that the contractor failed to give timely.written notices of

protests as required, by the contract, will be denied, where the
appellant has raised issues of fact as to timeliness of such notices,
and as to prior actual knowledge of the protested matters and
partial action thereon by the contracting officer's representative-- 396
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9. Mining claims may be declared null and void if the claimant, who'
- received notice of adverse charges against his claims,- fails to an-

swer the charges -as equired and fails to appeal 'from a decision
holding his claims null and void, and where the claimant takes no
action with respect to the claims for 25 years, the decision: declar-
ing the claims null and void is conclusive and will not be reopened.
if the interest of other parties under oil and gas leases issued' by

'the United States have intervened, in the, absence of a legal or
equitable basis warranting reconsideration… __ _160

10. One who fails to appeal from the rejection of an oil and gas lease'
offer is not' entitled to reinstatement of the application with
priority over an intervening applicant. even though the rejection
was erroneous- - __ _----_----_____-__-__ -_- _---- 40

Hearings

11. Where the parties to an appeal agree to submit the matter in dispute
for decision by the IBCA on depositions and without a hearing,
the Board will normally grant an order permitting such submis-s 
sion with" depositions,' pursuant to Appendix A of the Rules of
the Armed Services Board- of Contract Appeals, since the IBCA
does not have express formal rules on such matters 365

12. It is recommended that a hearing be held to ascertain all the facts
in regard to delay, or excuse for any delay, by the City and County
of San- Francisco in constructing the system permitted by the
Raker Act. Two questions to be considered at the hearing are
whether any delay caused by (1) the fact of eight unsuccessful
bond issues; or (2) by the events culminating in the decision of
the United States Supreme Court in United States v. San Fran-
Cisco, 310 U.S. 16- (1939), and in City and County of San Fran-
cisco v. United States, 223 F. 2d, 737 (9 Cir. 1955), can be con-
sidered as excusing, as the case may be, (a) cessation of
construction of ev&y integral and essential part of the system
for three consecutive years-the "3 year rule," or (b) delay in
constructing any integral and essential part of the system-the
."diligence rule." The City and other participants in the hearing
will be expected to direct themselves to these issues in their briefs
or comments made after the hearing -8--- _ 323

Standing to Appeal

13. Persons who file notices of location of placer mining claims within a
powersite and who are named in the manager's decision may
appeal the rejection of the notices because they have been ag-
grieved: by the rejection, even though they have not presented
pt6&f of oWnrship of the claims… … - _ - 182

Statement of Reasons

14. An appeal to the Secretary of the Interior will be dismissed where
'the appellantfails to file a statement of-reasons for his appeaL I 81
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15. The-provision of the general. -rules of practice of the Department,
43 CPR, 1958 Supp., 221.92(b), permitting the waiver of the late
filing of a document required to befiled within a certain time pro-
vided the document is shown tohave been transmitted within that
period of time and received within 10 days after the filing was
required, does not apply to appeals to the Director arising under
the Federal Range Code for Grazing Districts … .…---------- 5

16. An appeal to the Director of. the Bureau of Land Management is
properly dismissed when the statement of reasons for the appeal
is not filed with the notice of appeal and is later filed in the land
office within the extension of time ranted by the Director, but is
Xforwarded to the Director aftr the expiration of such time and is
received in the office of the Director within the period allowed by
the grace provision of the rules of practice since the deposit of the
document in the manager's. office cannot be construed as a trans-
mission of the document to the Director…220

EVIDENCE

17. When specifications for the construction of laterals and wasteways
'did not providd for the construction of the same by the'so-called
economic-grade method 'and the Government has: failed to bear
the burden of proving by a preponderance of the -evidence thht
the contractor voluntarily adopted this method as its own, the
contractor is entitled to additional compensation to offset the
increased costs of any reexcavation or lateral shoulder excavation
which was involved in the' construction of the laterals and waste-
ways by the economic grade method- ; _ 44

18. A manufacturer bf a shunt reactor which failed upon being ener-
gized after installation has the burden of proving that the failure
was attributable to a fault of the Government which was the pur-
chaser, when the preliminary' tests of the reactor at the factory
were not made entirely as required by the specfications, and
final acceptance of the reactoi was under the specifications subject

' to' further testing and a- period of' satisfactory operation after
installation. However, even if the Governament has the burden of
proving the probable cause of the failure of the reactor, this need

- be established only by a clear preponderance of the evidence, and
the Government has succeeded in showing that the most probable'-
cause of the reactor's failure was atdefective weldz2 4 … 100

19. Where a-contractor claimisithat, absent a strike spplies would -have
*been delivered to it-on. a certain date by its subcontractor,.or

supplier, .but no evidence i submitted- showing: that supplies
could have, been so delivered, the hypothetical delivery date al-
leged by the contractor will be disregarded for the purpose of
establishing the commencement of the period of excusable delay
caused by- the. strikel - _ -_--- ___-_- ___- __-___- 344

20. Allegations of fact made by a contractor that are contrary to fitdigs ;
of fact made by the contracting officer cannot be accepted as proof
of the facts thus put in dispute… __-____-_-_-___-_-___-_-267
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21. The fact that a grazing licensee has repeatedly been assessed and
has paid damages for prior grazing trespasses may be considered
in determining whether the most recent trespass was willful---- 145

GOVERNMENT CONTESTS

22. Upon appeal from a decision of a hearing examiner in a contest
against a mining claim, the Director of the Bureau of Land
Management, and in turn the Secretary, can make all findings of
fact and law based upon the record just as though each were
making the. decision in the first instance__… __ __ ___ 232

23. Under the Department's rules governing Government. contests
against mining claims, where an answer to a complaint is filed late
the allegations of the complaint will be taken as admitted by the
contestee and the case decided without a hearing by the manager,
and the Secretary is without authority to waive the rules to
permit the late filing of the answer -_-__-_-____-__-____-_ 311

HEARINGS

24. Where a party desiring to inspect departmental records neither
follows the procedure set up in the applicable regulation nor
requests the hearing examiner to issue a subpoena for them, it is
-proper for the hearing examiner to refuse to dismiss grazing tres-
pass charges on the ground that the party was denied an oppor-
tunity to inspect the -records…_ --------------…------- _ 145

PRIVATE CONTESTS

25. Where a relinquishment of a homestead entry and an affidavit of
contest against the same entry are filed simultaneously, the latter
must be dismissed because the relinquishment takes effect im-
mediately, extinguishes the entry, and leaves the contest nothing
upon which to act -__ _ ___ _________ 136

26. Where a relinquishment of an entry is filed after an affidavit of con-
test has been filed against the same entry but before the entryman,

- has been given actual or constructive notice of the contest, it is. to
be conclusively presumed that the relinquishment was caused by
the contest unless it can be shown that the affidavit of contest was
not good and sufficient, that the contest charge was not true, that
the contestant was not a qualified applicant, or that the land is
not subject to the contestant's application … _-_-_-_-_- i'-136

SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY O SECRETARY

27. Inthe exercise of his supervisory authority, the Secretary of the
J Interior may reopen any case affecting public lands so long as the
land remains under his jurisdiction …--------_366

SCHOOLLANDS

INDEMNITY SELECTIONS

1. The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior'by section
- 7, of the Taylor Grazing Act to classify public.lands as proper

for disposition imposes upon him the responsibility of determining
whether the public interest would be served by classifying certain
land as suitable for disposition pursuant to a State school in-
demnity selection- -___ _-- __________-________ - 85
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02. The filing by a State of a school. indemnity selection does not vest in
the State an interest in the selected lands which deprives the
Secretary of his authority to classify the land as not suitable for
State selection… ___----__--________________- ___--- 85

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

1. Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, did not diminish the author-
ity of the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw public lands
under his control and jurisdiction from all forms of appropriation
under the public land laws, including 'the mining and mineral
leasing laws, for the benefit of the Department of Defense …----- 195

2. Upon termination of the trust, which had transferred only the legal
title to lands and the future income therefrom to a trustee, leav-
ing the beneficial title in the Indian creator of the trust, the
suspension of supervision by the Secretary of the Interior or his
authorized representative 'over the trust property is lifted and
such supervision resumes as though the trust had never been

*made- 452*md--------------------------- ---------------- 45
3. United States Savings Bonds purchased with the income accruing

: from restricted Indian lands during the terms of a trust'agree-
ment continue under the supervision and control of the Secretary

_,of the Interior or his authorized representative upon termination
of the trust… __ _ _--_-_-_-_-=__ 452

4. Pursuant to conveyances of restricted Indian lands approved condi-
tionally by county courts in Oklahoma under a trust agreement,
the Secretary of the Interior or his authorized representative can
suspend temporarily, during the term of the trust, supervision
over the collections made of income from the restricted lands-__ 452

SHALL TRACT ACT

CLASSIFICATION
1. In view of the Department's regulation that lands classified as suit-

able for disposition under the Small Tract Act shall be segregated
from all appropriation, including locations under the mining laws,
mining claims located on lands earlier classified as suitable for
disposition as small tracts are invalid -__-_-_ - ___- __ 259

SOLDIERS' ADDITIONAL HOMESTEADS

GENERALLY
1. There is no requirement that an: application for soldiers' additional

homestead entry be rejected on the ground that an Alaskan Indian
claimed the. laad under an allotment. application which was filed
after the soldiers' additional application was filed where it ap-
pears that when the soldiers' additional application was filed,
the land was not occupied either by the allotment applicant or by
other Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos; and a decision im-.

* properly rejecting a soldiers' additional application in such cir-
cumstances will be set aside__ _________ _ _410
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STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION

.GENERALLY . rage
1. Assuming, without deciding,that the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is

an integral and essential part of the system, the fact that the City
-and County of San Francisco caused no work to be done on the
. aqueduct, and intended to do none for many years subsequent-to

passage of the Act, does not permit a declaration of forfeiture,
by reason of the three year cessation rule, unless there was a

,cessation of construction on every integral and essential part of
the system, at the same time, for a period of three consecutive
years- - ---- 323

2. A statute which purports to ratify a cession agreement by which
Indian tribes "* * * hereby cede, convey, transfer, relinquish
and surrender forever without any reservation, express or im-
plied * * operates to extinguish completely the Indian title
to the lands involved; and a subsequent reservation of a portion
of those lands by the Secretary of the Interior for school and
agency purposes for the benefit of the Indians does not revest
title in the tribes … ____--- -- _-__- ___-:--- 10

3. Assuming, without deciding, that the Canyon Tunnel Aqueduct is an
integral and essential part of the system, section 5 of the Raker
Act permits a declaration of forfeiture even if there has been no
consecutive three-year break in the. construction of the whole
system, if the facts show that the delay in constructing a partic-
ular integral and essential part of the system is not reasonable
under all the circumstances __ ----------_.323

SURFACE RESOURCES ACT

APPLICABILITY

1. Section 4 of the Surface Resources Act of July 23, 1955, is applicable
to land included in a mining claim located prior to that date but
not perfected by discovery prior to that date - __-__ -_ 417

VERIFIED STATEMENT

2. A verified statement required under the act of July 23, 1955, is prop-
erly rejected and the use of the surface resources denied to a
mining claimant who files such statement after the termination
of the period of 150 days prescribed by the statute for such filing-- 288

3. The statutory requirement for mailing by registered mail of a copy
of the published notice described in section 5 of the act of July
23, 1955, to a mining claimant is met by the mailing of the notice
by registered mail to his address of record and it is immaterial
that he may not have personally received the notice because he
did not live at the address- - _ ____ 289

SURVEYS OF PUBLIC LANDS

GENERALLY.

1. Where an order withdrawing a tract of unsurveyed land from entry
gives. the line of mean high tide of a branch of an inlet as one of,
the boundaries of the withdrawn area, the. meander, line which is
run in surveying the area in accordance with the mean high water
line is to be regarded as the equivalent of the line of mean high
tide in establishing the littoral boundary of the withdrawn area-- 237
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1. The authority conferred upon the Secretary of the Interior by section
7 of the Taylor Grazing Act to classify public lands as proper for
disposition imposes upon him the responsibility of determining
whether the public interest would be served by classifying
certain land as suitable for disposition pursuant to a State school
indemnity selection _ __-- - -_ --------- 85

TIMBER SALES AND DISPOSALS

1. A -corporation whose president is also the president of another
corporation which has been found guilty of timber trespass is
properly required to post the bond of the president and the tres-

- passing corporation as a condition precedent to the execution by
the United States:of a contract for the sale of timber n Oregon
and California Railroad lands to the first corporation --_-_ 245

TRESPASS

GENERALLY

1. The fact that a grazing licensee has repeatedly been assessed and
has paid damages for prior grazing trespasses may be considered
in determining whether the most recent trespass was willful-__ 145

2. Where grazing privileges are reduced for grazing trespass, the re-
duction attaches to the base property and not only to the tres-
passer's grazing privileges… _ _ ___ _ _ _145

MEASURE OF DAMAGES

3. An offer to pay monetary damages in lieu of a reduction of grazing
privileges imposed for a willful trespass will be rejected because
the Federal Range Code does not provide for monetary penalties,
and the reduction of grazing privileges is a more suitable punish-
ment for the willful trespass committed… __ _ :145

4. A grazing licensee who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle
and horses in trespass upon the public domain is properly sub-
jected to disciplinary action consisting of assessment of damages
and reduction of the grazing privileges of his base property - 145

5. A grazing licensee Who repeatedly and willfully grazes his cattle and
horses in trespass upon the public domain is properly subjected to
disciplinary action consisting of assessment of damages and sus-
pension of the grazing privileges of his base property … __ _ 116

WITHDRAWALS AND RESERVATIONS
AUTHORITY TO MfAKE

1. The President of the United States has inherent authority to with-
draw public lands for public purposes apart from the statutory
authority vested in him by the act of June 25, 1910, and such
inherent authority is not subject to the restrictions which attend
his statutory authority _ _ _ - --- - 217

2. The President of the United States has inherent authority to with-
draw public land for public purposes apart from the statutory
authority vested in him by the act of June 25, 1910 __ 315
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3. Section 6 of the act of February 28, 1958, did not diminish the
authority of the Secretary of the Interior to withdraw public
lands under his control and jurisdiction from all forms of ap-
propriation under the public land laws, including the mining and
mineral leasing laws, for the benefit of the Department of
Defense-1 __ _ _- ___-_ ------------------------- 195

EFFECT OF 

4. A statute which purports to ratify a cession agreement by which
Indian tribes "* * thereby cede, convey, transfer, relinquish and
surrender forever without any reservation,: express or implied,
* * *" operates to extinguish completely the Indian title to the
lands involved; and a subsequent reservation of a portion of those
lands by the Secretary of the Interior for school and agency pur-
poses for the benefit of the Indians does not revest title in the
tribes …… _ ----___ --_____ --_ ------ __ ------ __ --______- 10

5. A withdrawal of public land made pursuant to the inherent authority
vested in the President is a complete bar to mining location in the
absence of express consent to mining location, whereas a with-
drawal made pursuant to the authority bestowed upon the Presi-
dent by the act of June 25, 1910, is subject to mining location,
entry, and patent for metalliferous minerals… _-_- __-_-___-217

RECLAMATION WITHDRAWALS

6. A petition for the restoration to mineral entry of land withdrawn
for reclamation purposes and as a part of the Imperial National
Wildlife Refuge is properly denied even though the Bureau of
Reclamation has no objections to such restoration when mining
operations would interfere with the purpose for which the wild-
life refuge was established …--------_-_-_-_-_- _____-217

REVOCATION AND RESTORATION

7. The authority provided by section 3 of the Indian Reorganization
Act to restore lands to tribal ownership extends to former tribal
lands of an Indian reservation where, by legislation enacted sub-
sequent to the extinguishment of Indian title, a tribal interest has

/ been created in the proceeds derived from the sale of such lands. 1I
8. A petition for the restoration to mineral entry of land withdrawn for

reclamation purposes and as a part of the Imperial National
Wildlife Refuge is properly denied even though the Bureau of
Reclamation has no objections to such restoration when mining
operations would interfere with the purpose for which the wild-
life refuge was established… _-- __- __- ___- ______-______-217

WORDS AND PHRASES

1. Occupied. The word "occupied," as used in the Alaskan Allotment
Act granting a preference right of allotment of lands occupied
in good faith by Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos, and also as
used in the regulation (43 GFR 67.11) precluding entry on lands
occupied in good faith by Alaskan Indians, Aleuts, or Eskimos,
means actual possession and use of land in something more than
a slight and sporadic manner- - __-_-__-___-_-_-__-__-410
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